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PREFACE.
The

deep interest imparted to Indian

affairs

during

tlie

recent

deliberations of the Senate, in the columns of the political jour-

and pamphlets, and, indeed, wherever a vent for

nals, in reviews

public feeling could be found, induces the Author to believe
that no apology

is

needed for the publication of

Much has been already written on
affairs.
No ordinary amount of ability

this

volume.

the subject of Indian

has been brought to

bear on most of the topics embraced in what

is

popularly

termed " the Indian question." It was nevertheless felt that
a work was still wanted which should place the public in possession not merely of such facts as bear upon the political phase
of the subject, but also of a faithful picture, social and industrial, of the many races composing the people of British India.

A

residence of many years in the East, a long connection
with the Indian Press, and an acquaintance with civilians, merchants, and planters of the three Presidencies, have emboldened
the

Author

to call Indian things

by

their right names.

The

vastness of the interests involved forbad their being handled
less firmly.

The recent

upon the government of India is but
momentous changes, which cannot
long be stayed; which must come
peaceably and lawfully, if
legislation

the prelude to great and

we

will

— but they must come,

intelligence

is

—

as surely as the broad daylight of

penetrating the hearts and souls of a hundred

millions of our fellow-creatures.
It is not by such means as the solemn farce enacting in the
Committee-rooms of the House of Commons that this work will
be aided. The dullest mind of the poorest Indian ryot must
see through the transparency of that judicial mockery which
pretends to give fair play to the plaintiff, by examining no other
witnesses than the clients of the defendant.
It is in India, and

—
PREFACE.

VI

work must be done. It is there alone that
Committee of Inquiry can hope to hear the truth and the
whole truth, regarding those matters which so deeply concern
matters which can be little more
the future of British India,
Petitions, newspapers, and
than glanced at in this volume.
pamphlets have gone far to prepare the ground, and much good
seed has been sown but the harvest-time has not yet arrived.
Happily for the cause, the day has gone past when an
Indian speech was the dinner-bell of the House of Commons,
an Indian article the nightcap of newspaper readers. EnglishIndia only, that the

a

—

;

men have

shaken off the antiquated belief that they are not

The

interested in the welfare of the three Presidencies.

philoso-

pher, the political-economist, the manufacturer, the merchant,
the ship-owner, and, above

sympathy and energy

all,

the Christian, finds an ample field

wonderful land, highly gifted
and misery.
country, the greater portion of which has been in our
possession for three-quarters of a century whose commerce has
remained stationary during the last eight or nine years whose
inhabitants pay in taxes half as much as is collected in Great
Britain and Ireland, and yet annually consume no more than
one shilling's worth of British goods per head, or one-fourteenth
part of the value taken by the inhabitants of Chili and La Plata
for

by nature, yet prostrate

in that

in superstition

A

;

;

;

whose

no greater outlay than is spent upon
the streets and highways of one of our large towns upon whose
education the annual sum of three farthings per family is disbursed where railroads, under the fostering care of the Court
of Directors, have progressed at the rate of fifteen miles in
entire roads receive

;

;

A^thin whose colleges, maintamed by a Christian
Government, the Holy Scriptures are a contraband thing, the

fifteen years

;

—

name

of the Saviour a forbidden sound, heard but in stealthy
whispers;
such a country as this cannot be an indifferent
object to Englishmen in the nineteenth century.
Xor is it.

—

India has but to raise her voice, and she will be heard by a
whom a cry for justice was never yet raised in vain.

people to

Earls Court, Brompton,

August 1853.
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THEEE PEESIDENCIES OE INDIA.

INTRODUCTORY SKETCH OP THE NATURAL HISTORY OF
BRITISH INDIA.
various countries which

THE

now form

the three Presidencies of

India, together with those native states which are independent
of,

though in close alliance with, the East India Company, have been
known under several denominations. They have

at various times

been comprehensively and indiscriminately spoken of as Hindostan,
the East Indies, and the Indian Peninsula
rectly

;

they are

now more

cor-

termed British India, which term, of course, excludes such inde-

pendent

states as have been alluded to.
Extending from Cape Comorin on the south to the Himalayan
range on the north, and from the delta of the Berrampootra on the
east to the Indus on the west, British India, exclusive of the recently

annexed province of Pegu, may be said
1,200,000 square miles

Bengal contains 306,012 square miles

to include within its limits

Of

of ten-itory.
;

these,

the

Presidency of

Madras, 141,920

;

Bombay,

and Scinde and the Punjab about 160,000 square miles; the
remainder being the extent of the allied states.
The coast-line of British India amounts to about 3200 miles. Of
these 1800 miles are washed by the Indian Ocean, and 1400 miles by
64,908

the

;

Bay

of Bengal.

The extreme length of India from north
1800 miles ; its greatest width, along the
is about 1500 miles.
Intersected by vast

to south

may

parallel of 25°

be taken as

N.

latitude,

ranges of lofty mountains, the Indian pen-

insula presents a remarkably varied surface of table-land, delta,

B

and

THE THREE PRESIDENCIES OF
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INDIA.

and extending as it does from 3° 4' N. lat. to 34° N. lat., with
sometimes 2500 feet above the sea-level, it natm-ally
comprises many varieties of climate and a great range of temperature.
Crossing the j^eninsula from east to west, between tht twenty-third

valley

;

tracts of country

and twenty-fifth

parallels of north latitude,

tains, a dividing

we

find the

Vindya Moun-

range of a marked character, and the base of those

various districts into which Hindostau has been divided.

These divisions are four in number

Vindya Mountains

;

and

:

the Deccan, south of the

to the north of the range, the Delta of the

Ganges, Central India, and the Delta of the Indus.
a

fifth division,

by

styling that pai-t of the

Some

Deccan which

writers add
is

south of

the river Kishua, Southern India.

The distinguishing feature of the Deccan consists of the lofty
it on every side ; they are named the
northern, southern, eastern, and western Ghauts.'
The latter skirt
the shores of the Indian Ocean and the Bay of Bengal at distances
varying from one hundred to ten miles ; those on the eastern coast
being the most remote.
Their altitude varies from 8000 feet downranges of mountains which skirt

wards.

On

the southern extremity of the western ghauts are the Neil-

gherry Mountains stretching eastward, and famed throughout Southern
India for their fine climate and

fertile tracts of table-land.

On

this

range have been established the sanitary stations of Ootacamund and

Dimhutty, where Europeans enjoy the bracing temperature of alpine
lands within a few days' jom'ney of Madras.

site

At the northern extremity of the western range immediately oppoBombay are the Mahabalipoora IMountains, rising to a height of

5036

feet,

on which the sanitorium of Mahabeleshwur has been esta-

blished for the benefit of that Presidency.

The Aligherry Mountains

are an offshoot of the southern ghauts.

In that portion of the Deccan known as Southern India are several
The King of Travancore and the Rajah of Cochin
states.
are both allies of the Honourable East India Company, and offer
independent

every

facility for

the prosecution of commercial enterprise in their

territories.

Deccan proper comprises all that portion of the peninsula which
between the valley of the Nerbudda on the north, and the deep
pass known as the Gap of Coimbatore, running from east to west at
about 11° N. lat.
The greater part by far of this tract consists of
lies

Ghaut, or ghkt, is applied by the natives to the many openings or jjasses through
being derived ft-om the Sanscrit gati, a way or path, but is used by
Europeans to designate the mountains themselves.
'

these ranges

;

THE DECCAN.
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elevated table-land of cousiderable fertility, skirted

by long ranges of

mountains or ghauts, which stretch coastward until they terminate in
This table-land is called by the natives Bala-ghaut, or the
i:>lains.
country above the ghauts, and varies in breadth from 150 to 40U
Its altitude ranges

miles.

A

from 900 to 3000

feet.

cousiderable portion of the Deccan proper

princes in alliance with the

is still

The kingdom

Company.

the south comprises an extent of 30,000 square miles.

a Hindoo prince, and

The

its capital is

territory of the Rajah of

by native

of Mysore on
It is ruled

by

Seringapatam.

Hydrabad comprehends about 110,000
It is situated in the

square miles, Avith a population of 10,000,000.

north of the Bala-ghauts, and

ruled

is

chiefly

noted for

its

diamond-mines

at Golconda.

rules over 3,000,000 subjects, with an extent

The Rajah of Berar

of territory of about 05,000 square miles, situated to the eastward
of Golconda.

The

comprises about 9000 square miles, with a

state of Satara

population of 500,000.

It

ated on the western ghauts.
territories of the

is

ruled by a Hindoo prince, and
To the south of this principality

Rajah of Colapore

;

a small state,

is

situ-

are the

3000 square miles

under the sway of a Hindoo prince.
The British territories in the Deccan do not exceed 40,000 square
miles, part of which are attached to the Presidency of Bombay, and
in extent,

a portion to that of Madras.

A

considerable part of this table-land

natural productions

and

ren,

it is

;

is

belt of

its

down

is

in

we

find

to the plains below.

almost entirely in the pos-

It varies not less in its

session of the British.

and

and rich

low country which extends round the Indian peninsula,

between the ghauts and the sea-coast,
tility

fertile,

only where their spurs form broken valleys that

extensive forests of lofty timber stretching

The

highly

the ghauts, however, are for the most part bar-

width than in

its

fer-

population.

On the western side we find to the north the " Concan" extending
from the Nerbudda to 15° N. lat. Thence southwards to 12° 3" is the
state of Canara, and from that point to Cape Comorin is the Malabar
territory, although the whole extent of this western sea-board is often
erroneously termed the Malabar coast.

This long range of country

is

few miles from the sea being very flat
and sandy, with no vegetation but topes of palms. Further inland
the ground is broken into hillocks more or less covered with vegetairregular in its surface

tion

;

;

the

first

and gradually elevating themselves, they become

at last

merged
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in the spurs of tlie ghauts,
forests of teak

Along

IN'DIA.

and crovmad with dense jungle and heavy

and satin-wood.

this line of coast, in addition to

Bombay, are the

to-mis of

Mangalore, Cananore, Tellichery, Calicut, Cochin, Aleppee, and Trevanall of them trading ports, and during the
November to April, enjoying a considerable

drum,

north-east monsoon,

fi-om

traffic

Ceylon, the Persian Gulf, and lately with Europe.

tuguese settlement in 15° 30' N.

lat.,

with Bombay,

Goa

is

a Por-

but without any trade worthy of

mention.

At

the southern extremity of the peninsula

is

Cape Comorin

and

;

to the eastward of this, in the Gulf of Manaarlies, the small island of

Piemisseram, famed for

its

stupendous Hindoo temple, to which

pil-

grims annually flock in great numbers.

On the eastern coast-line we find Madras, the capital of the Presidency of that name, Xegapatam, Vizagapatam, and Poudicherry and
Tranquebar, the former a French, the latter a Danish settlement.
coast

is

much exposed

This

to the fury of the south-west monsoon, during

which period none of the native
only harbour along the coast

is

craft are able to

venture out.

The

that of Coringa, in which vessels of

some size may find a safe refuge.
The Deccan is separated fi'om Central India by the valleys of the
Nerbudda and Tapty, according to some writers others, with more
propriety, make the A^indya Mountains the natural boundaries of these
two territories. This range extends from 74° to 84° E. long., in a
direction nearly due east, following the valley of the Xerbudda at a distance of a few miles.
At no pai't do these mountains reach a gi-eater
elevation than 2200 feet above the sea-level, and frequently not more
than 700 feet.
They are crossed in several places by roads of indifferent
:

character.

Central India assumes pretty nearly the shape of a triangle, having

base formed by the Vindya Mountains, and

its apex to the southmost part of elevated table-land,
freely interspersed with mountain-ridges and extensive plains, some of
which latter are extremely fertde. Along the range which on the eastward divides this tract from the delta of the Ganges, are the coal-deposits
which at the present time furnish large supplies to Calcutta.
Nearly the whole of Central India is governed by native princes,
amongst whom are the Guicowar and Rajpoot chiefs. A considerable
its

wards of Delhi.

It consists for the

portion of the state of

Malwa is under the rule of Maharajah Scindia;
while other tracts are governed by numerous petty rajahs, amongst

whom may

be named the Mahratta princes of Holkar and Xagpore.

THE DELTA OF THE GAXGES.

On

the western side of this portion of India the British possess a

considerable tract of the plain of Gujerat, which

Bombay

Presidency.

On

the eastern side

we

is

annexed to the

find adjoining the ter-

of the Rajpoot princes ; and lying between the rivers Sone
and Ganges, a region which has been annexed to the residency of
ritories

Allahabad.

The next

natural division

is

that of the Delta of the Ganges, which

ranges fi-om the mouths of that river to the base of the Himalayas, a
distance in a straight line of about 300 miles, and varying in breadth
miles.
On the eastern side it is flanked by the Chitand the valleys of Assam and Silhet, with the Tiperali
hills ; on its western side it stretches from Balasore in the Bay of
Bengal, thi-ough Midnapore and Nagore, to Rajmahal, and thence by

from 150

tagong

to

180

district

the river Coosie to the Himalayas.

A

very considerable portion of this division

is

incapable of cultiva-

between the mouths of the Ganges and the
Berrampootra, is a low tract called the Sunderabunds, extending about
seventy miles inland and fifty miles in width, covered with swamps and

tion

;

on the southern

side,

thick jungle, the resort of every variety of reptile and wild beast.

The

from the sea is such as to preclude
any but the most scanty use of the soil, though recent attempts have
been made with partial success to recover some portion of this sterile
country.
To the north of this tract, as far as 25° N. lat., and chiefly
effect of the rising of the tides

between the branches of the Ganges and the BeiTampootra, the land

is

subject to an annual inundation during the early part of the south-west

monsoon, when the country

is

covered by water to a great depth, some

much as thirty feet above their ordinary level.
although causing much inconvenience and loss to the inhabitants,

of the rivers rising as
This,

proves a great fertiliser of the

soil

;

and except

in the

immediate vicinity

of the flooded rivers, the entii'e surface of these river valleys yield most

abundant crops of grain on the retirement of the waters, which takes
place during October.

Beyond the influence of these
range of rich

fertile land,

periodical floods,

partly watered

by many

we

find

still

a large

streams, and partly

means to the north of this, again, as far as the
Himalayan range, are found numerous tracts
of waste land covered Avith low jungle, reeds, and rank grass.
Stretching along the lower chain of the Himalayas is the Tarai, or

irrigated

swamps

the

by

artificial

:

at the base of the

swamp, a rather extensive portion of peaty

soil,

through which

innumerable springs burst, fed by the mountain-land above.

The

vast

masses of vegetable matter swept down from the higher lands, and

THE THREE PRESIDEKCIES OF
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decaying on

human

tliese

swamps throughout the

INDIA.

them

year, render

and the scattered population

habitation,

fever in their attempts to earn a scanty living

unfit for

suffer severely

by

from

timber for

felling

the supply of the low country.

The

Plain of the

Ganges comprehends within

it

the districts of

Bengal, Behar, Tirhoot, Oude, Eohilcund, and Allahabad.

most populous and

fertile

sixty millions of inhabitants, and, with the exception of the

Oude,

is

is

kingdom of

under the dominion of the East India Company.

entirely

Calcutta

It is the

portion of British India, containing about

by

far the largest

and most wealthy

city of this or

any

other part of India, containing at the present date about 000,000 in-

The other principal commercial and political

habitants.

cities are

Dacca,

Benares, Allahabad, Mirzapore, Gonickpore, Cawnpore, FuiTuckabad,

Agra, Delhi, Meerut, and

many

others, jjossessing populations vaiying

from thirty to a hundred and twenty thousand souls.
Between the northern extremities of the Gangetic Plain and the
Plain of the Indus is a flat sterile country termed the Doab, ruled over

by a few Seikh chieftains in alliance with the British.
The Plain of tlie Indus is situated on the eastern flank of that river,
and commences fi-om the neighbourhood of Attock, extending southAvards and Avestwards as far as the debouchure of the Indus into the
a
sea.
It comprehends the Punjab, Sciude, and other smaller states
:

large portion of

and even

by the

it

south of the Punjab consists of desert, arid plains

more

in the

favoiu-able positions,

ovei-flowing of the Indus

be termed

fertile,

The Punjab,

and

its

where the land

is

branches, the soil can scarcely

yielding but indifferent crops of grass and grain.

or the country of the five livers, forming the northern

portion of the Plain of the Indus, extends from the base of the

layan range to the confluence of the Chenab with the Indus.

most populous part of

this division of India,

extensive and densely peopled cities
to be three millions.

inhabitants,

of India.

;

watered

:

its

Its ancient capital,

Hima-

It is the

and contains several very

entire population

is

believed

Umritsur, contains 100,000

and has long possessed a valuable trade with many parts
between the rivers Beas and Eavee. Lahore,

It is situated

modern capital, possesses a population of 80,000. Mooltan, on the
Chenab, contains 60,000 inhabitants, and jiossesses some valuable manu-

the

factures in silk

and cotton.

This country contains some very fertile tracts, especially in its more
northern part, where the supply of water is most abundant.
Towards
the south the land is generally less favoured, although there are still

some

rich valleys

between the Ravee and the Beas, as also in the imme-

THE PUNJAB AND SCINDE.
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These streams

are,

according to

modern nomenclature, the Sutlej, the Beas, the Kavee, the Chenab,
and the Jhelum, taking them from east to west the names by which
:

they were

known

to the early writers of the west

were the Zaradus,

the Hyphasis, the Hydrastes, the Acesines, and the Hydaspes.

These
from the Himalayas in a south-westerly direction for about
six hundred miles, when, after merging into the Chenab, their waters

rivers flow

finally unite

with those of the Indus at the northern point of the Desert

of Scinde.

The Seikhs form the

principal inhabitants of this country, and their

chieftains proved themselves formidable enemies to the British durino-

one of the most severely contested straggles that have occurred with
any eastern power. The Punjab is now a province of the British empire
in India, under a resident, whose seat is at Lahore.
To the southwards of the Punjab is Scinde, until recently a powerful state governed by Ameers, whose descent was from chiefs of Beloochistan, but now annexed to the Bombay Presidency.
It is bounded
on the north by Affghanistan and Mooltan, on the east by the state of
Rajpootna, on the west by Beloochistan, and on the south by Cutch
and the sea. By far the greater portion of Scinde consists of sandy
desert known as the Thurr, and which extends over nearly the whole of
the country east of the Indus. The desert is covered with lono- rido-es
of low undulating sand-hills, occasionally topped with a little jungle or
rank grass. There are, however, scattered throughout this Thurr, many
oases of considerable

fertility,

producing crops of gTain and vegetables.

Within twenty and thirty miles of the Indus the
periodical floodings are

and

fertilising effects of its

on the western
proves of a more generous nature.
The total population of the country does not exceed a million souls.
felt,

extremity of this province, the

Its chief

None

there, as well as far

soil

towns are Shikarpore, Sikkur, Hydrabad, Tatta, and Kurrachee.
more than 20,000 inhabitants the last

of these cities possess

mentioned
hai'boui",

and

:

on the west mouth of the Indus, has a good
on a considerable trade, which has much increased

situated

is

carries

since being in British possession.

The ThmT

or Desert

is

still

ruled

in alliance with the East India

by petty

Company

:

chiefs, Ptajpoot princes

these are the Pi,ajahs of

Jessulmere, Marwar, Bikanir,- &c.
several

"and

cities,

In this part of Scinde there are
having populations varying from 20,000 to G0,000 souls,

some of them carrying on a considerable

traffic

with the adjoining

states.

We

have

still

to notice a portion of the continental territories of

;
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these the

first is
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within the limits of the Bengal

the district of Arracan, stretching

from the north-eastern extremity of the bay of Bengal to the limits of
The features of the country,
the late Burmese province of Pegu.
the habits of the people, and the natural productions, so nearly assimito those of the other fractions of the

late

Burmese

ten'itories, that

one general description may "vvell serve for the entire tract.
The provinces of Teuasserim and Pegu, foiTiierly sections of the

annexed to the British-Indian empire, the
now governed by a commissioner and the usual staff of Eiu-opean and native officials.
The Tenasserim provinces, as ceded to the East India Company,
comprise an extent of country five hundred miles in length, and from

Burmese empire,

"were

former in 1826, the latter in 1853, and are

and reaching fi'om the junction of the Sal-

forty to eighty in breadth,

ween and Thoongeen
south

;

rivers

on the north to the Pak Chan river on the

on the west the sea forms the boundary ; and on the east a chain

of lofty mountains divides this tract of country from the

kingdom of

government here is Moulmein, situated at the confluence of these rivers, and no less admirably adapted for purposes of

The

Siam.

seat of

trade than as a healthy position for troops.

The country

is

divided into

three

provinces, those

Tavoy, and Amherst, in which latter the capital
population, although

still

is

of Mergni,

The

situated.

small compared with the extent of country,

has gi-eatly increased by emigration from the

Burman and Peguan

teiri-

and amounts at the preThese numbers are composed
sent moment to about 160,000 souls.
indifferently of Burmese, Arracanese, Peguers, Talamis, Karens, and
Toungthoos, with an admixture of Siamese blood amongst them
tories since our possession of these provinces,

whilst in the towns of
ling

Moulmein and Tavoy

are to be found a sprink-

of Chinese, Jews, Moguls, Moors, Bengalese,

6zc.

more or

less

occupied in trade.

Varied as are undoubtedly the geological features of India, the
we possess of them are not so full or satisfactory as might be

records

wished

;

and many years may yet elapse before our geological know-

ledge of this vast and wondex'ful country shall be placed on a basis at

once
is

reliable

and in

strict

accordance with the rules of a science which

as yet but in its infancy.

The superior
gene

schists,

strata of

Southern India are chiefly formed by hypo-

penetrated and broken up by immense outbursts of plu tonic

and trappean rocks, constituting the great bulk of the Western Ghauts
from about the 16th degree of latitude to Cape Comorin, and forming
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the base of the Eastern Ghauts from the parallel of the Vindyan
frequently capped in the Western Ghauts

by

ern Ghauts by sandstone, limestone, and

laterite.

laterite,

of the

Carnatic, Arcot, Seringapatam,

and

the intermediate districts.

they break with ranges of

in the Eastto

basis of the plains

Salem, Travancore, Madras,

Intimately associated with granite,

on the low lands of Salem, the valley

hills

of the Cavery, and north of

and

From Naggery

Cape Comoriu they form, with few exceptions, the
all

They are

in latitude 13° 20'.

Naggery

heights to their deflection at

fi'om

it

the table-lands of Mysore, the

southei'u MahTowards the north-west from Nagpore by Bijapore
to the western coast, the hypogene and plutonic rocks disappear,
emerging only occasionally under one of the largest continuous sheets
of trap in the world, which extends far into the table-land of Central

Baramhall, Bellary

district,

part of Hydrabad, and

ratta country.

India.

Gneiss

hornblende

and

is

usually found lowest in the series, next to

schist,

actinolite, chlorite, talcose

mica and

This rule of succession, however,

crystalline limestone.

means unbroken,

it

and argillaceous

for each of the

is

schist,

by no

above rocks, crystalline limestone alone

The

excepted, has been found resting immediately upon the granite.
strata are often violently contorted,

though the disturbance

is less

than

might have been expected from the amount of plutonic action that has
been exercised. The slip, though very irregular, is usually towards
the east in the Western, and towards the west in the Eastern Ghauts,

amount of the inclination varying from ten to ninety degrees.
The most prevalent rocks are gneiss and hornblende schist; but to the
The composigneiss the other rocks may be said to be subordinate.
the

tion of the gneiss, and of the other schistose rocks, varies considerably
in different localities, but they are
stance.

Statuary marble

is

very

have escaped observation; clay

all

rare,

slate is

highly ferriferous in their sub-

indeed so

much

so as almost to

seldom met with, and blue roof-

ing slate not often observed ; but every other species of hypogene rock
is

constantly found.

Throughout the whole of the earlier-formed rocks

fossiliferous Silu-

rian remains have been very rarely discovered; but there are

many

others in the several strata^ to which at present the geologists have

been unable to give a name, or to assign any certain position in the
scale of sedimentary strata.

The sandstone and limestone beds have not been seen south

of

the Salem break, but north of that boundary they cover a considerable area, being chiefly confined, however, to the

more elevated

table-
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This most extensive development is in the " Cuddapah Beds,"
lands.
where they cover an area of about 9000 square miles. They appear
also between the Kistna and the Godavery, in the south Mahratta
country, the iSTizam's dominions, and elsewhere, preserving every

where the same relative

same embedded pebbles and

position, the

general lithologic appearance

:

the dip

is

mostly conformable to that

of the subjacent rocks.

Geologists have found veins of coal associated with shale at Kotah,
on one of the tributaries of the Godavery and in the veins of the limestone at Nanuoor, others have discovered myriads of what appear to be
;

microscopic foraminifera.

The sandstones
thracitic,

also afford traces of coal

and are supposed to be

coal measures at Chirra Pungi,

both bituminous and an-

identical with those that support the

which abound in certain organic

mains, with a few of the stems and leaves of plants

re-

among them. They

have a certain degree of resemblance to the sandstones of the Devonian
group, but they appear to be better classed with the ancient secondary
or with the metamorphic rocks; but no positive conclusion can be come

them

to with respect to

till

the discovery of

fossils.

As compared with

the other Indian rocks, they form, probably, the oldest of the

A

ferous beds.

fossili-

peculiar interest attaches to the sandstone, in conse-

being the matrix of the diamond

quence of

its

especially

worthy of

;

and one general

notice, that granitic or basaltic

fact is

dykes are invari-

ably found intruding into diamond areas.

Beds of shelly limestone have been discovered in the neighbourhood of Poudicherry, which have only recently attracted the notice
of scientific men, although the very doorsteps of that place have long
been formed of this interesting rock.

which the

These beds of limestone, in

shells are singularly perfect, rise in gentle undulations at

about nine miles from the

sea,

inland of Pondicheny, and run in a

south-east-by-east direction to an extent which has not yet been definitely ascertained.

The limestone

of South Arcot belongs to nearly

the same epoch, as do also the beds which occur in the vicinity of Trichinopoly,

hjqoogene

apparently resting immediately upon the plutonic and
I'ocks.

These beds have been considered with an unusual

share of attention since Messrs.

Kaye and

land their beautiful collection from

all

Cunliffe forwarded to

these localities

cherry beds jdeldiug by far the greater proportion.

;

The

Eng-

the Poudifossil fishes

from these were found by Sir Grey Egerton and Professor Forbes to
belong to the Squaloid family of Placoids, one Cycloid and one Ganoid
alone excepted.
These fossils are, in general, badly preserved, except

;

LATERITE ROCKS.
the invertebrata,

Ammonites, are

11

among which the Cephalopods,
in

a

including twenty-eight
Professor Forbes

most beautiful condition.

assigns the Pondicherry fossils to the lower green sand or

Neocomian

among which

beds, and those of Verdachellum and Trichinopoly,

there

are several s^jecies not found at Pondicherry, to the upper green sand

but Sir Grey Egerton, from an examination of the

ichthiolites, places

the Pondicheny beds somewhat higher, since they contain the genera

Corax and Euchodiis, which have not hitherto been found any where so
low as the Neocomian range.

The

from Hydrabad
bank of the Godavery, among the Nirmul

tertiary beds were first discovered in the route

to Nagore, on the north

and afterwards across the Warda to Hingan-Ghaut, where Mr.
Malcolmson perceived beds of chert and limestone containing shells,
which Mr. Lonsdale considered to be of fresh-water formation. The
fossils were first found at Munoor, and between that village and Hurtnoor, which is near the top of the Muckelgundi Ghaut, and in different
parts of the pass leading into the valley of Berar,
Mr. Malcolmson
describes the bed in which they were first observed to be a band of
Hills;

singular quartz rock, projecting about two feet from the surface, half-

way up

the escarpment of the principal mountain, ascending the steep

pass leading up the south side of the Nirmul Hills, and which

posed of concentric nodular basalt imbedded in a

The

fossils all

is

com-

wacke.

belong to fresh-water genera, and to species which have

They

not yet been discovered to be of recent origin.
cies of

soft greenish

are chiefly spe-

Physa, Cypris, Unio, Limnea, Melania, Paladina, and Chara,

which have since been determined by Sowerby
such abundance as to form entire rocky masses.
Other deposits of fresh-water

shells

;

the charse occur in

occur between Beder and

Hy-

drabad, and about five miles south of Puddpungalli, near Eajahmun-

dry on the Godavery, the latter occurring in a limestone both resting
upon and capped by trap. Here, however. Dr. Benza found oysters
among the Limas and Melanise, so that the deposit must have been originally formed in a lake or estuary communicating with the sea.
One of the most exti'aordinary formations in India is that of the
laterite rock,

which, according to Francis Buchanan,

be found only in the East Indies.
composition, but generally speaking
lar

and

cellular clay

more or

It varies
it

is

much

a peculiarity to
in structure

and

presents a reddish-brown tubu-

less indurated,

passing on the one hand

into a hard, compact, jaspideous rock, and on the other into loosely

aggregated sandstones or
cherry

;

in

grits, as is

the case near Calicut and Pondi-

other places, again, into red sectile clay and other soft
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Sometimes

substances.

it

INDIA.

presents the appearance of a conglomerate

containing fragments of quartz, the plutonic, h}-jjogene, and sandstone
rocks,

ore, derived fi-om

and nodules of iron

The geographical extent

ferruffinous clay.

great importance

for

;

it

them

all,

imbedded in

of this rock invests

it

with

covers the western coast almost continuously,

and nearly up to the very base of the ghauts, and from the south of
Bombay to Cape Comorin. It is found also in detached beds along
the Coromandel coast near ^Madras, Xellore, Rajahmundery, and SamulIt crowns the loftiest summits of the
cotta, extending into Cuttack.
eastern and western ghauts, and some of the isolated peaks on the
table-lands in the interior.

It

is

found, indeed, in almost exery part

of the Deccan, always in an overlpng position,

continuous beds

and there

;

denudation, that

is

formerly covered

it

and generally

in large

reason to believe, from the marks of

much

larger areas than

it

now

occupies.

Of

the sandstones which belong to the very late tertiary, or even

very recent periods, there are beds on the eastern coast of the southern

extremity of the peninsula which contain pelagic
as they

shells,

have been examined, are of the species of

adjacent sea

and

;

it is

this

the

rock which stretches across the straits to

Ceylon, constituting the remarkable barrier

Adam's Bridge, and which,

which, as far

fish inhabiting

in Captain

known by

the

name

Newbold's opinion, was

of

ele-

Similar strata are met with
laterite.
Ramnad, near Cape Comorin, and on the opposite coast

vated simultaneously with the
in TinneveUy,

of Ceylon.

True dduvium,
the remark

is

it is said, is

not to be found in Indian latitudes ; but

rather to be applied to the erratic block formation as

it

occurs in Xorthern Europe, Siberia, and North and South America.
It is not found,

Mr. Darwin says, in the equatorial regions of South

America, though

it is

From

scattered over the southern portion of that con-

and other cii'cumstances there is nothing like the
true drift to be met with in Southern India. Xorthern India, however,
shews transported blocks in sufficient abundance ; but it is easy to trace
them to a comparatively local source from their neighbourhood to the
Himalayan Mountains, and there is none of that extensive difiusion of
travelled masses which is accounted for in Europe by the constant phenomena of icebergs. There are, however, some beds of gravel and

tinent.

these

sand which occur in situations where their presence is not to be accounted for by the agency of transporting powers now existing; and
at Condapetta, for instance, in the

Cuddepah

district,

there

is

a bed of

gravel which covers an area of several miles, principally composed of

FOSSIL REMAINS
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rounded fragments of trap, gi-anite, and schistose rocks, wlilch must
have been transported from the distance of twenty or forty miles, intermingled with pebbles of quartz, jasper, and
adjacent sandstone and limestone.

chert,

and others from the

Other similar beds, enclosing

fossils,

and in one instance the bones of the mastodon, are met with at Parteal,
Beds of dark-blue marine clay underWakorry, and other places.
lying the alluvium are found in many places along the Coromandel coast,
sometimes extending two or three miles inland.
The only remaining sedimentary rock at present known is the
curious soil called regur or hlack cotton clay, which covers at least oneof Southern India.

third of the surface

It is of a deep-bluish, or

greenish, or dark-greyish black colour,

and

sorbent powers and

having yielded crop after crop,

extreme

its

fertility,

is

remarkable for

its

ab-

year by year, for more than 2000 years, without receiving any manure
or other assistance from the

hand of man.

It principally occupies the

elevated table-lands of the ceded districts of Hydrabad, Nagpore,

and

the Southern Mahratta country, thus including the whole plateau of the

Deccan.

common

It is not so

in Mysore, but

is

met with

in continuous

below the Salem break, covering
the lower plain of Coimbatore, Madura, Salem, and Trichinopoly, to the

sheets of

from

vicinity of

There

six to

twenty

feet thick

Cape Comorin.
is

yet another rock called hunker, which affords a remark-

able instance of the compensating process of nature, by which the adaptation of the globe to the wants of
is

man

is

every where kept up.

India

but sparingly supplied with the sedimentary limestone of the sort

which

is

fit

for the kiln,

and

this deficiency is

made up

for

by the

substance which has just been specified, and which

is

upwards of seventy-two parts of carbonate of lime

in its composition.

The

older

kunker

is

usually of a light-brown, dirty, cream, reddish,

or cineritious gi'ey tint
older travertines of

found to contain

;

and when compact,

Rome and Auvergne.

its

substance resembles the

Kunker aggregates

in hori-

zontal overlying masses, usually intermingled with the soil without

much appearance
building- stone
natives,

and

is

in

of stratification.

the walls

universally

It is

broken up and used as a rough

of tanks, huts,

employed

to

enclosures,

burn into

larly distributed in overlying patches over

lime.

&c.
It

is

by the
irregu-

perhaps one-eighth of the

is entirely free from it except the
summits of the Neilgherry hills. It is most abundant in districts penetrated and shattered by basaltic dykes, and where the metallic developments are the greatest ; and is perhaps least met with in the localities

area of the country, and no tract

where

laterite

caps hypogene or plutonic rocks

tufaceous origin.

:

it

is

evidently of

;
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There are some other aqueous deposits, chiefly local, which are
mostly of very recent origin.
Granite and its congeneric rocks are abundantly developed through-

The former shews itself imder every variety of
up from the surface of the table-land in bold and
sharply hewn peaks, or rises in dome-shaped bosses, or appears in profuse
but distinct clusters and ranges, which affect no general line of elevation,
Some of the insulated
but often radiate irregularly as from a centre.
peaks are exceedingly striking in outline and structure. The rock of
out the hypogene area.
aspect.

It starts

Nundidrug

for instance,

which

rises

1700

feet

above the surface of the

were formed of one entire mass of rock ;
and the rock of Sivagunga is still higher. The most remarkable of
the insulated clusters and masses of granite on the table-land of the
plain, looks

almost as

if it

peninsula are those of Sivagunga, Severndroog, and Octradroog, some
in Mysore, Gooty, Reidrooj, Adoni,

and others

in the central districts

but there are numerous masses almost equally remarkable scattered over
all

the southern part of the peninsula table-land, as well as in the mari-

time

district of

Coromandel.

The great part of the
it there,

central table-land is also

formed by

it,

and

over a very extended area, continually crops out in the more

elevated and diversified districts.
Serpentine, greenstone, and green sandstone, with hornblende and

met with
The only formation that remains

schist, in smaller masses, are

in every part of India.

to be noticed is the immense
which has been carried down by the large and numerous
In no part of the world
rivers irrigating the Avhole of the country.
is there a more fertile soil than that which encompasses these streams
diluvial deposit

in

Upper India

especially

;

whilst along the lower portions of their course,

throughout thousands of square miles that

lie

and

stretching

above, about, and beyond far into the interior from the embouchures of

the Ganges, the Berrampootra, and the Indus, the most rich and exu-

berant scenery of Asia

The population
foreigners.

Some

is

met

with.

may

be divided into aborigines and

writers have supposed, but evidently without suffi-

cient foundation, that the

part of Asia.

to be

of British India

They

are

Hindoos are not str-ictly the aborigines of this
far the most numerous of all the nations

by

of Hindostan, and, with the various other aboriginal tribes,

amount

to

about one hundred millions of the total population. The Hindoos are
almost entirely in possession of the agricultural districts ; whilst on the
other hand

we

find the

mountain -ranges and the elevated table-lands

of the Deccan occupied by the Gonds, the Bhils, the Ilamnois, and the
Coulies, besides other insignificant tribes.

All of these follow the chase
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and the rearing of cattle for a livelihood, and scarely cultivate sufficient
ground to produce the most ordinary necessaries. Of these tribes, the
Gonds are the least civilised, and the Ramnois the most advanced, as

compared with the Hindoos.

Amongst

we

many grades of foreigners, both from Europe and other
who have at various periods helped to people Hindostan,

the

parts of Asia,

find the British race pre-eminent in intelligence

not so in numbers.

The

total of the residents in

and power, though

India from the British

including the military, is computed at 75,000 souls.
The Poi'tuguese descendants are far more numerous, amounting to
They are chiefly to be found along the western coasts
about 1,000,000.
and in the chief cities of India.
Isles,

On the Malabar and Canara coasts we find Arabs in considerable
numbers, together with Syrian Christians, or Parawas, and Jews, although not to any great extent.
Parsees, or Ghebirs, are to be

met with

chiefly at

Bombay and

other

trading ports on that coast.

Throughout various parts of India the descendants of Afighan races
are clearly to be traced to the extent of several millions

Scinde

we

;

whilst in

find a strong blending of the blood of the Beloochees, the

conquerors of that country, with the native races, as well as undoubtedly pure descendants of the Ameer tribes.

Extending through 23 degrees of

we may expect

latitude,

to find in

British India a great variety of climate, influenced, moreover,

great irregularities of the surface of the country.

We may

by the

thus meet

a temperature of 28° on the Himalayan range or the Neilgherries
if

we

or
turn to the Cutch country, find the thermometer during the dry

months ranging as high
The Indian seasons

;

as 106°.

two in number, and are
and the north-east and these
are felt more or less throughout the entire length and breadth of
But inasmuch as the north-east monsoon is again divided
Hindostan.
into the temperate and hot months, we may in truth say that there are
are, strictly speaking,

called the monsoons, viz. the south-west

;

three distinct seasons.

The south-west monsoon usually commences about the middle of
along the west coast, but later to the north and east. It is ushered
by violent gales of wind, thunder and lightning, and heavy falls of

May
in

rain,

which continue for six or eight weeks,

at the

end of which time

the weather moderates and becomes close and oppressive, with heavy
clouds and a dull calm atmosphere.
at about 88° or 90°, until fm'ther

The thermometer

heavy

falls

will

now range

of rain take place, usher-

;
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monsoon some

iwf in the north-east
is

now more

pleasant,

INDIA,

t'm'e in October.

The weather

the long-continued rains having thoroughly

cooled the land, and the thermometer will stand at about 80°.
cool portion of this

monsoon extends from November

The

to January;

though to the north of Calcutta it lasts into February, and even March.
The mornings and evenings are now remarkably pleasant and cool, not
exceeding a temperature of 75°, and woollen clothing may at this

much comfort by Europeans.
During ]March, April, and the early part of May, the hot season
prevails throughout India, though of course considerably modified by
At this period the wind, especially
position and local circumstances.
upon the Coromandel or east coast, blows along-shore, and being extremely dry and hot, gives rise to much sickness, more particularly
amongst European residents.
season be worn with

The winds, however, not
modified by

localities,

less

than the temperature, are greatly

and thus we find that the south-west monsoon
comes from the south-east ; in like manner we

some places really
meet with north-westerly breezes during the
To the south of Bengal the
east monsoon.
north and south whilst in Assam and Behar
east and west.
The long and lofty ranges of mountains,
in

;

prevalence of the north-

winds are more

strictly

they will be found nearly
the elevated table-lands,

all exert a most
upon the direction and force of the prevailing winds.
Thus the south-west monsoon, which along the coasts of Malabar
and Canara commences early in May, does not reach Delhi before the
end of June, and the Punjab until early in July, where, as well as in
the elevated lands of Cashmere, it makes its appearance with light
fleecy clouds and gentle showers.
The seasons of Bengal are alternately hot, cold, and rainy. The
pleasantest and coolest months are the latter part of February, March,
and April though April may sometimes be included with May and
June as intensely hot, rendered still more oppressive by a scorching
westerly Avind, accompanied by small and almost invisible grains of
People are glad to remain under the shelter of their houses
sand.
the vegetable world seems at a stand-still, and nothing remains but
ban-en tracts of soil, though the air of the distant mountains is fresh
and delightful.
The rainy season commences in the upper provinces in April and
May; in the plains not until June it continues incessantly till the end
The rain tends greatly to cool the sultry atmosphere, although
of July.

the gigantic

riA^ers,

the deep valleys of Hindostan,

sensible influence

;

:
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during the months of August and September the heat
The monsoon changes at this period. In October the

be

is

still

intense.

cold begins to

and increases throughout the three following months;

felt,

it

is

frequently extreme in Bengal and Behar, where the atmosphere

is

moist and unhealthy, whilst on the mountains ice and snow are often
to be

met

with.

Perhaps there

no part of Hindostan in which the oppressiveness

is

of the climate, at certain periods,
in its vicinity.

is

so sensibly felt as at Calcutta

when

Here, during the rainy season,

comes across the Sunderabunds, and wafts with
sphere deeply impregnated with vegeto-animal

it

the

and

monsoon

a dense heated atmo-

effluvia,

the

human frame

more than with a much higher temperature and a pure diy
air.
The body feels hot and damp, as though immersed in a vapourbath ; a languor and listlessness creep over the frame and so far from

suffers far

;

night bringing with

it

any

relief, it

appears but to aggi-avate the feeling

and the restless sleeper rises in the morning wearied
and unrefreshed, happy to resort to a chattie-bath of tepid water to
relieve his over-loaded skin of some portion of the heavy coating of
perspiration which clogs its pores.
of oppressiveness,

The mean temperature of Calcutta is, in January 66°, April 86'^,
July 81°, October 79°, and November 74°.
The annual average fall
of rain
of

is

here about 60 inches

May and

less

June,

;

the greatest

when about 30 inches

than 16 inches have been

known

fall

will

being in the months

be the quantity.

No

to fall in the space of twenty-

four hours.

At

Madi-as,

from

its

contiguity to the ocean, the

monsoon

is

not

felt

nearly so oppressively; neither are the cool months so pleasant as in

The minimum temperature

Bengal.

mean being 84°
Bombay approaches more nearly

is

here 75°, and the

maximum

91°, the

to the climate of the elder Pre-

and the rain being in excess at the change of
the monsoon.
In Cutch the temperature is as high as 110°, whilst in
the elevated mountain tracts within two days' journey of Bombay the
sidency, both the heat

thermometer

At

will stand at the freezing-point.

the sanitarium on the Neilgherries, or the Blue Ghauts,

may

be found a climate very nearly approaching that of our own country,
Without
especially during the prevalence of the north-east monsoon.
being so cold as Great Britain,

it is

far

more equable; the maximum

temperature being only 77°, vhilst that of this country is 90° ; the
minimum point is 38° against 11° in England. The number of days

on which heavy rain

falls

on these

hills is

C

19 against 18 in this country?
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whilst the fair days are 237 against 160.
gherries

is

44 inches

;

in

England

it is

The

IKDIA.
fall

of raiu

on the Neil-

23.

At Saharamapore, in lat. 30° IST., at an elevation of about 1000 feet,
where government have a botanic garden, the mean temperature during
in May
the cold months of December and January is 55° and 52°.
and June, when the hot dry winds prevail, the mean will be 85° and
90°; whilst in September and October the mean will not be more
than 79° and 72°.

At

more agreeable and
and the hot weather more endurable than in the southei-n disof India, the climate and vegetation are nevertheless essentially
this station, although the cool season is

lasting,
tricts

tropical.

Fifty miles farther northwards, but at an elevation of 6000 feet
upon the Mussoorri range of the Himalayas, is another botanic garden, where a climate more closely allied to that of central Europe is
found.
The thermometer there stands at 32° for several months in
the night-time ; and the means for December and January are 42°
and 45°. The greatest heat is 80°, during the month of June ; and
the means of May and June are 66° and 67°.

Xot

the least favourite of the

hill

sanitaria

is

that of Dharjeeling,

on the Sikkim Hills, near the Himalayas, on the north-east
fi'ontier of the Bengal Presidency
it is at an altitude of about 7000
feet above the sea-level, and distant from Calcutta about 350 miles.
There are some excellent roads in its immediate vicinity, but travellers
are compelled to travel to it from the capital by water and palanquin.
situated

;

The temperature

at this station is pretty equal throughout the day,

with clear dry cold in the winter season, and seldom, even in the
hottest weather, approaching 70° of Fahrenheit.
The average annual

130 inches, the wet season lasting fi-om four to five
this settlement is of the most beautiful
description, heightened as it is by the proximity of the snow-capped
peaks of the Himalayas. This sanitai-ium has been found highly benefall

of rain

months.

ficial

cases

is

The scenery around

to invaUds
it

when

resorted to in due season, though in

does not, of course, afibrd that relief which

a voyage to

is

all

chronic

to be found in

sea.

The forms

European resideuts in most
and other
forms of disease, and rheumatism. Apoplexy is not unfi-equent during
the prevalence of the cold drying wind of the north-east monsoon and
of disease peculiar to the

parts of India, are congestive fever, intermittents, hepatic

;

occasionally, especially in Calcutta

cases of cholera.

and Bombay, we meet with

fatal

THE DISEASES OF

A

sojourn for a

month

INDIA.
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two on any of the elevated mountain-

or

ranges will usually restore the invalid to health, provided he be not an
old resident, or the disease has not assumed the chronic form, in which
case there

and

is

little

hope

for

him but

in a return to the bracing climate

cheerful scenes of his native country.

Amongst

the natives

we

find the prevailing diseases to be cholera,

dysentery, fever, skin affections, leprosy, rheumatism, small-pox, ele-

and

phantiasis,

The

beri-beri.

latter is a peculiar type of

elephantiasis consists in a swelling of the legs

sume the shape and almost the
first

made

they as-

Neither

known amongst Europeans.
endemic

api^earance, in the form of

its

dropsy; and

feet until

size of those of the elephant.

of these complaints have ever been

Cholera

and

disease,

in 1817, in the district of Nuddeah, and has since that time seldom

been absent from

all

parts of India.

accompanied by

for India,

took place imme-

Its advent

diately after a season of unusual storminess

:

falls

of rain, heavy even

terrific electrical discharges,

ushered in this

In regard to the influence of electrical matter
upon the health of mankind, and their liability to attacks fi-om this
Asiatic scourge, an Indian medical authority^ has remarked, that there
destroying agency.

is

no reason

human

the

to doubt but that either the absence of electricity

body, or some important change in

electrical

its

from
state,

arising perhaps from exposure to a negative electrical atmosphere,

may be

the cause of the dreadful and destructive epidemic which has

recently ravaged the East,

preceding this visitation

we may

correct,

and that the

may

vicissitudes of the seasons

Should

support this oj^inion.

this be

readily account for the sudden attacks of the disease,

the change in the temperature and sensibility of the body and in the

and

fluids,
tricts,

for the

manner

in

which

it

has been limited to some dis-

extending in turn to others, and sparing none.

Many

of the above diseases, however, both of the

European and

native community, are the result rather of improper diet and living

than the

effect of climate,

dietary

;

though this

With the European,

disorder.

latter, of course,

aggravates every

the evil arises from a highly exciting

with the Hindoo, a scanty supply of poor food, and wretched

apparel at

all

seasons, are the sources of disease.

Foremost among the products of the

soil in

India

may be men-

tioned saltpetre, or nitrate of potash, of which vast quantities are

annually exported from Calcutta and Bombay.

duct

is

This useful saline pro-

found existing in caves, and also in the waters of stagnant

marshes, fi-equently combined with the muriate and sulphate of soda.
2

Mr. Ainslie in

Ms work

on the Diseases of India.
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The

existence of these salts

adjoining land, -which

is

is

INDIA.

always iudicated by the

sterility of

the

incapable of cultivation.

Coal-deposits of considerable extent exist in the Bengal Presidency.

The

is in the Damoodah valley, stretching towards the
many miles from Calcutta, and according to recent inves-

largest of these

Hooghly, not

and

tigations containing seams forty

fifty feet in

thickness.

These beds

extend over a space of thirty miles, between the towns of Xagore and

The seams rest on metamoi'phic and crystalline rock of
and at one point are covered by a ferruginous

Earicoorah.

gneiss and mica schist,

sand, an extension of the alluvium of the plains of the Ganges.

second set of beds

is

A

found in the valley of the river Sone, to the south

of Mirzapore, in the Benares district, but not of similar extent or quality
to the preceding.

This coal

is

of ver}' fair quality, and the

company working the mines

are doing so at a fair profit.

In heating power

perties of English coal, but

sufiiciently

by the

river

it is

it

has not the pro-

good to be

in constant use

steamers and such steam-engines as are employed in

factories.

In gems India is exceedingly rich. The diamond-mines of Golconda
have long been world-famed for the extreme beauty and great value of

There are also valuable mines at Panna in Bundelcund,
where the diamonds are found in a matrix of red iron-stone, gravel,
and clay. The celebrated Koh-i-noor shewn in the Great Exhibition,
no less than others of immense value in the possession of native
The ruby,
princes, testify to, the richness of India in precious stones.
the emerald, the sapphire, the turquoise, the opal, the amethyst, and

their yield-

known gem, are to
many mountain-ranges and elevated

indeed almost ever}-

be found in various parts of

the

table-lands of Hindostan,

often of great purity

and

and beauty.

Although we are told in ancient records that the Ophlr of the east
remote days, there does not appear to be
any trace of the precious metal in India proper. It is found in the

3-ielded the gold of those

Iron is, however, found of good quality,
Madras Presidency, where there is a company formed
for the smelting and working the ore. The celebrated blades of Damas-cus bear testimony to the quality of Indian steel, and there is still some

Himalayas in small quantities.

especially in the

of equally fine quality produced.

Lq the province of Ajmeer there exist some lead-mines which yield
at the present day a good quantity of ore
Jlellore

ija

the peninsula

been found, containing as

some very

much

;

whilst in the hills near

rich specimens of copper ore

as 60 per cent of the

have

pure metal.

I

:

MINEEIALS

The

country of

billy

Mewar

AND TIMBER.

it

was

this

known
much to

appears always to have been

and

to contain an abundance of mineral riches,

believe that
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it

is

not too

very source of wealth which in former times

enabled the Eanas of Odeypoor to oppose the Emperor of Delhi with

such great and continued success.

The most noted

of the mines in

were those of Jawar, Avhieh are believed to have yielded an
annual revenue to the state of 22,000/.

this district

The

is

looking a

160

lies

about twenty-five miles south of Oodey-

situated in an extensive valley, surrounded

Many

feet

by

hills

over-

but desolate plain, covered by the ruins of former

fertile

prosperity.
hills

Jawar

district of

poor, and

of these ruins consist of antique temples, erected

on

high composed entirely of ashes, the very existence of

which, under such circumstances, bears testimony to the remoteness
of the period

At

when

the mines were worked.

the present time no effort

source of wealth

;

is

made by the Rana

to open

up

this

a feeling of jealousy and distrust appearing to exist

mind as to the consequences of his doing so> though it seems that
some very excellent specimens of zinc have been covertly obtained from

in his

that neighbourhood.

In the Tenasserim and Peguan provinces tin abounds; indeed the
whole range of the hilly country forming the great dividing range
between these and the Burmese and Siamese territories may be said to

abound
with

in mineral wealth.

silver,

Nitre, alum,

copper in most of

salt,

its varieties,

mercury, lead impregnated

the sulphurets, oxides, and

sulphates of iron, besides rubies, sapphires, tourmalines,

and jasper,

are

abundance throughout that range of country.
In the Tenasserim province coal is likewise found, though it does not
appear that any steps have been taken to turn this natural product
all

found in greater or

less

to account.

The
still

forests of British India, if not so vast as those of America, are

of great value for domestic, commercial, and agricultural purposes

many

woods grown in the Himalayan and Deccan forests, as well
and north-western India, possess wonderful strength
and durability, not unfrequently combined with much beauty. By far the
greater portion of these are quite unknown in Europe, and not many of
them are in general use even amongst the Europeans of the East. In
some instances the remoteness of the j^laces of growth from populous
districts proves a great bar to their use, unless where water-conveyance,
the cheapest of all modes of transport in oriental countries, is to be had.
To attempt an enumeration of even the principal woods of India
would carry this portion of my work far beyond its limits. The extent
of the

as those in central
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of our present knowledge of Indian timuer furnishes us witli several

thousands of specimens; of

A

names.

large j^ortion of

description of work,

On

many

many

of which

them

are fitted but for the

we know

beyond the
most inferior

little

serving only for fuel or for gai den-fences.

the other hand, there are a

number

of these

woods which might

well be imported into this country for furniture-work.

The ebony, sattin-wood, and calamander, are more or less known
gi'ain, and susceptibility of high

here for their hardness, beauty of

There are also "blackwood," tamarind wood, cedar, sissoo, teak,
and saul-wood. The two latter are in most general use throughout
the coasts and southern and central parts of Hindostan, the first for
ship-building, for which it is most admirably adapted ; the last for

polish.

house-building and general engineering purposes.
to a vast size, often measuring nine or ten feet

teak

is

chiefly

Both of them gi'ow
round the trunk. The

found on the ^Malabar coast, and in the northern division

of the Madras Presidency, whilst the saul-timber

is

found growing in

almost every latitude northward of Calcutta.
Thei'e are many other woods used for eveiy variety of purpose,
answering to our oak, elm, and ash, cpaite unknown except to native

Until very recently some of the finest forests in the

carpenters.

Bombay
reckless
to

fell

Presidency were in great danger of utter destruction fi-om the

manner

in

which the natives of those

districts

were accustomed

the finest trees for their most ordinary requirements, until at

length the attention of the authorities was directed to the subject, and

measures were adopted, not only to prevent this destructive wastefulness in future, but to ensm-e an extension of plantations of teak and

other useful timber.

In the
the

Bay

forests of

Martaban, or British Burmah, on the east side of

of Bengal, are extensive forests of teak

a great size

;

and bamboos, attaining

wood is scarcely ecpial to that grown on
The license-fees for cutting this useful
Ceylon.

but the former

the ^Malabar coast or in

timber yield the Tenasserim government about 12,000^. per annum.

Perhaps in none of

its

vegetable products does India differ

sensibly from western countries than in

its grasses.

With

its

more

many

and climate, its fertile valleys and richly clad tablenowhere possesses the constant and heavily -yielding pasturages
of Em-ope.
That there are many varieties of grasses, the large number

varieties of soil

lands,

it

of cattle, sheep, goats, <fec. reared in many parts of India, not less than
the numerous wild animals which inhabit its less frequented districts,

bear ample testimony.

During the cool months and the rainy season there

is little difficulty

GRASSES AND FIBHOUS PLANTS.
in finding pasture for cattle.

The

principal of the Indian grasses,

perhaps the most generally diffused,
tylon), a creeping plant possessing

long stems, no

less

than in

23

is

much

its leaves.

nourishing property in

below the

although during the dry monsoon giving no sign of
tender leaves on the

first

its

This endures the greatest eleva-

tion of temperature, as its roots penetrate far

its

and

the Doob-grass (Synodon ckcc-

surface,

life, it

and

puts forth

approach of the rains.

A

very nourishing grass, possessing a powerful aromatic odour, is
met with on the elevated lands above the Ghauts of the south, as well
as in the north-west pi'ovinces.

So strong are

its

aroma and

that the flesh, milk, and butter of the animals feeding upon

flavour,

become
and smell.
Upon the many slopes of the Himalayas there are found abundance
of good nourishing pastures, admirably adapted to the requirements of
cattle and sheep, and upon which many herds and flocks are reared
when the dry season forces them from the plains below.
it

in time sensibly affected both in taste

Throughout the flat countries, and spread over vast tracts of
we meet with grasses, or rather herbage, in sufiicient
abundance, but generally either coarse and poor, or rank and distasteful
In swampy or sterile plains these reedy grasses often fail
to animals.
to tempt even the coarse-feeding buffalo and rhinoceros; and it is a
common practice amongst all the Indian villagers, at the end of the dry
season, to set fire to these tracts, on which the long withered herbage
readily ignites, and after the first monsoon showers furnishes a rapid
indifferent soil,

and abundant supply of young sweet
In some parts of India, especially

blades.
at the Presidencies,

it is

customary

to cut grass for hay, as fodder for horses during the excessively dry

months, but latterly
purpose.

artificial

grasses have been introduced for this

The Guinea-grass and Mauritius-grass

adapted for feeding

are both admirably

cattle.

In plants yielding fibrous materials for cordage or cloth, India is
and although many of these remain as yet but little
known beyond the places of production, there can be no doubt but
peculiarly rich;

when the attention of practical men will be
Some few of these have already been successfully

that the time will an-ive

given to them.

introduced into Europe, and become leading articles of commerce, as
well as of considerable value to the manufacturers of this countiy.

•

Foremost among these latter may be instanced Jute, a species of
TwentyCorclwrus, growing very freely in the lowlands of Bengal.
five years ago this was scarcely known in England; yet so rapidly has
it

sprung into use for cordage, canvass, and purposes similar to those

;

;
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some time past the coDSuraption of

of flax, that for

has amounted

it

to a thousand tons a month.

The China-grass

is

found abundantly throughout India

and now

;

that an impix)ved and economical process has been discovered for pre-

paring the fibre for market, this too bids

fair to

become of great com-

mercial value.

The

fibre of the cocoa-nut,

the Malabar coast

:

it

is

Sunn, Indian hemp, Indian
articles of

known

as coir, is chiefly

produced along

of STiperior quality to that from
flax,

and

aloe-fibre,

are also

Ceylon.

known

as

export to Europje.

Besides these there are, however, a variety of others found in great

abundance

most parts of Hindostan, and

in

Toonda-coir {Calotropis

ffigantea),

much

in

among

request

Of these may be instanced

the natives, although very coarsely prepared.

Umbarce

Ma-

{Ilyhiscus canahinus),

rool {Sanseveira zeylanicci), pine-apple fibre, jjlantain-fibre, &c. &c.

The following
Indian

fibres, as

table illustrating the breaking-point of some of the
compared with English hemp, may not be without

interest
English
Aloe

hemp

....

£joo
Coir

Indian

hemp

Sunn
Broughi paat

Cannabis sativa
Argave Americana
Saffuerus RumpliU

.

.

.

.

105
110

.

.

96

...
.... Cannabis sativa ...

....

,,

„

Cocos nucijera

S7

Crotolaria jancea

.

74
68

,

68

„
„

.

39

,,

.

Corchorus olitorius

Limmi

Indian flax

lbs.

.

usitatissimmn

,,
,,

Flax has been long cultivated in India, particularly in the northern
provinces, but solely on account of the seed, the linseed of commerce,
wliich

is

shipped in large quantities to various parts of the world

manufacture of linseed-oil

is

but in no case do we learn that any account
plant, which, strange as

a portion only of

it

it

:

the

caiTied on to a small extent in Bengal

may

appear,

is

taken of the fibre of the

lost in

is

immense

quantities,

being employed for such purposes as thatching

houses, feeding or littering cattle, &c.

Of far greater value, however, than any of the preceding is cotton.
The species peculiar to the Indian continent in common with other
parts of Asia, as distinguishable from the American and West Indian
•descriptions,

herbaceum
fitted for

;

is,

according to Dr. Eoyle, the Gossyjnum Indicum, or

the Gossyioiuvi arhoreum, peculiar to India alone,

is

un-

manufacturing purj)oses, and employed solely as a padding

for cushions, pillows, &c., for which,
cially adapted.

from

its

The former kind appears

silky softness,

it

is

espe-

to have been produced ia

;

"
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INDIAN COTTON.

and exported from India since the most remote periods, and during the
present century to have assumed a very important position amongst
the articles shipped from each of the three Presidencies.

Great Britain at the present time takes on an average 90,000,000
lbs.

China consumes nearly

annually.

as

much

whilst the native

;

nufacture for local use cannot be less than 600,000,000

ma-

lbs. yearly.

This vast quantity will cease to cause astonishment, when we remember that the hundred million of inhabitants of India are accustomed to
use cotton for

those purposes for which hemp,

all

are employed in

European

Their

countries.

flax,

wool, and hair

finest, lightest dress for

the hot months, as well as their warmer, well-padded garments for the

The

rainy and cool weather, are alike wrought from cotton.

costly

gossamer-web which adorns the rarest beauties of the harems, and the
coarsest rags which envelope the emaciated form of the meanest outcast, are produced from the same fibres.
The richest trappings and
hangings which grace the state canopy of the nabob, and the rope

which terminates the existence of the

mon

vilest criminal,

owe

their

com-

origin to the cotton plant of India.

Extensively as

West,

it is

it

is

employed in manufactures in the East and

nevertheless deficient in those qualities which have secured

North and South America the favour of the mer-

to the cottons of

chants and manufacturers of Europe, viz. length of fibre or staple,

and

The former

cleanliness.

is

dependent on cultivation, the

latter

on

the after preparation.

In commerce Indian cotton

is

known under

the

name

Tinnevelly, Bengal, Broach, &c., according to the locality of

of Surats,
its

growth

Dr. Eoyle^ gives three distinct varieties of
indigenous to Hindostan. The common description is found

or place of shipment.
cotton, all

scattered

more or

annual.

It reaches the height of five or six feet in

mates

down.

j

less

throughout India, reared either as a triennial or

warm, moist

cli-

the seeds are five in number, clothed with a short greyish

In the peninsula there are two distinct species of

known amongst

the natives as Oopimi and

only on the richest black
the latter

is

soil,

a triennial plant,

Nadum.

The

this sort,

first

thrives

and is an annual, producing a fine staple
and grows on the poorer red soil, yielding

small crops of inferior quality.

Next

to these

we have

the Gossypium Indicum.

being more

the Dacca cotton, as a distinct variety of
It differs

from the previous

in

the plant

with fewer branches, and tinged with a reddish hue,

erect,

whilst the cotton is finer, softer, and longer.
^
.

The Culture

This variety

of Cotton in India, p.l39.

is

reared
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more

or less extensively throughout Bengal, especially in the Dacca

district,

where

it is

employed in the manufacture of the exquisitely fine
a great part of the world as Dacca muslins,

known over

muslin cloths

and whose delicacy of texture so long defied the imitation of the

art-

manufacturers of the "West.

A

third variety

the Berar cotton, grown in the Berar country,

is

in the northern provinces of the

Broach.

for a longer period,

former.

Madras Presidency, and

in Surat

and

This plant attains a greater size than the preceding, bears

and produces a fibre of a finer quality than the
on a light black soil of vegetable

It appears to thrive best

composition.

Amongst commercial men

the term Surat includes the produce of
and Broach, with occasionally some from Dacca ; it
comes mostly fi-om Bombay. The Madras cottons are those shipped
from Tinnevelly, Coimbatore, and other parts of that Presidency,
Berar,

Sm'at,

whilst the Bengals take in the

Bundelcund, Xagpore, and the far

northern provinces.

Examined under

a microscope the stabile of these sorts appears to

range from seventeen-twentieths to one and one-tenth of an inch in
length

;

the staple of the celebrated Sea-Island cotton being usually

an inch and a half in length.
The soil in which all these Indian varieties thrive

may be classed
under two distinct heads, the black and the red cotton soih The
former, as its name indicates, is of a black or deep brown colour, of
a clayey nature, blended with the red hunker of the country (a calca-

reous iron-stone), forming in the rains a heaA'y tenacious mass, and

An

drying into solid lumps in the hot months.

analysis

of this

gives 74 per cent of silex, 12 of carbonate of lime, 7 J protoxide of
iron, 3 of alumina, 2 of vegetable matter, and ^ salts, with a trace

of magnesia.

The red

soil

of India has been found in

some

localities

suited to the gro^i;h of cotton than the black earth.

coarse yellowish-red
felspar,

soil,

and aluminous

commingled with

earth.

It

mainly

better

It is a rather

particles of kunker, silex,

differs in

composition from

the preceding in the iron existing in the state of peroxide or red
oxide, whilst the carbonate of lime

is

found present in greater abun-

dance.*

Analyses of the best cotton-soils of America prove that they differ
from those of India chiefly in the large portions of peaty matter contained in them; and there appears to be little doubt but that this fact,
*

Eojle's Culture of Cotton, p. 162.
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and the peculiarity of the climate of the American sea-board,

suffi-

ciently account for the great superiority of the cottons of that country

over those of any other part of the world.

The medicinal

plants,

and the various substances yielded by them,

are far from unimportant in an enumeration of the natural products of

There

British India.

is

little

doubt, however, that at present the

medical world are very imperfectly acquainted with the greater portion
often with very

of the remedies employed,

Many

native practitioners.

value

;

but there

marked

of these remedies

success,

by the

are probably of small

on the other hand, a number of them which

are,

already have proved valuable auxiliaries to the pharmacopoeia.
I'hubarb,

and

gum and

resin series, also

America,

we

castor

find the

oil,

are the leading medicinal exports.

Senna,

In the

an important branch of trade to Europe and

gums

ammoniacum,

arable, olibanum,

assafoetida,

benjamin, gamboge, mastic, and shellac.

Prominent
In dyes our eastern possessions are equally rich.
amongst these is indigo, one of the most valuable dyeing substances

known

to us.

Lac-dye, used for dyeing a fine scarlet, safflower, tur-

and annotto, are all freely exported to
Europe and elsewhere, as well as some barks for tanning pui'poses.
There are, however, many other dyes in use among the natives, which,
although unknown to Europeans, might be found of some value.
meric, madder, chaya-root,

Caoutchouc, or india-rubber, has long been an article of export to

Kattemandoo is a vegetable substance partaking somewhat of the joint natures of india-i'ubber and gutta-percha it has only
recently been brought to England, and will at no distant date form a
this country.

;

valuable item of export.

Of

starches India boasts of several kinds.

Some

of

its

arrowroot

pronounced by competent judges to be equal to the best Bermuda.
The Cassava starch, sago, and sago- meal, are also amongst the useful

is

products of the south of India.
If the seeds

and

seed-oils to

be found in India are not as important
most useful as

as inany other of its products, they are nevertheless
articles of

commerce.

Linseed and rapeseed are shipped in consider-

able quantities, as well as their

and cocoa-nut.

The two

oils,

and the

latter are chiefly

oil

from the ground-nut

produced on the east and

Sesamum-seed is Hkewise brought to
and the seed of the cotton plant is not only extensively employed in feeding cattle, but a very useful burning oil is
extracted from it. Besides the above, the natives produce a great vawest coasts of the peninsula.

Europe

for crushing;

riety of other oils for burning, cooking, or anointing,

unknown

out of
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Of

India.

tliese

of kossumba,

many

may

poppy

be enumerated cadju-apple

oil,

poonseed

oil,

simboolie

oil,

oil,

poong-a

karrunj

oil,

oil,

oil

and

otbers.

There are also several varieties of vegetable butters and tallows
expressed from seeds and plants, and employed in cooking or in lamps.
The spices for which Hindostan is kno-vvn are cinnamon of secondrate quality, fi'om the northern parts of Bengal ; cassia, from the Malabar coast, where also are grown ginger, pepper, and cloves ; carda-

mums

are found generally in the peninsula, as are red

and green

capsicums.

Tobacco, although grown to considerable extent in various parts of
is nevertheless of very inferior quality ; that from Trichinopoly
and Madras being coarse and acrid. The best is probably to be found
growing on the banks of the Mahamuddy and the Godavery.

India,

The

gi-eat staple of India, rice, is

at every altitude

and

in

produced in eveiy variety of

To name

everj- latitude.

soil,

a tithe of these

would prove a tedious and useless task, for they vary with every district in which they gi'ow.
The finest of these, which is the Bengal
table rice,

is

inferior to the Carolina kind, whilst the great bulk of

them would be unmarketable in Europe, from their poverty of body
and the slovenly manner in which they are prepared. The Ai-racan
rice is a greyish opaque grain, used in England only for manufacturing
starch.
Copious irrigation is required for all these varieties the Himalayan and other hill rices alone requiring no such aid, their elevation,
at times as much as 6000 feet, securing them from the great heat to
;

which the other varieties are exposed.
Maize is freely cultivated, but very
variety.
districts

A

number

far fi-om equal to the

where irrigation for rice-culture

not obtainable, or where

is

the ryots are too poor to obtain rice-seed, which, indeed,
in

many

of the

American

of millets and other fine grains are also reared in

more remote

districts.

The

is

the case

most commonly
Jowar, Bajra, and Eagi.
grains

employed for food in place of rice are called
In some of the northern provinces wheat is cultivated for local consumption ; whilst, on the other hand, in the south, whole districts subsist upon roots and inferior vegetables, with small portions of rice or
some kind of pulse.
In few natm-al products is India more prolific than in its fi'uits.

The pine-apple, mango, mangosteen, jambo, tamarind, &c., are amongst
the best known, besides an infinite variety of smaller fruits partaken
by the natives, either dried or in their curries. To the north, and in
the hill-districts, peaches, grapes,

figs,

&c.,

are both abundant and
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of good quality.

In the south and central parts of Hiiidostan the
and vegetables in general use amongst the people are melons,
gourds, cucumbers, water-melons, plantains, guavas, jugubes, custardapples, and figs.
In some of the hill-districts the wild raspberry
and a species of gooseberry are found in great abundance and of good
fruits

quality.

Those who would study the Flora of Hindostan and the Himalayas
do well to consult the able and interesting works of Roxburgh,
Wight, Wallich, &c., on this subject. It will suffice to mention in this
place, that India, both in its plains and its lofty table-lands, possesses
some of the choicest flowers in the world, many of them very little
will

knoAvn to Europeans, and possessing perfumes far more powerful than
in more temperate climates.
The oleander, the Persian rose, the

any

and many other exquisite plants
The
lotus, the water-lily, and other similar plants, add beauty to every
whilst far up on the Neilgherries and the Himalayas
sheet of water
we find the rhododendron attaining a size and beauty unknown in the
The Indian ferns are also remarkable for their great size and
West.
gloriosa superba, the passion-flower,

of great beauty and fragrance, are found wild in the jungles.

;

exquisite structure.

In few countries are wild animals met with in greater abundance
or of more varied types than in British India.

The elephant has from the
his great utility to

earliest period been highly esteemed for
man, when caught and broken into harness or to

carry loads upon his back.

These animals exist wild in great numbers

through many parts of India, and whilst in that
injury to crops on the ground.

When

state

of animals except the horse, and prove invaluable to an
transport of

;

for the

for, though inferior in strength
For mountain work it is even more
and the camel-batteries and camel-expresses, so frequently emis

to the elephant,
useful

army

heavy baggage.

its

The camel

commit great

tamed, they are the most useful

ployed in our

scarcely less valuable

it is

last

;

far swifter.

wars in the north-west, prove the great value of this

animal-

In the forests are to be found rhinoceroses, bufialoes, bears,
wolves, foxes, antelopes, deer, Avild boars,

and

loTv^

panthers

;

ifec.

The

lions,

smaller jungles

underwood are the haunts of tigers, jackals, leopards, and
The jackal,
whilst monkeys and apes abound on every side.

although occasionally a troublesome frequenter of poultry -houses,

is

nevertheless of great service in removing carrion from the crowded
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streets of all large

towns and

cities,

wliich he does during

niglit-

tlae

time.

The wild goat

of Nepaul, although frequenting the highest peaks of

the mountain-ranges,

is

nevertheless capable of being domesticated in

warm

the

low
remarkably

plains of the

country.

It is

well-shaped, with light graceful

limbs and fine expressive

head.

Its

colour

slaty

is

mixed with rusty
brown and black.
In the same country is
grey,

to be found a small red deer,

the flesh of which

is

highly

esteemed.

Perhaps the most highly
prized of any animal in the

East

is

the goat of Cash-

mere, with the long silky
hair

CASHMERE GOAT.
shawls.

They

worked

of which are

the world -famed Cashmere

thrive best on the grassy slopes of the

but are also reared with success in Lahore and

Cashmere

hills,

further to the south.

still

The boa,

the rattlesnake, the

cobra capella, the tic-polonga,

and many other

varieties

of

snakes, are in great abundance.
armadilloes,

Porcupines,

ichneumons,

guanas,

and

liz-

ards exist in vast numbers.

The

of

birds

India

are

scarcely less beautiful than nu-

merous.
of them

Perhaps the choicest
all

are those of the Hi-

malayan pheasant
distinguished

for

tribe,

birds

their

very

and rich plumage.
The Himalayan bustard is angraceful

other bird remarkable for
COBRA CAPELLA.

foiTu

and Varied

colour.

its

Pea-

-

HIMALAYAN BUSTARD,
cocks,

eagles, falcons,

vultures, kites, cranes, wild geese, wild fowl,

snipes, bustards, parrots,
variety,

abound
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and parroquets, the

latter in

every conceivable

in all parts at various seasons.

>

I'

HlilALAYAN BUSTARD.

Crows, and a bird called the adjutant, are to be seen in all large
towns in thousands, and prove very serviceable in removing ofFal of
every description from the streets
only scavengers

known

in India,

:

they are the best, and indeed the
and no one ever attempts to kill

these birds.

The laughing crow is met with in great numbers in the vicinity of
Hurdwar and Sireenagur, feeding on the wild fruits of the

the forests of
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^

INDIA.

These birds are usually seen in flocks of

making a

noise resembling loud laughter.

fifty

or a hundred,

The plumage of the back

LAUGmXG CROW.
wings and side is olive-brown ; on the tail the bro^vn is that of amber.
The head is ornamented with a crest of rounded feathers. A black
line passes from the beak across the eyes to the ear-covers, and excepting this the whole of the head

is

white, as are also the throat

is

of

and

breast.^

Amongst

the insects, the locust

common

occurrence, frequently

visiting particular districts in such clouds as to darken the air.

The

and eat them with considerable relish.
The leaf-insect, which in shape and colour bears so close a resemblance
to a number of leaves as to render it impossible to detect them on

natives fry these creatures in

*

oil,

Gould's Birds of Hindostan, plate

xviii.

INSECTS

AND

FISHES.

THE LOCUST.

plants

;

BAMBOO

the stick-insect, which in like

of a heap of dried sticks
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;

manner wears

all

INSECT.

the appearance

and the bamboo-insect, shaped

pi-ecisely

bamboo, are all perfectly
whilst the mp*iads of centijiedes,

as a small piece of

harmless

;

scorpions,
tures,

ants,

musquitoes, and other crea-

prove extremely obnoxious to Europeans,

more especially to new-comers.
The rivers and bays of India abound with
various descriptions of fish, some of which
have been long known to and much esteemed
LEAF INSECT.
by Europeans. A far greater number, however, although said to be excellent eating by the natives, have never
been met with on an English table. The objection to many of these
latter consists in the great number of small bones contained in them ;
in spite, however, of this, the natives use them in a variety of ways,
either as curries or stews.

Amongst

those

known

to

Europeans are the mango-fish, a great

favourite in Calcutta during the
sable-fish, the whiting,

mango

rowball, the inkle-fish, the nattoo, the
sole, several

season, the Indian mullet, the

a species of perch of great

kinds of hen'ing, the Avhite

size,

the kowall, the

mountain mullet, a species of
and black pomfret, and a very

Most of them are salt-water fish.
The animals of the Tenasserim and Peguan provinces

excellent salmon.

difier in

few

;
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from those of Hindostan proper. Elephants, tiger.s, bears,
and panthers abound whilst several species of the rhinoceros, the hare,
the rabbit, the porcupine, are also to be met with in considerable numThe most interesting and valuable of all the animals of this
bers.
region is a hardy and swift-footed pony, highly esteemed throughout
all parts of India, especially for mountain journeys, whei'e, from their
being so sure-footed, they are invaluable.
The sheep and goat are
rarely met with here
but buffaloes, oxen, and several varieties of the
particulars

;

;

deer are plentiful.

In ornithological specimens these provinces are peculiarly rich

amongst them may be instanced a peacock of surpassing beauty,
besides partridges, pheasants, wild fowl, quail, pigeons, and an abundance of water-fowl of great delicacy and flavour. The edible-nest swallows are also common, and furnish a supply of nests for the China market, which realises a considerable revenue to the local government.
There is nothing to remark in the fishes of Pegu, similar as they
The only excepare in every respect to those of the Bay of Bengal.
tions which claim our notice are the climbing-perch, which makes its
way inland to some distance, and a barbel of extraordinary beauty,
whose scales, when fresh from the vrater, glisten in the sunshine like
diamonds of the

first quality.

--"CA^giF'iflfeS^i;:?

PAST

I.

HISTOEICAL

THE HINDOO PEEIOD.

CHAPTER

I.

THE ERA OF FABLE AND THE EARLY HINDOO DYNASTIES.

THE

early history of India, like that of

many

other countries, pre-

sents little else than a confused series of mythological tales, full

of absurd recitals and chronological inconsistencies.
credit in the writings of the first

Hindoo

chroniclers,

To

place any

would be

to carry

the history of their country to a date long anterior to the creation of

the world.
stated

The

by them

exploits of

Kama, one of

their favourite heroes, are

to have taken place a million of years since

of their records claims an antiquity of double that extent.

;

whilst one

The labours

of such oriental scholars as Colebrooke, Jones, Wilson, Prinsep, &c.

have done

little

worthlessness of
that period

is

more

for

Hindoo history than point out the utter
The most that can be made of

earliest records.

its

a tolerably accurate guess as to the probable dates of

such events as need not be put down as altogether fabulous.
the time of Alexander's invasion of India

something more

like certainty

we

From

are enabled to arrive at

with regard to Indian events and Hindoo

became known to and finally conquered
was at best a most uncertain and irregular chain of records, from which the modern compiler of history can
glean but vague and unreliable details.
sovereigns; but until Hindostan

by the Mahometan

Of
means

race, there

late years the labours of

of deciphering

many

Mr. Prinsep have brought to light the

ancient inscriptions

upon columns and on

the walls of rock-cut temples, which had hitherto defied the investiga-

These prove to have been in the Pali dialect,
and when read by the aid of Mr. Prinsep's key, were found to throw
considerable light upon some portion of Hindoo history, and eventually

tions of the learned.
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to enable

tlie

discoverer to fix something like a date of certainty to the

reigns of monarchs which had previously been but

Of

ill

defined.

the great antiquity of the Hindoos there can be no doubt.

Whilst Joseph was ruling under Pharaoh in Egypt, there were Hindoo

who

princes

possessed considerable territories, and could bring large
field.
The " Ramayana," an Indian epic, although un-

armies into the

doubtedly replete with fables and exaggerations, cannot but be regarded
as shadowing forth, however falsely coloured, certain events and exploits
which possessed reality in themselves.

The

mention made of this nation gives as their residence a
between the rivers Sersooty and Caggar, distant from
Delhi about one hundred miles north-west. It then bore the name of
Bramhaverta, as being the haunt of gods; and although it was but
about sixty-five miles long by forty broad, it Avas the scene of the
first

tract of countiy

adventures of the
sages. ^

first

At no veiy

princes,

and the residence of the most famous
from the first records, the Hindoos
territor}-, which then seems to have

distant date

appear to have extended their

The
was then termed, Ayodha, appears to have been
the capital of the kingdom.
There were born, as emanations from
Brahma, two princes, whose descendants were known as the solar and
lunar races.
Of these upwards of sixty appear to have lived ; but the
accounts of their exploits are so fabulous, that no use can be made
of them, and we must therefore pass on to Kama, whose deeds, as
already mentioned, were chronicled in the " Ramayana."
In this oriental epic we find the most extravagant recitals and supernatural occurrences detailed with the minuteness of facts.
The hero
is Ptama, a king of Oude, who having resolved on a life of penance
included the districts of Oude, Agi-a, Allahabad, Lahore, and Delhi.
city of

Oud, or as

it

for a certain period, retired to a secluded forest with his wife Sita,

a woman of sui-passing beauty and extraordinary accomplishments.
During their residence in this solitary spot, Ravana, the king of Ceylon
and nder over a race of demons, chanced to see the beautiful queen,
and became so enamoured of her that he earned her away to his
capital,

Lanka.

Rama, roused to activity by this loss, called to his aid Hanuman,
the pretended monarch of a race of supernatural monkeys and these
Avaniors, with their united followers, are made to march through the
Deccan, cross the Pamben Passage by a miraculous bridge, and encountering the wicked but mighty Ravana near his city, totally defeated
him and his wamor-demons. Sita was of course released but the tale
;

;

'

Wilsoc's preface to Vishmi Pm-ana, p. 67.
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ends gloomily, for Eama, liaving accidentally killed Lis brother Lacli-

men, threw himself in

his grief into a river,

and was re-united

to the

divinity.

Whatever fable and romance there may be in this great Hindoo
poem, it is more than probable that Rama did carry his arms to the
and Avith some degree of success ; the Ceylon invasion, however,
would appear to belong to a more recent period than that named in
the "Ramayana."
Nothing can be stated of the long line of solar
princes who succeeded Rama; and there is good ground for believing
that during that after period the seat of government was transferred

south,

from Oud to Canouj.

The contents of the " Maha-Barat," which is the second great Indian epic, read far more like histoiy than those of the " Ramayana."
It relates to the great

war which arose out

of the claims of

two

rival

branches of the then reigning family for the district of Hastinapoora,
suj^posed to be a country to the north-east of Delhi, on the Ganges.

Into this quarrel most of the neighbouring princes of India seem to have
been drawn, and the v/ar appears to have raged wath great fury for a

long period, carrying with

it

some of the most
Pandu branch
that for one or two gene-

the partial ruin of

The

flourishing districts of Hindostan.

victors of the

sufi'ered so severely in this violent contest,

rations they did not recover their former position.

The probable period in which this famous war occurred may be
some time in the fourteenth century before the Christian era. Of the
race of Pandu kings who filled the throne from this period, we find
nothing on record beyond a mere list of their names ; and even here
the loosely compiled annals of those remote times differ as to whether
there were twenty-nine or sixty-four of them.

Dismissing from our minds all that portion of the " Maha-Barat"
which deals in marvellous occurrences and extraordinary exploits, we
may still glean from its pages much matter of a more solid and reliable

There are scattered through it a great number of useful facts
bearing upon the position of the several kingdoms and independent

tone.

states, their social condition,

power and

influence,

the general character of this Iliad of the East.
that there were

at least six distinct

kingdoms

which greatly redeem

From

it

we may

learn

in this part of India.

Greek writers speak of as many as one huntlred and eighteen ; but they
probably intended to have wi'itten tribes, and not independent states.
Besides the kingdom of Hastinapoora, we find one very powerful

monarchy mentioned

—the

sovereignty of Magada.

country at the period of the great

war was Sahadeva

The king of this
and from that
;
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time until a.d. 436, we find a long line of kings clironicled in one

unbroken succession. It was in this state that Sakya or Gotama
Buddha, the founder of the Buddhist religion, was born, somewhere
550, during the reign of Ajata Satru, the thirty-fifth soveIt is the ancient language of this country,
reign from Sahadeva.
Ma'^'-adi or Pali, which has ever since been employed in the sacred

about

B.C.

writings of this widely spread religion.

Following this race of monarchs, Ave find that the fourteenth of the
line was murdered by Chandragupta, who Avas of the Sudras, a low
It has

caste.

been successfully shewn by Sir

that this king
torians,

is

W. Jones and Mr.

Prinsep,

the Sandracottus, or Sandracoptus, of the Greek his-

whom they represent as having

concluded a treaty with Seleucus,

one of Alexander's successors, about the year 310 B.C.
The third king after Chandragupta, named Asoca, appears to

have been the

bestowed on
India.

first

many

who

had any claim to the title previously
of lord paramount or emperor of

really

others, that

The masteiy obtained by the indefatigable Prinsep

old Pali inscriptions scattered throughout so

many remote

the

OA'er

parts of

amongst other points satisfactorily established this one regarding the rule of Asoca, that his dominion extended from far noi-thIndia, has

ward

of Delhi, even southward to

Taprobane or Ceylon, and embraced
It appears from the same

a wide extent of country east and west.

government partook of a highly ciA'ilised nature,
more advanced than might have been expected for many of those

inscription that his

;

ancient Avritings appear to be edicts for the establishment of hospitals

and dispensaries in distant parts of his empire, and also for the sinking
wells and planting shady trees along the public highways for the benefit
of travellers."

The Magada kingdom appears to
until, in the fifth

century of our

to the kings of Cauouj,

and

haA-e gradually lost its ascendency,

era, Ave find it Ijrought

its

ten-itories

under subjection

no longer recognised as a

separate state.

The kingdom of Bengal, although
a considerable degree of power,

if avc

at A'arious periods attaining to

may judge from

inscriptions

on

copper and stone, cannot be awarded the supremacy in India Avhich
We can lay our
has been claimed for it by several Hindoo writers.

hands upon very little reliable data as to the actual position of
state, though the lists of four distinct dynasties are preserved to
day, and

may

be tolerably coiTcct.

2

The

last of the

Elphinstone's India, toL

i.

p. 393.

Hindoo

this

this

dynasties,

EARLY KINGDOMS OF INDIA.
whose names ended

in Sena,
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was subverted by the Mahometan

in-

vaders about A.D. 1203.

Gujerat appears to have had an independent existence at an
date,

though we are without any

the second century of our era,

ment

it

reliable particulars.

early-

In the middle of

seems beyond a doubt that a governIn a.d. 524

existed at Balibi, under a Rajpoot race of rulers.

these princes were expelled by an incursion of Indo-Bactrians from the
north, but again held the reins of

power

in a.d. 531.

In the eighth century the Balibi rulers appear to have been succeeded by the Chauras, another ti'ibe of Rajpoots, who eventually

removed

their capital to Anhalwara,

attained to considerable

now

Patau, and in after years

power amongst the native

states.

This race

became extinct in a.d. 931, when the Rajpoot tribe of Salonka succeeded
it, and remained on the throne until early in the thirteenth centuiy,
when they in their turn were followed by a dynasty who ruled until the
conquest of the country by the Mahometans in a.d. 1297.^
Of the kingdom of Canouj, our infoi'mation is far from perfect,
though such as has reached us, aided by the deciphering of vai'ious
inscriptions, leads to the belief that this was not only one of the most
ancient, but equalled any other state in its extent and importance. The
splendid ruins of the capital of Canouj, to be seen at the present day

on the banks of the Ganges,

attest the wealth

and magnificence of

this

people in their palmy days.

This state bore in remote times the name of Panchala. It extended from the Banar and Chambol in Ajmir eastwards as far as
The princes of Canouj appear at various
Nepal, which it included.
times to have carried their arms into the states of Bengal and Orissa

on the

east,

and

as far

northward as the Indus.

Little

is

known

of

them except what we gather from the Rajpoot writings and traditions,
that the original race was subverted by a Hindoo dynasty, who subsequently succumbed before a Rajpoot

Canouj until

its final

tribe,

who continued

to govern

conquest in a.d. 1193 by the Mahometans.

Cashmere may undoubtedly claim equal antiquity with any of the
though it may well be questioned if the dates assumed by
According to the Cashmerian annals,
the local histories be correct.
There is a
that country was an independent state 2600 years B.C.
very imperfect list of the monarchs of Cashmere, with a most meagre
jDreceding,

summary

of events.

After the succession of five distinct dynasties,

the government was seized upon

by Mahmoud, of Ghazni,

1015.
3

Briggs' Ferishta.

in a.d.
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Scinde appeal's, beyond a doubt, to bave beeu a distinct kingdom
though when Alexander invaded

at the period of the " Maha-Barat,"

India

was

it

e\'idently divided into

some petty

Early in the seventh century

dependent.

it

states, all,

however, in-

was again united under

one government. During the early part of the next century it was
invaded by the Arab tribes, but subsequently retaken by the Eajpoot
tribe of Samera, a.d. 750,

and eventually

fell

before the rulers of the

Ghorian dynasty in a.d. 1015.
The earliest mention made of the kingdom of Malwa appears to be
about

fifty

This state must

years previous to the death of Buddha.

at one period

have been in a highly flourishing condition, and to one

of

Vicramaditya,

rulers,

its

is

attributed almost universal

sway over

Certainly he extended his possessions far beyond the ordinary

India.

limits of the country,

through the centre and west of India.

little

more than a long

than

common

names

"We have

in the "

Ayeni Akberi"
in connection with this state, though one of its early rulers, Rajah
Bhoja, would appear, by traditional records, to have acquired a more
1231 of our

list

of princely

reputation.

era,

It lost its independence about the year

when the Mahometan arms swept over

the whole of

India.

Of

the remaining states or principalities

we can

say

little

more

than that they comprised Gour, Mithili, Benares, Mewar, Jesselmere,

and Jeipoor ; the three
pendent

last of

which

Leaving Hindostan, and

its

continue to exist as inde-

fragmeutaiy histories, we turn south-

wards, and find that the Deccan,

same time of

at the

still

states.

far

be

if it

more modern

less

date,

involved in obscurity,

and even

is

less interesting in

its details.

There seems to be

little

doubt but that at one

j^eriod this part of

The aborigines are said
and mountaineers, leading a wild and lawless

India was peopled by others than Hindoos.

have been foresters
But this must have been at a very remote period, for there is
abundance of proof that an advanced state of civilisation prevailed pre-

to

life.

vious to the time of the Greek notices of India.

Through

this tract there are not less

than

five dialects

spoken

Tamil, the Telugu, the Mahratta, the Canarese, and the Urya.

Tamil tongue prevails over the whole
on both sides of the peninsula.

Of

all

district to the

founded by

men

of low origin

•

the

The

south of Madras,

Pandya is the most ancient,
kingdom of Chola. They were both
and although for some generations

these southern states, that of

together with the neighbouring

:
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they made frequent and destructive wars upon each other, there seems
to have been at a later period a long

tween them.

Pandya extended not

of Tinnevelly and Madura,

its

and

cordial understanding be-

farther than the present districts

capital being the

town of the

latter

name.

The kingdom of Chola extended over a Avider range of country
from Madura to Nandidroog, and at one time
over a portion of Carnata.
The twelfth century, however, saw this
state much humbled, and losing some part of its independence, until a
Mahratta chief being called in to aid the reigning rajah in some troubles, deposed him and assumed the sovereign power, thus founding the
family of Tanjore. The capital of this state was generally Cjonjeveram,
than the preceding,

—

Madras.

Avest of

state of Chera, which v.^e find mentioned by Ptolemy, comprehended Travancore, Coimbatore, part of Malabar, with some portion of
Carnata.
It does not appear to have risen to any consequence, and

The

was over-run by the troops of the neighbouring
amongst them.
Kerala included within its original l)ouudaries Canara and Malabar ; but about the commencement of our era these two districts
appear to have become separated the former remained independent
until far into the twelfth century, Avhen it became a tributary of one
of the neighbouring states.
The Malabar country seems to have been
in the tenth century

kings,

and

jiartitioned

;

broken up into a number of petty states, one of which was that of the
Zamorins, whose capital was Calicut, and where they were found by

Vasco

di

Gama

in the fifteenth century.'*

The kingdom

of Orissa, although during a long period in a highly

flourishing .condition, has left little to

tell its

history beyond the

most

absurd recitals of native writers up to a.d. 473, when a more intelligible
We hear of it in the " Maha
narrative takes up the thread of events.
Barat," and afterwards in connection v/ith the

names of Salivahana and

From a.d.
Vicramaditya, who appear to have occupied the country.
473 to A.D. 1131, the government was administered by rajahs of the
Kesari race, under

whom many

prince of the house of

petty wars were entered upon, until a

Ganga Vansa

cessors were afterwards supplanted

the sun

.

.expelled

upon the throne, whose sucby a Kajpoot family of the race of

seized

This dynasty was, about the middle of the sixteenth century,
chief, and thirty years later Akber annexed the

by a Telinga

country to the empire.^

Powerful as the Mahrattas became in more modern times, and ex*

Elphinstone's India, vol.

i.

p. 415.

s

Asiatic Researches, vol. xv.
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we

tensively though their language be spoken,

find far less of

them

in

any other race or country. Indeed, until the
Mahometan writers mentioned them, there was nothing to mark their

historical records than of

existence beyond

some

inscriptions which allude to their capital, Tagara,

as a place of considerable commercial importance, though

its

site

has

mentioned by Arrian as a great
emporium of the Deccan country, though with a very vague allusion to

been long since

lost.

This place

is

also

its position.

A

race of kings of Rajpoot descent ruled over Maharashtra, as this

country was called until the twelfth century,

when

a family of Yadus

Towards the end of the following century a Mahometan invasion took place, and after the reigning rajah had for
some length of time been tributary to the Emperor of Delhi, the government was finally subverted by that power about a.d. 1317. How this
peoijle at a later period rose to great military power, and proved one
of the most formidable opponents to and chief destroyers of the Tartar
supplanted them.**

empire, will be seen in succeeding chapters.
It

may be

sufficient to notice the

Chalukya rajahs of Eajpoot deand

scent as having ruled over a tract of country bordering on Caruata

Maharashtra.

from Orissa

Another

line of these chiefs

to Dravira.

governed Calinga, extending

Their rule appears to have lasted from the

tenth to the twelfth centuries, at which latter period

it

yielded to the

supremacy of the kings of Andra, and subsequently to the rajahs of
Cattac.''

of

The Andra kings reigned over a tract of country to the north-east
Hydrabad early in the Christian era. We possess little information

end of the
some importance and power, and
had extended their limits on the south. In a.d. 1332 the country was
overrun by an imperial army, afterwards by the kings of Orissa, and
finally became annexed to the kingdom of Golconda.
Before closing this sketch of the early history of Hindostan and
the Deccan, it may be well to glance at the view taken of India by the
Greek writers shortly after that country became opened to the western
concerning them, though

it

is

certain that towards the

thirteenth century they had risen to

nations.

Alexander himself evidently did no more than touch upon the very
Having checked the advance of his army on the
banks of the Hyphasis, when the eastern world had but just been

outskirts of India.

glanced

at,

he bent his steps towards the south-west, and passed on*
'

Wilson's Preface to the Mackenzie Papers.
Elphinstone's India, vol. i. p. 417.
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wards between the desert and the Indus, leaving some few garrisons
behind him, and one or two kings and chiefs allied to his government.

A

perusal of the writings of Ptolemy, Arrian, Aristobulus,

others of the early historians, cannot

fail

able opinion of their general accuracy,

if

and

to impress us with a favour-

we

consider

how

limited the

extent of their knowledge must have been, and under what disadvantages they must have written.

We

shall find that they represent the

position and habits of the people, the state and form of internal go-

vernment, the religion and literature of the Hindoos, precisely as we
have in later days found them to be ; and so far from expressing sur-

any eiToneous statements they may have advanced, we should
wonder that their mistakes have been so few.

prise at

rather

Of the

division of society into distinct castes, the Greeks were per-

fectly aware,

some

though they have added to the number of

misconce2:)tion.

They appear

to have been

much

classes

through

struck with the

absence of slavery in India ; for the servile state of the Sudra caste
would hardly have attracted the notice of men accustomed to the domestic slavery of Greece and Rome.
The subdivision of Hindostan into a great number of kingdoms
and petty states and principalities did not escape the attention of the
Greeks, who, hoAvever, greatly overstated their number, calculating them
at upwards of one hundred.
The forces which the Indian kings were capable of bringing into
the field in those days were doubtless overcharged, but their composition and arrangement are truly enough described.
Their account of the revenues of the country, and the sources
whence derived, quite agree with our own knowledge of those matIn the minute descriptions given of the assessment of lands and
ters.
crops, of the irrigation and culture of the soil, of the duties of the
various functionaries of the revenue department, of the natural pro-

ducts of the earth, of the articles forming the commerce of the country,

— on

all

these points they relate that which might equally be written

at the present time.

We

find the public festivals

scribed as they are

And

times.

not

known

and royal shows^ of the Hindoos demuch more recent

to have taken place in

less precise

and accurate are the

early writers in their

account of the dress, the domestic manners, and social habits of the
various classes^ composing an Indian community.

In speaking of the

personal appearance of the Hindoos, both Arrian and Strabo notice the
difference
8

between the inhabitants of the north and the south country.

Strabo,

lib.

sv, p. 493.

'

Arrian's Indlca, cap. xvi.
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arthy,
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tall,

and handsome, not

whilst the denizens of the north-

much fairer, and not unlike the Egyptians.
The weapons employed by the Indian soldiers were, excepting fireThe valour of the
arms, precisely such as are in use at the present day.
ern latitudes are said to be

Hindoos is always highly spoken of, and they are described as being
more formidable enemies than any the Greeks had previously en-

far

countered in the East.

That the country was^in the days of Alexander in a highly flourishl)ut little doubt, even if we make some
allowance for exaggeration. There were said to have been 1500 cities,
ing condition there can be

thickly peopled, between two of the rivers of the Punjab

and one
and 1^ mile broad, surrounded
by ditches and ramparts, with G4 gates and 570 towers.
city is described as being 8 miles long,

;

'HE

ARAB INVASIONS.
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II.

THE ARAB AND TARTAR INVASIONS, AND THE FINAL SETTLEMENT OF
THE ilAilOMMEDANS IN INDIA.
A.D. 66i-1022.

THE earliest appearance of the Ai-ab armies of the west on the confines
of the Indian territories was in the year 664, during an expedition of this people into the
far as Cabul,^

and made

its

Afghan country, when, having penetrated

as

ruler a tributary prince, a portion of their

army under Mohalib, a
far as

celebrated Moslem commander, pushed on as
Mooltan, sacked the city and earned away numerous prisoners.

Although the Arabs made several fresh inroads into the Afghan
tories, at

subsequent dates,

it

terri-

does not appear that the country eastward

of that land possessed any attraction for them, since no further mention
is

made

of any inroads

by

this people across the northern waters of the

Indus.

We

numerous incursions by Arabs into the Scinde
Omar ; but these would appear to have been chiefly of a piratical character, with no other aim
than plimder. The seizure of one of these marauders' vessels, at a subhear, however, of

country as early as the reign of the Calif

sequent date, in one of the sea-poits of Scinde, led to the invasion of the

countiy by a numerous army under

Mohammed

of Hejaj, the governor of Basra.

This juvenile warrior met with the

Casim, the younger sou

most complete success, capturing the fortified city of Dewal,^ overthrowing the son of the Eajah of Scinde, and spreading teiTor and
carnage as far as the capital itself.
Here the Eajah Daher interposed
with a powerful army of fifty thousand men, and a numerous troop of
elephants. Small as was the force of the Arab general, he had no alternative*but to fight
and availing himself of a strong position, he waited
;

within

it

for the attack of the Hindoos.

by the troops of Scinde proved of

The

little avail

;

great advantage possessed
for at

an early period of

1

Briggs' Ferishta, vol.

^

Believed to bave bsen on the site of the modern Kurrachee.

i.

p. 4.
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THE EAJAH ON HIS STATE ELEPUAKT.

the engagement, the rajah's elephant having been

rushed from the

field of battle,

the water of the neighbouring river.

struck dismay into the

Hindoo

wounded by afire-ball,

smarting with pain, and plunged into
This untoward

circumstance

who, dispirited at the absence
of their royal master, began to give way ; and although the rajah soon

re-appeared,

mounted on

been already decided.

mined not

soldiers,

his war-charger, the fortune of the

Finding

all his efforts

to survive the disgrace of a defeat,

few amongst the thickest of the Arab horse,

day had

unavaihng, Daher deter-

and rushing with a chosen
fell

covered with wounds.

was in vain that his widow, with more than woman's courage
and all a woman's hope, endeavoured to rally his broken forces. She,
however, placed the chief city, Brahmanabad, in a posture of defence,
holding it against the victors for some time; and when at last all hope
It

I

;

A princess's revenge.
had

fled,

the

women and

49

children of her adherents perished in a

huge

funeral pile; and the small Rajpoot garrison, flinging wide the gates,

Such as
rushed out, and met their deaths upon the Arab weapons.
remained within the walls were slaughtered without mercy, and the
younger members of their families carried away into captivity.^
Casim, it appears, met with but little opposition from this time, and
found

sufiicient leisui-e to settle the administrative affairs of the

newly

which he arranged on a just and politic foundation,
appointing many of the old Hindoo governors who had held office under
the late rajah to similar posts, on the plea that they were best qualified

conquered

territory,

to maintain the established institutions of the country.

Having arranged much of
of fresh territory,

Casim
upon the acquisition

the internal affairs of the countiy,

directed his attention farther eastward

;

and, bent

commenced a march towards the

Canouj, on the Ganges.

He had marched

celebrated city of

as far as Oudipur,

when an

unlooked-for catastrophe cut short at once his plan of conquest and his

Amongst

away from Scinde were the two
on account of their high lineage
and great beauty, were destined for the harem of the Commander of
the Faithful. Arrived at the court of the Calif, they were presented in
due form to the sovereign, who had been curious to witness the charms
of the elder of them, who was indeed surpassingly beautiful.
On being
conducted to his presence, she burst into a flood of tears, and exclaimed
that, having been dishonoured by Casim in her own country, she felt
that she was not worthy to appear before the commander of the faith-

career.

the captives carried

daughters of Rajah Darhe

The

;

these,

incensed at this outrage, which thus became an insult
and smitten moreover by her beauty, ordered that the
offending general should be sewed up in a raw hide and dispatched in
This order was of course carried into effect
that state to Damascus.
and the body of the late conqueror of Scinde having arrived at the
palace, it was laid before the princess, who, unable to contain her delight at the sight of it, declared to the astonished calif that Casim was
indeed innocent of the charge imputed to him, but that he had brought
ruin and death upon her family, and she was now avenged.*
From this time the Arab arms appear to have made no progress.
All ideas of further conquest seem to have died with Casim, whose
The rule of
authority was handed over to less ambitious commanders.

ful.

calif,

to himself,

the Musselmen in Scinde continued until about a.d. 750,

when

Rajpoots uniting their forces with the Hindoos made a desperate
^

Briggs' Ferishta, vol.

*

Ayeen Akberry,

vol.

iv. p.
ii.

409.

Briggs' Ferishta, vol.

E

iv.

the

effort
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from their country, in which,

to expel the foreignei's

some severe

after

struggles, they eventually succeeded.

The declension

of the

Arab sway may he

at this time; certainly the

empire of the

said to have

no

califs at

The death

tended over so large an extent of country.

commenced

later period ex-

of the

famed

Haroun-al-Raschid was not long afterwards followed by the secession

By

of Khorassan and Transoxana.

degrees other provinces

fell

away

no distant date the commanders of the faithful
were reduced to puppets in the hands of their Turkish guards, and the
from the

califate

;

and

at

dissolution of their empire

was

sealed.^

Amongst the many petty dynasties of mixed Turkish and Mognil
descent, Avhich now swept over the northern provinces of the Arab
possessions, were the Samanis, a family of

Bokhara descent, who, having

firmly established themselves in Khorassan, iniled over that country for

upwards of a century.

It Avas during their

sway that the first member

of the house of Ghazni, afterwards the founders of the

Mahometan

empire in India, assumed an importance which his descendants turned
to

good account.

Alptegin, the founder of this

Turkish slave in the service of Abdulmelek,

fifth

new

dynasty, Avas a

prince of the house of

Samani, and in that capacity performed the most menial

offices.

ing that this slave possessed not only great personal courage, but

Find-

many

natural good qualities, his royal master, as was then a frequent practice,

promoted him

to

some important

posts,

and eventually made him

governor of Khorassan.
Alptegin held this

command

until the death of his patron,

when,

having given offence to his successor, he was forced to seek safety
in flight;

accompanied by a

faithful

band of adherents, he took

re-

around Ghazni, in the very heart of the
mountains of Soliman, where he bid defiance to his enemies, and sefuge amongst the

hill tribes

cured himself in the sovereignty of that part of the country.

The

hill

were nothing loath to receive amongst them one
who was both able and willing to enlist their swords in his service, and
provide them with pay ; and such as did not directly submit to his
sway remained in friendly relation Avith him. During a period of
tribes of the vicinity

fourteen years he appears to haA'e maintained his position in the Ghaznivide countiy, supported by a
chiefly

made up

of

numerous and Avell-appointed army,

Mameluk horsemen and Afghan

freebooters.

His death, Avhich occurred in the year 976, placed on his mountainthrone one Avho like himself had been a slave.
Sibektegin had served
Alptegin Avith fidelity from the day that he had purchased him from a
'

Price,

A-ol. iv,,

quoted by Elphinstone,

vol.

i.

p. 521.

—
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merchant travelling eastward from Turkistau, his native country; and
having proved his faithfulness and ability, he promoted him to the highest office next to himself.
Whether he was named by the dying ruler
as his successor,

wanting

does not appear certain, but the acces-

heirs,

sion of Sibektegin to his master's power, under the circumstances, was

the most natural occurrence.

daughter of his

late chief,

the popular feeling of the

He

hill tribes

now about to
and courage of the new

Events were
activity

said, likewise, to

is

and thus

to

have married a

have strengthened his hold on

of Ghazni.^

occur Avhich speedily called forth the
ruler.

The Hindoo rajahs

of the coun-

try east of the Indus viewed with considerable apprehension the esta-

blishment of this Mahometan power so contiguous to their own coun-

and aware of the passion for aggrandisement manifested on every
by this race, prepared to adopt aggressive measures,
with a view of ridding their neighbourhood of such a dangerous rival.
Acting on these feelings, Jeipal, rajah of Lahore, prepared a large
army, marched across the Indus, and approached the hilly regions of
Ghazni, when he was encountered by Sibektegin.
A fierce storm of
Avind, rain, and thunder so damped the energy of the Hindoo troops,
unaccustomed to the severe cold of these climates, that Jeipal found

try

;

fitting occasion

himself imder the necessity of coming to terms Avith his adversary,

and agreed, as the price of peace and safety, to pay fifty elephants
and a large sum of money. The elephants Avere suiTcndered on the
spot, and the two armies separated, the Hindoos retracing their steps
to their oAvn country.

Once

safely Avithin his

own

territories, Jeipal forgot his

former

and refused to complete his engagement by withThe Tartar chief was
holding the money-payments agreed upon.
not likely to submit to this insult, and placing himself at the head
of a numerous force of Turki and Afghan horse, marched rapidly towards the Indus. Jeipal was prepared for the coming storm ; he
danger and

fears,

strengthened himself Avith the powerful assistance of the rajahs of

Ajmir, Calingar, and Canouj, and soon found himself at the

Delhi,

"

A

story is told of Sibektegin while yet a piivate soldier, which proves the
humanity of the historian, if not of the hero. One day, in hvmting, he succeeded in
riding down a fawn but when he was carrying off his prize in triumph, he observed
the dam followmg his horse, and shewing such evident marks of distress, that he was
touched with compassion, and at last released his captive, pleasing hunself vrith the
gratitude of the mother, which often turned back to gaze at him as she went off to
the" forest with her fawn.
That night the Prophet appeared to him in a dream, told
him that God had given him a kingdom as a reward for his humanity, and enjoined
him not to forget Ms feelings of mercy when he came to the exercise of power."
^

;

Elphinstone, vol.

i.

p. 526.
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head of a hundred thousand cavalry and a vast number of foot-soldiers.
Sibektegln did not muster a fourth part of this number but nothing
daunted by the numerical strength of his adversaries, he relied on the
;

superior strength and discipline of his chosen horsemen.

Events proved the soundness of his judgment. The enormous
masses of Hindoo troops were unequal to the shock of his Mameluk and

Afghan
found

charges, and once having succeeded in breaking their lines, he

little difficulty

huge army

Jeipal's

in completing their disorder

fled in the

sued by Sibektegin as

and

far as the Indus,

up

to

which point he

established his authority, and left a governor with a

command

horse in

How

far

overthrow.

final

utmost disorder, and were closely purat

once

numerous body of

of the country about Peshawur.

Sibektegin might have pushed his conquests cannot be

known, since he was requii-ed in another quarter to aid his neighbours
and former masters, the Samanis, in repelling attacks from some turThese refractory tribes were with difficulty
bulent chiefs of Bokhara.
reduced to submission and the ruler of Bokhara, to reward the services of Sibektegin and his son Mahmoud, confen-ed on the latter the
government of Khorassan, and recognised the father in all his j)resent
Matters having been thus settled in
possessions as far as the Indus.
;

the west, Sibektegin prepared to return to his government, but on his

way

thither

No

was seized with

illness

Mahmoud

and

died.

on the
and invested with the new title of sultan, than his restless and
ambitious spirit, long nurtured by the military exploits and bold daring
of his father, sought for some field on which to estal)lish a new and
sooner did

find himself firmly established

throne,

dazzling reputation.
It is scai-cely matter for surprise, that the world-wide reputation of

India for wealth should have led the young sultan of a semi-barbarous
nation to turn his eyes in that direction.

be presumed that

Mahmoud was

Added

he would acquire by extending the Moslem

Hindoo

to this,

it

may

fairly

not altogether unmindful of the glory
faith

on the wreck of

Mahmoud

crossed the Indus

idolatry.

In the year of the Christian era 1001,
with an army whose chief strength lay in

its

horse, for even at that

period the Afghan cavalry were nearly always irresistible in open warfare.

Defeating the rajah of Lahore at Peshawur, and carrying off a

vast quantity of treasure, the sultan returned to Ghazni for a season.

Three other expeditions into the Indian

territories

followed at

various intervals, in the last of which the conqueror secured treasure

and precious

stones, to

an amount previously unheard

of,

from the
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sacred shrine in the fortress of Nargacot at the foot of the Himalayas.

To

Mahmoud

celebrate this achievement,

many days, during which

lasted

to public gaze

upon

the rich

feast, which
war were exposed
amidst the sound of martial

gave a triumphal

sj^oils

tables of pure gold,

of the

music.
Victories but served to stimulate this warrior-king to fi-esh achieve-

ments ; and the glory and treasures which would have proved to many
inducements to after-rei)ose; only whetted the royal blade of the Ghaznivide sultan for new and mightier strokes of conquest. The Nargacot
exploit was followed after a year or two by the reduction of the Ghor
country, the capture of Mooltan, an exi^edition to Tareesa near the
Jumna, and two attacks upon the Cashmerian provinces.
In the year 1017 Mahmoud took the boldest step eastward that
had been made by any foreigner within the Indus. The victories he
had already acquired, seemingly with so much ease, over the Hindoo
rajahs on the north-west frontiers, emboldened him to attempt someAccordingly, we find him assembling
thing on a more enlarged scale.
an army of 100,000 horse and 20,000 foot at Peshawur, with which he
crossed the river, and taking his course due east as far as the Jumna,
he turned southwards, and arrived at the gates of Canouj before the
rajah had received notice of his approach.
After destroying many
temples and razing a number of fortresses, Mahmoud returned once
more to Ghazni laden with the wealth of India.
It was in the year 1022 that the first permanent settlement of the
Moslems east of the Indus took place, by the annexation of the Punjab
to the kingdom of Ghazni ; and from this event may be dated the rise
Hitherto all the conquests of
of the Mahometan power in India.
Mahmoud had been but of a transitory nature. Renown and plunder
appeared to be the leading objects of his expeditions; but in this year,
during a march to relieve his

ally,

the rajah of Canouj,

Mahmoud was

refused a passage for his troops through the territories of the Lahore
rajah.

This ill-judged step called

down upon

the offending Hindoo the

vengeance of the Moslem conqueror, who did not quit the country
until

he had annexed

it

to his

own dominions, and by

foundation of the Ghaznivide dynasty in India.

<.-'i:;?NC!>:^;{J|rX£!V'^:'^-?

that act laid the
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CHAPTER
mahmoud axd

sulta:^

I.

his successors of

the ghazxivide and

ghoriax dynasties.
A.D. 1022-120G.

THE

reduction of the Lahore territories thus brought the Mahometan conqueror within the Hmits of India ; and having by this
stroke^made himself permanently master of the whole country as far
as the Sutlege, re-inforced his

army of occupation, and strengthened
the various gaiTisons in these districts, he felt himself at liberty to
undertake further conquests.

Two

years later Ave find

pedition in India

;

him entering upon

his twelfth

much on

political as

but this time not so

grounds.
The temple of Somnjit, situated at
boundary of Gujerat, was famed for its sanctity

Mahmoud

Hindoos.

and

in the eyes of all

good

determined to evince the ardour of his zeal for

the Prophet, by destro}'ing this high place of heathen worship

may

last ex-

on religious
the extreme southern

not be incorrect

if

we surmise

;

and

it

that the reputed wealth of the

Indian shrine had some influence in drawing upon

it

the warlike

notice of the Sultan of Ghazni.

Crossing the desert which separates Scinde from Mooltan, a distance of 350 miles, in perfect safety, the invading army found itself in
Ajmir.
Meeting with no resistance, the sultan pushed on towards
the object of his journey, and soon arrived before Somnat.
The

Hindoo defenders of

Mahmoud

carried

temple and

its

all

their faith in vain offered a gallant resistance

before him, and

vast treasm-es.

;

became master of the gorgeous

—
THE DEATH AND CHARACTER OF MAHMOUD.
Returning to
remain in quiet

his capital, the victor
;
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appeared for a time disposed to

but fresh opportunities offered themselves, and once

more tempted him

to take the

ing one of his reign

:

His

field.

last exploit

was the crown-

the conquest of Persia seemed to leave

him the

and certainly there was no power near
But amidst all this glory the conqueror was
to disturb his security.
cut off; and almost before his victorious army had had time to gather
repose from their last exploits, ere their Persian laurels had lost their
first bloom, their leader and sultan was taken from amongst them
the founder of the Afghan dynasty in India was no more.
Mahmoud, if not the greatest sovereign the world ever saw as
maintained by most Mahometan writers was assuredly the most famous of his age. Uniting in his person many brilliant and estimable qualities, he possessed but few of the failings so peculiar to the
time in which he lived.
To the character of a great general he added
that of a liberal encourager of literature and the arts ; and although he
was not wanting in religious zeal, and lost no opportunity of humbling
the power of Hindoo idolatry, he cannot be charged with any acts of
cruelty against his heathen adversaries ; and it is said that he never
took the life of a Hindoo save in battle or during the storming of a
This, it must be remembered, is the character of a prince
fortress.
who lived in an age when imprisonment and murder were ordinary
most potent prince

in the East;

—

—

steps in a royal career.

Perhaps his greatest failing, and one which grew with his years,
was that of avarice. His Indian conquests helped to fill his treasury
It is reto an extent unknown in any previous or future reign.
ported, that upon his hearing of the great wealth of some contemporary monarch,

who had managed

to

amass as much

measures

as seven

of jewels, he exclaimed with great fervour, " Praise be to God,

me

given

who

has

a hundred measures."^

His love of riches was, however, blended with a spirit of liberality
Besides founding a university in his capital,

in certain directions.

with a

museum and

Mahmoud

library attached,

set

apart a large

yearly sum, amounting to fully 10,000Z. a year of our money,^ for the

maintenance of a body of professors and students, as well as pensions
to learned men.

Amongst

the literary characters

who were attracted
who composed

to his court by this patronage, was the poet Ferdousi,

an epic poem of 00,000
Persians previous to the

couplets,

Mahometan

celebrating the exploits of the

conquests, a

work which occu-

pied his energies during a period of thirty years, and which has been
I

Elphinstone, vol.

i.

p. 57'2.

-

Briggs' Ferishta, val.

i.

p. 60,
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deservedly admired by Europeans not less than by Orientals for

many

Mahmoud, however,

surpassing beauties.

for

its

some cause not

quite clear, disappointed the poet in his promised recompense for
this noble production

;

and

said that Ferdousi died of a

it is

broken

heart.

Mahmoud was

not often wanting in his public duties

related of him, that on one occasion a

of the death of her son,

who had

woman went to him

;

to

and

it is

complain

from robbers in a remote
The sidtan observed that it

lost his life

part of some newly-acquired territories.

was impossible that he could enforce the laws in such a distant corner of his kingdom; the woman replied
"Why, then, do you take
countries Avhich you cannot govern, and for the protection of which
you must answer in the day of judgment?" Mahmoud felt the justice
of the reproof, and at once gave instructions to afford better protection

—

to his distant subjects.^

Mohammed, who had been nominated by
his successor to the throne of Ghazni,

his deceased father as

in preference to his brother

Masaud, did not reign many weeks.

The more warlike and popular
him the suffrages of the people
army, who proclaimed him sultan so soon as he made his ap-

character of the latter gained for

and the

pearance at the capital from the province of Ispahan.

The military
requisition

;

qualities of the

new

for whilst a rebellion

sovereign were very shortly in

broke out in Lahore, the Seljuks,

a warlike and powerful tribe of Tartars on the north of the Oxus,

The troubles
Masaud marched against his

threatened his dominions with an invasion on the west.
in his eastern possessions being quelled,

new

who had

mean time

(a.d. 1034) defeated and killed
campaign of two years on the western
frontiers of his dominions ended in a decisive battle near Mero, in
which the Seljuks (a.d. 10.39) were left complete masters of the field.

enemies,

in the

one of his ablest generals.

The

A

sultan retreated with the shattered remains of his

army

to

Ghazni, where finding disunion and discontent amongst his people and

army taking a formidable

shape, he deteimined to retreat

beyond the

Indus, and seek to recruit his shattered fortunes in his Indian terri-

On his way to Lahore discontent took the form of mutiny,
which ended in his deposition, and the restoration to power of his
brother Mohammed.
The immediate result of this was the death of
Masaud, by command of Ahmed son of Mohammed, after a turbulent
tories.

reign of ten years.

The

rule of

Mohammed was
*

not, however, destined to a long con-

HpMnstone,

vol.

i.

p. 571.

;
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took immediate steps to
from the western frontiers Avith
a small body of troops, he made his way through Ghazni to Lahore
and meeting Mohammed and his son at Fattehabad, he attacked and
tinuance.

avenge his

sultan's son, Modiid,

father's death.

]\Iarching

completely routed their army, making themselves and families prisoners,

and eventually put them

to

death to secure to himself the

undisturbed possession of the throne.

The whole attention of the new sultan was for a time directed to
the west, where the movements of the Seljuk invaders were Ijecoming
daily

more alarming.

Either from the circumstance of

espoused a daughter of one of the Seljuk

chiefs,

Modud having

or from more impor-

tant matters engrossing their attention elsewhere, they appear not to

have ojSered any real opposition to his regaining possession of Ghazni,
which he did in the year following his accession to power.
Disturbances

now

occurred in the east (a.d. 1042), caused no doubt

by the absence of the new

sultan from his Indian territories.
The
made this the occasion of recovering all the cities
captured by Masaud on the east of the Sutlege and elated with his first
successes, the Hindoo prince pushed his forces to the very gates of jSTar-

rajah of Delhi

;

which holy shrine vast crowds of Indian volunteers
The religious zeal of the Hindoos bore down
opposition, and despite the strong military position of this temple-

gacot, to recover

flocked to his standard.
all

fortress, the shrine fell

Stimulated

still

once more into the hands of

further

by

this

new

absence of the sultan, the rajah called

its

votaries.

and assured by the
around him the whole Hindoo
success,

population of the Punjab, and proceeded at once to deliver the country

from the Ghaznivide yoke.
Lahore was shortly after (a.d. 1044) invested by the Indian army,
and the garrison, receiving no succour or supplies during a siege of
seven months, began to be reduced to great extremities.
They must
soon have yielded before fatigue and famine, but determined to make
a last desperate efibrt, they sallied so vigorously upon the besiegers as
completely to disperse them and raise the siege.
The remainder of Modud's reign was occupied in keeping within
bounds the turbulence of his subjects, the disaffection of his Indian possessions, and the restlessness of his Seljuk neighbours.
In the midst
of these conflicting occupations

Modud

expired after a reign of nine

years (a.d. 1049).

The throne was now occupied by the

late sultan's brother,

Abul

Hasan, who, however, after a short nile of two years, gave way to his
uncle,

Abul Eashid.
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This prince was not more fortunate than his predecessor ; for before
the second year of his reign he was besieged in Ghazni by a revolted
chief, captured,

and put to death with

all his

The

family.

successful

rebel enjoyed the fruits of his treason but a month, at the end of which

time he was assassinated

;

and the army sought

for

some member of

the rightful family to occupy the vacant throne.

The choice at length fell upon a young prince, Farokhsad, who
had passed many years in prison through the jealousy of previous
outlaws.
His reign, although it lasted but six years, may be called a
prosperous one compared to those preceding

He managed

it.

the restless, aggressive spirit of the Seljuk tribes, and at the

to curb

same time

and quiet within his own dominions, but at last fell
by the hand of an assassin.
His successor was his brother Ibrahim, a prince of widely different

to preserve order

and temperament from all who had gone before him. His desire
was peace; and having conciliated his troublesome neighbours, the

tastes

Seljuks, he devoted himself steadily to the internal affairs of his king-

dom.

Religion, the administration of justice, and the encouragement

of learned men, aj^pear to have engrossed the chief of his time

and
;
any of the historical records, as
engaged in a military undertaking, was upon some expedition to the
Sutlege, on which occasion he captured several cities from the Hindoos.

the only mention

Little as there

is

we

find of him, in

to record of this

monarch of a

political natiu'e, his

reign nevertheless lasted for the unusual period of forty-one years, and

terminated as peacefully as

it had commenced.
was Masaud II. (a.d. 1089), who enjoyed a
peaceable I'eign of twenty-five years, during which period the greater
portion of his attention was devoted to legislating and improving the
condition of his country.
Some expeditions into Hindostan were undertaken by his generals, but with no great or lasting results.

The next

in succession

Arslan, the

elder

son of the deceased sultan,

reign with violence, and ended

it

in his

own

commenced his
Having im-

blood.

prisoned his brothers, their uncle, the Seljuk sultan, marched against

him with a formidable army,
brothers, Behntm, on the throne.

defeated him,

and placed one of

his

Arslan was pursued from the battle-

and slain.
The new sultan (a.d. 1118) appears to have inherited the love for
literature which had distinguished so many of his predecessors.
Learned
men, poets and philosophers, were welcomed at his court, and treated
with the greatest consideration.
The peaceful and prosperous state in
which he found the kingdom greatly favoured this, and for a period of
field
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him ample opportunity to gratify liis tastes.
was unfortunately broken through
which could scarcely have been expected from a monarch of such

nearly thiiiy years allowed

The peaceful tenour
an act

of his long reign

elevated tastes.

Having had

a difference with his son-in-law, Kutb-u-din Sur, prince

first to get him into his power, and then to kill
The brother of the murdered prince lost no time in avenging him, and marching upon Ghazni with a numerous army, drove
The defeated monarch, however, found
out the treacherous Behram.
means and opj^ortunity to fall upon the invader and completely routed
his troops, making himself j)risoner, and eventually putting him to a

of Ghor, he contrived

him.

cruel death.

Retribution for this double crime was at hand.

Ala-u-din, another

brother of Kutb-u-din, entered the Ghaznivite temtories at the head of

a small but determined body of troops

;

and although in the

first

instance

fortune did not appear to favour him, he finally succeeded in compelling

Behram to fly for safety to his Indian territories, where he shortly afterwards died from exhaustion and grief.
His son, Khosru, Avho had shared his prosperity, had now (a.d.
1152) to participate in his reverses.

The discomfited army

finding itself deprived of its leader, followed the son with

ordinary devotion, and succeeded in fighting a
the

new monarch found

his Indian subjects

way

of Ghazni,

more than

to Lahore, Avhere

ready to receive him with

open arms. It does not appear that the reign of Khosru was marked
by any political events of consequence. His tastes led him to consult
the prudent policy of peace, and to rest contented with the Indian
limits of his ancestral possessions
nor do we find that he suffered any
;

molestation from the

At

new dynasty

his death (a. P.

ruling at Ghazni.

1160) he was succeeded by Khosru Malik, who,

most tranquil reign of twenty-seven

after a

years,

the Ghor kings, and eventually defeated and slain.

Lahore from

this date

the hands of the

new

became a portion

was attacked by
The kingdom of

of the Ghaznivite territory in

line of princes.

Gheias-u-din, the Ghorian sultan of Ghazni and Lahore, aided

by the

military talents of his brother, Shahib, had not long been settled in his

new conquest before he began to turn his
many of his predecessors, to attempt new
of the Sutlege.

tacked

;

The

attention eastward, and, like

conquests on the Indian side

rajah of Delhi was the

first

Hindoo potentate

but so well was he supported by his followers, that the

at-

fierce

and warlike forces led against them from the north failed in their
efforts ; and despite the teri'ible charges of Afghan horse, the troops of
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invading

Two

left

INDIA.

masters of the battle-field; Shahib,

forces,

who commanded

the

escaping with great difficnlty and badly wounded.

years later (a.d. 1193) Shahib, burning with a desire to wipe

out the stain upon his militaiy reputation

left by his former defeat,
Turks and Afghans across the frontiers, and
encountered Pritwi, the Delhi rajah, Avhom he found assembled with a
powerful array from many Indian states to oppose his further progress.
Upon this occasion the Afghan cavalry decided the result of the day,
for having drawn the Hindoo troops from their line of battle, Shahib

again marched an

army

of

suddenly Avheeled round a body of chosen horse, 12,000 strong, and

charging the vast mass of troops whilst in broken columns, succeeded

The rajah was made

in utterly routing them.*

and ultimately

prisoner,

put to death whilst in confinement.

The rajah

This victory was followed by other conquests.

was defeated

in a pitched battle,

and

to the dominions of the victor.

were

his territories

Canouj
annexed

of

at once

Gwalior, in Bundelcund, as well as

several strong positions in Eohilcund, were next taken possession of;

and

arms

in the following year the Ghaznivite Avarrior extended his

subduing the

farther,

still

fine provinces of

Oude, Behar, and Bengal.

The death of Gheias-u-din, which took place
years,

five

after a reign of forty-

placed his brother, Shahib-u-din, on the throne.

however, saw no further exploits of this successful warrior.

war
disadvantage, and
engaged

in a

possessions.

A

Avith the sultan of

Kharism,

led to the defection of

AV'hich

India,

He

Avas

terminated to his

some portion

of his western

second exjiedition against that country Avas on the

point of being undertaken, Avhen Shahib
after a short reign of four years.

fell

by the hands of

assassins

Fcav soldiers had been more successful

or enterprising than the conqueror of the central provinces of Hindostan

;

even the brilliant achievements of

Mahmoud

AA'cre

unimportant in

extent compared to those of the Ghorian sultan, Avho had extended the

Afghan

rule as far as the

Upon the

extreme limits of the Ganges.

death of Shahib (a.d. 1206), his nephew,

Mahmoud

Ghori,

was proclaimed sovereign ; but he continued to rule over no more than
Ghor, and so far abandoned claim to any further territory as to send
the insignia of royalty to the viceroy of India, Kutb-u-din, then resident
at Delhi.

of the

Thus India became an independent power

new monarch commenced
*

;

and

in the person

the line of kings of Delhi.

Ferishta, vol.

i.

pp. 173-177.
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II.

FROM THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE KINGDOM OF DELHI TO
BY THE TARTARS.

ITS

CONQUEST

A.D. 1206-1526.

KUTB-u-DiN was
from the

the

first

fact of their

kuowa

of a line

as the slave-kings of Delhi,

having been originally Turki

slaves.

The

present monarch had been raised to his high rank through the favour of
Shahib, who greatly admired his many good and shining qualities.
He
seems to have been a prudent and just monarch, and to have attached his

by the wisdom and gentleness of his rule, which,
however, lasted for but four years as king, though he had governed the
state of Delhi as viceroy for fully twenty years.
His son Aram was a
subjects to his person

weak

prince,

and was

set aside shortly after his accession for

Altamsh,

son-in-law of Kutb-u-din, who, like his predecessor, had been raised

from slaveiy to high favour.
Altamsh was not deficient in military talent and personal courage,
and found ample occupation during his reign for both qualities. The
Mahometan power was never so thoroughly established in any portion
of India proper, but some rajah or dependent sovereign found occasion
for attempting an assertion of their territorial rights.
In this way
Behar, Malwa, and Gwalior called down upon them the chastisement of
Altamsh.
It was during this reign that the celebrated Ghenghis Khan
poured his Mogul myriads from the north over a great part of Asia,
and at one time threatened the Indian monarchy with an invasion.
The death of Altamsh at Delhi brought his son, Eukn-u-din, to the
throne, whence his indolence, indifference, and dissipation shortly drove

him

in favour of his sister Eezia.

The

sultana (a.d. 1236) was a

woman

of

more than ordinary atkingdom

tainments, and seems to have administered the afiairs of the

with wisdom and industry.

Her

in the possession of the throne.

talents,

however, failed to secure her

Jealousies crept

in,

a party rebelled

against her authority, and finally, after a severe engagement, her troops

were defeated, and Rezia made captive and slain in cold blood.
During the two short reigns of Behram and Masaud which followed,
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the most promiueut event was tlie invasion of India
by armies of Moguls, one of which peneti'ated as far
Avere,

however, driven back with considerable

Nasir-u-din

Mahmoud

(a.d.

at different points

as Bengal.

They

loss.

124G) was the grandson of Altamsh.

he committed the charge of government and
of all military operations to his vizier, formerly a Turkl slave of his
Through his energy several
grandfather, and a man of great ability.

Of studious

disposition,

remote Hindoo
Moguls on the western

revolts in the

of the

Upon

states

were suppressed, and the inroads

frontier effectually checked.

the death of Xasir (a.d. 1266), his vizier, Gheias-u-din Bulbun,

stepped quietly to the throne, where he maintained himself by a line of
rigorous cruelty to

all

suspected of being inimical to his interest.

His

which lasted for a period of twenty years, was marked by insurrections and invasions, all of which he overcame with the same

reign,

marked his career whilst vizier.
With his successor, Kai-Kobad, ended the race of the slave-kings.
This monarch ruled but for a brief period ; and at his death the choice
of the people fell upon Jelal-u-din, in whose person commenced the
His reign, as also that of his nephew and successor,
house of Khilji.

success which had

AUah-u-din, was a constant succession of plots, intrigues, and murders.

At

this period a third ]\Iongolian

invasion of India took place,

more formidable than either of the previous. Thanks, howevei', to the
bravery and experience of his general, ZafFer Khan, the sultan Avas
victorious, though his success cost him the life of his heroic commander, who

fell

covered with wounds.

This victory induced Allah-

u-din to turn his arms to the peninsula of India, where he defeated
several of the hitherto independent rajahs,

him

tribute.

Jealous of the influence and

and compelled them to pay
number of the ]Moguls in his

army, the sultan ordei-ed them to be dismissed his service without pay,

and afterwards to be exterminated to the number of fifteen thousand.
The death of xlUah (a.d. 1316) was said to have been hastened by
poison administered by his favourite general, Mallek Kaffir, who thereupon caused the late king's youngest son, an infant, to be proclaimed.
This meeting with the disapproval of the nobles and army of Delhi,
they placed Mubarik, the eldest son of Allah, on the throne, slew
Mallek, and so far restored tranquillity.
The new sovereign, although
he began his reign v>-ith no less an exploit than the conquest of the
Malabar country, quickly abandoned himself to dissipation, and left all
authority in the hands of a low Hindoo, one Mallek Khosru, who
shortly afterwards found an opportunity to murder his master, together
with every

member

of his family.

;
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This treason drew upon lilm the speedy vengeance of the nobles,
who, with the rajah of the Deccan, dispersed his adherents, and terminated his power with his life.
The race of Khilji ended with Mubarik,

and with

his successor commenced the rule of the house of Toghlak.
There being no member of the royal family left (a.d. 1321), the
choice of the nobles and of the army Avas naturally directed towards

those chiefs

who ranked

highest amongst them.

Gheias-u-din Toghlak, governor of the Punjab, a
tion in military

and

Their selection was

man

of high reputa-

and who proved himself not unworthy
shewed both activity and wisdom durino-

civil affairs,

of the popular choice.

He

The threatened invasion of the Moguls on the northwestern frontiers was effectually checked by a line of defences thrown
up along the Afghan boundary, whilst on the south he busied himself
by subduing a further portion of the Deccan, and arranging matters in
his short reign.

Bengal and Tirhoot, as well as annexing the
Dacca to his dominions.

territories of the rajah of

Returning from this last expedition, he was
bungalow erected expressly to receive him by his

killed

by the

ftdl

of a

eldest son, not with-

out strong suspicion of premeditation against the

latter,

who, as a

consequence of this occurrence, mounted the throne.

Mohammed Toghlak was

proclaimed sultan (a.d. 1325) amidst a
all about him.
He was a

great shew of ostentatious liberality to

prince of great ability, and possessed more than ordinary acquirements
and few mouarchs evinced a greater desire to patronise men of leai-ning and distinction than did the ncAV sovereign. His accomplishments,

however, did not counterbalance his terrible crimes

;

and,

if possible,

but to add to the violence of his outrageous actions.
army of ]\[oguls, which found means to enter the Punjab, was

his talents serA^ed

An
bought

off

by a large sum of money.

The subjugation of the remain-

der of the Deccan was completed, and general good order was restored

throughout the most remote provinces of his vast dominions.

From

this

time

Mohammed

seems to have abandoned himself to

a most extraordinary and violent line of conduct, quite at variance

with the previous reputation he had earned.
with a gigantic army,

—the conquest

of China,

An

invasion of Persia

— were both productive

of disastrous consequences to himself and his people.

And added

to

these freaks were his excessive fiscal imposts, his tampering with the

currency, and terrible cruelty to the inhabitants of

ters

j

revolts,

Many

many

districts.

1338) in many quarand during the next thirteen years we read of a succession of

These excesses produced open rebellion

(a.d.

which seem to have kept the sovereign constantly employed.
were quelled for a time ; but in several

of these outbreaks
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instances the disaffected provinces defied the

Amongst

maintained their independence.
Camatic, and the Malabar

Mohammed

is

way

whilst on his

IXDIA.

power of the tyrant, and
were Bengal, the

these

territories.

reported to have died of a surfeit of
to quell one of the

settled period, leaving

numerous

fish at Tatta,

revolts of that un-

no family behind him.

Firuz Toghlak, the late king's nephew (a.d. 1351), was raised to
the throne in the absence of any direct
distinguished

by any great military

His reign, though not
was yet one of prosperity,

heii-s.

exploits,

and attended with the happiest results to his people. He reversed all
the fiscal and monetaiy decrees of his uncle, and busied himself more
in the execution of works of public utility and improving the resources
of his dominions, than in seeking to add to their extent.

In the eighty-seventh year of his
resigned nearly

began to use

He

failed,

all

his

his authority against

however, in his plots

;

from bodily

infirmity,

of his vizier,

who soon

age, Firuz,

power into the hands

the claims of the heir-apparent.
for the son

persuaded Firuz to

banish his minister and invest him with supreme authority.
solute conduct soon disgusted the nobles;

pelled to fly to the mountains for safety,

His disand eventually he was comand the old king once more

resumed the reins of government.

Upon his death a scene of
Two grandsons reigned

lowed.

disorder, struggles,
after

him

and bloodshed

fol-

in succession, each for but

a few months Xasir Toghlak, the banished son of Firuz, returned
and resumed the government during thi'ee years after which his son,
Humayun, assumed the sceptre, but lived only forty-five days.
Mahmoud Toghlak, the younger brother of the preceding, was a
minor when he ascended the throne (a.d. 1.394). This circumstance,
added to the previous distracted state of the kingdom, induced the
governors of Gujerat, Malwa, and Juanpoor, to assert and maintain their
independence and it was soon evident that the new sovereign, so far
from being able to turn his attention to them, Avould find occupation
nearer home, where civil troubles awaited him.
In the midst of these commotions (a.d. 1398) a fresh calamity
descended upon the country, which at once threatened the speedy dissolution of the empire.
Tamerlane, having overrun Persia, Georgia,
and Mesopotamia, with portions of Eussia and Siberia, at the head of
vast hordes of Tartars, turned his attention to India, and sent foi-ward
his grandson, Pir Mohammed, to prepare the way for the main body
;

;

;

of the invaders.

The Tartar general swept the Punjab with
after carrying

fii-e

his fierce troops, and
and slaughter through the entire province, took pos-

I

MASSACRE OF DELHI.

Tamerlane meanwhile had
the mountain-ranges
the Indus, which he crossed

session of the fortified city of Mooltan.
effected a passage across the

dangerous
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defiles of

marched for
and thence made for Samana, massacring the inhabitants of
every town through which he passed.

to the north of Afghanistan,
at Attok,

Reinforced by a junction with the army of his grandson, Tamerlane marched towards Delhi, where he found the Sultan

Mahmoud

pre-

by many

auxiliaries

and

pared to receive him with a large

force, aided

The invaders proved superior

a numerous body of elephants.

to the

and although the sultan did his
;
Hindoo army was defeated with im-

Indians both in numbers and valour
best to defend his kingdom, the

mense

slaughter.

Mahmoud

sought refuge in Gujerat, whilst his

broken forces took shelter within the walls of Delhi, where they made
terms with the Tartar chief, and submitted to his authority as Emperor
of India, which he was then proclaimed.

The

capitulation of the city did not save

it

from the plunder and

violence of the Tartar troops, who, meeting with

upon the

some

resistance in

and a general massacre ensued " some streets were rendered impassable by heaps of dead ; and
the gates being forced, the whole Mogul army gained admittance, and
their excesses,

fell

Inhabitants,

:

a scene of the utmost hoiTor ensued."'

Tamerlane quitted Delhi when there seemed nothing further to be
; and carrying with him an immense booty and
of
slaves
of all ranks, he marched through Meerut and up
vast
retinue
a
the banks of the Ganges as far as Hm-dwar, thence across Lahore to
gained by remaining

the Ghazni country by the route he had followed on entering India.
The Tartar monarch may be said to have found Hindostan a gar-

den

— he

gifts

left it

a desert, a.b. 1399.

he showered on the inhabitants,

Famine and pestilence were the
he deemed not worthy of

whom

Acquisition of territory seemed to be no
fame such as in those days of bloodshed was
deemed worthy of a despot, he certainly achieved, but with no advantage to himself beyond' the amount of treasure he managed to carry
with him on his way to meet other foes.
After various struggles and some bloodshed in Delhi for the mastery, Mahmoud at length came forward and re-asserted his claim to the
He lived a few years "after this and was succeeded by Doulat
throne.
slavery in a distant land.

part of his plan.

A

;

Khan

Lodi, who, after a rule of one year, gave

the Punjab, Khizir

Afghan

Khan

;

way

to the governor of

and thus ended the Toghlak dynasty of the

race of kings.
5

Ferishta, vol.

F
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Khan

Khizir

affected to rule in the

IXDIA,

name and under

the authority

of Tamerlane, and by this artifice gave a stability to his government

which

it

could not otherwise have possessed.

was followed by that of his son Syed Mobarik,

who

His reign of seven years
and prudent iniler,

a just

was, however^ during thirteen years, continually embroiled in dis-

turbances.

Seyd Mohammed, his gi*andson, was placed on the throne upon the
Syed Mobarik. He ruled for a brief period, and was

assassination of

succeeded by his son, Seyd Allah- u-din, who, after reigning for seven
years in great weakness, abdicated, and

made way

for the fifth or

Lodi

dynasty.

Behlol Lodi, governor of the Punjab, was descended from an Afghan
family of high character, whose power and influence had caused the
jealousy and persecution

of the late dynasty.

The outbreak which

drove Seyd Allah from his throne called Behlol to Delhi ; and although

meeting at

first

with some resistance, he soon established himself on a

firm footing, and reigned peacefully and successfully for a period of

twenty-eight years.

His son and successor Secander Lodi maintained himself in his
with vigour and firmness, managing the internal
affairs of the kingdom with great leniency and prudence.
He was,
however, a bigot, and persecuted the Brahmins with great cruelty. The
father's possessions

territories of

Behar were re-annexed to Delhi by Secander, who was not

deficient in military talent.

He

died at Agi-a in a.d. 1516.

Ibrahim Lodi, his son, possessed

any of

his

good

qualities.

By

all his father's intolerance,

alienated the affections of his people from his family,

and

at length

These called to their aid one

drove his nobles to open rebellion.

was only too glad

without

a course of cruelty and oppression he

who

to avail himself of the opportunity of re-conquering

the old acquisitions of Tamerlane.

Baber, a descendant of the

named emperor, and who then reigned supreme

last-

in Ghazni, accepted the

and passed the Indus at the bead
After some encounters in the
upper pro"vinces, Baber advanced towards Delhi, where Ibrahim met
him with a large body of troops far superior in number to his own.
The superior tactics of the Tartar chief, and the valour of his welldisciplined troops, gave them the advantage over the huge but unwieldy mass of Hindoo soldiers.
The last of the Afghan race of
monarchs fell on the battle-field, leaving Baber in possession of the
country, with no obstacle between himself and the empire.
invitation of the governor of Lahore,

of a small but well-appointed army.

BABER THE TIGER.

CHAPTER
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III.

FROM THE REIGN OF BABER TO THE DEPOSING OF SHAH JEHAN.
A.D. 1526-1658.

DESCENDED

in a direct line

by

liis

father's side

from Tiniur,

tlie first

more generally
styled, Baber the tiger, claimed equal consanguinity by the maternal
line with another great wairior, Ghenghis Khan, the Mogul conqueror.
Tartar scourge of India, Zehir-ed-din,

or, as

he

is

is from this latter circumstance, doubtless, that nearly all writers
have erroneously applied the term " Mogul empire" to the rule of this

It

Tartar dynasty.

Contrary to the general expectations of his followers, Baber determined upon exercising the title by which he was now known, and as
Emperor of India to remain at Delhi, strengthen his position, and even
add to his already extensive territories. This resolve, although disapproved of in the first instance by the chiefs of his army, soon found

when they began to taste the pleasures of an Inand became accustomed to the soft enervation of a southern

favour in their eyes

dian

life,

climate.

The various governors and subordinate

rajahs,

who had assumed

something of independence during the recent disturbances, were not
disposed quietly to submit themselves to the rule of the newly-made
emperor, and several of them set him openly at defiance.
these became his

first

gerous than he had at

Hindoo and Seikh

duty
first

;

who

The Afghan

contemplated.

chiefs

soldiery fought with determined obstinacy,

puted every battle with desperate valour.
Baber,

To

chastise

a task, however, more arduous and dan-

On more

and the
and dis-

than one occasion

did not spare himself, was in imminent danger of falling

into the hands of the

enemy and
;

it

was not

until the

end of the fourth

year of these hard-fought struggles that he brought the various pro-

more under the dominion of Delhi.
The emperor was not destined to outlive these

vinces once

life

of strange vicissitude

and

gi-eat bodily

successes long.

A

hardship had made inroads

A
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upon his constitution, not to be shaken off. He was sensible that his
end was drawing near, and accordingly prepared for it by many judicious arrangements relative to the future government of the country,
which he bequeathed to his son Humayun, and finally expired at the
end of the year 1530, having reigned over India five years.
HumajTin ascended the throne with the most brilliant prospects.
The empire appeared to be firmly established ; the revenues were in
a flourishing condition, and he himself a prince well calculated to secure
the goodwill of

all

Of an amiable

those about him.

disposition,

with

a great taste for literature, and a considerable share of military' reputation,

he gave promise of swaying the destinies of the Indian people to

their happiness

and

his

own

But

gloiy.

itself to

An

none but an iron

rule.

excursion against Gujerat was followed by one into the Afghan

territories,

chery,

proved far from
and which could adapt

his character

suited to the spirit of the age in which he lived,

where, although victorious, he nearly

and only succeeded

in escaping with his

and some

reverses, his brothers

a victim to trea-

fell
life.

chiefs rebelled against

Hearing of

him

;

and

his

after

one or two attem2)ts to recover his authority, he was eventually com-

kingdom of Persia, where he was received
with great kindness, and even promised assistance, by the monarch of

pelled to seek safety in the

that country.

By the aid of this new ally, Huma}-un was at length enabled to
punish his rebellious relations, and retake a portion, though a small
one, of his former dominions

;

and

after

an absence of nearly sixteen

years re-entered Delhi in triumph.
His restoration, however, was not
long enjoyed by him ; for missing his footway whilst walking on a terrace of his palace, he

ground below, and sufiered such severe
a few days afterwards.
Before proceeding to narrate the events which distinguished the
career of Akbar, the successor of the preceding monarch, it may be
fell

to the

injuries as caused his death

well to place before the reader a brief account of the other Indian

partly independent and partly owning the supremacy of the
emperors of Delhi, inasmuch as most of these will figure in the pages
which chronicle the deeds of the new monarch.
states,

The empire

Mohammed

of Delhi

Toghlak

vinces of the

;

had reached

its

utmost limits in the reign of

but upon the death of that monarch

kingdom threw

many

pro-

and with but few
exceptions maintained their independence until the reign of Akbar.
Of these the most important were, perhaps, the kingdoms of the
Deccan, viz. Deccan proper, from the niins of which sprang the kingr
ofi"

their allegiance,
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of Bijapoor, Ahmednegar, Golconda, and Berar.

doms

The kingdom

of Gujerat, founded in a.d. 1396, continued independent until a.d.
It comprehended pretty
1561, when it was conquered by Akbar.
nearly the tract of country at present

The Malwa kingdom

lasted

known

as the Gujerat country.

from a.d. 1401 until 1512

;

whilst that of

Candeish continued intact from a.d. 1399 to 1599. Besides the preceding were the Rajpoot states of Scinde, Bundelcund, Gwalior, Oodipoor, Marwar, Jesalmeer, Jeipoor, and

some petty

hill tribes

in the

western deserts.

The kingdom

of Bengal remained independent from a.d. 1338 to

1573, governed by Hindoos, whilst Mooltan and a part of the Punjab

were governed partly by Afghan families and partly by descendants of
Tamerlane.

At the time

of his accession to the throne

Akbar was

little

more

His youth and inexperience were fortunately fully compensated by the wisdom and vigour of his vizier Behram
Khan, his father's general and prime adviser. This able commander

than thirteen years of age.

lost

no time

down

in putting

the insurrections which broke out in

various parts of the empire at this time, as was usual upon the death

of an Indian monarch
loath,

;

and by carrying the young emperor, nothing

with him, he helped to complete the military education which

had been commenced in his father's reign.
The first who brought upon him the chastisement of Akbar was
Hemu, a Hindoo prince who had assumed the title of Emperor of Delhi.
This usurper had collected a powerful body of troops favourable to his
claims and inimical to the Mahometan rule, and by their religious
zeal was enabled to make a good stand against the Tartar army.
A
great battle was fought at Paniput, in which the Hindoo prince bore a
conspicuous part ; but despite the number and valour of his devoted
followers, victory,

which

for

some time appeared

doubtful, at length

Mahometan forces, and Hemu was taken
prisoner after being badly wounded in his howdah.
It is related that
the captive was brought to Akbar in his tent, where his minister, Behram, desired him to give the first blow to the Hindoo, as a signal for
his death.
The brave young emperor refused to strike his wounded

declared in favour of the

prisoner,

upon which the

vizier,

enraged at his unlooked-for generosity,

struck off the head of the captive with his

own

hand.

This victory was followed by the complete submission of the provinces of Delhi and Agra, and shortly afterwards by the pacification of

the Punjab.

The young emperor had, however,

and more dangerous opponent

with another
prime minister and

to deal

in the person of his
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general,

Behram Khan.

doubted

ability

distrust

and aversion to the monarch himself, who

This able but violent man, raised by his unand past services to the highest offices and greatest
authority, began to give evidence of a cruel and jealous spirit, in the
many deaths -which he caused amongst those about the court, who might
in any degree oppose his authority or wishes.
He soon became not
only hated and feared by the nobles of Akbar's court, but an object of
at length foi-mally

deposed him and sent him on a pilgrimage to Mecca
thither he

At

was assassinated by a

this period (a.d.

;

on the road

relative of one of his former victims.

1560) the dominions of the emperor included

only the Punjab, Delhi, Agra, Lucknow, Ajmeer, and Gwalior.
spirit of insubordination ruled

was no doubt ministered

to

A general

through most of these provinces, which

by the

belief that

Akbar's extreme youth

The emperor
and punish these
refractory spirits, but also to recover all those portions of the empire
which had fallen from it during the past century, and so make India
but one country under one common head.
Malwa was the first province annexed by Akbar, though not without
some hard fighting and a good deal of subsequent insubordination
on the part of the generals and governoi-s put in command, against
whom the young emperor was compelled to proceed in person. Other
revolts in various parts of the kingdom followed, which occupied the
attention of the monarch for seven years, at the end of which period
he had either slain or conciliated all his unruly chiefs and opponents.
rendered opposition to his authority an easy matter.

soon shewed a determination not only to

resti-ain

The Rajpoot princes were the next who drew against them the arms
The strong fort of Chitur, in Oodipoor, was besieged, and
after a gallant resistance captured Avith all its treasures
the rana was
never taken, and the country managed to hold out against Akbar
of Delhi.

;

through his entire reign.
Gujerat was next (a.d. 1572) subdued by Akbar in person, and

annexed

to the

empire

;

after

which Bengal was attacked by one of the

imperial generals and finally subdued, though not ^dthout some hard-

fought

who

battles.

of the country.

with

it

By means

of great firmness, and judiciously blending

a degree of moderation and clemency,

in quieting
his

Here, too, Akbar had to contend with rebellious chiefs,

appear to have given him more trouble than the original possessors

all

Akbar

this portion of his dominions,'

finally

succeeded

and firmly establishing

power throughout the whole of central India.
His attention was next turned to Cashmere, a country situated on
*

Stewart's History of Bengal
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the Himalayas, above the reach of the temperature of Hlndostan, and

The

and a salubrious chmate.

gifted with fertihty

reigning dynasty, a race of

door to the ambitious

Mahometan

spirit of

dissensions of the

adventurers, opened a tempting

Akbar, who forthwith sent an army,

which, forcing the mountain passes leading to that country, soon compelled the king

and

his chiefs to accept the terms offered them, namely,

From

complete subjection to Akbar's sovereignty.

mere seems

to

this period

Cash-

have been the summer residence of the emperors of

Delhi so long as that monarchy lasted.

A

war with the Afghans of the north-eastern provinces of Cabul

did not interfere with the quiet government of Hindostan, the whole of

which was now under the rule of Delhi as

far as the

Nerbudda, ex-

cepting only a few of the Kajpoot territories.

The Deccan became the scene of Akbar's further conquests

in the

year 1596; and after two years spent by his generals in that countiy,

he himself marched

war

Ahmednegar. The
was terminated by the defeat of the reigning

to the scene of operations before

in the peninsula

princes and the annexation of a considerable part of that state to the

emperor's dominions.

Leaving the prosecution of further objects
of his minister, Abul Fazl,

Agra.

Akbar

(a.d.

1601) in the hands

quitted the Deccan and proceeded to

This was rendered necessary by the rebellious conduct of his

by bad' advisers, and under the inopium and wine, had seized upon Allahabad and declared
himself king of Oude and Behar.
This rupture was, however, healed
shortly afterwards
Selim was declared heir to the throne, admitted at
court, and permitted to wear royal ornaments.
The many years spent by Akbar in warlike operations, the daring
and reckless manner in which he had ever exposed himself to the
dangers and privations of the field and the camp, had not failed to
work their effect upon his constitution ; despite his abstemious habits, he
appears to have laboured under severe and frequent ailments during
the latter years of his reign, and in the month of September 1605 his
illness assumed so alarming a form as to leave little doubt what would

eldest son, Selim, who, instigated

fluence of

:

be the

result. ^

A combination was attempted on the part of some of the nobles to
up Selim's son, Khusru, as successor, but it broke down ; and Selim,
^ho at first had absented himself from his father, remained by his side
during the last days of his mortal illness, and received from his hands
set

the royal scymetar.
^

Price's

Memoirs of Jehan-Ghir,

p. 70.
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died after a reign of forty-nine years, passed amidst almost

continued warfare, leaving his kingdom on a firmer basis than

been

at

any previous period.

Possessed of

all

it

had

the military genius so

Akbar was endowed with many excellent
combined with royalty in the East. A lover of
science and literature, a most rigorous dispenser of justice, a practised
financier, a thorough master of all business details, the late emperor
necessary in those times,

qualities not often

found time amidst
philosopher.

all

his

wars to pursue the peaceful studies of a

Tolerant in the extreme to

fi-equently held discourses

all

religious sects,

Akbar

with Brahmins and Christians upon their

creeds, and would pennit no persecution for difference of opinion.
His intimacy with the learned Abul Fazl and his brother Feizi contributed doubtless to his moderation ; and to the same cause may be

ascribed his

own

free-thinking ideas, which, whilst they rendered

a very good sovereign,

The revenue

made him

of the empire

a very indifferent

was placed upon

a

him

Mahometan.

souud footing; many

splendid works of military and ornamental character were undertaken,

and the whole of

his

own

royal establishment, although on a vast

magnificent scale, was reduced to the most systematic
short,

and

In
no part of his government appeared too insignificant in his eyes

to deserv'e

No

its

own

order.-^

share of regular attention.

who was
by the title of Jehan-Ghir, or " Conqueror of the World." But
before the end of the first year of his reign, it became appai-ent that
the peace of the empire was to be disturbed by Jehan-Ghir's own son
Khosi-u, who, raising levies, marched northwards and seized on the city
of Lahore.
His father followed him at the head of a chosen body of
troops, and, in an engagement which followed, totally defeated the
rebel army, making many prisoners, amongst whom was the author
of the treason, Khosru, who was loaded with chains and kept a close
opposition was offered to the succession of Selim,

saluted

prisoner for a year.

About this time (a.d. IGll) the emperor maiTied the widow of
a late governor of Bengal, who became so famed for her unrivalled
beauty and brilliant accomplishments as to receive the title of Noormahal, or " Light of the Harem." This favourite obtained complete
ascendency over the emperor's mind, but exercised it with great wis-

dom, influenced,

believed, by the sage councils of her father, a
The emperor resigned to Noor-mahal the direction
of his imperial household, and by her aid it was managed not only
with magnificent pomp, but with a great regard to economy and order.

man

it

is

of high repute.

^

Ayeen Akberry.

I
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The monarch alludes most feelingly to the good influence of his sultana
and her family in his autobiography, and ascribes much of his prosperity to their wise councils and devoted services.
Some disturbances in Bengal were soon quelled, as was also a
difference with the Rana of Oodipoor, who was forced to submit to the
Jehan-Ghir's attempts upon the Deccan
authority of the emperor.
were less fortunate, and after an obstinate resistance his army was
forced to quit that country with heavy losses.

At

the conclusion of these operations (a.d. 1615), an ambassador

from the British Court, Sir T. Roe, reached Ajmeer, to form a treaty
of amity with the emperor, or, as he was then termed by European
writers, "the Great Mogul."
Sir Thomas remained in the country
three years ; and in the account of his embassy, written by himself, he
has

a veiy ample description of the Delhi court,

left

and the

state of

the country at that time.

From

this

it

appears that, however rigorous in his outward bearing,
when in private, and even in the

the emperor indulged in free li\'ing

company

Jehan-Ghir gave every encou-

of the English ambassador.

ragement to Europeans, and permitted the free exercise of their
religion.
It is said also that he wore figures of Christ and the Virgin
at the head of his rosary, and that two of his nephews embraced
Christianity with his full consent."*

The prodigious wealth

of the emperor

may

be judged from the

circumstance related in his memoirs of his presenting the bride of one
of his sons on the evening of her marriage with a pearl necklace
valued at sixty thousand pounds, and a niby worth twenty-five thousand pounds, with a yearly maintenance of thirty thousand pounds.^

The gi^eat and unbounded influence of Noor-mahal over the emperor
up many enemies to her authority, and amongst others Korrun,
or, as he was afterwards styled, Shah Jehan, the monarch's third son.
Fearing her power as adverse to his claims, and possibly having ad\aces
of some intrigues against him at court, the prince threw aside all disguise, and boldly raised the standard of rebellion by laying siege to
Agra.
Here he was defeated with considerable loss, and compelled
raised

to seek his safety in flight; but nothing daunted

by

his first failure,

he continued to maintain his struggle for several years with varied
fortune.

An

incident at this time had well-nigh changed the whole course

of events, but for the device and boldness of the famed Noor-mahal.

Mohabet Khan, governor
*

Sir T. Eoe.

of the Punjab, having incurred the displeasure
^

Memoirs of Jehan-Ghir.
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or jealousy of that favourite,

"v\'as

INlyiA.

ordered to repair to the presence of

the emperor, then encamped on the Hydaspes, to meet certain charges
against him.

He

head of a few thousand chosen horse,
was intended, resolved to strike a blow
that should frustrate the plans of his enemies.
Being encamped at
no great distance from the royal quarters, he made a forced march at
daybreak, when the bulk of the imperial army had crossed the river,
and finding little opposition, rushed to the emperor's tent and at once
made him prisoner.
Xoor-mahal was not likely to remain an idle witness of her husset out at the

and perceiving that

his ruin

band's captivity; and although Mohabet evidently intended the seizure
to serve to secure his
his rescue

by open

own

safety, she

at once

made an attempt

at

This was frustrated by the vigilance of

force.

Mohabet ; but an after effort carefully planned and executed met with
better success, and the monarch once more found himself safe among
his

own

A

troops.

reconciliation with

at the head of an

army

Mohabet then took place, and he was put
march against Shah Jehan, Avho still con-

to

tinued in open revolt in the south.

Instead of attacking that prince,

the old general came to terms with him, and their forces united in the

Deccan against
Meanwhile

their

mutual enemy Noor-mahal.^

(a.d.

1627) Jehan-Ghir had proceeded to Cashmere to

enjoy the bracing air of that mountain country, and whilst there was
seized with an attack of asthma,

from which he had been previously a
assumed an alarming character. His physicians ordered an immediate removal to a warmer climate, and as a
last hope he was conveyed towards Lahore, but expired before he had
sufferer,

and which

at once

been many days on the road, in the sixtieth year of

his

age and the

twenty-second of bis reign.
I>roor-mahal in vain attempted to assert the claims of her favourite,
Sheriar, to the throne.

Xo

sooner did Shah Jehan receive tidings

marched with all speed to Agra accompanied by Mohabet, and there caused himself to be proclaimed.
Sheriar was defeated and slain; Noor-mahal retired into private life
of the emperor's death than he

with a yearly allowance of a quarter of a million sterling

;

and the new

sovereign found himself in quiet possession of the throne.

The emperor soon gave evidence

of his love for splendour

and

magnificent buildings by the costly and beautiful public works he began
to erect, and the festivals he held on the anniversary of his accession,

which were marked by a profusion imknown even
*

Gladwin's Memoirs of Jehan-Ghir.

in those days of

SHAH JEHAN,
oriental luxury.

This
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annual celebration

first

Is

said to have cost him.

two millions sterling.
Amidst all this enjoyment, troubles were in preparation in more
than one part of his vast empire.
Cabul was invaded by a strong
party of Uzbecs, who. however, were soon driven back with heavy
neai"ly

loss.

of

In the Deccan a formidable opponent sprung up in the person
Lodi, an Afghan general, who had distinguished him-

Khan Jehan

self

under Jehan-Ghir, but who proved an unruly and troublesome

adherent.

He

allied himself

with the King of Ahmednagar, and pre-

pared to invade the Deccan tenitories of the emperor, who at once
took the field with a powerful armament.

Khan Jehan, unable

to cope with the superior force brought against

him, retired to the most inaccessible districts of the country, and for a

long time evaded the pursuit of the imperialists, but was at length compelled to fly to BIjapoor,

where he hoped

to receive assistance.

Dis-

appointed in this expectation, he endeavoured to reach the northern

but was cut off" in Bundelcund.
The Deccan was still unsubdued ; and although the war was prosecuted with unabated vigour for several years, and Ahmednagar and
the Nizam's ten-Itorles were soon overrun, BIjapoor offered a bold and
frontiers,

determined resistance, and
finally settled

it

was not

until a.d. 1G.36 that terms

annual tribute to the emperor.
returned to his capital

;

were

pay an
In the following year Shah Jehan

with the king of that country,

who agreed

to

not, however, to quiet enjoyment, for other

occupations awaited him.

Candahar being made over to him by the governor of that counShah Jehan seized the opportunity of dissensions among the
chiefs of Balkh to invade that country with an army chiefly composed
of Eajpoots, under the command of Prince Morad, his second son.
Success attended most of these operations ; but the inclemency of the
seasons and the want of supplies caused more distress than the arms
of their enemies, and eventually led to the evacuation of the country,

try.

after a lavish expenditure of life

and money.

Candahar, the possession of which was disputed by the Afghan

and Persian forces, was invaded in three successive years ; twice y
Aurungzebe, the younger of .the princes, and lastly by Dara, the eldest
brother, but each time with

ill

fortune.

During the interval of peace which followed these enterprises,
Shah Jehan found the means of completing the entire survey of his
vast dominions, preparatory to re-assessing the lands for revenue pur-
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is said,
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liad occupied his attention for a period of

twenty years."

Other

less tranquil

occupations awaited the monarch in the south.

The Deccan, which had never been

effectually settled,

able signs of approaching disturbances.

A

young

force,

gave unmistak-

between the
king of Golconda and his vizier formed a pretext for the interference
of the emperor, Avho dispatched Aurungzebe against the king
and the
difference

;

prince, partly

by

artifice,

partly

by

managed

to seize

on

Hj-drabad, and finally to dictate most severe terms to his opponent,
the chief feature of which was the payment of a million sterling in

cash into the emperor's treasury.
It

was about

this period that a race of

only casually mentioned by one of the

some small degree

attract

men

but

Mahometan

little

known, and
began to

historians,

of attention in their immediate neighbour-

hood, and by degrees so to strengthen their position in the Deccan,
that at a later period they rose to sufficient importance, not only to
affect the destinies of the

Mahometan

rulers of India, but at one

to cause serious uneasiness to the British

The

time

government of that coimtry.

existence of the Mahrattas was noticed

by Ferishta

as earlj' as

which we are now amving, they
had not been recognised as a distinct people. We have no certain
data as regards their origin, which they themselves boasted Avas from

A.D.

1485;^ but

until the period at

may possibly have been the case with one or
two of their chief families. But there was nothing in common between these two races. Whilst the Mahrattas were in person small
and sinewy, and in their character crafty, persevering, and enduring,
the Rajpoots were of a noble and commanding fignire, proud but open

the Eajpoots, and which

in nature, indolent but bi-ave.

They had

located themselves in a tract of mountain country situ-

ated above the high lands of the western ghauts of the Deccan, in the

immediate vicinity of the

states of Golconda,

inaccessible portion of the Bijapoor territories.

and forming the most
Their chiefs had by

degrees established themselves in the confidence of the local govern-

ment

villages

and many of them were appointed to offices of tnist in the
and districts ; many held inferior commands in the Bijapoor

army

whilst others were entrusted Avith the custody of

;

;

hill forts

and

revenue stations.
Sevaji, the founder of the
'
^

Mahratta dynasty in the Deccan, was born

Buff's History of the Mahrattas, p. 126.
Elphinstone's India, vol. ii. p. 457.
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1627; and at the period of which we are now treating was, although scarcely eighteen years of age, admitted by his father, Shahji
A.D.

Book, to the joint management of his jagir, or coUectorate, at Poona.
Whilst in the exercise of these duties, he found ample opportunities
of gratifying his love of a wandering romantic life ; and it is even said
he not unfrequently took a part

who

tribes

that he found

means

the Mahratta soldiers,
their

in

the depredations of the lawless

frequented the hilly country in the vicinity.

young

chief,

and only too ready

Having

it

collected

it

is

to connect themselves with

enterprise calculated to lead to their enrichment

however desperate

Certain

win over the attachment of large parties of
who were doubtless struck by the bold darin<T of
to

might appear.
around him a party of

his

any
and independence,

most tnisty

followers,

he contrived by dint of stratagem to obtain possession of one or two
hill forts, and eventually to seize on the revenues of his father's jagir.
This success emboldened Sevaji so far as to lead him to open revolt

The whole of the hill
and next the northern Concan, fell into his hands ;
and the treasure of which he became possessed by these exploits enabled him to augment his forces and place them on a footing of reagainst the authoiity of the king of Bijapoor.
forts of the ghauts,

spectability.

Matters were in this state with the young i\[ahratta chief when
Aurungzebe invaded Golconda and Sevaji, profiting by the opportunity thus aflbrded him by the prospect of a tedious war, ventured to
enter the imperial territories ; and attacking the town of Juner when
unprepared for defence, obtained possession of it, and carried off conThis daring act was subsequently overlooked, if not
siderable booty.^
forgiven by Aurungzebe, who was just then called away by his father's
illness to take part in proceedings of a more important nature than the
chastisement of a lawless freebooter ; and Sevaji thus found himself at
;

liberty to carry out his plans of aggrandisement at the expense of the

Bijapoor sovereign.

In the year following the Golconda

affair (a.d.

1Go7) an expedition

against Bijapoor, although successful, was brought to a sudden termi-

nation in consequence of the dangerous illness of the emperor at Agra.

The

and heir to the throne, Dara Shako, was with his
and had long wielded the powers of the crown but so soon as
intelligence of the sovereign's danger reached the younger sons, Morad
and Am-ungzebe, they instantly made common cause, and set out together for the capital at the head of 35,000 horse.
Dara opposed
eldest prince

father,

;

^

Elphinstone's India, vol.

ii.

p. 4:66.
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army

them, with an

pline and valour.
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greatly superior in numbers, but not so in disci-

In the battle which followed, one day's march from

manner worthy of
Dara was, however, defeated, and fled in the direcThe immediate consequences of
tion of Delhi with 2000 followers.
this decisive engagement were the imprisonment of Morad in the
strong fort of Gwalior, the confinement of Shah Jehan to his palace
The deat Agi-a, and the proclamation of Aurungzebe as emperor.
posed monarch lived for fully seven years after this event in indifferent
health, and possibly not loath to be saved the labours of government,
though he would doubtless have preferred that his eldest and favourite
son Dara should have held the reius of power.
Thus ended the rule of Shah Jehan, a prince who had reigned
thirty years, the greater part of which was spent in wars and various
military expeditions.
Whatever fault is to be found with him before
he came to the throne, his after conduct merits unqualified praise as
regards his duty to his subjects, and his liberality accompanied by Avise
economy. The revenues of his kingdom must have been enormous ;
for ^"ith all his profuse expenditure in gorgeous spectacles and public
works, not less than his many costly wars, he managed to accumulate
in his treasury a sum in coin amounting to twenty-four millions sterling, besides a vast heap of jewels and gold ornaments and vessels.
His famous peacock-throne is said to have cost six millions and a half
sterling, and was one blazing mass of diamonds, rubies, emeralds, and
sapphires, representing the plumage of a peacock in its natural colours.
The city of Delhi was rebuilt by him in a style of surpassing splendour and of great extent.
But the most celebrated work of this
monarch was unquestionably the Taj Mahal, a magnificent mausoleum
of white marble and mosaic work at Agra, the delicacy and richness of
which has ever drawn forth the admiration of all beholders.^" The
beautiful mosaic work so profusely and elaborately scattered over this
sepulchre is believed to have been the work of Italian artists.
Judged by the standard of Asiatic sovereigns in his days. Shah
Jehan must be awarded a high rank amongst the i-ulers of the East,
whether we regard him in his military or ci\al capacity. Both European travellers and Oriental historians agree in one general commendation of his character as a warrior, a ruler, and a lawgiver. At no
time had the Tartar empire in India been more frequently and seriously
threatened by external enemies, and yet it would be difficult to point
Agra,

all

the princes distinguished themselves in a

a nobler cause.

'» Taj Mahal
whose sepulchre

is
it

a corruption of
forms.

Mumtaj Mahal, the name

El]}hinstoni' s India.

of

Shah Jehan's queen,

CHARACTER OF SHAH JEHAN.
to a period wlien those dominlous were

within themselves, or

when

more

consolidated,

the revenues were

laws more promptly and equitably administered.
to

tell
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more secure

more

thriving, or the

It

no small praise

is

of this monarch, that although the magnificence of his public

festivals,

the splendour of his daily court, and the lavish outlay he in-

curred in vast public undertakings, were such as had scarcely had a
parallel in the reigns of

any of his

race, they

or unusual exactions from his subjects,
lightly

were followed by no harsh
were, on the whole, more

who

burdened than any of their ancestors.

—M^^®-|^5&%^>*
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CHAPTER

IV.

FROM THE PROCLAMATION OF AURUNGZEBE TO THE FALL OF THE
TARTAR DYNASTY.
A.D. 1659-1765.

ON

assumption of

liis

title

tlie

imperial dignity, Aiirungzebe took

of Alamgliir, by ^yllich he

is

known amongst

still

tlie

Asiatics,

name continued to be used by Europeans.
The new emperor did not find himself in quiet possession of his
father's throne.
Dara his elder brother, although a fugitive in Lahore,
had still many adherents amongst the Hindoo chiefs and Rajpoots, the
more so as it Avas known that he was favoured by his father. Another
adversary came forward in the person of Soliman, Dara's sun, who,
aided by Rajah Jei Sing and Dilir Khan, marched to meet Aurungzebe
at the head of a strong force. Treachery, however, overcame the young
prince, and he soon afterwards found himself a prisoner in the hands
although his former

of a petty chief.

The emperor's pursuit of Dara, who now moved towards Scinde,
was diverted by news of the advance of another of the royal brothers,
Shuja, who, as governor of Bengal, had found means to raise a considerable force of cavalry and artillery, and was then marching towards
Allahabad to dispute his brother's supremacy. The two armies met at
no gi-eat distance from this city and after lying close to each other
for some days, a decisive engagement followed, in which Shuja was
;

defeated with the total loss of his army.
It

was

in vain that the unsuccessful prince

his fortunes

by further struggles

in his

own

endeavoured to retrieve

province.

army under Prince Sultan drove him from post

The imperial

to post, until at length,

being hard pressed at Dacca, he

fled with a few followers to the rajah
of Arracan, in whose territories he appears afterwards to have lost his

life.i

The

after career of
'

Dara and

his family

Elphinstone's India, vol.

ii.

was one of successive de-

p. 449.

;
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by adherents, and flights from province to province,
ending in his capture and ultimate death at Delhi. It was during
feats, desertions

these reverses that the traveller Bernier encountered the fugitive prince

and

his family near

related

by himself

Not long

Ahmedabad, and spent some days with them,

as

in his published travels.

after this

occurrence, Aurungzebe, under various pre-

Morad and

tences, contrived to despatch his brother

the two sons of Dara,

all

of

whom had

his son, as also

been iniprisoned by him in

fortresses in Gwalior.

Freed from all claimants to his usui-ped throne, the monarch looked
around him for the means of employing his large army and the energies of his vizier Meer Jumla, who might, if remaining idle, be tempted
to projects inimical to the peace of the empire.

The rich country of Assam offered a tempting bait to his ambition
and thither the old general was despatched at the head of an army
whose strength defied all opposition. In a few months the country
was overrun, and the capital in the hands of the invading army and
it appeared to the mind of Aurungzebe that it would require but his
instructions to enable his victorious troops to march forward and
;

obtain possession of the Celestial Empire.

Before these ambitious plans could be attempted the winter season

The troops, cut off" from all supplies by the artifices of the
and exposed to the rigours of an unusually severe monsoon,
began to suffer from want of food and proper shelter. Unaccustomed
to such rigorous weather as they found themselves exposed to in an

began.

natives,

enemy's country, many fell victims to disease; and finally the army,
which had defied the utmost efforts of powerful antagonists, was
driven back to its own territories by the attacks of the elements.

The commander, Meer Jumla, died

before reaching Dacca, a victim to

the rigorous season and the unceasing hardships he had endured for

many months.
About this period Aurungzebe was attacked with an illness of such
a severe character as at one time to place his life in great jeopardy.
This was the signal for many intrigues amongst his chief adherents,
some

of

whom

looked to Shah Jehan, the deposed monarch, who

lingered out his days in regal confinement

;

who was already a great
But the emperor, having notice of these
designs, ordered steps to be taken which effectually prevented them

claims of Akber, third son of Aurungzebe,
-

still

others brought forward the

favourite

amongst the army. 2

*

Bernier.
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He

from being carried into execution.
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soon afterwards

rallied,

and

sought repose and renovated health in the cool valleys of Cashmere.
Whilst absent on the northern frontiers of his dominions, events
were occurring in the Deccan which were destined at no remote period
to afford full occupation for his activity and talents. Sevaji,the Mahratta

from some cause not explained, had thought fit to break the
had formed with the emperor, and commenced a series of
attacks upon the forte in the vicinity of Aurangabad, besides ravaging
the towns in the plains.
This drew upon him the chastisement of the
chief,

alliance he

who, notwithstanding the daring oppoand unflinching valour of the Mahratta troops, contrived to drive
them back to their own fortresses.
A successful raid into Surat, when that town was completely sacked
impei'ial viceroy of the Deccan,
sition

by the troops of

Sevaji,

chief of the

of rajah, and the act of coining

effigy,

title

and shortly afterwards the assumption by that

were the means of bringing against

greatly increased force of imperialists under the
Sing.

Sevaji, shut

up

in his hill-forts

royal army, found himself compelled to

money bearing

his

own

troublesome vassal a

this

command

of Eajah Jei

and closely besieged by the

make submission

to the empei'or,

abandon the greater part of his fortified posts, and hold the i-emainder
under the authority of that monarch.
For a time the Mahratta chief served in the Delhi ai-my against his
old opponents of Bijapoor, and earned high

commendation from Aurung-

zebe; but subsequently, on Sevaji presenting himself at the court of the

emperor by

invitation, his reception

was so cold and even humiliating,

that he determined on breaking with his superior; and having found

means

him at Delhi, effected
by means of careful disguises.
In this year (a.d. 1666) died Shah Jehan, after an imprisonment of
seven years in the citadel-palace of Agra, during which time he appears
to elude the close surveillance kept over

his escape to his

own

territories

to have remained master of his

own

acts within the limits prescribed

to him.

Fortune seemed to smile on the emperor in

up

to this period.

east,

were added to

his friendship

and

all his

undertakings

on the north, and Chittagong on the
dominions, and neighbouring potentates courted

Little Thibet
his

alliance.

The Deccan, however, continued to bafile the efforts of every commander sent against it, and Sevaji, once more among his old followers,
proved as formidable a foe as he had before been useful as an ally.
He did not rely on his arms alone, but succeeded so far with presents

WARS WITH THE MAHRATTAS.
to the imperial general, as
gi'aut

in the

him peace on most favourable

bd

end to prevail on the emperor to
terms.

Bijapoor and Golconda, both wearied of protracted struggles, were
too glad to purchase a respite at the hands of the Mahratta by a large

payment of money
territories

and

;

Sevaji, left thus in quiet possession of his

and

hill-forts,

turned his sole attention to strengthening his

kingdom.
and two years after
Aurungzebe broke the treaty by an

position and regulating the internal affairs of his

This tranquillity

but a temporary

pro-'^ed

the conclusion of the late hostilities,

open attempt to

little

lull,

This led to the recovery

seize the person of Sevaji.

by the Mahrattas of many important posts from the emperor, and also
their overrunning the states of Surat and Candeish.
Although the imperial army far outnumbered that of the Mahratta
chief, the want of unanimity amongst them, the daring attacks of
Sevaji, and the vacillating conduct and continued jealousy of Aurungzebe in regard to his various generals, contributed to pi-ocrastinate the

war

Deccan until his attention was called to another quarter.
war had been carried on for some time with one or two of the
Afghan tribes under the direction of a son of the celebrated Meer Jumla.
The success which at first attended the imperial arms was finally converted into severe defeats ; and just at this time, a.d. 1672, the emperor
in the

A

determined to attend personally to the prosecution of the war.
His presence in the north appeared to serve his cause but little, and
results, he returned to
arrangement with the refractory

campaigns of more than doubtful

after several

Delhi, having

come

to

some

sort of

tribes.

The attachment of his Hindoo subjects was severely tried after his
return from the north-west provinces by a variety of edicts and regulations of an extremely harsh

Amongst

and oppressive character.

other orders, he determined that none but

Mahometans

should be employed in any office of trust under the government.
Various taxes were increased that bore especially on the cultivators of

and the most obnoxious of all imposts, the jezzia, or poll-tax
was re-instituted, much to the dissatisfaction of all classes
save the Mahometans.
These and some personal disputes led the Eajpoots of western Eajthe

on

soil

;

infidels,

pootana to combine against the authority of the emperor, and
accordingly find a considerable

army

sent against them.

temporarily made, but finally broken, and a
against the Eajpoots.
ritories,

and

still

we

Peace was

larger force detached

Fire and sword were carried through their ter-

their families

made

prisoners,

|^but

in vain.

The brave

;
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Eajpoots defended their hill-fortresses with unflinching obstinacy, and
being afterwards joined by Prince Akbar with a strong body of his
adherents, they hazarded a meeting with the royal

army

in the plains.

Treachery, howcA^er, was employed against them, and finding themselves

exposed by this means to far superior numbers, they
field;

Akbar and the Eajpoot Eana sought refuge

the Mahrattas.

Other Eajpoot

chiefs,

fled

from the

in the Deccan with

however, remained to dispute the

possession of their territories with the imperial troops, and though

they did not succeed in driving them out,

tliey so continually

harassed

and cut them up as to keep them in a constant state of alarm.
Once more the emperor turned his arms towards the Deccan, and
a variety of encounters took place, most usually to the advantage of
the Mahrattas.
Sevaji had just at this time made an incursion on the
southern states of the peninsula, and had succeeded in annexing a
considerable part of the Mysore Jagir to his territories.
Continued
invasions of the imperialists called him again to the north, and he was
engaged in repelling their attacks when a sudden illness carried him
off in the fifty-third

year of his age (a.d. 1680).

Sambaji succeeded to his father's authority, but to none of his good
qualities, and almost the first days of his rule were disgraced by acts
of wanton cruelty to some

members of his family.
The conduct of the new chief towards his subjects was not less
impolitic than it was cruel to his relations.
JSTew taxes were levied,
the revenues of the country were squandered, his father

were neglected, and most of

his troops

were

left

s

chief advisers

greatly in arrears

of pay.

These grounds of complaint, added to the appearance of the fugitive

Akbar in the Mahratta territories, induced some of the most disaffected
to make overtures to that prince to give the sanction of his name to
the pretensions of a half-brother of Sambaji, one Eajah Eam.
The
and frustrated, and Sambaji, to find employment for his people, led them against the Abyssinians of Jingera,
and engaged soon afterwards in hostilities with the Portug-uese, who
had settled on the same coast.
plot was, however, discovered

A

more formidable enemy, hoAvever, now (a.d. 1G83) made his
appearance in the person of the emperor, who, having settled his affairs
with the Eajpoots, found leisure to turn his attention once more to the
Deccan.

The two following years did little to bring matters to a settlement,
though causing great suffering and loss on both sides. Sambaji ravaged
part of Gujerat whilst the imperial forces were engaged in the south
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and although he found himself unable to cope with the large force
brought against himself and his

he contrived, by a continued

allies,

succession of sorties from his mountain fortresses, to cut off the supplies

and embarrass the movements of the invading army.
These

efforts did

siege to the

cajiital

not prevent the imperial forces from laying close
of Bijapoor, which eventually capitulated, and

being dismantled, was never afterwards capable of affording shelter to
troops.

The subjugation of the kingdom

and
power of the

of Golconda followed;

shortly afterwards the rajah of the Mahrattas

fell

into the

emperor, and was beheaded in prison.

The country was, however,
Sambaji's brother assumed the

as far

from being subdued as ever.
of the Mahratta forces, who,

command

following the practice of previous campaigns, harassed the

way without

enemy

in

any serious danger.
Larger armies were brought into the field, and endeavoured by attacking the foe on various sides to distract their attention and weaken
their resistance.
But the nature of the country was against these vast
bodies of troops, whose supplies had to be collected from a great
distance and at a heavy expense.
It was in vain that Aurungzebe
with untiring perseverance took the field himself, and personally superintended the siege of some of the most important strongholds of the
Mahrattas.
It seemed a fruitless task to capture fort after foi't and
city after city, whilst the enemy lurked as bold and as unsubdued as
ever amongst their hills and thickets.
More than ten years were thus spent by the emperor, at the end
of which time his prospects appeared less hopeful than when he commenced.
The heavy drain upon his resources caused by this most
costly warfare, and the defalcation of some portions of his territorial
revenues, gave him much uneasiness, and before long embarrassed
his movements.
His troops began to clamour for their arrears of
pay, which it was not in his power to give them ; angry expostulation and many defections were the consequence ; and to crown all,
a very severe fall of rain flooded his encampments, and caused the
loss of much of his stores and baggage, and of some thousands of his

every possible

exj^osing themselves to

troops.

Hard

pressed on

all

sides

and in

all

ways, the emperor would

now

have gladly listened to any terms for an accommodation of matters;
but the Mahrattas, conscious of the growing weakness of their opponents, were so unreasonable in their expectations, that
felt

himself compelled to break

possible

any longer

Aurungzebe

Finding

it

im-

to maintain his large force in such a country

and

ofi* all

negotiations.
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under so many serious disadvantages, and himself being worn out by
fatigue and annoyed by financial embarrassments, he at length ordered
a retreat to Ahmednagar, and considered himself fortunate in arriving
safely within that city with the loss of a considerable portion of his

once proud and invincible army.^

soon became evident that the days of Aui-ungzebe were num-

It

He

bered.

seems, indeed, to have

felt

a strong persuasion that his

end was not remote, fi'om the day he entered
resting-place

;

and

his letters,

many

shew the state of his body and mind.
Ever suspicious of all about him,

of

this his last earthly

which are

still

extant, serve to

seemed increased as
and his utmost efforts were employed to foil any possible plotting on the part of his sons. In his
last moments he dictated several letters to these princes, whom he had
the prospect of his death

his jealousy

drev\" near,

studiously kept at a distance from him, which, whilst they contain

much useful admonition and advice for
own remorse for the past.^ He drew up

the future, shew not less his

a

a short time previous

Avill

which he expressed a wish that his sons should divide
the empire amongst them; the eldest; Moazzim, taking the northern,
and Azim the southern districts; whilst the youngest, Cambakhsh, was
to his death, in

to have the

been his

kingdoms of Golconda and Bijapoor.

last

act.

He

This appears to have

soon afterwards expired, amidst

many pangs

of remoi'se and great terror of the future, in the fiftieth year of his

reign and the eighty-ninth of his

life.

Thus departed one of the greatest and least happy of the Tartar
monarchs who had rule»i in the East. Possessing bodily and mental
faculties inferior to nc ne of his predecessors, and superior to most of
them, he was yet singularly unfortunate in his own personal career,
not less than in his rule over his many subjects and his undertakings
against foreign or tributary states.
The hollow hypocrisy of his nature,
and his narrow-minded policy, did far more to estrange the hearts of his
friends and a great portion of his subjects than any acts of open cruelty
or decided oppression.^
It was during the reign of this monarch that the British East India
Company's servants, by the determination with which on several occasions they attacked

and defeated the Portuguese and other enemies of
power, which at
no veiy distant date was destined to spread, and at length overshadow
the empire,

first

laid the foundation of their political

the Tartar dynasty.
^
*
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Confined within the limits of the old native towns of Calcutta,
Madras, and Surat, with the island of Bombay, the English traders

Company had

acting for the East India

of any eastern government.

scarcely attracted the attention

The embassies which had been

at various

times despatched from Britain to the Court of Delhi had been received

with marks of favour bordering upon patronage, and there appeared no
jealousy on the part of any of the sovereigns with regard to the unostentatious establishments of these European factors.
British influence in the East had far more to fear from the power
and jealousy of the Dutch, who had not long succeeded in wresting from
the Portuguese a great part of their possessions and trade in the eastern
seas, and who seemed determined, if possible, to close the commerce

of India against their British competitors.

Nor

Avere these the only

and prosperity of the company. Internal
mismanagement, and incompetency and tyranny on the part of one or
two of the governors of their settlements, tended to prostrate the energies of those who served them faithfully, and at one time jeopardised
obstacles to the progress

the very existence of the association.

The rash conduct of

Sir

John

Child, governor of

Bombay, brought

against that small settlement the arms of Aurungzebe, Avho would

unquestionably have reduced the place, but for the timely death of the

incompetent commander, upon which the emperor agreed to a treaty

on very moderate terms.
At the period of which we are now detailing the events (a.d. 1707),
a new chartered company was established in London for the purpose
of trading to the East, and before long the two had merged in one body,
much to the advantage of both. The Court of Directors became better
constituted as a governing body, their powers were more clearly defined,
and new vigour and life seemed infused into all branches of their service,
which before long bore fruitful results in the operations carried on Avith
the distant settlements.

But to return to the affairs of the empire. The injunctions of
Aurungzebe regarding the succession Avere altogether unheeded by his
sons.
Whilst Moazzim Avas proclaimed emperor of all India at Cabul,
under the title of Bahadur Shah, his brother Azim took the same step
at Agra, whither he returned so soon as he received tidings of his
father's death.

to the throne

Azim and

his

Both of these made preparations to assert their claims
by force of arms. A battle Avasthe consequence, in Avhich
two sons fell, leaving Bahadur Shah in possession of the

and the crown.
Prince Cambakhsh, the youngest of the two brothers, being

field

indis-
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posed to admit the claims of the new emperor, was attacked near
Hyderabad, his army utterly routed, and himself mortally wounded.

This event

Bahadur without a

left

rival,

and he

gave his atten-

at once

tion to the troubles of the Deccan, where the succession to the

of the Mahrattas was being disputed
of the infant son of the late rajah.

command

by the nephew and the guardians
These disputes were shortly after-

wards arranged, as were also the imperial differences with the Rajpoots,

who now

gladly accepted the overtures of the sovereign.

Bahadur Shah was well disposed to conclude these matters, as the
Seikhs were giving his governors in the north more occupation than
they could well undertake ; and he accordingly marched to the Punjab,
resolved to put down the rebellious outbreak Avith a strong and deter-

mined hand.

own

their

He was

territories,

not long in forcing these rude warriors within

and eventually succeeded

capturing their

in

strongest forts, and scattering their forces with considerable loss.

Returning to Lahore

after this undertaking,

Bahadur Shah died

after

a short illness, in the seventy-first year of his age, having reigned five
years.

No

sooner had the emperor breathed his

foot,

and every

artifice

the various claimants

;

ceeded in defeating his

than his four sons

last,

Battles wei'c fought, negotiations were set

strove for the mastery.

and

on

employed to strengthen the cause of
but in the end Jehandar Shah, the eldest, sucbrothers, and for the time securing possession
effort

of the throne.

The contemptible character

of this

monarch

(a.d.

1712) soon

es-

tranged the affections of the nobility and the people from him ; and
there is every reason to believe that open revolt would have been the
result,

but for an event which at that

moment took

place.

This was

the appearance of a rival candidate for the crown, in the person of

who assembled an army at Allahabad,
two detachments sent against him, and finally routed
the troops of Jehandar near Agra so completely, that the monarch was
forced to fly to Delhi in disguise.
He was there seized by his late
vizier, and delivered up to Farokhsir, who, in putting the fallen sovereign
Farokhsir, the emperor's nephew,

repelled one or

meted the same end to his traitorous minister.
The empire had gained but little by the change of sovereigns.
Farokhsir was not less contemptible than his predecessor, though Avith
to death,

the additional vices of cruelty and jealousy.
the death of

whom

Hosen

Ali,

He

intrigued to secure

one of his most able and active supporters,

he had found himself compelled against his will to

mander-in-chief of his forces.

The

plot failed,

make com-

and the intended victim

MOHAMMED SHAH.
of

liis
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master's jealousy proceeded on his expedition against

tlie !Mali-

rattas in the Deccan.

The reputation of this general suffered in the campaigns which
The Mahrattas followed up their old tactics with so much
perseverance, as in the end to baffle the utmost endeavours of Hosen
Ali to bring them to a decisive engagement, and he was eventually glad
to compromise matters by several concessions, which, however, Farokhsir
ensued.

refused to ratify.

This led to a misunderstanding between the monarch and his
general,

the

and subsequently

to a difference with the vizier, the brother of

Farokhsir, with

latter.

tion needed to

i"id

all

the desire, but none of the determina-

himself of these powerful and able men, began to

plot against them, though in such an unskilful and undecided
as served but to expose his

own

manner
same

imbecility and fears, and at the

time thoroughly to disgust and alienate those

who would have seconded

his views.^

The immediate result of these weak and futile attempts on the part
was the march of Hosen Ali to the capital at the head
of an army devoted to his service.
After some treating with the weakminded sovereign, and a rising of the inhabitants of the city against
of the emperor

Hosen's followers, the brothers formally took possession of the
seized the person of the emperor, and quietly put

him

citadel,

to death after

an

inglorious reign of six years.

Upon

young princes of the royal
them living but
Subsequently the vizier and his brother raised to the
a few months.
imperial dignity another prince named Roushu Akhter, who was declared emperor under the title of Mohammed Shah.
From the commencement of this reign (a.d. 1719) there were not
wanting unmistakeable signs of the approaching decline and fall of the
The overbearing conduct of the vizier and
Tartar dynasty in India.
his brother, coupled with the disgust created by the knowledge of the
means by which Farokhsir had met his death, tended to estrange the
minds of the people from the ruling powers, who, besides, gave evidence
of their own weakness by continued disagreements.^
Insurrections took place at Allahabad, and other large cities, as
the deposition of Farokhsir, two

family were successively elevated to the throne, each of

well as in the southern division of the Punjab, which occupied the

some time.
was during the rule of this monarch that an embassy was despatched from Calcutta to the court at Delhi, by the company's servants,

"imperial forces for
It

*
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with the view of obtaining some further grants of territory and greater

The emperor received the

privileges than they then enjoyed.
officials

British

with some show of favour; but through the secret influence of

who was

his vizier,

also governor of Bengal,

and extremely jealous of

the European settlers, matters appeared for some time likely to result
far

from

satisfactorily to the embassy.

the emperor was seized with a dangerous

Fortunately for the English,
illness,

which

bafiled the skill

of the royal physicians, and in the hour of need recourse was had to

who succeeded

the aid of the medical officer attached to the embassy,

a concession of

all

the demands of the British,

iu

This led to

restoring his imperial patient to health in a short period.

who returned

to Cal-

cutta well satisfied with the results of their journey to Delhi.

Amongst other turbulent proceedings which agitated the empire,
was the conduct of Asof Jah, governor of Malwa, who, under various
pretences, managed to raise a considerable body of troops, at the head
of which he marched towards the Deccan, and encountering detachments of the royal army, routed them, and established himself, by the cooperation of the Mahrattas, in possession of a large tract of that country.

To oppose

this formidable chief,

Hosen

Ali

marched towards the

south, taking care that the emperor accompanied him, in order to pre-

vent plots during his absence.

]\Iohammed, disgusted with the state of

servitude in which he lived under the rule of the brothers, and eager
to be rid of them,

fell

into a plan for the assassination of Hosen,

took place not far from the royal
Abdallah, the vizier,

made

who

tent.

which

This led to the revolt of

was, however, soon afterwards defeated and

prisoner, surviving his reverses but a short time.

These occurrences were followed by the appointment of Asof Jah to
This austere and ambitious man, however willing he

the viziership.

may have

been to aid in the government of the empire, was soon dis-

gusted with the frivolous
to himself.

up the

At

life

of

the end of the

viziership

Mohammed and

first

the

little

year of his tenure of

and withdrew to the Deccan, where

it

regard paid

office

at

he threw

once became

apparent that his design Avas to render himself independent of the
imperial authority.

Establishing himself at Hydrabad (a.d. 1723), Asof took immediate
steps to secure the possession of the states

time to turn the Mahratta power to his

around him, and at the same

own advantage by

against the empire the arms of that restless people.

directing

Saho was

at this

time the dominant rajah of the tribe; whilst another claimant. Samba,
held himself prepared for any opportunity which might offer of asserting
his rights, real

or pretended.

By

playing one of these against the
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CONQUESTS OF NADIR SHAH.
other,

Asof contrived to strengtlien his own hands, and at last induced
by which he undertook to invade the imperial

Salio to agree to a treaty,
territories.

At

this period (a.d.

1731) we

first

hear mentioned the names of

famous in eastern history. The ancestors of these noted chiefs were, at the time of which we are now
treating, the former a shepherd on the Nira, south of Poonah, the
latter, though of a good family near Sattara. in such reduced circum-

Holkar and Siudia,

aftei-wards so

stances as to be serving as the domestic of a Mahratta general.

The events of the succeeding half dozen years (a.d. 1737) may be
comprised in a few sentences, no occurrences being of sufficient imOn all sides the Mahrattas conportance to deserve separate notice.
tinued to
offered,
effectual.

make encroachments, adding

to their territories as occasion

seldom with any real opposition, never with any that was
The empire was yearly becoming weaker, and required but

some sudden or violent shock to cause its total dismemberment.
Meanwhile the possessions and influence of the European settlers
throughout India had been gradually extending. The French had
appeared on the scene, and their naval force, under the command of the
brave Labourdonnais, acted so effectually against the

fleet of the British,

most seriously the operations of the latter.
Peace being restored between the two nations, they still continued their
operations against various native states on one pretext or the other.
The governor of Madras took up the cause of a deposed rajah of
Tanjore, and marched a body of troops into those territories to assert
his rights, without, however, carrying out any real or permanent obIt was during these operations that the since renowned Olive,
ject.
then a young lieutenant, took the field for the first time, and in his
earliest action gave evidence of that cool valour and sound judgment
as for a time to cripple

him a world-wide reputation.
The troubles oftheDeccan (a.d. 1739) and the frivolities of his own
court had so occupied the attention of the emperor that no heed had
been given to the movement of the ambitious monarch of Persia, Nadir
Shah, who having left his kingdom at the head of a brave and welldisciplined army, conquered a great part of the Afghan territories, and
Avhich before long earned for

was already turning his attention to India, where he well knew a sure
He did not wait long for the
victory and rich booty awaited him.
pretext necessary to give a shadow of justification for crossing the
Mohammed Shah,
Indus, which he did at the close of the year 1738.
roused by this intelligence, collected a force but ill calculated to oppose the veteran army of the invader, though aided by the questionable
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Nizam

of the Deccaif.
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Early in the following year a

was fought at Carnal, which resulted in the defeat of the imThe emperor
perial army and the submission of ^Mohammed Shah.
was ti-eated with great consideration, and permitted to reside unguarded

battle

own quarters. The two monarchs afterwards proceeded in company to Delhi, where they resided under the same roof.^
The stay of the Persian monarch at the Indian capital, though
brief, was marked by rapacity and bloodshed.
A tumult having arisen
in the city, the pretext was afforded the Persian troops of an indisin his

criminate massacre of the inhabitants, Avhich lasted for a whole day,
the loss of

life

during which time has been variously estimated at

fi-om 30,000 to 150,000.
city, from the royal
most humble dwelling, when an incredible amount
of coin and jewelry of various sorts apjjears to have been brought
together and appropriated by the Persian king as payment for the cost
of this most unwelcome visit.
The value of the gold and silver coin thus carried away is said to
have been nine millions sterling,^ whilst the gold and silver plate and

This was followed by a general plunder of the

treasury

down

to the

jewels amounted to quite as

much more.

number of
him

Besides a great

the finest horses, elephants, and camels, Nadir Shah carried with
several hundreds of the most skilful artisans

and workers

in the pre-

cious metals.

Nadir Shah

at length

took his departure from the capital of India,
memory of which outlived the

after a sojourn of fifty-three days, the

perpetrators

of the

atrocities

Delhi, the king of Persia seated
his

own hands

committed

therein.

Mohammed upon

Before quitting

his throne,

and with

placed the diadem upon the brow of the re-instated

emperor, at the same time enjoining the strictest obedience to him
from the nobles and chiefs assembled about them to witness and partake in the ceremony.

Freed from the dreaded presence of these powerful invaders, the
emperor had full opportunity to observe and deplore, without the power
of remedying, the misery which threatened him.

shadow

With

scarcely the

army, an exhausted treasury, a devastated country,
in ruins, and surroimded by many and designing enemies, the

cities

of an

prospect for the future was indeed dispiriting.

The nabobship

Camatic being at this time (a.d. 1740) the
two rival candidates, the aid of the
Mahratta army was called in by one, which very shortly settled the
of the

subject of contention between

*
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question for the

moment, and

defeated candidate.

eye by Asof,

who

]\toolk,

or, as

finally

AHMED SHAH.
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resulted in the imprisonment of the

This interference was looked upon with a jealous

he was then more generally styled, the Nizam

al

used his influence to bestow the rank of nabob of

own

the Carnatic upon one of his

The French commandant

connection.

of Pondicherry, anxious to obtain a footing with some of the native
chiefs,

used his interest and some money to obtain the liberation of

Chanda

who no sooner found

Sahib, the deposed nabob,

liberty than he
forts as he

From

commenced

himself at

and sacking such towns and

raising troops

found unprotected.

this date to the

year 1748 the troubles in the

continued to occupy the attention of the uizam,
at the great age of one

hundred

who

.state

of Arcot

died at that period,

This event, as was almost

years.

always the case in eastern governments, led to contentions in the family
as to his successor, in which both the English
interest,

according as their

From

and French took an

own advantage might be

best served.

the time of the departure of Nadir Shah from Delhi but few

events had occurred within the then prostrate empire.

The

sole ex-

ception to this quiescent state of things were the rise of the Rohillas,

an Afghan

mountain

tribe inhabiting a

vasion of India by an Afghan

chief,

was put down by the emperor

tract near

Ahmed Shah

in person

the imperial forces at Sirhind under Prince

a severe contest.
Immediately after

j

Oude, and an in-

Durani.

The former

the latter was repelled

by
Ahmed, though not without

this battle, the prince

was

called off to Delhi,

by intelligence of his father's dangerous illness, which ended fatally a
month later. Mohammed Shah had reigned twenty-nine years. There
was no opposition raised to the succession of his son, who was accordingly proclaimed emperor under the

One

new monarch's

title

of

Ahmed

Shah.

was directed against the
Pohillas, who still continued to be troublesome neighbours. The vizier,
Safder Jang, was sent against them, but was repulsed; and finally,
driven to extremity, was forced to the humiliating expedient of seeking
the aid of the two Mahratta chiefs, Holkar and Sindia.
With the aid
of the

earliest efforts

of these useful auxiliaries, the vizier obtained a decisive advantage over

driving them from their strongholds to

the Rohillas, and succeeded

in-

the foot of the Himalayas,

when they were glad

to sue for peace on
any terms. ^^
A more formidable enemy appeared next in the person of the
Afghan king, who once more marched into the Punjab, seized upon
">
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Laliore and other principal

cities,

and

finished

by demanding that the

emperor should regularly cede to him the possession of the entire country. Too weak to refuse, and fearing another invasion of India, Ahmed

Shah at once consented to the terms proposed, and was only too glad
buy off on such terms an enemy of this formidable character.
Dissensions at the court followed closely upon these external trouThe assassination of a favourite eunuch of the emperor by his
bles.
vizier led to an open rupture, and eventually to the expulsion of the
His successor, however, proved not more acceptoffending minister.
able to the monarch, who commenced plotting against his life ; and
upon the discovery of these intrigues open war was declared between
The latter proved victorious ; and obthe emperor and his subject.
to

taining possession of the monarch's person, he caused his eyes to be

put out, and a young prince of the same family to be proclaimed in
-

his stead as

Alamghir

II.

The new emperor evinced
the vizier, Ghazi-udin,
predecessor.

It

(a.d.

who had

little

cordiality towards

him on the

throne, as had his

1754) as

placed

was evident that the minister intended to rule with

an iron hand, whilst his royal master should look on and sanction his
The rigorous severity of his government soon caused an oi)en
acts.
life.
Nor was this the sole
Having treacherously seized on Lahore and

mutiny, which had nearly cost him his
result of his

conduct.

other cities in the Punjab, contrary to the treaty lately entered into

Ahmed Shah

of Afghanistan, that king again crossed the Indus,
and meeting this time with no opposition, took possession of the capital, and abandoned it to slaughter and plunder.
Having no intention of retaining possession of Delhi, the Afghan
king contented himself with securing such treasures as had escaped
Nadir Shah, and then retreated across the Indus ; having meanwhile
left a Rohilla chief in command of the capital, as a check upon the
The ambitious
tyrannical power of Ghazi-udin over the emperor.

with

marched to

Delhi,

minister once

second his
ally

more had recourse

efforts at

supremacy.

to his old friends the Mahrattas, to

By

the aid of that jiower, he eventu-

succeeded in wresting the Punjab from the hands of the Afghan

monarch, took forcible possession of Delhi, and having made the unfortunate and helpless Alamghir prisoner, put him to death.
Shah Alum, the heir to the throne, owed his safety at this moment
to his absence from the capital.

was not long

Ahmed Shah Durani

of Afghanistan

in taking revenge for the occupation of the Punjab.

He

prepared a formidable body of troops for a further invasion of the empire, crossed the

Indus at a time when ax'mies seldom take the

field,
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and marching southwai'ds, encountered tlie Mahratta forces iu the
Jumna, under Sedasheo Bhao. The forces
of the latter comprised about 100,000 cavalry and 15,000 infantry,
many of whom were sepoys, besides a large park of artillery and a
liberal supply of rockets. The Duranl brought against this army about
50,000 horse, composed of Persians and Afghans, with 30,000 infantry,
partly of Rohillas and partly Indian soldiers, but ill trained. ^^
After facing each other for some time, during which the Mahrattas
suffered much from want of supplies, an engagement took place, when,
plains of Paniput, near the

after

a terrible

victorious.

on

slaughter

The

both

sides,

Durani's

the

army was

survivors of the Mahrattas fled from the

field,

were so hotly pursued that but very few of them escaped to
tale of their disasters.

broken by

this battle,

tell

but
the

The power of this people was so effectually
in which most of their chiefs fell, that many

years elapsed before they were in a position to exercise any influence
in Indian affairs.

The invading army having thus

effectually

broken up the

last

rem-

nants of the empire, retired beyond the Indus, and appeared no more

on the eastern side of that

The history

as the remaining events
states of India

river.

of the Tartar dynasty

may now be

which occurred

said to have closed,

in the various provinces

and

comprising that once powerful empire belong so en-

power in the East, as to render it
The fugitive Shah Alum subsequently

tirely to the history of the British

necessary to link them together.

obtained possession of the capital of his ancestors
the power to retain

it,

he

fell

;

but being without

into the hands of a Rohilla chief,

who

deprived him of sight, and afterwards gave him into the power of
Sindia, one of the

ment

Mahratta

chiefs,

who

retained

him

in close confine-

was taken by the British forces in 1803.
Shah Alum and his son, Akbar Shah, both died pensioners on the
bounty of the East India Company ; and with the last of these princes
ended the race of the Tartar monarchs of India.
-v^i?^
at Delhi until that city

» Duff's Histoiy of the Mahrattas, vol.

ii.
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THE EUEOPEAN PEHIOD.

CHAPTER

T.

EARLY COMMUNIOATION BETWEEN THE EASTERN AND WESTERN WORLD,
WITH SUBSEQUENT EUROPEAN PROGRESS, TO THE ESTABLISHJIENT OF
BRITISH SUPREMACY IN INDIA.
earliest records which we possess of commercial intercourse
between the inhabitants of India and those of countries to the
west of Arabia relate to the Jewish kingdom (b.c. 1014).
History

THE

informs us that Solomon drew large and frequent supplies of spices and
cotton goods from the southern and eastern parts of Asia, and even in
his time the Phoenicians

were said to have been long in possession of

the bulk of the Indian trade, which was chiefly carried on

the

Red Sea and

the Persian Gulf

An

by way of

overland communication ap-

pears to have existed through Persia and Arabia

;

but with this double

intercourse, the western nations remained in deepest ignorance of the

country and the people that lay towards the rising sun.
All that

Europe knew of India prior

donian monarch was through

its

gold,

to the expedition of the

its pearls, its spices,

and

Mace-

its

rich

But the length of time occupied in the voyage, the circuitous
route by which these goods were conveyed, and the many hands through
which they passed, rendered it highly improbable that any but the most
wild and fanciful pictures of the East ever reached those who consumed
the products brought from those distant lands.
It was reserved for Alexander the Great (b.c. 331) to achieve,
amongst other things, the opening of this hidden region, although he
himself visited but its confines on the west.
Unlike the progress of
those northern conquerors who came after him, caiTying fire and sword
and scattering death and ruin about their footsteps, the ISIacedonian carried with him the softening influence of civilisation. Of the knowledge of
cloths.

ANCIENT TRADE WITH THE EAST.
India, which flowed

ander,

we have
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westward consequent upon the invasion of Alex-

already treated at the conclusion of our

first historical

section.

The
formed

early death of the conqueror destroyed
for

any plans he may have

opening up a trade with, or settling an empire in Hindostan

;

commerce between the eastern and
western worlds was conducted by the Egyptian and Arab merchants,
by way of the Red Sea, the Nile, and the Mediterranean ; the ports
being then Berenice, Coptos, and Alexandria.
There were, however, two other routes by which a small portion of
One of these lay through
the traffic with the East was carried on.
Persia and the upper part of Arabia to the Syrian cities ; a desert and
The only haltiug-place on
difficult route, but one of great antiquity.
this dreary road was the famed city of Tadmor, or Palmyra, so called
from the abundance of palm-trees which flourished around its walls.
This regal city owed its prosperity to the commerce which passed
through it, and which, in the course of time, raised the state to a degi'ee
of importance and power that exposed it to the jealousy of imperial
Rome. A war ensued, in which its brave and noble-minded queen,
Zenobia, was captured, her city destroyed, and with it the overland
traffic of the desert, which had existed since the days of Abraham.
The second route was by way of the Indus upwards, across the
rocky passes of the Hindoo Gush, and so on to the river Oseus and the
Caspian Sea, whence the merchandise was conveyed by other land and
Even in
water conveyance to the cities of the north and north-west.
the present day we find this a route of some importance, serving as the
means of carrying on a trade between India, Persia, and Russia, which
and

is

for nearly three centuries the

of

more

known

real value to the latter

in Europe.

The

country than

shawls, the rarest drugs and spices, are bought

and transported by

is

perhaps generally

most costly
up by Russian dealers

richest silks, the finest muslins, the

this tedious route to- the cities of the great Czar.

of Egypt with the East
from the ravages and conquests of the Roman emperors,
though not so permanently. We read that during the reign of the
Emperor Claudius, one of the kings of Ceylon, then famed for its spices
and pearls, despatched an ambassador to the Roman court, loaded with

With the Palmyi-a route the carrying-trade

suffered equally

many

costly gifts.

At

a later period

still

the Chinese were visited by

an emissary from the great ruler of the western world.

With

the decline of the

Roman

empire the trade with India

rallied,

and gathered something of its olden strength. The two events, however, which most sensibly contributed to the re-openiag of this com-

H
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were the removal of the seat of imperial government from

merce,

Rome

INDIA.

to Constantinople,

and

at a later period the invasions of the

Saracens.

Not

less enterprising

than brave, the Saracenic conquerors of the

East were active in forming commercial depots, and opening a trade
wherever nature favoured their designs. By them the city of Bussorah

was

built

on a spot peculiarly adapted for navigation, and before long
swarmed with the mercantile marine of

the Euphrates and the Tigris

The genius, however, of the Saracens was
become civilisers and traders. They possessed too much of the military fire of conquerors to sit down and
open out the many commercial advantages which lay before them
it sufficed them to have shewn the path.
The Turkish rulers of Syria, who followed upon the ruins of the
Saracenic dynasty, cared as little for the great prize of eastern com-

this

new and

energetic race.

not such as to

fit

them

to

:

merce

as

had their predecessors, and were content that Constantinople
traffic which they allowed quietly to pass

should be the centre of the

into the hands of the Genoese.

The Arabs, as hardy
This was but a moiety of the eastern trade.
and venturesome at sea as on land, had resuscitated the traffic through
Egypt ; and by dint of many explorations along the coasts, they boldly
sailed from the ports on the Red Sea, through the Straits of Babelmandel, and stretching eastwards, reached in due time the coasts of
Malabar.

It is believed that

we owe

the introduction of the mariner's

compass from the East into Europe to these enterprising navigators.
This portion of the commerce of India passed into the hands of the
Venetians in Egypt, and rapidly raised their republic to an importance

and power which has seldom been equalled by any other modern

state

of similar extent.

Such was the position of oriental commerce, when an event occun-ed
which led to mighty results, and changed the whole course of affairs.
Christopher Columbus, in searching for the East, found a new world
in the West
and at no great distance of time, Bartholomew Diaz
;

1486) stumbled upon a road to the East round the "Cape of
Storms," so called by him in token of the disastrous weather he there

(a.d.

experienced.

The Portuguese monarch,

in

whose

sailed, was
was easy to
India the trade carried on

service Diaz

naturally elated at the importance of this discovery
see, that

by the

by means of

this

Italians, at a great

new passage
hazard and

hands of their western neichbours.

to
cost,

;

had

for

it

would rapidly

fall

into the
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PROGRESS OF MARITIME DISCOVERY.
Maritime

affairs

were in those days

(a.d.

1498) carried on in a very
and, anxious as the
;

different fashion to the business of present times

court of Lisbon was to profit by the fortunate discovery,
until

sailed for India

of

Good Hope,

at the

it

was not

eleven years afterwards that a large and well-appointed fleet

The Cape
under the command of Vasco de Gama.
it was now re-christened, was safely doubled ; and

as

end of the tenth month from their departure, the ships com-

posing this

first

Portuguese

Calicut on the Malabar coast.

fleet of

A

India anchored in the roads of

valuable cargo of the precious things

of the East recompensed the enterprising navigators for

and dangers

all their toils

and the king of Portugal had the proud satisfaction of
witnessing the spoils of Indian commerce piled at his feet ; whilst the
merchants of Italy and Egypt looked on in undisguised alarm. It was
soon demonstrated that the monopoly of the eastern seas was at an
;

was in vain that Venetian merchants leagued with Egyptian
to fit out a powerful squadron, and endeavour to annihilate
the fleets of the Portuguese.
The latter proved more than a match for
Soon
their assailants, and remained masters of the Indian waters.
end.

It

Mamelukes

after this the

power of the Venetian

state

became

crippled,

and

at last

annihilated, so that the merchants of that country ceased to hold

influence

amongst other powers.

Egypt too passed

into

any

new hands

;

and although the Turkish successors of the Mameluke rulers would
gladly have weakened the power of the Portuguese, they lacked the
skill and enterprise to do any mischief in that direction.
The merchants of Lisbon had, however, other opponents to encounter opponents possessing both daring and skill.
The Moorish
traders
half merchants, half buccaneers
had to this period held possession of the Indian seas without opposition
and long habitude had
impressed them with the feeling that in them rested the sole right to
navigate and trafiic on the waters of the East.
It was not to be expected that these people would quietly see any interlopers trenching
on their vested interests ; nor was it long before the subjects of King

—

—

—

;

Emmanuel found

this to their cost.

The Portuguese monarch was not ignorant
his

of the opposition which

attempt to open a trade with the natives of India would meet with

from the Moors. Every care was taken to render the armaments which
followed the first expedition as strong and eflicient as was possible.
A
fleet of thirteen sail of all sizes, well manned, and can-ying out upwards
of a thousand soldiers, was despatched from Lisbon, for the purpose of
extending the commercial operations already so favourably commenced

by Vasco de Gama, but under command of another

ofiicer,

one Pedro Al-
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This commander had orders to open commercial nego-

Zamorin of

Calicut, with the

view of obtaining permis-

sion to form a settlement for trading purposes within his territories.
It

was during

this

voyage to India that Cabral accidentally disSouth American

covered the Brazils, having been driven near the
coast

by

Arrived at Calicut, the Portuguese com-

stress of weather.

mander found

little

difficulty in

persuading the prince of the country

A

to accede to such proposals as he made.

treaty of

commerce was

entered into, and the new-comers very shortly found themselves established within the boundary of the city.

The Moors, from their long intercourse with the natives of India,
had naturally great influence with the Zamorin, who may have looked
upon the Portuguese with eyes not more favourable than the former.
They contrived in a very short time to work upon the fears and
jealousy of this prince to such an extent, as to induce him, with their
co-operation, to attack the

European

factory,

and

kill

the whole of the

residents therein.

Cabral was not slow to avenge this cruel treachery.
entire force to bear

upon the

city,

he found

Bringing his

little difficulty

in burning

or sinking the gi'eater part of the Moorish vessels at anchor under

its

The Zamorin, upon
this, was glad to purchase safety at the expense of several new concessions to the victors
and a treaty far more favourable to the latter was
concluded upon the spot.
This decisive blow at the power of the ruler of Calicut was shortly
walls,

and reducing the place

to a

heap of

ruins.

;

afterwards productive of the best results to the Portuguese.

with the courage and success of the new-comers,

many

Impressed

of the petty

sovereigns of the adjacent states sought their friendship, entered into

amicable treaties with Cabral on behalf of his sovereign, and allowed
factories to be established at various points

where the

localities pre-

sented favourable opportunities for opening a trading intercourse with
the interior of the country.

Having so far established the supremacy of the Portuguese
upon the Malabar coast, Cabral prepared to return to Europe with a
freighted with the rare

experience of oriental

and

costly products of the East,

afiairs, at

and not a

flag
fleet
little

that time shrouded in the greatest

mystery.

Arrived at Lisbon, this successful commander was received with the
utmost favour and distinction by his royal master, upon whom the precious freightage of the ships,

made no

slight impression.

and the boundless prospect

The wealth

for the future,

of India brought thus, as

it

POTITUGUESE SETTLEMENTS.
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were, to the very threshold of Europe, was well calculated to arouse

the energies of a nation, at that period deeply imbued with a chivalric
spirit of enterprise

The

and discovery.

rich display of spices, silks,

precious stones, and gums, were but types of the boundless mines of

wealth to be opened in that

power and

own

far-off

The East

destiny.

lay, as it

The envied

laud of rich promise.

riches of the merchant-princes of Venice

might now be their

were, prostrate at their feet

;

and

it

required but an outsti'etched hand to seize the willing prize.

The

king,

Emmanuel, was not tardy

in turning the information

brought by Cabral, as well as the enthusiasm created in the minds of
the people, to full account.
A fleet of twenty sail, all good ships and
royally found,

was immediately equipped, and the conmiand of the

armament given to Vasco de Gama, who, from his former experiences,
was well fitted for this distinction.
The monarch had no reason to
regret the selection he had made.

De Gama

rapidl}^ placed

matters

on a sounder and more thriving footing than they had hitherto been,
by cultivating the friendly acquaintance of all those native princes who
appeared willing and able to further his views.
With the Zamorin of
Calicut he was less careful to keep up an intercourse, being thoroughly
convinced of the duplicity of his character, and of his prejudice against

Europeans.

This slighting of his importance led the prince to take

aggressive steps

:

he despatched his

Gama; but although they were

fleet to

attack the ships of

far superior in

number,

it

was

De

in vain

and courage of the Portuguese;
Zamorin was compelled to see his adver-

to contend against the suj^erior skill

and the

result was, that the

saries successful in all their undertakings.

Shortly afterwards the Portuguese commander, having fulfilled his

mission in the East, took his dej^arture for Europe, leaving a small

and

sufficient forces to protect their factories,

Loche.

This

officer,

fleet,

under the direction of one

however, pi'oved unequal to the task

;

and instead

of guarding the trading settlements and the territories of such native
princes as had favoured his countrymen, and thus excited the enmity

of the powerful ruler of Calicut, he proceeded in various directions in

quest of adventure and riches.
The immediate result of this conduct
was the attack and capture of Cochin, a friendly state, by the Zamorin.
The return of the fleet to the Malabar coast, the death of the unqualified commander, and the final appointment of Albuquerque to the post
of captain-general of the Portuguese forces in India, were the means of
restoring matters to their original footing.
The king of Cochin, with
the aid of his European allies, defeated the numerous troops of the
Zamorin, and recovered from that chief possession of his city.
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was fortunate for the Portuguese that they possessed such, an able
as Albuquerque; for all that valour, judgment, and decision
could eflect, was needed to preserve their 'power and influence among
The promulgation of a papal bull, couched in the
the native states.
arrogant and dictatorial tone peculiar to those insolent documents, and
assigning to the king of Portugal the possession and sovereignty of the
It

commander

whole of India, so far from serving the cause of the interlopers, tended
to jeopardise their very existence in that part of the globe.

found an exceedingly

difficult

It

was

task to persuade the benighted denizens

of the eastern world, that any Christian dignitary, however exalted his
earthlv station might be, possessed any right to bestow their territories,
their possessions,

and themselves upon any band o^ adventurers who

chose to set up a claim to such lavish gifts.
The attempts made under cloak of this Catholic document brought
the heads of the Portuguese the enmity and hostility of

down upon

every race they came in contact with ; and before long they found
themselves in the unpleasant predicament of caiTjang on their barter
at the cannon's

to the teeth

;

mouth.

Their factors were compelled to go about armed

every bale of goods was bought at the cost of blood ; each

entry in their books was

made under

the protection of

The indomitable energy and perseverance, no

less

drawn swords.

than the prudence

and foresight of Albuquerque saved the Portuguese from the imminent
dano-er which at this period (a.d. 1511) threatened their possessions
A series of bold enterprises, crowned in every case with
in the East.
undoubted success, served to reinstate their name and reputation upon
the old footing ; and before two years had passed, this excellent commander had the satisfaction of beholding the neighbouring rajahs and
princes eager to ally themselves and open trading treaties with him.
The island of
Goa was taken possession of, and strongly fortified.
Malacca was conquered and garrisoned; and, in short, at every point
along the eastern and western coasts of the Indian jteninsula, where
there appeared an opportunity for commercial intercourse, there Alber-

Not
commander opened

querque planted the flag of his sovereign and built a factory.
content with his conquests in India, the Portuguese

communications with China, and freighted several ships for that remote
country.

By
ment

a series of wise and liberal enactments, he gave such encourage-

and navigation, that soon his ports were crowded with
merchants from every eastern state, anxious to transact
business where they could do so in the greatest security and to the
most advantasre.
to trade

vessels of

DEATH OF ALBUQUERQUE.
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Having thus fairly established the Portuguese empire in India,
Albuquerque might have extended his influence still farther, had he
not been cut off" by death in the height of his successes, after a brilliant rule of five years.
His loss was felt not less keenly by the
natives of India than by his countrymen; far and wide the influence
of his name had been felt for good, and wherever it was known, regret,

deep and universal, was expressed for the death of one so good and

talented.

His successor, Soarez, was opposed to him in nature and reputaand in proportion as his conduct departed from that steady and
;
unflinching coui-se pursued by Albuquerque, so did the prosperity of

tion

the Portuguese settlements
dealers.

suff"er in

their ti-ansactions with the native

was the dominant feeling with the new comexample was aot long in being followed by those
it became a struggle amongst the whole body of

Self-interest

mander; and as his
under his authority,

military to enrich themselves as rapidly as possible, without regard to

the public service, or the

means used

and oppression ruled rampant

to attain their ends.

Corruption

was forgotten
amidst the genei'al scramble for wealth and it soon became evident,
that before very long the position of Portug-uese affairs in India would
be in no better condition than they were previous to the government of
at all the stations

;

justice

;

Albuquerque.
Fortunately for their reputation, the authorities at Lisbon gathered
tidings of the existing state of things in the East,

whilst there

was

still

something to be saved

;

and

recalled Soarez

although the successor

appointed, Sequera, did nothing to retrieve the confusion into which
fallen.
The power of the Portuguese was at that period
an extremely low ebb; and there is little doubt but that, had the
native princes made any combined and well-directed attack upon theni,

matters had
at

they could hardly have helped proving completely successful.

As

it

was, however, the old-established reputation of the Portuguese arms

served to keep them safe at that time from any plots.

At length a change was wrought

in the councils of the court at

Lisbon by the decease of King Emmanuel.

The veteran Vasco de
Gama, under the title of Count di Vidigueyra, was appointed to the
sole command, as captain-general of the Indian empire, and sailed once
more for the scene of his former exploits at the head of a well-appointed
civil and military staff".
Unfortunately the old commander lived but
three months after his arrival in India yet in that brief space of time
he managed, by dint of activity and boldness, to correct many of the
;
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abuses existing, and to put

who

infested both sea

and

down

INDIA.

the swarms of pirates and ro1)bers

land, equally with the

numerous peculators

in high places.

His death was followed by a long series of disgi-aceful struggles
amongst the Portuguese leaders for the supreme command ; and when
at length a superior officer was sent out from Lisbon to assume the
chief authority, it was not without difficulty that he asserted his office,
and dispatched one of the principal misdoers under arrest to Europe.
The good offices of Nunio were needed to endeavour to place PorYet it seemed a hopeless task,
tiiguese affairs upon a better footing.
so widened had been the breach between the Europeans and the various rajahs. To add to his difficulties, he involved himself in a war

with the emperor of Delhi, taking up the cause of the sultan of GujeSubsequently, the emperor having been worsted, the sultan and
rat.
his allies

came

to an

open rupture, and war was declared, which led
two powers, and gave occasion to

to a protracted struggle between the

the emperor to avenge his defeat by sending reinforcements to aid his
countrymen against the Europeans. The valour and discipline of the

Portuguese troops proved in the end too

at

much

for the hordes of

rude

and thus the danger was averted, and
the same time the singular bravery and skill displayed by the gar-

soldiers

brought against them

;

risons of the factories so influenced the feelings of the
rulers in the vicinity, that those

who had

many

petty

before been ready to declare

and waited for the moment to do so, now promost devoted attachment to them, and sought their friend-

ao^ainst the Portuguese,

fessed the

ship by every means.

Stephen de Gama, the son of the veteran of that name, although in
way qualified for the important post, was not permitted to hold
the reins of government in the East long enough to effect any beneficial improvements ; whilst the notorious conduct of his successor, De
every

Souza, went

far,

by

cruelty, oppression,

and

religious persecutions, to

ruin the Portuguese character and influence in that part of the world.

So infamous was the conduct of this sanguinary and haughty man,
that the sultan of Gujerat once

more declared war upon the oppressors

and with the assistance of numerous reinforcements from the
court of Delhi, he laid close siege to a fortified town, and pressed it so
severely, that it must have fallen into his hands but for the timely
arrival from Lisbon of De Souza's successor, De Castro, a man of very

of India;

who relieved the garrison of the besieged city, defeated
army with great slaughter, and finally carried the war

different stamp,

the besieging

:

JESUITS IN THE EAST.
SO vigorously

and
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successfully into the heart of the enemy's country,

as to induce the sovereigns of the

Deccan and Gujerat gladly to sue
on terms proposed by himself.

for peace

The

successful general followed

up these exploits by a course of

wise and conciliatory measures, calculated to remove the evil impresleft by his several predecessors.
In this he finally succeeded
enemies were made friendly; peaceful trade took the place of warfare

sion

and persecution;

was the order of the day; and
more smded upon the Portuguese settlements.
Their ports were crowded with shipping ; their
factories teemed with produce and merchandise and on all sides were
heard the busy sounds of industry. At no period of their Indian history could it be said that the Portuguese had attained any greater
degree of prosperity than they enjoyed under the wise administration
religious toleration

before a year had elapsed, prosperity once

;

of

De

Castro.

The establishment of Jesuit institutions in the East by the monk
Francis Xavier must not be omitted, as it forms an important epoch
and
upon the course of

in the history of those colonies,
sible

influence

ecclesiastical

matters,

at

no distant date exerted a sen-

Of

events.

limited capacity in

he compensated for religious deficiencies by

energy and untiring zeal; and not particularly exacting in the degree
of sincerity of his followers, contrived, in an incredibly short space of

numbers of heathens to. a nominal Christianity.
and enterprising hands, assumed a degree
of elasticity and pliability which moulded it to the temperament of
any of the Hindoo or Moslem races; and as Xavier looked more to
the number than the faith of his disciples, he was met on all sides
time, to convert vast

The new

faith, in his skilful

with open arms.

To
tician,

the zeal of a religious apostle he added the enterprise of a poli-

and

carefully played into the

hands of the

civil

government;

not making himself a party to any of the corrupt malpractices of those

At

times, but rather setting himself in opposition to the misdoers.

the death of

had during

De

Castro, however, the old leaven of corruption, which

his rule lain

dormant amongst the

civil

vants of the Indo -Portuguese government, shewed
colours.

It

was

ser-

undisguised

in vain that the Jesuit exerted his strongest influence

to avert the evil effects of this state of things

represent the misconduct of the
evil-doers

and military

itself in

had powerful friends

officials to

at

;

equally useless

was

the court at Lisbon.

home and
;

it

to

The

at that distance, with the

then tardy and uncertain means of communication between remote
parts of the globe,

it

was not to be wondered

at that justice

was long
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found a response in the royal mind which then ruled the des-

it

tinies of Portugal.

During the rule of the various governors who followed De Castro,
occurred Avorthy of record, save events which shock humanity,
and cause us to blush for the deeds committed under the cloak of
Jesuitism had, unfortunately for India, brought in its train
religion.
the institution of that infernal machine of evil passions and fanatical
little

bigotry, the Inquisition, the architype of

Roman

Catholicism.

This

and made to do the bidding
of pi'iestly intolerance and lay enmities; and when, by the death of
Don Sebastian, the crown of Portugal fell into the hands of Philip of
Spain, the work of wickedness received a stimiilus thot wrought it up

was

devilish engine

set to

work

at Goa,

to the highest pitch of cruelty.

The enormity

of the crimes perpetrated within those fearful walls,

the ten-or which the

name

of a priest of Christ inspired in the breast

and heathen dweller in those devoted colonies, spread
a sad and heavy gloom over the land that but a few short years preThe
viously had revelled in the sunshine of happy, peaceful industry.
of every Christian

records of these terrible times are far too sad to be long dwelt upon.
It is

enough to know that such things were, and leave the dark

veil

unlifted.

As

evil

has ever been

known

to

work out good,

so these perse-

cutions and religious slaughters led in the end to favourable results.

A

cry for vengeance arose from the priestly shambles of the Inqui-

It went forth over that devoted knd from shore to shore, and
found an echo in many a heart, sympathy in many a home. Insurrections, revolts, massacres, and burnings were to be met with far and
sition.

near.

—

Armed

with another Papal

bull,

the Portuguese

Christians

Even the native con-

deluged the country with blood

;

verts joined the standard of the

Hindoo and the Moslem, whose prac-

tice, if

but in vain.

not their creed, was more merciful and tolerant than that of

the civilised crusaders from the western world.

And now

another people appeared on the bloody stage; a race of

persevering, industrious merchants, who,
policy,

by

their cautious

and humane

founded an empire in the East more durable, because more

more kindly, than that of the intolerant Portuguese.
The Dutch (a.d. 1509) having gathered some information respecting
the trade and possessions of the Portuguese in India, and lured by

merciful,

the prospect of a share of those costly

spatched

it

spoils, fitted

out a

fleet of

mer-

Company, and deladen with goods and merchandise for barter, and well

chantmen under the

direction of an East India

DUTCH AND ENGLISH EXPEDITIONS.
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dawn

The advent

of this

of salvation to India

;
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first armament from Holland was the
and from that time may be dated the

decline and ruin of the Indo-Portuguese empire.
It

was

in vain that the governor of Goa, alarmed

by the appearance

of these formidable rivals on the eastern waters, endeavoured to excite

He soon found that so far
from the new-comers being regarded with fear or jealousy, they were
the natives of India against the Dutch.

looked upon with favouiable eyes by the princes

Malabar and Coromandel

upon the

coasts,

Equally in vain was

the Portuguese.

for a quarrel, but the

by

ruled

upon the
to count

assistance of the Hollanders, as a foil to the oppressions of

intruders by force of arms

this,

who

and that these people began

and the

;

it

to

endeavour to repel the

they would gladly have found a pretext

wary policy of the Dutch disappointed them in
moreover, too well armed to be easily taken

latter were,

surjirise.

Following closely in the steps of these came the English, seeking
their share of the wealth of these fabled regions.

The fame

of the

Indian name, the marvellous tales told of the wonders and boundless

had made their Avay across British waters,
amongst the merchants of London. Preperiod the English had received the uncertain and ill-

riches of the land of the stOj

and found ready
vious to this

listeners

assorted shipments of Indian goods through the Venetians, who, enjoy-

ing a monopoly at that period, had imposed such terms on their

traffic

seemed best to them. Subsequent negotiations with the sultan of
Turkey had enabled the British to trade to greater advantage by sending their ships direct to the ports of that country, aud purchasing such
eastern goods as they required direct from those merchants, who imported them by the way of Persia.
The opportunity, however, which
was now presented, of being able to share in the lucrative commerce
as

of India

by a more direct and profitable means, was too tempting to
and incited by the news of the entire success of the

be thrown away

;

Hollanders in obtaining a large share of the spice-trade of the East,
at that time the

most valuable

traffic,

and furthermore emboldened by
who had

the reports of several English travellers and adventurers

and forwarded home copious results
was at length determined upon to folloAV the
example of the Dutch, and form an English East India Company.
It was in the year 1600 that a number of London merchants
formed themselves into an association for trading purposes, with a
capital of 369,89 H.j and applying to the sovereign (Queen Elizabeth) for a charter, they were finally incorporated under the devisited various parts of India,

of their observations,

it
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The Governor and Company of Merchants of London
The charter of incorjioration thus obtrading to the East Indies."
tained named the first twenty-four directors, and the chairman, Thomas
Smythe ; but the power of nominating tlieir successors was vested in
the subscribers to the stock of the compan}-, which was by shares of

signation of "

50^. each.

The following

new company were

are the terms in which the powei-s of this

defined

"

:

To

traffic

and use the trade of mer-

chandise by sea, in and by such ways and passages already discovered,
or hereafter to be discovered, as they should esteem

and take to be
and ports of

the East Indies, unto the countries

unto and from
Asia and Africa, and unto and from all the islands, ports, havens,
cities, creeks, rivers, and places of Asia, Africa, and America, or any

fittest,

Good Hope

of them, beyond the Cape of

where any trade or

traffic

may be

used

to the Straits of ]\Iagellan,
to or

;

from every of them, in

such order, manner, form, liberty, and condition, as they themselves

should from time to time determine."

Amongst

other stipulations inserted in this original document was

a proviso, by the cautious Elizabeth, to the effect that

within the

if

time allotted to the corporation by the charter it should in any way
appear to her majesty that the privileges and immunities of the com-

pany worked detrimentally to the welfare of the trading or other portions of the community, then, by giving two years' notice, it would be

On

lawful for the crown to cancel the entire deed of incorporation.

the other hand,

if

the course of events went to shew that the

company

carried on their operations in a right and public-spirited manner, then

her majesty agreed to renew the said charter, and at the same time
strengthen the powers and privileges of the company in many ways,
as might appear unto her

and her advisers most conducive

to the

general good.

The

first

English

fleet Avhich

consisted of five ships, imder the

was dispatched to India

command

(a.d.

of Captain Lancaster.

1601)
These

Achen in June of the following year ; and
commodore was to form a commercial
Having bartered some of the
treaty with the prince of the country.
merchandise for such articles as the place furnished, Lancaster made
sail for Java, to complete the homeward lading with spices, gums,

anchoi-ed in the roads of

one of the

silks,

fii-st

acts

saltpetre, &c.

;

of the

and

finally,

the king of Bantam, he retm-ned

after arranging another treaty with

home

well freighted with a valuable

cargo.

This and similar successful voyages (a.d. 1605) by the
English company did not

fail

fleets of

the

to arouse the jealousy of not only the
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who had hy this time estabhshed manyand settlements along the Indian coasts, and upoil some of
the islands of the Eastern seas.
Malacca was taken possession of by
them ; and from that point they made several efforts to open a trading
communication with other countries to the eastward. Although cordially detesting each other, the merchants of these two nations at once
agreed upon a mutual course of action as regarded the new interlopers
upon the Indian seas. They united to thwart and damage, by every
means in their power, the traffic of the English and at length this
secret opposition was flung aside, and exchanged for a more open hostility.
Fleets were sent out to cut off" the British merchantmen, by
both the Portuguese and Dutch ; and so determined was the opposition, that it was eventually deemed necessary for the English East
India Company to despatch much larger ships well armed with heavy
cannon.
The result of this decision was, that when next the Portuguese fleet made an attack upon the English vessels, which they did
in the neighbourhood of Surat, they experienced a terrible defeat,
amounting almost to annihilation. A second engagement led to jirecisely similar results; and it then became evident to the native princes
and sovereigns of India, no less than to the Portuguese and Dutch,
that on the seas no power that could be brought to bear upon them
was sufficient to master the English, and that in their hands must remain the dominion of the Indian waters.
The like desire which had in years past animated the petty and
Portuguese but the Dutch,

factories

;

superior rulers of those countries to court a friendly alliance with the

Portuguese, was

whom

British,

now

1632) manifested by them towards the

(a.d.

they considered as perfectly invincible.

Advantage was taken of the favourable impression thus

created,

by

despatching embassies from the British settlements to several of the native potentates, especially to the

emperor of Delhi, by whom

Boe was most warmly

By these means

received.

hew and important

for the formation of several
tories for purposes of trade

;

Sir

Thomas

permission was gained
settlements, with fac-

so that, indirectly, the very opposition of

the Portuguese had proved the means of the advancement of their

new

rivals.

was now rapidly on the demany places where
and it became evident that in future
the former had ruled paramoimt
the struggle, if there should continue to be any, would be between the
Dutch and the English. Negotiations were entered upon in Europe
with a view to prevent any further acts of hostility between the sub-

The

cline

;

rule of the Portug-uese in India

the Dutch were sensibly on the ascendant in
;

;
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two powers at amity with each
The Dutch East India Company relied so

jects of

other; but with
confidently

little

effect.

upon the strength

of their position in the various trading countries of India, that they re-

garded any amicable aiTaugements as weak concessions on their part,
and accordingly threw every obstacle in the way of an arrangement.
The weakness and vanity of James I., and the troubles during the
of Charles, favoured the desired procrasti-

gi'eater part of the reign

nation of the Dutch merchants, and

own

left

the English

company

to their

resources.

The

active

mind and

viewed mattei-s in a
importance of

energetic character of Cromwell (a.d. 1654)

far different light,

fully protecting

and he

at once perceived the

our eastern commerce

;

and having

in

the war which he waged with Holland completely beaten that people
where they had believed themselves the most powerful, he felt himself
in a position to dictate his

own terms

in reference to Indian matters

accordingly, in April 1654, a formal treaty was concluded, in which

the rights and pri\aleges of the British East India

Company were

fully

and honourably maintained.
From the weak and profligate Charles II. (a.d. 1669) little was to
be expected; and the only advantage the British company derived
during his reign was the cession to them of the island of Bombay,
which had formed part of the dowry the monarch had received fi-om
Portugal on

the

occasion of his

marriage with a princess of that

country.

During the reign of James

II.

the

Company might have

sti-ength-

ened their position with the utmost ease; for that prince, whatever
were his other faults, did not possess that of inattention to the comHe readily conceded them, all the
mercial interests of his subjects.
privileges they sought,

and was prepared to forward their views

in

any

manner that might have been desirable ; but with all these advantages,
the company suffered much from the incapacity or dishonesty of their
own servants and so great was this evil in the case of the governor
of Bombay, Sir John Child, that the emperor of Delhi deemed it
;

necessary to proceed to open hostility with the English, and was only

prevented from sacking that town by the timely death of the unpopular
governor.

The early part of the reign of William and Mary saw little improvement in the management of the affairs of the Company, or in their
prospects in the East.
The outcry against the misdirection of these
affairs became loud and general ; and it was only by heavy and frequent
bribes in influential quarters that the directors contrived to maintain

THE FRENCH
At

their position.

lengtli a

IN INDIA.

uew East India

Ill

Association was formed,

which, after some years of bitter animosity, became fused in the old

1708); and eventually the two obtained a new charter,
amongst other concessions, granted to the Company the privilege of holding courts of session and appeal, as also a mayor's court, at
one

(a.d.

Avhich,

each of the three Presidencies, then created, of Madras, Bombay, and
Calcutta.

By

slow but sure steps (a.d. 1715) the servants of the

advanced

their superiors' interests

them

;

and

it

was so

Company

far a fortunate cir-

upon the decease of the then Emperor of
and cabals took jjlace, which enabled them to work out their own particular views. Another embassy
was undertaken from Calcutta to the court of Delhi; and although
many difficulties and delays intervened, the objects of the mission

cumstance

for

Delhi, Aurungzebe,

that,

many

dissensions

were eventually gained, much to the annoyance of the Viceroy of
Bengal, who cordially hated the English, and who would gladly have
denied them the possession of a foot of land within the imperial territories.

The commerce between France and India

attained about this time

such an importance as to excite the envy of the English ; and

when

at

length there was a declaration of war between the two countries, a
fleet was equipped for the purpose of capturing Pondicherry.
This
expedition failed through the incapacity of the English commander,
and the valour and skill of the French Admiral Labourdonnais, who, in
his turn, attacked and reduced Madras, a.d. 1747.
A second naval
expedition against Pondicherry was attended with as
the

little

success as

and Boscawen, the English admiral, was forced to a humiThese, and the failure of an expedition against Tanretreat.

first;

liating

time to dim the lustre of the British arms in the
Major Lawrence undertook a second expedition against Tan-

jore, served for a

East.

and on this occasion the English,
permanent advantage, came off victorious. These
operations were shared in by one who was afterwards destined to play
an important part in Indian warfare. The name of Clive is inseparable from the history of British influence in the East, and ranks
At this time Clive was
second to none other in its world-wide fame.
a young lieutenant in one of the regiments engaged upon this occasion,

jore in aid of the dethroned rajah;

though with

and

little

his abilities

and sound judgment were

Lawrence, who did not

The peace

fail to

at once perceived

by Major

turn them to account.

of the Indian peninsula

was

at this period greatly dis-

turbed by repeated disputes between the nabobs of the Camatic and

;
;
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the

Nizam

al ]\Iulk,

viceroy of the Deccan.

The

treachery, the cruel-

ties, the bloodshed which arose out of this struggle are scarcely to be
At length, after a long
paralleled in any country out of the East.

and treacheries, the nabobship of the Carnatic was

series of crimes

sumed by Chanda

Sahib, formerly the minister of that state.

as-

The

al Mulk folhnved soon after ; and disputes arising
and grandson, Nazir Jing and Murzafa Jing, respecting the succession, Chanda Sahib, noted not less for his cowardice than
for his ambition, formed an alliance with the latter ; they were soon
joined by the French, and for a time victory declared in their favour
but so elated were they with their success, that instead of ensuring at
once the power that now lay so easily within their grasp, they repaired
to Arcot and Pondicherry, where they spent their time in pompous
and thus afforded time to their enemies, who, being joined
display
Ali, governor of Trichiuopoly, and a detachment of EngMohammed
by
lish troops under Major Lawrence, came upon them unawares, and

Nizam

death of

between

his son

;

Murzafa Jing was flung into prison, whilst
gained an easy victory.
Chanda Sahib escaped with difficulty to Pondicherry.
Nazir Jing was shortly after shot in an engagement with the
who captured the important fortress of Gingee. Murzafa was

French,

of the Deccan
murdered by a party
of the Patau troops; and Salabat Jing, son of Nizam al Mulk, was
nominated by the French to succeed him.
The military energies of the English, which had suffered severely
since the departure of Major Lawrence from India, were now retrieved

now

released,

he did

by

and raised

to the dignity of Viceroy

not, however, long enjoy his power, but Avas

Clive,

who

requested and gained permission to attack Arcot, in

order to divert the attention of Chanda Sahib,
in the siege of Trichiuopoly.

who was then engaged

Arrived at Arcot, Clive, in spite of the

most inclement weather, at once made himself master of the town and
But more memorable by far than the capture of the place was
citadel.
With but
the defence made by this young officer when besieged.
200 Europeans and 300 sepoys, Clive withstood the attacks of fully
9000 of the nabob's troops, and 150 French soldiers. Breaches were
made in the walls ; but so bravely and effectively were they defended
by the little band within, that the nabob's army finally fell back from
the struggle ; and, in spite of overwhelming numbers, retreated precipitately, after a siege of nearly two months.
Not content with this,
Clive, on being reinforced by a small detachment from Madras, pursued the retreating foe, and scattered the retiring host with terrible
slaughter.
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This siege terminated hostilities for a brief period
Clive had been

many weeks

at

;

but before

Madras, the French again took the

field

and threatened Arcot, though without effect. More serious work was
before the English commanders.
The siege of Trichinopoly had to be

was pei'formed by Lawrence and Clive in conjunction
Mysore and Tanjore. The French
troops, although greatly strengthened by those of Chanda Sahib, were
unequal to the contest. D'Auteuil, a French general, coming to the
relief of M. Law, was made prisoner ; and eventually the latter was
forced to capitulate, whilst the unfortunate Chanda Sahib, falling into
raised;

and

this

Avith the forces of the rajahs of

the hands of the rajah of Tanjore, was sacrificed to the hatred of his

This obstacle being removed, Mohammed Ali was declared
nabob of the Carnatic.
Although in many I'espects the fortune of the French in the Indian
peninsula appeared more than desperate, there were other circumstances which favoured them.
M. Bussy possessed great influence at
the court of the viceroy of the Deccan.
He had risen to importance
in the estimation of Salabat Jing, by the advice and assistance he had
rendered him, not only in his promotion to the vice-royalty, but in the
The friendly aid of the
subsequent government of that country.
French general was eventually rewarded by the gift of the governorship of the tract of country known as the Northern Circars,
a large,
populous, and thriving district, and in many ways calculated to
strengthen the influence of the French in the peninsula.
The raising of the siege of Trichinopoly, narrated above, was followed by a series of incessant attacks and petty warfare between the
troops on either side, with but little advantage resulting to either
party; whilst the expenses of the French and English companies' establishments were necessarily much augmented by the constant hostilities carried on.
A few years of this heavy drain upon their resources
induced both to consider that the policy of their respective commanders
enemies.

—

was not the one best calculated to further their substantial interests.
The governments of the two countries being then at peace, it
appeared a monstrous anomaly that their subjects in India should continue to wage war upon each other with so little pretext ; and in the
end, the consideration of this state of things led to an understanding
It was arbetween the French and English East India companies.
ranged that M. Dupleix, the French governor-general, should be

and that various concessions should be made on either side,
though mostly in favour of the British. To render the cause of the
recalled,

French

still

more

unsatisfactory,

M. Bussy about

this

time gave

;
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and patron the viceroy, who removed him from
off the friendship of the French people, and

offence to his fi-iend
hiiS

IXDIA.

governmentj flung

sought the acquaintance and friendly aid of their opponents, the
British.

Clive,

who had

visited

events, reached India once

mand

of Madras.

At

England to recruit his health during recent
more in June 1756, and assumed the com-

this

time events were occurring in the northern

presidency which shortly called forth the activity and enterprise of
the young commander.

Suraj-al-Dowlah,

who had

succeeded his uncle, Alverdi Khan, as

viceroy of Bengal, was a cruel and rapacious tyrant.

with possessing himself of

cumulated during a

all

Not content

the treasures which his relation had ac-

series of years,

he determined to seize on the

English factory and property at Calcutta; which, from the extensive

commerce carried on, he imagined must be of great value.
He marched suddenly upon Calcutta with a large force ; and, despite the gallant resistance of the little band who garrisoned the British factoiy, he took possession of the place and gave up the town to
pillage.
Such of the English residents as were able, sought shelter in
the few ships at anchor in the river; but one hundred and forty-six
fell into the hands of the tyrant, who ordered them to be confined
until the following morning.
The unfortunate prisoners were forced
into a miserable, badly- ventilated cell, known as the "black-hole," and
kept there during one of the most sultry nights of an oppressive
season.
In vain the wretched men svipplicated for air and water
immense sums were offered to their guards for a change of prison.
The soldiers outside could or would do nothing, and seemed to enjoy
It was in
their sufferings, which, as night di-ew on, became intense.
Madness came on many; numbers
vain they tried to force the door.
fell fainting on the ground, and were at once trampled to death.
Others fought for a place near the small hole which served as a win-

dow, and died in the madness of the struggle.

When
ing, a

who on

was flung open in the mornOf the hundred and forty-six

the door of this horrible prison

shocking sight presented

itself.

the previous evening were forced within

its walls,

but twenty-

three remained alive, and those so ghastly, so exhausted, as to look
like spectres.

This tragedy brought speedy retril)ution upon the head of Suraj.
Clive took the
dras,

command of such forces as could be
his way rapidly to Calcutta, found

and making

possessing himself of that toAvn.

spared from

Ma-

small difiiculty in

This was followed up by the capture
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of Hooghly, further

up the

river

;

rapidity of his movements, Clive

and eventually, by the decision and
compelled the viceroy to sue for

peace.
It

became

remain
marching to

evident, however, that Suraj did not intend to

long on friendly terms with the English ;

for,

upon

their

besiege Chandenagore, a French settlement, the viceroy thwarted

by every means

in his

them

power.

Clive determined that the nabob should be deposed, as a treache-

rous and dangerous enemy; and this resolve was strengthened and
aided by events which at that time occuri'ed in Bengal.

Mir

who had married

the sister of Alverdi Khan, plotted
and having secured the co-operation of the English,
found no difficulty in inducing Clive to take the field.
On the 2 2d
June, 1757, the British commander took up his position in the Grove
of Plassy.
Clive's forces amounted to about three thousand men, onethird of whom were Europeans; those of the subahdar consisted of
fifty thousand foot and eighteen thousand horse; but, notwithstandJaffier,

against Suraj

;

ing this disparity of numbers, the battle terminated in favour of the
English, and Suraj fled from the
friend on

whom

Finding himself without a

field.

to rely, he sought to escape in disguise, but being

recognised by an enemy, he was delivered up and placed in the cus-

tody of the son of Mir

Mir

Jaffier

incurred,

it

Jaffier,

who

ordered him to be assassinated.

being called upon to defray the expenses that had been

was discovered that the

late

subahdar's treasures were

inadequate to meet the demand; after some tedious negotiations,

it

was agreed that one-half of the money should be paid immediately,
and the remainder in three equal payments in three years.
About this time Major Coote was sent to expel the French from
Behar; in which enterprise he succeeded, and an amicable arrangement Avas entered into with the governor of the province.
Whilst the above events occurred in the north, affiiirs were not less
complicated in the south. War was again i-aging between France and
England, and a fleet was daily expected with reinforcements for the
French in Pondicherry. Captain Calliaud, the governor of Trichinopoly, was ordered by the Council of ^Madras to reduce Madura and
Tinevelly, which he at once undertook
he was, however, soon recalled to Trichinopoly, which had been besieged by the Fi-ench during
his absence.
He contrived by forced marches to efiect a junction with
his garrison ; and the French, disheartened by his successful daring,
marched back to Pondicherry on the following day.
The enemy
having been reinforced by troops from Europe under the command of
;
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the Count Lally, that general laid siege to Fort St. David, and finally

captured

it

on June

French arms

1st,

Bussy had meanwhile established the
Having forced the Nizam and his Omrahs

1758.

Deccan.

in tlie

Northern Circars

to submit to his terms, he proceeded to the

for the

Lally, deterpurpose of collecting the revenues of these provinces.
mined, if possible, to strike a blow that should at once overthrow the

supremacy of the British

in India,

and supply

his exhausted treasury

means, ordered Bussy to join him with the whole of his forces.

Avith

The harsh conduct of the French general towards all classes had rendered him most unpopular in his camp and in the native states, so that
when he laid siege to Taujore, he found but little cordiality or co-operation.

His attempts against

arrival of

an English

fleet

this city

were rendered

in the vicinity,

garrison by the governor of Trichinopoly

;

and

fruitless

by the

relief afforded to the

the result was the retreat of

Lally to Carical.

The
arms.

siege of

Madras ended with no

better success to the French

Lally retreated from the trenches; and shortly afterwards, in

an engagement with the English under Coote, befoi'e Wandewash,
suffered a complete defeat ; Bussy being captured with most of the
artillery and baggage.
Coote steadily pursued his victoiious career;
Arcot, Timery, Devi-Cotah, Trincomalee, Pennacoil, Alamparva, Carical,

Valdore, Cillambaram, and Cuddalore,

all

surrendered to the British

troops.
]\Ieanwhile, at

Moorshedabad, Clive received intelligence of the en-

gagement between the English and French fleets on the Coromandel
coast, and the investment of Fort St. David, upon which he hastened
to Calcutta, critical affairs requiring his presence.

On

he
and ap-

his arrival

found instructions from England constituting a council of

ten,

manage the affairs of India. Clive's name
was omitted; but the administration invited him to accept the office
of president, by which they anticipated fresh instructions, that were
forwarded upon the intelligence of the battle of Plassy reaching Eng-

jiointing four governors to

land.

Mir

Jaffier, his

son Meeran, and Nuncomar, a Hindoo, having com-

bined to destroy Dooloob Ram, the
obliged to protect

him

in Calcutta.

Dewan

of the Viceroy, Clive

was

Active measures on behalf of the

injured minister were prevented by the misfortunes of the English in

the Carnatic, Fort St. David being taken, and Madras threatened with

a siege. He resolved not to send troops to Madras, but entered upon
a diversion favourable to that presidency, and of infinite service to
Bengal.

OPERATIONS IN THE DECCAN.
Rajali Anunderaz, dissatisfied with the conditions on

invested

him with power, on the departure
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which Bussy had

of this officer attacked

captured the French settlement of Vizigapatam, and made an

and

offer to

the Madras government to surrender his capture, provided a body of

him to aid in subjugating the Circars. The exeMadras being apprehensive of Lally's progress, declined a distant enterprise; and the rajah addressed himself to Clive, who, in opposition to the entire council, concluded a treaty with Anunderaz, and
despatched Colonel Forde with a large force to aid him.
Forde's operations were retarded both by want of money and supplies; but being joined by the rajah, he advanced against the French
under M. Conflans, who with superior force held a strong position at

troops were furnished
cutive of

Rajamundri.

Forde ordered an immediate attack; and although deby Anunderaz, defeated the French, captured their camp, and
drove them from Rajamundri.
The rajah's penuriousness prevented
Forde from taking immediate advantage of his success ; and when the
English, after a vexatious delay, began to advance, M. Conflans retired
into the fort of Masulipatam.
Forde upon reaching it summoned the
garrison to surrender, but was treated with ridicule, the defenders
being more numerous than the besiegers, with an army of observation
in the field; while Salabat Jing was on his march to su2:)port them
with the army of the Deccan, and a reinforcement expected from Pondicherry.
Though his troops were in a mutiny for their pay, and his
ammunition short, Forde commenced a siege on the 25th of March,
and maintained it vigorously until the 6th of April, 1759, when his
serted

engineers reported but two days' ammunition in store; at the same time
intelligence reached

him

that the

army

of observation was effecting a

junction with the advancing forces of the Deccan; whereon he resolved
to

storm the

fort.

and the troops

As hot

to be

a

fire as

under arms

was ordered during the day,
Forde divided his
midnight led them under the

possible

at ten at night.

army into three divisions, and at
The assailants gained the palisades of the ditch without discovery, when a heavy fire was opened on them; but they advanced
determinedly until the ramparts were possessed, when separating to

little

walls.

the right and

they stormed with success bastion after bastion ; surand panic-struck, the firing coming from every directhe French force surrendered at discretion as morning broke upon
left,

prised, terrified,
tion,

the scene.

The

effect

of this gallant achievement was great and immediate.

Salabat Jing entered into a treaty with Forde, ceding Masulipatam to

the English, and consenting to banish the French from his dominions
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The Pondiclierry reinforcement arrived too late to be of any
and returned after enduring great privations.
Bengal was threatened at this time Avith a fresh danger. Ahimgir II.,
dissatisfied with Mir Jatiier, invested his son with the government of
Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, and the prince collected an army to assume
his rights.
Ramnarain, the ruler of Bei-ar, joining Mir Jaffier and the
for ever.

service,

upon the j^rince, who besieged the
upon which Clive hastened to its assistance but before his
the prince's allies had quarrelled with one another, reducing

English, closed the gates of Patua
place

;

arrival,

him

:

much

to so

distress, that

he wrote to Clive requesting money for

and promising to withdraw from the province. The
terms were acceded to, and the danger removed. Mir Jaffier was so
his subsistence,

made Clive a chief Omrah of the
him a jaghire or estate round Calcutta

grateful for his deliverance, that he

empire, and bestowed upon

worth thirty thousand pounds a year.
Clive, upon returning to Calcutta, was joined by Forde in time for
another emergency. Though peace existed between England and Holland, the Dutch, jealous of the English progress in Bengal, fitted out

a

fleet at

Batavia to counterpoise the English in that province, con-

sisting of seven

ships

manned by 700 Europeans and 800 Malays.

Entering the Hooghly, they landed their forces a few miles from Calcutta, to

march

Forde was ordered

to their settlement at Chinsura.

to intercept their progress, which he did with so

much

success that

fourteen only reached their destination, the remainder being either
slain or captured.

The seven Dutch

surrendered to the com-

shi})s

and the Dutch, in order to avoid being totally expelled
from Bengal, were compelled to pay the exj^enses of the war.
In the ^ladras Presidency the tide of fortune flowed still in favour
pany's vessels

;

of the British.

May
lish.

to Pondicherry, where, in

hemmed

in

by the Eng-

After sustaining a siege of eight months, the fort and town ca-

pitulated,

the

The French had retreated

1760, they found themselves completely

upon which

their remaining settlements

fell

an easy prey to

victoi's.

From this date the destiny of the French in India was sealed.
Bussy had been killed some time previously in an engagement. Lally
returned to Europe, and on his arrival in France was put on his trial
by the French parliament. Defence was in vain he was
condemned, and put to death by the hands of the common hangman.

for treason

;

With him expired the French East India Company ; and though some
few isolated attempts were afterwards made to resuscitate that body,
they never again took any part in Indian aSairs.

SUPKEMACY OF THE BraTISa.
The disappearance of the

Freucli, the
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impotency of the Dutch, and

the subjugation or disunion of the native powers, promised to secure
to the English undisturbed possession of India.

Clive,

having placed

matters on a firm basis, took the opportunity of this political calm

once more to

visit his native country, full of

honours and years, leav-

ing the British power both feared and respected throughout those vast
dominions.^

The

and the following chapters of the historical
and Progress of the British Empire in
of the Bombay Times, Calcutta Englishman, and Friend of India.

authorities consulted in this

section have been Mill's Histori/, Aubir's Rise
the

East, and

files
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11.

FROM THE PERMANENT SETTLEMENT OF THE BRITISH IN INDIA TO THE

DEATH OF HYDER ALL

THE

departure of Clive for England

to Colonel Calliaud, who,

left

the

command

though not wanting

in

of the

army

energy and

had neither the prestige nor the military genius of Clive.
The emperor's son again made an attempt upon the power of

ability,

Jaffier,

and thus kept Calliaud and

his forces

on the

however, another revolution took place at Delhi.

murdered, and his son invested with the dangerous
of

Shah Alum.
The supremacy which

alert.

j\Iir

Before long,

The emperor was
title,

under the name

name, added
nabob of Oude, soon added
large and seasonable reinforcements to his army, so that he found himself in a formidable position for warlike ojDcrations, and accordingly
marched with his large army upon Patna.
Arrived before that important town, Ramnarain, in opposition to
his counsellors, attacked him, but was signally defeated, and the detachment of English stationed there were cut to pieces.
Calliaud
immediately advanced to save Patna, and upon coming up with the
imperialists, attacked them and gained a complete victory.
The emperor having been reinforced by M. Law and his body of French troops,
subsequently stormed Patna a second time, and was repulsed with
great difficulty.
A third assault was anticipated, but fortunately a
strong reinforcement reached Patna under Captain Knox, who, upon
orientals ever attach to the royal

to the direct influence of his vizier, the

how affairs stood, without allowing his troop time for refreshment, ordered an attack upon the imperial camp during the hour of
finding

when he surprised and drove his enemies from
which they never returned.
This gallant aSair was speedily followed by the advance of the Naib
of Poorania with 12,000 men and 30 pieces of cannon upon Patna.

the afternoon's repose,
their position, to
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Knox, whose forces amounted only to 200 Europeans, one battalion
300 irregular horse, and 5 pieces of ordnance, determined
to cross the river and encounter the Naib, in which he was supported
by a friendly rajah with 300 men. His intent was a night surprise of
the enemy's camp ; but through a mistake of his guide this was frustrated.
In the morning, the Naib's army advanced and literally surrounded Knox, who, however, defeated him in every quarter, drove
him from the field, and followed him with destruction until incapacitated by fatigue, when Calllaud took the retreating Naib off his hand,
of sei)oys,

and pursued him vigorously

Upon

for several days.

departure for England the Court of Directors ap-

Clive's

pointed Mr. Vansittart to the head of the executive,

—

a proceeding

government and offensive to the remainder of
having been the usage to nominate the senior member

alike injurious to the

the council

;

it

of the council for the appointment, such a deviation, even in favour of

much

a talented individual, would necessarily engender
ing,

unfriendly feel-

but in the case of Vansittart, whose only statesmanlike recom-

mendation was a grave demeanour, it was highly offensive, and produced very violent dissensions in the Calcutta council, which often
Vansittart found the treasury empty,
terminated most disgracefully.
the troops at Patna in mutiny for pay, Mir Jaffier's allowance to his
auxiliaries in arrear, with little prospect of his paying either that or
his large balance to the

Company.

Instead of advising with his coimcil, he arranged his plans with a

and determined to depose Mir Jaffier, and substitute
Mir Casim, for which purpose he proceeded
with some troops to Moorshedabad. Mir Jaffier naturally opposed this

secret committee,

in his stead his son-in-law

unjust arrangement as long as a probable chance of success remained,

when, scorning an empty

title,

Mir Casim's elevation was

he retired to Calcutta on a pension.
for a stipulated payment, the EngHsh

undertaking to supply him with troops for the collection of his reThese payments, with the expenses of subduing some rebel-

venues.

lious chiefs aided

by the Mahrattas, exhausted

his finances,

which he

determined to recruit by plundering Eamnarain the Hindoo governor
and to forward his views, charged the governor, who had
of Berar
been a faithful ally of the English, with various offences, which Mr.
;

Vansittart, in defiance of the caution afibrded

him both by Major

Carnac and Colonel Coote, listened to. The result is easily foreseen
Eamnarain was seized by Mir Casim, plundered, and eventually put to
:

death with great barbarity.
Vansittart's

government daily diminished

in popularity

;

and

all

:
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when

confidence in the Englisli was destroyed
of Eamuarain,

sacrifice

interest

while

;

who had

so

INDIA.
the natives learnt the

steadily supported the English

was generally promulgated among the Europeans
Mir Casim was the effect of corruption. Van-

it

that the partiality to
sittart's principal

supporters in the council were at this pei'iod recalled

presumed to censure the proceedings
left him in a minority; and Ellis, the

in consequence of their having

of the Court of Directors, which

most determined of his opponents,
he treated Mir Casim without the

appointed resident at Patna

Avas

least deference, seized his officers

and forcibly took possession

for interfering with the transit of goods,

of a quantity of nitre which had been purchased for the viceroy's use.

In these
vants.

acts Ellis

The

was supported by the

transit-duties in his dominions

;

but

time that peculation was then so
this abolition

it

Company's serMir Casim to abolish all

entire of the

seizure of his oificers induced

will hardly

rife in

be credited at this

the council of Calcutta, that

of duties was declared an act of hostility against the

made unless the edict was
Mir Casim took no heed of, and both
parties prepared to solve the dispute by force.
The viceroy, knowing that Mr. Ellis, the resident at Patna, intended
seizing that city, stopped some boats laden with muskets for the troops,
and it was with considerable difficulty that Messrs. Amyatt and Hay,
who had been instructed to remonstrate with him, could obtain his
India Company, and threats of war were
cancelled; a proposition which

sanction to allow the boats to

i^ass.

He

permission to return to Calcutta, holding

eventually granted

Hay

as a hostage.

Amyatb

Upon

learning Amyatt's departure, Ellis iutemperately took the city by a

Mir Casim, enraged at this outrage, despatched a body
and bring back Mr. Amyatt, who resisted, and was, with
several attendants, slain.
This seizure of Patna did not long remain
unpunished the troops dispersed in search of plunder, and the governor, who retreated but a few miles, receiving a reinforcement from
night attack.
to overtake

;

Mongheer, returned, and again possessed himself of the city, when the
English surrendered and were sent prisoners to Mongheer.

Upon

intelligence of these events reaching Calcutta, the council de-

termined that no proposals should be received from Mir Casim, and
that Mir Jaffier should again be invested with the

power he had been

deprived of; and, on the 2d of July, 1763, the English army opened the

campaign.

The

first

engagement was with the van of the viceroy's army,

near Moorshedabad, which terminated unfavourably to him, when the

Indian troops retreated upon Gheriah, where Mir Casim joined them

with

all his forces.

He was

again attacked on the 2d of August, and

;

FLIGHT-OP MIR CASIM.
totally routed after four lioui's'

baggage, and one hundred and
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hard fighting, losing

fifty

his cannon,

all

boats laden with provisions.

After this last engagement he retreated with his forces to Oodiva,

where,

among

the

hills,

much

he entrenched his army with so

ment, that his adversaries were kept at bay for a month

judg-

on the
5th of September, a sudden and successful assault was made, which
compelled Mir Casim to fall back upon Mongheer, then his capital;
which place, with its garrison of two thousand men, shortly surrendered to the English ai-ms.
defeat of the viceroy

:

at

rain and several nobles

;

but,

;

Increased rage and cruelty attended each

Gheriah he executed the unfortunate Eamnaat Oodiva,

two of the Sets

of

Moorshedabad

while at Mongheer the whole of his Eiu-opean prisoners were slaughtered at his

command, with the

single exception of a Dr. Fullerton,

whose professional services and skill proved his safeguard.
On the Gth of November Patna fell by storm, when Mir Casim,
considering his position irretrievable, fled to Oude, and requested the
protection of its nabob, which was granted ; for some time the English

remained upon the confines of Oude, anticipating that the nabob would
surrender Mir Casim; but in this they were disappointed, the nabob
feeling

somewhat confident

in his position,

owing to the insubordi-

nation which at the time prevailed in the English forces.

This muti-

prompted Sumroo, one of Mir Casim's chiefs, to attack the
English near Patna, when he was repulsed with dreadful slaughter.
Unfortunately the illness of Carnac procrastinated the war until the
arrival of Major Hector Monro with a detachment from Bombay.
The mutinous spirit that existed in the army under Carnac prevailed more strongly upon Monro assuming the command; an entire
battalion of sepoys, with ai-ms and accoutrements deserted to the
enemy, but were overtaken and brought back ; twenty-four of the
principal offenders were sentenced to be blown from the mouths of
cannon, and the whole army ordered to witness the execution of the
sentence.
Four of the unfortunate men having been executed, the
nous

spirit

officers of the sepoys waited on the major, and stated that their men
would not permit any more to be sacrificed. A command to load the
field-pieces with grape, and for the Europeans to form in line, with the
guns at proper intervals, was Monro's reply at the same time he ordered
the sepoy officers to return and command their men to ground their
arms ; and declared that if a single man stirred from his position, he
would order his guns to be immediately opened upon them this firmness intimidated the mutineers, and the execution was completed.
;

:

Monro's

spirit effected a great

improvement

in the

army;

after
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he marched against the nahob of Oude, aud destroyed his forces

Alum upon this sought the friendship
of the English, and concluded a peace, which gave the latter supreme
power in Bengal. Mir Casim fled to the Rohillas, the nabob of Oude
near Buxar; the Emperor Shah

being no longer able to afford him shelter.

The finances at Calcutta at this period were in a wretched state
and Mir .Jaffier being totally unable to liquidate the Company's claims,
independent of those demanded from him by private individuals for
losses both real and imaginary, sunk under his embarrassments in
January 1765.
The council invested the second son of Mir Jaffier with the viceroyalty, and installed Eez-Khan, his prime minister, which was by no
means agreeable to the new ruler; nor were these arbitrary proceed;

ings supported by Yansittart, who, upon their adoption, resigned, and
was succeeded by Mr. Spencer.
The company's servants in India had hitherto been little controlled
by the proprietary at home; but the latter, alarmed at the recommencement of hostilities in India, with a mutinous army and exhausted
treasur}', petitioned the

Directors that Clive,

who had been

peer, should be appointed to the

head of

who

their difficulties.

could extricate

them from

palatable to the directory,

Clive having,

treated their authority with contempt,
his jaghire.

But, after a

affairs,

warm

created a

he being the only

man

This was far from

previous to leaving India,

and sued them

discussion

among

for the rental of

the directors, his

appointment was carried by thirteen against eleven votes. Upon this
he demanded, and was invested with, the authority of commander-inchief, president and governor of Bengal, and, with a committee of four
nominated by the directory, empowered to act without consulting or

being subject to the control of the council.

The capture

of Pondicherry raised

Mohammed

Ali,

who was

the

creature of the English, to the sovereignty of the Carnatic; and the

nabob soon
reigned.

felt

In a

of the Carnatic

that
.short

it

was

for their, not his

own

pleasure and profit he

time, however, the administration of the revenues

was determined upon.

The nabob, although unwilling,

could offer no opposition, and was therefore compelled to submit.

The custom of receiving, or rather extorting presents, and the
abuse of private trade, which had become great evils, were two things
Clive immediately investiicated, believing them fi-aught with danger to
the Company, and pernicious to

he compelled both the

its

servants.

As

a

remedy

for the first,

and military servants of the company to
sign a declaration that they would not accept presents from the native
civil

INSUBORDINATION IN THE ARMY,
princes under any pretext whatever.

found

more

it

difficult to

grapple

;
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With the abuses in trade he
some sort of emolument

feeling that

Company's servants,

their salaries being misei-able

and
and tobacco, for
the benefit of the superior servants, the profits to be apportioned to
Though no statesman would now be found to
their respective grades.
defend such a proceeding, he acted upon the principle, that the Comwas due

to the

inadequate, he created a monopoly in

salt,

betel-nut,

pany was a monopoly, and that the servants were merely adopting the
practices of their masters.

The nabob

of

Oude having placed himself

his dominions, excepting

mercy of the
by which he retained

at the

English, submitted to the terms of their dictation,

Korah and Allahabad. These were

transferred

emperor; who, in consideration, promised not to interfere with
his vassal, Bulwant Sing, rajah of Benares, for having joined with and
rendered the English good service during the war.
Understanding
to the

name of free trade, that the company's
had perpetrated in Bengal, Orissa, and Behar, the emperor refused to negotiate upon the subject, and trade was not mentioned in
well the abuses, under the
officers

the treaty

;

but he was compelled to forego

from the Bengal province, and

to cede to the

all

aiTcars of revenue due

Company

the dewanee, or

right of collecting the revenue in Bengal, Behai", and Orissa, on condi-

tion of receiving twenty-six lacs of rupees annually.

To

cover the heavy expenses which service in the

in India, the

Company made an

field necessitates

allowance to their

officers, termed
and upon the army marching to aid Mir Jaffier, he promised
the officers double batta.
But when the revenues of Bengal reverted
to the Company, this was a charge that could be ill supported.
Clive
determined to remedy the evil, and issued an order to the effect that
double batta should cease on the 1st of January, 1766, excepting in
some few instances.
Hereupon the officers determined, unless the double batta was restored, to resign their commissions simultaneously upon a certain day.
Clive having good information of what was proceeding, sent expresses
to Calcutta and Madras for fresh officers, and arrested the principal

batta

exti'a

;

conspirators.

Many

of the

leaders,

among

others

General Sir R,

were tried and dismissed the service. Fletcher, however,
through family interest, was reinstated, and subsequently appointed to
Fletcher,

the

command

more

of the forces at Madras.

Clive would doubtless have

severely punished the promoters of this conspii-acy, but

considered uncertain at this period whether the

power

to enforce capital

it

was

Company had

the

punishment upon Europeans.
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Olive's health at length failing him,

IXDIA.

he resigned

his

command, and

returned to England in the end of January 1767, leaving

affairs in

the

hands of the select committee, at the head of which was Mr. Verelst.
The most extravagant expectations took possession of the proOverprietors of India stock, in consequence of Clive's acquisitions.
looking the vast outlay involved by his conquest, and the incidental

expenses of upholding them, they outvoted the directory, and declared
the dividends should be increased to twelve and a half per cent.

This

could not be effected without boiTO^-ing at an enormous interest ; and
the interposition of the ministry and parliament was solicited, which,

much

to the chagi'in of both parties, canvassed the policy of allowing

a trading company to exercise imperial power over a great and extendiu" dominion. During the peaceful administrations of Mr. Yerelst and

Mr. Cartier, the revenues scarcely defrayed the expenses of government; notwithstanding which the delusion as to the riches of India continued to prevail, although it was at the time well known that an
expedition to depose the Ghoorka, and reinstate the rajah of Nepaul,
who had been dethroned by him, was abandoned in consequence of the

want of funds, all the resources at control being required to arrest the
impending dangers which threatened Madras.
The control of the Carnatic, obtained by the capture of Pondicherry, involved the English in all the political intrigues of the Deccan;
and in their endeavour to obtain quiet possession of the Circai's, they
had to encounter the most hazardous war they had yet experienced in
India.

Salabat Jing, subahdar of the Deccan, had not miscalculated when
he reckoned that the departure of the French under Bussy would
jeopardise his safety: he was assassinated by the confederates of his
brother,

Nizam

Ali,

who determined

to maintain his vice-royalty in the

Deccan, and to re-establish his authority over the Carnatic. He invaded and laid desolate the country; but made a precipitate retreat

upon the advance of the English.

When

the

Emperor Shah Alum

ceded the Northern Circars to the English, the Deccan was esteemed a
part of the vice-royalty; but this

Nizam

sisted all attempts to take possession of

Ali would not admit, and re-

it,

until the English stipulated

and to assist him when necessary with
troops; an undertaking which soon brought them into collision with
Hyder Ali, the governor of Mysore.
While the French and English were fighting in the Carnatic, Hyder
had risen from a subordinate rank to the command of the army of
to pay

him an annual

tribute,

Mysore; and by subjugating the Nairs of Malabar, and taking posses-

RUPTURE WITH HYDER
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slon of several small tracts of land in Southern India, established a
principality for himself.

According to their treaty with the nizam,

him in invading Hyder All's territory, when our
faithless auxiliaiy made peace with Hyder, and turned his arms against
the English, whom he intended betraying to Hyder ; but Colonel
the English joined

Smith discovering

his treachery, retreated to Trincomalee,

having pre-

viously engaged the combined forces of these native princes.

The

nizam, finding in several subsequent actions that the English were invariably victorious, became alarmed, bi'oke his treaty with Hyder,

and

again addressed the Presidency of Madras, who, elated with the prospect of territorial aggrandisement,

and presuming Mysore

sovereignty upon

to be easily

Mohammed Ali;

at the

was superseded

in the

same
command of the forces by the appointment of Colonel Wood, who was
wholly destitute of knowledge in Indian warfare. This Hyder soon
discovered, and defeated Wood, capturing the whole of his baggage.
Subsequently, feigning to retreat, Hyder drew him from Madras ;
then, by forced marches, his son Tippoo, at the head of 6000 horse, appeared suddenly at the suburbs of the English capital. All was terror
and confusion, amidst which Hyder was enabled to dictate terms of
peace, which were agreed to.
Shah Alum, impatient of restoration to the throne of Delhi, unavail-

subjugated, bestowed

its

time Colonel Smith, an experienced

officer,

ingly urged the English to yield their promised assistance.

His prayer

being disregarded, he formed an alliance with the Mahrattas; and by
their aid easily reached his capital, rewarding his auxiliaries with the

The emperor joined them in
an attack upon Zabita Khan, whom, having deprived of the government of Delhi, he regarded with suspicion. Unable to withstand the
plunder of the country of the Rohillas.

and the Mahrattas combined, he was, after a spirited deand his country, then in a most flourishing condition,
The
was, despite the emperor's wishes, laid waste by the Mahrattas.
remainder of the Rohilla chiefs being alarmed, sought their old enemy,
the subahdar of Oude, engaging to pay him thirty lacs of rupees upon
At this period the
his driving the common enemy from their country.
Mahrattas quarrelled with the emperor, and I'eturned to Delhi, making
him virtually a prisoner, and extorted from him the districts of Korah
and Allahabad, after which they repaired to the Ganges, which they
prepared to cross. The subahdar of Oude, though urgently pressed,
never afibrded any assistance to the Rohillas; yet, when the Mahrattas retreated, he demanded the payment of the thirty lacs as stiimperialists

fence, defeated

pulated.

;
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The subahdar and Warren Hastings, who had now succeeded Carmet at Benares in September 1773, and signed
a treaty, by which the emperor of Delhi and the Rohillas were sold to
When Shah Alum joined the Mahrattas, the English
the subahdar.

tier as governor-general,

held

his

Hastings

conduct a justification for stopping the

now went

The

further.

sold to the subahdar for fifty lacs of rupees

and the expenses

lacs,

Bengal tribute.

Korah and Allahabad he
and for an additional forty

districts of
;

of the troops employed, he agreed to assist in

the extermination of the innocent and peaceable Rohillas.

Upon

the

subahdar demanding assistance. Colonel Champion, with a brigade, was
despatched to join in the invasion, which ended in the total defeat of the
Rohillas,

and the

were

fall

of their general, Hafiz

Rahmet Khan.

The

atro-

victory are almost unequalled; but the terms of the treaty

cities of this

and the conquered country, excepting a small

fulfilled,

tract,

was

assigned to the ruler of Oude.

The three commissioners from England, who had been despatched
new constitution which jDarliament had framed, arrived

to enforce the

on the 19th of October, 1774
to form the executive.

The

;

they, with Hastings

first

and Barwell, were

subject discussed was the Rohilla war,

which the three newly-arrived councillors censured with undisguised
They likewise complained that the correspondence of Mr.
severity.
Middleton, the political agent at Oude, was withheld.
the agent's

recall,

They then voted

the withdrawal from the subahdar of the forces, and

immediate payment

for their services.

Suja-ed-Dowla dying at this

time, the council insisted that his son and successor should be held to
his engagements, deliver the country of the

zemindar of Benares

Company, and augment the pay of the European brigade.

opposed these measures, the councillors being supported

inefiectually

by

the

home

authority.

Although
territory,

to the

Hastings

but

in other parts the
little

Company had

largely increased their

augmentation appeared in Western India.

Bassein

commanding the Bombay harbour, were Portuguese settlements until 1750.
A dispute among the Mahrattas respecting the
and

Salsette,

succession to the post of Peishwa, presented a favourable opportunity
for the

interference of the

Bombay

authorities, Avho

supported the

claims of the Ragonat Ras, and stipulated that Bassein and Salsette
should be ceded for this assistance.
These terms were agreed to, and

the English garrisoned both places.

Poonah, the Mahratta

capital, in

An army

was now sent

to place

Ragonat's possession; but orders

arrived from the supreme council of Calcutta disapproving the

bay

policy,

and commanding the abandonment of Ragonat.

BomUpon

;

CHARGES AGAINST WARREN HASTINGS.
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which the English restored Bassein, with some territory in Gujerat, but
Shortly after this mandate
its tributary islands.

retained Salsette and

from Calcutta, despatches from the Court of Directors arrived, highly
approving the policy of the Bombay Presidency, which naturally tended
to increase the existing confusion and jealousy.

At

Warren Hastings

this period the integrity of

peached

;

Avas seriously

im-

charges of peculation and corruption, which he vainly endea-

voured to suppress, were brought against him. The most important
charge was that made by the Rajah Nuncomar, who proved that his
son Goordass and

Munny Begum had

The

this evidence, ordered

council,

upon

but he refused to acknowledge their

paid for certain

offices

they held.

Hastings to refund the money

authoi'ity,

and returned no reply

to their order.

Nuncomar
tempt

failed.

was, with others, indicted for conspiracy; but the at-

He was

afterwards, however, indicted for perjury at the

instance of an obscure native, and tried before the

Supreme Court by

a jury of Englishmen, when he was convicted and hanged.

Perjury

by any existing law ; and there now remains no doubt
that the law was most shamefully perverted, in order to get rid of a

was not

capital

person objectionable to certain

official parties.

The death of one of the members of the council gave Hastings a
majority but he had authorised a Mr. Maclean to convey to the Court
of Directors his resignation, which was accepted, and Mr. Wheeler
;

named

his successor.

General Clavering, being senior

member

of the

was empowered to officiate until Mr. Wheeler's arrival. Hastings, upon reconsideration, refused to carry out his resignation, disavowing Mr. Maclean's proceedings, and insisted upon being recognised
Eventually, however, the
as governor, threatening an appeal to arms.
matter was referred to the courts of law, which pronounced for Hastcouncil,

ings,

who immediately proceeded

to reverse

council, a step highly disapproved

all

the former acts of

by the Court of Directors

;

but to

that Hastings paid no attention.

The Supreme Council having, by their interference, involved the
Poonah and the Bengal government, it was proposed, in
order to conciliate the Mahrattas, to give up Rajonat.
Hastings, however, who recently censured the Bombay policy, now warmly advocated
it, and ordered six battalions of sepoys, one company of artillery, and
authorities of

command of Colonel Leslie, to
Bombay army, entrusted to Colonel Egerton,

a corps of cavalry, under the
concert with the

act in
for the

purpose of restoring Eajonat as Peishwa.

The

results

of these expeditions were

K

disgraceful to a degree.
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Egerton was worsted by the Mahrattas, retreated, and eventually entered into a most humiliating treaty for the safety of his forces.
Leslie's hesitation

and negotiations carried on with diiferent chiefs led
and the council finding
;

to the suspicion of dishonourable motives
their oi'ders disregarded, deprived

Colonel Goddard in his stead,

him

of his

command, and appointed

who advanced

into the interior of the

Mahratta country, hoping to join the Bengal army, when he learned
the disgraceful treaty of Egerton, and refusing to acknowledge it, led
his

army

to

Surat, where Rajonat,

having escaped

from Poonah,

joined him.

Goddard, having

command

of the army, took the field in January

1780, and shortly possessed himself of

Dubhoy and Ahmedabad.

The

Mahrattas, by simulated overtures for peace and prolonged discussions,
tried to overreach his

diplomacy ; but their

efforts

were

futile, for

on

the morning of April the 3d he surprised both Scindiah and Holkar
in their camp, routing their forces Avithout loss on his side.

Eyre Coote, who, by Clavering's death, was appointed a member
Supreme Council, arrived in Bengal as a treaty was concluded
with Rana, a Hindoo prince, whose territory was on the Jumna, between Oude and Sciudiah's country. This prince was shortly after
But a small
invaded by the Mahrattas, whom he could not resist.
force, under Captain Popham, Avas sent to tlie Eana, and expelled
the Mahrattas from Gohud, driving them into their own country.
This victory was succeeded by the capture of the fort of Gwalior, beIt was garrisoned by
lieved by the native princes to be impregnable.
a thousand picked soldiers ; nevertheless Popham, on the 3d of August,
^carried it by escalade, and by this act struck so much terror into the
Sir

of the

Mahratta ranks that they deserted the surrounding country.
This war occasioned fresh quarrels between Hastings and Francis,

who mutually accused each

other of falsehood and fraud.

ences resulted in a duel, in Avhich Francis was

wounded

;

Their

differ-

and

being

it

evident that they could no longer act together, Francis returned to

England.

The position of the Company in the Carnatic was becoming somewhat critical ; the imbecility of the nabob compelling the Madras government to employ British forces to protect the country, they accordingly insisted that he should defray their expenses.
of his revenue compelled

him

borrow

The inadequacy

; and his
embarrassments increased in proportion to the exactions of the lenders.
At this period, July 1770, Admiral Sir John Lindsay reached Madras,
.armed with authority from the home government ; and, acting in

to

at exorbitant interest

;

HYDER

ALI

AND THE ENGLISH.
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Court of Directors and Madras executive, re-

direct opposition to the

cognised the nabob as an independent sovereign, and openly espoused
his cause.

By

virtue of the stipulation entered into between

Hyder and the

English in 1769, to afford mutual support, he applied for assistance in
an insurrection against the peishwa, but was refused. Again, in 1770,

when

the Mahrattas invaded Mysore, he

demanded

effectual support,

offering three lacs of rupees to defray the expenses.

determined the English

co

therefore evaded his demands,

the

Circumstances

avoid compliance until compelled

;

they

while the nabob, being stimulated by

Mahrattas, was anxious to form an alliance with them.

The

nabob's views were suppoi-ted by Lindsay, and opposed by the council

which ended in the

recall of Lindsay,

who

and the promotion

in his stead

between the
nabob and the Mahrattas, but met with decided opposition at Madras.
A peace was eventually concluded between the Malu-attas and Hyder,
of Sir Robert Harland,

unfavourable to the

latter,

also supported the alliance

who

accordingly vented his anger against

the English for their desertion of him.
Little as the authorities were inclined to favour the alliance of the
nabob with the Mahrattas, they were not disinclined to support him

against the rajah of Tanjore, Avho having attacked the polygars, or chiefs,
of the

Marawar

was ordered to desist by the nabob from
The rajah was obdurate; when an army,
Trichinopoly, was ordered to combine with

districts,

offering violence to his vassals.

under General Smith
the Carnatic forces,

at

commanded by Omrah-al-Omrah,

the nal)ob's son,

and advance on Tanjore, the capital. This they invested, and made
every preparation for an attack, having effected a breach ; but at the last
moment, to the indignation of the English authorities, Omrah-al-Omrah
informed Smith that he had concluded a treaty with the rajah, and
hostilities had ceased.
Well knowing this arrangement could not be
permanent, the English left their forces in the nabob's service, and retained the frontier town of Tanjore.

The nabob

instantly

demanded English

assistance to subdue the very

polygars upon whose behalf he had declared war with the rajah of Tan-

and the government without demur joined in the expedition,
in the defeat of the Marawars.
When this petty war was
concluded, the nabob, upon the pretext that the late treaty had not
been maintained, determined to attack Tanjore again; which he did
on the 20th of August, 1773, and caj^tured it on the 16th of the following December, taking the rajah and his family prisoners.
The Court of Directors highly disapproved of this step, and sent out

jore

;

which ended
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Lord Pigot, with orders to restore him, which he effected despite all
opposition
but was eventually arrested and placed in confinement by
the majority of the council, and after eight months died in imprison;

ment.

The government of Madras, on Pigot's death, was administered by
Thomas Rumbold, Mr. Whitehill, and Sir Hector Munro. Rumbold's first measure was to adopt new arrangements in the collection
of the I'cvenues of the Northern Gircars, which, it was asserted, was for
the corrupt gain of himself and his supporters ; this would appear to
have been verified, as large sums were brought into Madras which
Sir

.

never reached the treasury.

Nizam, that his brother, Salabat
Guntur for life, or so long as the subahdar remained in friendship with the Company. But when it was
found that Salabat Jing had enlisted a French force, a negotiation was
set on foot, by which, for an annual sum, he ceded Guntur to the
Company, and engaged to dismiss the French on receiving an English
force, under General Harper, to protect his country.
The French
passed from Salabat Jing into his brother the Nizam's service, who
was jealous of this alliance with the English, and indignant at the
refusal of the Madras council to pay the stipulated tribute for the possession of the Northern Circars.
The Supreme Council at Calcutta
remonstrated against the impolicy of the Madras proceedings, to which
Rumbold replied in no measured terms and in order further to shew
his defiance, granted a lease of Guntur to the nabob of Arcot for ten
It

was agreed,

in 177G, with the

Jing, shovdd retain the Circar of

;

years.

At length the Court of Directors, aroused to a sense of the true
Rumbold and one of his advisers from their

state of affairs, dismissed
service,

and two others from their seats in the council ; severely repriSir Hector Munro, the commander of the forces, for his share

manding

in the late proceedings.

Rumbold

had, however, been guilty of faults of omission as well as

of commission,

some of which subsequently proved sources of great

Hyder, Avho had really great cause of complaint against
the Madras government, formed an alliance with the French; and the
governor of Pondicherry furnished him with arms, ammunition, and
calamity.

from the French settlement of Mahe on the
Rumbold was informed of this, but took no notice; and
while he treated Hyder with contempt, allowed the military establishment at Madras to fall into miserable inefficiency.

stores of every description

Malabar

coast.

Intelligence being received at Bengal, in July 1778, that

broken out between England and France,

it

was determined

war had

to capture

HOSTILITIES

WITH HYDER ALL
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French settlements in India. Chaudernagore, Carical, and MasuliPondicherry capitulated after a vigorous
at once.
The dedefence, the garrison marching out with the honours of war.
The small fort and setfences and fortifications were then destroyed.

tlie

patam surrendered

tlement of

Mahe was

the sole spot

left to

the French in India

;

this

Hyder had previously threatened in the event of its being invaded to revenge upon the Carnatic; but despite this, and the defeats
the British forces had formerly sustained in the Mahratta country, the
government of Madras persevered, and Mahe was taken on the 19th
of March, 1779, by Colonel Braithwaite, who, when ordered to join
General Goddard at Surat the following November, destroyed the fort.
Before Braithwaite had commenced his march for Surat, the chief of

place

Tellicherry sough this assistance to avert the hostility of Hyder,

who

was offended in consequence of the former harhouring a Nair chief who
had displeased the ruler of Mysore; whereupon Braithwaite moved his
forces towards Tellicherry.

The political atmosphere had for some time been getting more and
more disturbed; and at length, in November 1799, the Nabob of the
Carnatic gave the Madras executive warning that Hyder, the Nizam,
and the Mahrattas had united in a determination to expel the English
from India. The only heed taken was in the following June, when Col.
Baillie, who then commanded the forces protecting Salabat Jing, was
ordered to cross the Kistna in the event of disturbances in the CarOn the 21st of July Hyder crossed the frontier with an army
natic.
of 100,000 men, and upwards of 100 pieces of artillery, well manned;
he was counselled by M. Lally, the commander of the French force, a
gentleman skilled in his profession, and of high integrity. The English
forces comprised 6000 infantry, and 100 cavalry, to which the Nabob's

and a few pieces of cannon were additions; while the
people were disaffected at the miserable and divided government of the

irregular horse

Company and the Nabob.
To add to existing perplexities, Munro was reluctant to command,
and wished Lord Macleod, who had just arrived, to assume the manbut Macleod declined risking his reputation in executing
;
Munro's plans, doubting their judiciousness. At length Munro, after
ordering BaiUie to join him at Conjeveram, marched from St. Thomas's
Mount, persisting in encumbiering himself with heavy artilleiy, although

agement

he had no

fortifications to attack,

and

it

was

difficult to find cattle to

carry his provisions.

Arcot was besieged by Hyder, and Munro

felt

anxious for a junc-

tion with Baillie's force, in order to relieve the place; but on the 31st
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of August he learnt that Baillie was stopped

by the swelling of a
and the same day that Hyder
was moving on Conjeveram, having left Arcot. At Perambaucam,
fifteen miles from the main army, Baillie was attacked l)y Tippoo
Saib, Hyder's son, with a very superior force, Avhich was repulsed by the
river a few miles north of Trepossore,

English

;

but Baillie Avas so Aveakened, that, instead of advancing, he

Munro to push on with the main body to relieve
Munro, however, sent a detachment under Colonel Fletcher to
join Baillie, who, believing further reinforcements would arrive, left
his position on the 9th of September, and, despite the vicinity of
Tippoo's forces, continued his march during the night. In the morning
intelligence was brought into camji that Hyder with all his strength
Avas adA'anciug upon him.
What courage and discipline could do,
Baillie's gallant band accomplished; and with the slightest assistance
from Munro, Hyder would have been defeated. As it Avas, left to himself, and losing two of his tumbrils by an explosion, Baillie found his
forces reduced to 400 men, and at length exhibited a flag of truce.
No sooner had they laid doAvn their arms, quarter having been promised upon immediate sun-ender, than Hyder's troops rushed upon
them, and would have murdered the Avhole, had not M. Lally and the
French officers boldly and generously interfered, by Avhicli the lives of
200 mea Avere saA-ed. This disaster compelled Munro to retreat upon
Madras, which he reached on the 13th of September.
The council now began to regret the corrupt practices and indifference it had prcA'iously exhibited; while its thorough destitution of supplies and military appliances had no tendency to diminish the uneasiurgently requested

him.

ness of the authorities.

But the Governor-General, acting up to the

exigencies of the occasion, proposed that fifteen lacs of rupees and a
large detachment of

European infantry and artillery should be sent to
Madras; that Sir Eyre Coote should command the army, and alone
ex])cnd the money transmitted; and that the governor of Fort St. George

should be suspended.

These orders were reluctantly obeyed by the Madras Council.
the 7th of

November

Eyre Coote took

On

Madras
Council, and produced the decree deposing the governor, Avhich was
supported by the majority.
Arcot having been captured, Coote proSir

his seat in the

ceeded to protect Vellore and WandcAvash, both being closely besieged

and gallantly defended.

Wandewash Avas abandoned upon the English
approaching, Avho could not pursue their advantage.
The arriA'al of
a French fleet compelled them to march on Pondieherry, where the
French inhabitants, hoping to recover their former position

in India,
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had enlisted troops and collected
inhabitants,

removed the

stores,

stores.

Coote speedily disarmed the

destroyed the boats, and marched on

Cuddalore, then threatened by Hyder,
into an action; failing in Avhich, he

whom

moved

his

he endeavoured to draw
army onto Trichinopoly,

and on his way unsuccessfully attacked the fortified pagoda of Chillingbram: his failure encouraged Hyder to risk a battle, which terminated,
after six hours' desj^erate fighting, in the complete defeat of the Mysore
army.
Coote, being now joined by a body of sepoys from Bengal, marched
upon the enemy, who were strongly posted; when Hyder's army nearly
suffered a total rout, which he had tact enough to declare a drawn
battle, and marched towards Vellore; Coote followed, and once more
defeated him, having surprised him in his camp. Hyder's cavalry were

nearly

all

sacrificed in his anxiety to save his guns.

ment, Coote returned to Madras, having

After this engage-

lost nearly one-third

of his

engagements with Hyder.
England and Holland being now at war. Lord Macartney, who had
just arrived at Madras as governor, resolved on attacking the Dutch
settlements in India, and commenced with Pulicat and Sadras, both of
which places surrendered on the first summons. He then determined
forces in his severe

Negapatam; but here Coote's jealousy developed itself; he
would neither march himself nor spare any of his troops; upon which
Lord Macartney collected the remainder of the forces in the Presidency,
and gave the command to Munro, who displayed great energy and ability, and compelled the governor in less than three weeks to surrender.
From thence a detachment was sent which took possession of Trincoto attack

malee in Ceylon.

The capture of Negapatam had no tendency to allay Coote's feeland Lord Macartney experienced great difiiculty in maintaining a
semblance of good feeling while negotiating with the nabob. But the

ings;

intelligence of the loss of Chittore,
lore, eff"ected

took the

more than

field,

though so

and the consequent exposure of VelCoote

either remonstrance or supplication.
ill

that he

was obliged to be

lanquin, and would not return until an apoplectic

fit

carried in a pa-

compelled him to

quit the camp.

The Madras detachment occupied Tellicherry after the capture of
closely besieged by the Nairs, but was relieved by Major AbingThe fortress was shortly
don, who arrived with a force from Bombay.
afterwards invested by a general of Hyder's, and Major Abingdon applied to Bombay for assistance, upon which he was ordered to evacuate
the fort ; but upon a second application was supplied with a consider-

Mahe,
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Abingdon now resolved

to act

night of the 7th of January, 1782, he

tacked the enemy's camp, throwing
fled in

it

INDIA.

on the

offensive.

made a vigorous

sally

In the

and

at-

into such disorder that they

every direction, leaving their wounded leader a prisoner in the

hands of the

After destroying the enemy's works and improv-

British.

ing the fortifications of Tellicherry, he marched against and captured
Calicut, garrisoning

it

with English troops.

Duiing the preceding events a secret expedition was planned and
fitted out in England for offensive operations against the Cape of Good
Hope and in the Indian seas. The designs and destination of this
armament were discovered by M. de Suffrein, the French commander,

who

followed the English with his squadron to the Cape de Verd.

Praya Bay, he attacked them, but was beaten off.
The English, nevertheless, required so much refitting, Suffrein having
made the Cape previous to them, that he strengthened and improved
islands, where, in

its fortifications

Commodore

so as to render the contemplated attack abortive.

Johnstone,

who commanded

the English

squadron,

having captured a number of Dutch East-Iudiamen in Saldanha Bay,
returned home with his prizes, leaving a portion of his armament to

At this period General
3Ieadows and Colonel Fullarton, with the strength of the army, sailed
in search of Admiral Hughes on tlie Coromandel coast, while the reproceed to India with the troops on board.

mainder, under Colonel Mackenzie, sailed for Bombay.

upon his
joined Abingdon
learnt

arrival that

at Calicut,

The latter
Madras was in danger ; he accordingly
and entering Hyder's territory, was suc-

cessful in creating a diversion.

M. de

made

Suffrein, ha^'ing reinforced his fleet at the Isle of France,

Coromandel coast ; from whence, after an indecisive acAdmiral Hughes, he retreated, and landed an army of 3000
men under ^I. Bussy at Porto Novo.
These auxiliaries Tippoo hastened to join, he having just destroyed
for the

tion with

Colonel Braithwaite's force at Tanjore.

Braithwaite, whose

band
was encamped near the banks of the Coleroon in fancied security.
But
Tippoo, with 10,000 cavalry, the like amount of infantry, 400 Europeans, and 20 pieces of cannon, surrounded him when least expected.
For twenty-six hours Braithwaite fought and repulsed Tippoo; but
when M. Lally, with his Em-opeans, advanced, the sepoys were dislittle

consisted of 100 Europeans, 1500 sepoys, and 300 cavalry,

heartened,
lish

fell into confusion, and victory declared against the Engcommander, who was made prisoner with the whole of his force.
With the French reinforcement, Tippoo's designs became more
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enlarged ; and on the 3d of April, Cuddalore, an excellent military and
maritime station for the Frencli, surrendered to him. Had the king's
officers deigned to receive orders and advice from the Company's servants, this loss

would have been prevented

;

and upon several other

occasions the like cause was seriously prejudicial to the public service.

Disputes with the

civil authorities,

and absence of proper supplies,
His first object

kept Coote in cantonments until the 17th of April.

was the protection of Parmacoil
its

surrender.

pal depot

j

He

;

but reaching Caranjoly, he learned

then attempted to surprise Ames, Hyder's princi-

but Tippoo removed the treasm-e while Hyder engaged the

English with a distant cannonade, and Coote

fell back upon Madras.
During his preparations to join the French fleet, and in retaking
Negapatam, Hyder amused Coote by pretending to negotiate. And it
most fortunately happened, that as Suff"rein was making for that place,
Sir Edward Hughes fell in with and brought him to action.
The
engagement was most severe, and victory was declaring against the
French, when a sudden shift of wind enabled Suffi-ein to bear off" for
Cuddalore, where he quickly repaired his vessels, and again put to sea.
When the news of this action reached Madras, Lord Macartney
pressed Sir E. Hughes, as both Negapatam and Trincomalee were
threatened, to put to sea and protect them ; but disinclination to receive orders from a Company's servant made the admiral obstinate,
and he put to sea when more convenient to himself, on the 20th of
August, three weeks after Suffi-ein had sailed from Cuddalore. The
result may be anticipated.
Trincomalee had surrendered three days
before his arrival.
Eager to avenge this loss, he immediately engaged
the French fleet with an inferior force, and obtained a victory, but did
not know how to profit by it.
He disabled one of the French ships,
and two others were so crippled that it took them ten days to get into
harbour but Hughes made no attempt to capture them, and returned
;

to Madras.

Hughes determined to leave the coast
Bombay, notwithstanding Negapatam was attacked, and Bickerton on his way to join him with five
Four days after Hughes's dej^arture Bickerton was
sail of the line.
in the Madras roads, when, ascertaining the admiral's movements, he
Sir Eyre Coote at the same time resigned
followed him to Bombay.
the command of the army to General Stuart, a man as obstinate as
The monsoon coming

on,

of Coromandel and seek shelter in

Within a short period of his resigwas again attacked with illness, under which he sank in

himself, but of far infei'ior ability.

nation, Coote

a few days.
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and Bombay ha\dng declared war
Goddard besieged Bassein, and sent Colonel
the British the revenues of the Concan, and cover

The governments

of Bengal

against the Mahrattas,

Hartley to secure for
the Ijesieging army.

Hartley drove the Mahrattas from the Concan,

taking a position near the Bhore ghaut, thence he retreated on Doo-

gaur before a host of the enemy. On the 10th and 11th of December,
an army of 20,000 Mahrattas attacked him ; the result proved a complete
victory for the British, the Mahratta general being

among

the slain.

Bassein having surrendered, Goddard advanced on Poonah, whence

he soon returned, the Mahrattas following him and ravaging the country as he descended the ghauts. On the Bengal side, Popham had been
superseded by Colonel Carnac, whose position was so

critical,

that he

The

resolved, as a last resource, to attack Scindiah's

camp by

stratagem succeeded perfectly; the enemy

every direction, most

fled in

night.

of their guns, elephants, and a quantity of ammunition, being

Colonel Muir,

the conquerors.
the

command

;

who was

left

to

Carnac's senior, then took

shortly after which Sciudiah, whose resources were ex-

hausted, entered into negotiation with him, and a treaty was concluded
at Salbye

on the

Nth

of

May, 1782.

Eeinforcements having been supplied to Colonel ^lackenzie at Calicut,

he opened the campaign in September, and took several forts

the capture of Palagatcherry was essential to perfect his success.

;

but

This

was, however, impossible without artillery, which he had been compelled
to leave behind, wanting di'aught cattle

who had been
a camp a few

;

upon which Colonel Macleod,

dispatched by Coote to take the command, retired to
miles distant, until his batteiing-train should arrive.

Through the negligence of the officer who conducted the retreat, the
This did
baggage, stores, and ammunition were placed in the rear.
not escape the enemy, who, when the main body had passed a narrow
defile, made a sudden attack, and carried off the provision and greater
portion of the ammunition.
The sea-coast was now the only retreat
the English could make.
Tippoo hastened after and overtook them
with 20,000 men but as they retreated they fought until Panrani was
occupied by them.
Here they with difficulty maintained their ground,
and were anticipating a second attack, when Tippoo's army was seen
in full retreat, and in a few hours not one of his forces remained. The
death of Hyder had reached Tippoo secretly, and caused the sudden
movement, leaving the English force at full liberty.
;

;

THE

ACCESSION- OF TIPPOO SAIB.
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III.

FROM THE ACCESSION OF TIPPOO SAIB AS SULTAN OF MYSORE TO HIS
OVERTHROW ANB DEATH AT THE SIEGE OF SERINGAPATAM.
A.D. 1782-1799.

THE

enemy

in vain endeavoured to

keep secret the death of the

Lord Macartney was not long in ascertaining the
nature of the intelligence which had so promptly withdi-awn Tippoo
from the field ; and fully aware of the confusion which invariably
arises in all native states on an occurrence of this kind, wished to
profit by the opportunity thus presented to him, and urged General
Stuart to attack the Mysorean army, which he rightly judged would
be easily overthrown in the absence of their leader.
Stuart, howold monarcli

ever, either did not credit the report of

Hyder's death, or disliking to

expose himself and his troops at a time of year not usually one of action

had changed and
1783 before he was in motion. Stuart
having thus lost this opportunity, withdrew the garrisons from Wandewash and Caranjoly, and blew up both forts ; then marching to Vallore, he heard that Tippoo was retreating from the Carnatic, and had
in that country, delayed operations until the season

it

was consequently February

;

in

ordered the evacuation of Arcot.

The

necessity of establishing his hereditary authority, and repelling

a formidable invasion of the Sikhs, obliged Tippoo to visit the western
side of India.

The English army,

after his

sudden departure, divided

the sepoys marching by land to Tellicherry, while the Europeans pro-

ceed by sea to Merjee, where they were joined by General Matthews

with a considerable army,

who passed

the ghauts, took Bidnore and

Ananpore, and compelled Mangalore to capitulate.

The treasure found at these places Matthews refused to apply in
payment of the arrears due to the army, which Colonel Macleod, Colonel
Mackenzie, and Major Shaw quitted, to complain to the authorities
at Bombay, who superseded Matthews, and appointed Macleod in his

;
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stead.

Eeturnlng by

sea, these officers fell in

with a Mahratta

fleet

and, ignorant of the treaty recently made, an engagement ensued, in

which Macleod was wounded and made prisoner, Mackenzie mortally
wounded, and Shaw killed.
The army of Matthews being most injudiciously dispersed in small
detachments, gave Tippoo an opportunity for concentrating his forces

suddenly attacking Bidnore, he forced
resistance.

;

to capitulate after a gallant

it

Matthews, who commanded the garrison, previous to sur-

among

rendering, distributed the treasm'es in his possession

his sol-

which Tippoo held to be a breach of the temis of capitulation,
and made it a pretext for the imprisonment of ^Matthews, who was
subsequently assassinated ; his companions in arms were likewise sub-

diers,

jected to long and rigorous confinement.

After this action Tippoo

invested Mangalore, a sea-port to which he

attached great impor-

tance.

The Madras army being
inforcement at Cuddalore

inactive, Suffrein landed

Bussy with a

re-

during which time Lord Macartney in vain

;

remonsti'ated with General Stuart against the impolicy of allowing the

French to occupy a post so important.

After several weeks, Stuart

men

marched, but with so much reluctance, that he put his

over three

In the meantime the fleet, which had been augmented,
returned to Madras, and was sent to assist in the recapture of Cuddalore.
By the time Stuart arrived at Cuddalore the French had erected
miles a day only.

several fortified points,

made no attempt
Afiairs at sea
fleets

engaged

remained to

to

which he attacked with

improve

were managed

ofi"

Cuddalore.

still

Suffi-ein the

to reinforce Bussy,

but

The English and French
was thoroughly defeated, but

worse.

Sufirein

repair, while the victorious

which afibrded

partial success,

his victory.

admiral sailed for Madras,

opportunity of landing

who attacked the

men from

English, but unsuccessfully.

his fleet

Bussy,

undaunted, prepared for another attack, when intelligence arrived that

A

peace was established between France and England.

cessation of

was agreed upon, and Tippoo was invited by Bussy to join
in the treaty
the French soldiers in his service being at the same
time recalled. The same messenger that brought intelligence of peace
brought orders for General Stuart to appear before the governor and

hostilities

;

council of ]\Iadras, a summons he reluctantly obeyed
it was resolved
he should be dismissed the Company's service. To this sentence he
refused to submit, and was supported by Sir John Burgoyne ; but
:

Lord Macartney arrested
land.

Stuart,

and sent him

in a

few days to Eng-

;;
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These errors and disgraces were retrieved by Colonel Fullarton,

who commanded

In the height of a vicand ordered him to join at Cuddalore
while marching, he learnt of the armistice and also of Tippoo's demonstration against Mangalore, and without further orders he pushed on
In his way he captured Palagatchen-y and Coimbato Seringapatam.
tore ; but received orders, on the 2Sth of November, to cease all offensive operations, and evacuate the places he had captured.
Fullarton well knew Tippoo's treacherous nature, and delayed
executing the orders he had received ; which foresight was amply
verified by his receiving directions, on the 26th of the ensuing January, to renew the war.
Tippoo would not listen to peace until the
reduction of Mangalore, which he had besieged upwards of twelve
months.
A force was sent to relieve the place under Macleod, who,
instead of doing so, negotiated with Tippoo to be allowed to supply
in the southern districts.

torious career, Stuart stopped

the garrison with provisions

:

the result of these delays was, that

Campbell was obliged to capitulate, marching to Tellicherry with all
the honours of war.
A treaty of peace, embracing a mutual restitution of all captured
places, was signed on March 11, 1784, and ratified by the Supreme
Council at Calcutta during Hastings's

absence,

who wished

subse-

quently to introduce modifications, which Lord Macartney honourably
rejected.

From

way in which the act of parliament was drawn
Supreme Court, consisting of one chief and three
puisne judges, a conflict ensued between it and the council, virtually
involving the Company's right to the provinces acquired.
The civil
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court compassed all claims of the Company
against British subjects, and of British subjects against the natives,
up which

the uncertain
created the

presuming the parties disputing acquiesced in appealing to its decision.
In criminal cases it extended to all British subjects and servants of the
Company; but the act did not define what constituted a British subject, and the judges classed, not only all the subjects of the Company,
but even subjects of the native princes over

any

whom

the

Company

exer-

coming within its jurisdiction. The efiects of
this interpretation were not long before they manifested themselves.
Writs were issued against the Zemindars by individuals for ordinary
debts, upon which the defendants were ordered to appear at Calcutta
if they neglected, they were arrested, or if upon their arrival they were
cised

influence, as

unable to procure

bail,

mained pending the

they were earned

litigation of the suit.

off"

where they rehad been the usage in

to prison,

It
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India, in collecting the revenue, to exercise

summary

jurisdiction in

power was vested in the provincial
councils called Dewannee Adaulut, with which the Supreme Court soon
interfered and when any summary process was enforced, the defendant
was encouraged to take out a writ of habeas corpus in the Supreme
Court, when the judges took bail for the appearance of the parties, and
More than this, the Company had reserved to the
liberated them.
nabob of Bengal the administration of all civil cases. The Supreme
Court, hoAvever, did not heed this reservation, and disputed its enforcement. Whereupon Mr. Hastings instituted a new court, the Sudder
cases of disputed payments, which

;

Dewannee Adaulut, and placed Sir Elijah Impey at the head of it.
The office and emoluments being held during the pleasure of the
governor and council, it was presumed that Impey would no longer
support the pretensions of the Supreme Court against the Dewannee
effect a reconciliation between the antagonistic
But the House of Commons censured these proceedings ; and
Impey was recalled to answer several ci'iminal charges.
Hastings made some important alterations in the finance department. A revenue-board was formed at the Presidency to superintend
the collection and lease the revenues to the Zemindars. He then made
a tour of the upper provinces ; and, as the government was pressed in
its finances, determined to obtain assistance from the rajah of Benares
and the nabob of Oude.
The rajah of Benares, Cheyt Sing, paid a tribute upon receiving
and an addition was demanded, which the
protection of the Company

Adaulut, and would
courts.

;

it was not to be re-demanded.
demanded, and remonstrated against ; when an

rajah paid, stipulating that after the year
It was, however, again

army was

sent to enforce

troops employed.

an additional

it,

wit'i 2000^. besides for the

The same proceeding was repeated the

fine of 10,000^.,

his line of proceeding,

of the

third year, with

although the rajah's agent had presented
Hastings, having deter-

the governor-general with two lacs of rupees.

mined on

payment

upon reaching Benares refused Cheyt Sing

an audience, and had him arrested as a defaulter; when the population
broke into the palace, and cut down the larger portion of sepoys and
their officers

having custody of the rajah.

The

escaped to the opposite bank of the river.
paratively wanting both in

men and money,

latter, in

Hastings,

the confusion,

who was com-

escaped to Chunar. Cheyt
had been rejected, raised a few
troops, who, after encountering a severe defeat from the British troops,
disbanded themselves ; and the unfortunate rajah Hed to Bundelcund,
leaving his wife and treasure in the Bejygur fort, which was soon
Sing,

when

all

his offers of submission

PECUNIARY DIFFICULTIES.
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A grandson of the late rajali,
Bulwant Sing, being declared the ruler of Benares, the tribute was
raised to forty lacs, and the administration of the laws was placed
under the control of the Company.
taken, and Cheyt Sing formally deposed.

Hastings next directed his attention to the nabob of Oude, whose

was

tribute

in arrear 1,400,000^., the

payment of which he intended

Previous, however, to any hostile display, he appointed a
fresh resident, named Middleton, at Lucknow, in direct opj)osition to
to enforce.

Hastings instructed this official to proceed
demands, although knowing the nabob's revenues had been eaten
up in the support of the English forces he had been compelled to mainthe wishes of the directory.

in his

tain.

Middleton, however, was to look to another quarter for the deAt this period there were resident at Lucknow, in possession

ficiency.

two native princesses, or begums, the mothers of the
and present nabobs, to whom Suja-ad-Dowla had bequeathed

of large revenues,
late

the larger portion of his treasure.

These princesses, it was suggested
by the nabob, were far richer than they should be, and were fair objects of plunder, under the plea that they had endeavoured to excite
rebellion in favour of

Cheyt Sing.

They were accordingly stripped

of their revenues forthwith, through the instrumentality of the nabob,
Avho,

having invested their palaces, crowned his proceedings by putting-

the chief and confidential attendants in irons, and threatening to keep
them without food until the treasures of the princesses were yielded

By means

up.

sum

was extorted, which

of this violence half-a-million

procure the release of the unfortunate captives for some
indeed, not until it was manifest that the begums would sur-

failed to

months

;

render nothing further, were their attendants liberated.

Hastings'

share in these proceedings was rewarded by a present of 100,000^.
from the nabob, which he asked the Company's permission to accept,
as a

reward

for his services.

of money thus obtained —whatever may be thought of
—were undoubtedly the means of saving the Carnatic, and

The sums
their source

probably of preserving our empire in the East.
The sinews of war
thus fortunately sujjplied, enabled the campaign in the Carnatic to be
pushed on with renewed vigour, and finally ended in the complete

overthrow of

all

our enemies in that quarter,

—a

no doubt soothed the great man's mind during

consummation that
and

after annoyances

persecutions.

Having thus consolidated the British power in India, and having
during the two years of peace which followed the wars iu the Carnatic,
placed the revenues and general administration of the country in a
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sounder and more
resi'Tuation,

Seldom,
sally

and

if ever,

efficient state,

the Governor- General tendered his

in the early part of

has any

man

IXDIA.

1785 embarked

for

England.

quitted the shores of India so univer-

Military men,
admired and beloved as did AVarren Hastings.
and natives, all united by one common consent in regretting

civilians,

the departure of the

man who,

after a thirty years' residence

fourteen years' rule, had endeared himself to

all

sections of the

and a
com-

munity.

The East India Company having received formal intimation that
would expire in three years from the 25tli of March
interest
was excited regarding the principle of its renewal.
great
1780,
The political events and charges of peculation and oppression laid against
the Company's servants in uo wise favourably influenced either the
public or parliamentary feeling; while Lord North, the minister, held

their charter

it

as the

law of the constitution, that acquired territory belonged solely
This was spiritedly opposed by the Company; and Lord

to the crown.

North, whose administration was extinct in 1782, promised an extension of the charter, with this one further condition, that

all

despatches

received by the directors from their sei'vants in India should be open
to the inspection of the minister.

The Marquis

of

Rockingham, a known antagonist

to the East India

Board, succeeded North; but his death shortly afterwards placed the

Earl of Shelburne, since the Marquis of Lansdowne, at the head of

Fox, who was greatly hurt at being passed over, left the
and joined North in the opposition Avhich defeated the Shelburne administration; and, to the annoyance of George III., brought
affairs.

cabinet,

Fox soon introduced a bill
about the celebrated Coalition Ministry.
for the better government of India, which proposed vesting the patronage of the directory and proprietary in seven commissioners appointed
by the legislature; and also proposed measures for affording a more
Calumny and interest reprecreditable local government to India.
sented his efforts as a means of personal aggrandisement, the seven
commissioners being represented as ready instruments in his hands for
ruling India.
The House of Commons, whose select committees had

made

upon

and passed the
was different in the House of Lords;
for there the king, acting most unconstitutionally, authorised Lord
Temple to state that he should personally regard every man as his
enemy who supported the bill ; which was consequently thrown out
by a majority of eight, the numbers on division being eighty-seven
bill

valuable reports

by large

majorities.

against seventy-nine.

India, were uninfluenced,

Its fate
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after, Pitt, as prime minister, introduced and carried his
and established the Board of Control, composed of six privy
councillors chosen by the king; whose powers, as their title implies,
authoririe them to check and control the most important functions of

Shortly

India

bill,

Company.

the

Upon

the departure of Hastings, the senior

member

of Council,

Mr. Macpherson undertook the government, which he conducted with
great ability, and

much

to the satisfixction of the directors.

After some delay in the nomination of a successor to Hastings, the

Court of Directors appointed Lord Cornwallis to the vacant

office ; and
nobleman arrived iu Calcutta and assumed the reins of government in September 1786, taking at the same time the command of

that

the forces in India.

Promising as were the appearances of the

political horizon at this

new ^vernor-general soon found it as difficult to maintain peace as had his predecessor.
The first symptom of approaching
troubles was by an act of Tippoo, sultan of Mysore, who on some pre-

juncture, the

tence invaded the dominions of the rajah of Travancore, an ally of the
English, and succeeded in introducing a portion of his

intrenched lines of the rajah's fortifications.

The

army within

the

resolute daring of

a small body of Nairs, however, turned the fortune of the day

;

and

Tippoo had the mortification of beholding his numerous troops flying
The sultan himself had
before a mere handful of Hindoo warriors.
some difficulty in escaping with his life, so hotly was he pursued by the
resolute

band of Nairs.

Lord Cornwallis that it was an unknowing his adversary's
character, negotiated treaties with the Nizam and the Mahrattas at
Poonah, to control the restlessness of Tippoo, who meanwhile renevred
his assault upon the lines of Travancore, which he carried on the 7th
of May, 1790, razed them, and desolated the country. This attack was
met by the advance of General Meadows with the Madras army on
Coimbatore, and thence to the interior of the Mysore country; while
General Abercrombie with the Bombay army descended by the Malabar
Tijjpoo endeavoured to persuade

authorised attack of his troops; his lordship,

coast on Tippoo's territory.
favour,

Meadows having

The campaign was terminated in Tippoo's
endeavoured to draw him into a

ineffectually

general engagement, which he dexterously avoided, and captured several

depots well supplied with stores and provisions.

The necessary arrangements having been completed, Cornwallis
Moog-

personally opened the second campaign, and reached the pass of
lee before his

enemy could

offer

any
L

resistance.

On

the 5th of March,
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1791, the English arrived before Bangalore. Colonel Floyd on the next
morning, with a strong detachment, unexpectedly fell in -nath Tippoo's
army, and rashly ordered an immediate attack; which would probably

had not a severe wound prevented him from diThe retreat was covered by Major Gowdie,
who with a few guns effectually checked the pursuit. Cornwallis, on
the night of the 21st of March, though the Sultan and his army were
in sight of the town, attacked and captured Bangalore, when a temble
have been

successful,

recting the operations.

slaughter ensued, upwards of 1000 of the besieged falling during the

The possession

storming.

of Bangalore did not produce the advantages

anticipated; there were scarcely any pro-\-isions, stores, or draught cattle;

and the Nizam's contingent was worthless. But the governor-general,
undaunted, advanced upon Seringapatam, having previously ordered an
Tippoo
invasion of Mysore on the Malabar side by the Bombay army.
was defeated; but the want of supplies and inci-fesing sickness compelled Cornwallis to retreat, with the loss of his battering train and

The Mahrattas joined

stores.

his lordship a

few days after

this loss,

well supplied with draught cattle and provisions; but the season was too

advanced for active operations, and the army retreated to Bangalore.
The third campaign having been well prepared for, was opened with
hill-forts which protected the passes
Mysore country. Amongst the captures was the celebrated
Savendroog, which, from its natural position and artificial advantages,
appeared impregnable, but was taken by storm on the 21st of December; and Octadroog, a fortress almost as strong, fell a few days
spirit,

detachments securing the

into the

later.

A

detachment under the command of Captain

Little, sent to aid the

Mahrattas, obtained great advantages over the enemy; his
ever, instead of assisting,

proved an incumbrance.

attacked a strongly-fortified
of 10,000 men,

After this
territory

fell

till

whom

camp

of the

allies,

how-

With 700 men he

Mysorean army, consisting

he routed, capturing their guns and

stores.

the fortress of Lemoga, opening a portion of Tippoo's

then free from the ravages of the war.

instead of advancing to support General Abercrombie,

top of the ghauts on the Malabar side,

made

The Mahrattas,

who reached

the

a miserable attempt on

Prednore, for the sake of plunder, thus interfering with the plan of the

campaign, and causing the

The

fall

of Coimbatore before the Mysore army.

capitulation being flagi'autly violated,

Lord Cornwallis refused to

listen to Tippoo's solicitations for peace.

On the 5th of Febi'uary, 1792, reinforcements from Hyderabad
having arrived, the governor-general advanced to lay siege to Seringa-

TREATY WITH TIPPOO.
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On the Gth, in the evening, the troops having been dismissed
from parade, were ordered to fall in again with their arms and ammuBy eight all was completed for a surprise on Tippoo's fortified
nition.

patam.

camp, the army advancing in three columns. Tippoo's army, wliich con50,000 infantry and 6000 cavahy, under his own command,
were routed; and their assailants, after storming several batteries, obtained a defensible position before the dawn of morning. At daybreak
hostilities were more fiercely renewed, the fortress opening a destruc-

sisted of

on the redoul)ts captured by the English, and vigorous attempts were made to recover their lost positions; but Tippoo's soldiery
tive fire

were beaten in every direction, and the battle terminated on the evening of the 7th 535 men were killed and wounded upon the English
side; but the adverse army suffered to the extent of upwards of 4000.
General Abercrombie joined Lord Cornwallis nine days after with an
augmentation of 2000 Europeans and 4000 native troops.
On the 24th Tippoo yielded to his fate, and most reluctantly signed
a treaty, by which he bound himself to give up one-half of his territories to his conquerors, pay three crores and two lacs of rupees as the
expenses of the war, and to surrender two of his sons as hostages for
:

the performance of these stipulations.

Tippoo evinced great disinclination to complete
withstanding his sons were in the English camp.
the rajah of Coorg was most objectionable to
until he found preparations

were being made

that he submitted on the 19th of March,
in the definitive treaty.

Upon

Cornwallis took possession of

all

when

his promises, not-

The independence of
him ; and it was not
for

a renewed attack,

his hostages delivered

the conclusion of this treaty, Lord
the French settlements in India, the

revolution in France having brought on a

war ynth England and that

country.

The

Company met with but little oppowhen renewed in 1793. At this period Sir John
servant of the Company, was appointed successor to Lord

charter of the East India

sition or discussion

Shore, a civil

Cornwallis; whose financial and judicial measures, especially the Permanent Settlement, had proved far from advantageous to those whom

he

really intended to benefit;

hence Shaw's appointment,

who was

well

acquainted with the financial administration of India.

The

treaty between the English, the Mahrattas, and the

Nizam

did

not provide for the possibility of disagreement among the contracting
The Mahrattas were desirous
parties, which soon afterwards occurred.
of grasping the spoils of the Nizam, and at the same time apprehensive
of the increasing

power of the English.

Their chief Scindia openly
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expressed his dissatisfaction, and at the same time

made no

hesitation

in asserting that Tippoo should be strengthened as a necessary opposing

His death shortly afterwards prevented

power to the English.

this for-

midable combination from taking place; upon which the Xizam, believing the court of Poonah to be in a state of confusion, hastily invaded

was encountered by a body of troops near
Xizam and his
The Xizam shelofficers fled, leaving his army to suffer a total rout.
tered himself in the fort of Kurdla for two days at the end of which
time he submitted to his enemies' conditions. The Company refused
upon this occasion to allow the British in the Xizam's service to join
him; and upon his return he dismissed them, and appointed a French
the Mahratta ten-itory, but

Kurdla, Avhere an action took place, from which the

;

officer to discipline his troops.

and not

less so

This gave the English great uneasiness;

from the fact of the attempt of some French

officers

to escape from Madras, and the desertion of several sepoys from the

Madras

to the

French

service.

Sir .John Shore, desirous of effecting a reconciliation with Tippoo,

immediately the terms of the treaty were

But the

with due honours.

fulfilled,

delivered uj) his sons

sultan, as revengeful as proud, declined to

meet Shore's advances, treating the officer who accompanied his sons
with great coolness, and refusing a second interview Avith him.
The extravagance and incapacity of the nabob had produced lamentable effects in Oude, to which a disputed accession upon his death
added considerably; his brother claiming the throne, asserting the

The governorLucknow, favoured the pretension of young

nabob's reputed children to be the offspring of others.
general, until visiting

Vizir Ali

;

but whilst there he obtained such information, that he con-

firmed the claims of Satlat Ali, the late nabob's brother,

who was

pro-

claimed on the 21st of January, 1798.
affairs were not more promising than those of
Lord Hobart, governor of Madras, endeavoured to prevail
upon the nabob to renounce his authority; but the governor-general
refusing to allow any intimidation, all his endeavours on this point
failed.
But if unsuccessful with the nabob, Lord Hobart proved otherwise with the Dutch; for immediately on receiving the news of the
outbreak of war between England and Holland, he took possession of
Ceylon, Malacca, Banda, and Ambo}Tia, all Dutch settlements, with
scarcely a struggle.
Shortly after, he was superseded by Lord Clive as
governor of Madras and Sir .John Shore being elevated to the peerage
as Lord Teignmouth, sailed for England, having resigned the governor-

In the Carnatic,

Oude.

;

generalship.

;

RECOMMENCEMENT OF
The

affairs of

India were

Moruington, who assumed the

May, 1798.

now
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placed under the control of Lord

office of

governor-general on the 17th of

Shortly after his arrival he received the copy of a pro-

clamation, issued by the French governor of the Mauritius, certifying
that Tippoo Sultau

had sent two

propose an offensive and
and soliciting soldiers to drive the
English out of Southern India. The document also requested the citizens to enlist, for which Tippoo would pay handsomely.
This was at
first considered a forgery; but upon its proving genuine, no alternative
appeared to be left, and accordingly war was declared against Tippoo.
defensive alUance with the French

officers to

;

General Harris, the governor of Madras, could not respond with
to the orders of Lord Mornington, owing to the embar-

promptitude

rassed state of the finances of his presidency, as well as to the opposition
offered to the

war by

sevex-al of the leading

men

of the government.

Little activity prevailed, therefore, until the arrival of

this critical period fortune

Lord

Clive.

At

favoured the English in a direction in

which they had very little reason to look for it. The French soldiery,
Avhom the Nizam had engaged when he dismissed the English troops,
were disbanded, and in such a state of insubordination and dissatisfaction, that their officers gladly entered the

English lines for pi'otection

the place of these rebellious troops being again occupied by the British
battalions formerly in the Nizam's service.

In November a remonstrance was forwarded by the governorsultan; and he immediately afterwards proceeded to

general to the

Madras, where

all

arrangements were completed for the campaign.

Generals Harris and Stuart

Bombay; and

commanded

the armies of the Carnatic and

the latter was ordered to join Harris as he advanced

on Sermgapatam.

On

the 6th of

Tippoo's country, taking a few

March General Hams had invaded
The Nizam's troops were at

hill-forts.

commanded by the Hon.

Arthur Wellesley, subsequently
upon his military career. Tippoo
gave out reports that the Bombay army was the first contemjjlated
object of his attack; but meanwhile he marched 200 miles in an
opposite direction to intercept Col. Moutressor at Sedasser, who had

this time

Duke

Col.

of Wellington, just entering

three battalions of sepoys under him.

Accident frustrated his inten-

on the evening of the 5th of March the rajah of Coorg, who
had been entertaining Montfessor and his English officers, conducted
them to the heights of Sedasser for the purpose of viewing the Mysore
tions

;

for

country;

when

to their astonishment, in the plain below, they discerned

Tippoo's encampment.

Montressor took every precaution time and

place would allow for defence, and sustained Tippoo's attack the next
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mornlno- most gallantly.

and relieved him from

In the afternoon General Stuart arrived

his perilous position.

Tippoo having exhausted

himself in the effort to prevent the junction, his troops became dis-

heartened and fled in every direction, throwing

down

their muskets,

swords, and turbans, and indeed every thing that impeded their flight.

Tippoo neglected several favourable opportunities for attacking the

army of the Carnatic but at length changed his plans, and determined
upon engaging at Mallavely. The plan of attack was, for three hun;

dred picked men, under the

command

of Tippoo's counsellor, Poor-

and break the right wing of the English upon which
Tippoo was to pour his entire cavalry upon the weakened part, and
But Poorcut through the army, and thus by dividing, destroy it.
niah's detachment was discovered in time; and the Scotch brigade
niah, to charge

;

ordered to receive the attack w^ere strictly enjoined to withhold their
fire until

when

the

enemy were close upon them. Scarcely had they formed
men rushed from the jungle steadily obeying
the Scotch, with national coolness, waited the word to

the three hundred

their orders,

;

which Han'is timed so judiciously, as to lay forty men and horses
on the ground at the first discharge. Harris then advanced his right
wing ; but Tippoo's soldiers, discouraged by the failure of the first
onset, retreated rapidly ; of which advantage could not be taken, owing
to the want of means for transporting the artillery and stores.
The left wing, under Wellesley, was even more successful. Tippoo's
troops, thrown into confusion by the close and steady fire he mainfire,

were charged at an opportune moment with great slaughter
The comparative losses in this
loss of six of their standards.
battle were, on the English side, sixty-six men killed, wounded, and

tained,

and the

missing

;

while Tippoo suffered to the extent of two thousand.

Harris

now prepared

to cross the Cavary, near Soosilly, if prac-

and attack Seriugapatam on the west side, in order to facilitate
the junction of the Bombay army, and obtain the requisite supply of
This movement, unexgrain expected through the western passes.
ticable,

pected by Tippoo,

filled

him with alarm.

On

the

.5th

of April the

In the evening Colonels
Shaw and Wellesley were ordered to attack a watercourse and tope, or
clump of trees, forming an outpost of the enemy ; through some con-

English Hi-my were before Seriugapatam.

fusion, oAving to the darkness of the night, Wellesley

was unsuccessful,

by some mischance was too late the
fake the command for a renewed assault upon the

barely escaping witli.life; and

next morning to
post, which was then carried in twenty minutes.
.

The

•

siege steadily advanced, several breaches

having been made,

DEATH OF
until the clay of assault, the 4th of
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TIPPOO.

May.

At one

o'clock in the day,

the usual Indian hour of repose, Syed Goffhar, Tippoo's best general,

sent

word

an attack was about to be made

to the sultan that

but

;

Tippoo's faith in astrological predictions overweighing the general's

warning, he refused to listen to the message ; and while Syed was deliberating upon the answer, he was killed by a cannon-shot.

At

half-past

one General Baird stepped from the trenches, sword in hand, and gave
In seven minutes the English colours Avere
the orders to advance.
planted and floating at the summit of the breach.
sions, as

The storming

they ascended, wheeled to the right and

left,

divi-

fighting along

the northern and southern ramparts, every inch of which was bravely

defended by the Mysoreans.

Thousands

fell

;

and the slaughter termi-

nated only when the two storming parties met on the eastern rampart.
Tippoo's palace alone remained to be captured, the surrender of which
was withheld in consequence of the uncertainty of its master's fate.
He had fallen in the thickest and hottest of the fight, shot in three
places by musket-balls.
It was late in the evening before Tippoo's
body Avas discovered and on the ensuing day it was placed in the
tomb of Hyder Ali, the highest military honours being paid to the
;

deceased sultan.

Tippoo's family were immediately taken under the

protection of the English, and treated'with every respect due to their

exalted station.

Thus fell one of the most cruel and implacable enemies the British
had ever encountered in India. His love of war appeared to have its
origin in the misery and ruin it carried in its train.
An enemy to the
human race, he seemed to take especial pleasure in exercising his ferocity upon such English prisoners as fell into his power.
Death by the
sword was considered a fortunate termination to their existence, even
when safety had been guaranteed by capitulation and many were the
;

cold-blooded atrocities revealed

when

his death unloosed the

tongues

of his oppressed people.

His name

signifies a tiger

savage animals, types of his

numbers of them about
tioners.

One

;

and so attached was Tippoo

own

his palace,

of his favourite toys

to these

ferocious character, that he kept

and often made them

is still

arranged, in the East India Company's

to be seen,

museum

his execu-

though sadly

dis-

in Leadenhall-street.

It consists of the figure of a tiger in the act of tearing a

European to

on turning a handle some mechanism in the inside moves the
jaws and limbs of the animal, and at the same time emits sounds intended to represent the growls of the tiger mingled with the groans of
the dying man.
pieces

;
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FROM THE DISMEMBEEJIEXT OF THE MTSOREAX KINGDOM TO THE
TERMINATION OF THE FIRST MAHRATTA CAMPAIGN.
A.D. 1799-1806.

death of the tyrant Tippoo was followed by the occupation of

THE

the numerous strongholds of the Mysorean country, which at

once

fell

into the possession of the British

commander.

Colonel Wellesley was appointed governor of Mysore, and assumed

charge of Seringapatam,

much

who, as his senior in years and

How

far the relationship of the

general

may have

the purpose, since

annoyance of General Baird,

to the

had calculated on the post.
young commander to the governorservice,

exercised an influence in this airangement
it

is little

to

afforded Wellesley an opportunity for displaying

those administrative and military talents which were at a future period
destined so greatly to distinguish him.
in restoring order

He

and security throughout

succeeded most completely

his

government, and earned

for himself at once the approval of his superiors

and the respect and

attachment of the natives of the country.

The governor-general,

in the distribution of the late sultan's terri-

determined that his family should be no participators in it ; he
nevertheless apportioned them an extremely liljeral annuity, with a
tory,

That part of ]\Iysore approximating
was created a principality for the Hindoo rajahs
who had been deposed by Hyder Ali. The Nizam had several rich
districts, whilst the English kept Seringapatam and the mountainpasses and forts.
A small portion was set apart for the Mahrattas as
allies, although their forces had not joined during the war.
Lord Mornington being now comparatively unfettered, directed an
expedition against the Isle of France, which had for years been the
rendezvous of several buccaneering vessels, the captains of which had

residence in the fort of Yellore.
to the former capital

;

THE

NIZAll's

openly carried on attacks upon

deemed
its

commanded

ingly

to

and Admiral

;

was ordered

to

The

commerce.

Britisli

also a very favom'able point for

island being

assembling an enemy's

fleet,

Colonel Wellesley was accord-

tenure was held to be indispensable.

place
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CONTINGEXT.

prepare an armament for the capture of the
llainier,

who commanded

in the Indian Ocean,

Trincomalee to co-operate in the attack.

This order

the admiral refused to execute, or join in such an expedition without
instructions from home.

were most disastrous

;

Whatever the admiral's motives, the

results

for these privateers continued during our sub-

sequent wars to levy tribute upon the commerce of the Indian seas

with impunity.

Being

an attack on

foiled in this, the governor-general projected

Batavia with the forces at Ceylon ; but orders from

home

directed

him

body of troops into Egypt to expel the French ; and thus,
The
for a time, the attack upon the Dutch settlement was delayed.
troops at Ceylon were accordingly dispatched to Bombay, and joined
by some native infantry in readiness for foreign service. The combined
body was commanded by Baird, and sent by the Bed Sea to Egypt
to send a

but the French had capitulated before

no share

its arrival,

and

it

therefore took

in the honour's of the campaign.

The Nizam being unable

to protect himself without the British con-

tingent in his service, and the governor-genei-al apprehensive that the

Mahrattas would invade his country, ai-rangements were entered into
between them, that certain districts should be assigned to the English
for the

by the
of

whom

upon

his auxiliaries.
This was rendei-ed necessary
and jealousy of the Nizam's coiwt, some portions
endeavoured to persuade him to dismiss these foi'ces and rely
The acquisition of new territory was in
own enlistments.

maintenance of
inconsistencies

his

opposition to the act under which the

Company

held their authority;

but the prudence of the policy pursued prevented any objection to this
infringement.

Indeed, the court of

H} derabad

presented such a scene

of corruption, imbecility, and profligacy, that, had the

Nizam

sun'en-

power and dominion, little oi^position would have been
oSered, even by the greatest opponents to the East India Company.
During and indeed for some time previous to the war with Tippoo,
Shah Zeman, the Afghan sovereign, had threatened an invasion of
India, which enterprise Tippoo urged him to undertake, persuading
him that the attempt would be joined by all the Mahomedans in
Tippoo's advice so well reconciled itself to Shah Zeman's
India.
wishes, that he invaded the Punjab in 1795 ; but a rebellion at home
His
compelled him, in less than a fortnight, to recross the Indus.
dered

all

his
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second attempt was in January 1797, Avhen he advanced to Lahore,
and, by mediation, made a successful impression upon the Silchs and
their chieftains.

These people were originally a

having a mixed creed of

come

a warlike and independent people,

Shah Zeman

to

conciliate the

tenets, but

owing to the

upon them by the emperors of

tions inflicted

quiet, inoffensive sect,

Mahomedan and Hindoo

The

Delhi.

had be-

cruel persecuefforts

of

Sikhs were, however, opposed by the

Mahomedan priests following his army, and the licentiousness of the
army itself, which he could not suppress ; despite these, however, he
continued to hold the Punjab, and prepared for an attack ujion Delhi.

The occupation of Lahore by the Afghans produced a sensation throughThe weakness of the Mahrattas, and the incapacity of the
out India.
nabob's government, predisposed the populace to revolt
hilla chiefs,

and the Ro-

;

ready to avenge the harshness suffered at the hands of

Warren Hastings, were soon

in arms.

It required but the farther

advance of Shah Zeman to have matured these elements of discord,
which would probably have gone far to have annihilated the power of
the British in India.

His brother, Prince Mohammed, having headed a rebellion, Shah

Zeman was

again compelled to return, in the

ing another and early invasion.

year

;

He

summer

of 1797, threaten-

returned to Lahore in the ensuing

but the Persians attacking his dominions, he was forced to quit

India, in order to protect his

own

This presenting an ex-

territory.

tremely favourable opportunity, the governor-general sent an embassy

and negotiated an offensive and defensive alliwas of little use, for Shah Zeman, in 1801, was
dethroned and imprisoned by his brother.
The affairs of Oude, under Lord Teignmouth's arrangement, had
proved most unsatisfactory. The nabob being irregular in the payment
of his subsidies, his army harassed the people much more effectually
than it could protect them against an enemy whilst his civil government was a mass of corruption.
These circumstances induced the
Marquis of Wellesley, formerly Lord Mornington, to correct the abuses
existing in Oude
to which he was also prompted by the irruption of
Shah Zeman, the effect of whose occupation of Lahore was not lost
to the shah of Persia,

ance, which, however,

;

;

sight

of.

Another circumstance determined a prompt line of action. Yizir
Ali, after his deposition, was permitted by Sir John Shore to reside at
Benares; but this place being considered too close to his former sovereignty,
objected.

it

was determined to remove him to Calcutta

On

the 14th of January,

:

to this he

1799, he called on, and com-

THE AFFAIRS OF OUDE.
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plained In very indiscreet language to the resident, Mr. Cherry

;

while

was remonstrating with him, the vizir started from the
ground and struck him with his sword, upon which his companions
rushed on and murdered the unfortunate gentleman. Four other Engthe latter

lishmen were similarly butchered
himself, that assistance arrived,
sins

fied

from the

adventurers,

He

who

;

but a

fifth

so effectually defended

upon which Ali and

speedily deserted

him upon some

then sought the protection of a Rajpoot chieftain,

him

his fellow-assas-

Vizir Ali immediately collected a body of

spot.

slight reverses.

who surrendered

to the British.

Colonel Scott was
structions authorising

now

despatched to the nabob of Oude, with in-

him

to

demand

the immediate dismissal of the

nabob's native troops, and their replacement by a British army, retain-

ing such as were acquainted with the

The nabob delayed

to resign the sovereignty

made

mode

as long as possible, Avhen
;

of collecting the taxes.

he declared his desire

which the governor-general hesitated upon,

Company. It soon became apparent that
upon which Wellesley adopted measures that
forced compliance
and, upon the nabob asserting his inability to defray the expenses of the English troops, the transfer of the civil and
military government of his country was demanded, his court and family being provided for by the Company while he was also informed
that so much territory as would afford a revenue to defray the subsidy
agreed upon with Lord Teignmouth must be yielded absolutely to the
unless

in favour of the

delay was his object

;

;

;

English.

Every delay that

his ingenuity could devise he adopted, until he

heard that troops were actually advancing upon him, when he reluctantly consented.

Wellesley proceeded with the

On

with which he had commenced.

same promptitude

the day the treaty was signed,

he issued a commission for the provisional government of the country,

nominating the Hon. Mr. Henry Wellesley the head of the com-

mission.

These proceedings were unpalatable to the Court of Directors, and
it was rumoured was to secure family appointments ;

Wellesley's policy

that of Mr. H. Wellesley was particularly censured, as he did not be-

long to the class of Company's servants to which, by act of parliament,

The Board of Directors thereupon
but the Board of Control refused to

such appointments were confined.
ordered his immediate removal
sanction

it,

;

remarking that the appointment was temporary, and hence
Pending these dissensions, Mr. Wellesley

not within the restrictions.

concluded a treaty with the

nabob of Furruckabad, having similar
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but Rajah Rajwunt Sing refusing to

acknoAvledge the treaty, his two fortresses Pridgeghur and Sansu were
besieged and captured.
There were also some refractory Zemindars,
the misrule in the Doab, whom it was necessary
which l^eing accomplished, and having thus established
Mr. Wellesley voluntarily resigned his commission.

who had gained by
to coerce

;

tranquillity,

The East India government, never wasting opportunities nor want-

now discovered that Surat was shamefully misgoverned.
and the non-payment of the triljute, formed a good justification
annexing it to the Company's territories ; which plea Avas further

ing pretexts,
This,
for

strengthened by the constant

diflBculties arising

out of the right of suc-

The nabob of Surat, like many other vassals of the Delhi
empire, when strong enough, became virtually independent, and rendered his succession hereditary. But disputes having arisen respecting
the inheritance, the British interfered and exercised their authority. A
subsequent dispute upon the same subject, in 1789, afforded a further
opportunity for the Company, and the nabob was treated similarly to
cession.

the ruler of Oude, being compelled to surrender the civil and military

govei-nment of his dominions to the English, receiving in lieu a penand with it protection. But the chout, or tribute, he had agreed

sion,

to

pay

to the Mahrattas

was not so

easily settled.

The Guicowar

prince declared his readiness to relinquish his portion of the tribute
to the Company, but the Peishwa was not so yielding.

In Tanjore

produced similar results. The late
on his death-bed, had appointed his adopted sou Sarsuccessor ; but the English government decreed in favour of
like circumstances

rajah, Zuljajee,

bojee his

Zuljajee's brother,

Amar

Sarbojee was compelled to

Sing.

fly to

Ma-

dras in consequence of Amar's tyranny, and was subsequently declared
rajah on the condition that he would cede the civil and military go-

vernment of

The

his

kingdom

to the Enolish.

position of the nabob of Areot

had caused great inconveniences
government and that of Madras. His revenues were nearly
all absorbed or mortgaged, and consequently fell into arrears.
After
the capture of Seringapatam records of treacherous correspondence were
discovered amongst the sultan's papers, involving the late nabob Wallajah, as well as the present, Omdah-al-Omrah, with Tippoo.
Omdah
died while preparations were being made for taking possession of the
civil and military administration of the Carnatic.
He was succeeded
by his reputed son, Ali Hassein, with whom Lord Clive personally negotiated, and received his assent to the proposed terms, which he,
between

his

however, subsequently rejected

;

upon which

his lordship deposed him,

HOSTILITIES AVITH THE MAHRATTAS.
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his cousin, Azim-ed-Dowh\h. Ali remonstrated,
and expressed his willingness to abide by Clive's previous decision ;
both alike were disregarded, and death soon after terminating his career,
as well as that of the rajah of Tanjore, the governments of the latter
country and of the Carnatic were established without further difficulty.

and gave the throne to

Lord Wellesley was equally desirous of maintaining the same

rela-

tions with the Mahrattas, their troops "being little better than banditti,
living rather

on plunder than pay, while the maintenance of such

forces hourly jeopardised the peace of India.

army would

auxiliary disciplined

On

the other hand, an

protect the native princes fi'om their

continual apprehensions of insurrection, and restrain their habits of

rapine and extortion.

who was

legally the

Negotiations were

commenced with

the Peishwa,

Mahratta sovereign, though only in name, for both

Holkar and Scindia, who held their feudatories by military tenure, resupremacy ; the latter indeed so controlled the Peishwa
Bajee Rao, that Lord Wellesley imagined he would readily accept the

jected his

offer of British troops to rid

seemed

himself of this insolent

to favour the governor-general's intentions.

chief.

Fortune

Holkar's family,

who had for nearly a century been acknowledged in the northern states,
having established their virtual independence, and an extent of country scarcely inferior to that of the Peishwa, were at discord

upon the

right of succession, which afforded Scindia an excuse for interfering-,

who

Eao sovereign, and put Mulhar Pao, his brother,
posthumous son of the latter for the fidelity of his
uncle.
Jessvvunt Rao, an illegitimate son of the late Holkar, escaped
from Scindia, and shortly appeared at the head of a body of adventurers ;. but was defeated near Indore, on the 14th of October, 1801,
losing his artillery and baggage.
In the ensuing year he again appeared with a better-disciplined
and more numerous army, and marched against the united forces of
the Peishwa and Scindia near Poonah.
After a severe engagement,
Scindia's cavalry gave way, and a decisive victory was obtained by
Holkar.
The Peishwa left his palace with an intention of taking part
declared Cashee

to death, retaining a

in the

engagement, but being alarmed, he retreated to wait the result

upon ascertaining

it,

he

fled to the fort of

;

Senginh, previously sending

to Colonel Close, the British resident, the outlines of a treaty, binding

himself to maintain six battalions of sepoys, and yield twenty-five lacs
of rupees of his revenue for their maintenance.

The day following

victory Holkar requested an interview with the resident.

Close at once proceeded to his tent, where he found

him

a spear-wound in the body, and a sabre-cut on the head.

suffering

He

his

Colonel

from

expressed
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great anxiety for the mediation of the resident, with a view of arranging

matters Avith the Peishwa and Scindia.

Holkar's propositions had no

upon the Peishwa's fear, who fled in an English ship to Bassein.
The Guicowar having previously declared his readiness to yield his
share of the chout levied on Surat, further to secure the British alliHis death, in September 1800,
ance, yielded the Chourassy district.
produced gi'eat disturbances
for his son was perfectly imbecile, and
These intrigues
unfit to control the intrigues of the court of Baroda.
speedily brought on a war between the late prime minister Nowje
Apajee and an illegitimate brother of the deceased Guicowar but the
English siding with the minister, and furnishing troops, victory deN^owjee being unfettered, pursued his economica
clared in his favour.
reforms by dismissing the Arab mercenaries but this body refused to
disband, demanding enormous aiTcars ; afterwards mutinying, they
The English immediseized Baroda and imprisoned the Guicowar.
Contrary to
ately invested Baroda, which surrendered in ten days.
capitulation, many of the mutineers joined the rebel Kanhojee; but were
pursued, and ultimately, with the latter, driven from Gujerat.
Bajee Kao's flight to Bassein, Holkar treated as an abdication, and
upon
•with other Mahratta chiefs proclaimed Amrut Eao Peishwa
which the most violent excesses commenced the ministers of the late
prince were tortured to reveal his treasures, and every presumed
wealthy person in Poonah was seized, and ten-ified into the delivery of
effect

;

;

;

;

:

his property.

When

these atrocities began. Colonel Close proceeded

to Bassein, and concluded a treaty with

Bajee Eao, by which the

Peishwa agreed to accept an English force, providing for its subsistence, to exclude from his territories Europeans of whatsoever country
hostile to the English, to relinquish his claims

on Surat, and submit

all

him and the Guicowar to the arbitration of the English.
This treaty was no sooner executed than Bajee Piao began in-

points between

triguing with Scindia and Raghajee Bhouslay, rajah of Berar, to frustrate the execution of

it,

in

which these

chiefs willingly assisted, as its

operation would have overthrown the influence they possessed in the
states.
The governor-general promptly restored the Peishwa,
and Amrut Ptao, subsequent to his deposition having deserved it, was
awarded a liberal pension and a residence at Benares.
The governor-general, after restoring Bajee Piao, endeavoured to

Mahratta

obtain the acknowledgment of the Bassein treaty by the Mahratta chief-

and endeavoured to unite Scindia and Holkar to defeat the English policy, which
end they fancied might be attained by procrastination. But General
tains; Piaghajee Bhouslay, however, offered every opposition,
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BATTLE OF ASSAYE.
Wellesley,

who was

invested with the joint powers of political agent

and commander of the army of the Deccan, felt little inclined to submit to evasions, and without circumlocution insisted that the troops of
This
Raghajee should retire to Boxai', and Scindia's to Hindostan.
proposition admitted of no escape, and greatly disconcerted the !Mahratta princes

;

being thus forced to determine at once, they refused,

which was of course regarded as a declaration of war.
Scindia had a numerous army in the northern Mahrattas, disciplined and officered by several French officers, against whom General
Lake was directed to act, while General Wellesley and Colonel Ste-

phenson commanded in the Deccan.

Wellesley's

first

operation was

against the reputed impregnable fort of Ahmednuggar, which withstood
his attack but four days.

He

then pursued the Mahrattas,

who avoided

an engagement ; but being determined to bring them to a decisive
action, on the 21st of September, 1803, he marched in one direction,
ordering Stephenson to take another, so that their forces might again
unite on the 24th, when he fancied the Mahrattas would, from his
But, on the 23d, intelapparently small army, be drawn into action.
ligence reached him that the Mahrattas, fifty thousand strong, with a
hundred pieces of artillery, were encamped close at hand ; he at once
decided to attack them, without waiting for Stephenson's re-inforcernent,

strong.

although his force was only four thousand

five

hundred men

This engagement was the celebrated battle of Assaye, and

began with a

and round shot from
upon the English ranks,

terrible discharge of canister, grape,

the Mahrattas, which told with fearful

which were entirely destitute of

efiiect

artillery

when

;

nevertheless, the English

body of Mahratta horse charged
the 74th.
A countei'- charge of the 19th Light Dragoons and 4th
Madras horse was ordered, and executed with such irresistible effect,
that the enemy's advanced line fell back upon the rear, and the British
and native infantry rushing upon them with impetuosity, drove both
As the enemy attempted to re-form on the opposite
into the Juah.
side of the river, the British cavalry again dashed amongst them, and
troops undauntedly advanced,

a

completely sealed the fate of the Mahrattas, ninety-eight pieces of

The loss was severe on the British side, onewounded or killed. Stephenson did not join
until the evening of the 24th, when he pursued the fugitives, but unsuccessfully ; he, however, reduced the city of Burhampore and the
cannon being captured.

third of the troops being

fort of Asseeghur, while a portion of the Gujerat forces

took Baroach

and other fortresses.
During these proceedings, General Lake, who held powers

in

Hin-
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doostan similar to those of Wellesley in the Deccau, advanced from

Cawnpore against

Scindia's northern army,

under M. Pen-on.

The

NATIVE I>'FANTRY.

campaign opened -with the storming and capture of Alijurh ; but, as a
set-offj Shekoabad was surprised by some Mahratta cavahy, commanded
by a French officer, and the garrison compelled to capitulate, the detachment Lake sent to their relief an-iving too late.
Information reaching M. Perron that Scindia intended superseding
him, he addressed a letter to General Lake, requesting permission to
pass,

with his family, property, and

Company's

territories to

officers

of his suite, through the

Lucknow, which was immediately conceded

by the governor-general.
After capturing Alijurh, Lake advanced upon Delhi, where his advanced guard suddenly encountered a destructive cannonade, M. Louis
Bourquiu, nest in command to Perron, having cleverly ambuscaded his
guns in long grass. The Mahratta position was too strong to draw

them from it. Lake therefore commanded the cavahy to retire, which
the enemy mistook for a retreat,, and rushed after them.
The cavalry

;

BATTLE OF LASWARREE.
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it reached the advancing column, when
opening from the centre, the British infantry passed to the front. The
battalions advanced under a destructive fire from the enemy's guns
until within a hundred yards, when they fired a volley, and charged

retired in close order, until

with the bayonet.

Scindia's infantry

The English broke

into open

abandoned their guns and fled.
columns of companies, and the cavalry

charging through them^ the slaughter was dreadful.
tory Delhi was taken inunediate possession

of,

After this vic-

and Shah Alum

deli-

vered from Mahratta captivity.

Lake then marched against Agra, which was a prey to the greatest
Before the war the garrison was commanded by Eno-lish
ofiicers, who were confined upon the outbreak of hostilities, by their
own men. Seven battalions of Scindia's infantry encamped upon the
anarchy.

but the garrison were afraid to admit them lest they should
plunder the treasury, which they wished to keep for themselves. These
battalions were defeated by Lake Avith the loss of twenty-six guns

•glacis;

after

which the garrison liberated their

officers

and

capitulated, beino-

allowed to retire with their private property.

The

forces sent

by Scindia from the Deccan, reinforced by the rem-

nants of Bourquin's army, were General Lake's next pursuit: he came
up with them on the 1st of ISTovember at sunrise, and fancying they

were in

retreat, sent his cavalry to turn them.
But the Mahrattas occupied a strong position, with seventy-five pieces of cannon chained

The cavalry were forced back,
and the infantry and guns came forward. In the attack Scindia's cavalry proved most cowardly; but the battalions disciplined by the
French fought with desperate determination; refusing to surrender
they died with their weapons in their hands. This battle of Laswarree

together, to resist cavalry, in their front.

destroyed Scindia's power in Northern India; at the same time Kut-

tack and Bundelcund were subdued.

The

enemy moved in the Deccan harassed
but at length, on the 20th of November, he routed
them at Argoam, and there captured Gawelgush, which led to prorapidity with which the

Wellesley

much

posals for peace.

;

The

rajah, of

Berar was the

first

to capitulate, yield-

ing a large amount of territory to the English and their allies, and all
claims against the Nizam; agreeing also that no European should be
admitted into his dominions unless permitted by the British ; accredited ministers were to reside at the respective courts, the rajali reScindia succumbed to similar terms,
ceiving a resident at Nagpore.

but was compelled to
bis ally.

sacrifice

much more

territory

and power than
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Pending these

and

foe,

hostilities,

Holkar
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Malwa was plundering

at

Wlien too

incredulous of the British achievements.

determined to make an

effort for the

'

he

independence of the Mahrattas,

and sent to Scindia, pressing him to break the recently-signed
Avhich fact the latter immediately

friend

late,

made known

treaty,

to the British.

Lake

believing Holkar amicably disposed, invited hini to send officers to
negotiate a treaty.

Upon

were found so preand the governor-general

their arrival, their terms

posterous they were forthwith dismissed

;

being made acquainted with their demands, ordered Generals Wellesley

and Lake

to

march upon Holkar's

territories, Scindia professing the

greatest willingness to co-operate.

Colonel

Monson was

and attack Holkar's
with

spirit,

sent to act in concert with Colonel Murray,

territory

on the Grujerat

Monson advanced

side.

but retreated upon hearing that Holkar with a large force

was marching against him.

It

was an injudicious movement, and de-

plorably conducted, while a want of confidence existed between the
colonel

and

his

Monson sought

army

:

the officers and

men

desired an engagement,

The foi'ts on the line of his
retreat pronounced against the English ; and the troops, weary and
starving, broke through all discipline, and fled in parties to Agra.
shelter

under a

fortress.

This panic increased both Holkar's reputation and his army.

Lake took the

field to

reclaim these misfortunes; but failing to

bring the Mahrattas to an engagement, wasted his time at Mutha,

which afforded Holkar the opportunity of attempting the surprise of
Delhi and securing the emperor, which he nearly accomplished. Lake
then marched to relieve the capital ; but Holkar five days before had
joined the rajah of Bhurtpore, who had broken his treaty with the
English.
General Frazer then undertook the pursuit, and came up
with the enemy's infantry near Deeg fortress on the 13th of November,

and drove them from
at the second,

their first line of guns, but

when Colonel Monson assumed

fell

the

mortally

wounded

command and

cap-

amongst them were fourteen he
had lost in his retreat. Four days later, at Furruclcabad, Lake routed
Deeg was then inHolkar, slaughtering three thousand of his men.
vested, and stormed in ten days.
The power of Holkar now seemed
destroyed, his territory reduced, his forts and capital possessed by the
tured eighty-seven pieces of cannon

English.

;

Bhurtpore alone remained to shelter him.

This place of

refuge Lake attacked on January 2d, 1805, and then, as on subsequent
occasions, with great valour,

though but

little

engineering

skill.

The

siege being converted into a blockade, the rajah sued for peace, which

was accorded him on favourable terms, renewed

hostilities

being anti-
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who had advanced towards Bhurtpore, when
Holkar joined him, and was still hovering about the neighbourhood
and harassing our outposts.
The policy of Lord Wellesley had been that of stripping the native
princes of military, and leaving them civil power only which gave the
cipated witla Scindia,

;

East India
rulers.

Company

By the

entire control over the foreign relations of these

treaties

with the Peishwa and the Nizam, the governor-

general not only protected the frontiers of both, but secured tranquillity in

the southern parts of the peninsula.

from levying tribute on the more feeble
about at the head of a mere rabble.
occasioned vast expenditure

This prevented Scindia

states,

while Holkar

but the diminished cost of governing

;

of the conquered states promised

and the growing revenues

moved

Necessarily such important results

an ample

return.

From July

of this year (1805),

when Lord Cornwallis succeeded

the Mai-quis of Wellesley as governor-general, hostilities continued

between the troops of Scindia and Holkar and those of General Lake.
Driven from the Bhurtpore

wards the north-west

territories, the

frontier,

Mahratta chieftains

fled to-

where they appear to have expected

some countenance.
Lake having conferred with the governor-general, pushed on towards
the Sutlej in pursuit of his troublesome opponents, satisfied that the

only prospect of continued peace in that quarter lay in the utter over-

throw of their power. Undismayed by the perils and trials of a long
and harassing journey through countries then but little known, the
British

commander

halted not until, having crossed the boundary-line

of Alexander's conquests, he encamped his troops on the banks of the

Hyphasis (the Beas), where, upwards of two thousand years before,
the veterans of the Macedonian conqueror had pitched their tents.

The snow-capped peaks

of the Himalayas, the green hills and valleys

of the country of the five rivers, the noble stream
into the Indus at

some distance below,

eyes, whilst, at the distance of a

—

all

whose waters

fell

these were before their

few miles, and within his reach, lay

Holkar, the object of this long and toilsome march.

To have dashed

at him,

and thus have finished the struggle, would
but a controlling power was at hand.

have been the policy of Lake

.;

George Barlow had succeeded as acting governor-general, in the
room of Cornwallis, who died but a few months after his arrival in the
country; and the policy of this civilian was to purchase peace and
Sir

security at

all

hazards, at

all cost.

With

the instructions which at this

juncture reached him. Lake, however unwilling, had no alternative but
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to consent to a peace, the preliminaries of which were arranged in

December, and the treaty was

finally ratified in the

month

of January

1806.

By

the terms of this agreement the British reinstated Holkar in

his possessions, broke

ofi"

their alliance with the rajah of

all

Jeypoor and

other Hindoo chiefs to the westward of the Jumna, and finally marched

back to Delhi. The peace policy of Sir George Barlow, however it
have served a present purpose, did not satisfy those who, like
Lord Lake, viewed matters in India with reference to the future as

may

Avell as

the present

;

and no one who was

opinion believed for a

observed one

moment

moment beyond

the time which

pose of the Mahratta chieftains

lowing chapter

really

competent to form an

would be
might serve the pur-

that this disgraceful treaty

•

and

so

it

it

indeed j)roved, as the

will demonstrate.

-'c'^i;^^tif=^f^:^^^r^>'^—

fol-
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V.

FROM THE RENEWAL OF HOSTILITIES TO THE TERMINATION OF THE
SECOND MAHRATTA WAR.
A.D. 1806-1822.

THE

new

supreme government was not long in promight have been anticipated ; and first we

policy of the

ducing

fruits, as

its

Deccan promising a crisis.
Mir Allum, the prime minister of the Nizam, had, by his attachment to the English, lost the confidence and regard of his master and
intrigues were at this time discovered at Hyderabad for his removal
and the disruption of the alliance with the British. This conspiracy
find matters in the

;

were forwarded to the resident and
of which it was fnistrated.

calling for decisive steps, orders

commander

of the troops,

by means

It was at this period that the Court of Directors, in order to mortify
Lord Wellesley, urged the governor-general to modify the treaty of
Basseiu ; which proceeding Sir George Barlow, with more than ordinary
courage and determination, opposed most strenuously, and declined

carrying out.

Upon
that,

from

the restoration of the Mahratta chief Holkar, he intimated
])uve necessity,

thousand of his cavalry

he must at once disband so
;

whereupon,

large

many

arrears

as twenty-

being

due

to

them, a mutiny ensued, which was only quieted by placing Holkar's

nephew

in their

hands as a hostage.

Having thus the

heir to the

throne in their possession, the troops once more mutinied, but were

subdued and their arrears paid

;

while the innocent object of their

was sacrificed by his uncle. Shortly after Holkar became insane,
and so remained until his death on the 20th of October, 1811.
On his thus becoming incapacitated, the regency was divided between Toolzee Rye, one of his concubines, and Ameer Khan, who
administered for Mulhar Rao Holkar, about four years old, the son of
revolt

Jeswunt Rao.

This imbecile government swayed between two parties.

;
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the Malirattas and the Patans, whose respective ascendency was the

most sanguinary atrocities.
Lord Minto was appointed governor-general, and amved in India
He was a statesman of ability, hated precedents, and
in July 1807.
He soon found that Wellesley had
judged invariably for himself
adopted a firm, but right policy, the very reverse of Cornwallis and
signal for the renewal of the

Barlow, whose imbecility was near proving most fatal to British
There existed in the Deccan at this period a
ascendency in India.

body

who hired themselves indiscriUpon the defeat of the Mahrattas,

of freebooters called Pindarries,

minately to the best paymaster.

own resources, wandered through the country,
and pillaged every place that was too weak to oppose them. Subsequent to the last treaty, they were confined in their ravages to Malwa,
Eajpootana, and Berar ; a few ventured into the dominions of the
these people, left to their

Peishwa and Nizam, but so long as they

the inhabitants at peace

left

they were not molested.
policy of non-interference adopted

The

by

Sir G.

Barlow had not

only exposed the Eajpoot states to great danger, but thrown the Sikh
chieftains into considerable consternation
this

;

they w6re apprehensive that

apparent withdrawal of British assistance might lead to their sub-

jugation by Runjeet Singh, whose recently-established throne in the

Punjab hourly increased in strength.

The abandonment of the rajah of
Eao Ghatkia as minister,

Jeypore, and the employment by Scindia of

who had

previously planned the attack on the British residency, at

length induced the Directory to express their dissatisfaction with Barlow's policy ; at the

same time they wished

to avoid a further extension

of political supremacy.

The Nizam's court had been an exception to Barlow's tactics, he
having been compelled to support the minister Sheer Alum ; upon
whose death an arrangement was eff"ected between the Nizam and the
governor-general to divide the
ite,

ofiice,

appointing the Nizam's favour-

Moneer-al-Mulk, minister, while Chand-u-lal, a supporter of the

British,
natic,

performed the duties of deewan.

The Brahmins of the Carmen of good education,

the sect of Chand-u-lal, are frequently

with enlarged commercial knowledge, while the Mahomedan Omrahs,
to

which Moneer-al-Mulk belonged, are the very reverse.

at once discerned the difficulties

and danger of

his position,

Chand-u-lal

and that his
Hyderabad

office rested upon the supremacy of the British at
he therefore exerted himself to establish the Marquis of Wellesley's
military reform, and organised an army commanded by English oflacers.
In return for which he was supported by British influence against his

tenure of

1G7

GENERAL WELLESLEY's DECISION.

enemies, and allowed to administer the government without interfer-

The

ence.

result of this was, that the

Nizam

fell

into a state of melan-

choly despondency, while the deewan and his relatives flourished at the

expense of British reputation

;

and Lord Minto found

without

that,

overstepping his instructions, a remedy was almost hopeless

were therefore allowed to remain as they stood dui-ing

matters

;

his adminis-

tration.

Upon

Bajee Rao being reinstated by the treaty of Bassein, he did

not hesitate to declare thit revenge was his motive for allying himself

he was of a most profligate character, choosing his
and ministers from those who gratified his lusts or his cruel-

with the English
favourites
ties

:

and through their agency maintained a correspondence with those

;

Avho were most opposed to the English.

General Wellesley well

knew

the character of Bajee Rao, and urged a speedy settlement of the rela-

Peishwa and southern chiefs, who, though nominally
obeyed the Peishwa only when he was strong enough to enforce

tions between the
subjects,

The terms

obedience.

Poonah

of settlement proposed by the resident at

for

adjusting these differences

the

abandonment of

all

were,

money

the oblivion

of past

injuries,

claims, the guarantee of the lands,

granted for supporting a certain number of soldiers for the Peishwa,
attendance Avith the whole of their forces
portion under

command

of a relation at

when

all

required,

times.

and of a third

Upon

adhering to

these stipulations, the British guaranteed the personal safety of the
chiefs

and their

Upon which Lord Minto

relations.

sent to Madras,

Mysore, and the Deccan to have an adequate force to compel the submission of any refractory

At

first

chief.

neither the Peishwa nor the Jaghiredars, or chieftains,

were

willing to submit to English dictation; but the presence of a powerful

and the feudatories accompanied the
Peishwa to Poonah ; and under the mediation of the resident, came
to an arrangement, which greatly increased the Peishwa's power and
force

quieted

dissatisfaction,

resources.

Upon

the insanity of Jeswunt

cising authority,

Ameer Khan

Rao

incapacitating

him from exer-

declared himself regent; and quitting

Indore, headed a body of Pindarries, and began plundering the people,
His next act was to threaten Berar, under the pretence that the rajah

Upon this Lord Minto at once
large sums of money.
abandoned the old policy of non-interference; and tendering the rajah
British protection. Ameer Khan was subsequently driven into his own
owed Holkar

dominions with heavy

loss.

Early in the year 1808

it

was rumoured that Napoleon was again
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endeavouring to establish French influence in India; and, moreover,
that his ambassadors in Persia had been received with great iBarks of
distinction

by Futteh Ali Shah, the reigning monarch, who had con-

cluded with them a treaty most inimical to British interests.

London and

When

from
Lord
Minto despatched Captain Malcolm; but his advance on Teheran was
stopped by the king of Persia, who at the same time insisted that he
should negotiate with his son, the Viceroy of Shiran. To this Malcolm
refused to accede, as unbecoming the dignity of the country he represented; and, after embodying his sentiments in a memorial to the
The ambassador from the British court.
court, he sailed for Calcutta.
Sir Harford Jones, was a most incompetent person, who seemed
At
only anxious to shew his independence of the Calcutta council.
the time of which we are writing, it was the custom with England to
subsidise all her allies; in other words, to pay them for protecting
themselves; and a treaty was signed in 1809, by which Great Britain
bound herself to pay a yearly sum of 100,000/., while the king of
Persia was at war with Russia; and in addition supply 16,000 stand
of arms and twenty field-pieces, together with artillerymen and officers
to instruct the Pei'sians; for which Persia agreed to oppose any attempt
of the French to invade the Company's Indian territory.
A similar impression respecting French influence originated a mission to, the court of Cabul, governed at that time by Shuja-al-Mulk.
An alliance was concluded with this potentate, who was, however,
shortly after driven from the throne, and pensioned by the British.
It has been before remarked that the Marquis of Wellesley's judicious plans for the occupation of the French and Dutch possessions in
For several years
the Indian seas were frustrated by Admiral Rainer.
the weakness of the French fleet precluded them from doing more than
annoy; but in the wnnter of 1808, a number of French frigates sailed
from various ports in France and Holland, and reaching the Indian
seas in the ensuing spring, committed great injury upon our commerce.
Still more serious results being apprehended. Lord Minto announced
his intention of reducing the i-slands which sheltered them, and deThe reduction of Bourpriving our adversaries of any port of refuge.
bon and the Mauritius was efiected with but little difficulty; but Java
was considered an affair of considerable importance. The command
was given to Sir Samuel Auchmuty, under whom the governor-general

this intelligence reached

Calcutta, missions were sent

each to the court of Persia; but without any privity or concert.

served as a volunteer.

On

the 4th of August, 1811, the whole of the

troops were disembarked in twenty-four hours without an accident, and

THE MARQUIS OF HASTINGS.
marched against the Dutch

at Cornellis,

On

of batteries mounting 300 guns.
issued,

which terminated

in the

it

was not

protected by a series

the 26th orders for assault were

storm of the Dutch camp, and sur-

render of 5000 prisoners of war.
fused to submit; and

who were
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But Jansen, the Dutch governor,

re-

until garrison after garrison capitulated,

that he surrendered the island on the 16th of September.

The

principle of non-interference prevented

Lord Minto from check-

Oude towards his subjects; but he
secured the allegiance of Travancore and Bundelcund, and restored
tranquillity, to which they had long been strangers.
The same absurd
policy prevented him from chastising the Pindarries, who, having ining the tyranny of the nabob of

creased in audacity, at length plundered Mirzapore, committing, as

The apprehension of a Mahratta war, which
Lord Minto knew would be displeasing to the Directory, deterred him
from punishing these lawless freebooters.
The tranquillity of our Indian possessions was now disturbed by
usual, all sorts of excesses.

the Ghoorkas, a warlike race on the north-eastern frontier, who, taking

advantage of the disputes and distress of their neighbours, extended

sway through the entire province of Nepaul, and thence to the
by the dependent rajahs, committing great excesses
These were at first regarded as individual
at Gurruckpore and Saruu.
and unpremeditated acts; but at length their frequency compelled Lord
Minto to address the Ghoorka rajah in determined language, demanding redress and threatening retaliation.
But his lordship's recall
threw the duty of curbing these marauders upon his successor. We
might here, if space allowed, allude to the vast benefits both the home
and Indian community had enjoyed through the sagacity, discretion,
and even temper of this really great man, whose doctrines, in the
words of Sir John Malcolm, were '' to conciliate and carry his superiors along with him; but not from the apprehension of responsibility;
for wherever the exigency of the case required a departure from this
general rule, he was prompt and decided."
The arrival of the Marquis of Hastings as governor-general took
place on October 13th, 1813.
His appointment was hailed with great
having proved himself an able diplomatist and brave
satisfaction
soldier on many occasions, he was justly esteemed the most suited
to the exigencies of the times more particularly so, as it was now
well known that neutral policy was rapidly declining in favour at home,
and that determined measures were to be taken to repress the insolence
and violence of treacherous allies and open enemies.
In the following December the rajah of Nepaul sent a reply to
their

plains inhabited

:

;
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Lord Minto's despatch. It was couched in servile and evasive tei-ms,
and led to the appointment of commissioners on both sides to discuss
the various points at issue.

After repeated interviews, the English

commissioners reported that

it

was useless longer to protract their
who were adepts in dissimulation, negotiated merely to gain time ; upon which the governorgeneral dismissed the Ghoorka commissioners, with instructions to
powers,

it

being evident that the Xepaulese,

own

their rajah to confine himself to his

avoid punishment.

At

territory, if

he wished to

same time the chief was ordered to restore
certain lands belonging to the British government which he had
seized; and that in the event of his not complying, troops would at
the

once occupy them.

This notice being disregarded, the magistrate at
Gurruckpore, Sir Roger Martin, took possession of Turall, and the
villages near Sarun were also occupied without resistance.
The rainy

now

season

setting in, the charge of these places was left to native
and the troops withdrawn; upon which the Nepaulese, who had
been watching their opportunity, attacked the civil officers and police,
officers,

who were completely
officer,

defenceless;

they killed eighteen, and

and

after

wounded

six,

murdering the superior
of the police establish-

ment.

This outrage was committed in the presence of the Nepaulese
commander-in-chief, who offered neither restraint to the assassins nor
assistance to the victims.

Immediate representations were made

to

the rajah, who, instead of offering reparation, justified the outrages

which his troops had committed; upon which the Marquis of Hastings
prepared for war, the means of defraying which, had it not been for
the nabob of Oude,

who

sums at lower
market prices, must have been found by the
home government, the Bengal treasury being completely empty.
lent the governor-general large

rates of interest than the

The

was known, were only waiting
and the ^Marquis
of Hastings forcibly represented to the home executive the urgency of
its sanction to a series of determined proceedings, to avoid the impending danger.
With the view of strengthening the British power, the
governor-general had commenced a defensive treaty with the rajah of
Pindarries, like the Ghoorkas,

it

the opportunity to renew their predatory excursions

;

Berar, who, however, after a protracted correspondence, declined ac-

ceding to

it; and, breaking through the existing treaty of 1814, joined
Scindia in the attempt to subjugate the nabob of Bhopaul, who had

long maintained himself against the Hindoo princes.

The

friendship invariably

shewn by the nabob,

particularly in the

Mahratta war, induced us to join him, as well as Govina Rao, the
prince of Sagur, in offensive and defensive treaties, by which means
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were furnished for watching the Mahratta princes, Runjeet Sing and
leader of the Pindarries.
Scindia, who pretended that

Ameer Khan,

was one of his vassals, became greatly enraged
and threatened retaliation ; upon which a body of
troops was marched on Bundelcund, while another force, under the
Nizam, advanced to Elichipore, the capital of Berar ; and the gothe rajah of Bhopaul
at this

alliance,

vernor-general then gave his undivided attention to the coming war in

Nepaul.

The

frontier of

Nepaul consists of mountain ridges, extending 600
; and it was determined to penetrate it by four

miles from east to west

General Ochterlony, with GOOO
marching simultaneously.
was ordered from Loodiana through the hill-passes overlooking the Sutlej
General Gillespie, from the Doab to the west of the
Jumna, and so on to Nahir ; General Wood, through Bootwal to
Palpa ; and General Morley, with the main body, was ordered to
force the Gunduck passes and march direct on Katmandu, the Ghoorka capital.
armies

sepoys,

;

General Gillespie crossed the frontier on the 2 2d of October, 1814,
and captured Dera without opposition ; while Balbhadur Sing, to whom
the defence of the town had been entrusted, retreated to a steep and
well-fortified hill called

Nalapanee.

Gillespie,

strength of the position, determined to carry

it

by

who

miscalculated the

assault,

but had scarcely

reached the wall when he was killed by a musket- ball, and his troops
fled to their lines, leaving

many comrades

behind.

Colonel Mowbray,

with the remainder, retreated on Dera until he obtained a train of

heavy
breach,

artillery; then advancing, after

when an

assault

was attempted

the storming party with gi-eat

loss.

two days'
;

firing,

he effected a

but the Ghoorkas drove back

This so disheartened the sepoys

renew the attack
suiTcnder by bombardment,

and Mowbray compelled the
it had been reduced from

that they would not

;

garrison to

after

600 to 70 inhabitants.
General Martindell, Gillespie's successor, having joined the camp,

marched against Nahir, which the Ghoorkas evacuated, retiring to
Jythuck, a fortress built on a ridge 4000 feet above the adjacent
plain.
The general, having reconnoitered, resolved to turn it on both
flanks, concealing his intentions by an attack in front; but, most unfortunately, the gi'enadiers leading the southern column, underrating
their adversaries, rashly attacked a stockade well flanked

with rocks,

and were received with a heavy and well-directed fire from
and driven back upon the sepoys, who had not formed into
to support them.

The Ghoorkas, perceiving

all

sides,

line so as

their advantage, dashed

;
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forward, driving the British before

them
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camp

to the confines of thei^r

;

after which, General Martindell retreated to Nahir.

General Ochterlony, with the army of the Sutlej, was as conspicu-

He was opposed by Ameerah
and courageous of the Ghoorka leaders,
whose generalship was well and successfully tested. By a series of maous for caution as Martindell for rashness.
Sing, the most experienced

noeuvres the general obtained possession of post after post, until the
entire country

between Plassea and Belarpore submitted

to him.

General Wood, on the other hand, was most unfortunate

while

;

passing through the Sal forest, his troops came upon an unexpected

and well-appointed stockade, which opened a fearfully destructive fire
but Colonel Hardyman, of the 17th Royal regiment, turned both flanks
of the Ghoorkas, and was rapidly securing the victory, when the general,
disheartened by the surprise, to the astonishment and indignation of
the entire force, sounded a retreat.
This was a t}"pe of Wood's campaign, timidity and injudiciousness invariably betraying the incapacity
of the commander.
The fourth army, under General Morley, was quite as discreditably
commanded as that under Wood. Dividing his forces, he posted three
large detachments twenty miles distant from each other; and was
panic-struck Avhcn two of them were cut off by the enemy.
Upon
learning this, he suddenly left the camp, and fled to Calcutta.
His
successor. General George Wood, was a cautious but timid man
and
the consequence was, that the remainder of the campaign was passed in
;

disgraceful idleness.

The

campaign naturally induced a feeling
amongst the enemies of the British in India. In the
Peishwa and Scindia there was a marked alteration ; while Runjeet
and Ameer Khan shewed they were ready, and only wanted the opportunity to act. But the Marquis of Hastings was nothing daunted
and
having ascertained that Kumaoon, in the north of Nepaul, was destitute of troops, he determined, as he could not spare any of his army,
to send an irregular force
for which purpose he appointed Lieut.Colonel Gardiner and Captain Hearsay, formerly in the Mahratta sereffect of this disastrous

of confidence

;

;

vice, to enlist a force

A

among the Patans

of Rohilcund.

number of men were thus collected and divided
between Gardiner and Hearsay.
The latter blockaded Koolulgurt;
and while in this position, the enemy advanced to relieve the place,
and forced him into an engagement, in which he was wounded, captured,
and sent to Almora by his conqueror, Hasta-Dal, Gardiner, understanding well the mode of Patau warfare, submitted to their ways, but
considerable
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and caution, and advanced to Almora
was joined by Colonel Nicholls
with a small train of artillery and 2000 regular infantry. Hasta-Dal
attempted to relieve Almora, but was defeated, and fell in the skirmish;
which so disheartened the Ghoorkas that they suiTcndered the place,
and with it the prisoner Hearsay.
Notwithstanding repeated orders from Calcutta, General Martindell
remained comparatively inactive ; and when he did move, he had
He wasted the season before Jytneither plan nor object in view.
huck now trying an active siege, but wanting courage to push it
proceeded nevertheless with

skill

shortly after Hearsay's defeat, where he

:

boldly; then a blockade, without cutting off the enemy's communications.

His only success was in wasting men and money, and destroy-

ing British reputation in India.

General Ochterlony, however, prepared to follow up his advantages,
while the Ghoorkas retired before

him

to a formidable position, con-

sisting of a mountain-ridge of elevated peaks, all but

stockaded, and further protected by the redoubts of
ghar.

The two unprotected peaks Ochterlony

their attempted recovery

two of which were

Maloun and Serin-

seized, being confident

would bring on a decisive

battle.

And

so

it

The Ghoorkas attacked the British with desperation for two
hours, when they were driven back, with the loss of their commander
and one-third of their force. Ameera Sing would have continued to
resist, but was deserted by the other chiefs ; eventually he procured
safety for himself and followers by surrendering to the British the

proved.

country west of Kalee, as well as the fortress of Jythuck.

having been made for peace, the English insisted on

Proposals
stipulations to

which the Nepaulese refused to accede
command of the main army.

lony was ordered to take

;

and OchterIn February

1816 he penetrated into the forests which protect the frontier of Neand soon reached the fortifications guarding the chief pass through

paul,

the

hills.

A

brief inspection satisfied

him

of the inutility of attempt-

ing to capture the stockades by assault, and that he must adopt other
plans.

row

Upon

further inspection of the locality he discovered a nar-

water-course, which was forthwith entered

by a column of

troops,

headed by Ochterlony. After imminent danger and privation, the summit was attained, and the enemy abandoned their intrenchments as
ifeeless.

The Ghoorkas now brought

their whole force to bear

upon

a post occupied by the English at Makwanpore, but were completely
defeated ; and Colonels Kelly and O'Halloran having obtained another
victory, the rajah of

recently rejected.

Nepaul

During

this

upon the terms he had
war the Ghoorkas, nominally subjects of

solicited peace
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the Celestial empire, had applied in that quarter for assistance

;

upon

which the Chinese assembled an army, but procrastinated marching
Upon learning, however, the origin
until the war had terminated.
of the war, they pronounced the Ghoorkas Avell-deserving punishment,

and unhesitatingly

left

them

to their fate.

The governor -general was

not inclined to act with oppressiveness, nor encumber himself with useless possessions

;

he therefore limited the Ghoorkas to iS"epaul proper,

without disturbing their ancient dominions.

Our

commencement of the war gave rise to fresh
who headed the confederacy, had established a permanent camp, protected by the fort of Gwalior, which had
become a nourishing town in a few years, the increase of which conreverses at the

ISIahratta intrigues.

Scindia,

tributed largely to his pride, as jjroof of his growing power.

He

not

only intrigued with the Peishwa at Poonah, and Holkar at Indore, but
entered into alliance with the rajah of Berar, and obtained promised

upon emergency, from Runjeet Sing and the Rajpoot rajahs,
and even sought to win the rajah of Mysore. This combination during
the Nepaulese war, had it been brought into operation, would assuredly
assistance,

have seriously affected the British authority ; but the mutual jealousy
of the Mahrattas, and knowledge of each other's treachery, combined
allies, required too much time to organise with
such a confederacy, during which peace was concluded with the
Ghoorkas, and the British concentrated their attention upon central

with suspicion of their
effect

India.

Dm-ing this period of uncertainty and anxiety, the residents at
Poonah and ISTagpore were I\Iessrs. Elphinstone and Jenkins, diplomatists of unrivalled ability, possessed of enlarged experience, great
decision,

and intimately acquainted with the relations between the
The position of the resident at Poonah was one of much

native states.
difficulty,

arising out of the treaty of alliance signed between the

The Marquis of Wellesley at the time knew
had induced the Peishwa to contract the aUiance,
and foresaw that jealousy would rankle in the native prince's mind,
and a period arrive Avhen he would display his hostility. This view
was a correct one the state of the Peishwa's affairs being now much
Peishwa and the

British.

that necessity only

:

improved, and the various Mahratta states tendering him their support, he became desirous of cancelling his engagement with the British.

He was

likewise much dissatisfied with various decisions of the Enggovernors in their capacities of arbitrators between himself and his
vassals, conceiving that interest, not right, had been the foundation of
them.
Another great source of annoyance was compelling him to
lish
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renounce his supremacy over Kolapore and Sawant Waree, on the coast
of the Northern Concan ; these states fitted out small piratical vessels,

and had been the scourge of the western seas for years. In 1812
Lord Minto obliged them to succumb to his power, taking possession
of their principal ports, and j^reveuting their mai'itime depredations,
It is
the loss of which was the ground of ofience to the Peishwa.
almost unnecessary to remark, that, like most Asiatic princes, Bajee
Rao was equally ambitious and timid, fond of intriguing, and swayed
by alternate desires and fears. Mr. Elphiustone, by combining discretion with decision, held

him

in restraint, until his inclinations being-

inflamed by a profligate minister, he dashed on through criminality

and treachery

Upon
Bhonslah,

two

to his eventual destruction.

the death of the rajah of Nagpore, in 1816, his son, Pursajee

who was

blind, paralysed,

factions divided the court

Sahib, the next heir, securing

;

and

idiotic,

succeeded him, when

the resident secretly supported

him

to the British interest.

Appa

This was a

blow to the Mahratta confederacy; for though Appa proved treacherous, his timely withdrawal from that union was considered of the
greatest importance to the British.

The most depraved minister of the Peishwa was Trimbuckjee
who commenced life as a runner, then became a spy, and
after passing through a variety of degrading ofiices became the PeishDanglia,

command of the artillery and rank of prime
These steps were rewards for pandei'ing to his master's

wa's favomite, with the
minister.

licentiousness

and innumerable daring crimes. Trimbuckjee shared
to Europeans, whose presence he believed

Mahratta hatred

in the

it

was therefore a studied po-

Math him to join any attempt to

expel or reduce the British

prevented the Peishwa's supremacy
licy

power
the

;

he accordingly instigated Bajee Bao to renew his claims upon

Nizam and Guicowar,

holders,

;

seizing the estates of the principal land-

whose revenues enriched

he collected

his treasury.

five millions sterling

By

previous to the

this audacious step

commencement

of

hostilities.

The claims against the Nizam and Guicowar Mr. Elphinstone knew
were pretences urged for the purpose of keeping open the communiHe
cations between the courts of Poonah, Baroda, and Hyderabad.
therefore strove for an arrangement ; but was thwarted by the Peishwa and his minister. The Guicowar was also anxious for a settlement
between the Peishwa and himself; he accordingly sent a representative to Poonah, with power to conclude a treaty, who, after wasting
twelve months, resolved to return and leave the arbitration to the
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This would have foUed the plans of the Peishwa
British government.
and Trimbuckjee, who accordingly made every exertion to conciliate
Gungadhar Shastre, a Brahthe envoy's favour and arrest his return.
min of repute, the Guicowar's representative, was excessively vain, and

duped by the professed respect Trimbuckjee paid to his abiwhom he proposed resigning his office, that the Peishwa might
Mr. Elphiustone having guaranteed the
secure more able services.
Shastre's safety, finding negotiations dormant, proposed his return ;
readily
lities,

to

envoy refused, when it transpired that a marriage
was negotiating between the Shastre's son and Bajee Rao's sister-inlaw.
The Guicowar refusing to cede some terntory, the marriage was
broken ofi". The refusal of the Shastre to permit his mfe to "s^isit the

to his surprise the

palace proved another offence in the Peishwa's eyes.

These differences soon produced a quarrel between the Peishwa and
Trimbuckjee therefore determined, as he was too deeply

the Shastre.

committed

and resolved upon
accompany Bajee Eao on a

to extricate himself, to alter his policy,

assassination.

The Shastre being

invited to

pilgrimage to the temple of Binderpore, Mr. Elphinstone proceeded

with them as far as Nafik, where he was induced to remain while his

The night after their arrival, the Shastre,
by Trimbuckjee, joined the Peishwa in some ceremonies of
much sanctity, receiving in return the warmest assurances of friendcompanions went forward.

instigated

ship and esteem.

Immediately, however, on quitting the temple, the

unfortunate Shastre was almost

The murder

hewn

to pieces

by hired

assassins.

of an envoy, whose safety the British had guaranteed,

excited universal indignation

;

and the sanctity of the

spot,

and the

character of the victim, afforded additional ground of condemnation.

The

strict

inquiry Mr. Elphinstone enforced fixed the guilt upon the

Peishwa and

his minister.

Hereupon Bajee Rao was informed

that he

might attribute the culpability to the actual perpetrators, but that his
crafty and guilty minister must be surrendered to the British authorities.
The Peishwa hesitating, a British force was quickly assembled
at Poonah; upon Avhich he delivered Trimbuckjee to the resident, having obtained a promise that his
minister was confined in the

life

would be spared. Accordingly the
fort, on Salsette island, where he

Tannah

admitted his participation in the murder, in obedience to the Peishwa's
instructions.

Tannah being entirely garrisoned by Europeans, Trimbuckjee was
by some native servants, to correspond with his friends a

enabled,

;

who passed his place of confinement daily, being his chief
This man carelessly sung, in the peculiar Mahratta recitative

borsekeeper,
agent.
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his information, while the sentries, ignorant of the language,

style,

were incompetent to detect the

plot,

even had they had any suspicion.

made an excuse

All being ready, Trimbuckjee

for quitting his

rooms,

dressed himself as a servant, reached an embrasure, and lowered him-

by a rope which one of his accomplices had secured
had friends ready outside and long ere his flight was
discovered he was safe from pursuit. The Peishwa disclaimed acquaintance with Trimbuckjee's escape ; but Mr. Elphinstone ascertained that
self into the ditch

He

to a gun.

;

money

he not only supplied hira with

him an audience.

A

to raise troops, but

had given
Trim-

r-emarkable display of duplicity ensued.

buckjee disciplined large numbers of Mahrattas and Pindarries, whose
existence the Peishwa denied
parent, he

;

and when

repudiated their actions

became trans-

his falsehood

and threatened them as insur-

Eventually he placed a price on Trimbuckjee's head, and for-

gents.

feited the estates of his principal coadjutors.

It

here necessary, before entering

is

upon the

results of the events

just recorded, to review other portions of the Indian possessions.

reputation gained by the British from the issue of the Nepaulese

was augmented

in the ensuing year

belonging to a tributary of the
ing upon

by

The
war

the capture of Hatrass, a fort

Company named Diaram, who,

rely-

and reputed impregnability, became contumacious, and determined the authorities upon his chastisement. The military depot at Cawnpore furnished a large train of artillery, which in
a few hours effected a breach in the walls, and the principal magazine
exploding, finished the demolition of this invulnerable fort, unaccomits

position

panied with loss to the besiegers.

upon the refractory

pression

The

chiefs in

The

affair effected a sensible

im-

Hindostan Proper.

numbers and daring proporupon the destruction of
body entered and desolated a portion of the Madras

Pindarries, however, increased in

tionately with the success of the British arms

Hatrass, a large

;

and in the following season, despite our exertions, ravaged
The governor-general, convinced that eventuaEy these audacious proceedings would be noticed and ordered to be suppressed by
the authorities at home, merely acted on the defensive, waiting events,
territory

;

the Deccan.

and watching the growing treachery of the Mahrattas, at the same time
for a war, which he saw was inevitable.

making eveiy preparation

This course received the sanction

became

at last

their policy of non-interference

in

;

1813 orders were despatched

tection

of the

home

executive,

who

convinced that Cornwallis and Barlow had erred in

when opportunity

and upon the renewal of the charter
to place

favoured.

Upon

Jeypore under British prothe termination of the

Ne-

;
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paulese war, the capital of Jeypore being threatened by Ameer Khan
and the Pindarries, overtures of an alliance with the prince Avere made
but these advances were received with indifference, owing, it subsequently appeared, to a supposition entertained by the Jeypore prince
that Ameer Khan would abandon his plans, under the impression that
British protection could be secured at pleasure; upon* which the governor-general abandoned any further negotiations until he adopted the
line of action he had in view.
The Peishwa, though professing the most perfect amity towards the
English, was known by the resident to be in league with Trimbuckjee, and fostering a rebellion nominally against his own dominions.
He was manifestly preparing for war; his treasures were removed
from Poonah, his forts repaired and garrisoned, and he levied troops

—

from

all

quarters.

Upon

this the

governor in council declared that

Bajee Eao had broken his treaty with the English, and should be
forced to render satisfaction for his past, together with security for
his future conduct.

His principal

forts

being at the time in the hands

war or concession ; he relucand a treaty was signed on the
18th of June, 1817, in which he abandoned his pretensions to be considered as the head of the ]\Iahratta chiefs, giving up a quantity of territory and the fortress of Ahmednaggar to the British.
As a sequence to the foreg-oing treaty, a supplementary one was
executed in the following November with the Guicowar, in which the
claims of the Peishwa upon him were commuted by the payment of
of the British, he had no choice between

tantly adopted the latter alternative,

four lacs of rupees annually ; the British receiving, as their share of the

agreement, the city of Ahmedabad, the capital of Gujerat, a place of
considerable political and commercial importance.

The Marquis

of Hastings, being

now

comparatively unfettered, pro-

ceeded to execute his plans against the Pindarries.

He

resolved on

pushing forward unexpectedly several coi*ps to occupy certain positions,
so that the enemy were prevented from concentrating their forces. The

upon secrecy and celerity.
The first effort of his policy which greatly influenced the succeeding
war was directed against Scindia, to whom both the Pindarries and
success of this plan he considered rested

Two corps, one under the governorunder Major-General Dorkin, so effectually isolated

Mahrattas looked for support.
general, the other

him that he was forced either to fight or treat. The latter, placed as
he was, he knew was his only alternative, though repugnant to his sentiments

;

and thus early

in the

war the promoter and supporter of op-

position to our rule was detached from his associates.
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RUPTURE WITH THE PINDARRIES.
The

treaty was to the effect that Scindia should use his best exer-

tions to annihilate the Piudarries,

and furnish a contingent to

the British, under the direction of a British officer
efficiency of which, as well as the

;

act with

for the complete

pay of the troops, he was to resign
Company ; that the sums paid as

for three years his claim against the

pensions to his family and ministers should be appropriated to the payment of the cavalry he was to furnish ; and it was further agreed
that the rest of his

who

army should occupy

alone could order their removal.

posts assigned

A

by the English,

further stipulation admitted

the British to gari'ison the fofts of Asseerghur and Hindia during the
war, as pledges for his fidelity ; and the eighth article dispossessed

him

of the absolute control of the Rajpoot states.

This treaty, so adverse to Scindia's inclinations, was opposed in

its

was with difficulty
obtained, and Asseerghur not delivered up, the governor, it was stated,
The British eventually berefusing to comply with his instructions.
sieged and captured the fort, when a letter was discovered from Scindia
execution by every sort of pretext

directing the govei-nor to

:

his contingent

comply with any and every command of the

This letter Scindia endeavoured to palliate upon the plea of
the long-established friendship between their families, an extenuation
Peishwa.

Lord Hastings admitted ; but as a penalty for so gross a violation,
he demanded the absolute cession of Asseerghur, which in our keeping
placed an effectual check upon the freebooters and robbers who had
hovered about it, while under the Mahratta government it being a sure
refuge for them.

The main attack against the Pindarries was now aiTanged. SituMalwa and the valley of the Nerbudda, the armies
of Bengal, Gujerat, and the Deccan moved simultaneously towards
them. The army of the Deccan, numbering fifty-three thousand men,
under Sir Thomas Hislop, formed the centre, being supported by the
Bengal army, twenty-fom' thousand strong, on one side, and the Gujerat
army, nearly as formidable, upon the other ; while the entire force of
the enemy scarcely numbered thirty thousand, and from the jealousy
of their chiefs, Cheetor, Kurrur Khan, and Nasil Mahomed, were desated as they were in

titute

of

all

Favourable as circumstances thus ap-

unity of action.

peared, events at Poonah entirely altered the campaign, and brought

us into a war with the Peishwa.

An

impression prevailing that the treaty which Bajee Rao had

signed at Poonah was intended to be infringed, the resident declined
attending

him when he paid

temple of Pundesore.

his next annual visit of devotion to the

This was done with a view to restore the con-
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government and the Peishwa, while

he,

under pretence of meeting this concession, dismissed a body of his
cavalry ; but it was ascertained that each officer had seven months' pay
in advance, with orders to be vigilant and ready, and when summoned,
to bring as

many

volunteers as possible.

Instead of returning to Poonah, the Peishwa proceeded to Maholy,

near Satara, a place invested with great sanctity by the Hindoos

:

while

he was waited on by Sir John Malcolm, political agent to the
governor-general, who had been visiting and instructing the different
there,

residents respecting the proceedings agafnst the Pindarries.

Sir John,

usually held to be an able diplomatist, was completely duped by the professions of the Peishwa,

and returned to Poonah,

satisfied that

by en-

couraging his desire to augment his forces, and treating him with
The resident, Mr.
confidence, the British would find an able ally.
Elphinstone, differed entirely from Sir John's views, but was over-

and the hill-forts, which were held for the performance of the
were delivered up to the Peishwa, while General Smith's force,
placed so as to intimidate Poonah, was marched to the frontiers of
Candeish, leaving scarcely any protection for the residency.
The
Peishwa returned to Poonah in September, after having matured his
plans against the English at Maholy.
The Mahratta chiefs, however,
ruled,

treaty,

before uniting with him, doubting his resolution, compelled

him

to

swear that he would be guided by the advice of Bappoo Gokla, a
general

who had

their entire confidence.

The Peishwa did not neglect Malcolm's absurd recommendation to
recruit his army ; upon that point his exertions were unceasing, neither
did he omit storing and repairing his forts, or manning his fleet.
Trimbukjee Danglia likewise contributed

his assistance

the Bhuls, Bamoosies, and various predatory tribes

;

by engaging

while constant

despatches passed to Nagpore and the encampments of Scindia, Holkar,
and Ameer Khan. The assassination of the resident and disaffection
of the troops were personally undertaken by the Peishwa.
The fidelity of the sepoys had never been suspected but the reports from every quarter, together with the largeness of the offered
bribes, and a still more important fact, that several of their families
were in the Peishwa's power, and suffering from his vindictiveness, at
length created some apprehension.
But to the honour of these gallant
men, neither domestic considerations, nor the rewards held out, had
any influence on them. All attempts were ineffectual some indig;

;

nantly spurned the

offers,

while others appeared to accept them, for

the purpose of learning the nature of the intrigues, and then divulged
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was this principle of houour exhibited
would not be doing justice to a brave
soldier if we omitted stating that Bappoo Gokla woukl not for a moment listen to or sanction the assassination of Mr. Elphinstone ; on
to their officers.

on our side

If there

on the Peishwa's,

;

it

the contrary, he immediately sent

word

to the resident to apprise

him

That gentleman, knowing that a European regiment
was marching to support him, and aware of the indecision of Bajee Rao,
entertained hopes that his courage might fail at the last moment.
The forces in cantonments being badly posted, Mr. Elphinstone
of his danger.

moved them

to

Khirkee

village,

which had been pointed out by Gene-

ral Smith, in the event of a rupture.

This withdrawal the Mahrattas

attributed to fear, and the abandoned cantonments were immediately

plundered.
lines,

and

sive

Parties of horse at the

same time advanced on the British

while the language of the Peishwa's ministers liecame most oflen-

On

insulting.

the 3d of

November, Mr. Elphinstone deeming

longer delay inimical to our interest, ordered the light battalion and
a

body of auxiliary horse to march on Poonah, when the Peishwa

commence hostilities.
The only portion of the Mahratta army

resolved at once to

was the infantry
Ascending one of
these, it was perceived that a mass of cavalry covered nearly the whole
of the plain below, towards the city
while endless bodies were pouring in from every quarter.
Mr. Elphinstone, discovering the attempt
the infantry were making to cut him off from the camp, retired with
his family to Kirkhee, exposed to the Mahratta fire from the opposite
side of the river
at the same time ordering Lieut.-Colonel Buit to
attack the Peishwa's forces, and Major Ford to support him with the
irregulars.
The Mahrattas, surprised at this movement from troops
they had fancied disheartened, hesitated Gokla, however^ encom'aged
visible

assembling on the tops of the surrounding heights.

;

;

;

men

his

to advance, using praises, taunts,

suited his purpose

sent

word

to

;

and implorations,

as best

but the Peishwa, after the troops had advanced,

Gokla not to

fire

the

first

gun.

The

general, seeing the

messenger, and guessing his errand, instantly opened a nine-gun battery,

detaching a corps of rocket-camels to the right, and advancing

his cavalry

upon both

rapidity of the cavalry

flanks, nearly

movement

left

suiTounded the British

but the

;

the infantry in the rear, with the

named De
men amongst

who had

exception of a battalion under a Portuguese

Pinto,

taken a shorter route, and concealed his

the low jungle.

De

Pinto formed with great steadiness, but was suddenly charged by

the English sepoys, who, in their impetuosity, became detached from
the rest of the troops.

Gokla, to take advantage of

this, led

forward
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was perceived by Colonel Burr, wlio instantly
Piute's routed force, and ordered the sejioya
to reserve their fire. In front of the British left, and unknown to either
party was a deep swamp, into which the Mahratta horse dashed with
six thousand cavalry, but

stopped the pursuit of

De

such impetuosity that those behind rode over their sinking companions

The sepoys poured

in front.
effect

whilst the few

;

A

with ease.

Mahrattas

company

fled in

their reserved fire into

who reached

them with

terrible

the sepoys' bayonets were despatched

of Europeans

now advancing

in support, the

a body, leaving the English victors over a body ten

times their number, with the loss of but eighty-three in killed and

wounded.

Upon
burnt

;

Rao gave vent to his sanThe residency was plundered and

the declaration of hostilities, Bajee

guinary and vindictive disposition.

the families of the soldiery that

robbed, and

many

mutilated

;

fell

into his hands beaten,

the crops destroyed, trees torn up, and

even the graves violated. An engineer officer, surveying, was killed.
Two brothers named Vaughan, one a captain in the Madras army,

were captured whilst travelling near Poonah, and hanged ; but Gokla
terminated these atrocities, Mr. Elphinstone representing to him that
a severe retaliation would follow the continuance of such

The communications from Poonah having

acts.

ceased, General Smith,

suspecting something amiss, prepared to return, and was followed and

On the 13th of November the two detachments effected a junction, marched towards
the camp of Bajee Rao, who, after a sharp engagement, fled to Sattara,
Possession was at
leaving his capital to the mercy of the English.
once taken of it, and further reinforcements having arrived, General
harassed by parties of the Mahratta light horse.

Smith started in pursuit of the Peishwa.
At Nagpore very similar occurrences had taken place. Notwithstanding that Appah Sahib was chiefly indebted to the English for
his elevation, he soon exhibited his ingratitude, by entering into secret
correspondence with the Peishwa.

This, although a violation of his

government did not notice, the resident considering
it would be impolitic to betray any suspicion respecting the rajah's inMr. Jenkins
tegrity, his communications being frank and unreserved.
did not, however, trust to demeanour only the increase of the Nag-

treaty, the English

;

pore anny, and the growing correspondence with the court of Poonah?

But it was hoped
upon the rajah;
still the worst was prepared for, and instant reinforcements demanded.
In a short time suspicions were confirmed, news being brought of an
spoke more plainly than the rajah's professions.

that Bajee Rao's defeat would have had

its

influence
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intended attack upon the residency and cantonments, which the move-

ments of the

rajah's

army tended

were at once taken.

and defensive measures

to confirm,

Colonel Scott with his brigade forthwith occu-

The

pied the residency and neighbouring heights.

British force, about

1500 strong, were here attacked, on the night of the 26th of November,
by an army numbering 18,000 men, and again on the following day,
when, after many hours' severe fighting, the enemy were repulsed with
great

loss.

The

defeat of his army,

destroyed the hopes of

added to the appearance of reinforcements,

Appah

Sahib,

who sought

make his peace
made without his

to

with the British, declaring the late attack had been

He was

cognisance.

ordered to draw off his troops from the vicinity

before any reply would be made, with which he instantly complied, but
still

continued to vacillate in his conduct.

now

arrived with his

army

terms were offered the rajah
tary stores, disband his

afterwards

;

General Doveton having

in support of the resident, the following
:

viz. to deliver

Arab mercenaries

up

his ordnance

at once,

and

his

and

own

mili-

troops

that the British should occupy Nagpoi'e, and himself i-eside

He was

at the residency as a hostage.

still

left

with the nominal

sovereignty and functions, against the wish of the governor-general,

who acceded to the representations
after many evasions, and a further

of Mr. Jenkins

;

and the

latter,

Arab

troops,

struggle with the

brought the rajah to accede to the British terms.

The Marquis of Hastings ordered the embodiment
the provisional engagements with

Appah Sahib ; but

in a treaty of

before final in-

fresh revolution had burst forth.
The
was refused by the governors. This, it
was suspected, and soon confirmed, was at the instigation of the rajah ;
while cdrresp-ondence between the rajah, his troops, and former minisThe murters, clearly demonstrating renewed hostility, was detected.
der likewise of his predecessor was clearly brought home to him.
These offences, great as they were, would not have induced Mr. Jenkins

structions reached

Nagpore a

cession of the forts of Berar

to have adopted extraordinary measures

intended escape reaching

liim,

palace and capture the rajah,

;

but information of the rajah's

he ordered a detachment to occupy the

who was

placed in confinement at the

residency until ordered to be sent, strongly escorted, into Hindostan.

But while on
tending

his

illness

way

to Benares, appointed as his residence,

and bribing

his

guards, he escaped.

The

by pre-

officer

in

charge visited the rajah at the usual hour at night, found him apparently asleep in bed, the attendants requesting

master, repose being essential

him not

to disturb their

to his enfeebled condition

;

this

was
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acceded

and a hasty glance

to,

failing to detect a i)illow as a substitute

for the invalid, the officer departed,

His

miles away.

whom

dieiy,
ing,

upon

Appah

escort,

it

Appah Sahib

at the time being

subsequently appeared, were his

he had been allowed to

select,

own

sol-

the authorities not wish-

kingdom,

his leaving his

Mahedo

fled to the

INDIA.

hills,

to irritate his feelings by a denial.
and thence to Asseerghur, where he

joined Cheeto, the leader of the Pindarries.

who pursued

the flying Peishwa, had a harassing
and getting too far to the north, Bajee Rao
i-eturned and threatened to retake Poonah.
Upon which Colonel P>urr
ordered to his assistance the Seram detachment, which marched under

General Smith,

chase through the ghauts

the

command

;

of Captain Staunton.

It consisted of one battalion of

native infantry, three hundred irregular horse, and two six-pounders

manned by
the

hills

tAventy-four Europeans.

A

night-march brought them to

overlooking Konjaum, where Captain

Staunton suddenly

found himself confronting the Peishwa's army twenty-five thousand
strong.

An engagement

ensued, which, incredible as

nated in favour of the British ;
the reputation of the English.

men and
The

it

may

feats of daring

day were never excelled in Indian warfare

;

appear, termi-

gallantly supporting

officers

performed

this

on the side of the
intimidate produced a

while,

enemy, acts of barbarity which were intended to
contrary effect, and added to the desperate valour displayed on the part
of the English.

The Peishwa,

his general

on made a rapid

retreat.

Lokla, and Trimbuckjee

when night came
The Peishwa was pursued but, as usual,

Danglia witnessed the engagement

Avith

dismay, and

;

without success.
Sattara was then attacked by General Smith, and capitulated; after
which a proclamation was issued deposing the Peishwa ; and, with the
excej)tion of a small portion retained for the rajah of Sattara, his territories

were declared forfeited to the Company.

Regulations were also

issued for equitably adjusting the rental and taxation of the country.

who had retreated to Sholapore, being joined by a body
moved westward. General Smith, discovering the enemy's
pursued with cavalry and horse-artillery, and came upon the

Bajee Eao,
of horse,
tactics,

Mahrattas suddenly.

down by

In the engagement which ensued, Gokla was cut
fled, leaving their baggage and

a dragoon, and the Mahrattas

sevei-al elephants,

and their captive hostage the rajah of Sattara.

Eao now moved on Xagpore

;

Bajee

but finding the dissimulation of the

rajah of that country had been punished, he returned to the northern
confines.

;

HOLKAR DEFEATED.
The Marquis
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of Hastings having resolved upon the extermination

John Malcolm and Colonel Adams, acting with
upon which
Wasil Mohammed and Kharrum Khan united their forces and proceeded to Gwalior, whither they were invited by Scindia. Cheeto took
to the north-west, trusting to Holkar for support.
These movements being known, the governor-general sent a strongforce to cut off the enemy before reaching Gwalior, bringing one division close on Scindia's camp.
The Pindarries failing in their object of
entering Gwalior, took flight into Mewar. One body, however, ravaged
the Deccan and entered the Carnatic, where they were destroyed or dispersed before the ensuing February; and Cheeto, pursued by Malcolm,
sought refuge in Holkar's encampment.
On the 21st of December the English sighted the enemy's entrenchHolkar's army was strongly posted near JVIahedpore, the river
ments.
Supra covering his left, and a deep ravine protecting his right flank,
with a strong display of artillery in front, amounting to seventy guns,
well manned by the Patans.
The British, while fording the Supra,
suffered severely from the enemy's guns ; and each regiment, in order
to escape the slaughter, was ordered, after taking its position on the
At length, the whole
other side of the river, to lie on the ground.
having crossed, the signal was given, when they advanced rapidly to
of the Pindarries, Sir

General Marshall, drove them from their strongholds

;

Holkar's lines were broken, his
all before them.
guns captured, and a complete though bloody victory was obtained.
A large amount of military stores was left on the field by the enemy,
the charge, carrying

in addition to the whole of their

ai-tillery.

After this engagement the British forces marched to Mundinore,

where envoys met them, deputed by young Holkar to treat for peace,
Avhich was granted more favourably for him than he might have anticipated.
The victory over Holkar rendered Scindia perfectly submissive

:

he could not, however, control his feudatories, one of

sheltered Cheeto

and

his Pindarries

;

this

was immediately

whom

noticed,

and General Brown sent to resent his contumacious behaviour. A
more efiicient man for the service could not have been selected ; he
acted with such promptitude, that Juswunt Rao's camp was surprised,
his town stormed, all his guns captured, and another prince substituted
for

him over the
Cheeto now

district

fled

he governed.

with his Pindai'ries to the north-west

districts

and the pursuit was then handed over to the Gujerat division, by
whose efforts he was at length surprised, and his army dispersed by
a small detachment from the fort of Hindia.
Escaping with a few fol-

;;
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lowers, he sought protection

rejected his overtures.

Thus

Sahib, also a fugitive, but
shelter

and having

;

from the nabob of Bhopal, who, however,
situated, he was compelled to join Appah

who was

left this,

through the fastnesses, and

INDIA.

his

unable to afford him an effectual
hope, he Avandered fi-iendless

last

by an attack from a tiger.
and homes,
their position had become desperate, and eventually such as remained
of them settled down to agricultural pursuits.

The

Pindarries were

On

his return to

now

finally

fell

prostrated

destitute of leaders

;

Madras, Sir Thomas Hislop proceeded to possess

himself of the various forts yielded by Scindia and Holkar.

]\Iatters

proceeded peaceably imtil the advanced guard approached the
Talnier,
assault,

when

fort of

was opened from the walls. This unprovoked
and rupture of the ti-eaty by which Talnier was ceded to the
a

fire

English, occasioned

much

surprise.

General Hislop not being desirous

of having recourse to severe measures, sent a message to the governor,

informing him of the stipulations, and that in the event of any further
opjDosition,

he would be treated as a

producing the

effect

rebel.

Instead of this message

intended, the reply was of a hostile character

upon which a six-pounder and two howitzers were ordered at once to
fort. The enemy briskly replied, and opened
The British guns were found
a spirited fire upon the besieging force.
too small to do much damage to the walls ; and it was at length deA storming party was ordered to
cided to carry the gate by assault.
advance upon which a flag of truce was exhibited on the walls, and
the commander shortly after appeared, and declared his readiness to
play on the gateway of the

;

surrender the fort according to the stipulations acceded

allowed to

make

the requisite preparations.

replied, that the suiTcnder

directed his reply to be

reluctance being

shewn

To

to,

time being

this the British general

must be immediate and unconditional, and

made known

to the adverse troops.

Great

to convey this message, the storming party

were led on, passing through the dilapidated

On

the last gate without opposition.

walls,

and advanced to
was

arriving there, a small gate

opened, through which Major Gordon, with a few supporters, entered
a short conference ensued, the

enemy

closing round Gordon,

who was

thus completely entrapped, and with his party barbarously murdered.

This treachery being

made known,

the English soldiery attacked

The
number of

the place with desperation, to avenge their murdered comrades.
pioneers soon forced an entrance

;

and the besieged,

to the

150, were destroyed: some few hid themselves in haystacks; but being
discovered, the stacks were fired,

and the

fugitives, in

attempting to

escape from the flames, were shot like dogs by the infuriated soldiers.
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CAPTURE OF ASSEERGHUR.

Two Arab

boys and an old woman,

who had

secreted themselves in

a well, were the only survivors of this fearful assault.

The Killidan

and Arab commander of the fort, Sir Thomas Hislop hung as rebels.
Their execution was strongly remonstrated against by several of the
officers, both of them at the period of Gordon's murder being prisoners
in the keeping of the British.

Hislop's line of action proved correct,

and ensured the peaceful surrender of the other fortresses. The keys
of Chandore Galna and Unktunky were sent into the British camp, and
immediately occupied. All that was now wanting to terminate the war
was the capture of Bajee Kao and Appah Sahib.
The Peishwa moved about with a daily decreasing army, and at last
was surprised and defeated by Col. Adams, who crowned his \'ictory
by the capture of Chandah fort. Bajee Rao now made proposals to Mr.
Elphiustone; but as they implied the possession of authority, he was
informed that nothing short of unconditional submission would be

Deeply mortified, he retreated with about 8000 men to
whence he sent agents to Sir John Malcolm, the
Malcolm, coveting
nearest of his adversaries, to treat for a surrender.

listened to.

a strong hill-post,

the honour of being considered the terminator of the war, entered into
negotiations at once; the terms of which were his surrender to Sir John,

the abdication of his throne, and the passing the remainder of his

within the British territory, the

Company

allowing

him

life

80,000^. a

and the retention of his private treasures. These concessions
were reluctantly confirmed by the governor-general, who considered
them greatly disproportioned to the condition of the Peishwa; and he

year,

condemned Malcolm

in strong

terms for his injudiciousness.

Ti'im-

buckjee Danglia did not long remain free after his master's surrender;

and being captured, was confined a jirisoner for life.
Appah Sahib was for some time blockaded among the hills ; but at
length made his escape to Asseerghur, which was then invested by
General Doveton, supported by Malcolm with the Malwa contingent,
a strong force of artillery.

Asseerghur, after an obstinate defence, surrendered on the 9th of
April, 1819; but

was not

Appah Sahib had

to be heard of.

fled previously to its capture,

Fort after fort was

now

and

surrendered, and the

commenced his plans for managing the captured terThe possessors of property were treated with every considera-

governor-general
ritory.

tion,

and the law

little

changed in

its

enforcement; but an increased

was needed in the criminal courts to suppress the organised
bodies of murderers and robbers that infested the country. By these
means a great change in the condition of the natives was effected.
vigilance
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•which,

on the whole, gave much

satisfaction.

cund, however, some resistance was made.

A

INDIA.

At

Barcilly in Eohil-

tax was there levied to

itself, it was rendered still
The head of the police, a man
was appointed by the magistrate

defray the cost of the police; unpopular in

more

so

by

its

mode

of collection.

hated for his audacity and severity,
to collect the tax.

In consequence of the offensiveness of the tax,

it presented by the
The petition was unnoticed; and popular discontent was aggravated by a female being wounded by the police while

several meetings were held, and a petition against

mufti to the magistrate.

distraining for the tax.

These occurrences led to a
tended with bloodshed, and

With the
the

fall

left

collision

behind

with the people, which was
it

at-

a strong feeling of discontent.

of Asseerghur ended the Mahratta war, femous alike for

many engagements which had taken

place,

and the

difficulties pre-

sented by the nature of the country in which they occurred.

The

wounded, and invalided was considerable;
and amongst other enemies which our troops had to encounter during
loss of the British in killed,

this harassing
its first

campaign, not the least was the cholera, which made

appearance in the south of Bengal during the rainy season of

Thence it made its way westward to the English camp, where
committed great havoc, especially among the troops of the governor-

1817.
it

general in Buudelkund, where about a tenth of the entire
carried

number were
Europeans and natives were alike attacked, though not

off.

with equally fatal
most.

effects,

the more poorly clad and fed suffering the

Since that time the disease has scarcely ever been absent from

some part

of the Indian territories.

Early in 1822 the Marquis of Hastings, having resigned the high
office he had filled during nine years, returned to England, leaving
India, as several of his predecessors
tranquillity.

A

had done, in an

ajjpai-ent state of

review of his active administration will shew that

it

had been attended with the most striking and brilliant events. The
aggressions of the Mahrattas and Pindarries had been put an end to,
and the power of those daring and restless people completely broken;
whilst Scindia alone remained of

all

the disturbers of the public peace,

almost powerless, and no longer feared as a dangerous adversary.

The

Company's name and reputation had been extended by the addition of
large tenntories; and on all sides the revenues and trade had increased,
and the people appeared to be contented and prospering.

LOUD WILLIAM BENTINCK.

CHAPTER
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VI.

THE FIRST BURMESE WAR, AND THE CESSION OP ASSAM AND THE
TENASSERIM PROVINCES TO THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT.
A.D. 1822-1827.

IF

the Marquis of Hastings
fully

had the honour of terminating successstruggles in which the British

many important

one of the

forces had been engaged with native powers, he enjoyed the credit of
having bequeathed to his successor a Avar as tedious and harassing, if
not as brilliant, as any in which that government had ever been in-

volved.

war,

it

Before proceeding to detail the events of the

first

Burmese

will be necessary, in order to preserve this historical narrative

in its integrity, to advert in the first place to the

nomination of Earl

Amherst as governor-general mainly through ministerial influence
which was successfully urged against the superior claims of Lord
;

William Bentinck, who had previously distinguished himself as governor of Madras.

The temporary administration of Mr. Adams, pending the arrival
was rendered notorious by the exercise of a
power Avhich had hitherto not been used, though vested in the supreme
government. To the censorship of the press of India was added the
of this latter nobleman,

discretion of banishing

Company's

Adams

territories.

any refractory or troublesome editor from the
This despotic control was exercised by Mr.

against the editor of the Calcutta Journal, who,

upon publish-

ing some stringent remarks upon the acts of the executive, received
notice to quit the country within a few days.

ceeding, involving as

it

This tyrannical pro-

did the ruin of an individual, called forth some

severe strictures in England, but was nevertheless supported and ap-

proved by the home government.
It was at this period also that the negotiations among the European powers, relative to the various Dutch settlements in the East, cap-

tured during the war, were

brought to a

final issue

by the

British
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authorities ceding to Holland the islands of

INDIA.

Sumatra and Bencoolen,

the former retaining possession of Malacca and Singapore.

This last,
under the auspices of Sir Stamford Raffles, was destined to rise to an
importance as a commercial settlement unknown to any other of our
eastern jiossessions

;

and

at the present time

may

be considered the

heart of the Indian seas.

Another event occurred, during the short administration of Mr.
Adams, most disastrous to many of the European community of India.
The commercial firm of Palmer and Company had for a series of years,
and with the private cognisance of the Marquis of Hastings, contracted
for loans of money to the Nizam of the Deccan, amounting in the agand, as security for the repayment of the ba;
had received a lien on the revenues of the Nizam. Such
transactions were contrary to the laws of the Company, which reserved
to itself alone the right of entering upon monetary transactions with
Some difficulties having arisen between the contractnative powers.
ing parties, the entire affair came under the notice of the supreme government ; whereupon the acting governor-general declared Palmer and
Company had throughout acted illegally, and could not recover from
The effect of this was to cause the immediate insolvency
the Nizam.
of this wealthy firm, to the serious injury of great numbers of the service, who had employed them as their bankers.
Whilst the British had been engaged in the extension of their territories on the west and north-west of India, the Burmese had been
scarcely less actively employed in the enlargement of their dominions
on the east. In this Avay the frontiers of the two powers approached
each other, until the occupation of Assam, Arracan, and Cachar, finally

gregate to 700,000/.
lances, they

rendered them near neighbours.

was

little

whilst,

to

On

the part of the

Company

there

hope for by any aggression in the direction of Burmah;

on the other hand, the

^clat of successes

over the inhabitants of

the subjugated provinces led the advisers of the golden-footed sovereign of

Ava

to indulge in

dreams

of further

and more noble

acquisi-

tion to the westward.

Matters might have remained undisturbed for a long period but for
an occurrence which took place on the confines of the south-east territories.
In order to render this affair intelligible, it will be first necessary to refer to events which had occurred on our
during the previous thirty years.
It

was

in

1798 that

as

many

as 30,000 of the

Burman

frontier

Mugs, a race inhabit-

ing a part of Arracan, fled from the oppression of their Burmese masters,

and sought refuge

Avithin the British district of Chittagong.

An

RUPTURE WITH THE BURMESE.
asylum was not refused them, and they

towns

to various pursuits.

Many

settled
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down

in villages

attempts were subsequently

by the Burmese authorities to persuade the
deliver up the fugitives
but without avail.

and

made

resident at Ghittagong to

An embassy was afterby the court of Ava to Calcutta, but without inducing
any change in the policy of the supreme government. In 1802, and
again in 1809, embassies were sent to the governor-general by the
Burmese sovereign, having the same subject for object, always with
;

Avards despatched

appai'ent friendly results, but

mind of the

latter potentate.

still

leaving the matter rankling in the

In 1818

it

appeared probable that a

rupture would ere long take place between the two jiowers.

The gohad no desire for a war which held out such
small prospect of gain or renown, and assumed a conciliatory tone in
all negotiations.
This demeanour was not unnaturally construed into
weakness by the barbarian monarch and his tone and demands became more assuming as that of the other evinced a more friendly
disposition.
On the amval of Lord Amherst in India, a lull in Burmese agitation had taken j)lace ; and it might have been imagined by
ordinary spectators that the threatening storm would pass over.
Suddenly, however, it burst upon the British territories in a night-attack
by the Burmese troops upon the island of Shahporee, at the entrance
vernoi'-general, however,

;

Tek Nauf, or arm of the sea dividing Ghittagong from Arracan.
had been usual to keep a small guard on duty to protect the island
from any marauders ; but an attack from the Burmese not having been
of the

It

was overcome, and the island formally occuof Arracan, when called upon to
explain this invasion, impudently announced the annexation of it by
his government ; and that, moreover, unless the acknowledged right of
the Burmese to the island was admitted, the sovereign of Burmah would
anticijiated, the small force

pied by the Burmese.

invade the British

The governor

tei-ritories.

the imprisonment of the

This violent act was shortly followed by

commander and

several of the crew of the

Com-

Other open acts of hostility were committed; and
finally large bodies of troops from Assam and Munnipore crossed the
frontiers, and, plundering the villages, established themselves within a
pany's cruiser Sophia.

few miles of Sylhet by means of their usual defences, bamboo stockades.
From this position they were driven -with considerable loss, as also

from

several other stockaded posts

on the eastern

not always without loss on the side of the British.

frontier,

occurred during January and February of the year 1824

a more imposing force under the

command

though

These operations
;

and when
was pre-

of Colonel Innes

paring to march against the invaders, intelligence was received of a
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numerous army

of the

INDIA.

Burmese having penetrated our

Maha

the Arracan side, led on by

ten'itories

on

Bandoola, the favourite general of

it was stated, was so confident of success,
him golden fetters, in which the governor-general

the sovereign of Ava, who,
that he carried with

was

to be led captive to the presence of his royal master.

no longer doubtful. Lord Amherst proclaimed war
by issuing a manifesto declaring the Burmese public enemies, stating the various causes of complaint against them, and interdicting all British subjects, European and native, from holding interHostilities being

in due form,

course with them.

This proclamation also stated, that the " deliberate

silence of the court of

Ava, as well as the combination and extent of
its officers, leave it no longer doubtful

the operations undertaken by

that the acts and declarations of the subordinate authorities are fully

sanctioned by their sovereign.
fore, for

seriously alarmed

has

felt

vasion.

The governor-general

in council there-

the safety of the subjects and security of our districts, already

and injured by the approach of the Burmese armies,

himself imperatively called on to anticipate the threatened in-

The national honour no

less

obviously requires that atonement

should be had for wrongs so wantonly inflicted and so insolently maintained,

and the national

by an appeal

intei'ests

equally

demand

that

we should

to arms, that security against future aggression

seek,

which the

arrogance and grasping spirit of the Burmese government have denied
to friendly remonstrance

and expostulation."

The ignorance of the authorities upon the geography and resources
of the Burmese territories caused some hesitation in adopting a plan of
action.
It was intended at one time to march on Ava through AiTacan, a subsidiary force moving simultaneously from Cachar ; but on
inquiry this plan was abandoned, the unhealthiness of An-acan being
It was then resolved that Madras and
considered insurmountable.
Bengal should provide an army which should capture Kangoon, the
The
principal Burmese sea-port at the mouth of the river In-awaddy.
seizure of this place, it was believed, would intimidate the king, and
if otherwise, it was resolved to establish
induce him to sue for peace
a depot of ammunition and military' stores at Eangoon, to seize the
;

boats and ascend the river to the capital, a distance of six huncb-ed
miles.
Port Cornwallis, a harbour in the Andaman Islands was the

was conveyed in
The united forces
Archibald Campbell, who had served with

place of rendezvous to which the Bengal division
April, to be followed in

May by

were commanded by Sir

the Madras force.

knew little either of
Commodore Grant commanded the naval

great distinction in the Spanish campaigns, but

Indian wars or discipline.

CAPTURE OF RANGOON.
part of the expedition, consisting of the

Liffij,
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Lame,

Sophia, Slaney,

with several cruisers, and a small steam-vessel.

The 10th of May found the squadron anchored within the bar
In-awaddy, to the great consternation of the Burmese authorities
as the night

of the
;

and

advanced watch-fires were lighted in every direction along

the shores.
The British resolved at once to make for Rangoon, trusting,
by the great consternation evinced, that the place would surrender, and
afford at once cattle, boats, and boatman, all of which the expedition
Acco'-dingly, arrangements having been speedily
was destitute of.
made, the fleet sailed up the river on the ensuing morning. At noon

the Liffi/ anchored in front of the king's battery at Rangoon, the re-

mainder- of the vessels taking position in her rear.

ments were

These arrange-

effected without the slightest interruption, the

peai-iug completely intimidated.

The Burmese

enemy ap-

authorities, however,

at length succeeded in persuading their mercenaries to

open a cannon-

ade upon the ships, to which the Liffj replied, quickly driving the
troops from their guns, and leaving the town deserted by both soldiers

and inhabitants.

The complete evacuation
picion, it being

of

Rangoon was at first viewed with susit was intended as a ruse.
It
upon the arrival of the British be-

apprehended that

soon, however, transpired that

coming known, the governor, aware of the defenceless nature of the
had ordered the inhabitants to be driven into the thick jungle of the interior, drafting the males into the army, and retaining
their wives and children as hostages for their fidelity.
This appears

place,

Burman government. The
was now one of considerable anxiety ; for,
destitute of supplies, and without the means of travelling either by
land or water, it was evident that during the approaching monsoon
the hovels of Rangoon were to be their quarters, with an uncertain
supply of provisions, and but a remote prospect of reinforcements from
to have been a customary practice with the
position

of the victors

Calcutta.
It was known previous to the cajoture of Rangoon, that there were a
few British and American residents in the town, whose absence afforded

considerable anxiety to the captors.

It subsequently

appeared that

they were seized and confined, and after repeated examinations by the

governor were condemned to" death. In this condition the prisoners
remained several hours, when a 32-pound shot from the Liffy struck the
place in which the chiefs were assembled,

with their prisoners some miles into the

upon which they hurried

interior.

An

off

advanced guard

of the British fortunately followed in their ti'ack, and so alarmed the

o
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Burmese

escort tliat they fled in great haste, leaving their prisoners

behind them, who were thus liberated.
The possession of the Golden Dagon Pagoda, about two miles and
a half from Eaugoon, was Sir A. Campbell's

first care.
The approach
on the southern face was through a row of mango, cocoa-nut, and
other beautiful trees leading from the town, and shading a good road,
at each side of which were monasteries of great antiquity, and richly

to

it

whilst here and there apand other hideous monsters, guarding
the entrance to different pagodas ; at the end of this road rose abi'uptly
the eminence on which stood the golden Dagon.
The removal of the inhabitants from Rangoon was but the prelude
to the desolation of the country, in the hope that famine would drive
the British from the place.
This would, doubtless, have been good
policy, had humanity accompanied the perpetration ; but the evils that
it was intended to inflict upon the invaders fell with tenfold severity
upon the poor inhabitants, who were as little cared for as though they
neither belonged to the country nor were worthy of a moment's con-

carved with curious images and ornaments

peared huge images of

sideration to those

who

;

griffins

directed the war.

The Burmese, who formed a cordon round the

British, resolved,

while they harassed them, to avoid an engagement.

They were con-

cealed in their impenetrable forests,
effect

and carried

their measures into

without the slighest chance of observation, whilst with their ad-

was doubt and imcertainty. Their scouts came in without
and the natives previously removed from the vicinity, all
The English commander
means of communication were destroyed.
had been induced to suppose that the occupation of Rangoon would instantly have produced its effect upon the court of Ava, and that the
demands of the governor-general would have been immediately comversaries

all

intelligence,

plied with

;

but the present aspect of

accuracy of these conclusions.

affairs led

Even the

rising

him

to

doubt the

of the inhabitants

Pegu against the yoke of the Burmese, which he was informed
might be safely relied upon, had not been manifested by the slightest
movement.
The court of Ava had been both expecting and preparing for war,
but not in the quarter in which it appeared. After the insolent mes-

of

sage sent to Chittagong, respecting the retention of the island of Sha-

upon an extensive scale were made for invading
that, in the event
; and reports were circulated
of the British refusing to give up all claims to the island, an army of
thirty thousand men would invade Bengal, and march directly upon
poree, preparations

Chittagong from Arracan

ADVANCE UPON THE INTERIOR.

Upon

Calcutta.

the arrival of the British at Pegu active preparations

were made to expel them.
quota of armed
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men

Every town and

village contributed its

and the Irrawaddy was

to its respective chief,

covered with boats conveying troops to the main army assembled at Hen-

At

gawaddy.

the end of May, strengthened in numbers, they approached

the British, and began stockading themselves in the jungle, to which
Sir A. Campbell offered

no opposition, trusting

impress a lesson upon the court of Ava.

thrown up

at a short distance

reconnoitring party,

it

A

for

an opportunity to

stockade having been

from our pickets, the general headed a

being reported the governor of Shudauny was

there stationed with a large force to harass the English, and prevent

The stockades being

the inhabitants from quitting the jungle.

in-

who found unfinished
this movement had not

complete, were abandoned as the troops advanced,

works

in every direction, demonstrating that

been anticipated by the enemy.

A

sudden tempest

falling as the British passed

them

into the adjoining rice-fields, compelled

As

lages without their field-pieces.

from the jungle

on the

to advance

the huts were approached,

it

vil-

was

discovered that they were protected by two stockades of consider-

by troops, who uttered loud
The rain which had prevented the guns from being
brought forward, had also rendered the muskets of the British comparatively useless ; and as they could not return the enemy's fire, which
was well maintained, no time was lost in attacking them. Three comable strength, well mounted, and guarded

shouts of defiance.

panies rushed gallantly forward under the
bell,

and forced

the Burmese,

The

their

who

way through

command

of General

Camp-

the stockade, killing or driving out

refused to give or take quarter.

irrepressible valour of the English,

which thus

foiled the

dogged

determination of the Burmese, impressed the latter with a respect for
the courage of their adversaries they had not before
ious,

patience of their invaders
sire for

peace

not for one

;

;

and anx-

by strong

professions of friendship

On

and de-

but Sir A. Campbell was not so easily duped, and did

moment

delay his preparations for attacking

a war-station up the river, which the
ing.

felt

moreover, to gain time, they endeavoured to practise upon the

the 9th of June

from the enemy were

it

enemy were

was announced that two

solicitous to confer

Kemmeudine,

daily strenofthenofiScers of

with the general.

rank

Permission

was given, and two war-boats appeared, from whence the deputies
landed, and were escorted to the house of the British commissioners.

Assuming an easy

familiarity,

it

was soon discovered they were

either

unwilling or not authorised to treat, and that their object was simply
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to delay affairs; and
for a few days,

morning the

it

upon

was

their requesting a suspension of hostilities

At 2 o'clock on the following
Kemmendine by a road parallel to

at once refused.

British advanced on

the river, and at no great distance from

it.

The advancing column was

soon checked by a formidable stockade, flanked on three sides by the
jungle, and fourteen feet high in front, protected

sades driven diagonally into the earth.

reached the spot, and opened a

fire

Two

upon the

by

cross-bars

and

pali-

eighteen-pounders having
defences, a

gap was soon

made, and an assault at once ordered. In a few minutes the British
found themselves in complete possession of the position, after a loss of

200 men on

the part of the enemy.

At

the rear of the fort the gilt

Burmese commander were found,
the umbrella much shattered by a shower of grape ; and the body of the
He had apparently
chief was found a few yards farther in the jungle.
received his death- wound where the emblems of command were dropped,
and had probably been carried off by his attendants, until their own
The
safety rendered it expedient to leave their burden behind them.
chief was said to be recognised as the elder deputy of the day before,
whose pacific tone had so much amused the English commissioner.
The Kemmendine stockade was reached the same day at 5 p. m., and
•was found by General Campbell to be much more formidable than he
had anticipated. He therefore postponed his attack until the ensuing
day.
As morning broke, the mortar batteries were opened, and told
with such effect, that the attacking columns were marched forward, and
the position captured without resistance; the Burmese having retreated
to avoid the destruction our shells were making in their crowded
This victory, although it had the effect of striking terror
stockade.
into the enemy's soldiers, had little influence upon the court of Ava,

umbrella, sword, and spear of the

which continued to authorise the military

chiefs to lay the

country

waste, in order effectually to render the British dependant for their re-

upon India.
About the end of the following June it was known that Sykia
Woongee, a minister of state, had received the imperial order to drive
the British into the sea. To enforce this command, a large body of the
enemy emerged from the jungle early in July, and advancing in a pa-

sources

hne to our front, attacked the British position near Rangoon,
where a regiment of sepoys being advanced and supported by two
guns, the Burmese commander ordered a retreat ; when the news of
this action reached Ava, he was dismissed with disgrace, and the second

rallel

minister of state,

army

in his stead.

Soomba Wongee, appointed

to the

command

of the

STORMING OF KUMMEROOT.
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The new commander occupied a very strong post at Kummeroot
five miles from the Dagon pagoda, and had likewise fortified a commanding point of the river above Kemmendine,
with his force, about

where he not only prevented the navigation of the

river,

but con-

Both positions
General Campbell attacked simultaneously, leading the column against
the river position in person, whilst he left the advance on Kummeroot
to General M'Bean.
structed fire-rafts to destroy the British vessels of war.

BURMESE GENEBAX.

Campbell found

on both

sides

his undertaking really fonnidable; the stockades

of the

river

being not only admirably posted and

strongly constructed, but well found with guns and men.

A

naval

and three cruisers,
These soon
were ordered to clear the obstructions on the river.
silenced the Burmese artillery; and a breach having been effected,
force under Captain Marryat, consisting of a brig
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the storming party crossed the river axid carried the stockade with
little

General M'Bean, approaching Kummeroot, found himself

loss.

completely surrounded by well-constructed stockades, garrisoned by

who watched

large bodies of troops,

his

advance with

gi-eat

contempt.

Destitute of guns, he determined on an immediate assault uj-jon their
principal

stronghold,

consisting of three stockades,

one within the

was Soomba Wongee's head-quarters. The Burmese
general was taking his forenoon meal when the report of the British
advance was made to him; but satisfied with his position and the valour
of his troops, he merely commanded his officers to their post, with
other; the last

orders to " drive the audacious strangers away."

He was

not allowed to finish his i-epast in quiet; the rapidly-ap-

proaching volleys of musketry announced the forcing of his outer

Hastening to the scene of
in the centre stockade,

conflict,

he found his

upon which the

all

line.

together

was pouring with

British fire

Panic-stricken and confined,

terrible efiect.

men crowded

attempts of their leader

them into order were unavailing. At length Soomba Wongee
and the Burmese troops fled, leaving 800 dead in the stockades;
while the jungle and neighbouring villages were filled with the wounded
to get

fell,

and the dying.
Although General Campbell had captured ten stockades, covered by
thirty guns, and well garrisoned, he was unable to take advantage of
He
the panic his successes had created by marching upon the capital.
determined, therefore, to act against the maritime province of Tenasserim.

The

principal places offered

little

opposition

;

several excellent

harbours were secured ; and what Avas all-important, a salubrious country discovered for our troops, whom the jjestilential air of Rangoon

had

seriously afi"ected.

The king

of Ava, surprised at the audacity of an insignificant

num-

ber of men, and unable to understand their success, despatched his two
brothers to superintend the war. These were accompanied by numbers

who were to foretell the periods most favourable for sucThey were likewise attended by a body of warriors termed the
"invulnerables." The distinguishing featm-es of this ludicrous and pantomimic force consisted in the short cut of their hair, and peculiar
method of tatooing, the figures of elephants, lions, and tigers being elaborately and somewhat abundantly displayed all over their persons.
Gold, silver, and precious stones were also inserted in their arms, introduced under the skin when young. They are considered by their
countrymen to be invulnerable; and to judge from the absurd exposure
of astrologers,
cess.

of their persons to the

fire

of an enemy, they are either impressed with

THE BURMESE INVULNERABLES.
the same opinion, or find
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necessary to shew a marked contempt for

it

danger, in support of their i^retensions.

The English commander had ascertained that the princes were
warned by the astrologers to wait for the first lucky moon, and as
this was not very near, he determined not to lie idle, and forthwith
attacked several posts which had prevented provisions being brought to
Kangoon. One of these, Syriam, a fort originally erected by the PorAgainst
tuguese, had been recently repaired and strongly stockaded.
this place a strong party in boats was sent, and it was captured, notwithstanding the advantages in favour of the besieged ; the Burmese
retreated to the pagoda, leaving eight guns and a quantity of ammu-

From

nition behind them.

the fort the English advanced to the pa-

goda, which was also carried without

The

astrologers,

it

loss.

was ascertained, had

favoured time for attacking the British,
of August.

at length discovered the

viz. at

made

midnight on the 30th

was in
The invulnerables boldly rushed up the
the great pagoda, uttering threats and imjorecations

Sir A. Campbell, having

his preparations,

readiness to I'eceive them.

road leading to

against the impious strangers

who

defiled the place with their presence.

The English remained perfectly quiet until the multitude approached
the gateway, when the guns were opened with discharges of grape,
whilst the musketry poured in rapid volleys among them.
The invulnerables, astonished at the carnage, fled to the jungle^ leaving the

and dying in every

dead

direction.

This success General Campbell determined to improve by driving
the

enemy from

all

their posts near

Rangoon.

cordingly dispatched with three hundred

men

Major Evans was acLyne river,

to ascend the

and Colonel Smith with the light division on the road to Pegu. Colonel Smith having cleared several stockades, learnt that a large body of
the enemy, with cavalry, elephants, and guns, were in a fortified pagoda at Kytloo. As his men were all sepoys, he sent to General Campbell for a European reinforcement.
His request was refused, with
what appeared to Colonel Smith an imputation on his motives. Conceiving that his courage was doubted, he resolved to hazard an attack,
which proved unsuccessful ; and, after severe loss in killed and wounded,
he was compelled to order a retreat, the gallantry of the officers being
unsupported by their men, who Avere alarmed at the superior physical
strength of the Burmese.

The Burmese had

meantime commenced preparations in
Maha Bandoola, their commander, with
marched on Ramoo, and attacked a small body of
in the

Arracan for invading Bengal.
a powerful force,

;
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British stationed there.

These, after a galhxat resistance, were over-

whelmed and nearly

destroyed or captured.

all

this catastrophe reaching the

to their relief, he

made

commanding

officer,

The

intelligence of

who was marching

for Chittagong, considering that Avould be the

next place uj^on which the enemy's power would be directed.

The

Burmese, however, never attempted to turn their advantage to account
and before Bandoola entered upon fresh aggressions, he was recalled
to defend his country.

This

affair

produced most painful impressions

The peasantry fled from the invisible Burmese,
as they were called
and the native merchants of Calcutta were dissuaded with difficulty from removing their families and property from
that city.
These alarms were fostered by the Peishwa and other Maliratta princes at Benares, as was subsequently ascertained.
By the end of the rainy season the British in Rangoon had formed
far more favourable opinions of their position.
Great improvements
throughout Bengal.

;

were visible in the health of the troops, and hopes of an early adFive hundred Mugh boatmen from Chittagouo-

vance were entertained.

were brought in and employed in preparing boats for the river service
a reinforcement also had arrived, consisting of two British regiments,

some native

and a troop of horse-artilbegan to arrive
all of which tended to impart fresh spirit to the men, who were busily
preparing for their advance when the approach of Maha Bandoola and
his force was announced.
He was the best general in the Burmese
service, and commanded the largest army they had ever sent into the
infantry, a squadron of cavalry,

Added

lery.

to these, transports with draught- cattle

;

field.

The enemy's approach was learnt by means of an intercepted letter
from Bandoola to the ex-governor of Martaban, stating that he had left
Prome at the head of an army well disciplined and supplied, either to
capture or drive the English from Rangoon.

On

the 30th of

November

the Burmese assembled in the forest in

front of the Shoe-dagon Pagoda.

Kemmendine

Their

lines,

extending from above

in a semicircular direction to the village of

Puzendown,
by the smoke from their watch-fires. As night set
in, the hum of voices from this multitude ceased, and in its place was
heard the sound of heavy columns marching to the very edge of the
jungle which formed our barrier.
The greatest alertness was displayed
by the British, a furious assault on the pagoda being momentarily expected ; but day broke without their expectations being realised.
Scarcely had the day dawned when hostilities commenced with a heavy
fire of musketry at Kemmendine, the reduction of that place being
were

easily traced

ATTACK ON KEMMENDINE.
preliminary to any general attack.

The

firing
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was long and animated

;

and from the commanding situation at the great pagoda, though nearly
two miles from the scene of action, the troops posted there could distinctly hear the yells

and shouts of the infuriated

assailants, occasion-

returned by the hearty cheer of the British seamen, as they poured

ally

in their heavy broadsides

upon the

resolute

and persevering masses.

In the afternoon several Burmese divisions were discerned marching
towards the Dallas river ; and later in the day dense bodies issued

from the

forest,

about a mile from the east front of the pagoda, taking

by
wing of the Burmese
army. The centre was posted in the forest, and defied all conjecture
as to its strength or position.
In a few hours the British were completely surrounded, with the narrow channel of the Rangoon river alone
unoccupied in their rear. The line of circumvallation taken up by the
enemy extended a considerable distance, and, being divided by the
river, weakened Maha Baudoola's means of assailing us on any parposition on the river at Puzendown, already strongly occupied

cavalry and infantry.

ticular point

;

different corps

Burmese

but the

These formed the

celerity, order,

and

left

regulai-ity

with which the

took up their stations reflected much credit on the

general.

sortie was made to ascertain the disj)osition of
Burmese and as they were entirely unprepared for this movement,
they were forced from their ©arth-mounds, or coverings, which they
had rapidly thrown up, with severe loss, kaving a great qua,ntity of arms
and tools in the trenches. But in the evening the Burmese returned to
these works, and began fresh excavations.
Soon after sunset the enemy's activity was again evinced by a fierce attack on Kemmendine,
the country being simultaneously illumined by the flames of their tremendous fire-rafts, set adrift in the river to destroy our shipping at Rangoon. These rafts the sailors secured and towed ashoi-e, where they were
consumed, whilst the attack on Kemmendine by laud was also repelled.
For three or four days Sir A. Campbell allowed the enemy to advance their outposts until within fifty yards of his lines, when ascertaining that they had brought all their ammunition and stores from

In the afternoon a

the

;

the jungle into their entrenchments, he resolved on a decisive attack.

Two

bodies under Majors Sale and Walker were ordered to advance,

number of armed boats under Captain Chads proceeded to Puzendown Creek, and opened a fire upon the enemy's intrenchments.
Walker's column was stoutly opposed; but advancing, it drove the Burmese from their trenches at the bayonet's point, though with the loss
Sale's column met with less resistance, forcing the centre
of its leader.
while a
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with ease, and then uniting with AYalker's troops,
the

enemy from

all

it

ended in

The whole of their gims,
same time captm'ed.

with the dead and wounded.
stores

were

at the

dri-v-ing

parts into the jungle, lea\'ing the earth strewed
tools,

and other

Still undaunted, Bandoola persevered in his attemj^ts, his troops
labounug to make good their approaches to the great pagoda. On the
morning of the 7th four attacking columns fi-om the British lines once
more forced their entrenchments, and again the BuiTaese were compelled
In the evening a detachment
to retreat into the forest in their rear.
from Eangoon attacked the position at Dalla, which had enabled the
enemy to keep Kemmendine in a state of siege. The attempt was successful ; and the Burmese were driven from their line of circumvallation,
with the loss of the remainder of their guns, ammuuition, and stores.
These reverses caused hundreds of Bandoola's troops to desert, while
he was personally fearful that his t}Tannical sovereign would wreak
He therefore determined to
his vengeance upon him for his losses.
maintain his position if possible. Four miles in the rear he had an

army

of reserv'e busied in stockading

and strengthening a position near

the village of Kokien, where considerable reinforcements wei'e ordered
to join

him ; and

finding he could

still

face the

enemy with

twenty-five

thousand men, he resolved to risk another action should the English

With

again attack him.

the "view of assisting his operations, he bribed

several of the inhabitants to set fire to

Eangoon

in various places,

hoping that in the confusion some favourable opportunity might present itself to advance his schemes.
The fire was, however, soon exting-uished,

and on the 15th the English advanced

As long

at three difterent positions.

enemy maintained a heavy

fire;

Kokien

were advancing, the

but no sooner had the advanced column

penetrated the works than the

enemy

entrenchments were carried with
sacrifice to their adversaries.

to the attack of

as our troops

It

fled in every direction,

little loss

and the

to the assailants, but gi'cat

was estimated that from the

loth of December, six thousand Burmese were

slain,

1st to the

while the total on

our side killed and wounded did not amount to six hundred,

officers

and men.
it was evident
war would be indefinitely protracted unless the interior of the
country was penetrated.
Accordingly, Sir A. Campbell resolved to
march on Prome, while General Cotton proceeded thither with another
division in boats
Sale being ordered, at the same time, to reduce
Bassein.
The march was commenced on the 11th of February, 1825;

Notwithstanding the repeated defeats of Bandoola,

that the

;

and on the evening of the 25th of the ensuing month. Sir A. Campbell

;

ARMISTICE AND FRESH HOSTILITIES.
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Donoobew was
much opposition,

reached a village from Avhich Baudoola's position at

The general continued

visible.

until the 25th,

On

to advance, without

and halted within cannon-shot of the enemy's stockades.

the morning of the 27th the

after

flotilla

was seen

in full

sail,

and,

an unsuccessful attack by the Burmese, captured or reduced every

thing opposed to

it.

Baudoola having been killed by a shell, the troops refused to obey
any other commander, and deserted Donoobew, which was immediately
occupied by the besiegers, Avho forthwith prepared to march on Prome,
which, in

its

turn,

was abandoned

as the British advanced.

of Ava defeated, but not disheartened, once

more tried

The court

to organise a fresh

army, and raised levies from every part of the kingdom.

This hete-

rogeneous force was commanded on the right division by Sudda

—

Woon

Kee Woongee, commanded the centre while
the left wing, under Maha Nemiow, followed a route about ten miles
from the centre. On the 10th of November Maha Nemiow occupied
Wattygoon, sixteen miles from Prome, whither Colonel M'Dowal was
sent to dispossess them; but the Burmese, learning his advance, marched
to meet him.
In the engagement which followed M'Dowal was shot,
The Burwhich so dispirited his sepoys, as to cause them to retreat.
the prime minister,

;

mese, elated with this trifling advantage, resolved to retake Prome.

The English having completed their arrangements, on the first of December, two columns, respectively headed by Generals Sir A. Campbell
and Cotton, marched against Nemiow. The engagement that followed
was obstinately contested by the enemy, and terminated in the death
of the Burmese general, and the total annihilation of his army.
Napaadu was next assaulted, and was carried at the bayonet's point, with
great slaughter amongst its defenders.
On the 5th of December the remaining division of the Burmese army
under Sudda Woon was attacked and defeated, the troops flying in
consternation to the woods for protection. General Campbell, with the
view of ending the war, began his march on the enemy's capital early
in December.
After the capture of several stockades, and some slight
skirmishes, Patanagoh was reached, when offers of negotiation were
renewed, and a meeting to agree uj)on the terms of a
pointed for the

first

of January, 1826.

ti-eaty

was ap-

It was, however, discovered

that the Burmese were dissimulating; and consequently, upon the armis-

was given that hostilities would be renewed on- the
was now evident that the Burmese cause was hopeless, all
exertions upon the part of the officers were useless; the soldiers, too
dispirited to offer any defence, were driven from their entrenchments,

tice expiring, notice

18th.

It

—
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leaving the whole of their artillery and stores.

Prince

Memiaboo and
by

his defeated ai-my retreated as quickly as possible, closely pressed

the British.

On

army was again on its march through p country
and fanaticism. On the 31st two Burmese of rank

the 25th the

desolated by
arrived,

fur\-

with

full

Campbell refusing

authority for
to

sured they would be yielded
an-est the progress of his

ham Mew

negotiating a treaty, and

waive one point of

General

former demands, was as-

but no entreaty prevailed on him to

;

army

his

;

he,

however, agreed not to pass Pag-

for twelve days.

Notwithstanding the assurances of these envoys, Campbell, as he
proceeded onwards, ascertained that

The

hostilities

were to be renewed.

king, instigated by a warrior of low origin, believed his boast,

that with thirty thousand

A

men

he could annihilate the rebellious stran-

was accordingly made, and the force honoured
with the title of " Eetrievers of the king's glory." The British army,
weakened by the absence of two brigades, did not muster two thousand
men ; nevertheless Campbell determinedly pushed on to Pagham Mew.
Clearing the jungle, he debouched on the Burmese airoy sixteen thousand strong
regardless of their position and numbers, the British
dashed into their centre, which was speedily overthrown, and the
wings with gi-eat difficulty reached the second line of redoubts under
the walls of Pagham Mew.
Xo time was allowed for rallying ; the
English troops rushed into the Bm-mese entrenchments and within
the city, and thus secured the victory.
This was the most sanguinary
defeat the Burmese had yet experienced.
Severe as had been their
former engagements, this was still more so
but thirteen hundred
men, with their boastful leader, returned to Ava out of all that numerous
gers.

fresh levy

;

;

host.

The army was

still

kept marching until

it

arrived at Gandaboo,

when the Burmese monarch, completely humbled and disheartened, sent envoys to conclude peace upon
any terms, which were at length aiTanged, and the treaty signed and
sealed at Gandaboo on the 24th. By this act the king of Ava renounced
forty-five miles'

from the

capital,

his claim to the sovereignty over

Assam, Cachar, and Jylna; declared
Munzipore an independent kingdom ; acknowledged the mountains of
Arracan as the boundary between his territory and the Company's, and
yielded the whole of Tenasserim to the British.
He further agreed to
pay, in four payments, a crore of rupees,
subjects

Siam

who had

not to punish any of his

assisted us during the war, to include the

in the amnesty,

and

king of

to grant to British vessels visiting his ports

STORMING OF BHURTPORE.

own

the same privileges enjoyed by his
part,

undertook to

fall

back on Rangoon

ships.
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The English, on

at once, to leave the

upon the payment of the second instalment

entirely

their

country

of the crore of

rupees, and to return all prisoners with as little delay as possible.

On

the 5th of

March

Sir A.

Campbell gave the order for returning
any casualties. The whole of

to Rangoon, which he reached without

the troops did not, however, return by this route

;

a body of sepoys,

conducted by native guides, were directed to cross the country to Arracan, where they arrived without much trouble.
Ava was thus proved

upon any future occasion, by land as well as by water.
During our operations against the Burmese in 1825, the atten-

to be accessible,

tion of the Bengal executive was called to affairs at Bhurtpore, where

Durgoon

immediately upon the rajah's death, usurped the throne

Sal,

Bulwunt Sing, a minor, whose interests we
upon which the guardians of the prince
fled with him to Calcutta, and prayed the assistance of the governor-general. Lord Lake's failure at Bhurtpore had created a strong
party there inimical to the British and it had been wished for some
time, upon political grounds, to destroy this influence.
A favourable
opportunity for so doing now presented itself, and it was determined to
destroy the hallucination that Bhurtpore was imj^regnable. Lord Combermere happening to arrive in India at this juncture, assumed the
command of the army; and on the 10th of December, at the head of
twenty thousand men, supported by a hundred pieces of artillery, ap-

rightfully belonging to

had promised

to protect

;

;

peared before the walls.

Unwilling that the females and children

should encovuiter the horrors of such au assault as must ensue, he ad-

Durgoon

on the 21st, urging him to send them
conduct to them, and further gave
twenty-four hours for the execution of his humane desires ; he afterwards further extended the time twelve hours, thovigh without any
dressed a letter to

out of the

fort,

Sal,

and offering

safe

result.

On the 23d besieging operations commenced, the north-east angle
being selected as the point d^ippui, the British at the same time possessing themselves of Kuddum Kundee, a village, and completing their
eight hundred yards from the fort.

The remainder of the
and repairing batteries and making preparations for the general assault, a heavy and destructive fire
being sustained by the town during the whole time. At length, on
the 3d of January, 1826, the artillery began to breach the curtains. The
tough mud-walls were, however, much more effective than masonry; and,
first parallel

month was employed

in constructing

as the batteries produced but little effect, recourse

was had

to mining.
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the 16tli two mines were driven, and sprnng successfully (previous

mines had proved ineffective, or were rendered abortive by the besieged) ; and an excellent breach in the walls being reported, the 18th

was

fixed

on for the

Early in the morning, the troops forming

assault.

the storming-party reached the advanced trenches without being dis-

covered

;

while General Nicholls and General Reynells, at the head

of their brigades,

were respectively to mount the

breaches, the explosion of the

mine being the

left

and right

signal for attack.

explosion took place at eight o'clock in the morning, carrying

The
away

the entire salient angle and a great portion of the stone cavalier in the
rear.

The troops immediately advanced with great order and determi-

nation; and shortly, notwithstanding the fury of the besieged, carried

the breaches, and in two hours the whole rampart environing the town

and the gates of the

citadel

were in the hands of the besiegers

shortly afterwards the citadel itself

had been

was captured.

:

General Hijgh,

very

who

specially appointed to prevent the enemy's escape, so judici-

ously disposed his

men

that

Durgoon

Sal, his wife,

and two

sons, were,

with a strong body of horse, made prisoners in their attempt to

foi'ce

a

passage through the 8th Light Cavalry.

was estimated that not less than four thousand of the besieged
and scarcely a man escaped through Hugh's cordon
The whole of the military stores and ammunition being
of cavalry.
captured, the political and military power of Bhurtpore was annihilated, and the fortifications demolished, by Lord Combermere's order,
on the 0th of February. All the remaining fortresses belonging to the
rajah surrendered, and the rajah himself was reinstated ; after which
Lord Combermere broke up the camp, and returned to Calcutta on the
It

fell

in this assault,

20th of February.
This gallant assault merited, and received, the thanks of Parliament
and the East India Company ; and what was still more gratifying, the
prize-money which the king presented to the Company was ordered

by the Court of Directors to be distributed among the troops.
In 1827, the whole of British India being in a state of tranquillity,
Lord Amherst proceeded to the upper pro\dnces, and visited Delhi,
expressly to arrange the relations of the British government with the
nominal king of that country ; his negotiations were ended by setting
aside the shadow of sovereignty which had nominally attached to the
last descendant of the Mogul.
At the end of March Lord Amherst
embarked for England in his Majesty's ship Herald, leaving the Hon.
Mr. Bayley to administer the government of India pending the arrival
of his successor.
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STEAM COMMUNICATION WITH INDIA.

CHAPTER

VII.

FROM THE ADMINISTRATION OF LORD WILLIAM BENTINCK TO THE
ANNEXATION OF SCINDE AND THE PACIFICATION OF GWALIOR.
A.D. 1828-1844.

THE

administration of Lord William Bentinck,

who succeeded Earl

Amherst, was, unlike that of any of his predecessors, marked by

no warlike demonstrations. The inroads of hordes of hill-tribes, the
punishment and dethronement of the petty rajah of Coorg, and some
other arrangements with various tributary powers, were not suflBcient
to disturb the general tranquillity which now peiwaded India, and
which it was his lordship's fortune to turn to profitable account. The
state of the services received the governor-general's earnest attention,

and many reforms were introduced into their various branches, which,
however unpalatable to the members, were calculated greatly to improve their efficiency. ]\[any concessions were also made to the natives
of India ; not the least valuable of which was an enactment freeing
seceders from

the

Hindoo or Mahomedan

faith

within the Bengal

Presidency from the penalties which had, under the old native laws,
attached to such an act, viz. the forfeiture of their personal and family
property.

Educational and other public institutions received his lordship's
warmest support and to this day the name of Bentinck is gratefully
remembered by the inhabitants of British India. Two 25i'ojects of
national importance were at this time undertaken ; of one of which
;

the ultimate benefits can scarcely be over-estimated

—

the opening of

communications between British India and the countries west of the
Indus as far as the Caspian. Sea, and the establishment of an overland
steam communication between England and India.

The former of these projects had for its objects the extension of British
commerce, and the ascertaining the feasibility of a Russian invasion
from that quarter. This important and dangerous task was confided to

;
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who gathered and pubsome valuable information respecting the political condition, the
commercial relations, and the geographical features of the countries
lying between the Indus and the Caspian Sea.
No commercial advantages have as yet sprung from his labours, with the exception of the
complete navigation of the Indus by steamers ; whilst, as regards political occurrences, the only result has been the disastrous Afghan campaign, which may truly be traced to this exploration.
Of far greater magnitude and solid advantage to Indo-British commerce was the rapid and safe communication, fii-st commenced during
Lord W. Bentinck's administration, between India and this country
by way of the Bed Sea, Egypt, and the Mediterranean. To Lieutenant
Waghorn belongs all the merit of having conceived and thoroughly
carried out this scheme in the teeth of all the constituted authorities
Thanks to the enlightened man who
of India, at home and abroad.
at this time ruled India, Waghom's efforts were rightly estimated, and
Lieutenant, afterwards Sir Alexander Burnes,

lished

in the end completely caiTied out, to the lasting advantage of every
interest connected with our possessions in the East.

The navigation

of the

Ganges by steam- vessels was during

this

peaceful administration set on foot with the most complete success

and has

since,

the internal

under a completer system, afforded great
of the Bengal presidency.

facilities

to

traffic

In the year 1833, the discussions

on the renewal of

in parliament

the East India Company's charter led to some great and important

The

changes in the functions of this powerful body.
changes
tained

may

its

be placed under the following heads

political rights, and, in conjunction

:

principal of these

The Company

re-

with the Board of Con-

government of India. It ceased
monopoly of the Chinese trade,
and abandoned that of India ; the trade to both countries was declared to be free to every British subject.
British subjects were
The
permitted to settle in any part of the Indian territories.
shareholders were guaranteed a fixed dividend upon their capital of
6,000,000^. ; and a sinking-fund Avas set aside for the purpose of redeeming the Company's stock at the end of fifty years, if deemed necessary.
With these leading provisoes, the charter was renewed for a
further term of twenty years, expiring in the year 1853.
Lord William Bentinck resigned the administration of Indian affairs
early in 1835, owing to the failure of his health
and in the month of
March set sail for England, regretted by the native and a large portion
of the European community.
trol,

gave

its

entire attention to the

to be a commercial body, gave

up

its

;

THE AUCKLAND POLICY.
The advent
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Lord Auckland as governor-general of India was
momentous epoch in the Anglo-Indian annals. On
this appointment being made known, the public were somewhat at a
loss to guess what peculiar quality of his lordship had formed the justiNone knew what his administrative ability might
fication of the act.
amount to ; and all who took the trouble to form any opinion on the
subject, were unanimous that the name of Auckland could by no human
possibility become distinguished in connexion with the government of
the vast territories over which it was decided that he should hold an
But these cavillers were mistaken ; they
almost uncontrolled sway.
knew not their man. Before these scejitics in the achievements of an
Auckland were three years older, they had the strongest possible reasons for according to his lordship a distinction and a notoriety as
world-wide, and as indelible, as any achieved by a Clive or a WellingIt was Lord Auckland's destiny to place the British arms in a
ton.
of

destined to prove a

position they had never previously occupied on the continent of India

to carve out for the British forces a career as disastrous as

;

origin

its

and unworthy; to peril our position in the East; to
an army of brave men; and finally, to clothe half the nation
in mourning, and to overwhelm the other half with shame and indig-

was

unjustifiable

sacrifice

nation.

On

the arrival of this amicably-disposed nobleman in Calcutta, he

found India
trigue.

rife

Every

influence

;

with rumours of Kussian diplomacy and Russian in-

political occurrence of the

day

Avas set

down

to autocratic

every foreign traveller in moustaches was believed to be a

diplomate or

officer of

or Beloochee trader

engineers from St. Petersburgh

who

;

and every Arab

crossed the western frontier was transformed

by these political genii of the Company's service into a. Bussian sjjy.
Shah Soojah, the imbecile ruler of Afghanistan, had been expelled
that country, in the ordinaiy eastern style, to

make room

for

one far

better able to rule such a turbulent people as were his subjects

;

and

the deposed chief appeared well satisfied to find himself with his head
on his shoulders, eating the Company's " salt" within the walls of
the British fortress of Loodianah, one of the north-western frontier
stations.

The Punjab or
barrier between

" Country of the Five Rivers," which formed the

our extreme

frontiers and the turbulent Afghans,
time under the sway of Runjeet Singh, a chief whose
valour and indomitable energy and activity had won fur him the title of

was

at that

the " Lion of the Punjab."

Between
P

this chief

and the Afghan rulers
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a constant succession of hostilities took place with varying results,
though most frequently in favour of the " Lion."'

The mission

of Captain, afterwards Sir Alexander Burnes to Cabul

in 1837, although apparently successful at the time, bore no fruit

j

and

soon became evident that the rvder of that country, with many promises on his lips, cared as little for our friendship and our commerce

it

^
as for our hostility.

Another party of diplomatists, military and

civil,

was dispatched

to

Lahore, the capital of the Punjab, with the view of forming a treaty

with Runjeet Singh.

So

far as the signatures to a

parchment were

concerned, every thing was attained that had been hoped for

the governor-general,

who was

others, the chastisement of Dost

and

;

ah-eady planning, at the instigation of

Mohammed,

the restoration of the im-

Shah Soojah, and the defeat of the so -much -dreaded Eussian
influence in that quarter, flattered himself that Lahore would prove

becile

a safe and accessible road by Avhich to reach the walls of Cabool.
In October 1838 war with the Dost was proclaimed from the cool

retirement of Simla

;

and

so determined

were the abettors of

this

ad\ased scheme, that before the close of the year the Bengal and

ill-

Bom-

bay armies were at the appointed rendezvous, Shikapore in Scinde.
These forces amounted to 15,000 men, with a reserve of 4000 at Ferozepore, and a native contingent provided by Shah Soojah, but paid
by us, amounting to 6000.
Our troops encountered disasters from the outset. The cholera,
want of a sufficient means of transport, jealousy and heart-burnings
amongst the commanders, and lastly, the trying season during the
greater ])art of the march, all contributed to impart a prestige of no

commencement of the campaign.
John Keane, appointed to the command-in-chief of the army of
the Indus, was seconded by officers as brave and energetic as any in
Among them were Major-General Nott, Sir W. Cotton,
the ser\dce.
The arrangements for the supply
Brigadier Sale, and Colonel Dennie.
and
of the commissariat were, however, of the worst possible kind
added to this was the enormous number of camp-followers, amounting
cheering character to the
Sir

;

1

The Sikh niler
by the

api^ears to

have been keenly

alive to the process of absorption of

be his poUcy to remain on friendly
him that in a conversation with
a Company's officer, he pointed to a l9.rge map of India before him, on vrhich the
British ten-itories were defined by a narrow red band, and exclaimed, " When Runjeet
native states

English, although he

tei-ms with so powei-ful a neighbour.

dies,
^

felt it to

It is related of

Company's red line swallow up all Punjab country."
Alexander Bm-nes' Travels in Afghanistan, &c.

THE AFGHAN CAMPAIGN.
to nearly 100,000

;

these

had
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to be provided for amidst strange

and

unfriendly countries, upon a march of extraordinary length and of
gi'eat physical difficulties.^

It

was not

TROOl'S GOX>-G

circumstances, added to the

surprising, therefore, that these

UP THE COUNTRY,

want of unanimity

in action

amongst the

divisions of the army, should have placed the invaders in a difficult

and perilous

Ou

position.

March the Bengal column, under Sir John Keane
and Sir Willoughby Cotton, reached the foot of the mountains of
Western Afghanistan, scarcely on the threshold of their journey; yet
the 6th of

even then their provisions ran short, and the allowance of the troops
to one half.
The dangerous and difficult passage of the

was reduced

Buist's Outline of the Operations of the British

Troops in Scinde and Afghanistan.
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Bolan Pass, seventy miles in length, was effected after much suffering;
and when the troops reached Quettah on the 4th of April, so reduced
were they in all their supplies, that the camp-followers were under the
necessity of feeding on roots, skins of beasts, &c.

Thence to Candahar the sufferings of the soldiers and followers were
veiy great; and when they reached that city on the 4th of May, the
The expectation that supplies would
latter dwindled down to 20,000.
be there obtained was doomed to disappointment. The army found
itself as

badly fed as ever

;

and, in order not to exhaust completely

the miserable means of the commissariat, a move onward towards
Ghuznee was at once decided upon, although the distance was fully 230
miles,

and the army wanted most of the

On

requisites for a long journey.

the 21st of July the British troops

encamped under the

walls of

Ghuznee, which were found to be far stronger than had been anticipated.
Hesitation would have been ruinous; and the choice lay between making
a dash at this stronghold, and a timely retreat to the starting point.
Fortunately for the besiegers, it was discovered that one of the gates of

town had not been built up with masonry, and accordingly this was
blown in with gunpowder during the night, the breach thus effected
being at once taken advantage of by a storming party, seconded by all
The town was quickly
the troops available for an assault of the kind.
captured; and, in spite of some desperate resistance from the Afghan
garrison, the citadel fell within a few hours. The loss of the British in
killed and wounded was but trifling; that of the besieged amounted to
1000 slain, and 3000 wounded and captured.
The fall of this stronghold of the Afghans was fortunate in many
respects ; for it not only afforded the troops much that was needed,
but struck terror into the hearts of the enemy, and at once opened the
road to Cabool. The army was not allowed a long halt Colonel Wade,
the

;

who was moving onwards from Peshawur,
Kyber Pass and

seized Jellalabad, driving

way through the
before him Akbar Khan, the
large supply of arms, ammufought his

second son of the Dost, and capturing a
On the 30th of July the main body of the army,
nition, and horses.

with Sir John Keane, Shah Soojah, and Mr. MacISTaghten, marched towards the capital from which, as they approached. Dost Mohammed
;

fled Avith a

chosen body of horsemen, making his way to the west,

beyond the reach of regular troops.
Deserted by their ruler and every

any consequence, the
them but to open their gates
to the advancing columns of the British, who entered the Afghan capital,
with Shah Soojah at their head, in all the pomp and circumstance of vie-

inhabitants of Cabool

had

little

choice

chieftain of
left
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CAPTURE OF CABOOL.

There were none to oppose the placing the English nominee on
it does not appear

tory.

the throne; and this was accordingly done; though
to have occurred to

him

any of the actors how they were

manage

tp

to keep

there without the presence of an overwhelming military force.

Thus

far the

game had proceeded smoothly enough;

despite the pri-

vations of the troops, every thing had succumbed to them; and

if

the

miserable arrangements of a most defective commissariat had not in-

volved the army in utter confusion,

it

was owing rather to good fortune

than to any other contingency.

The commander-in-chief hastened from the scene of his hollow exand scarcely resting at the seat of government, took his way
home, to shew himself to the British public as the conqueror of
ploits;

Afghanistan, receiving, as the fruit of his splendid achievement, a

title

and a pension; the greatest exploit of the entire campaign having been
the blowing open of a

The bulk

wooden door with a few bags of gunpowder.
commander; a small

of the troops followed their reti'eating

any of which were
Alexander Burnes and Sir William
MacNaghten were left at Cabool in a political capacity, with a garrison
under the command of Major-general Elphinstone and General Sale,
So misebadly housed, and still worse provided with a commissariat.

force being left behind in various positions, scarcely

tenable against an enemy.

rably, indeed,

was

this

Sir

department conducted, that

it

was frequently

only by dint of hard bribing, that any provisions could be procured

from the neighbouring country.
Matters remained tranquil through the

first

winter; which, in that

country, proved a most severe season for our troops, both European

and

The spring ushered

native.

in a foretaste of

Mohammed was known

what was

in store for

be at no great distance
from Cabool, raising the people, and inciting them to vengeance on
the unbelieving invaders of their country. Akbar Khan, his " fighting"

Dost

the British.

to

was every where leading large bodies of Afghan troops against
off" supplies, and harassing the troops in every
possible manner.
In the summer of this year (1840) some sharp encounters with the
enemy took place, much to his discomfiture; the rude courage and
son,

.

our outposts; cutting

brute energy of his wild troops, being quite unable to cope with the disciplined bravery of English regiments.

After

many

desperate engage-

Mohammed surrendered himself a prisoner to the British
W. MacNaghten; and was, before the end of the year, sent

ments. Dost
envoy. Sir

beyond the

frontier.

and a residence

A

pension of 30,000^. a year was allowed him,

for himself

and

his

numerous family

allotted at

Mus-

;
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on the north-western

frontier,
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where he quietly remained await-

ing the course of events.

They were not very long in casting their shadows on the foreAkbar Khan had been no party to his father's submission

ground.

and

so far

of falling

from contemplating a similar course, omitted no opportunity
British force which came in his way.
Month after

upon any

the same system of desultory warfare; always to our

month witnessed

damage, and seldom to that of the enemy, who were completely masters of this art of campaigning.

Beyond

system of petty and vexatious warfare, and the evi-

this

dently-gi'owing dislike of the people to our influence and presence in

the country, there was

little

to disturb the course of events at Cabool.

who could see below
and who prophesied the approaching storm.
Hints, warnings, and advice were alike thrown away upon the British

At

the same time there were not wanting those

the surface

envoy,

of things,

who appeared

to discredit

all

that did not coincide with his

own

previously-formed opinions."*

This strange infatuation clung to him up to the

when the 2d

last

moment; and

of November, 1841, ushered in a general rising of the people

of Cabool, he was still unpersuaded of any real danger, and expressed a
It did blow over; but it swept
belief that " it would all blow over."

with

it

From

the existence of the whole English force.

ing the record of events in Afghanistan

is

that fatal

morn-

a sad and terrible recital,

imcheered by but one single bright and stirring deed
apparently hopeless defence of Jellalabad by

its

—

the gallant and

small and ill-provided

garrison.
oflBcer, woman, and child found
was followed by the seizure of the commissariat,
and the gathering of numerous bodies of Afghans within and about
The energy and faculties of both officers and men seemed
the walls.
to have been completely paralysed by the suddenness, rather than the
greatness of the danger; and in this manner many valuable days were
suffered to pass, adding to the confidence and numbers of the enemy;
and in proportion dispiriting our own troops. Eesistance did not form
a part of the tactics adopted by this most unfortunate body of men,

The massacre

with him in the

who

of Burnes, and ever}'

city,

prefeiTed trusting to negotiations with

men who were

for their utter faithlessness, rather than to their

own

proverbial

energy.

Towards the end of November Akbar Khan arrived in Cabool with
and from that day matters drew rapidly to a
Conferences were held between the chief and the British enA'oy,
crisis.
a chosen body of horse

*

The

;

Military Operations at Cabool, &c.,

by Lieutenant Vincent

Eyi-e.
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CABOOL DISASTER.
whicli resulted in

an arrangement that the British should immediately

evacuate Afghanistan, being guaranteed a safe passage to India and

Dost Mohammed was to be permitted to return
Shah Soojah to retire within British territories, and perpetual friendship to be firmly established between the two powers.
The troops began to prepare for their humiliating march on the
14th December; on the 2.3d, as the remainder of the forces joined the
main body, Sir W. MacNaghtea was invited to a final conference with
the Afghan chief, and di'ring a short inter^new was killed by a pistolshot, as some have declared, fired by the hand of Akbar Khan.
The retreat of the English forces, amounting to 4500 men and some
12,000 of camp-followers, took place, as arranged, on the 6th of January ; but no sooner had they cleared the walls of Cabool than parties
of Afghans harassed their rear and picked off the stragglers day and
night. The horrors of that humiliating retreat wei'e heightened by the
severity of the season and the difliculties of the country.
First the
wounded, and then the ladies and children, were given up to the Afghans as the only hope of saving them ; finally, abandoning all further hope, the soldiers and camp-followers gave themselves ta despair,
and either lay down to die in the snow, or fell in the rear, and were
supplies of provisions.

to his country,

despatched by Afghan bullets.
death proceeded until

days had elapsed, of

all

From

work

straggling shots the

became wholesale slaughter

it

;

of

and before many

that host of twenty-six thousand souls but one

Englishman, Dr. Brydon, and a few sepoys and followers, escaped with
the terrible tidings to Jellalabad, where the gallant Sale held his posi-

and determination of a hero.
Meanwhile Caudahar was held by General Xott and a strong body
Ghuznee was kept possession of by Colonel Palmer and a
of troops
mere handful of sepoys whilst Shah Soojah contrived to make good
his position in Cabool itself, despite the presence of Akbar Khan and
the treachery or feebleness of nearly every Afghan chieftain.

tion with the courage

;

;

Determined,
lalabad,

if possible,

to obtain possession of the fortress of Jel-

Akbar Khan invested

deficient

it

with an army strong in numbers, but

in every requisite for conducting a siege.

crumbling walls of the

With the

fort tottering at every discharge of

old

cannon,

with wide gaps in their defences, which any other enemy would have

known how

to avail himself

of,

Sale and his gallant

little

party not

only bid the besiegers bold defiance, but sallied out for forage, and did

no small mischief

in the

Afghan camp.

Whilst the above was transpiring, and when the English captives,
ladies, oflacers,

and children, were dragging on a miserable existence
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Afghan rlungeons, General Pollock was making his way with a relief
same moment, the instigators of all these

across the Punjab; and at the
disasters

were issuing instructions for the -withdrawal of our troops

from Cabool, leaving the prisoners of course to their

The winter

of 1841 brought no

fate.

for the pent-up garrisons or

The troops

the captives in Afghanistan.

hard upon every

hope

of

Akbar continued

fort in the possession of the

English

;

to press

and though

Jellalabad and Candahar held out gallantly, Palmer was compelled to

evacuate Ghuznee, when, as was usually the case, nearly every man,

woman, and
under the

was butchered as they marched out
Palmer was reserved for torture and imprison-

child of the garrison

capitulation.

ment, with one or two of his

officers.

dawned upon the army of the Indus. The
nervous and imbecile Auckland was replaced by Lord EUenborough, a
man of other mettle, who, though pestered by the fears and phantasies of

At

length brighter days

the incompetent Council of Calcutta, acted on the impulsive feeling of

doing that which alone could retrieve our tarnished reputation, and rescued the British captives by the means alone consistent with our national honour. The word was given, and heard but to be joyfully obeyed.

No second bidding was needed.

Pollock continued to

his troops to the relief of the gallant

band

move forward with

in Jellalabad.

The Afghans,

under Akbar Khan, opposed the passage of the Kyber Pass in vain ;
driven from every point by the bayonet, the enemy fled before the
British troops, and from the moment of emerging from that dangerous

mountain -gorge the British forces met with no further resistance. The
of the Khan had melted away like snow before the noonday sun.
On the 1 6th April the troops of Pollock and Sale met under the
tottering walls af Jellalabad, with what delight to all parties may be

army

readily imagined.

But

all

felt

that the time

was too precious

to be

wasted in mere rejoicings or congratulations. Both generals knew well
the critical position of the remainder of our pent-up forces, the revengeful, impetuous temper of Akbar, and the
prisoners,
felt

that

if

among whom were

imminent danger of the

and they
must be achieved at once,
still fresh in the minds of

the wife and daughter of Sale

any decisive blow was to be struck,

with the eclat of Pollock's recent victories

;

it

the enemy and their own troops.
Had their own impulses only
been consulted, Cabool would have been in their hands within a
week ; but unfortunately a reference was yet to be made to the Su-

preme Government
It was thus the middle of August before a combined movement was
made by the three generals, Nott, Pollock, and Sale, from Candahar
!

;
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and Jellalabad. The former moved out with seven thousand troops
and defeating one of the Afghan chiefs, who attempted to intercept his
march, razed the walls and fortifications of Ghuznee, the scene of so
much treachery and disaster to our countrymen. On the other side, the
combined forces of Pollock and Sale did not proceed without force
but in every case in which opposition was offered victory declared

Indeed every sword that was drawn, every shot that was

for them.

honour of the

fired, told in

British,

and served but to render the cause

of the Afghans more desperate.

The
Pass, a

final struggle for the

most

difficult

mastery took place at the Khoord Cabool

and commanding position, where the enemy mus-

tered in considerable numbers

now

restrain our troops,

;

but to oppose in vain.

who seemed

Nothing could

eager for the fray, and driving

the foe before them from every defile and mountain-path, sealed the
fate of that short

On

and glorious campaign.

the 15th of September, the forces of Pollock and Sale arrived

at Cabool,

where they found, as expected, that numerous changes had
Revolutions and savage conflicts had succeeded each other

taken place.

with rapidity.

The

chiefs

had been divided among themselves

in the sup-

port of the two rulers, and eventually the assassination of Shah Soojah

had

to a degree

amity.

No

paved the way to something bearing the semblance of

sooner did the news of the junction of the British forces

at Jellalabad reach the ears of Akbar than he prepared for flight,
making arrangements at the same time for carrying his numerous priOn the notification of
soners with him into the wilds of Toorkhistan.
the advance of the generals towards the capital, the Afghan chief put

and whilst he hurried off" his own treasures
;
and family towards the north-west, and himself hastened to Avatgh the

his plans into execution

steps of the British, the English captives, to the

number

of one hun-

dred and twenty-two, were despatched, in charge of an Afghan khan,

towards Bameean, where they were detained for upwards of a week,

The orders of the

awaiting further instructions from Akbar.

had been

to kill all the sick,

wounded, or

feeble, so as to

delay in their march ; but although the khan shewed

little

latter

prevent any

regard for his

charge, he hesitated to carry into execution these barbarous instructions.*'

Fortunately for the prisoners, this chief was easily swayed by interest

;

avarice

was

his ruling passion

;

and the

were not long in ascertaining that a bribe

officers in his

of their negotiations was, that 2000^. were to
Journal of Imisrisonment in Afghanistan

:

would

The result
be paid down to the

induce their jailor to open the doors of their prison-house.

°

custody

sufficiently liberal

Lieutenant V. Eyre.
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klian and a pension settled on liim

;

for "which

he was to

fling off alle-

giance to Akbar, and maintain the party in the fort against

all

enemies

The position of independence taken up
followers and British companions soon drew

until relief could be obtained.

by the old khan and his
around them some of the neighbouring chiefs, who doubtless were
aware of the present aspect of affairs at Cabool, and were able to make
a shrewd guess at the probable course of events. These people guaranteed support and aid to the English party ; and at length, when news
was brought the latter of the successes of Pollock and the dispersion
of Akbar's forces, they moved boldly and rejoicingly from their prisonfort, and turned their steps in the direction of Cabool.
Their party
was, however, but a small one; and they were not without apprehensions
lest Akbar might still be hovering about to intercept any relief sent to
them, the more so as some report reached them that a strong body of
Afghan horse was following in their steps to huny them off to the
banks of the Oxus.

On

the

first

evening of their bivouacking, they received decided

intelligence of the complete successes of the various bodies of British

Afghans and their chief Akbar.
was confirmed during that night by the an-ival in
their little camp of a native trooper, bearing a letter from Sir Richard
Shakespeare, informiBg them of his near approach to their assistance
with a strong body of Kussilbash horse. Before daylight the little
party set forward on their way to meet their deliverers with beating
hearts
and at noon, whilst resting under the shade of a ruined fort,
they were gladdened by the approach of Sir Richard and his cavalry,

troops, and of the dispersion of the

The glad

intelligence

;

mustering six hundred.
Fears were, however, still entertained that an attempt at rescue
might be made by the desperate Akbar, especially as a dangerous
Accordingly, a
pass had to be traversed on their road to the capital.
messenger was despatched to General Pollock, requesting instant reinforcement whilst on their part every available means were used to
;

push on their way, with but little rest or desire for halting. On
the 20th they encountered an officer who had ridden on in advance
of the approaching relief; and from him they gathered the joyful
intelligence that General Sale's brigade was but a mile or two in the
rear.

The happiness of this day may be imagined. The long-lost wife
and daughter were restored in safety to the man who had so gallantly
maintained the honour of his country within the little fort of Jellalabad ; and many a missing one was met that day by friends or anxious

;

EVACUATION OF AFGHANISTAN.
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was indeed a joyful meeting, and gladly did the whole

party set forward to retrace their steps to the camp outside the city of
Cabool.

This they reached by sunset on the 21st, the British artillery

rending the air with the glad echoes of their thundering welcome.

The remainder of

this eventful history

proclamation issued at Simla,

may be soon

told.

By

a

governor -general declared, that

the

having retrieved the disasters of the past, and taught the Afghans
a lesson not likely to be soon forgotten, the British army should
evacuate that country and retire to Ferozepore.

now

After a short period

employed in interring the thousands of skeletons of our slaughtered
countrymen that literally strewed the scenes of the massacres of Cabool

and after effectually demolishing the citadel, the walls, the Bala Hissur,
and every building of any strength in the capital, the army of the Indus
set out on its homeward march upon the 12th of October.
At Ferozepore the troops were received by the governor-general
and his staff, and many and hearty were the congratulations given and
received upon this happy termination to a sad and fatal campaign.^
Rejoicings and festivities wound up that which had been begun in rashness and infatuation, and consummated in disgrace, bloodshed, and imprisonment. HeaYj as was the retribution that descended on the actors
in the Afghan tragedy, the remembrance of our errors and our disasters
will live long and sadly in the recollection of this generation.
For a time it appeared as though peace was firmly established on
the Indian continent

;

things, the tranquillity

but to those

who

could see below the surface of

was but a deceptive

lull,

a calm ushering in the

tempest that was soon to burst forth in another quarter.

The treacherous conduct

of the

Ameers

of Scinde during our Af-

ghan campaign was not mended on the return of the anny from that
country, the Ameers judging that we should not have retired so soon
unless we had met with further I'everses. Our evacuation of Afghanistan Avas looked upon by them as a virtual defeat ; and it soon became
pretty evident that their feelings towards us were not improved, nor
disposition more friendly, in consequence of that impression.
Grave doubts have been since entertained by many with regard to
the propriety and justice of our operations in the Scinde country ; but
there appears to be no question, that whilst the rulers of that territory
entertained the hostile feelings to us which they did, no security could
for a moment exist for the tranquillity of the state, and that sooner or
later the events which were then brought about must of necessity have
their

occurred.
*

Journal of Imprisonment in Afghanistan

:

Eyre.

"

Lady

Sale's Journal.
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Cautions, warnings, and every friendly means were employed towards the Ameers, to induce an amicable disposition, or at any rate
all these means seem to have been emwas evident that but one course must be
adopted, Lord Ellenborougli was not slow to order its execution.
The Ameers had during the entire winter season of 1842 been
busily engaged in gathering their forces and taking up a menacing

a peaceful line of conduct ; but
ployed in vain

;

and when

it

whilst the veteran Sir Charles Napier strengthened his own
and made every disposition for acting so soon as the proper
moment should an-ive. That moment occurred in the early part of

position

;

attitude,

The

February.

Hyderabad was attacked with
and

British residency at

great fury by a large and desperate body of the Ameers' troops

;

was not without difficulty that the English officials were enabled to
make good their retreat and join their fi-iends -within the camp at a
short distance from the city.
it

band of 2100 of all
and approached the enemy's position,

Sir Charles, with his small but well-disciplined

arms,

moved

across the Indus

which was a remarkably strong one, near the village of Meeanee.
Their forces amounted to fully 30,000 infantry and 5000 horse, with
a train of 15 guns well sei'\-ed on the European system.
A stronger
position than that occupied
ceived.

A

by

their

main body could

scarcely be con-

natural ravine of considerable depth protected

them

in

were well sheltered by extensive forests and
broken gi'ound.
Formidable as their entrenchment appeared, the
Bz'itish general did not for a moment hesitate about the attack, but
on the morning of the 17th of February gave the signal for the asfront, whilst their flanks

sault.

Mo\ang rapidly forward from

their

open

j^osition

on the

plain, the

English and sepoy regiments advanced gallantly towards the thickly

guarded ravine, behind which bristled mj-riads of

glittei'ing

weapons.

Cheering each other on, regardless of the storm which swept their
ranks from the Scinde artilleiy, they plunged into the dangerous ra-

and rushing up the opposite bank, which they strewed with their
dead and wounded, made for the top of the embankment, where the

vine,

enemy stood matchlock

in

hand to receive them.

way and quick

The

gallant 22d, an

were on the summit
of the entrenchment, behind which they found awaiting them with a
glittering forest of steel and a barrier of bucklers, vast masses of Beloochee swordsmen, whose numbers and savage shouts must have struck
dismay into the hearts of any but such as were opposed to them. Shout
Irish regiment, led the

for shout

was given, cheer

;

for cheer,

as thought

and lowering the queen

of wea-

I
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the bayoneted musket
the little handful of heroes rushed
upon the vast force opposed to them.
The conflict was long and bloody. Valour could but do its utmost ; and the sweeping discharges from the thickly, well-planted
Scinde artillery on their flank told fearfully upon the courageous band
who strove against this mighty host. For every score of Beloochees who
fell befoi'c the British bayonet an English soldier was swept away by
the murderous discharge of grape
and although each gap was gallantly filled up from the rear, their numbers went on thinning hour
after hour, whilst the multitude opposed to them seemed to be as numerous as ever, so little was the havoc amidst their ranks perceptible.*^
Victory seemed about to declare against the small band of assail-

pons

;

ants

the greater part of their officers Avere killed or disabled ; and the

:

more than once made a retrograde movement.
was ordered to be made on the enemy's right by the small body of horse under Colonel Pattle, which had
the effect of at once deciding the fate of the day.
The British cavalry
did their duty nobly; and the Beloochees, finding themselves in danger
on their flank, began to move slowly but defiantly from the field.
Resistance was no longer thought of; and the British guns in their
turn swept all before them, whilst cavalry and infantry carried on the
work of destruction until nature became exhausted, and they could do
no more.
On the following day Sir Charles summoned the Ameers, who had
sepoys, without a leader,

At

this critical juncture a charge

remained safely within the

and

their persons
fault of

fortifications

of Hyderabad, to surrender

their authority into his

which he threatened to storm the

hands without delay, in decity.
The mandate was

obeyed by the entrance within his camp of six of these chiefs, who proceeded to lay at the feet of the British general their swords and insignia
" Their misfortunes," said Sir Charles in his dispatches,

of royalty.

" were of their

own

creating ; but as they were great, I gave them back
and doubtless he knew full well the utter uselessness of
those weapons to men who looked on from their fortified walls whilst
the brave but mercenary troops of Beloochistan were fighting their
their swords

;"

One

other action, that of Dubba, and the

power of the Ameers
and when one or two turbulent bands of
marauders had been swept from the country, the British flag waved
supreme to the borders of Beloochistan.
The immediate consequence of these decisive victories was the

battle.

was

for ever annihilated

;

annexation of Scinde to the territories of the Company.
''

Major-Genei"al

W.

F. P. Napier's Conquest of Scinde.

In a pro-
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clamation dated on the

5tli of

March, 1843, from Agra, the governor-

general announced that the conquered territories had become part of

On

our eastern dominions.

the 15th of the

same month Major-

General Sir Charles Napier was appointed governor of this pro\auce

;

and a declaration was made relative to the manumission of all slaves
within the boundaries of Scinde, the free passage of the Indus to the

commerce

of the world,

had

Scarcely
troubles,

this

though of

and the abolition of

all transit-duties.

proclamation been made generally known, Avhen

far less

magnitude, awaited the government in ano-

ther direction, and nearer home.

The independent JMahratta

state of

Gwalior had been for a long period the scene of great confusion and
strife, giving ample employment to the British resident at its court,
under whose protection the reigning family held their authority. The
decease of the last rajah, and the consequent regency of his widow
during the minority of his successor, opened the door to endless in-

trigues

and

difficulties.

Ministers of pacific views, and favourable to

the English policy, were rudely set aside by the

widow

for others of

questionable character, and holding opinions directly opposite.
conspiracies,

other

;

until,

Plots,

and insurrections split the country from one end to the
determined that such an unquiet and dangerous neighbour

could not be permitted, the governor-general ordered a force to enter
the maharajah's territories, in order to assert his just authority, and
give security to his person and power.

This army was conducted by Sir Hugh Gough, accompanied by
Lord Ellenborough, and moved from Agra in the early part of December; whilst a second division, under Major-General Grey, advanced
from Bundelkund. The first and main division crossed the Kohuree
river on the 29th December, and took vip a position not far from the village of Maharajpoor, where the Mahratta army lay strongly encamped,
mustering fully eighteen thousand men, a strong body of cavalry, and
The British troops amounted to fourteen thousand
a hundred guns.
men, with forty pieces of artillery.
The attack was commenced by Major-General Llttler's column
charging full upon the enemy's front. The advancing regiments were
received with a furious and deadly cannonade, which sensibly thinned
their ranks, whilst the Mahratta troops gave them a warm reception
from their matchlocks. Nothing, however, could stem the torrent that
swept up to the mouths of the enemy's cannon, bayoneting their gunners and driving all before them. Flinging away their matchlocks, the
Mahrattas fled to the village, where, sword in hand, they made a desperate stand, but in vain.
The small but dashing brigade of cavalry,
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under General Valiant, charged Maharajpoor in the rear, cut up the
and effectually sealed the fate of the now defeated
and flying Mahratta force.

flanks of the enemy,

The

loss of the

enemy

in this hard-fought battle

was believed to

have been from three to four thousand in killed and wounded, besides
all their cannon and stores.
The victory, however, was not purchased

Upwards of one hundred
and nearly seven hundred in the

without cost on the side of the British.
killed, of

whom

seven were

officers,

hospitals, told of the severity of the conflict.**

Whilst the roar of the hundred and forty opposing guns at Maharajpoor sent forth their deadly echoes, and almost within

sound of

them, another struggle was maintained, equally decisive, though
fatal.

less

General Grey's column, moving towards the capital from Bun-

delkund, encountered a strong Mahratta force at Puuniar, but twelve

The action was sharp but brief.
The enemy stood no more than the first charge of the British infantry,
and fled to the heights, whence they were driven at the point of the

miles distant from their destination.

bayonet, and finally scattered through the country.

no

The two armies united beneath the walls of Gwalior, where, having
Durbar immediately made every submission to the

alternative, the

terms imposed by the British.

by a

in future be protected

It

was stipulated that Gwalior should

British subsidiary force, paid from the
officer and gan-ison should
and that the state should pay

revenues of the country ; that an English

hold possession of the
all

foi't

of Gwalior

;

the expenses of the war.

Thus ended the

Lord Ellenhad accomplished
of India ; and when,

brief but glorious military career of

borough, who, during the short tenure of his

more than any other man

office,

for the pacification

through intrigues and jealousies, he was shortly afterwards recalled by
the Court of Directors, his departure was deeply regi'etted by all who

wished well to good government and the security of our Eastern possessions.
9

Sir

Hugh Gough's

dispatch.

;
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CHAPTER

VIII.

THE WARS IN THE PUNJAB, AND THE ANNEXATION OF THE COUNTRY
OF THE FIVE RIVERS TO THE BRITISH DOMINIONS.
A.D. 1844-1849.

arrival of Sir

ON the
in the

summer

British rule in the

man had ample

Henry Hardinge

most profound peace.

make

leisure to

He

to

slow to discover

many

details

needed much

did his best to bring about a better and more friendly

feeling between the services

army

This able and indefatigable

himself master of very

of government, Avhich he was not
reform.

in India as governor-general,

of 1844, he found the vast ten-itories under the

many

privileges

the troops generally

;

;

he furthered the claims of the native

he promoted a stricter discipline amongst

;

he aided in the organisation of railway companies
all that lay in his power, during so

in India; and, in short, did
shoi*t

a period, to promote the welfare of

many

sections of the

com-

munity.

But the course of Indian events was not long destined for this
One more storm of war and bloodshed was gathering
another fierce struggle was about to overwhelm a vast
in the north
tract of fruitful and populous country in its calamities and its sufferand Sir Henry, peacefully as he may have been disposed, could
ings
not avoid the career that was awaiting him.
The decease of Pamjeet Sing, the Lion of Lahore, in 1839, had paved
the way to an infinity of intrigues, plots, and counterplots at and
pacification.

;

;

around the capital of the Punjab. The death of the " Lion," soon followed by that of the grandson, not without suspicion of design ; the
struggles for the viziership

;

the intrigues of the ranee, or (jueen-mother

and the subsequent assassinations of

rival chiefs

which took place

at

Cabool, bore testimony to the absence of any controlling power in the
state.

endowed with any
directing the course of events were two French officers,

Indeed, the only parties

faculty for

who appeared

to be
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promoted to the rank of generals by Runjeet Singh, and who had
brought the army of the Punjab into a state of high efficiency, more
especially its ordnance department.
The young maharajah, Dhulup Sing, a child of four years, and
his mother, although nominally at the head of affairs, were really
in the hands of the Sikh soldiery ; these, clamouring for their arrears
of pay, and anxious for some occupation which might bring with it a
chance of

whom

spoil,

sought to be led against their English neighbours,

they considered their enemies.

been fostered by the French

officers,

great influence amongst them,

How

who,

it is

it

far this feeling may have
was known, always possessed

not easy to judge.

This hostile

passion was kept up, until at length the ranee became a party, unwil-

Ghoolab
demonstration in the direction of the Sutlej.
Singh, brother to the late vizier of the " Lion," was pressed in vain,

lingly, to a

first,

to accept the dangerous office of vizier; secondly, to join the

Avar-party against the British.

It

would have been equally dangerous

to have openly opposed the movement ; Ghoolab therefore contented
himself with taking no part in the preparations, and under various pre-

tences absenting himself from the scene of military activity.

When at

and he could no longer avoid acting
in some way, he prudently declined any command in the army, preferring to remain at the head of his own immediate followers, ready for
any special service that might present itself.'
The preparations which were now being made at Lahore for
the passage of the Sutlej could not be kept a secret ; and long before
the public had any idea of what was going on, the governor-general
had expeditiously but quietly concentrated thirty-two thousand men
and sixty-eight guns in and about Ferozepore, Loodianah, and Umballa.

last the

war had

In the

early part of

actually begun,

December, the inteUigence forwarded to head-

quarters respecting the warlike preparations in the Punjab were of

such a definite and unmistakable character, that Sir H. Hardinge at

once made his way to the camp at Umballa, though without at that
time having any belief in the intention of the Sikh army to invade
the British territories in considerable numbers.

From Umballa

the

governor-general pi'oceeded onwards to Loodianah, inspecting the vari-

ous cantonments, and generally making himself acquainted with the
actual position of affairs.

On

the 7th and 8th of December, intelligence was received by the

governor-general from Lahore, of such a nature as at once to induce

him

to issue instructions to the commander-in-chief to
'

Macgregor's History of the Sikhs.

Q

move up

the

;
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from XJmballa, Meerut, and other minor posts. On
army had approached to within a few
miles of Ferozepore ; whilst further advance along the river-line shewed
whole of

his force

the 9th, a portion of the Sikh

that the most active preparations

purposes.

By

reserve forces were in

and

were being carried on

for hostile

December the whole of the Umballa and
march towards the appointed rendezvous

the 12th of
full

same time orders were issued
dianah, to be prepared to move up with
at the

to Brigadier Wheeler, at

Loo-

thousand

men

his force of five

CAMEL BATTERY.

and twelve guns at a moment's notice.
During this day more precise information was received as to the Sikh movements ; and on the
following morning intelligence was brought in that the enemy had
crossed the Sutlej, and were concentrating in great force on the left
bank of the river.Afiairs having arrived at this point, the governor-general issued a

proclamation, setting forth the unprovoked nature of the Sikh invasion, declaring the territories

British possessions,

and

on the

calling

upon

left

tives to aid in the restoration of peace,

ing

of the Sutlej annexed to the

and well-disposed naand at the same time caution-

all

friendly

all evil-doers as to the consequences of their acts.
Brigadier Wheeler was immediately ordered up with his force of
'

Despatch from Sir H. Hardinge to Secret Committee.

;
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four thousand five hundred men and twenty-one guns to cover Bussean,
where a large depot of stores for the army had been collected ; and by

the afternoon of the 14th he was in position before that place.

days

Two

main column from Umballa, under the commander-inchief, arrived at the same spot.
At that moment, the Sikhs were completing the passage of the Sutlej with their heavy artillery and trains
and on the 17th their main body, consisting of twenty-five thousand
regulars and eighty-eight guns, under the command of Lai Singh,
later,

moved

the

into position at the village of

men and

of twenty-three thousand

Forozshah ; whilst another force

encamped opposite
The Sikhs commenced throwing up earth-works around
their camps, and preparing for a vigorous contest.
The governorgeneral and commander-in-chief pushed on with their main column
sixty-seven guns

Ferozepore.

towards Ferozepore

;

and

at

mid-day halted

where they snatched some hasty
long and harassing march.

rest

at the village of

and a

little

Moodkee,

refreshment, after a

The repose of the troops was soon broken by intelligence that at
no greater distance than three miles a large body of the enemy were
encamped, chiefly cavalry, with twenty-two guns. The troops were
immediately called to arms, placed in position, and moved forward to
meet the enemy.
The cavalry, under Brigadiers White, Gough, and Mactier, were advanced rapidly to the front, and occupying the open plain gave good
cover to the infantry whilst forming.

The

horse-artillery speedily fol-

In a short time the Sikh artillery, which
was well secured behind a quantity of low jungle, opened a brisk and
rather telling fire upon the advancing columns, which was replied to
lowed, flanking the cavalry.

with great

spirit

by the British

which had by

horse-artillery

and the

light field-bat-

time moved up.

These directed such a steady
and judicious fire, that the enemy were for a time shaken, and, seizing
the opportune moment, the commander-in-chief ordered a cavalry charge
teries,

upon the

left

this

flank of the Sikhs, whilst a similar one

was directed upon

their right.

Both of these succeeded

to admiration

;

the charges of the British

horse sweeping every thing before them, up to the very guns, and

no>-

thing but the irregularity of the ground and the dense cover of the

jungle saved the

enemy

fronl far heavier loss.

In the meantime, the infantry was moved on to the charge, covered
by the vigorous fire of the horse-artillery, brought close to the low
jungle in front of their lines.
Sir H. Smith, Sir John M'Caskill, and
General Gilbert led on the troops in echellan of

lines,

and

poijring

in.
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upon their

murderous

close ranks a

efficacy of the British

musket.

fire,

From

INDIA.

soon taught the enemy the

position to position the Sikhs

were driven ; and so often as they stood, the bayonet was resorted
to with fatal and unerring effect.
The day was thus won from the enemy ; and making the best of
their

way

fi'om the field, with the loss of great

numbers of their troops

and seventeen of their guns, they sought shelter within their camp at
The slaughter was only stayed by the weariness of the
Ferozshah.
troops and the spreading darkness, for the last two hours of the con"When the
flict had been can-ied on by a dim and uncertain light.
British moved back to their camp at Moodkee it was midnight.
The loss on the side of the British was severe for the duration of
the struggle, the chief execution haAing been from the Sikh artillery.
The number of killed was sixteen officers and two hundi-ed men ; that
and this was
of the wounded, forty-eight officers and six hundred men
;

out of a force of twelve thousand rank and

file.

Amongst

those

who

was General Sir Robert Sale, the hero
of Jellalabad, who fell with his left thigh shattered by grape-shot.
This victory was at once followed up by preparations for further
efforts ; for it was well known that the enemy would not long remain
fell

at this time, deeply regretted,

Some heavy artillery
imder their late severe discomfiture.
was brought up from the rear, escorted by several fresh regiments. Sir
John Littler was ordered up from Ferozepore with all his available force,
in order to efiect a junction with the main body, and, in concert with

inactive

them, to attack the Sikh entrenched

Accordingly Sir John moved

off

lines.

with one-half of his

force,

amount-

ing to five thousand five hundred, together with twenty-one guns,
leaving the remainder in Ferozepore, to maintain that post, and watch

movements of Tej Singh and his army encamped against it. This
was early on the 21st by eleven o'clock on that day the main body
had advanced fi-om Moodkee and taken up a position opposite the
intrenched camp of the Sikh army, which contained a total force of
thirty-five thousand soldiers and eighty-eight guns, whilst that of the
Bi-itish comprised less than eighteen thousand rank and file and sixty-

the

:

five guns.

were about a mile in length and half a mile in
and ready to receive an enemy from whatever
might advance. The ground in front of the army was flat,

The Sikh

lines

breadth, strongly placed,

quarter

it

and] interspersed with low jungle.

army having been placed
tre,

The

three divisions of the British

in line, the artillery

was stationed

in the cen-

with the exception of three troops of horse-artilleiy, placed on each
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and

in sujiport.

The

cavahy, formed the second

reserve,
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under Sir Harry Smith, with the

line.

The engagement was commenced by the British artillery advancing
and pouring in rapid and well-directed charges upon the Sikh lines
until within three hundred yards, when the guns were unlimbered, and
a further heavy and continuous discharge kept up, until the word was
given for the infantry to charge and seize the Sikh guns, which continued to be served with murderous effect.
This heavy and bloody
task was performed with matchless courage and rapidity, and the
enemy's

artillery in the centre Avas for the

Littler's brigade

had done wonders

;

time silenced.

On

the

left,

but the storm of grape and shot

fell amidst them caused them to stagger, and make a retrogi'ade
movement, which was, however, supported by a portion of the reserve
under Sir Harry Smith. The centre and right divisions, imder Generals Wallace and Gilbert, were successful at every point ; and the battle
seemed to be won, when unfortunately night fell so suddenly as not only
to prevent the decisive blow being sti*uck, but to cause not a little confusion and danger from the extreme proximity of friends and foes.
In this ci'itical position the main body of the troops were withdrawn to a few hundred yards from the Sikh camp, where they rested
during the remainder of the night under ai'ms. About midnight, however, some of the Sikh guns which had not been taken possession of
were brought to bear upon the British column as they lay on the
ground, doing considerable execution.
The governor-general mounted
his horse, and calling on the 80th Regiment and a portion of the 1st
Bengal Europeans, led them against the annoying guns, which were
carried at a charge, and spiked.
That night was one of intense anxiety to the commanders their
loss had been most severe j they were within a few hundred yards of
an enemy still formidable, with a heavy reserve under Tej Singh, no
doubt on its way up from Ferozepore; whilst Littler's and Sir H.
Smith's divisions had been compelled to retire from the left, and nothing was known as to their position.
The spirit of the troops was, however, admirable ; and weary and
harassed as they were by long marching and hard fighting, all seemed
animated with but one spirit, a determination to finish the work so
gloriously begim, and drive the enemy beyond the Sutlej.
At early
dawn this portion of the army was put under arms, deployed into line,
and led on at once "against the Sikh entrenchments, without waiting
A few volleys, a round or two of grape,
for the other divisions.
and the bayonet did the rest most effectually. The troops having

which

:

—
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secured the whole of the seventy-six guus opposed to them, now
wheeled rapidly round, swept past the village of Ferozshah, and in

way

this

cleared the entire length of the enemy's works,

who

retired

upon their reserve, which at that moment appeared in sight.
The remaining divisions of the army now effected a junction with
the centre and right ; and thus reinforced, ill provided as they were
with ammunition, the British commanders would have had no hesitation in advancing against their new enemy, had there been any disposition shewn to await an attack.
But such was not the intention of
the Sikh generals
disheartened and alarmed, the discomfited troops
of Ferozshah communicated to their comi'ades the panic which they
themselves felt, and at once moving off with a few flourishes of their
remaining artillery, made for the banks of the Sutlej, which river they
:

quickly

To

left

behind them.

follow

up

this

decisive

victory, as

inclination

Avould

prompted, was rendered impossible by the want of cavalry and

have

ammu-

whole of the

latter having been exhausted during the
and the commander-in-chief was therefore fain to
content himself with seeing the enemy fairly across the river, and await
reinforcements from the rear.
That day and several following were fully occupied with the care of
the wounded, numbering upwards of seventeen hundred.
Ferozepore

nition, nearly the

recent engagements

was converted

;

into a hospital, until the sick could be conveyed to

a place of greater security

;

and during the time of their sojourn

was most unremitting in his personal inThe British loss in killed was heavy: 694
spection of their comfoi'ts.
were found dead in the field j and of the wounded 595 died in the hospital, or were disabled from further service.
The same cause which had compelled Sir Hugh Gough to allow
Tej Singh to recross the Sutlej unmolested, prevented him from
there, the governor-general

marching on Lahore, and finishing the war under its walls. Nearly
two months were spent in waiting for the arrival of a battering train,
and reinforcements of both infantry and cavalry; during which period
the Sikhs, recovering from the
pore,

commenced preparations

an extensive

scale,

its left

gi*eat

shock of their disaster at Feroze-

and with considerable

boats across the Sutlej, the

on

first

for the defence of their territories
skill.

on

Throwing a bridge of

enemy took up a position of much strength
commenced forming entrenchments of

bank, and at once

extent and

solidity,

officer of engineers.

bering about 15,000

At

under the superintendence of a French

the same time a strong

men and

body of

Sikhs,

num-

fifty-six guns, crossed the river in the

;

ALIWAL AND SOBRAON.
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immediate neiglibom-liood of Loodianah, and took up a position

at the

village of Aliwal.

As soon

as the

commander-in-chief was strengthened by the fresh

troops ordered up, he despatched Sir H. Smith with a force of 7,000

men and 24 guns to relieve Loodianah, threatened as it was by the
advance of the enemy in its vicinity. The object was speedily and
most completely effected. Sir Harry, although harassed in his march
by many rear and iiank attacks, during some of which he lost much of
his baggage, pushed on with determination for the main body of the
enemy, which he knew was not far distant.
On the 27th of January the British troops found themselves opposed to the Sikh forces under Runjoor Singh, now reinforced by 4000
more regular troops and twelve field-pieces. On the morning of the
28th, Sir Harry Smith, having with him by that time nearly 10,000
men, advanced to the attack with his entire line, warmly received by
the enemy's artillery. After a brief cannonade and a cavalry charge the
infantry moved up in gallant style ; and though opposed with a wellThe village of Aliwal,
served artillery force, swept all before them.
the enemy's chief position, was carried at the point of the bayonet
and Her
the British cannon cut up the heavy masses of Sikh troops
;

Majesty's

16th Lancers, by their brilliant charges, completed the

triumph of the day by capturing every gun opposed to them, and
driving the foe, with terrible slaughter, across the river.

body of the enemy left the British at
works carrying on by the
Sikhs at Sobraon, which were rapidly assuming an importance that
promised to render them truly formidable. But the much-needed
heavy artillery had not yet reached the camp; and without it operations against the enemy's works would have been deemed most injudicious.
On the 8th of February Sir Harry Smith joined the main
army with his forces; and on the following day the long-expected
heavy guns reached the camp. Not a moment was lost after the reOn the morning of the 10th,
ceipt of this much-needed arm of war.
long before daybreak, the troops moved out of camp, and marched to
The British
the position assigned them, opposite the enemy's works.
troops numbered somewhat above 16,000 rank and file, with 99 guns;
the Sikh force consisted of 34,000 men within the entrenchments, and

The

total discomfiture of this

liberty to direct their full attention to the

20,000 of reserved troops, with seventy pieces of artillery.
The enemy's position Avas a most formidable one, and had cost

them much labour during several months. It was, indeed, considered
by them as perfectly impregnable to any force that could be brought
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against

how

it

is

considered

fortifications,
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strong was the

behind three

army posted

lines of trenches,

and

ably their artilleiy was served, the victory of the small British

foi'ce which carried those vaunted works must be allowed to have been
no ordinary achievement.

From

six until past eight o'clock the artillery maintained

sant roar of destruction, aided

nine the
attack;

command was

by that

fatal

weapon the

issued for the troops to

and supported on

either flank

an inces-

rocket.

move forward

by troops of horse

At

to the

artillery,

the

infantry advanced to test the vaunted streng-th of the Sikh fortifications. They were received by a tremendous fire from cannon, muskets,
and camel-gTins; and so murderous was the discharge from the entrenchments, and so completely exposed were the advancing troops, that it

appeared impossible that any body of

men

could stand such havoc.

there was any halting or indecision under this fearful

momentary ; the charge was renewed, and

in a few

fire, it

If

was but

more short minutes

the advanced troops of the column were within the fatal works.

Other

army met with an equally desperate resistance on either
more than one place the attacking column was forced back

divisions of the

wing, and in

several times, again

and again returning

At length line after
make \nctory still more

to the charge with

was entered

valour.

line

to

decisive,

undaunted

at the bayonet's point;

and

a gallant charge of cavalry under

Major-general Thackwell followed up the blow, silenced the Sikh guns,

and drove the retreating mass over their
river.

bi'idge of boats

and

into the

Great was the slaughter of the flying foe by the light field-pieces

of the British; hundreds were cut to pieces
crossing the Sutlej, and

many more drowned

by our

horse-artillery in

in the confusion.

The fruits of this victory were 67 guns, 200 camel-swivels, and a
number of standards. But these trophies were purchased at a
cost of 320 killed and 2063 wounded, including many valuable
ofiicers, amongst others, the veteran Sir Eobert Dick.
This decisive battle was at once followed up by a movement on
Lahore; and although endeavours were made by Ghoolab Singh to divert

great

the governor-general from his resolution, the troops proceeded on their

There a treaty was drawn
Avails.
up and formally executed, by which the whole expense of the war,
amounting to a million and a half sterling, was undertaken to be paid
by the Lahore government. The gims taken by us were to be retained,
and all those which had ever been pointed against us were to be deliway, and encamped beneath the city

vered up; whilst the Sikh troops t.nd their leaders were to receive instant dismissal.

Subsequently

it

was aiTanged that a strong garrison
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was to be left in Lahore by the British, for the protection of the inhaand the security of the Maharajah's authority; and in accordance with this, Sir John Littler was left there with 10,000 men.
Thus terminated the first Punjab war, having occupied but sixty
days, and beheld the complete dispersion of the 8ikh forces. Upwards
of 200 pieces of their best artillery had fallen into our hands ; and of
100,000 fighting men, not 30,000 remained together. The cost of the
war had been defi'ayed by the vanquished; and on the whole the
campaign appeared to have been not only the most decisive but the
most important in its results of any that the British forces in India
had been engaged in.
At the close of 1848 the Earl of Dalhousie assumed the supreme
government of India, On his arrival he found the most apparently
profound tranquillity reigning; and there seemed for the time every
But, as
probability of his rule being one of an entirely pacific nature.
with his predecessor, it soon became evident that he was destined to
heighten the reputation of the British arms, and to extend our triumphs
and our possessions.
The first indication of trouble came from Mooltan, the capital of
a petty state situated between the Indus and the )Sutlej. Moolraj, its
governor, first shewed signs of unfriendly feeling towards us, and evenbitants

tually

assumed a

hostile attitude

by the assassination of the British

assis-

Vans Agnew, and Lieutenant Anderson of the
Bombay army. This treachery brought forward Lieutenant Edwardes
and a party of Sikh horse, who, being reinforced by Colonel Cortlande's troops and some pieces of light artillery, and further aided by
the auxiliary forces of the khan of Bhawulpore, attacked and defeated

tant political resident, Mr.

Moolraj on two several occasions with considerable slaughter.

The chief then fell back upon Mooltan, to which the troops under
Cortlande and Edwardes would have at once laid siege had they been
to
; they were compelled, therefore,
and keep up a simple blockade until the 18tli of August,
when they were opportunely reinforced by General Whish with two
regiments of native infantry, one of horse, and a troop of horse-artilOther forces reached at nearly the same time from Ferozepore
lery.

provided with the necessary guns
sit

before

it

which was most needed, a battering-train of considerable
With these
and further horse-artillery and light horse.
various reinforcements the besieging army amounted to 28,000 men,
of whom about 6000 were British, and the operations were accordingly

Avith that

weight,

pushed forward with vigour.
attacks were

made

Early in September several successful

on. the enemy's outworks, and one or two sallies
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them but the aspect
was suddenly changed by a large party of the Sikh allies
under Shere Singh going over to the enemy.
This compelled the
British to abandon their operations, and retire to a strong position at
a short distance from Mooltan.
The defection of the Sikhs had been doubtless brought about by
the intelligence that Chutter Singh had collected a body of insurgents
in the Hazerah district, and made an attempt upon the fort of Attock.
Foiled in this, the chief pushed rajiidly forward to Peshawur, where,
the British force being greatly reduced in numbers, the resident, Major
Lawrence, and his lady were compelled to fly to Kohafc and put themselves under the protection of the khan of that place. They were, however, given up to Chutter Single, together with Lieutenant Borrie.
Another Sikh war now became inevitable. The forces under Chutter
Singh and Shere Singh united ; other chiefs flocked to their standards,
and they were not long in mustering an army of 30,000 troops eager
for plunder or any prospect of em^jloyment as preferable to a state of
peace. The enemy now took up a position at Ramnugger, near Wuzeerabad, having the Chenab flowing in their front, and strongly flanked
by artillery.
of the garrison repulsed with considerable loss to

of

;

afl'airs

Reinforcements having reached the British army at Ferozepore,
the commander-in-chief, Lord Gough,

moved forward

the 21st of November, and pi'epared at once for action.

to

Saharun on

At two

o'clock

on the following morning the troops moved forwards in the most perfect silence and with as much order as though on parade.
Arrived at
Eamuugger, the troops were placed in position, whilst our horse-artillery

pushed on in advance towards the enemy's lines, which were then
and commenced a sharji fire upon them. This seemed

distinctly visible,

make but

and the heavy guns of the Sikhs beit became apparent that these two
branches of the armies were most unequally matched.
The enemy, determined to act vigorously and on the offensive,
pushed across the river a strong body of their best cavalry under the
to

little

impression

;

ginning to return the cannonade,

of their heavy batteries.
These were immediately charged by the
5th Light Cavalry and the 14tli Dragoons, and driven back to the entrenchments, though not without heavy loss being sustained by these

fire

two regiments, especially in officers. Amongst others who fell from
the heavy cannonade the troops were exposed to were General Cureton, Colonel Havelock, and Captain Fitzgerald.

At
giving

length, after sustaining a furious fire

way

to

the infantry charges

from the British guns, and

in several places,

Shere Singh
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it prudent to abandon his camp and works, and rapidly withdrew towards the Jhelum in tolerably good order.
Preparations were now made by Lord Gough to follow up this victory by advancing in the direction of Lahore, and driving the enemy
before him.
Whilst this was being carried into execution, events of
a stirring nature were enacting before Mooltan, which was once more
and fresh
standing a siege from the British vmder General Whish
troops having arrived from the south, the siege was carried on with
the utmost vigour, as Moolraj soon found to his cost.
The cannonade kept up by the Bombay artillery was incessant and destructive.
Wall after wall crumbled before the fury of the battering-train.
The suburbs were taken, the powder-magazine in the fort blown up,
breaches in the fortifications effected, and at last, in spite of desperate
sorties and counter-works, the town was stormed, and the British
colours planted on its Avails on the 2d of January.
The citadel still held out, and the courageous Moolraj appeared
bent on no surrender so long as a wall was left standing. By the 21st
the huge works of the fortress were undermined and several practicable

thought

;

breaches opened in them, so that orders were given for the troops to be
in readiness for storming the citadel at daybreak.

The

chieftain,

how-

any further trouble by appearing at the gate of his
fort as the troops were forming for the attack ; and proceeding straight
to the general's tent, he there handed up his sword.

ever, saved tliem

The

camp

fort

having been garrisoned, the army moved

of the governor-general

;

off to join the

and, to prevent any accident, Moolraj

was conducted with them. This junction was effected too late for the
Mooltan troops to share in the dangers of the battle of Chillianwallah,
to which we must now return.
The preparations for marching on Lahore having been completed,
the commander-in-chief proceeded, in the early part of January, to-

wards the Chenab, where, as expected, he found the Sikhs strongly
entrenched.
On the 10th Lord Gough Jiioved his troops forward, with
the view, in the first instance, of at once attacking the enemy.
This
from some cause to have been abandoned;
and the evening was allowed to draw on without any further demonstration being made on the side of the British.
The Sikhs had, however, evidently made every preparation, and were bent upon an engagement. Throwing some flying artillery towards our centre, they brought
out a few of our heavy guns, which at once silenced the others, but
were in their turn responded to by a tremendous cannonade of heavy
resolve, however, appears
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guns from a quarter much nearer than had been anticipated. Under
cover of some low but dense jungle, the Sikhs had planted their artilleiy in a commanding and safe position ; and the advantage of the
ground was fully proved by the ten'ible havoc their guns conunitted in
the ranks of the British army.

To charge

murderous storm of grape and shell was
and, as had been the
result at Ferozshah and other places, the bayonet and the spur
wrested from the enemy their ruinous and fatal guns, and earned
in the face of a

the only alternative

known

to British troops

;

This furious engagement lasted until after
and on the moiTow, when the troops were mustered and
then- loss ascertained, it was found that the killed amounted to 26
officers and 731 men; whilst in wounded the numbers were 60 officers
and 1446 men.
Great as was the loss on the English side, the carnage amongst the
a dear-bought victory.
nightfall

;

Sikhs must have been far more

terrible.

Nevertheless, they did not

yet think of submission, but, being joined by a strong body of Afghan
horse, prepared with

undaunted determination to renew the struggle

for supremacy.

Eeiuforced during the early

paii:

of February

by the Mooltau

Lord Gough made every disposition for striking another and,
sible, a more decisive blow at the Sikh power in the Punjab.
evident that nothing short of utter and complete overthrow, a
annihilation of their military power, could by any possibility

troops,
if

pos-

It

was

perfect
restore

tranquillity to that country or give security to the neighbouring states
for the future

prepared to

;

and on

this impression the commander-in-chief at once

act.

The Sikh army had again

strongly entrenched themselves in a most

favourable position, within a few miles of the tov/n of Goojerat.

Hither

Lord Gough marched his recruited forces, and on the 21st of February
commenced a furious and most effective cannonade on the enemy's
lines.
Shere Sing was this time at the head of 60,000 men and 59
gTins of

hea\y calibre

;

but nothing could withstand the deadly

of the British artillery-men.

For three hours

this

arm

fire

of the force

work; and by the end of that time it was quite apparent that
making a retrograde movement.
The whole force of the British infantry and cavalry were then
let loose upon the enemy, and, reUeving the heavy guns from further

did

its

the Sikh troops were not only thinned, but

service, the bayonet, lance,

the bloody task.

and sword accomplished the remainder of
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A
the

more complete and effectual overthrow had never been given to
enemy ;^ that they felt it to be so was manifested by the sm-render

shortly afterwards of Chutter Singh, Shere Singh,

Indus ; the Sikh forces were disbanded

and the other Sikh

The Afghans

leaders Avho had escaped our bullets.
;

fled across

the

and the Punjab was declared

annexed to the British territories in India.
Moolraj was placed upon his trial for the murder of Mr. Vans
Agnew and Lieutenant Anderson, found guilty, and had his sentence
of death commuted to imprisonment for life.
'

Punjab Blue Book

:

Despatch of Loi'd Gough,

t-'C>so>r^XCf%^3.'^3vj
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CHAPTER

IX.

THE SECOND BURMESE WAR AND THE ANNEXATION OF PEGU.
A.D. 1850-1853.

a peace as profound as any hitherto
THE year 1850 was ushered in by rule
in India, and with every pro-

witnessed during the British

During the decade of wars
its proving complete and lasting.
and insun-ections which had just terminated, nearly all the most determined oppouents of the British power in the East had l^een compelled
to sue for peace, or had beheld their power irretrievably lost, and their
countries permanently annexed to the territories of Great Britain.
mise of

Looking, therefore, at the state of India in the last year of the first
it appeared difficult to imagine that any

half of the nineteenth century,

political event could occur to disturb the tranquillity of

pire in the East.

But

this security

our vast em-

had not been obtained without con-

Glory and conquest have their price, as well as other
siderable cost.
and more vulgar things. The Afghan retribution, the " Lion's skin,"
these, and a few other
the Punjab trophies, the gates of Somnooth,
items on. the scroU of fame, had cost the government, in round figures,

—

By their means, the public debt of India
twenty millions sterling.
had been swollen from .32,000,000^. to 46,000,000^., the difference of
the tweurty millions having come out of the current revenues of the
state. ^

Little occurred during this

deep calm which
India.

fell

like a

and the following year to disturb the

shade over the realms owning our sway in

In the shape of aggression, indeed, there was

literally

nothing to

record, save the harassing predatory inroads of the Afiredees and

some

others of the hill-tribes on our north-western frontier, in the vicinity

of Peshawur.

These marauders had for ages been a source of annoy-

ance ta the Sikhs, and appeared equally disposed to find occupation
'

Calcutta

Renew

for 1851.

INDIAN RAILWAYS AND TELEGRAPHS.

One

for our troops.
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raid followed another in quick succession

;

and

although Sir Colin Campbell and his detachment inflicted severe chastisement upon them,

and beaten

it

seemed to be in vain ; until at length, worn out
marauding freebooters agreed, on cer-

at all points, these

upon the border

villages

in Indian annals, as

having

tain terms, to cease from fm'ther depredations

or wayside travellers.

The year 1851

will long be

memorable

witnessed the commencement of railways and electric telegraphs in two
of the three presidencies.

At

Calcutta and

Bombay

the

first

sections

of the East Indian and Great Indian Peninsular railways were put in
whilst an electric telegraph was begun between the former city
;
and Diamond harbour, and is now in active operation, the first of a
series of wires which will eventually connect the City of Palaces with
the various seats of government throughout that presidency.
Not the least notable occurrence of this year was the passing an
act which effected for all India what Lord William Bentinck had done
for Bengal alone, by abolishing all pains and penalties attaching, under
the old Hindoo and Mahomedan laws, to any seceders from those faiths!
to Christianity, and who had hitherto, by such secession, forfeited all

train

—

rights to family or other property.

Towards the

med by

latter part of the

year the political horizon was dim-

Burmah, arising out of sundry
These acts it was
deemed by the authorities impossible to overlook ; and an expedition
was accordingly despatched in November from Calcutta, under Commodore Lambert, to demand reparation for the past, and a guarantee
a small cloud in the direction of

acts of cruelty

and oppression

to British subjects.

for the future.

Early in January (1852),
jAva was disposed to
nor-general

;

come

but before long

amity was but a pretext

it

appeared as though the sovereign of

to a friendly understanding with the goverit

was too evident that

in order to gain time.

this

appearance of

A new viceroy arrived at

Rangoon, and commenced active preparations, by no means of a pacific
It was in vain that Commodore Lambert endeavoured to obnature.
tain an interview with this functionary ; at first his letters were treated
coolly, but eventually with contempt ; and it became evident that, in
order to bring the Burmese to terms, forcible means would have to be
resorted to.

Matters being in this
residents in Piangoon

the

fleet.

state,

who valued

the

commodore

directed

their lives to seek refuge

all

British

on board

This order was at once obeyed, though a number of Euro-

peans and natives were detained on shore and thro^vn into prison.

On
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morrow tlie fleet moved down the river, the steamers toAving out
An insoleut message from the viceroy,
some of the smaller ships.
threatening to fire on our ships if they passed his forts, was disregarded;
but as one of the steamers proceeded past the town with a Burmese
man-of-war in tow as a prize, the ganison commenced firing upon her,
which was at once so warmly returned by the guns of her Majesty's
ship Fox, as to cause the immediate abandonment of the Burmese forts.
Upon this open ruptvu-e, Commodore Lambert, being anxious for
more positive instructions from the governor-general, left for Calcutta

the

in a steamer, first declaring the ports of

Burmah

in a state of blockade.

—

Although not quite satisfied, it is said, with one act the seizure of the
Burmese ship-of-war
the governor-general ratified all that had been
done at Ptangoon, and at once resolved upon pursuing the most energetic and prompt measures for the adjustment of these differences.
Orders were despatched to Bombay and Madras for the immediate pre-

—

paration for use of

all

the steamers available, with contingencies of such

troops as could be spared

;

whilst active measures were at once taken

by steamers and transports, a powerful
body of European and native troops, as well as a strong accompaniment of artillery.
The result was, that, by the 24th of February, six steamers left
Bombay for ]\Iadras, where they embarked the troops destined for the
Burmese campaign, under the command of General Godwin, viz. two
European and four native regiments, with four corps of artillerymen,
chiefly Europeans.
These left Madras on the 29th of March ; whilst
at Calcutta the armament had been equally hastened.
The last of the
force despatched there left the Hoogly on the 25th March ; the total
liaving been similar to the Madras force
two European and four native regiments, with their accompaniments of artillery, in four steamers
and four transports. These amounted in the aggregate to about eight
thousand men.
The 1st of April being the latest day fixed by the governor-general
for the ultimatum of the Burmese sovereign, a steamer was despatched
to Eangoon on that morning to ascertain if any reply had been received from Ava.
In place of a letter, the British envoy received a
shower of shot from the stockades lining the river, and was thus
at Calcutta for despatching,

—

compelled to return.

Admiral Austin, in H.M. steamer
Singapore, and the Bengal squadron

having

Battler,

amving

now

at the

joined fi'om

same moment,

was resolved to attack Martaban, the first Burmese town, without
waiting for the an-ival of the Madras force this was accomplished

it

:
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The Madras troops reached on the
little difficulty on the 5th.
and within three days from that date the united force proceeded
up the river, and commenced operations by a bombardment of the
strong stockades, which were found well mounted with guns, and defended by 25,000 Burmese troops. During that and the four following days the troops Avere occupied in reducing the numerous outworks and fortified pagodas which studded the environs and heights.
This was not accomplished without the loss of 17 killed and 132
with
7thj

wounded, besides the
of the British in

loss of

Burmah

two

officers

at that

by

coujx de

The

soleil.

•

force

time consisted of two ships of war,

16 steamers, and 14 transports, with 2700 European and 3000 native
troops,

and about 1800 marines and

sailors,

making

a total of

8000

men.

One

of the

first fruits

of the capture of

of the alarm of the natives,

who

Rangoon was the quieting

perhaps, naturally for them, expected

that our troops would retaliate the cruelties of the

on

rities

all

British subjects

who had

Burmese authoOnce

fallen into their hands.

assured of our friendly disposition, the inhabitants flocked back to
the city in thousands, whilst the people of the neighboui'ing province
of Pegu, at no time well disposed to their Burman conquerors, declared
they were ready to place themselves under our protection. This be-

coming known to the native

authorities, led to the exercise of great

towards the unfortunate inhabitants,

cruelties

who were

given up to

the robbery and violence of the Burmese soldiers.

had been the opinion of the British commander in the first inwould be compelled to remain inactive during
the whole of the rainy season, extending from May to October incluIt became evident early in
sive; but circumstances overruled this.
It

stance, that our troops

May

that the

town

of

Burmese were mustering very strongly at Bassein, a
some importance about sixty miles up one of the branches^ of
the Irrawaddy, and bordering on the British territory of Arracan,
which there was no doubt they intended to invade. General Godwin
resolved, under these circumstances, to drive the enemy from that
quarter,

On

and place a garrison in the town.
the morning of the 17th, a detachment, consisting of 400 Eu-

ropean, and 300 native infantry, with 100 sappers and miners, and

some

artillery-men, aided

by a party of marines, were sent

off in four

These descended the main river to the sea by the evening,
and next morning began to round the smaller branch of the Irrawaddy,
on which Bassein is situated. A number of large stockades were

steamers.

passed, which, however, offered no resistance, and the fleet arrived ofT

R
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the town without interruption by the afternoon.

Here it was evident
some mud forts
defended by stockades, and within a large pagoda. Their numbers
were estimated at 7000 men.
No ojjposition being still offered, the troops were at once landed;
but on a detachment under Captain Salter moving towards one of the
stockades, they were greeted with a sharp volley of musketry, which
The men Avere at once led against the defences,
did some mischief.
which were stoutly defended by artillery, the Burmese gunners being
bayoneted at their posts ; first, the pagoda, and lastly, the mud fort,
was carried with a loss to the enemy of about 800 men, and on our
The town, being deserted by
side of a few officers and men wounded.
the Burmese troops, was taken possession of, andagan-ison of 500 men

the

enemy mustered

left in

pretty strongly, entrenched behind

it.

On

the 26th the

BmTaese made a sudden and desperate attempt
1200 men, but were so

to retake Martaban with a force of about

warmly received by our

troops, that they were glad to retire, having

which on om- side amounted to but one
and thirteen wounded.
Although the weather was by no means favourable, the general
dispatched a small force on the 3d of June, in a steamer, to capture
Pegu, the former capital of the kingdom of that name, and now in

suffered considerable loss,
killed

The expedition consisted of 100 Eunumber of sepoys, with 30 sappers and miners.
These arrived off the town early on the following day, landed, and at
the first charge di'ove the enemy before them ; who, flying in great
numbers from their pagoda and stockades, left the town in the hands
of the British, who were hailed by the citizens as their deliverers; but
having accomplished this much, the expedition returned, leaving Pegu

possession of the Burmese.
ropeans, and an equal

unoccupied.

During the remainder of June the troops remained ingood state of health.

active, but, despite the unfavourable weather, in a

General Godwin availed himself of this cessation of

hostilities to dis-

patch a steamer to Calcutta, with a request for an additional force of

Europeans and natives, with a detachment of light cavalry, a fieldThese were at once prepared for
battery, and some horse-artillery.
sea, and dispatched from Madras and Calcutta with all celerity. Meanwhile the governor-general visited the seat of war, in order to examine
the true posture of affairs, and consult with the

commander

of the forces

as to future operations.

On
after

the 9 th of July a force was dispatched against Prome, which,
meeting with some slight resistance from river-defences, came

DOUBLE CAPTURE OF
ujDon

tlie

rear of the

volleys, the

enemy

Burmese
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general's army.

After exclianging a few

fled in all directions, leaving

twenty-eight guns, the

and a quantity of standards and camp-equipage
Prome was at once entered by the British without furbut, owing to the insufficiency of the force, not retained

general's state-barge,

behind them.
ther resistance,

in our possession.

Consequently, as soon as our troops returned to

Rangoon, the Burmese again took possession of the

menced putting
tive

to

it

may have been

tell,

What

in a state of defence.
for

place,

such an empty display of conquest,

but the proceeding gave

rise, as

well

it

and com-

General Godwin's moit is difficult

might, to considerable

and dissatisfaction amongst the troops.
August was opened in general inactivity, although the weather was
by no means so unfavourable as usual at this season, and there was
nothing to prevent our troops from at once proceeding by water to
Ava, the capital of the empire, had the lethargy of the commander of
the forces permitted such a movement.
The expected reinforcements having reached head-quarters, the
force available amounted in the month of September to nearly 20,000
men, in the highest state of efficiency, and quite large enough to have
at once swept all before them to the very gates of the emperor's palace.
But this did not appear to be the view taken of the matter by
General Godwin, who now made preparation for once more attacking
Prome. In the middle of this month two regiments, a field-battery,
with a detachment of sappers and miners, left Rangoon, followed
within a few days by the general and a party of artillerymen.
They
surprise

ascended the river without

when, as they approached

tlie

opposition

until

the

9th

of October,

stockaded defences of the

city,

they

upon from many sides. The enemy's gunnery was not of
first-rate quality, and in less than two hours was entirely silenced, the
ground being completely cleared of the opposing force by the shells
thrown from the steamers. The troops were landed towards the evening, and advancing at once upon a pagoda and the few remaining defences, carried every thing before them at the point of the bayonet.
Night fell before the town could be reached, and it was therefore not
until the next morning that Prome was occupied for the second time
by our troops.
A large body of Burmese troops, amounting to ujDwards of 6000
men, were known to be posted within a few miles of the town,

were

fired

strongly entrenched behind stockades, and out of reach of our steamers,

the artillery practice from which appears to have impressed

with a proper sense of our superiority in that arm of war.

them

To have
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command would have been

a

matter of comparative ease; but so thought not General Godwin; who,
fearful

probably of terminating the war too quickly, determined to

await the arrival of further troops before attempting any forward move-

ment.
for

He

did not wait long, however; but within a day or two left

Rangoon

in search of the troops considered to

ther operations.

be requisite for fur-

This reinforcement was despatched towards the latter

part of the month.

By

this

time the Irrawaddy, which had been pre-

viously deep enough throughout for our largest steamers, sank so suddenly, and, as

were

it

appears, so unexpectedly, that several of the

flotilla

aground in the middle of the stream, with every prospect of
having to remain there until the next rains should float them.
With a view to assist the intended advance upon Ava, the Calcutta
authorities dispatched 250 elephants overland to Prome, by way of the
Arracan province, and the Aeng Pass, leading from those territories
into the Burman dominions.
It being reported that the enemy were
stockading the pass, a force was sent forward from Arracan to clear
the way, and keep open the road to the south-east.
ISTotwithstanding that a second force was despatched to Prome,
nothing further was accomplished in that quarter, save the occupancy
left

of a few villages in the immediate vicinity, for the protection of the in-

habitants against the Burmese troops.

The

general's attention

was now

devoted to making another of his famous second-hand conquests.
resolved that, inasmuch as the

town of Pegu had

tured only to be abandoned,

it

more stormed.
file,

Acting u^wn

He

been, like Prome, cap-

should, like the latter city, be once

this resolve, a force of

1100 rank and

with 30 artillerymen, 60 sappers, and two 24-pounders, started

Pegu in four steamers, under the command of General Godwin himon the 18th of November.
On the evening of the 20th they arrived off the town, which it was
now evident had been strengthened since its last capture. Numerous
stockades Avere to be seen filled with troops, who made a show of stout
During the night our troops effected a landing without
resistance.
molestation and at an early hour next morning made an advance on

for

self,

;

the principal stockade, one party charging
effected a diversion

on the

flank.

with one smart volley, after which

it

in front, whilst a second

Its defenders contented themselves
it

never appears to have occurred

them to reload ; but flying from the rear of their defences, they
mounted a troop of elephants and ponies, that were evidently ready
for the purpose, and left us in undisturbed possession of the i:)lace.
This time the general decided upon placing a garrison in the town,
to

ANNEXATION OF PEGU.

2i5

with a party of sappers and the two 24-pounders; and having arranged
the completion of this almost bloodless expedition, he retraced his steps

with the steamers and the greater part of the troops to Rangoon, which

In three days the general was once more
on the move upwards to Prome with another reinforcement of native
troops, a field-battery, and some irregular horse; though with what
place he reached on the 23d.

object in view does not appear.

The Burmese,

despite their

many overwhelming

defeats,

disposed to leave us in quiet possession of our conquests.

were not

On

the 8th

December the commissariat boats off Pegu were fired into; whilst at
the same minute a body of 8000 troops atacked the town and its outIntelliworks, which were gallantly defended by the little garrison.
of

gence of these events being received at Rangoon, a reinforcement of
200 men were sent off towards Pegu; but meeting there with a powerful

enemy

at

an advantageous position on the

and

back upon Rangoon.

river,

On

they were com-

1400
men, the greater part consisting of cavalry, was started by land and
water, which pushed on through every opposition, driving before them

pelled to retire

fall

this a force of

a large body of Burmese horse.

In the neighbourhood of Pegu, the
enemy, to the number of 8000, were encountered; and, as usual, completely overthrown at the first onset, leaving many of their force on
In this expedition the Sikh irregular horse behaved in the
the field.

most admirable manner, shewing that a change of masters had

way

in

no

lessened their courage.

The various operations

detailed in the preceding pages, led to that

which might have been anticipated
portion of the Burmese empire.

—the annexation of the conquered

By

a proclamation bearing date De-

cember 28th, 1852, the governor-general declared the province of
Pegu annexed to the British territories; and called upon all the inhabitants to submit themselves to the authority and protection of the
government. He moreover intimated that no further conquests were intended; but that, in the event of the king of Ava refusing to hold friendly
intercourse with the British government, or seeking to disturb their
quiet possession of Pegu, further hostilities would necessarily ensue,
which could have no other result than the total subversion of the Burman empire, and the exile of the king and his family. The effect of
this proclamation was to bring about a revolution at the capital, headed
by the emperor's brother, who appears to have been backed by a large
peace-party holding friendly opinions in regard to the English.
placed on the throne in his stead.

made

The

prisoner,

and the brother

In consequence of

this altered state

sovereign was at once deposed and
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by a

of things, an embassy was despatched from Rangoon, backed

steamer and a strong armed party.

Meanwhile our troops had not been idle. The stockaded defences
Aeng pass, by means of which the Burmese had hoped to cut off
communication between AiTacan and Pegu, were carried by a small detachment of troops, without the loss of a single man; although the pass
was of a most formidable nature, and considered impregnable. The
enemy still continued hovering about our stations in force, watching
for a favourable opportunity of annoying us, and plundering the villages; during the whole of January various detachments were employed
in scouring the country, and chastising these bands of marauders.
At
of the

the date of our last advices, extending to the middle of

May

1853,

the whole of the Burmese troops appear to have retired upon Ava, in

consequence of the recent revolution in state

affairs;

an embassy had

been dispatched by the new emperor to meet and confer with our
presentative,

which

at first

re-

promised to terminate in a friendly manner;

but the Burmese soon intimated that no portion of their territories

would be allowed to remain in our hands without a fmiher struggle,
which now appears inevitable.
From our knowledge of the antecedents of this people, and of the
policy of their rulers, it is scarcely possible to calculate upon any lasting peace between the two powers.
the subversion of the

Burman

The

final result will,

no doubt, be

dynasty, and the annexation of that

empire to our already enormous possessions in the East.
Before closing the present chapter, and with
of this volume,

it

may be

it

the historical section

well to notice the few events of the past year

within the remaining portion of the three Presidencies.

Throughout

India, with the exception of the north-western frontier, the most pro-

found peace has reigned.

The only disturbance which broke

this

com-

was the periodical incursion of some of the hill-tribes,
especially of the Momunds.
Their forays were mainly directed against
the inhabitants of the villages in their \'icinity, where they frequently
committed gi-eat destruction of life and property.
These marauders occupied the forces under Sir Colin Campbell
from early in January, at various periods, until quite the end of the
year, often falling upon our troops when not expected, and inflicting

plete tranquillity

considerable loss.
horse, and

These freebooters mustered very

by the rapidity of

their

movements and

sti*ong

in light

their intimate

know-

ledge of every mile of the country, bade defiance to such of our troops
as were brought against them.

OPENING OF BOMBAY RAILROAD.
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In Scinde, the occurrence of the year was the deposition of Ali
his princedom.
The plots and falsehoods of this designing
intriguer having been completely brought home to him, and it being
made clear how nefariously he had deprived both his brothers and the

Morad from

British government of large tracts of territory, no time

stripping

him

of his ill-gotten honours

and

estates,

was lost in
and reducing him

to the rank of a simple chief.

An

attempt was made during 1852 to establish an annual

fair

at Kurrachee, for the supply of the great commercial marts above the

Indus with European goods, and the disposal of their produce in retm-n ; but, as far as the first endeavom* has gone, no success appears
to have attended it, however praiseworthy its object.
The supplies
of merchandise and produce were considerable, but without leading to
any extended dealings.
In February 1853 the first fifteen miles of Indian railroad were
opened with some ceremony, between Bombay and Tamrah, and this

small line has continued in active operation since that time.

PART

II.

POLITICAL

CHAPTER

I.

THE LOCAL GOVERNMENTS OF INDIA FROM THE HINDOO PERIOD TO THE
PRESENT TIME, WITH A SKETCH OF THE COVENANTED AND UNCOVENANTED SERVICES.

BEFORE

attempting to describe the present constitution and functions

of the local governments of British India, with their effects

the industry of the people over

whom

their rule

is

upon

established,

it is

necessary that the reader should peruse a sketch of the form of govern-

ment

Hindoo supremacy, with a few
Afghan
and Mahomedan rule in India. This is the more essential, because
by so doing I shall render this picture of British India more complete, and at the same time provide the means of rightly estimating
the value and effects of the changes introduced in the government
and taxation of the country by the legislature of Great Britain. We
can but judge of men and things by contrast, and it is only by looking
back to what has been done during times long since past in this
prevailing in the early times of

notices of the modifications the system underwent during the

vast but half-known country, that a right appreciation can be formed
of the shortcomings of the present, and the hopefulness of the future of

our Indian empire.

In the time of which the
through the code of Menu,

it

first

records are handed

down

to us

appears that the government of Hin-

dostan was founded on the relative positions of the four classes of
society existing at that period.
It

was vested

in

an absolute monarch, whose authority arose out of

the necessity, and partook of the character of the extremely simple
state in

which the people of India lived in that remote age. He was
human power, but yet was so limited in his

apparently controlled by no

dominance by the moral influence of the code, and the

necessities of the

;
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he was placed, that they were to a very great extent

For any breach of his
defended from any acts of tp'anny on his part.
high trust he was threatened with punishment in one part of the code,
and

is

spoken of as subject to

fine in

another

;

but no means were pro-

vided for enforcing any of the penalties to which he might be

liable

and neither the councils who were to assist him, nor the military chiefs
who were to execute his behests, possessed any constitutional power
which did not emanate fi-om his will. The superintendence of a divine
intelligence was felt and acknowledged, and the superstitious effect of
the Brahminical priesthood pervaded the realm to the regulation of the
subjects and of their king.

He

who were generally of
and who had above them all one distinguished Brahmin, in whom he was to repose his full confidence.*^ Another officer
was also appointed, who Avas called an " ambassador," though his funcappointed seven ministers, or councillors,

the military

class,

tions were rather those of a minister of foreign affairs than representa-

All these officers were to be of noble birth; and

tive at foreign courts.

the ambassador especially was selected for his great
tion,

and

ness, to

sagacity,

make

and he was required

penetra-

abilities,

to be honest, dexterous in busi-

himself acquainted with other countries, and the circum-

stances of the times.

The

king's duties were those of every executive monarch, the de-

fence of his

was
was

own

country, and the chastisement of

its

foreign foes.

his duty to attend to the advice of his Brahmins,

from

It

whom

he

and theology, and who thus
He was also expected
commerce, and some general
in which the people at large

to derive his notions of justice, policy,

acquired almost the entire control of the
to possess a knowledge of agriculture,

acquaintance with the mechanical

arts,

state.

were generally engaged.
'Not only were the duties of the

monarch

prescribed, but advice

given to him in the code, which coming from such a source had
authority of law.

The

capital

was

all

was
the

to be fixed in a fertile part of the

country, but in a place difficult of access, and incapable of suj^porting

These two injunctions may seem
was frequently impossible to fulfil but

the armies of an invader.

conditions which

it

;

to imply
it

is

re-

markable how exactly they have to a great extent been carried out
for, owing to the peculiar nature of the country, and the judgment with
which the several sites have been chosen, few places are stronger in
their natural defences than most of the great cities of India.
The
'

Elphinstone's India, vol.

i.

p. 3S.
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monarcli was to keep his garrison always well-provisioned, and in the
centre of the fortress his

and

brilliant,

own

palace was to be placed, " well-finished

sun'ounded by water and

be equally accessible on

all sides,

and

trees," in order that

also of course

it

more easy

might
of de-

fence.

His queen was

to

be chosen for her birth and beauty, and he was
The habits which the code directed the

to appoint a domestic priest.

monarch to observe were all calculated to endue him with bodily health,
and to enable him to exercise his faculties when in their clearest and
most efficient state. He was to rise in the last watch of the night, and
after sacrifices to hold a court in the public hall, dismissing his subjects

with kind looks and words.

The precautions which contrast with

this pleasing picture of fealty

and of parental care on his part for his dependents,
were necessitated by the peculiarities of the Asiatic character. His food
was only served by trustworthy persons, and was always accompanied,
when placed before him, with antidotes to poison. He was usually
to the sovereign,

armed when he received

his emissaries,

and even

his female attendants

were commonly searched, lest they should bear upon them concealed
weapons ; and whether at home or abroad he had constantly to be on
his guard against the plots and attempts of his enemies.

The army was regulated by a commander-in-chief, but the actual
punishment was committed to the officers of justice. The
treasury was regulated by the monarch himself, and under his supervision the declaration of war or the arrangements for peace were committed to the ambassador, who was in all these affairs the king's
Great power was thus necessarily intrusted
supreme representative.
infliction of

to this important

and often

essential officer.

Foreign policy and war, as might naturally be expected, Avere the
subjects of

many

Menu; and
numerous proofs in

of the rules of government in the code of

these rules are particularly interesting as affording

their construction of the division of India at a very early period into a

number

of unequal but independent states, disclosing besides the signs

of a people

who were

be foreign to

may

my

already civilised and of gentle character.

object to trace

whence

not be impertinent to remark, that

It

this civilisation arose
it

must have

;

would
but

it

arisen from a

In Menu it was
people far advanced in the codification of their laws.
provided that the king should always care for the safety of his subjects

by a vigilance that was unceasing, and a sufficient
all emergencies ; and this he was to do

paration to meet

him

lay without guile.

The

arts enjoined to

state of pre'

so far as in

be employed against
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enemies were four

:

firstly

—making
— sowing

allaying hostility; secondly

presents,

divisions

INDIA.

shewing friendship, and
amongst his opponents,

which was not quite consistent with the previous rule, and the obsei'vance of which was the great cause of all the after-misfortunes of India;
thirdly

—

negotiations, in

adepts ; and lastly

—the

which the inhabitants of that clime were always

which to a certain extent they
were equal to their enemies. "With a sagacity worthy of all praise they
were recommended to prefer the last two courses.
The king was pi'ompted to regard his nearest neighbours and their
force of arms, in

the powers beyond those as possibly amicable ; and
;
by whose enmity they could not be immediately reached as neutral,
and only to be propitiated or subdued as circumstances might require.
A natural result of a policy like this was an injunction that in ordinary
cases a resort was to be made to the protection of a more powerful,
aUies as hostile
all

if

not a neighbouring prince, notwithstanding that this protection in-

volved the necessity of unqualified submission to the power that had

rendered the necessary assistance.

Great importance was attached to the use of

spies,

both in negotia-

and in warfare, and minute instructions were given concerning
the sort of persons who were to be engaged in that employment nor
has the principle died out Avith the lapse of ages.
They were to be
artful active youths, degraded anchorites, distressed husbandmen, decayed merchants, and fictitious penitents.
The rules of war were simple, and having been drawn from the
usages and maxims of the Brahminical priesthood, were little suited to
the carrying on of conflicts in a widely extended country, and where
large numbers of men were employed.
The plans of their campaigns
resembled rather that adopted in the contests between the Grecian
republics and the early tribes of Italy, before Kome had attained to the
state and empire ^vhich she afterwards wielded with so much effect
upon the destinies of the world.
In order that the march of a hostile force might be as detrimental
tions

;

as possible to the inhabitants of the invaded district, each sovereign

was directed

when the vernal or autumnal crop was upon
must not be forgotten that there ai-e always two
crops in the year in the most fertile districts of India; and to shew how
much " fenced" cities were relied upon, it is stated in the code that one
hundred bowmen in a fort were equal to the ten thousand enemies
who might besiege it. The army was composed of both cavalry and
infantry, the great weapon of both arms of the force being the bow,
aided by the sword and shield for close quarters.
Elephants were
to advance

the ground; for

it

;
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mucli employed then, as they have been ever since in every stage of
;
and the chariots, such as were used in Arabia and Egypt,
formed no unimportant part of the forces.
That the science of war was not altogether in its infancy was shewn
in the fact, that precise directions were given for the order of march

warfare

and the arrangement of the troops for battle ; but above all, the king
was enjoined to recruit his forces from the upper parts of Hindostan,
where the best men are still invariably found for warlike purposes.

him

Prize-property belonged of right to

and not consequently captured

extent,

the troops

who

The laws

either actually

that took

separately,

it

it

;

but

if

of great

was divided among

made or assisted in the assault.
war were humane in the extreme, and

to be observed in

the settlement of a conquered country was conducted on equally liberal

Immediate safety was secured to all by proclamation ; the
and the laws of the country were to be especially respected

principles.

religion

and

as soon as

it

could be ascertained that the conquered peojile wei'e

to be trusted, a prince of the old royal house

throne,
to,

and to hold

his

kingdom only

was

as a fief

of,

to be placed on the
and doing allegiance

the conqueror.
It

is

strange that, with

all this

minutite of expression with respect

word was said
with respect to the pay of the military by whom it was achieved. In
all probability the members of an Indian army were secured by a
donation out of the revenues of the state, or by an assignment of lands
This assertion would appear to be founded
for their use and support.

to the orderly government of a conquered state, not a

on the

fact that the civil officers are

all,

almost without exception, pro-

vided for by the assignment of lands.

These assignments were made in the

first

place for specific sums,

generally equal to the necessity of the case, and amply sufficient for

the services which were to be performed
plify the

;

but

it

was natural

to sim-

arrangements by ti'ansferring the onus of the collection from,

the simple officer charged with that duty to the chief in the state where
the military body was employed.

According to the plan adopted by the Mahrattas, the number and
by each chief was prescribed;

description of troops to be maintained

the pay of each division carefully calculated, allowances to the several

and a certain sum allotted for the personal expenses
and remuneration of the chief himself; the terms of service and the
mode of mustering, and all the other arrangements, being carefully
officers specified,

Jaid

down in the directions.
Some portion of the territory was then

selected, of

which the share
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government should be sufficient, after all the other
demands had been satisfied and the whole territory yielding that
amount, and all above it that he could obtain, was then turned over to
set aside for the

;

the military chief, to

make

the best he could of

it,

for himself, his

family, or his successors.^

As time
much more

war among the Hindoos became
the Mahomedan invasions from

progressed, the art of

complicated; and

when

Ghuzni began, they had become acquainted with systematic plans, carmere forays by which
they were previously distinguished. The introduction of regular battalions entirely changed the face of war; and the people of India began
to shew a skill in the choice of gi-ound, an activity in the employment
of light troops, and a judgment in securing their own supplies and
cutting oft those of the enemy, which has seldom been surpassed by any
ried on through several campaigns, instead of the

other people.

The longer duration of the campaigns rendered their military life
more marked than it had been and some of the Mahratta chiefs lived
;

so entirely in the camp, that they had, apparently, no other capital.

From

this circumstance, the

number of

men

individuals assembled were out

and when they moved, they
formed a disorderly crowd spread over the countr}^, froin ten to twelve
miles in length, and from two to three in breadth, besides the parties
scattered from the line of mai-ch in search of forage or plunder.
of

all

proportion to the fighting

;

The main body was very unequally composed.

In some places

it

constituted a compact force, but was in others thin and dispersed,
consisting of elephants and camels, horse and foot, carts, palankeens,

and bullock-carriages, loaded oxen, porters, women, children, droves
of cattle, goats, sheep, and asses, all mingled together in the utmost
conceivable disorder, and all enveloped in a thick cloud of dust, which,
from its height, was easily discernible from a distance of several
miles.

When there were

regular infantry, they marched in a compact body,

the guns forming long lines, and occasioning frequent obstructions from

the badness of the roads or the breaking
of the troops, however, straggled
of assemblage were

two

tall

among

standards,

down

of the can-iages.

Many

The usual signs
accompanied by kettle-drums

the baggage.

representing a following body, which ought to comprise from five bundi'ed to five

from

thousand men, but which seldom consisted of more than

;
the other horsemen riding singly or in troops, each
with his spear poised upon his shoulder, as suited his pleasure, and the

five to fifty

2

Elphinstone's India, vol.

i.
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whole array generally so loose that any one might have ridden at full
from the rear to the front without causing any particular discomposure of the general mass.
Yet, with all this disorder, they were
trot

not unprepared on the line of march ; and

it

would be

even

difficult,

an instance of the baggage of a native army cut
unless when fairly run down by a succession of hard marches.
When the troops reached their ground, a better arrangement occurred

in our wars, to find
off,

flags were planted, markand every man knew therefore the part of the encampment to which he belonged. The tents were
mostly white, but often striped with red, blue, and green, consisting
The bazaars were ranged in long
sometimes wholly of these coloui's.

than might have been expected.

Conspicuous

ing the places allotted to the several

chiefs,

and regular streets, comprising shops of all descriptions, as in a city,
while the guns and disciplined infantry also occupied regular lines, the
other forces being distributed without any visible arrangement.

The common tents were low, and of black woollen cloth, sometimes
being merely a blanket thrown over the heads of three spears stuck
in the ground.
Those of the chiefs, some of them especially, were extremely

rich,

formed of canvass screens, divided into courts, reception

and sleeping rooms, which were quilted and adorned with most splendid
damask or other hangings.
The armies were generally fed by large bodies of Banjaras, a tribe
whose business it was to carry grain, bring it from distant countries,
and sell it to the wholesale dealers, while smaller dealers went to the
neighbouring villages and bought from the inhabitants and though the
government never interfered, the native camps were almost always well
;

supplied, though the villagers around were generally rendered destitute

by

their visit.

The most important feature

of an Indian battle in the present day

consists in their cannonade, for in the

management

of large guns they

are very skilful, and our troops have frequently sufiered very severely
in consequence.

But their most

skirmishing, which

is

characteristic

mode

of fighting, besides

a favourite kind of warfare with them, consists

grand charge of cavalry, which soon brings the battle
Nothing can be more magnificent than such a scene.

in a

horsemen, clad in

all

to a crisis.

The

sea of

the panoply of war, advancing slowly at

first,

brandishing their spears and- other weapons in the light of an Indian
sun, shaking their banners,

and then thundering along the ground ap-

parently in an impenetrable phalanx against the opposing force. Their
mode is generally to charge in front, and then, by a sudden diversion
of a part of their force, attack the flanks at the
,

same time ; and the
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manoeuvre has frequently called forth the admiration of European
antagonists, and is certainly performed with surprising skill by a compai-atively undisciplined body of men. These charges, however, though
grand in aspect, almost always prove ineffectual against regularly trained
soldiers.

Frequently there is a body of iiTegular cavahy attached to an Indian
army, who are picked men, well mounted and appointed, of high
courage and spirit, and who receive extra pay.
The best infantry are

men from

the banks of the

Jumna and the Ganges, besides Arabs and
who are superior to most of the other

ScincUans, especially the former,

inhabitants of Asia in discipline, fidelity, and courage.

The

internal administration of the country

was conducted by a

series of civil dependents, consisting of lords of single
villages,

very

much answering to

townships or

our superintendents of hundreds under

the Saxon wittengemote, lords of ten towns, lords of a hundred, and
lords of a thousand

offences committed,

These were

to-\vns.

each of these lords had to

make

and of

all

all

appointed by the king, and

a regular periodical report of

the distm-bances created, to his

all

the

imme-

diate superiors.^

Each lord of one town was

entitled to the provisions

and other im-

which pertained to the crown ; the lord of ten towns was
entitled to take for his emolument the produce of two ploughs of land;

positions

the lord of a hundred towns enjoyed the whole of the land attached to

a village

;

and the lord of a thousand, that which was attached as
for the Indian officials had
;

public property to a large town or city

what was equivalent to our city demesnes.
All officers of this rank were subject

to the supervision of state

superintendents, Avho held their authority directly from the sovereign

One of these had to make his residence where complaints
or the state.
might be made or whence orders might be issued; the object being
to check abuses, to which, as was very naively said in the code, officials
were very prone.

With regard

to its military government, every state

under the an-

regime was partitioned into divisions, in each of which there was a
commanding officer, approved for his skUl or fidelity, and most probably

cient

for

both

;

but the limits did not at aU times, as might naturally be sup-

posed, correspond correctly with the bounds of the civil jm'isdiction.

Under the Mahomedan

rulers of India the

underwent a considerable modification.
nities

and

i-ural districts
^

much

of the ancient

Elplunstone's Inclia, vol,

form of government

Whilst in the

i.

book

%-illage

commu-

Hindoo municipal admiii.

ch. xi.

;

MAHOMEDAN
nistration

was

still

209

RULE.

maintained, in other and more important districts,

cities, the government assumed a
more monarchical form, and became far more centralised.'*
The country under this new regime was divided into provinces, the
affairs of which were administered by governors holding their appointments direct from the emperor ; and these again were, in some instances,
as in the Deccan and Bengal, under the superior control of governorsThe governors had under them agents or kargeneral or viceroys.
The supervision of
dahs, for the smaller divisions of the province.
the police and the collection of the revenue appears to have been under
one management, except iu the cities, where the police was maintained
in a more distinct and independent form.
To the Mahomedans is to be traced the origin of the class known as

as well as in

all

the large towns and

zemindars, though in those days they were not precisely such as are to

They were not then landowners, though the term
does signify a " holder of land," but were merely placed over a district
be found at present.

or pergunnah, in conjunction with the kai-dah, with the same functions
as those of the

headmen of villages,

again duplicated in the districts by

whilst the village accountant
officers

was

termed canoongoes, without

detriment, however, to those ancient Bindoo

officials

to exercise their proper functions within their

own

who

still

continued

limits.

any particular form of local government can be
upon the social condition of the people
under it; and judging of the Mahomedan administration by this standard, we are bound to admit that it was not ill suited to the wants of the
Whatever of despotism there may have been, whatever incountry.
dividual cases of suffering, there is no doubt that the lives and proWatchhouses were
perty of the i^eople at large were well cared for.
placed along the main lines of road, and j^roperly guarded by patroles
whilst in the rural districts the inhabitants of each village'; were held
accountable for any crime or offence against the laws committed Avithin
Harsh as this may appear in modern days, it nevertheless
their limits.
worked exceedingly well under the early rulers of Hindostan.
With the preceding sketch of the Mahomedan form of government
before him, the reader will be prepared for an account of the local
government of India as it at present exists.
The supreme government of India is vested in a governor-general,

The

real value of

best estimated

who

is

by

its effects

aided by a council, composed of the commander-in-chief, three

civil servants of

not

member, usually a
^

less

than ten years' standing, and one unofficial

barrister.

Modem

The governor-general

India,

by George Campbell,

is

p. 75.

also

governor of
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the presidency of Bengal, with a deputy-governor to act in his absence,

whose station
no Bengal council ; but at each of the other presidencies the governor is assisted by the commander-in-chief and two ordinary civil councillors, as in the case of the supreme council at Bengal.
a lieutenant-governor for the north-west provinces,

and

There

Agra.

is at

is

The government of India
subordinate governments of

is

centralised to a vicious degree.

Bombay and

^ladras can

make no

The

law, nor

expend any sum beyond lOUO/., without reference to the supreme
government at Calcutta, which must also be furnished with copies of
all

their proceedings.

by the head

The patronage

of each presidency

exercised

is

which has also the direction of the

of that government,

military operations of the presidency.

The administration

of the Bengal government in

itself,

spective of the supreme functions of the governor-general,

heaviest

extending over a

;

much

is

and irreby far the

larger tract of country, including

not only the vast densely-peopled provinces of Bengal, Behar, and
Orissa,

and the Assam and

Arracan

countries,

Tenasserim, and recently the Peguan province.

but likewise the

The governor of Ben-

gal does not interfere with the administration of the north-western

government any further than wnth that of the other presidencies ; and
looking to the wide difference which exists between the mechanism
of these respective governments, that of Bengal being on the modern

Anglo-!Mahomedan plan, whilst that of Agra is almost purely on the
old Hindoo system, there can be little doubt of the wisdom which has
to this extent separated the workings of these two portions of this great
presidency.

The Bombay government, though
having

many

small, is not

petty states in connexion with

cal relations along the African

and Arabian

it,

an unimportant one,

as well as

some

coasts, together

politi-

with the

charge of the Indian navy.

The Presidency

of

Madras

is

of considerable extent, comprising

the whole of the east and south of the peninsula; yet the duties of

its

government may be said to be limited, as they are by no means numerous or complex.
The European community here is far less than in
either of the other presidencies.

The administration

Punjab and of the Sikh states bordering
government of the north-west provinces, but in that of the supreme government at Calcutta, and distinct
from the administration of Bengal Proper.
Each of the three presidencies, as well as the sub-presidency of
on the Sutlej

Agra,

is

is

of the

vested, not in the

divided into districts for purposes of revenue and judicial
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the government of Bengal there are

fifty

such

comprising an area of about 225,000 square miles, and a po-

pulation of 41,000,000

;

the

amount of land-tax derived from

this ter-

round numbers 1,500,000^.
The Punjab and other provinces under the supreme government
alone contain thirty districts, an area of 100,000 square miles, and a

ritory being in

population of 10,000,000, with a land-tax yielding to the amount of
i,«oo,ooo;.

The north-west

provinces, or

government of Agra, with

embrace an extent of 85,000 square
23,800,000, producing in land-tax 4,100,000^.

Madras

thirty-five

miles, a population of

districts,

divided into twenty-one districts, contains an area of

is

144,000 square miles, with a population of 16,000,000, and yields for
its

land-revenue 3,400,000?.

Bombay, with its seventeen

districts,

10,000,000 inhabitants, and yields in

The machinery by means

comprises 120,000 squai'e miles,

its

land-tax 2,290,000?-.^

governments of the various

of which the

presidencies are carried on does not differ in any sensible degree, with

the exception of the north-western provinces and the Punjab, where
the subordinate functions are almost

all

performed by the old village
Hindoo sovereigns, and

municipalities as existing since the time of the

which are found to work remarkably well both as regards revenue and
judicial matters.

Immediately under the authority of government, the revenue of
each presidency

our

own Board

is

managed by

of Customs.

a board similar in a great degree to

This, however,

is

not the case in Bombay.

There are

also military boards for the supervision of public

buildings,

and councils

of education.

works and

These are the controlling powers.

The real executive of the country consists of a great number of civil
and military servants administering the affairs of each presidency by
means of the district divisions already alluded to. At the head of each
of these districts

is

a collector of revenue,

who

is

also a magistrate;

he

by a deputy and an assistant-deputy, both of the privileged
covenanted service, and by two or three uncovenanted assistants, either

is assisted

European or native these latter are supposed to be entrusted Avith all
work of too much minutiae or of too little importance to occupy the
time of the covenanted servants, but who in reality perform by far the
:

greater portion of the revenue work.

Indeed,

it is

stated that ninety

work of the country is performed by
nanted servants of the Company.
' Modem India, by George Campbell, pp. 230-1,

per cent of the real

the uncove-
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Attached to each coUectorate and deputy-coUectorate are numerous
native establishments, poorly paid, and ^vith no hope of rising by in-

and energy.

teo-rity

The Avorking establishment

of the collector

is

kept perfectly distinct from his magisterial department, and is often
distantly situated. In Bengal Proper these offices are seldom combined
in one person

;

whilst in what are termed the non-regulation pro^dnces,

such, for instance, as the Punjab, one official will be judge, magistrate,

and

collector.

A civil judge is
tice,

the moousifFs
all

in fact a superintendent of the administration of jus-

the original cases being tried

by

many

his

native assistant-judges,

whilst as criminal or sessions judge he

;

tries,

every month,

such cases as have been committed by the magistrate, or

appeal on the

summary

The above

sits in

judicial decisions of that functionary.^

constitute the machinery

vei-nment of British India

carried on.

is

by means of which the goAnd here it may be worth

while to state the emoluments drawn by the covenanted civil servants
come out thi'ough the narrow pori. e. of those who

of the Company,

In the Bengal and
the India House and Haileybury College.
Madras branches of this service we find 43 offices with emoluments
ranging between 10,000/. and 4800/. a year; 1.56 ranging from 3900/.
to 1000/. a year; 157 between 1800 and 1200/. a year; and 128
where the salaries vary from 1000/. to 600/. a year. Such being the
tals of

rate of remuneration given to the elect of Leadenhall Street,

be instructive to compare
fessedly carry on, in the

by

it

with the emoluments of those

name

it

who

will

con-

of the European covenanted servants,

work

far the larger portion of the actual

of the country, the un-

numbering about 3000, are re20 at from 960/. to 720/. per
proportion
munerated in the following
annum 137 fi-om 720/. to 480/. 325 between 480/. and 360/. ; 1173
between 240/. and 120/. ; and 1147 between 120/. and 24/.
covenanted servants.

These

officials,

:

;

;

The

totality of the

Indian appointments rest in the hands of the
Company -^ and seeing that they amount

Directors of the East India

upwards of eight hundred, all of which are certain of
incumbents to from 1000/. to 2000/. a-year, with the
probability of attaining the higher emoluments of from 2000/. to
10,000/. per annum, the avidity with which a seat in the direction is
sought, in spite of the humiliation and toil which it for a long period entails on the candidates, may be readily understood, dominated between
in

number

to

entitling their

the ages of seventeen and twenty-one, the candidate

a

classical

is

expected to pass

examination previous to admission at the Company's College
6

Modern

India, p. 250.

'

Appendix A.

—

THE COVENANTED
at

Haileybuiy

:

this is so slight that

for the occasion.

two

years,

At Haileybury

during which time he

2G3

SERVICE,

very few indeed require training

the embryo civilian

is

located for

supposed to be qualifying for the

is

discharge of his future Indian duties by the study of Sanscrit, a lan-

guage

as likely to assist

him

would be the dialect
is added a
But the Sanscrit is the one

in his after career as

To

of the Ojibbeway Indians.

this

very practical course

knowledge of the Persian alphabet.
thing needful, the alpha and omega of the Haileybury professors.
At the public examination which takes place before the students receive their diplomas enabling

them

their future Sanscrit exploits, there

to be drafted off to the scene of
is

a great show of orientaUsm, a

strange jargon of unknown tongues utterly bewildering to the listeners;
there

a total absence of any acquaintance Avith the ordinary affairs

is

of the world, or the business of every-day
ter

life

;

and, amidst

all

the gUt-

and sound of oriental alphabets, nineteen out of twenty students

are declared to have highly distinguished themselves, while the re-

maining one

The

is

stated to have passed with great credit.

imposing exhibition

fitting sequel to this

carefully delivered oration

a carefully studied,

is

by the deputy chairman

tinguished candidates for eastern celebrity.

to the highly dis-

He dwells upon their happy

prospects; upon the vast and magnificent career to Avhich they are des
tined j

name

u2:)on

the magnitude of the Bi-itish power, the glor}^ of the British

upon the high charge which will be placed in their hands, and
bids them go forth to aid in ruling over a hundred millions of fellow
;

creatures

;

he declares his conviction of the great utility of the Sanscrit

language in developing the resources of that promising country ; of
the service the Persian alphabet will render them in ameliorating the
condition of the Indian ryots

;

of the enoiTuous advantage which an

acquaintance with Paley will prove to them in the collection of the land-

revenues

;

Greek authors will give them on the
and criminal courts of India. Thus qualified and

of the aid which the

benches of the

civil

thus exhorted, the half-fledged civilian finds his

way

out to one of

the presidencies, well stocked with Sanscrit, natural philosophy, and
conceit.^

Arrived at Calcutta or Bombay, as the case
for so he is

termed until placed

in

may

some department,

be, the " Avriter,"
is

supposed to be

occupied for a year or two in perfecting himself in those studies in
which he has already so " highly distinguished" himself Armed with
.

* " All those who are at all idle, who are not inclined to serve two masters, stick
to
the Oriental languages, and despise the Eui-opean sciences, because the one secures
their appointment and their pay, the other only tends to make them efiBcient, which
Ilodern India, p. 265.
is quite another matter."
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the qualifications and credentials of Haileybury, the "-writer" naturally
feels

somewhat hurt

at the idea of another course of study within the

College of Fort William, and accordingly passes the two or three years

considered necessary for his sojourn there in spending in gaiety about

—

amount of pay allotted him, 400^. a-year, or equal to the
two native judges of long service. As another examination
is required, a few months spelling and reading over Persian or Urdu
books by the aid of native pundits generally enables the young civilian
thrice the

salary of

to pass ;

when he

lector, or both, to

is

at once drafted off as magistrate, or assistant col-

some remote

district, the

language of which will be

perfectly unintelligible to him.^

Once away from the Presidency
with the young civilian

made

he

:

assistant magistrate,

College, all goes on

and in either case rapidly

name

dinary routine of signing his

swimmingly

be attached to the collectorate, or

will

to reports,

falls

making out

into the or-

abstracts of

documents, spelling over the native returns, or doing the preliminary
This latter functionary will be
drudgery of the magistrate's office.
sure of promotion in less than three years,

moved up

upon which the

as a matter of course to his seat, where,

assistant is

with a smattering

of the dialect of the district, a slight acquaintance with the people,

manners and habits, he contrives
him with not more blunsuperior when first discharging the same duin that office, and if he be not placed in some

knowledge of

and a

still

to get

through the work which

slighter

dering than did his late
ties.

Two

or three yeai's

better-paid magistracy, he

Avill

their

is

allotted to

be sure to be made a deputy- collector,

for which, of course, his magisterial training will have jieculiarly fitted

him.

His next step

will necessarily

time he has become tolerably

more moved

up, and

be to the collectorate ; and by the

efficient in that

by way of a

little

department, he

is

change created a judge in

once
civil

The late principal of the Calcutta College was a colonel in the Company's service,
who endeavoured, but vainly, to enforce greater attention on the part of the students.
On one occasion he detected one of these distinguished youths in the act of copjang the
Persian exercise of a fellow-student, to save himself the trouble of rendering it. On being
9

remonstrated with, the embrj'o collector iired with indignation, and told the Colonel
that he had acted in a most ungentleraanly manner in looking over his shoidder. The
Colonel reported this language but it was passed over by the " proper authorities."
Determined, if possible, to compel some amount of study, the principal, previous to an
examination, gave each young gentleman an exercise to be rendered into Persian or
Urdu, and had them locked up in separate rooms until the page was completed.
The weather was sultry, and they prayed the indulgence of syces, or native grooms, to
pull the punkahs to cool them the request was granted, and it was so contrived that
each student was waited on by his pundit, or teacher, in the garb of a groom. This
accomplished, they changed places the young civilian puUed the pimkah, whilst the
sham syce finished off a first-rate page of Persian.
;

;

;
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and criminal matters, unless indeed he has evinced a more than ordifar too good for

nary ability and energy, when he will be considered
the bench, and

must remain

in the coUectorate, the rigid collection of

the taxes being considered of

much more importance than

the proper

administration of justice.

The duties of a collector, however multifarious they may appear,
and however large his district, are not in reality of an alarmingly burdensome nature. He is, in fact, but a general supervisor, expected to
be moving about a good deal, and which, during many months in the
Many of the collecyear, is indeed his most agi'eeable occupation.
torates are as extensive as any two of our English counties ; and over
a great part of this wide range he has a

need an occasional

visit

from him,

if

little

army

of functionaries,

who

only to assure himself that they

are within their proper divisions.

The moi-ning

mounting his hoi'se for
numerous and motley assemblage. Natives of
almost every rank press round the great man's path, each anxious to
prefer some prayer, or exchange a friendly greeting Avith the " Burra
Sahib." Not unfrequently a good deal of business of a slight nature will
be transacted at this moment between the collector and his many native
petitioners and clients and the Hindoo, ever alive to his own interest,
reckons, and not untraly, that " master" is more likely to be in an amiable mood when just risen from rest, than at the end of a long and wearisome ride, or after the discharge of a string of vexatious petty duties.
From the office of collector, upon 2800/'. a year, the civilian may
look upwards to some of the better things to be met with at the Boards
of Revenue, or in the Secretariat Department, worth 4000^. to 5000^.
per annum, which in due time, should he not be promoted to the
bench, he will, by the regular course of seniority, be certain to attain.
field

work,

is

levee of a civilian, previous to

often a

;

After a service often years, the East Indian civilian can claim a fur-

lough of three years to Europe, on 500^. a year; but
of this, his post

and wait

is filled

up,

and on

his return

his time for another appointment.

if

he avails himself

he must take his chance

He

may, however, obtain

leave to the Cape, Australia, and some other places, on one-third of
his pay,

his office.
At the end of twenty-two
on 1000^. a year, having in the meanwhile

and without resigning

years' service he

may

retire

subscribed at the rate of four per cent to the annuity fund, and a
further certain per centage towards the
'

The uncovenanted

nominated on the
posts, not

widow and orphan

fund.

service consists of the employes of government,

spot, for the

purpose of

worth the notice of the regular

filling certain

subordinate

service, or requiring quali-
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fications to -which they

cannot pretend.

These consist indiscriminately

of Europeans, Indo-British, and natives, and
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number amongst them

but there appears to be no means of ascertaining the relative

;

These perform by far the greater part of the
and may not inaptly be tei-med the "boots" of the
senace, embracing a wide range of appointments, from the judicial
office of principal suddur-ameen on 800^. a year, down to a patrol of
the customs department on 501.
No especial length of service is required of them ; but when a man becomes quite worn out, not before,
proportion of each

work

class.

of the countiy,

he receives one-half or one-third of his salary as pension, according to
the pei'iod during which he

The lower grades

may have

of officials

served.

are

composed

generally the poorest and most unj^rincipled,

entirely of natives,

who look to

the peculation

and bribery of such places as sure means of fortune. When it is remembered that the pay of some of these sub-officials does not amount
to more than a few shillings a month, and that every means of adding
to their emolument is considered as a legitimate consequence of their
position, we can scarcely wonder that extortion and oppression are the
universal rules amongst them.
Men can be pointed out at the present
day in Calcutta who have risen from the most menial posts in policeplaces of ten shillings a month, to high station and wealth as

offices,

who have but too frequently a
dozen or two of their former European masters in theii* books as their

banians or native money-lenders ; and

debtors.
Once in the power of these men, and a magistrate or civil
judge can no longer pretend to independent action. The relative position of the needy magistrate and the wealthy banian is notorious among

the

common

people ] and a native having a suit before the former has

but to rank himself by bribes as a client of the

latter, to insm-e

the

complete success of his case.

Such is a picture of the constitution of the present civil sen-ice of
and its offshoot, the " uncovenanted." From the lips of all but
civilians is gathered one unanimous verdict upon the civil service of
India
that its exclusiveness should be swept away, and that it be

India,

—

made

the ^mJ^^'c service of British India ; that in place of the appoint-

ments

to these eight

hundred valuable posts being

left in

the hands of

twenty-four elderly gentlemen, to be dispensed to relations and personal

fi'iends,

they should be

made

of the parent country and of India,
petition as prizes for the

The
amined

by being

left

community

open to public com-

most talented youth of the day.

branch of the service wiU be exThat the revenue-branch is not far in advance of

efficiency of the judicial

hereafter.

available to the entire

—

EFFICIENCY OF THE SERA'ICE.
there

it,

is

just

ground to

2G7

believe, except that all tliose civilians

who

possess any degree of ability are carefully retained for revenue pur-

poses

and therefore there are

;

in this

department some creditable

exceptions to the all-but-universal barrenness.

The most able advo-

cate of the service"' cannot defend the general lo^v tone of ability and

and even their own masters, the
;
Bengal authorities, in recently published documents, declare that their

acquirements amongst his confreres

servants of the collectorate are grossly inefficient
that "

it

is

view a settlement,
is

to be

for they are told

;

unreasonable to expect a collector to be competent to re-

made

has to review

if

he does not

And

!"

all

further,

''

know what
it

the settlements

a settlement

is,

cannot be right that the

made

or

how it
who

officer

in his district, to administer

every ward's estate, and to manage every estate that comes under his

own immediate superintendence, should have no personal acquaintance
with any part of his district out of sight of his own house should
;

never have any direct or intimate relations with ryot or talookdar, or

any 2>')'actical
customs of his

knoioledge of the, rates, tenures,
district.

and common agricuUurcd

""^^

It is clear that, notwithstanding the Sanscrit of Haileybury

and

the Persian of Fort William, the exotics of the Company's service are

but

adapted for the tasks allotted them.

ill

rous

or

healthy than

Whatever may be the

the

They

are not

more vigo-

productions of any other forcing -house.

difference of oijinion as to the

mode

of

remedy-

ing this state of things, there can be no question as to the existence

Neither can

be denied, that whatever

may be

the future

of the

evil.

mode

of distributing the patronage of the service in England, a fair

share should be

left for

it

the native talent of India.

talent is to be found sufficiently abundant, there is

That the necessary
most ample testi-

10 Mr. George Campbell, B.C.S., in his IModem India.
" " Tlie bulk of both services are below the average of educated men at home ;
and it is not difficult to understand why they should be. * * * * They settle down
in some civil or military station, as the case may be, where temptations to idleness are
alwaj'S greater than inducements to exertion ; then- acquaintance is exceedingly
and they are throughout hfe absolutely without the stimulants that roiLse
limited
if they live, they rise, and in this conviction they remain
ability in great communities
It is worse with the soldier than with the
in a state of mediocrity and contentment.
civilian, because he comes out at an earlier age, and, as a rrJe, with an inferior education. Jt is not an uncommon thing to find officers in this country who cannot write
a common letter with ordinary propriety, who cannot spell as well as a boy of twelve
might be expected to do ; who have the most confused idea of the use of capital letters,
and of punctuation none at all. We have lately smiled when perusing some questions
;

;

and modem, the classics, &c. &c. prepared for our embryo heroes,
and wished that they had been replaced by moderate tests in reading, writing, and
Indian ChaHer, 1851.
arithmetic."
in history, ancient
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mony;

combined with the most perfect

talent, too,

must not

judged by the

Ije

about the courts of

fill

justice, as

India

integrity.

vile offscourings of native society

gathered

sheristadars, amlahs, &c., the merest

The large number of native gentlemen who ably

jackals of the law.

and honestly

PRESlDEJfCIES OF IXDIA.

and magisterial subordinate situations

judicial

ordinate in emolument, though the very reverse in duties

—

— sub-

testify to

the abundance of native talent.

In the Bengal presidency the number of offices A^ath more than
month, held by natives, does not exceed one hundred and five,
and this amongst a population of forty millions.
At the same time,
30^. a

the British foreigners in the same presidency monopolise amongst
three hundred and twenty-seven
GOO?, to 10,000/. a year

There was,

from holding

birth, religion,

parade of doing justice to the natives

was especially enacted, that no disany subject of the crown, by reason of
descent, or colour should any longer continue.
No

in the charter of 1833, wherein
ability

oflBce

it

in

doubt the friends of India believed
concession was

them

the salaries of which vary fi'om

!

tnie, a great

it is

offices,

made

at the

time that a most important

But the Court of Dibecoming parties to the enactment, did so in much the same
spirit as that in which Pecksniff, when parting from his pupil, bade
him " be jovial and kill the fatted calf." The Pecksniffian clause, like
the permission of the sham architect, has proved a " polite compliin that very liberal clause.

rectors, in

ment" rather than
ing natives from

a
all

'•

substantial hospitality

:"

the practice of exclud-

important and really remunerative

ing as universal in 1853 as

it

was

offices

remain-

in 1833.

It is monstrous to say that the natives of India are unfitted to cany
on the work of the state. They do cany it on, and have done so for

many

years in the

credit

and nearly

all

name

who

of their English superiors,

the pay, leaving

them the poor

holding their hglit exalted in another's candlestick.

get

all

the

satisfaction of beIt has

been truly

observed by a most competent authority in Indian matters,^^ that
is

absurd to suppose the native should be

working on

his

own

responsibility

and

less able to

for his

own

it

do well when

credit,

than

when

he works on the responsibility and for the credit of his Eurojiean
superior.

Our Mahomedan predecessors may have been

less

enlightened in

government than ourselves ; but they were at any
rate more just, and shewed more wisdom in their practice than we can
boast of.
They found it, as they believed it to be, best to employ the
their theories of

'^

Lord Metcalf.

BRITISH CONNECTION WITH NATIVE STATES.
native talent of the country in the administration of

no exclusive foreign
civilians in those

service,

barbarous

no privileged exotic

There was
no hot-house

affairs.

class,

They were content

daj^'s.

2G9

to use the indi-

genous talent of the country, blended with a few Mahomedan governors

and hence

was, that although they could afford to pay

of provinces

;

all liberally,

there were no enormous civil

it

lists;

consequently

we

find

that although the emperors of Delhi possessed not nearly the territory
in the

hands of the East India Company, and collected less revenue by
is raised at the present time, and were moreover always

a third than

engaged in costly wars, they nevertheless found ample means
ing out gigantic works of public

utility, lived in a state of

geous orientalism, and yet contrived, notwithstanding

mulate

many

millions sterling in their treasuries.

that our government of India
It

is

time

it

is

was made a stern

a " costly sham,"

reality,

all this, to

Well may

—a

for carry-

the most gor-

it

accu-

be said

gilded mockery.

a substantial good to a hundred

millions of our fellow-subjects, dark-skinned though they be.

The
the

relations subsisting

many

between the East Indian government and

native states comprised within the limits of the British terri-

tories require

some notice

in this chapter, not only

from their connec-

tion with our rule in the East, but as testifying to the state of govern-

mental morality in these distant possessions.

Within the red-line which marks the extent of the Company's domany native states, varying as much in extent and conAmongst them may be found
dition as in their form of government.

minions are

regions under the rule of Hindoos, Mahomedans, Mahrattas, and Eajpoots.

Together they comprise an area of about 700,000 square miles,

with a population of 52,000,000, and yielding revenues amounting in
With the single excepthe aggregate to nearly 13,000,000^. sterling.
tion of the small northern state of Nepaul, the whole of these are

and dependent upon us for
They maintain amongst them a large num-

directly subject to our political power,

their military protection.

ber of irregular troops, understood to be at our disposal on any emergency, and on no account to be employed beyond their
unless with our express sanction.

own

territories,

Besides these they maintain about

30,000 Avell-disciplined troops, commanded by British officers, also at
our disposal, but ordinarily left for their own requirements.
The British government have guaranteed them full protection
for which a consideration has been stiagainst all external enemies
;

pulated

for, either in

the shape of territory annexed, as in the cases of

the Nizam, the king of Oude, &c., or by annual tributes, which latter
amount to upwards of half a million sterling. This may appear a small
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Slim for tteir protection

;

but

tlie territories

IXDIA.
relinquished by

them

in

addition were of far greater value, and the support of the native contingents must also form an important item during the year.

Valuable,

however, as were the countries ceded under these arrangements, they

appear to have resulted in absolute loss instead of gain ; and whereas
under their own native governments they yielded considerable sums to
the local treasuries, now that they are niled by the Honourable Com-

pany they are absolutely ban-en and unpi*oductive as far as any revenue Ls concerned ; a poor retm-n, the reader may imagine, for the great
honour conferred upon them of British Company's collectors, judges,
and magistrates, and above all British Company's law!
I cannot, I must confess, agree with those advocates of univei-sal
Indian annexation, who persist in attributing

all

our failures in these

cases to stopping short of the complete subjugation of every indepen-

Their ad\ace is px-ecisely that of the great quack vegetarian,
by a patient that his pills were inefficacious, although his
The vendor of pills deinstructions had been most rigidly observed.
clared that the sick man could not have taken enough of them ; to
which the other replied, that he had swallowed the largest dose pre" But," asked the impudent
scribed in any case, \'iz. a whole boxful.
quack, " did you swallow the box also T
The patient was staggered,
and declared that such a proceeding had not occui-red to him. " Ah !"
rejoined the bold vegetarian, " I thought not.
Go home and try the
box."
Even thus our Indian quacks would have the state try the

dent

state.

v.'hen told

native " box," regardless of the consequences.

The loss of revenue, however, is not the only disadvantage we labour
under in regard to om- intimate connection with the native states.
There is the loss of reputation to be taken into account a loss which
;

although not as yet apparent in this countiy, has long been matter of
notoriety in India, and cannot any longer be hidden even here.^^
Avill reflect

everlasting disgi-ace

It

upon the British name that the most

solemn engagements, the most formal treaties with many native princes,
some of whom had long proved themselves our staxmch and unfailing
allies,

should have been utterly disregarded and cast aside to suit the po-

day ; that reputation should have been
weighed in the balance against rupees, and made to kick the beam;
that the good faith of a Christian country should have been thought as

htical or pecimiary purpose of the

nothing when placed against a few hundred miles of Indian territory
-3

"Wldle these pages are going tkrongh the press, a very interesting

and

pamphlet has made its appearance, which the reader will do well to peruse
Wrongs -mthout a Rtrntdy (Saunders and Stanford, Charing Cross).

:

!

tnithfal

Indian
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By those who are anxious to defend the existing state of things, a great
parade has been made of the sums paid annually as pensions to the exrajahs

and nabobs

but

;

all

mention

is

carefully avoided of the obligations

Company to make not only those payments, but others
which have been shamefully put aside. Not a word is said of the immense tracts of country made over to the government, for which those
of the East India

pensions were a consideration

nor

;

is

any thing said of the large

extent of private landed property belonging to those ex-rulers, which,
all plighted engagements, have been confiscated by the
Honourable Company, and for which act of spoliation there is no redress
Even worse than this, some of the stipulated pensions, after
being paid regularly to the ex-princes and their families for a score
of years, have been cut down to the merest pittance ; so that these de-

contrary to

!

scendants of the former rulers of India find themselves in danger of

coming

The

to

beggary and starvation.

case of the

volting to

kingdom

Oude

of

right-minded men.

all

up nominally

is

a peculiar one, but not less re-

In that country a native force

when
commanded by

as a contingent for our use

never likely to be, and which

is

is

kept

required, which

it is

The

British oflScers.

government of Oude, unlike that of other native states of the present
day, is in the hands of a weak and dissolute prince, who confides all
power to the hands of his minister, a man of an avaricious and cruel disposition. The people of Oude are so ground down by the arbitrary taxation of this vizier's minions, that
is

it

rarely happens that

some province

not in open revolt against the farmers of the revenue.

all

an

uncommon

It is not at

thing for these creatures of iniquity to declare to the

minister that the people of a certain province refuse to pay their share

of taxation,
force

is

when they have already

received and squandered

it.

A

accordingly sent into the unfortunate district to compel pay-

ment, and the people, naturally enough averse to pay a second time,

oppose force by
the

Oude

force.

In

this

manner we

see British officers heading

contingent, and leading on the troops to seize cattle, tools,

household property, &c. in satisfaction of claims long since settled.

Many
and

of our countrymen are quite aware of the real state of things,

are naturally disgusted at having to act the part of sherifis' officers

to an Indian despot.

ment, when
tions,

it

But protests are

might well disclaim

rigidly acts

up

in vain

all

;

and the Indian govern-

participation in such transac-

to the letter of its

regarding more honourable engagements.

Oude

treaty, although dis-
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CHAPTER

INDIA.

11.

THE FISCAL SYSTEMS OF INDIA, ANCIENT AND MODERN, AND THEIR
EFFECTS ON THE INDUSTRY OP THE PEOPLE.
shewn the nature

HAVING

of the ancient political institutions of

India as compared with those existing at the present time,
will be not less necessary to the right estimation of the

modern

it

fiscal

system of the three presidencies, that an account of it be prefaced by
an outline of the mode in which the Hindoo and Mahomedan rulers of
India raised their revenues.

Commencing with the
code of Menu,

was

in those

of sources.

—

it

records

earliest

bequeathed to

us,

— the

be seen that the public revenue of the state

will

remote ages derived from a comparatively small number
By far the largest portion arose from a share of the

agricultural produce of the country

on commerce, a

—

trifling

;

next to this came certain taxes

impost levied on persons engaged in business,

and lastly, twelve days' service
small traders and shopkeepers
from every mechanic during each year.
On gi'ain, from one-twelfth to one-sixth was levied, according to
the soil, the labour, and the expense involved in its cultivation ; but
this also might be raised in times of emergency to one-fourth, and must
have been, in all ordinary seasons, the main dependence of the state.
On the clear annual increase of trees, honey, perfumes, and the other
;

natural productions of the country, not excepting manufactures, one-

was levied.
But the king had another means of obtaining revenue. He was
entitled to one-fifth on the profits of all sales.
Estates for which there
were no ostensible heirs were dealt with as escheats to the crown and
so was all property which remained for three years unclaimed after a
proclamation of its vacancy.
The sovereign was also entitled to half
of the precious minerals contained in the earth within the bounds of
sixth

;

his dominion.

It has

been supposed

that, in addition to the rights thus exercised

HINDOO MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT.
by the
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king, he possessed an absohite right in the soil of the country,

since in one of the articles of
pier neglects to

sow

Menu

it is

his land, he shall

consequences to the king.

It

is,

directed that where an occui-

be directly responsible for the

however, pretty clearly stated

else*-

where in the code, " that land was the proj^erty of him who cut away
the wood ;" that is, of him by whom it was cleared and tilled.
Yet it
is strange that, although so many occasions must have called for it,
little, indeed no mention is made of the proi:>erty of individuals in, land.
It is tiiie that there is something said of the boundaries of different
properties;

and

in

one place an argument

seed belonging to one
of another.

man

is

illustrated

by supposing

being sown in land which was the property

Gifts of land are spoken of elsewhere, as if

it

were in the

power of individuals to confer them ; and the division of inheritances,
and the ndes about mortgages, in describing the wealth of indi\'iduals,
and for disposing of the property of banished men, are clearly laid
down.

As time

advanced, the form of Hindoo municipal government was

modified, but never altered in principle.

Throughout
mained entire.

all

the convulsions of India, the townships

In those days the

district thus

still

re-

named was a com-

pact piece of land; for the size of which, as in English parishes, there

was no prescribed

rule.

The lands were divided

into portions, the

boundaries of which were as carefully marked as those of the township;

and the names,

qualities, extent,

and proprietors were all minutely enEach township conducted its

tered in the records of the community.

own

intei'nal affairs,

had

its

regular coterie of municipal

the revenues due to the state from
sible for the full

officers,

levied

members, was collectively responamount, managed its own police; and though entirely
its

subject, as a portion of the state, to the" general

government, was, in

almost every respect, an organised commonwealth, complete within
its concomitant privileges, though
by the government, was never denied.
A township, in its simplest form, was under the direction of an
officer called the headman, considered to be the representative of the
king, and formerly removable at pleasure; but the office finally became hereditary, and the headman in reality became the representative of the people; for although he had an annual allowance from the
government, the greater part of his income was derived from fees paid
by the villagers. He was held personally responsible for their state
engagements, and was often thrown into prison in cases of resistance
and failure of revenue from the township. He was the principal authoitself.

This independence, with

often violated

T
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decided every point of public interest

freely with the villagers,

;

consulted

whenever the general welfare required

it

;

let

such lands as had no fixed occupants ; and, in short, was the head and
chief of the municipal government.

The headman had associated with him two other officers, called
watchman and the accountant. The latter kept the

respectively the

village records, containing a full description of the nature of the lands
of the village, with the names of the former and present owners, the
rent,

and other terms of occupancy.

He

also

kept the accounts of the

both with the government and between themselves.

The
watchman was the guardian of the boundaries, both public and private,
watched the crops was the public guide and messenger, and, next to
the headman, the chief officer of police; was bound to find out the
possessor of any stolen property within the township, or to trace him
till he had passed the boundary, when the responsibility was transferred
villagers

;

to the next neighbour.

The money-changer may also be considered as an assistant
headman, as he was the assayer of all the money, and also the
smith of the village.

to the
silver-

This was the usual mode of village government, where there was
no intervention between the actual occupier of the soil and the prince;
but in some parts of India in the present day, especially in the north,
and the extreme south, there is in each village a community which con-

township by

and which has the other inhabitants for
community are generally regarded as the absolute proprietors of the soil, and are acknowledged to
possess a heritable and transferable interest in the land wherever they
exist.
Such villages are sometimes governed by one head ; but more
generally each branch of the family composing the community, or each
family, if there be more than one, has its own head, who manages its
stitutes the
its

tenants.

The persons

internal affairs,

itself,

constituting this

and unites with the heads of the other divisions to con-

duct the general business of the

Where

village.

there were village landholders, they formed the

first class

were termed respectively permanent tenants, temporary tenants,
bourers,

and shopkeepers, Avho took up

their

abode in a village

rights of the landholders pertained to

them

la-

for the

advantage of a market.

The

of

They

inhabitants; but there were four other classes of inferior degree.

collectively,

—and

though they had more or less a partition amongst them, there was
never any thing like an entire separation of the property. Their rights
varied in different parts of the country; and where their tenure

was

LAND TENURE AND TENANTS.
most

perfect, they held their lands subject to

a,
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fixed produce-payment

to the government.

In

all

villages there

were two descriptions of tenants who rented

the lands of the village landholders, where there were such proprietors;

and

These tenants were
and were divided into two classes the temporary and the permanent.
The permanent ryots were those who cultivated the lands where they resided, retained them during their lives,
and transmitted them to their children at their death. They have
often been confounded with the village landholders; but the distinction
is sufficiently marked where any proprietary fee exists, for in that no
The temporary tenant cultivated the land of
tenant ever participates.
a village to which he did not otherwise belong, holding by an annual
of the government, where there were none.

commonly

lease,

—

called ryots,

written or understood, the best description of land being occu-

pied by the resident tenant; an inferior kind, for which there was
competition,

little

him; and for that reason, and on account of his

to

fell

other disadvantages, he held his land at a lower rate than the per-

manent

tenant.

There was, however, another description of tenant who ought to be
mentioned, though he held a very different position to the others. This
grade consisted of

men whose

caste or condition in

life

prevented their

engaging in manual labour; or their women from taking part in any
employment that required them to appear before men. In consideration of these disadvantages, these tenants were allowed to hold land at

a favourable rate, so as to enable them to avail themselves of their

and capital by means of hired labourers.
In Canara, Malabar, and Travancore, the land is held in absolute
property by single individuals, subject to a fixed payment to the state.
The zemindars, or great lords of the soil, derive their property from
skill

direct grants

by the king, who

also frequently alienates lands for reli-

gious objects, or as rewards for military services.

In

later periods during the rule of the Tartar conquerors of

dostan, innovations of various kinds crept

upon the industry

way

affected the

of the people.

;

mode

These innovations, however, in no

these were, doubtless, found to do their

well to be interfered with.

It

was

new

collec-

work too

in the augmentation rather than

of levying the local taxation that the cultivators

hardship of the

Hin-

pressing more or less

forms of assessment, or the machinery for the

tion of the taxes

the

in,

felt

the

order of things.

This increase was made not so

much by openly

raising the king's

proportion of the crop, as by means of various taxes and cesses, some
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the cultivator.
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on the land, and others directly or indirectly affecting
Taxes on ploughs, cattle, &c. constituted the first kind;

and those on music at certain ceremonies, or marriages with widows,
&c., and new taxes on consumption, constituted the other.
Practically there was no regular limit to these demands hut the
ahility of those

the

For

this

on

whom

they

to satisfy them,

fell

and consequently

used every possible endeavour to conceal their incomes.

A-illagers

pm-pose they resorted to

all

kinds of devices, understating

the amount of their crops, and abstracting a part without the knowledge of the collector.

Very

often they concealed the stated quantity of

the land under cultivation, and
detection

falsified their records, so as to

By

but impossible.

all

these means, not less than

render

by the

connivance of such revenue-officers as were open to bribes, the actual
revenues of the crown were at best an uncertainty, and a continual
source of heart-burnings between the governing and the governed.

This unsatisfactory state of things was understood, and to a great

Akbar Khan,

extent remedied, by some of the Tartar rulers of India.

the great reformer of taxation, probed deeply into the then wide-

spreading disease which threatened to eat into the vital prosperity of

From

the countiy.
nister,

Abul

Fazl,

the published memoirs of his talented prime mi-

we

gathei-, that

for a period of

more than twenty

years the exertions of this sovereign were directed to a complete exa-

mination

The

into,

and revision

the taxation of land.

of,

result of this laborious

pilation of a series of tables

and minute investigation was the com-

shewing the collection per heegah

sure of land) on twenty articles of the spring, and thirty of the

1560

crops, in the years

to

1578

(a meaautumn

inclusive, in the vice-royalties of

Agra, Oude, Allahabad, Delhi, Malwa, Moultan, and Lahore.

From

these an assessment was formed, not on the land but on the crops pro-

duced by

it,

shewing

rates,

which, taken in reference to the surface of

the land under culture, gave averages of from

Is.

Id. for linseed to

14s. 2\d. for sugar-cane.

The settlement of these taxes on the above
when a re-assessment would take

of ten years,

tables
place.

was

for a period

But, independ-

ently of these reforms in the fiscal administration of the country,

Akbar

appears to have kept up the integrity of native institutions of police,
life and property,
and social wants of his subjects,
pro-viding them liberally with the means of education, with good
roads, bridges, and artificial means of irrigation, at all times of the
utmost importance to the well-being of an Indian agricultural coimtry.

courts of justice, &c.

was not

less

;

and, whilst he gave security to

attentive to the moral

TARTAR AND BRITISH SYSTEMS.
If,
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though not proved, the Tartar rulers

then, as has been argued,

of India wrung as much from the inhabitants as has been taken by
their Enghsh successors, the advocates of the former may at least
maintain, what cannot be advanced by the latter, that they gave full
value for what they took that they administered a full measure of justice to high and low ; that the agriculturist had most ample means of
;

irrigation

;

that the trader could convey his goods

miles along roads at

ever fault

all

may be found with

this system, the

we need

so,

among the remains

of

bulk of the people lived in

those times in comparative affluence and security.

have been

many hundreds

times safe and in good repair; and that, what-

That

all this

must

seek for no further proofs than are to be found

of the magnificent public

works of those days,

—the

noble aqueducts, the vast tanks, the interminable roads planted on either
side with

shady

trees, the

many

wells

and rest-houses

for travellers, the

abounding throughout the
country, the mouldering ruins of once-busy cities, the desolate marketThe moss-grown
places, and the jungle-grown towns and villages.
marble terraces, the stagnant water-courses, the owl-inhabited mansions and temples, the solitary pillar and arch, the tiger-swamps that
splendid palatial dwellings of the rich

engulf whole

cities of

the dead,

—

all

still

these bear silent testimony to the

—

once-happy working of that system which we of the civilised West of
Christian England, have rooted out from the land, to replace with a
miserable mockery, a governmental fraud of such enormous magnitude,
of such wicked viciousness, that future generations, without ample

testimony to the contrary,

may

well discredit the possibility of its

existence, even in the very worst days of the worst types of bureaucratic imbecility

and red-tapeism.

The subversion
a short period

;

of the ancient order of things was not the

was not the

it

earlier administrations

work of

which undertook

this crusade against existing institutions.

As in religious matters, the British rulers of India have swept
away heathenism and its morality, and replaced it by infidelity and
no moi'ality, as in the administration of justice, they have rooted out
the old simple codes and effective establishments, and substituted for
them a legal patchwoi'k: administered by functionaries of whom nearly
so in the more important
all who are not incompetent are corrupt

—

;

part of their

fiscal

system, they have overturned the labours of

many

ages, scorning the lessons of dear-bought experience, and, except in the

countries on the north-west, have supplanted the righteous taxation of

Hindoo
which

it

rulers

ever

by the most impracticable and the most ruinous systems
fell

to the lot of politico-economical quacks to hazard.
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Before discussing the present amount of and

mode

of levying the

land-tax of India, I will place before the reader a general statement
of the revenues

of the

three

Presidencies,

from which he

will

at

once perceive that the tax above alluded to forms by far the largest
item of the whole income of the government.

The following

table

presents a comprehensive view of the entire taxation of British India
as

it

amount being

exists at the present time, the

stated in pounds

sterling for convenience sake, taken at 2s. the rupee.

Source of revenue.

Land revenue

Gross

Nett

revenue.

revenue.

£

£
I

.

.

j

Per centage
on total

per cent.

m

1,088,254

.

I

13,551,752

15,178,676

Excise and moturpha

Cost
of collecting

revenue.

58i

Opium

4,562,586

3,358,684

26*

Salt

3,189,214

2,703,752

15

946,561

816,074

593,982

590,169

4

n

115,000

88,448

23

i

11,979,041

1,979,041

27,753,314

23,067,920

Customs
Stamps,

fees,

and

fines

.

.

Tobacco
Post-office, mint,

and other

sources

It

is

thus seen

taxes of India,

how

viz.

large an item

is

formed by three of the leading
salt, whence, indeed, are de-

on land, opium, and

rived about eighty-five per cent of the entire revenues.^

the

sum

llj

131

received from native states in

Deducting

payment of military protection

afforded them, we have a round sum of twenty-two millions sterling as
By reference
forming the revenues of India at the present moment.
to the tables in the Appendix,'* it will be seen in what proportion
this is derived

marked

from the several divisions of the country, and in what

contrast the charge of each presidency stands as against their

income.

So much has been said and written about the taxation of British
1

Of

tbis Slim, 566,694?

are receipts from native states towards the support of

British troops for their protection.
^

gross
'
*

Cost of collection charged against general revenues, and said to be equal to the

amount collected actual nett revenue from these would therefore be
Campbell's Modern India, p. 427.
Appendix B.
;

nil.

BRITISH AND INDIAN TAXATION.
India, that

will be well, before

it

the bearing which the above

proceeding any further, to examine

amount must have upon

The taxation
shapes,
either by

sources of the people.

two very

different

moderate, by the

—

mode

in
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which

it is

of a country
its

may

the actual re-

be vicious in

excessive amount, or, being

levied.

The bulk of the people of India, unfortunately, suffer from both,
these evils.
Taking the gross revenue of the country, and deducting
from that sum the amount of the opium-tax as really paid by foreigners,
and the sums received from native princes for military protection, we
have a total amount of 22,000,000^. levied upon the inhabitants of the
three Presidencies.
The population of British India at the present
time is, in round numbers, one hundred millions. ^ These figures will
therefore give an average of nearly As. 5d. a-head
itself,

;

not a large

sum

in

but when compared with the eai'nings of the great mass of people,

a heavy and oppressive load.

In Great Britain the taxation gives, as nearly as possible, 33s. per
head of the population, about seven times that of our Indian fellowsubjects.
But the paying powers of the two nations widely differ.
Fifteen shillings a

week

is

a fair average, in the present day, for the

earnings of the English labouring classes;

accordingly, they appear

to be taxed to the extent of thirteen days' labour in the year.

To

estimate the actual earnings of the great mass of Hindoos, wages in
the cities and towns must not be taken as a criterion; for whilst in

England the townspeople are the greater tax-payers, in India 70 per
cent of the taxation falls upon the mass of the people not dwelling in
towns.
Some reliable official documents on this subject,^ fortunately,
leave no doubt upon the matter.
These statistical returns shew, that
in a rural district (that of Cawnpore) fairly representing the average
of the agricultural part of the countiy, the greater jiortion of the
cultivators realise but

51.

per

annum; from

this,

one-fourth, at the

lowest calculation, must be taken for government land-tax, and onefourth as rent to the proprietor, leaving

and support the ryot and

21.

10s.

to defray cost of

family during the year.
With the calculation of four persons to a family, and without any
deduction for seed, tools, &c., we have something over twelve shillings
These are not extreme cases,
per annum to support each individual
but actually represent, I regret to say, the present condition of a very
seed, tools, &c.,

Ids

I

large portion of the agi-icultural population of British India.

Striking

an average between these figures and the wages of natives in the
=

'

See Blue Book, 1852, p. 339.
Quoted in Calcutta Review, vol. xvi

p. 87-8.
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sum than

towns, a greater

10s. a year, or

II.

INDIA.

one penny a day, cannot

be taken as the general average earnings in India. It appears, therefore, that whilst the Englishman contributes sixteen days' labour in
each year to the maintenance of institutions which provide him with
the utmost security to

life

and property, the Indian ryot contributes

an equivalent to the labour of fifty-three days for the support of
institutions which, so far as they tend to afford him any security from
oppression, or in any way to ameliorate his social condition, might
as well be swept from the face of the earth, deep into the Indian

Ocean.
If that

mode

in

unhappy land

suffers

which that revenue

is

from the amount of her taxation, the

raised presses wdth

still

greater severity

upon her industry. The taxes which will now be examined are those
on laud and salt. The opium-tax is felt but little by the natives of
India, and that only within certain districts, where the evil arises more
from the temptations to smuggle, and the consequent vexatious nature
of the government supervision.
In the early part of this chapter I have endeavoured to shew the
nature of the tenure under which land was held in India and was
assessed to the sovereign, as also the system which prevailed under

the

Mahomedan

fection,

own

rulers of India.

not only in the

many

The former

is still

north-west provinces and the Punjab, w^here the

feel it safe to

working to per-

native states of Hindostan, but in our

Company

did not

overturn the existing order of things, as they had done

in earlier acquired territories.

In those

districts,

we

are assured

by a

winter well qualified to give an opinion, that the old native system

works admirably.^ The people are
and there are no complaints.

thriving, the tax is easily collected,

It may be said that experience has taught the Indian executive
wisdom, and they are giving the newly-acquired territories the benefit
An impartial mind might be inclined to think that it would be
of it.

as well if

some

of the older provinces reaped a share of the advantage,

especially as it has been purchased at their expense.

It will neither interest the reader nor serve

dwell upon the

many patchwork

first

unhappy land was made

fiscal

undergo from the
British occupancy of India until the famous " perma-

tinkerings, which the

time of the

any good purpose to

experiments, the numberless
to

nent settlement" of Lord Cornwallis in 1703, a year

fatal to the

peace

and welfare of millions of industrious cultivators.
His lordship was one of those amiable men who contribute largely
'

Campbell's

Modem

India, chap.

viii.

—
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to the stock of " good intentions" which are said to pave the
certain region;

and truly

his "intentions"

way

of a

have paved the way to beg-

gary and death for myriads of Hindoo ryots.^

In his endeavour to

fix

the land-revenues of Bengal upon a firm and profitable footing, Lord
Cornwallis perpetrated one of the greatest wrongs, committed one of the
most enormous blunders, that is to be found on record. He propounded
a scheme by which the proprietary right in the whole soil of Bengal
was to be vested in the zemindars or hereditary suiierintendents of
land, not for one year, or ten years, but for ever.
They had been the

farmers of the land-tax for years past

between government and the

;

they stood in that capacity

and cultivators ; but
any claim to the land yielding

village proprietors

to suppose that therefore they possessed

that tax, was a monstrosity reserved for the conception of this very

The scheme, hollow and unrighteous as it was,
promise such security to the revenue by creating this large

amiable nobleman.

seemed

to

by a mere stroke of the pen, that the authorifiat went forth by
which twenty millions of small landholders were dispossessed of their
rights, and handed over, bound hand and foot, to the tender mercies of
class of landed aristocracy

ties at

home were

deceived into compliance, and the

a set of exacting rack-renters.

The

injustice of this gigantic robbery, great

not by any means the whole of the cruelty.

committed

;

fraud upon fraud.

assessment should be

made

It

though

it

seems, was

Wrong upon wrong was

was ordered that the amount of the

in conformity with the avei'age yield of

it was in reality laid at such a rate as would suffice
meet the pressing wants of the government, and that rate was above

former years ; but
to

fifty to

sixty per cent of the produce of the soil

More than

!

this

;

although the regulations of 1793 expressly determined the rate to be
paid by the newly-created Cornwallis-aristocracy as above stated, not

one word was said as to the amount
that

amount has been, there

is

iliey

might levy on the ryots.

unfortunately but too

little

doubt.*

What
The

only limit to the exaction seems to have been the utter inability of the
wretched people to pay any more. Lord Brougham, in speaking of
this celebrated settlement, said that it

wrung from

of speech

;

the ryot eighteen

His assertion was laughed at as a
but unfortunately he spoke literally within the mark.

shillings out of every twenty.

figure

Mr.

Colebrook, well acquainted -with the resources of the country, states^
8

" The

'

permanent settlement' has produced more

distress

and beggary, and a

greater change in the landed property of Bengal, than has happened in the same space
of time in any age or country by the mere effect of internal regulations." Fifth Re* Appendix C.
port of Finance, Committee of Bengal.
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that a cultivator paying half his produce iu tax

is

worse

The

labourer in the same field at three pence a day.

whom

from

fore, of those

off than a hired

condition, there-

eighty and ninety per cent are

wrung may

be readily imagined.

The zemindars did not
ryots,

and

fail

Summary

the utmost stretch.

new power given

to use the

process was allowed

this begat such misery, strife,

and

to them to
them against the

litigation, that the law-

courts wei'e literally overwhelmed with land-cases.

In a single season

there was in one district, that of Burdwan, thirty thousand suits of

zemindars against ryots
late that the

rate

former

but the difficulty

;

that point

is

Under

It is tnie the

I^"

government regulations

is

to determine

what

always settled against the poorer

this

stipu-

not exact from the latter more than the local

shall

is

the local rate, though

suitor, to his utter ruin.

zemindari system the oppression of the ryots

is

aggi-a-

vated by the custom of sub-letting the land-tax to various grades of

middlemen, who, interposing between the zemindar of the
the cultivator, adding their

man, and having no

much

own

sort of interest in the matter

as possible in a

district

and

shares of profit to that of the gi'eat

beyond extorting

as

given time, press upon the means of the wretched

the soil, until his case is so hopeless, that, worn out by yeai's of
and oppression, he flies from the scenes of his misery, and if he
has not heart enough left to turn docoit (gang-robber), in all j^robatiller of

toil

bility dies of star\-ation in the jungle.^^

Ever

in poverty, the rj^ot

or money-lender.

This

man

is

compelled to seek aid from the mahajun

will usually

be one of the sub-renters of

and avaiUng himself of that position, demands whatever
rate of interest he pleases, and which often amounts to one per cent
per week fifty-two per cent per annum.
More than this, the accounts
of these advances are kept only by the lender, who, aware of the utter
the land-tax

;

—

ignorance of the ryots,

Thus

tection.

may have
9
10

books without the

falsifies his

least fear of de-

end of the year, however favom-able the season

at the

been, whatever the

amount

of crop, the mahajun, uniting his

Remarks on the Husbandry of Bengal.
Calcutta Review, vol.

vi.

p. 318.

am

not dealing in fiction may be ascertained by reference to the evidence
on this subject given before the Parliamentary Committee iu 1830 by Mr. H. C. Christian,
of the Board of Revenue of Lower Bengal
Mr. F. Fortescue, Commissioner for Civil
Affairs at Delhi, and others equally beyond suspicion of overstating the case against
the government sj'stem. The following evidence given on that occasion by Mr. MUl,
11

That

I

;

worth noting. " They (the zemindars) take from them
They (the
in short, they exact whatever they please.
ryots) have no defence whatever birt that of removal
they must decline to pay what
is exacted and quit the land.''
the Company's

hi.storian, is

(the ryots) all they can get

:

;

;

!
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claim as money-lender to that as Talukdar or sub-renter, makes
appear, with the aid of

fifty

per cent interest,

false entries,

it

and increased

Should the ryot appear in suffigood health to toil on for another season, he may obtain from
the mahajun further advances for seed, tools, and his own miserable
rent, that the wltole belongs to him.

ciently

existence,

which

occasionally a

is

barely supported on pulse, roots, and wild herbs, with

little

ment, and another

taxed five hundred per cent by the governhundred per cent by dealers' profits and cost of

salt,

five

transport

To

the above must be added the iniquitous practice of extorting

ahwabs, or presents, from the villagers upon every possible occasion.'^

These ahwabs are of long standing

and although the enactment of
1793 expressly declares them to be illegal, and punishable by fine, they
exist to this day in pristine vigour.
Every feast, festival, or visit received by the talukdar or zemindar is made the pretext for robbery.
The herdsman furnishes a goat, the milkman milk and ghee, the oilmaker supplies oil, and so on through the community. Nor is it only
the renters

who thus

naib, or accountant,

extort

who

;

;

every one of their subordinates, from the

down to the paiks,
own share of abwab

helps to falsify the books,

or collecting and distraining peons, exact their

and so long as the ryot possesses any thing worth drawing from him,
is he a subject for oppression and wrong ; when the hydraulic

so long

pressure ceases to squeeze another drop from him, he

is

only then

cast off as a useless object.

To seek protection in the local courts o^ justice, the poor wretch
knows from sad experience is worse than useless. There the renter is
all-powerful with the amlahs of the courts, and there

He

lie

is

powerless.

and hopeless, feeling certain that before long he
shall be worn out, and then flung aside to make room for a younger
and stouter ryot. There are doubtless exceptions to this sad state of
things under some humane zemindars, but they are few indeed and far
between. The rule is misery and starvation the exception, a bare subsistence.
The whole of this wretchedness may not arise immediately
toils on, dispirited

—

from the permanent settlement of 1793, but it has its origin in it.
What that has left undone, the inefficiency of our local executive and
the corruption of the courts have consummated, until trade has died

away, agriculture become a desperate and hopeless struggle, and the
12

Mr. Piduington, a

civilian, in his replies to

says, in reference to these extortions,

"I

the queries of the Board of Revenue

fear to be discredited

twenty to forty per cent on the actual jummabuudi
from the jjoor ryot."

when

1

state, that

(legal rent) is yearly

from

extorted
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community merged

native

into

two

classes

—

I>T)IA.

monied

a

and

aristocracy,

a beggarly race of peasants, who, though nominally free-born British
subjects, are more degraded and less cared for than the slaves of

Cuba

Yet these are the men through whose

or the serfs of Russia.

ill-requited labours the

Indian government derive

fifteen millions ster-

ling of their annual income, about two-thirds of their entire revenue.

In strong contrast to the permanent or zemindari settlement of
is the ryotwari system of Madras, which, though differing from
the former so essentially in its machinery, has proved scarcely less
I cannot do
fatal to the industry of a once thriving, happy country.
Bengal

better than describe the nature of this system of assessment, as ori-

Munro

ginated by Sir T.

in 1812, in the

words of a

"

The assessment

is

rather fieldwar than ryotwar.

The government

deals directly, not only with each ryot, but with each

of assessing each village,

civilian well

:"

acquainted with the workings of the various settlements

Instead

field.

A

assesses each plot of ground.

it

field is

and hedged, but a minute
portion, suited to the minute tenantry, divided fi:-om the rest by a little
Fencing is not
gathering together of the earth about six inches high.
not, in India, a large piece of land fenced

common
side

by

when

and in a dry

;

flat

plain containing thousands of such fields

may be supposed

side, it

that boundaries are only permanent

the fields belong to different owners on the spot, with different

Moreover, instead of assessing at a fixed sum for a

interests.

years, there

is

fixed

on

seasons and good crops

each, field

and

;

a

it is

maximum

series of

rent to be paid for good

undertaken, not as an incidental in-

dulgence, but as an essential part of the system," that this rent shall
be annually reduced when necessary. " To effect then the commutation of the share of grain into money-rates,

according to the native

mode

of

all

the land was surveyed
there were no

measurement

maps."

Such

is

the

mechanism of

this system,

and upon

has to base his preliminary or standard settlement.
survey another and
"

When

district to

final inspection

has to be

made

this the collector

After this

first

:

the crops are nearly ripe, the collector goes out into the

look at them and

make

his annual settlement.

The

village

accountant makes out a statement she^\'ing the cultivation of each
ryot, his crops

children

and circumstances, the number of

At

this

rent apply for reduction.

'3

time

all

who think

All these cases are settled, and

Mr. G. Cami^bell, in his

and

his cattle, sheep,

they should not pay

Modem

India.

tlten

full

oidy
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make up his annual settlement, grant formal leases,
and take formal engagements for the crop, which by this time is ^;as^,
and generally paid for. The settlement is not made up till after the
does the collector

crop

is

ripe, in fact, generally

does not reach the collector's

office till

most of the money has already got there, and after making all
the remissions and reductions of the season from the standard assessafter

ment."

The

and poverty entailed by this ryotwari system of
by every one at all acquainted with the existing
state of things in the Madras presidency.
It has been well known to
the home authorities for many years past, yet no attempt has been
made at reformation, although it is found most difficult to get ryots
to cultivate land under it, and that the cultivation is only kept up by
forcing, by government advances, &c.
The e'vals of this state of things are only equalled by the absurdity
of supposing that any collector is really able to deal separately and
suffering

assession are admitted

efficiently

whom

with 150,000 tenants, as

is

often the case, " not one of

has a lease, but each pays according as

and with

Ms

lie

and

cultivates

and

gets

a

and each of
whom gets a reduction if he can make out a sufficiently good case.
What a cry of agricultural distress and large families there would be
Would any
in England or any other country under such a system
farmer ever admit that his farm had yielded any thing, that his cattle
had produced, or that his wife had not produced 1 If the collector
were one of the prophets, and remained in the same district to the
age of Methuselah, he would not be fit for the duty ; and as he is but
an ordinary man and a foreigner, and continually changed, it would be
strange if the native subordinates did not do as they liked, and having
crop,

reference to

cattle,

slieep,

children,

!

the power, did not abuse

it.

Accordingly,

it is

generally agreed that

the abuses of the whole system, and especially that of remission,

something

frightful

;

and that the opportunities of

is

extortion, pecula-

and intrigue of all kinds, are unbounded."^'*
The above, it must be remembered, is the testimony of a member
of the Honourable Company's service, and given but the other day.
tion, chicanery,

What the results
to be, the reader

of that "peculation, extortion, chicanery," &c., are likely

may imagine from what he

has read of the effects of

the Bengal settlement.''

" Modem India, chap. viii. p. 361.
" " In many instances the earnings of a ryot are not sufficient for his family and
his wife and sons are obliged to betake themselves to some pursuit, and assist him
with all they can get. He lives generally upon coarse rico and dkoll (pulse) vegeHis dress consists of a bit of rag and a slender
tables and fish would be luxuries.
;

;

—

;
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The system pursued

in the

Bombay

INDIA.

presidency, although based on

the ryotwari, has been so modified, contrary to the wishes of the

be comparatively a harmless

authorities, as to

indeed,

is

one that more nearly concerns the government

enormous cost of

am now

collection of the tax.

home

Its chief evil,

affair.

—

that of the

This tax, within the division I

referring to, produced in 1849-50 a gross sura of 2,290,969^.

against which were placed allowances to district and village

officei's,

mosques, temples, &c., 982,684^., and a further charge for collecting of
280,000^., in

1,262,684/.

all

;

considerably

the net revenue from this source
I will

now

briefly touch

more than 100 per cent on

!

upon the

salt-tax,

than which no more

impolitic or unjust impost could well be devised.
less

The

climate, not

than the vegetable nature of the food of the population, renders

the free use of this article one of imperative necessity,

it

due regard be

Yet we find a tax laid on it amounting to five shillings
the maund of 82 lbs., being nearly four hundred per cent on its prime
cost in Calcutta, and which, with all the profits of the wholesale and

had

to health.

retail dealers, the cost of transport up-country,

and the further

j^rofits

of the country licensed dealers, who, of course, require a profit on the

duty as well as the original cost of the

salt,

brings the selling price to

the consumer to something like a thousand per cent on the original
value.

This

ryot needs

is

more

on an

article, it

must be remembered, which the poor

of than the wealthy dwellers in towns,

other condiments with their food, and

who

who can

require far

less,

obtain

owing to

the difference in their dietary.

The enhanced
passes mixes with

is, however, not the only evil inflicted on the
Every dealer through whose hands the article
The first
a portion of sand, to add to its weight.

price

poorer consumers.
it

or wholesale vendor in Calcutta will blend ten per cent of

its

weight of

sand ; the agent who buys from him for transmission up the country adds
another ten per cent; the up-country dealer follows his example; and

by

the time

it

reaches the ryot through the bazaar vendor, the salt will

be nearly half impurity, dark in colour, and flavourless to a degree.
chndder (sheet) his bed is composed of a coarse mat and a pillow his habitation a
thatched roof ; and his property a plough, two bullocks, one or two lotahs (brass pots),
and some hijdhan. He toils ' from morn to noon, from noon to dewy eve ;' and, despite
this, he is a haggard, poverty-smitten, wretched creature.
This is no exaggeration ;
even in ordinary seasons, and under ordinary' circumstances, the ryots may often be
seen fosting for days antl nights for want of food. The inability of the lyot to better
his degraded condition, in which he has been placed by the causes we have named, is
increased by his mental debasement.
Unprotected, harassed, and oppressed, he has
been precluded from the genial rays of intellectuality. His mind is veiled in a thick
;

gloom

of ignorance."

;

Indian Petition presented

Itj

the

Earl of Albemarle.

;

!

SALT MONOPOLY.

So systematic
dare to

sell

is this fraud,
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that shoukl any

more scrupulous dealer

a clean, wholesome article, the whole trade will league

against him, and by

means of the bribed aid of the native

soon

police,

effect his ruin.

The only defence for this tax is, that it yields an amount of
revenue that cannot be spared ; precisely the reason given, for centuries
past, by all upholders of vicious taxation in every part of the world.

Of

a truth,

can hardly be spared, when

it

we look

at the costly esta-

blishment of the Honourable Company.

This tax, which in the early
days of our sway in India produced but 100,000^., is now made to

and a quarter sterling. Whilst such wickedAfghan campaigns are permitted; whilst commanders-in-

yield nearly three millions

nesses as the

chief are allowed to pocket half a million sterling in a few years, for
civil duties

salaries of

of

all

never performed nor expected to be performed

Indian

officials obtain,

whilst the

;

scale of regal extravagance, out

proportion even in a highly civilised and prosperous country

whilst the mockery of the
cost,

on a

—

it is

home government

is

continued at

its

present

of course impossible to forego the proceeds of a tax,

how-

ever iniquitous, however fatal to the industry of the country.

To attempt an enumeration

of the privations endured, of the op-

and the robbery practised by the subordinates
department of the government, would carry me far

pression, the extortion,

engaged in the salt
beyond my limits in this volume. Enough has been said as to the use
made by those who, clothed in a little brief authority, have it in their
power to tyrannise over the poor of the land. It may afford a tolerable
idea of the extent of these iniquities, to mention, as a
natives frequently pay largely to their
trivial

appointments in this branch of the

attached of thirty-five rupees a

known

European superiors
service.

fact,

for the

that

most

Places with a salary

month have been thus disposed

of for

hundred rupees, paid monthly to the European ; the jjrobability
being that the native clears another five hundred of net profit
It is humbling to the honest
All this is humiliating to know.
pride of an Englishman, to feel that we, who have so long pictured
five

ourselves as the apostles of freedom, as a pattern of national integrity

amongst the kingdoms of the earth, should have been for ages, even up
moment, abettors of all these crying iniquities.

to the present

PART

III.

PHYSICAL

;

CHAPTER

I.

HINDOO ART AXD SCIENCE.

ALTHOUGH
in art

the nations of the

and

science,

no

West have

less

far outstripped the Asiatics

than in other branches of

human

and ingenuity, the craftsman of the East can point to ages longpast, when as yet the people of European countries wei'e unknown,
when the Christian religion had not been proclaimed
even by name
skill

—

to the nations of the earth

—

as to a period

when

his country shone as

a bright luminary amidst the darkness around ; when intellect and
skilled labour had their home in his fertile and beautiful laud ; when
all

that

was

intelligent,

and

rare,

and

excellent,

was

to be

found within

the limits of Hindostan.

Every wreck that we meet with pertaining to this wonderful countells the same tale of departed greatness and excellence.
Perhaps
"with few things is the modern student of history more struck than with
the architectural remains of the Hindoo period.
The great antiquity of the works of extruction or excavation,
which are to-day met with in many parts of India, bears testimony to
the fact of superior skill having been employed upon them. If we find
try

few objects of construction remaining to attest the position of this
may be found
in the numberless successive invasions of the land which took place,
and during which havoc and ruin were but too frequently the accomscience in the early days of Hindooism, a ready reason

paniments, prompted by bigotry and religious fanaticism.
The stupendous rock-cut temples of EUora, Ajunta, and Elephanta, have, from
the peculiarity of their structure, defied these agents of destruction
and, in the case of the two latter at any rate, are witnesses to the skill

and industry of the Hindoo craftsmen in an age when what we
civilisation was as yet unborn.

tefui
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Although we possess a multitude of pictures and plans

illustrative

of the architectural remains of Hiudostan, the subject does not appear
to have engaged the attention of

am

any professional man on the spot

and general manner, wanting any connected

I

detail of the styles prac-

tised throughout India in the various periods during

may

which architecture

be said to have flourished in that country.

There

is,

however, one exception to this general neglect of the study

of Eastern architecture

:

an enterprising

army has

of the Indian

officer

shewn, by a connected series of drawings, that in Cashmere a style
vailed as regular
It

:

therefore under the necessity of dwelling on this topic in a brief

may

and severe

i^i'e-

Greece and Rome.

in its details as those of

therefore reasonably be conjectured that similar results

"\vill

attend like inquiry in other parts of India, and that at no distant date

we may

be in possession of a perfect system of Indian ai'chitecture as

practised in the early part of our era.

From

^_-

the limited data

we

possess of

the raised edifices of Hindostan, the In-

dian architects would appear to have in-

dulged in the most fanciful and grotesque
vagaries, agreeing neither with taste nor

The Hindoo columns, for inmet with of all shapes and aU
dimensions.
Sometimes Ave find them
tall, slender, and thickly placed j^ again
they are found ponderous and massive,

propriety.

stance, are

with the lowest fourth of their height
square ; the next kind

is

eight-sided, the

third sixteen-sided, and the upper part

round.

In

many

instances

we meet with

columns having a double capital with a
low flat base ; and others, again, forming
perhaps a portion of the same temple,

ANCIENT COLUMN.

with shafts of only one fourth of their
height, the remaining three-fourths being

As many
temples,

all

base and capital.^

as twelve distinct kinds of mouldings appear in these

some few of which bear a

close resemblance to our

they are mostly quite original in their character.

known,

far as it is

is

The Hindoo

own, but
style, so

believed to bear an afiinity to that of the Egyptian j

1

Elphinstone, vol.

^

Journal of Asiatic Society of Bengal^ vol.

i.

p. 303,
xvii..

part

ii.

p. 242.
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and

in the hugeness, the massiveness of

degree of I'esemblance

may

some of the works

the two would seem to be widely different.
buildings there
door-posts,

is

extant, a

In many of the Hindoo

a great profusion of ornamental

and other

still

perhaps be traced; but in most other respects

parts,

work about the panels,

not inelegantly formed, and frequently

blended with a considerable degree of

taste.

BEMAINS OF HINDOO ARCHITECTURE.

In many cases the walls are covered with representations of the
wars of the gods, and groups illusti-ative of ancient legends. But
the temples of Hindostan

-are all deficient in boldness and grandeur,
and fi-equently wanting in their due proportions of height and breadth.
Such faults are not, however, observable in the caves and subterraneous
structures, which are remarkable for their regularity, not less than
These gigantic excavations are very numerous
their sublime vastness.
throughout India ; the mountains of Cashmere are said to contain twelve
thousand of them. The caves of EUora are of Buddhistical origin, and

are not supposed to be very ancient indeed; they are

known

to have
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been executed as

late as the eightli or niutli century of tlie Christian

era.

The prodigious extent

of most of these rock-cut temples astonishes

the spectator not less than the elaborate finish of their complicated
details delights

The ingenuity and
must have been called

him.

of the architects,

skill,

the excavation of these extraordinary places.

more celebrated and

equally with the labour

into active demonstration in

Perhaps there are none

truly magnificent in their solemn vastness than

the caves of Ajunta.

They

are situated in a wild and picturesque part of the peninsula,

excavated from a portion of the huge ghauts, which, to the south of
the valley of the Taptee, rise some hundreds of
great table-land of the Deccan.
of the

The entrance

many narrow and winding
They

of these ghauts.

in their size as in their

feet,

and support the
is through one

to the caves

ravines which exist in various parts

are twenty-seven in number, and vary as

form and degree of ornament.

are vaulted without cells

;

A

much

few of them

but by far the greater number are monastic

in construction, having cells

and

flat roofs.

In one or two of these

caves there exist no ornaments whatever beyond a reeded course over

each of the

cells

;

whilst in shape they are square, and about thirty-

six feet each way.

In others

on the

On

cills

pillars are

found; and here they have been used standing

for the purpose of dividing the

windows

into three lengths.

the walls are sculptured various figures of lions, antelopes, and boys

in attitudes of prayer, executed in the very best style of the ancient

Hindoos.
It would appear that in more than one instance the walls
have been stuccoed and painted; but of these works of art little now
remains, not more than sufficient to determine their nature.

The

largest

of these

many

cave-temples had at one time as

as

twenty-nine pillars surrounding the nave; they are simple octagons,

without either capital or base; and have been at one time elaborately
decorated.

The

aisles in this

cave are of stone; whilst the nave had evidently

been ornamented with wood, which has now disappeared, with the exception of some of the pins and battens which served to fasten it to the
rock; as also the fastenings of the ribs, which, having been sunk to

some depth

in the solid rock,

still

remain.

The whole

of the walls

appear to have been covered with ornamental stucco-work

some

;

and on

of the pillars, as well as in the panels of the roof of the aisles, a

few of the paintings stiU remain in tolerable preservation.

There are
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remains of several inscriptions; but, with the exception of one
on the exterior of the cave, high above the entrance, they are too imalso the

perfect to be of service.

The external

inscription alluded to

is

of

some

Lath character; from which it may be inferred that
were
the work of the first or second century before
these excavations
length,

our

and

in the

era.

There are others of these temple-caves of

later date, richly ornar-

CAVE TEMPLE,

mented, and in some instances in tolerably good preservation.
walls are covered with

human

figures,

many

of

which are

fully

The

armed,

and illuminated with scrolls and wi^eaths of flowers; whilst the pillars
are gracefully and artistically formed. Some of these groupings are
executed with a high degree of art, bearing in mind the age in which
they must have been executed; they certainly leave the works of Europe
of the same period far behind in perspective, grouping, and general
The human figure is especially well executed. The character
details.
of

all

these caves

several of them.

is

Buddhistical, the figure of that deity being found in
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There are still many noble remains of the palatial residences of
the Hindoo and Tartar chiefs of India, some of them in good preservation.

They

are remarkable for their solidity rather than style

;

the

roofs are terraced, the floors built one above another, frequently to au

immense height. The state-rooms of these residences are on the upper
floors, and open on one side; the staii-s being narrow and steep, and
dug out from the depth of the wall.
The tanks are very extensive, some of them stretching for several
miles and of enormous strength; temples are frequently built round
their edges, and shrines on the steps leading to them.
Some of these
useful public works more closely resemble lakes than artificial reservou-s, and frequently serve to fertihse an entire district.
The value of
these stupendous works can scarcely be over-estimated in a country so
subject to droughts as Hindostan. The Hindoo and Mahomedan rulers
of the country were well aware of their great importance, and spared
no pains to keep them in good order. It was left for their Enghsh
successors to neglect these and the equally valuable works of roads and
bridges.
The wells are both deep and broad; galleries run round the
walls, and broad stone steps are carried beneath these down to the
water's edge.
Such of their bridges as remain are composed of stone
posts, held together by beams of masonry, some of which are surmounted
by small Gothic arches.
The order of architecture prevailing in Cashmere, and vfhich has
been denominated the "Arian order, "^ exhibits undoubted traces of
Grecian art, and is distinguished alike for its graceful outline, its massive boldness, and the happy propriety of its decorations.
Amongst
the peculiarities of this order are

its lofty roofs, its trefoiled doors,

sur-

mounted by pyramidal pediments, and its wide intercolumniations.
The temples of Cashmere are of three kinds: the oblong, the square,
and the octagonal; which are again subdivided into the closed and the
open, the latter having doors on four sides; the former but one entrance.

In their proportions the architects appear to have made the height of a
its breadth; and this has been but in few cases
departed from.
Their basements are divided into two kinds, the
massive and the light, according to the character of their mouldings.
The walls of the Cashmerian temples are made of huge blocks of gray
temple equal to twice

limestone, secured together by iron clamps

;

their

dimensions vary

^ So called from the Greek arcMtectural term Araiostyle applied to the intercolumniation of four diameters, and which is one of the distinguishing features of the

architecture of Cashmere.

;
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considerably, the older ones being shorter than those of

more recent

origin.

The

roofs of these

Cashmerian temples are of pyramidal shape,

sometimes broken into two equal portions, divided by a broad moulding, and occasionally into three or four such divisions.
The height of
the portico varies in different localities

sometimes

;

one-third of the height of the roof; in others

it

it

reaches only to

extends to the top of

the roof

The
eties of

Cashmerian temples are of two
and square; and, unlike the many vari-

pillars in the

kinds, round

Hindoo

are always divided into the

pillars,

The

three distinct parts of base, shaft, and capital.

square pillars are only employed in corner positions;
whilst the round pillars are used throughout the co-

lonnades, and in porches.

These are always fluted

with from sixteen to twenty-four

flutes;

the numbers

The

increasing with the diameter of the column.

shafts were usually three or four diametei's in height.

The
in

capital

its

The

seems to have been nearly always equal

height to the upper diameter of the column.

heights and breadths of the bases do not appear

to have been formed by any fixed

I'ule.

The

dis-

tances between the columns were nearly always equal
to two-thirds of the total height of the pillars.*

The Hindoo paintings
shade.

Some

are generally accurate

much

attention to light

and

of their walls are ornamented by

my-

but they seldom evince

thological representations, as already stated

by

battles,

figures

of

human

;

others

ARIAN PILLAK.

and animals,

beings,

sometimes accompanied by an awkward attempt at
a landscape.

They have

also pictures

and

illustrated

manuscripts ; but

with the figures of these they were not very hapj)y.

The

portraits

executed by the Mussulmans are far superior to those of the Hindoos.

In the manipulation and laying on of their colours they were very
successful

;

so

much

so,

that at the present time

many

of the paint-

ings to be found in the rock-cut temples appear as fresh and brilliant
as though but the

work

must have existed

for little less

of a few years since ; whereas

than 2000 years.

Journal of Asiatic Society of Bengal,

vol. xvii,

part

many

of

them

In the paintings

ii.

pp. 241-327.
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more attenin Hindoo
the same time a nearer approach to modern

alluded to, especially in those of Ajunta, there has been far
tion bestowed on the grouping than

works of

art

;

and

at

is

usually met

-n-ith

notions of perspective.

The Hindoo music

consists of eighty-four modes, each of

which

possesses a different expression, capable of exciting emotions and feel-

These modes derive their names from the

ings of various kinds. ^

seasons and hours, to which they are supposed to bear reference in

Some

some way.

lodious sounds;

meand

of the airs are remarkable for their sweet and

some bear a

striking resemblance to the Scotch

by a native wildness pecuFor the due appreciation of their songs, a
solo, accompanied by the vicca or Indian lyre, should be heard.
The
commonest music is performed with the fingers on drams or fiddles;
it is noisy and discordant, particularly when the native singers unite
Irish tunes; whilst others are characterised

liar

only to this nation.

in the uproar.

It is

Hindoo musicians

said that the ordinary

looked upon by those of their countrymen

who

in the same light as the street ballad-singer of
prima donna of the Italian Opera.

The fondness

are

are versed in the art,
this

country

is

b}^

a

of the natives of India, especially the inhabitants of

the Malabar and Coromandel coasts, for this monotonous music
less

marked than

their indifference to the

A

an English band.

native

who

the most perfect instrumentation
at the

is not
most finished perfonnance of

passes heedlessly a house in which

may be

heard, will pause enraptured

door of a mud-hut wherein a party of

women and

seated round a huge tom-tom, or drum, beating

it

children are

vehemently

in utter

disregard to the rales of harmony.

Tom-toms and small wheezy pipes
all

are the invariable attendants at

Euddhistical festivities, during which a score of these discordant in-

struments will not unfrequently do duty night and day.

On

Hindoo medical system, oriental scholars
The impression is, however, strong amongst those

the antiquity of the

are not agreed.

who have examined

the question in

all its

bearings, that the

Hindoos

are in no ways indebted to the Greek writers for any portion of their

medical knowledge; but rather that the latter

may have

derived some

of their earlier data from an Eastern source.

The Ayur Veda, which
medicine,

is

is

the most ancient of the

said to have been the production of

*

Asiatic Kesearches, vol.

iii.

Hindoo works on

Brahma

pp. 55-87.

himself; whilst
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the workg of Susruta and Charaka aboimd in details "which furnish
abundance of evidence as to the knowledge attained in India in those
days.
Anatomy formed an essential part of the Hindoo practice; and
it does not appear that any prejudice existed in regard to their using
the dead for the advantage of the living.
According to the Hindoo practice of medicine, life consists of a

combination of the

soul,

the mind, the five senses, and the three qua-

of goodness, passion, and meekness.*'

lities

The

soul

is

believed to be

the animating principle of the body, and a shadow or emanation from

God

The vital principle is supposed to be situated in the
and to be the result of a mixture of the pure fluid;
in the same manner as the bee sucks the juice from different flowers,
and produces honey.'^ The vital parts of the body are one hundred and
the Eternal.

centre of the chest,

seven

;

and

their medical writers were, moreover, well acquainted with

the serious consequences attending a

palm of the hand, or in the groin.
The Hindoo system divides the
phases, each having

its

own

wound on

the great toe, in the

man

into twelve distinct

life

of

peculiar characteristic, until that of de-

body resembles an old house, requiring many
Death is believed to be the separation of
the soul from the body, and is supposed to occur in one hundred and
one ways, of which one only is natural. The body after death is by
them likened to a house without a tenant, and is burnt, in order that it
may be purified to join the mass of the elements of which the earth is
crepitude, in which the

props in the rainy season.

composed.

Hindoo

practitioners declai-e that diseases

owe

their origin to three

causes: to sins committed in a former existence, and in this

wisely place

all

those which defy their skill

;

list

they

to dei*angements of the

humours, the only diseases which yield to their art

;

and

lastly, to

a

combination of the two, which also are of the incurable class.
The materia medica of the Hindoos embraces not only a vast number
of drugs and vegetable simples abounding in their country, but a variety
of cheipical compounds, as well as acids and some of the oxides, with

the uses of which they appear to have been conversant from an early
Their pharmacy, although embracing many matters of value,
period.

and

in

some

parts

much

in accordance with

European

practice, is ne-

vertheless so overcrowded with innumerable substances as to bewilder

and perplex the student.
*
'

They employed

in their

pharmacy prepara-

Wise's Hindoo System of Medicine.
Calcutta Review, vol. viiL art. Hindoo Medicine.
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mercmy,
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and arsenic to a degi'ee that could
from people who blended so much of the

gold, zinc, iron,

scarcely have been expected

fabulous and the absurd in their practice.

In their measures of time
winks of the eye ; and their apothecaries
might begin with four of the particles of dust which are seen floating

they commenced with

fifteen

in the sun's rays as they enter a dark room.

The

rules laid

down

for the

among
things it is expressly stated that the patient must not make faces
taking medicine, as by doing so he would be like Brahma and

administering of medicinal doses are minute to tediousness; and
other

Avheu
Shiva,

and therefore commit a

However

deficient

we

gi'eat sin.

find the present race of

in the science of surgery, thei-e

Hindoo

practitioners

no doubt but that their ancestors
possessed a skill in the performance of delicate and dangerous operations scarcely to have been expected in those days.
The treatises still
extant on these subjects are good proof of the state of their surgery,
is

which, however, was evidently, as in other branches of the

up with much

puerility

and

to be selected for the performance of operations

art,

mixed

Certain times were

childish superstition.
;

devils

were to be

away from the wound by burning certain sweet-scented flowers ;
the patient and operator must be placed in certain relative positions,
driven

and other observances equally frivolous and absurd.
In the writings of Charaka, one of the oldest medical authors of

we

Hindostan,
of diseases

;

number three availed of to a gi-eat extent in the
Thus it is stated that there are three general causes

find the

medical system.

three sorts of medicine

— one that cleanses
world — the means of

internally,

one

that purifies externally, and another that includes the aid of surgical
skill;

three objects of inquiry in this

means

presei'ving

and the securing of ha2:)piness
in a future existence; there are also three means of preserving life
" proper food, sleep, and the proper government of the senses and pashealth, the

sions."

of acquiring wealth,

The following

instructions in the case of a patient sufiering

from some incurable disease, and which is therefore considered as the
result of sins committed in a former state, will hardly be coincided in

by European

science.

" If a disease be incurable," says the code, " let

the patient advance in a straight path towards the invisible northeastern point, feeding on air and water, until his mortal frame totally
decay,

and

his soul

becomes linked with the Supreme Being."*

Small-pox and measles appear to have been familiar to the Hindoo
.-o'iasi^<^Wii. chap.

vi.

INDIAN ASTRONOMY.
pi'actitioner in ages far
is

to the East

we

remote ;

as,
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indeed, there

is

no doubt that

it

are indebted for at any rate the former of these

complaints. Inoculation seems to have been practised amongst them,
but with limited success. The whole string of nervous diseases, rheumatic affections, leprosy, and epilepsy Avere all well known to, and

written upon, by Hindoo physicians of an early date, as was also insanity.

We

find, in their

medical treatises, mention

made

of sixty-five dis-

eases of the mouth, twenty diseases of the ear, thirty-one of the nose,

eleven qualities of headache, besides an infinity of disorders of the
Mention is likewise made of consumption, as though it were
throat.

not only of frequent occurrence, but oftentimes fatal in

The study of poisons and

their antidotes

insignificant portion of medical study

of

all

ages

;

a

fact,

among

its result.

formed by no means an

Hindoo

the

practitioners

considering the oriental fashion of getting rid of an

enemy by this means, is not to be wondered at. There was also the
study of animal poisons; the dissertations upon the bites of snakes,
poisonous insects, &c. are numerous, and at the same time in accordance with the practice of experienced surgeons of the jiresent day.

Hydrophobia was

also

known, and prescribed

for

in

a variety

of

forms.**

That the science of astronomy was understood by the Hindoos at
an early period there is strong evidence; though it is not so easy to
determine at what precise time that knowledge first obtained amongst
however, that although the ability to calculate

them.

It is

eclipses

was possessed by the Hindoo astronomers

clear,

their acquaintance with celestial bodies has

made

at a distant epoch,
little if

any progress

during several centuries.

The astronomical works of the Hindoos are of two kinds, scientific
and tables. Of the latter, four are in existence; the most com-

treatises

plete, and, it is believed, the

most ancient of which

astronomers as the Tirvalore Tables.
India, the Surya Siddhanta,

The

upon which

is

known to European

chief astronomical

all their tables

work of

appear to have

some time believed to have been of very extraorDoubts were subsequently thrown upon the validity
of this claim; and more recent inquirers have shewn, with some degree
of plausibility, that this work can scarcely boast of any higher antiquity

been founded, was

for

dinary antiquity.

than about the tenth or eleventh century of the Christian era.
The astronomical system of the East, as contained in the above
9

Wise's Commentary on the Hindoo System of Medicine.
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work,

differs in

INDIA.

very few particulars from that of Ptolemy.

notions of the heavenly orbs appear to be, that the earth

is

Their

placed in

the centre of the celestial system, with the moon, the sun, and the
planets revolving around
rities in

move

The Siddhanta accounts

it.

for the irregula-

the motion of the sun and moon, by a theory that those bodies

in epicycles,

whose centres revolve

shewing an utter

in circles;

ignorance of the eccentricity of the earth's and moon's orbits.

The
main scope and object of Hindoo astronomy is, after all, the calculations
of eclipses; which is admitted to be accomplished by their rules with a
rai'e degree of accuracy. The process by which these results are arrived
at is remarkably ingenious, but at the same time exceedingly tedious;
and there are few, if any, of the native professors of the present day
who are able to ex})lain the theory of the system, however aj^t they
may be in working out its details.
It is not a little remarkable that the Hindoos divide the Zodiac, and
name those divisions, almost precisely as is done in our sj'stem; a fact
which induces the belief that this, and the divisions of the Arabs, from
which ours was derived, must at some very remote period have had
one common origin. Their signs are twelve in number, and are termed:
Mesha, the Ram.

Tula, the Balance.

Vrisha, the Bull.

Vrischica, the Scorpion.

Mifhuniia, the Pair.

Dhanus, the Bow.
Macara, the Sea-monster.
C'umhha, the Ewer.

Carcota, the Crab.

Sinka, the Lion.
Cany a, the Vii'giu.

In

like

JIiiia,'th.Q Fish.

manner they connect the seven planets with the days ot
name those days in reference to the planets px'ecisely as

the week, and
is

done by

us.

Thus we find them to have the planets as follows Addila, the sun ;
Toma, the moon ; Brahaspati, Jupiter Mangala, Mars ; Borda, MerTheir week begins on Friday,
cury Soucra, Yeuus ; Sanni, Saturn.
:

;

;

and the days are thus named
1.

:

GEOMETRY AND GEOGRAPHY.
intersection of the equator

and

ecliptic is not

303

always in the same point,

This

leading to the difference called the precession of the equinoxes.
difference they

reckoned at

fifty-four seconds in a year,

being precisely

four seconds too much.

To find the latitude of a place, the Hindoos observe the length of the
shadow of a perpendicular gnomon when the sun is in the equator, and
compute the angle which their instrument makes with the line drawn
from its top to the extremity of the shadow. The longitude is found
by observations of lunar eclipses calculated from the meridian of Lanca,
which passes through Ongein, in the Mahratta country.
The progress of the Hindoos in other branches of science
considered as remarkable.

Great geometrical

skill

may

was shewn by

be

their

demonstration of the various properties of triangles, especially of that

one Avhich expresses the area in the terms of the three

remained unknown

for a long period in Europe, as

sides,

shewn by

and which

their

know-

ledge of the proportion of the radius to the circumference of the circle.

Beyond
earlier ages

modern

own

their

country the writers of Indian geography in the

appear to have been completely at

fault,

and the boldest of

speculators have been unable to rescue any thing like sound

information from the best of their books.

Few
to have

even of the neighbouring towns are mentioned; but they seem

known something

of the Greeks, their knowledge having,

most

probably, been obtained after the expedition of Alexander the Great.

To

the Greeks they applied the

terwards applied to

all

name

of

Yarvan ; but this term was afwho came from the north-

the conquering people

some reason to suppose that they knew the Scythians
Sacse.
But it was within India that they became
acquainted with both these nations, and they appear to have been
totally ignorant of the regions whence the sti'angers came.
The first indication of any knowledge among the Hindoos of the

west

;

and there

is

under the name of

inhabitants of the outer world, appears in a writer of the seventh or

eighth century,

who

states that the

barbaric tongues are called the

Kaumaen, and Barbara the three first being supposed to mean the Persian, Gi'eek, and Latin, and the last those of a
number of nations whose languages they could not characterise.
Parasica, Yavana,

China they certainly knew,

;

for

we have the

travels of a native of

and the king of Magada
is attested by Chinese authors to have sent embassies to China in the
second and following centuries of the Christian era. There is a people

that country in India in the fourth century

;

spoken of in Menu as those of China; but lixeyare alluded to as existing
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amonf

the tribes

who

INDIA.

lived to the north-west of India,

and most pro-

bably were the enterprising community who took possession of the exThe term
tensive country to which they afterwards gave their name.
is evidently of Indian origin, though the name of Chin was not adopted
until long after

Menu's time.

The Hindoos, however, were never a navigating

people, and from

and of the inhabitants of those countries in
they seem to have been content with a
had
its
seat,
enterprise
which
meagre knowledge of the districts which they themselves inhabited.

their ignorance of Egypt,

-^-;41^i:fi^r^^^iSkdf>^S—

INDIAN COTTOIf-WEAVING.
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II.

THE MANUFACTURES OF

INDIA.

NOTICE of the industry of the Hindoos would be manifestly imper-

A

fect

without some account of their progress

and other

textile

arts, that of

fabrics, especially since, in at

in. the manufacture of
any rate one of these

cotton-weaving, they had arrived at a high state of perfection

long prior to any extensive manufacture of the
also considered, in reference to this

of India, whilst they so

men

of the

West

far,

and

article in Europe. If it be
branch of industry, that the natives

for so long, excelled the skilled crafts-

in the production of exquisitely fine muslins, richly

worked and highly ornamented, possessed a raw material confessedly
of great inferiority to the cotton imported into England from all other
parts of the world, we cannot fail to award them a considerable meed
of praise.

It required the science of a century, the

combined

efforts

of

a Watt and an Arkwright, to compete successfully with the simple
handicraft of the Indian village-weaver

goods,

it is

still

;

whilst in

some of the

finer

questionable whether the British capitalist can equal

the patient productions of the simple Hindoo.

The
arrived

actual date of the bix'th of cotton-weaving in India cannot be
at,

though there

is little

doubt of its high antiquity. The cotton

plant being indigenous to the country,

we have every

right to

presume

that the uses and value of this admirable production of nature would

not have been long hidden from the early Hindoos, especially as the

weaving flax and cotton was well understood by the Assyrians,
and other nations of antiquity.
We learn that Joseph was arrayed by Pharaoh in fine linen ; and

art of

Egyjitians,

indeed the knowledge of the Egyptians in this respect

may

be traced

on the monumental remains of that country. Layard, in his Assyrian
labours, has, amongst other things, demonstrated the degree of perfection to which weaving was brought in the days of Ninevite greatness ;
and we know, moreover, that the Jews, in the first years of their exist-

X
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ence as a nation, employed cloths of various fabrics botli linen and cotton,

which undoubtedly came from the East.
The earliest records which we possess bearing upon the people and
produce of India, inform us of the existence in those remote days of

woven

One

cloths of great excellence.

country bear fleeces as their

fruit,

Greek authors,^ in
The wild trees of that

of the oldest

speaking of the land of the Hindoos, says

:

"

surpassing those of sheep in beauty

and the Indians use cloth made from those trees."
Amongst the goods which appear to have been brought to Europe
from the Indian seas, in the days when Arab traders were the only
medium of intercourse between the eastern and western worlds, we find
mentioned cloths of silk and cotton of various colours and devices.''
It does not appear, however, that there existed any great demand for
cottons, the consumption of the Roman people, who were then the cus-

and excellence

tomers for

all

;

and wool.
Europeans with India by the long sea

luxuries, being chiefly confined to cloths of silk

During the

early trade of

and fine muslins of that country came first into geand from that date until the production of machine-made
fabrics in England, they continued to rise in public estimation. It was
deemed a great thing with our Lancashire manufacturers, when, by the
aid of mechanical and artistic skill, combined with the potent agency

route, the calicoes

neral notice

;

of steam, they found themselves able to produce an article which was

considered equal to that which the unlettered Hindoo had manipulated

mud hut on the remote banks of the Ganges, and which
had been produced of like excellence by their ancestors, when the
" father of history" penned his observations upon their country.
That the Hindoos paid considerable attention to the details of this
manufacture, in the most remote ages, there remains sufiicient proof on
In the Indian work of highest antiquity, the Rig Veda,^ believed
record.

in his little

to have been wi'itten fifteen centuries previous to our era, occurs the
" Cares consume me, Satakralu, although thy
following passage
:

gnaws a weaver's threads

worshij)per, as a rat

— the

:"

temptation to

the rat was evidently the starch employed by the spinner to impart
tenacity to the thread

thread alluded

Again, in Menu,

who

nor can there be any doubt that cotton was the

we

find

it

directed as follows

:

" Let the weaver

has received ten palas of cotton-thread, give them back increased

of eleven

who

;

to.**

by the rice-water

(starch),

and the like used in weaving; he

does otherwise shall pay a fine of twelve panas."^

•

Herodotus.

Arrian's Periplus.

^

H}Tnn

*

Royle's Culture of Cotton in Imlia, p. 118.

^

Menu, book

^

cv. v. 8.
viii.

p. 397.
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The cotton

fabrics
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of India formed a considerable item in the

exports from the East to this country during the early days of British

Indian commerce
design,

and the

;

the delicacy of their fabric, the elegance of their

brilliancy of their colours, rendered

them

as attractive

to the better classes of consumers in England, as are, in the present

day, the shawls of Cashmere or the silks of Lyons.

So much superior

indeed were the productions of the Indian spinning-wheel and handloom, to those turned out by the manufacturers of Lancashire in the

middle of the

last

century, that not only were Indian calicoes and

home-made articles, but the Manchester
and Blackburn weavers actually imported Indian yarns in large quantities for employment in their factories.
It was about the year 1771-2 that the Blackburn weavers, taking
advantage of the recent discaveries and improvements of Arkwright,
Hargreaves, and others, found themselves in a position to produce
Indian

j^rints

preferred to the

plain cotton goods, which,

if

they did not quite equal the fabrics of

the East, at any rate found their

way very

rapidly into general con-

sumption in Europe.

The invention of the mule-jenny,
of a

new

in 1779,

was the commencement

era in the history of the cotton manufacture of Great Britain;

and when,

six years later, Arkwright's machines

were thrown open to

the public, a revolution was effected in the production of
of yarns; England found herself able, not only to supply

all

all

kinds

her

own

wants with cotton goods of every variety of quality, but also to carry
the produce of her looms ten thousand miles across the seas, and placing

them at the doors of the Indian consumei', undersell the goods made
by his own hands from cotton grown in his own garden.
Nor is it only in the heavier goods that we in the West are able to beat
out of their

own markets the weavers of the East. There have long been
who can and do produce fabrics more exquisitely

masters in their craft
delicate

and

light in texture than those beautiful muslins of Dacca, so

long and justly celebrated with a world-wide fame; and although in

some

particulars

these latter fabrics

still

claim a certain degree of

and although many of the Hindoos prefer their own woven
goods to those of JManchester and Glasgow, the cotton manufacture of
British India, in spite of its supply of the raw material growing often
superiority,

close to its door, in spite of labour absurdly cheap,

may

truly be said

to have ceased in favour of the far-off industry of Lancashire

and

Scotland.

The

actual result of this revolution of half a century has been that,

in place of our importing cotton goods

and yarns from the East

to the
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yearly value of about 800,000?.,

we

are able, in the present day, to sliip

to the various ports of India cotton fabrics to the value of upwards of

The decay

of this branch of our Indian imIn 1827-8, Bengal shipped but to
the value of 275,000?.; in 18.37-8, not more than G9,0C0Z.; and at
the present moment our supplies from the East are limited to about
three millions sterling.

ports has been steady and certain.

five

thousand bales from Madras, solely for re-shipment to our western

colonies,

and various

pai"ts of

northern and western Africa.

Calicoes and muslins, both plain and printed, formed a staple of

the Portuguese and Dutch trade

>^'ith

India. ^

As

early as

1628 these

goods were taken by the English merchant to the value of 50,000?.
Fifty years later they amounted to 100,000?. annually, and began to
supplant the French goods in the English markets.

Early in the eighteenth century, the British legislature, anxious to
home manufacture of cotton goods, prohibited the wearing

foster the

of Indian muslins and calicoes; but in vain; the latter were so far
superior to any that were produced in Europe, that they continued in

general use until the discoveries of the spinning-jenny, the power-

loom, and the steam-engine flung the competition of the East far into
the shade, and created a

From

new

era in the industry of mankind.

the year 1771 to 1793, the annual imports into Great Bntain

of India piece-goods were, on the average, 1,250,000?.

From

that

period until 180G they appear to have increased to something over
2,000,000?., but afterwards declined to the old figures,

ceased altogether

;

and eventually

to be supplanted, in the place of their manufacture,

by the produce of the steam-engine.
The French were, previous to the war

of the Eevolution, large con-

and muslins, frequently taking as much
The Dutch purchased these goods to the
as their English neighbours.
yearly value of about 100,000?.'' To America, Denmark, Portugal, and
Germany, there were also exports of India cottons of about 700,000?.
annually; and to these may be added as much more for the various

sumers of both

calicoes, prints,

ports to the eastward of the

Bay

of Bengal.

Dacca was the seat of manufacture of the muslins known by that
name, and spoken of by the ancients as "woven webs of air." The
most delicately worked and highly ornamented scarfs and dresses are
wrought at Delhi, Benares, and Ahmedabad. Fine goods were also
6 Amongst the numerous articles found in the vessels captm-ed by the English ia
1592, were " book calicoes, calico lawns, broad white caUcoes, fine starched calicoes,

and brown broad calicoes also canopies and diajser towels, quilts and
from Turkey." Milbum's Oriental CouuMrce, p. 230.
' MUburn's Oriental
Commerce.
;,

like those

—

calico carpets,

;

LACE AND SILKEN FABRICS.
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produced at Allahabad, Hurripaul, and Santipore; whilst the more
substantial and useful fabrics were -nTought chiefly as Patna, Luckipore,

Lucknow, Balasore, and other places in the Bengal presidency, as well
as at Pondicherry and Cuddallore, in the presidency of Madras, and
in Surat.

Few
and

textile articles requii-e

in this the

beautiful goods

such delicate manipulation as lace

Hindoo Avomen highly

excel, so

much

so,

that their

have been considered equal to any of Brussels

or,

Valenciennes.

Highly as the silks of India were at one period esteemed in Europe,
whether for dresses, for hangings, or coverings for furniture, they are

now

scarcely, if at

kerchiefs,

known

all,

used in this country, with the exception of hand-

as Corahs

The beauty

and Bandannas.

of design

and

richness of colouring which have from the earliest time distinguished

the shawls of the East, appear at no time to have found a place in the
getting up of the ordinary silken goods manufactured in India.

the contrary, the decay of this branch of trade with Europe takes
origin altogether in the absence of
in such goods as

all taste

and

On
its

pi*opriety of colom-ing

were for a long time tolerated in England, but which,

with the growth of a more suitable manufacture at home, went rapidly
out of the market.

The Bengal silk handkerchiefs, however, being either quite plain,
and therefore capable of receiving dyes and patterns, or containing
simply a few spots or cheques, continue to find favour, and up to the
present time form a considerable item of our eastern import trade.
These goods are almost exclusively from Bengal; and although there
are some shipments to countries and states to the eastward, by far the
bulk of the exports find their way to this country.

There
silk

and

is^

besides the above, a manufacture of cloths comj)osed of

cotton, exclusively for the use of Asiatics, either as

garments

or head-dresses, and, in addition to large quantities of this description
of goods used by the inhabitants of the cities and large towns of India,

shipments take place to the Persian and Arabian ports, the coasts of
Coromandel and Pegu, and some of the eastern islands, to the yearly
value of thirty or forty thousand pounds sterling.

Although in so many branches of

textile

manufacture England has

amongst the workmen of
amount
of skill applied to the getting-up of the fabric, and the blending of
patterns and colours so aptly combined, as to leave nothing to be
desired, but rather to shew that what we are now arriving at in artoutstripped her oriental teacl>er,

we

still

find

the East a degree of taste in the adjustment of their designs, an
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design by the aid of scientific teachings, has been practised amongst
that ancient race during the last thousand years.

The

con-ect principle

which science has laid down in the schools of the West, that the j^atterns and colours of woven goods should diversify plain surfaces without disturbing the impression of flatness, has evidently been known to

them from the

men

Xor

earliest times.

of the East excel

:

is it

in this alone that the

work-

they are equally celebrated for the rich and

varied beauty of their patterns, and the strict appropriateness of these
to the colours employed.

Foremost amongst the woven

fabrics of India are the

world-famed

shawls of Cashmere, the finest of which, in spite of many imitations
in this country, are still produced in the " Vale of Cashmere," whence
continues to come the supply of the most valuable wool employed in
the manufacture. The Cashmere goat thrives nowhere so well as amidst
the "rassy ravines and shady clefts of the Cashmerian hills and from
the neck and under part of the body of the animal is taken the fine,
•

which is worked up into these beautiful shawls
and skill which all the mechanical ingenuity
able to imitate with more than partial
been
never
has
Europe
of

flossv, silk-like hair,

with an exquisite taste

success.

Mention may be found of these shawls

in the Maliabltarat

and

The people of the countries adjacent
other ancient works of the East.
bringing skins and cloths of wool
of
spoken
as
there
are
to Cashmere
embroidered with gold as tribute to the sovereign.

From the Ayeen Akherry,^ wTitten

in the sixteenth century,

we gather

Emperor Akbar encouraged the manufacture of these shawls by
every means in his power, even designing some himself, and introducing a gi-eater and richer variety of colours in their patterns. The same

that the

work informs us

of the extension of this manufacture to the state of

is said there were then a thousand manufactories
employed on them.^ A mixture of wool and silk for turl^ans is also
spoken of; and some space is occupied with an enumeration of the
various qualities of shawls and turbans, and the mode of classifying

Lahore, where

them

it

for value.

Since the above period, the

many

troubles and political changes in

the position of the country have materially affected this branch of

industry; and
at

we

accordingly find that from 30,000 looms, which was

one time the number

since,

but 16,000.
8

YoU

ii.

at

work

in Lahore, there were,

some years

Doubtless the more settled state of the country,

p. 140,

'

Vol.

i.

p. 105.

CASHMERE SHAWLS AND SCARFS.
and the increasing demand
will

now

shawl

is

for the article in various parts of the world,

help to revive this manufacture.

In

all

eastern countries the

ever considered the most essential and graceful part of orna-

mental dress

;

and even in Europe, with our many beautiful imitations,

the true Cashmere shawl

Even

prices.
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in India

it

is

is

still sought and paid for at enormous
by no means unusual for a rajah to pay

ten thousand rupees (1000^.) for one of the finest of these productions;

and which,

in all probability, will

have cost the labour of a whole

family for a life-time.

The annual value

of these shawls imported into Great Britain does

not exceed six or seven thousand pounds, and forms no sort of criterion
as to the yearly produce of the Cashmerian looms, since

by far the
and large quantities
are also dispatched to Russia, Turkey, Greece, America, and continental

most valuable

are taken

by native kings and

rajahs,

Europe.

Previous to the imitation of these goods at Paisley, the im-

ports had

amounted

to as

much

In embroidered shawls,

as 16,000?. annually.

scarfs, handkerchiefs, &c., in silk, cotton,

and mixed fabrics, India stands pre-eminent. Here also, as in the
make of Cashmere shawls, the Hindoos, by their skilful and delicate
manipulation, are able to produce fabrics of such exquisite fineness, as

more

European nations. Their scarfs
upon red, white, and green grounds,
and worked in and interspersed with beetle's wings, and other ornaments, are at once the wonder and admiration of the world.
The Indian carpets most commonly met with are of cotton, in blue,
red, and white and although durable, possessing no other good quality.

to defy the

scientific labours of

of brocaded gold and silver, laid

;

Some few made

of cotton and silk for great potentates are extremely

beautiful.

Another manufacture carried on in India is that of rope and bagfrom the fibre of jute {Corchoris capsularis), the trade in
which has of late years grown to considerable magnitude.
The common gunny-bag of Bengal is a miserable article; so thin,
weak, and open, that it is generally used double. In past ages the inhabitants were doubtless content to employ for this purpose the supple
bark of various kinds of trees, as may be still obsexwed in use in some
remote districts; the transition from the use of this primitive descripging, chiefly

tion of package, to that of a rudely-manufactured article, such as the

ordinary gunny-bag, could not have been a work of
difficulty;

in the

gi-eat

time or

but there appears to have been no attempt at improvement

working of these fabrics, until, as in most other cases, European
and energy came to the task; and we find at the present

intelligence
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moment an admirable

made

sacking

INDIA.

in the neiglibonrliood of Calcutta,

equal in durability and appearance to those of Dundee.

Not only

is

the manufacture of this article carried on with great

imperfection, but in the

first

preparation of the fibre the utmost care-

and want of attention or system is observable. From this
cause the raw material often comes to market in veiy inferior condition both for appearance and strength.
A very useful kind of
common rope is also made from the coarser parts of the fibre; though
in no way equal to the Coir rope manufactured from the fibres of the
lessness

cocoa-nut husk.

This latter branch of industry

is

confined to the ^Malabar coast,

along which for some hundreds of miles the cocoa-nut palm flourishes
in great abundance.

the outer shell

is

ration of jute, open to

deep

pits,

The process by which the

removed from

fibre is

very primitive; and like that observable in the prepa-

much

objection.

The husks

or skins are laid in

and covered with water frequently of great impurity, which,

of course, imparts

some of

its

quality to the fibre.

in the water until quite offensive;

They are often

when removed, they

roughly until the covering of the husk sepai-ates from the
is

left

are beaten
fibre,

which

then slightly washed and dried, and afterwards twisted by hand into

yarn for a great variety of purposes, from ships' cables to sewing- thread.

The

and yarn of the Malabar coast are greatly esteemed
and a considerable trade is carried on from the vicinity of Cochin and Cannonnore
to nearly all parts of the Eastern seas, as well as to Great Britain and
in

all

coir rope

parts of the East, not less than in this country;

America.

The importance of the

fibrous materials of India

may be

partly

estimated by a glance at the annual value of the exjiorts from Calcutta
to

all

parts of the world, of the

raw

material,

and of the cloth and

bagging made from jute.
In 1848-9 the value of the jute shipped in its natural state was
The ship69,000^.; and in the following year it amounted to 89,000?.
ments of bagging and cloth manufactured from this article amounted

and in 1849-50 to 277,000?., chiefly to
North America and the eastern ports and settlements. This, however,
can be but a fraction of the bagging manufacture of India; for not only
are these packages employed universally throughout that vast countiy
for the local transport of grain and other dry goods, but the whole of

in the former year to 140,000?.,

the shipments of sugar, cotton,
in bags or wrappers of

gunny

the internal and external

rice, saltpetre, seeds,

cloth;

traffic

&c. itc, are

made

and looking to the great extent of

of the three Presidencies in every direc-

IRON ORE OF KUMAON.
consumption of

tion, the

this article
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must be one of enormous mag-

nitude.

In scarcely any part of the world, England excepted, does iron ore
abound to such an extent as in Central and Northern India. In the
peninsula also it is met with in considerable quantities; and of such fine
quality has it been proved to consist, that a company with English cajiital

has, in the Madi'as Presidency, supplied the public of India

this useful

Experiments made with the iron ores of India shew them to be
more productive in metal, and much more valuable, than those of

far

Indeed, the pure ore obtained from

Britain.

of

with

metal for a number of years past.

Sweden and

them

equals in value that

Thirty to thirty-three per cent

llussia.

the

is

amount

of metal obtained from the Welsh iron-stone; the generality of Indian
iron-ore contains from thirty to

northern Himalayan
is

district of

fifty

as

much

in the

as sixty-five per cent

proved to exist in the ordinary iron-stone of the

The

and

per cent of metal;

Kumaon

locality.

most primitive and wasteful.
A miserable little forge of sticks and clay, with an inflated skin for
bellows, worked by a boy, or perhaps a woman, is the only provision
native j^rocess of smelting ore

for this work.

Charcoal

is

is

invariably employed, which, of course, goes

far to give quality to the metal produced; yet even in this great

cessary waste of timber occurs.
fect process,

With the rude implements,

unne-

the imper-

and the want of ordinary care and attention on the part
it is but seldom, indeed, that this rich ore, which

of the native smelter,
is

known

yield

to contain sixty-five per cent of metallic iron,

more than nhie per

is

made

to

cent.

It will be interesting to compare the yield of the rich ore of the
Himalayan districts with that of the Welsh iron-stone, as the result
will most forcibly demonstrate the vast benefits arising from enterprise
and scientific skill in this branch of industry.
To produce a ton of metallic iron in Kumaon from the rough ore
of that district, containing sixty-five per cent, would require one ton,
fourteen hundredweight of ore, at two shillings the tonrzSs. 4c?., with
one ton and six hundredweight of chai'coal, costing 14^. 8(/. total cost
I85. per ton, without labour, which is there three pence per diem.
To
obtain a ton of this metal, inferior in quality to the above, would require,

—

at thirty-three per cent, three tons of clay iron-stone, costing at 85.,
11. 4s.;

with three tons of

coals, at 3s.

without labour, which, in Wales,

still

is

Gd = 10s.

Qd.; total cost,

\l.

14s.

(jd.

at the rate of three shillings per diem.

In working up the pure ore into malleable metal, the difterence is
more marked. Thus we find that the Hindoo, by his rude process
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and unskilful manipulation, obtains from one hundred tons of his rich
ore thirty-five tons of crude metal, and of bar-iron 8 tons 16 cwts.
The iron smelter of Wales, on the other hand, with the same quantity
of iron-stone, containing little more than half the material of the Indian
stone, contrives to extract from it every ounce of metal; in other words,
thirty-three tons of metal, which he works into 26 tons 10 cwts. of bar
ix'on.

"Without a knowledge of these facts,

it

would appear incredible that,

whilst the north-westei'n provinces of British India possess, at their

very door, an cxhaustless mine of iron wealth of almost unequalled
quality, with labour of the cheapest, and an abundance of water and
excellent fuel, they should

still

look to England for their general sup-

plies of this metal, which, despite the cost of labour, twelve times that

of India, the long sea- voyage and the inland transit of a thousand miles,

can compete with the native

article in the bazaars of Delhi,

Lahore,

and Cashmere.
It will cease to

be matter for surprise, having the above in view,

that the quantity of iron used throughout India

is

most

insignificant

WORKING SILVERSMITH.

when compared with

the population, and the

sary metal by other nations.

The quantity

employment of

this neces-

of imported iron into India

averages 18,838 tons annually, which does not give more than six
ounces and a half for each inhabitant. Assuming that an equal quantity

;

GOLD AND SILVER WORK.
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of native metal is used, we have still but thirteen ounces per head per
annum, whilst in England it is known that the yearly consumption
amounts to an average of 112 lbs. for each individual.'-^ The dearness
of the metal, added to the abundance of fibrous materials throughout
all parts of India, Avill fully account for the natives employing coarse
yarns in place of nails whenever it is possible to do so, whether in boatbuilding, or the erection of huts, or the construction of bridges, or other

large works.

The same manual dexterity which has ever distinguished the unHindoo in the production of fine textile fabrics, has enabled
him with equal success to produce some of the most exquisite specimens
of gold and silver work.
The rose-chains of Trichinopoly may be cited
lettered

ifATIVE GOLDSMITH.

workmanship in the precious metals
work of gold and silver upon iron and steel, as practised at Benares and others of the cities of Hindostan, shew their skill
and taste in this more useful branch of industiy.
as illustrative of their delicate

whilst the inlaid

'

Asiatic Keview,

December 1852,
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Scarcely equal to their other productions are the works of the Indian
jewellers

good

the setting of precious stones for^ns an exception to the general

:

taste

and high

finish of

Eastern

artificers.

There

is

invariably a

heaviness and total absence of propriety in the jewelled ornaments of

gems and the richness and
upon them, cannot fail to
contrast with their other me-

India, which, despite the rare beauty of the

profusion of the ornamental
strike an

European eye

work

lavished

as singularly in

chanical productions, whether of the loom, the forge, or the crucible.

DIAMOXD-CUTTER.

The

taste

and

skill

of the Hindoos

rent than in the

gra,(?!eful

these there were

some

are. in

few things more appa-

potteiy-'vyork to be m,efc with in Bengal; of

beautiful specimens in the Indian department

of the Great Exhibition, both painted and

gilt.
Equal in every respect
works and productions in pietra dura,
in the shape of vases, garden-seats, &c., some of which rivalled the
most finished performances of the ItaUan artists, and elicited general

to these were the carved marble

admiration.

--?c;«;<Sip^s:f«^=*?'3—

EARLY HINDOO AGRICULTURE.
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III.

AGRICULTURE OP THE HtXDOOS, AND THE APPLICATION OF EUROPEAN
SKILL AND CAPITAL TO THE CULTIVATION OF INDIAN PRODUCTS.

THERE is little doubt that in tlieir agriculture,
of daily

life,

as in

many

other matters

the Hindoo pursues identically the same system as

was followed by his ancestors at the commencement of the Christian
The soil of his native country is in the most densely peopled disera.
tricts so highly fertile, and the climate and seasons so favourable to the
fullest

development of every function of nature, that

man

is

scarcely

do more than scatter tbe seed and gather the harvest.
A bountiful Providence does for him in that genial clime what the
utmost efforts of skill and energy alone can accomplish in more temcalled

upon

to

pei'ate lands.

The

agricultural implement^ of the natives of India are simple to

rudeness.

Their ploughs are usually of a light and fragile description,

only calculated, and indeed only required, to

make

a slight entrance into

These are of hard wood, and drawn by one or at most
two bullocks or buffaloes. A heaSder iron-shod plough is occasionally
employed on ground that is rather stiff, or which has perhaps become

the friable

weedy

soil.

or less fruitful, and therefore requires

somewhat deeper ploughing.

Their harrows consist of a mere board pierced with rough pegs, or more

on which one or tAvo children will be
These, and a hoe and mattock,
comprise the entire stock of farming implements of the Hindoos.
Generous as the Indian soil usually is, and favovu-able as are the
seasons, there are times and places when the husbandman is called
on to exercise some degree of skill and industry. In the plains and
valleys rain is frequently absent for many weeks, and without some
artificial means of supplying the soil with moisture, no crops could be
taken off the gi-ound at those periods. In the chapter on " lioads and
frequently of the
seated to give

it

bough of a

tree,

the necessary pressure.

Eivers" will be found an account of the great public works of irriga-
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What is there described as accomplished on a large
by the local governments, is throughout many parts of the country
performed by the villagers themselves. For miles the patient Hindoo
will carry his tiny stream of water along the brow of mountains, round
tion iu India.
Bcale

KYOTS IRRIGATING RICE-l'IELDS.

steep declivities, and across

aqueducts

tive

yawning

gulfs or

being formed of stones,

deep valleys, his primiand hollow bamboos.

clay,

Sometimes, in order to bring the supply of water to the necessary
height, a bucket-wheel
It is but

is

employed, worked by oxen.

seldom that manure

is

employed, nor indeed

is it

often

needed, although some few plants, such as the sugar-cane and tobacco,
require such stimulus to bring
trict in the

land,

Xo

East

beai's

them

to maturity.

hedges mark the boundary of every

of each cultivator

;

An

agi'icultural dis-

but small resemblance to such a tract in Engfield

or the possessions

no stacks of corn greet the eye

;

no

well-filled

;

RICE-CULTIVATION.
barns stud the country.

A

row of

319

stones, or a small ridge of earth,

defines the extent of the ryot's possessions

;

Avhile rice, cotton, fine

and tobacco, may be seen growing in close proximity, as though
the seed had been scattered over the land by the merest caprice.

grain,

Harvest-time
there are
little field.

many

is

a season of anxiety to the Indian cultivator ; for

destructive foes ready at this time to prey

His sugar-canes

may be swept away

in one night

upon
by the

vages of the elephant, the wild boar, or the porcupine ; his tobacco

his
ra-

may

be uprooted or trampled down by herds of wild swine ; and his grain
may be devoured in the ear, in open day, by flights of birds, which are

To guard

every where most numerous and harassing.

against

calamities, the ryot is compelled at the critical season to

all

these

mount guard

which he usually does perched up in a
sides but covered at the top, whence
he is able to watch the Avhole extent of his field, and by dint of cries
and sundry artificial sounds he is enabled to scare away all unwelcome
over his

little

tract of produce,

sort of jungle-stage, open

on

all

intruders.

The harvest being secured, the grain is trodden out by the feet of
and the little that may remain, if indeed it be any, is care-

buffaloes,

fully stored in

deep pits lined with straw

;

but in too

many

cases all

that the ryot retains possession of will be just sufficient for seed for

sowing time.
same time with so few inducements to
exercise any agricultural ingenuity, the Hindoo raises most of his vegeIndiffertable productions in a very imperfect and inferior condition.
ently grown, often taken from the ground before reaching maturity,
imperfectly cured, badly housed, and taken to market in a slovenly
and dirty condition, the agricultural productions of Hindostan are all
That this is so, there cannot be a
highly susceptible of improvement.
greater proof than in the vast changes effected in some articles which
have been taken in hand by Europeans. Wherever their skill and
his little tract of land at the next

"With such a

capital

soil,

and

at the

have been brought to bear, we find a perfect revolution effected
grown or manipulated

in the quality and value of the productions

much

has been

is still

visible in

and, although in the article of cotton not nearly so

accomplished as in other produce, an improvement
that valuable staple.

Within the province of Bengal,

as well as in the

the principal cultivation is that of rice.
There
vegetable is comparatively rare.

Madras

In most other
is

districts,

districts this

a great variety of the giain,

and weight; but the ordinary descripThe first
tion grown does not extend beyond three or four varieties.
differing widely in colour, shape,
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sowing takes place between the end of March and the latter part of
May ; and as it matures and ripens within a period of about ninety
days, it follows that the harvest takes place between the end of July
and the middle of September. This crop is taken from sloping ground
is by far the safest, though not by any
means the most abundant.
Another sowing takes place on low alluvial tracts between the middle of May and the end of June, and requiring five months to reach
This is usually
maturity, will be cut between November and January.

not subject to inundation, and

the most profitable hai'vest, although, from the position of the land,
liable at certain times to

indeed,

it is

be seriously damaged by inundations ; when,
fields to be swept into the

not an unusual thing for entire

rivers.

With some

cultivators a practice prevails of j^^ctntitig ovi their rice

from nui'series reared near their dwellings. In this case the corn is
removed when about eight or nine inches high, can'ied carefully to
its destination, which Avill be some spot that was, perhaps, not available at the proper sowing time ; and there the young stalks will be
planted in rows, and pressed down about the roots with an inclination
towards the direction whence the prevailing Avind blows. These plants
are said to thrive remarkably

if

properly placed, and to attain maturity

in an incredibly short space of time.

unexpectedly sweep away his

first

Sometimes a heavy flood

will

planting, in Avhich case the ryot, no-

thing disheartened, sets to work, and repeats the task, knowing well
that if it thrives" it will amply repay him for his labour by its heavy
crops.

After the rice-harvest the ground will be sown with some of the
Innumerable grains met with in India ; in some cases with barley, in
others with gram, a kind of pea admirably suited for the food of
horses.

With

indigo, sugar, tea, coffee,

and opium, the success of the EngThe article of silk, although

lish cultivators has been most complete.

not coming under the head of agricultural products, is still so intimately dependent upon the culture of the mulberry, that it may well be
classed with the above,

and

will therefore find a place

with them in

this chapter.

In the history of the indigo trade of India, we meet wath a most
upon the great advantages arising to a country from
the application of skilled labour and scientific knowledge to an ordinary and indigenous product. In no other case has the energy and
skill of the European been applied with such marked results as in
instructive lesson

MANUFACTURE OF INDIGO.

From

that of indigo.
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being an article greatly inferior in quality to

that produced by other countries, and leaving a considerable annual
loss

upon

its

we

manufacture,

of the most valuable,

if

ding defiance to the utmost

and

tries in quality

Indigo

is

see

it

in the present

day forming one

not the most valuable of Indian products, bidefforts of the

manufacturers < of other coun-

price.

indigenous to India, as indeed

its

former name of Indico

would shew. It was known to, and in constant use amongst the
Greeks and Romans ; and is mentioned especially by Arrian in his
Periplus as imported by way of Egypt from the country in the vicinity
of the Indus.

The Venetians, the Portuguese, the Dutch, and subse-

quently the English imported indigo amongst other articles of the

dye and dry-saltery trade.
this article

so

much

Early in the seventeenth century we find

becoming one of increasing consumption among the dyers

;

so indeed as to interfere seriously with the trade in woad.

So jealous were the authorities of that age of any commercial innovaany encroachment upon vested rights, that, in the year 1654,
the use of this article, which was called " the Devil's dye," was strictly
tion, of

forbidden within the Austrian dominions, by imperial proclamation.

Not content with this extremely conservative measure, the good people
of Nuremberg compelled the dyers of their city to take oath each year,
that they would employ no indigo in their work.^

Despite imperial edicts and Nurembergers' oaths, this Devil's dye

continued to find favour generally throughout Europe
as

was the

produced

article

considerable value until the

in those days, the

trade

;

and indifferent
became one of

close of the seventeenth century, Avhen

they were driven from the European markets by the active competition

West Indian planters and the colonists of America. Subsewhen the States declared their independence, and
the culture of the West Indian plant was neglected for other articles,
the Company resumed their dealings in it, and by giving all the encouragement in their power not only to native but to European planters,
they succeeded, after a number of years, in establishing the manufacof the

quently, however,

ture of indigo on such a firm footing, that the Bengal article

ranks the highest in public estimation, having fairly driven
petition from the

field.

all

now
com-

It is highly problematical, however, if the

manufacture of indigo in British India would have arrived at

its

present state of prosperity but for the spirit evinced by the Directors
of the East India Company, who, in the teeth of losing markets, con-

tinued to

make

extensive purchases of the article from the European
'

Bancroft's Permanent Colours, p, 166.

T

-
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planters,

shipping their investments to a certain

loss, until, after

a

and the chemistry of the
manufacture, became so thoroughly investigated, and received so many
improvements, as to place the trade beyond the necessity for any further
series of years, the agi-iculture

of the p^ant,

fostering.

The

first,

London East India Company, carried on a very profitupwards of a century purchasing it from

or

able trade in this dye for

;

the native makers at about a shilling the pound, and selling

Between the years IGGi and 1694

times that price.

the article into Great Britain did not exceed 60,000

it

at five

their imports of

annually.

lbs.

In those days the seat of the native manufacture of indigo of the
finest quality

was

at

Lahore contributed a good

Agra.

the Golcouda country.

The

inferior sorts

At

Indore, Oude, and Bengal.

came from

soil

ment

and season are highly favourable

A

of the plant.

produced

in

did

Berampoor,

the present time the finest indigo

manufactured in the Bengal presidency, where
both

article, as

Surat,

it

is

has been found that

and develop4000 chests, is

to the culture

considerable quantity, about

and about the vicinity of Madras, some of which

is

of su-

perior quality.

Towards the

close of the last century, say in 1786, the shipments

of indigo to Great Britain
that period the attention

towards the

article, as

amounted

and

to

already related

;

this

Shortly after

lbs.

and we find the

enterprise in the statement of exports to

mainly to

245,000

capital of English cultivators

all

were turned

results of this

parts of the world, but

country: this gives the quantity for 1795 as 2,644,710

lbs.; for 1799, at 4,571,420 lbs.;

for

1810, at 5,520,874 lbs.; and

for 1848-9, at 9,920,000 lbs., of whicli three-fom-ths

were to Great

Britain.

The dye known

in

varieties of the plant,

the Indigo/era

commerce

as indigo is obtainable

though that of the

thictorixi.

It

from several

finest quality is

made from

grows to a height of three or four

feet,

with a hard and woody stem of a grey colour about the root, green in
the middle and reddish in hue towards the top.

a

It is divided into

variety of knotty stalks, with small sprigs terminating with about

eight pairs of leaves each, of an oval shape, thick, and of a deep
green on the under-side. The flowers make their appearance on the
extremity of the .bxanches, of a rich reddish colour, but devoid of any
:smell.

It

is

in tbese leaves that the colouring-matter forming the dye is

found; and

it is
*

obtained by macerating, beating, and wiishing them,
Bovle's Produciire Eesources of India, p. 101.
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INDIGO-PLANTERS.

and afterwards passing the highly-coloured liquor into boilers, where
it is subjected to a certain degree of evaporatio n, and eventually run
off into moulds, pressed free from moisture, and dried ready for the
market.
It

estimated that there are at the present time not fewer than

is

three thousand Europeans engaged in the indigo manufacture in different parts of Bengal and Behar.

duced by

The

factories in the Jessore aiid

finest quality of

Kishnagur

dye

districts.

pro-

is

An

ordi-

nary plantation comprises 4000 acres of land, which may yield on an
The annual outlay for labour,
average 1000 maunds of 82 lbs. each.
seed, &c., on this one branch of industry is seldom less than a million

and a half

sterling, of

The

Europeans.

always

liable to

be

will

expended by

generally one of hazard, as the fields are

happened

it

Should

lost.

fully nineteen-twentieths are
is

be swept of their produce during any heavy or sudden

of rain, when, as

fall

which

cultivation

this

in 18.52, one-third of the entire crops

not occur, the plant often suffers from

With a few good seasons, favourable soil, a thorough
long drought.
knowledge of the business, and a certain degree of industry, an indigoplanter may reckon on realising an independence in less than a dozen
years.
This is, of course, supposing him to have started with ample
means.

The

life

of an indigo-planter, however successful

no means one of
tune, even

if

in

He

has

it

many drawbacks

may

be, is

to his

good

by
for-

he chance to miss the fatality attendant upon floods and

From

droughts.

pleasure.

the

first

onset of indigo-planting, European settlers

regarded with the utmost jealousy, and were

India were

only

permitted to reside in Bengal by an act of courtesy on the part of the

government

and even

;

free residence

rive

in the present day, although all restrictions to

have long since been withdrawn, and the Company de-

great advantages from the employment of so

capital in the country, the planter is

by

still

the civil service, and treated as such.
It is

matter of notoriety that in any suit instituted between an

indigo-planter and a native before any of the local
is

much European

looked upon as an interloper

invariably given in favour of the latter.

So

officials,

judgment

far is this feeling

judge has been known to tell the planter that "he had
no right to come there ;" and such would appear to be the impression
on the minds of these dispensers oi justice. On one occasion, when an
carried, that a

indigo-factor ventured to expostulate with the judge in open court, the

him ; and the order was
by a brace of the native police pinion-

brutal dignitary ordered his peons to gag
actually carried into execution
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ing the Englishman, whilst others of their fraternity forced a huge
"wooden gag into his mouth.
This occurred w'ithin the last three
years,

and

no greater distance from Calcutta than a few hundred

at

miles.

The unfair position in which the indigo-planter of Bengal has been
thus placed, added to the jealousy with which he has ever been regarded by the zemindars of the country, who feel in him the presence
of a dangerous rival for the labour of the ryots, have between them
given birth to what
words, " club law."

known

is

in India as the " lattial"

system ; in other

In a country where there exist no hedges, nor other
divisions to

regard to

mark

In

and crops must frequently occur.

fields

artificial

the boundaries of various properties, disputes in
all

these cases

the zemindars urged on the villagers to acts of aggression and trespass; and at length they went so far as to assemble in large bodies,
and,

armed with

sticks, or

'•'

lattials,"

drove

off"

the planter's people as

the indigo was ready for the knife, and seized the produce.

The Eng-

lishman was not likely to stand quietly by and submit to this injustice.
To take the matter into court, supposing him to be within fifty miles
of a magistrate, he well knew would be unavailing, worse than useless;
he therefore profited by the lesson taught him by the zemindars, and
met force by force. Henceforward the " lattial" warfare became a gene-

may be

ral practice, and, as

planter.

Once

imagined, usually resulting in favour of the

feeling the necessity for this feudal

mode

of protection,

the English factors spared no pains or cost to perfect themselves in
this

mode

and where the zemindar mustered his tens, the
A rupee a head is the usual fee for
who are always to be hired in any number, and who are quite
of warfare

;

planter brought forth his scores.
lattials,

indifferent for

whom

This system

and

they

fight, so

long as the rupee

is,

of course,. never

as regards the

"blood-money"

is

forthcoming.

acknowledged by any concerned;
for the "lattials," the

amount

is

invariably placed in the planter's monthly account under the head of

" cases in court."

do not perhaps occur quite so freIn the good old days, it
was not unusual for half a dozen lives to be sacrificed in such encounters, to say nothing of a hospital full of Avounded; and planters are still
alive who can relate strange escapes from waylaying parties, or from
These

aff"rays

quently as of old, nor are they so sanguinary.

amidst the flames of a burning bungalow.^

Few if any articles of East-Indian produce have formed the basis of
such reckless speculation in the commercial world, both in Calcutta
^

Calcutta Review, vol.

vii.
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and London, as

one dye.

this

Having almost the

the manufacturing world dependent upon this

entire supply of

article, it

follows that

any unlooked-for or sudden falling off in the supply of the plant must
be sensibly feltj and with a commodity so valuable, the room left for
For many
profit in any emergency of this sort is necessarily ample.
years past speculative men on both sides the world have been in the
frequent habit of turning these periodical disturbances in the supply to
account; sometimes to their enormous advantage, but as often only to

The tone of
bring ruin on themselves and many others around them.
Indo-British commercial morality we have attempted to illustrate in a
separate chapter; and

it

may

suffice in this place to

mention, that where

natural causes for a rise in the indigo-market did not occur sufficiently

frequent for the gambling propensities of some of the Calcutta merchants and bankers, aids were put in requisition, in the shape of false reports of inundations and short crops, or by what is technically termed
" working the market," which is simply making speculative purchases

of the article, and by these

means running up the price sufficiently
and having done that,

high to leave a large profit on the transaction
selling out

by degrees

that these speculators burn their fingers

;

It not unfrequently

at the ruling rate.
;

and when that

is

happens

the case,

it

they have not gambled with the funds of other parties,
entrusted to their care, or obtained possession of by some process pecu-

is

fortunate

if

the Calcutta commercial world.
Coeval with the use of other vegetable products for domestic pur-

liar to

poses in India appears to have been the employment of the juice of the
sugar-cane; though it would not seem that the ancients possessed any
saccharine matter

knowledge of the process by which

this

verted into a crystallised substance.

Every mention made

the various passages in Scripture
Christian era,

is

down

to the

of

is

con-

it,

from

commencement

of the

simply that of a " sweet cane," or of a " fine kind of

honey found in an Indian reed." Nearchus, the admiral of Alexander
the Great, was the first who made known the existence of the sugarcane, in the western world; and from his time we find frequent allusion
to this vegetable product, by Theophrastus, Varro, Dioscorides, and
Herodotus alludes to " houey made by the hands of men;"
but enters into no details. Lucan speaks of the sweet juice expressed
from reeds, which the people of India were fond of drinking, and which
others.

Pliny
.

calls

"saccharine."

Still later,

Arrian, in his

Pmplus of the Red

honey from reeds called sacchar, as an article of
trade between the Indian ports and the countries of the Red Sea.
The suo-ar-cane was found growing in the meadows about Tripoli in

Sea, alludes to the
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Syria;

and mention

is

made by a

INDIA.

writer of that day of eleven camels

loaded with sugar being taken by the Crusaders.

Marco

Polo,

travelled in the East in the year 1250, found abundance of sugar pro-

duced in the province of Bengal; and from the almost universal growth
of the cane in that presidency at the

the British, there

is

good reason

first

occupation of the country by

for believing that its culture

pidly extended at a very early period.

From

Xo Hindoo

state, or in

Upon

lives

without

it,

had

ra-

the earliest European

intercourse with India, sugar in a great variety of forms

in daily use.

was met with

either as sugar, in its natural

cakes called "jaggery."

the

first

possession of Calcutta

by the Company

flourishing export trade in sugar to the Indian coasts,

Eastern islands, and a few

jjorts in

there was a

some

of the

Arabia and Persia, to the extent

of about 1500 tons; whilst the local consumption of the article was

enormous.

The

quality of this sugar was, however, very inferior; and about the

year 1776 some attempts were

made

to introduce into India the Ja-

maica mode of growing the cane, and manufacturing the sugar; but at
that time these efforts were not attended with any success. The culture
of the cane was nevertheless greatly extended; and by the year 1792,

when the British duties on tea were
demand for sugar arose, not only
Europe, so as greatly to enhance

reduced, and a consequent increased
in

shipments of the article home; although
for

in many parts of
Company made large

England but

its price,
all

the

endeavours to get

duty on the same scale as that from the West Indies

it

failed.

rated

The

price realised in the English market for the Company's sugars was at
this time 88s. 6d.;

but

it

rose gradually until

it

reached 15 (is. per hun-

dred-weight: a figure which, in spite of disci-iminating duties and high
freights, left to the importers a clear profit of eighty or ninety Y>er cent.

The

first

agitation against the slave-trade and slave-grown produce

helped to bring East-India sugars into more favourable notice; and the
result of this

growing demand, met by increasing culture in Bengal,

was, that from 100 or 200 tons shi})ped
into

London from

Beuofal in

home

in 1790, the imports

1805 and 1807 amounted to 5000

tons.'*

* The following were the exptorts of Bengal sugar to Great Britain between the
years 1803 and 1810
:

Years.

•

who-
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From

this

time forward the sugar-trade with British India steadily

increased: the throwing open of the Indian ports to private shijjs; the

Company's trade; the reduction of the imperial
on sugar the produce of the British possessions in the East ; the
failure of the West India plantations, aided by the growing demand for
sugars of all kinds,
were all causes that had a sensible influence in
bringing this branch of commerce to a degree of importance, which
fifty years since could not have been anticipated by the most sanguine.
In 1844 the imports of Bengal and Madras sugars into the port of
London alone amounted to 31,000 tons; in 1846 to 44,000 tons; and
in 1851 to 43,000 tons; of which 30,000 were from Bengal, and 13,000
from Madras.
The great importance to which the tea-trade of China has attained,
final cessation of the

duties

—

and the almost universal employment of the aiticle amongst European
prominent part it plays in yielding large revenues
to the government of the various countries consuming it, have for a
long period attracted to tea more than an ordinary degree of attention.
During the last thirty years much valuable information regarding the
nations, as well as the

natural history and culture of the plant has been placed before the

world; and

it

has been

or so limited in

supposed.^

its

It has

made evident

that

it

is

not nearly so delicate

geographical distribution as has been generally

been shewn that

it

thrives equally well in the vici-

nity of Canton, and the milder climate of Nankin, as in the northei'u
latitudes of

Pekin and Japan; embracing, therefore, a distribution over

twenty degrees of

latitude.

The knowledge

of this fact led to an inquiry in India, so long since

as 1827, as to the practicability of introducing the culture of the tea-

plant into the northern regions of that vast country; and the result was

an opinion of the Company's botanist, Dr. Boyle, that it might be successfully grown in the north-western portion of the Himalaya districts.
He pointed out some localities particularly suited to the experiment in
the district of Kumaon, a portion of the province of Delhi, and situated
between the 29th and 30th degrees of north latitude, to the north-west
This opinion was afterwards backed by the investigations
of Kepaul.
of others, who agreed in the belief that there was no impediment to
the successful introduction of the tea-culture in the Himalayan regions
beyond the difficulty of obtaining a supply of plants, and some details
relative to the Chinese

mode

of cultivation

and curing of the

article.

In 1834 Lord William Bentinck formed a committee, with the view
of adopting measures for attempting this cultivation in India ; and the
*

Royle's Productive Resources of India, p. 258.
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step taken was

first

INDIA.

dispatch of agents to

tlie

the

formation was brought.

tea-districts

much

China, Avhence a supply of seeds and plants, and

of

valuable in-

Nurseries were formed in Calcutta, and some

ten thousand plants were reared, the greater portion of which were

Kumaon, though but a small

dispatched to

Himalayas

fraction of

whilst a quantity was forwarded to the

;

them reached the

hill districts

of the

Madras presidency, but without any good results. The plants dispatched
northwards were distributed in several directions, and so well did they

1838 many of them had produced seed, which
and thus formed fresh nurseries.
In the meantime the existence of the tea-plant in a wild state had
been ascertained in the upper districts of Assam, one of the norththrive, that in the year

was

at once sown,

eastern provinces of the Bengal presidency; and inquiries having been
directed to

it,

was growing

evidence was not long wanting to shew that the plant

in not less than a

dense jungles of that country.
the wild plants of the

Assam

hundred

different tracts

In 1837, samples of
district,

amongst the

prepared from

tea,

were forwarded to Calcutta, and

favourably reported on.

Observations and researches instituted in the
to

shew that the

district really possessed

position, altitude,

soil,

and

peculiarities of this district,

Some

climate.

and the

Assam country went

most of the

requisites of

valuable reports upon the

results of a

number of expei-iments

in the culture of the indigenous plant, were published at intervals

between 1837 and 1840; and from these

it

appears that the best sea-

sons for the manipulation of the tea-crop are in March, May, and July.

Every inquiry goes to prove that the greatest success has been attained
whenever the culture has been attempted on hilly slopes, or in the
vicinity of rivers, with a temperature ranging
it

from 27° to 80°; indeed,

appears certain that the latter consideration

ance than that of

The China

is

of far

more import-

soil.

tea-plants introduced into

Upper Assam by the

instru-

mentality of the Company's servants have not only thriven remarkably
well,
soil.

but attained a size and vigour

The

first

parcels of tea

unknown

from these

to

districts

them

in their native

were highly approved

of on their arrival in England, and realised enormous prices, partly

owing, in

all

probability, to their novelty.

The

result of these sales,

beyond a doubt that the cultivation of tea could be
profitably carried on in that part of India
and, in consequence, a
public company, entitled the " Assam Company," was formed for the
however, placed

it

;

purpose of carrying on the culture and manufacture of British Indian
tea on an extensive scale.

The East India Company having thus acted
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the part of pioneers, handed over their experimental plantations and

establishments to the

new company, who have

since greatly enlarged

the plantations and works, and have succeeded in producing a tea
superior to any im2:)orted into this country from China, and equalled

only by the fewer samples which, under the old company's system, used
to be occasionally obtained.

During the

first

many

years of their operations, the

Assam Company

from the difiiculty of procuring
labour in sufficient quantity, from the want of skill of their first
managers, and, above all, from the extreme remoteness of their property
from all supervision. The formation of a Calcutta committee had obencountered

obstacles, arising

evil, whilst the remaining difficulties have been sucovercome by patient perseverance ; and the company is now
on a most solid foundation, having increased their extent of plantation to twelve hundred acres, with a crop in 1853 calculated at

viated the latter
cessively

which has hitherto realised

fully a third

above the China

The produce of the company's tea-crop of 1847

realised 9,7281.

300,000

lbs.,

teas.

nett;

that of 1848, 12,552?.;

that of 1849, 16,628?.;

that of 1850,

and that of 1851, as above stated, 22,151?. The nett average
price per pound in the those years was, for 1847, Is. 4f?. ; 1848,
Is. 5^d.; 1849, Is. 6i^c?.; 1850, Is. Gi^cd.; and 1851, Is. 8\d.
18,153?.

;

In the Himalayan

districts the labours of the tea-experimentalists

have been equally successful with those carried on in the more easterly

About

province of Assam.

Chinese cultivators,

some of the
Assamese planta-

the year 1842, the aid of

who had been introduced

in the

was obtained for the tea-farmers in the Kumaon district of the
Himalayan country and by their instrumentality a quantity of black
tea was produced and dispatched to Calcutta, whence it was shipped
to this country, and pronounced superior in strength and flavour to
the generality of Souchongs.
By the end of the year 1844 these experimental plantations contained upwards of a hundred thousand plants;
and two years later they covered nearly two hundred acres, at various
altitudes, varying from ii500 to 6500 feet above the sea-level.
In the year 1848 this cultivation was still further extended, reaching to an extent of 1000 acres, not in one immediate neighbourhood,
but stretching through many miles of country, and in some parts
tions,

;

reaching the recently acquired Sikh

territories

on the north-west

frontiers.

The quantity of tea produced from these plantations must now be
of some importance, and although the great distance of these districts
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from a port of shipment

will

INDIA.

always be a barrier to any successful

competition with more favoured

tea-

producing countries, the supply

of the local demand, already largely on the increase since this culture

has commenced, will of

itself

prove a trade of no small value.

So

deeply impressed was the local government with the importance of

new branch

this

of industry, that a grant of ten thousand sterling

a year was voted to carry out the experiment until

Assam, be taken up by private enterprise.
In 1850 the East India Company, determined to

it

should, as in

lose

no oppor-

tunity of fully testing the value of this cultivation, dispatched an agent

to China to glean

all

possible information regarding the tea-plant, its

natural history, and the manipulation of

away from

to bring

and seed of the best

leaves

its

;

and,

if possible,

the Chinese dominions a fresh supply of plants
varieties, as also

some experienced

cultivatoi's

and

work-people.

In

all

these objects their agent was singularly fortunate, having

but recently returned to India with a supply of
in plants, seed, work-people, and, better

all

that was desired,

in accurate data regard-

still,

ing the various processes of the cultivation and manufacture of this
article.

The

cultivation of coffee in the Indian

continent, although fre-

quently and successfully attempted at various pei'iods since 1820, has

In the
not until very recently been carried out on any extended scale.
government botanic gardens in Bengal, and, further south, at Sahrumpore, the berry has been produced in abundance and of good quality;
but, from a variety of causes, no European capitalists appear to have
undertaken the cultivation of the plant until the complete success of
coffee-planting in the neighbouring island of Ceylon tempted several

persons jjossessing the means, to carry out an enlarged experiment on

some

of the elevated land of the south-western ghauts of the penin-

abundance of cheap labour,

sula.

Favoured with a rich and deep

and a

suitable climate, the operations of the planters of the ghauts

soil,

Several thousand acres
have to this date been eminently successful.
of land have been thus brought under cultivation ; and the few samples

already grown have been considered equal to

much

of the ordinary

plantation sorts imported into this country.
Coffee

is

grown by the natives

Arracan, Mysore, Malabar, &c.
is

;

in

many

parts of India, in Bengal,

but in nearly

all

instances the article

as inferior to the plantation-grown as are the other native-reared

productions of the East, and approaches

little

nearer to

it

in quaUty

than does the wild crab approximate to the English garden apple.

THE OPIUM-MONOPOLY.
The

"culture of

opium

is

331

monopolised by the Company, and,

still

together with the manufacture and sale of

salt,

forms a striking excep-

tion to the unrestricted liberty accorded to private enterprise in India

on the renewal of the charter
retained on the plea of revenue
little

can be said, as

it

in 1833.

and

;

Both these monopolies are

certainly, as regards the

does not belong to the same

list

former

of necessaries

as salt.

This drug

— the

produce of the poppy plant, from which

exudes under the great heat of the sun when an incision
the capsule— is chiefly in

is

it

freely

made

demand amongst the Chinese and the

habitants of Penang and other eastern settlements, where

it

is

in
in-

used

Indeed, the trade almost entirely de-

for purposes of intoxication.

pends upon these places ; for nearly nine-tenths of the opium exported
from Bengal is shijiped to the eastern ports. It has been in vain that
the Chinese authorities interdicted the introduction and use of the
article

under severe penalties

;

it

was

in vain that large quantities of

the drug were seized on board British vessels some years since, and
destroyed, leading, as this act did, to subsequent hostilities between the

—

wonted vigour.
more highly esteemed in Europe than that
produced at Benares, although both kinds are made up under similar
European inspection. The cultivation of the poppy is now restricted
to the above two districts, under a system of license from the govern-

two nations ;
the trade
The opium of Patna

flourishes as of old, in all its
is

who alone can purchase the produce from the native growers,
and have the power of fixing the price at which it is to be sold to
them.
The interest of the Company is, however, limited to the sale of
the opium in Calcutta, where regular periodical auctions are held, and
ment,

the drug

is

disposed of to the highest bidders,

who

ship

it

on their own

by the government between
their fixed purchasing rate from the native growers and the sale-price
Between
in Calcutta forms a considerable item in aid of the revenue.
the years 1792-3 and 1809-10 the amount of revenue from this source
account and

risk.

The

difference realised

varied from 179,950?. to 801,467?."

How vastly the

consumption of this

drug must have increased in the East may be judged from the fact, that
the amount of opium-revenue was, in 1835-G, 1,399,009?. ; in 1845-6,
it was 2,628,140?.; and in 1849-50, the latest year for which any official
it was not less than 3,309,637?.
The continuance of this monopoly is chiefly defended on the ground
that the revenue arising from it does not come out of the pockets of the
Company's subjects, but from those of foreigners; and so far as this goes,

returns exist,

*

Milbum's Oriental Commerce,

yoI.

ii.

p. 220.
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it

would appear

to be a just

ground of defence

;

I^DIA.

but exposed as the trade

ever must be to the interference of the Chinese and other authorities,

and so entirely dependent as it is on the fancy and caprice of a people
whose rulers prohibit its sale, it must be confessed that the Indian
government has placed itself in a critical position by dej^ending for a
seventh part of its revenues upon such a hazardous traffic ; and the

more

so since there

is

not only no surplus to

fall

back upon, but a conTaking this view

stantly recurring deficiency in the Indian exchequer.

then of the opium monopoly,
the

Company

it

certainly does appear, that the sooner

can relieve this portion of

its

income from such a

tion, the better will it consult its true interests.

China informs us that the emperor,

A recent

in order to replenish his

posi-

mail fifom

exhausted

and enable him to prosecute the war against the Chinese rebels,
had consented to admit opium through his customs on payment of a
certain tax.
This, then, legalises its sale within his dominions ; and

treasury,

should he continue the relaxation, there can be very

little

doubt but

that the Chinese cultivators will shortly undertake the growth of the

poppy

in

this shall

some

of the

many

districts suited to its

be the case, the East India

development

Company may

:

when

bid adieu to fully

two millions of their opium-revenue. Indeed the monopoly
then be worth the up-keep of the establishment necessary for

will not
its

pre-

sei'V'ation.

The opium-revenue

under the supervision of two opium-agents

is

stationed at Patna and Ghazepore, ha^ang assistant-agents under
to take cognisance of the culture of the plant

the drug by the ryots, to

whom

them

and the manufacture of

advances have been made, as also to

watch that there be no smuggling or illicit production carried on.
Extensives stores at both the above places are kept for the reception
of the drug, where, previous to its being dispatched to Calcutta for
sale, it undergoes a purifying process and careful packing to fit it for
the China and European markets.

During the opium-war

in

China the price of the drug feU so low in
its sale declined from nearly two

Calcutta that the revenue arising from

millions sterling to about three hundred thousand pounds,

and there

were not wanting those who predicted that, as a matter of income to
the government, the cultivation of the poppy would not for the future
be worth attending to. Experience has, however, shewn that this was
a hastily formed opinion ; for at no period of the history of this article
has the trade in it to China been carried on so successfully and so extensively as during the few last years.
Equal in antiquity, though not in extent, to the growth of cotton.
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was the production of silk in the countries of the East. Its limited
extent, however, and the monopoly of this valuable traffic in the hands
of the Phoenicians, and afterwards by the Persians, restricted its employment within the most confined limits. Until the time of the Ro-

man

empire,

very existence appears to have been

its

unknown

West; and when Dionysius, the imperial geographer, who

in the

visited the

first years of the Christian era, wrote an account of this new
and beautiful product, he speaks of it as a precious web, finer than
that of the spider, combed by the natives from flowers, and spun into
i'ich garments of great price.

East in the

Of the

was first introduced into the West
must have been excessively dear, and
limited in use to but a few persons of gi-eat wealth, may be judged
from the fact of the Emperor Aurelian refusing to purchase a single

we

precise period

are not informed

when

but that

;

silk
it

dress of purple silk for his empress on the plea of

great cost, as

its

it

The very jealousy with

could not be bought at the price of gold.

which the silk-trade of the East was guarded, proved in the end

fatal

extreme scarcity and dearness induced two travelling monks, despite the danger of the act, to bring away from the
country of their production, a quantity of the eggs of the silkworm,
to

its

prosperity.

Its

which they contrived to conceal within a hollow cane
first

and from

;

this

supply were at length produced the vast broods of those valuable

worms, whose labours have enriched not only Italy and France, but
the manufacturers of

many

other countries.

Previous to the middle of the eighteenth century, Indian raw silk

formed a very inconsiderable portion of the trade from the East. Its
great inferiority to the Italian and French article was for a long period a great barrier to the profitable extension of this branch of Indian
trade.

The

silk as it

came

factors of the

Company

did no

reached their hands from the three

in those days.

more than purchase the
filatures,

whence alone

it

At Cossimbazar, Rungpore, and CommercoUy,

the natives grew large tracts of the

common

mulberry-plant, reared

worms, and reeled the produce of the cocoons but with so small
regard to the exigencies of the worms, and so little care bestowed upon
the preparation of the silk, as to render it a most unprofitable and
troublesome article in the hands of the European manufacturer; so

their

;

much was

this

felt,

that

.until

the latter part of the last century,

Indian silk was employed but for the manufacture of certain inferior

minor

articles of

haberdashery, and never entered into the com-

position of satins, or silk piece-goods of any kind.
this inferiority

was

to be found in the careless

One

great caiise of

method of winding the
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from the cocoons, whicli produced such inequality in the thread as
Besides this, it was loaded with
it all but unserviceable.
gummy and other extraneous substances, and reeled without the least
silk

to render

attention to colour or quality

hanks comprising

all

so that

;

it

reached the buyer's hands in

sorts of shades.

This part of their trade proved so annoying, and was attended with

such fruitless

results, that the

of issuing orders to cease

acting on this

medy

first

Company were

at one

time on the point

purchases of the article.

all

impulse, the Directors wisely

made an

Instead of
effort to re-

by sending to Bengal one or two persons
of reeling and assorting silk ; these
instructors were placed in the heart of the silk-districts, and appear,
from after results, not to have laboured in vain. Inducements were at
the evil complained

of,

acquainted with the Italian

mode

the same time held out to the ryots to extend the cultivation of the
mulberry-plant, by allowing them all lands so used free of rent for two
years,

and afterwards assessing them very moderately.

the silk -trade received an impulse hitherto

unknown

In
to

it,

this

manner

and the ex-

ports of the raw article rose from 80,000 lbs. in 1750, to 320,000 lbs.
in 1770.

The partial success Avhich had attended the introduction of a better
mode of reeling silk induced the Company to attempt still further reforms; and we accordingly find that in the year 1771 a second supply
of practical silk-reelers and mulberry-cultivators from Italy were dis-

patched to Bengal

;

proper filatures were established

;

mode

a better

rearing the insects antl growing the plants was introduced

;

of

and, in

addition to these measures, steps were taken to secure a supply of eggs

from China, with the view of improving the breed of the Indian worms.
Several years elapsed before these im})rovenients were beneficially

felt

in the quality of the silks imported from Bengal; but that such

was

may easily be seen by the steady increase in the quantity
taken by the manufacturers of England, which in 1785 amounted to

the case

576,175

was the
it

of

lbs.

by the Company at this period
and the substitution for
agencies throughout the silk-districts, by means of which su2:)plies

The

greatest

improvement

effected

total abolition of the contract system,

of the cocoons were constantly obtained from sub-agents called pykars,

who

received advances in money, and who, in their turn, engaged by

similar

means

for the supply of

silkworms from the rearers in the

dif-

ferent villages.

The vast improvements
last century in the

effected in England towards the end of the
manufacture of cotton goods tended in a great
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measure to check the consumption of the more costly article of silk ;
and we find that from 500,000 lbs. weight of raw silk sold in 1785, the
Company did not dispose of more, on the average, than 300,000 lbs.
weight in the years 1800

to

1805.

So much better were the silk transactions of the Company managed at this time, that in spite of this decline in the demand for their
goods, their yearly profits gradually increased from a few thousands to

amount of 132,982^.

the enormous

assigned,

may be

The gradual

in 1801.

raw

certain date, in the imports of Bengal

seen by the following

list

silk,

decline to a

from the cause already

of exports to Great Britain,

and in the same may be observed the
effect of the gradual relaxation of the Company's trading monopoly in
In 1782 there were shipped to Engfavour of private merchants.
land from Bengal, 611,071 lbs.; in 1792, 401,445 lbs.; in 1802,
in 1822, 1,042,617 lbs. ; and in
114,7441bs.; in 1812, 982,427' lbs.
taken at intervals of ten years

;

;

1832, 956,453

Some

may

lbs.

idea of the commercial value of this branch of Indian trade

be formed from the

fact,

that between the years 1776 and 1785,

the raw silk imported by the Company, and in the privileged tonnage

by private traders, was worth 3,446,757^.; from 1786 to 1803, it
amounted to 5,221,596/. and from 1804 to 1810, to 3,115,044/.; being
;

during these thirty-five years almost equal to 12,000,000/. sterling.
Upon the last renewal of the East India charter in 1833, which
provided that the Company should no longer engage in mercantile
operations, their extensive

and well-organised

filatures

were put up

for

and after some delay disposed of to private parties.
These establishments were eleven in number, of which the followinor
gave their names to the particular kinds of silk produced by each of
them, and by which those varieties are to this day known in commerthey are Bauleah, Commercolly, Cossimbazar, Hurripaul,
cial circles
Besides
Jungypoor, Radnagore, Rungpore, Sautipore, and Surdah.
sale,

;

the above, the

Company

possessed a

number

of hired filatures of less

note.

The exportations
to 231, 27H.

;

of Bengal

raw

1814-15 amounted in value
and in 1837-8 to only 465,451/.

silk in

in 1827-8 to 855,398/.

;

Bringing down these figures to a more recent date, we find that the
silk exports of Calcutta were, during the years 1848-9 and 1849-50, to
the value of 714,000/. and 655,000/. resi^ectively.

Besides the China, or mulberry silkworm, there are several varieties of silk-spinning

made

in

some

of

worms indigenous

tlie earliest

to India, of

records of that country.

which mention is
These have been

;;
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described by several scientific writers, and are

known amongst

the

natives as the mooga, the armidy, the tu^sah, and the joree worms,

producing

fibres,

which,

if

all

not equal in commercial value to those of

the mulberrj'-worm, are nevertheless esteemed and largely employed

amongst the inhabitants of the districts in which they are found.
These insects inhabit vast tracts of forest in Upper Assam, in the Madras Presidency, and in that of Bombay ; and the cloths made from
the raw material are in extensive use amongst not only natives but
Europeans, who find them most economical and durable for many purposes.

Some

idea

may be formed

digenous silk are produced,

of the extent to which these kinds of in-

when

it

is

stated that in 1837 there were

in one district alone not less than 318,772 pieces of tussah silk
factured.

The food

of the wild silkworm

is

of the forests inhabited by them, and amongst those

ing them nourishment are the leaves
plant, the peepul, or banyan-tree,

manu-

obtained from the trees

known

as afford-

of the jujube, the castor-oil

some of the

laurels,

and a few other

plants.

So early as 1795, some attempt appears to have been made at
to introduce the silk -worm, but evidently without effect
1823
we hear nothing more of the matter, and then it seems
until
for
to have been attempted at one of the public jails by the labour of
the prisoners, the result of which appears to have been the prepara-

Bombay

tion of a few bales of silk for local consumption.

Later

still,

the zeal

and industry of an Italian gentleman were brought to bear upon the
subject, and under his directions a better cultivation of the mulberry
plant, and an improved method of feeding and reeling was introduced,
with slow but perfect success.
In Madras this branch of industry met with great encouragement so
No efforts were spared to induce the natives to
long since as 1791.
enter fully into the rearing of the worm and the growth of the plant
and, as the result shews, the success was,
still

sufficiently encouraging.

if

not so

gi'eat as in

Bengal,

ANTIQUITY OF COTTON.

CHAPTER
TIIE
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IV.

COTTON INDUSTRY OF INDIA, ITS HISTORY, EXTENT, AND
PROSPECTS.

FEW

subjects have occupied so mucli oi public

years,

papers,

— have

and

attention

of late

been so frequently discussed in books, in news-

in parliamentary debates, as that of the production of cotton

None

within the territories of the East India Company.

be dis-

will

posed to question the great importance of the subject. Whether we
regard cotton in its broadest aspect, as affording ample employment
to vast

numbers of persons

whether we look at

in its growth, transport,

and shipment;

as furnishing food for gigantic manufacturing

it

establishments in the parent country, scattering wealth and happiness
in its path

;

or whether

nistering to the health

we

consider

it

we view

it

as

we have

moment, mi-

article of social

entire

human

as a source of revenue, as a staple of trade

ture, or as a great help to civilisation
feel that

an

and comfort of the

and progress,

race

;

whether

and manufac-

— we

cannot but

to deal with a most important subject.

India was unquestionably the birth-place of cotton cultivation and
It is mentioned in the institutes of Menu, a work

cotton manufacture.

composed eight centuries before the Christian era, with many details
relative to its manufacture and uses; and although not named in the
Rig Veda, of still higher antiquity, there is no doubt that in more than
one place the thread alluded to was composed of cotton.
Possessing, therefore, so

much

antiquity,

we need not

that, until the last half century, the culture, trade,

feel

astonished

and manufacture of

cotton in India should have occupied a most important position

m

the

commercial annals of the world. That the production of cotton goods
in India would still have stood forward pre-eminently as a branch of
industry, had not the modern improvements of machinery in Europe
snatched from

it all its

ancient prestige, there can be but

little

doubt;

although, as regards the cultivation of the raw material, other causes
z.
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have been at work to spread

it

elsewhere, to an extent unprecedented

in the history of the world's industry.
It was a remarkable coincidence that at the precise time when Arkwright and Watt were elaborating and perfecting their magnificent im-

provements of the spinning-machine and steam-engine, the British arms
were subjecting vast empires in the East to our dominion, countries

which possessed within themselves the germs of an almost boundless
production; lands which, from their suitability and

fertile nature,

new

well be expected to fm-nish illimitable food for the

might

leviathans of

steam and iron which they of Lancashire were creating.

The

varieties of cotton

known

in the commercial world

referred to three

may be

distinct

species,

The

each having several varieties.
Gossijpium Barhadosce
cultivated in the

West

the species

is

Indies,

North

America, and in one or two parts of
the peninsula of India.

Gossypiuni Peruvianum

yields

the cotton of Brazil, Pernambuco,

This also has been intro-

Peru, &c.

duced into some

districts of India.

Gossyjyium Indicum

number

cies which, in a

produces the

gi-eat

is

the spe-

of varieties,

bulk of the cotton

and China.
There is a fourth

of India

the

species,

Gossypiuni arborum, or Tree-cotton
of India,

unknown

commerce,

to

though yielding a beautifully soft
and silky fibre admirably adapted
for padding cushions, pillows, &c.
The Indian species is that which

now

calls for

there are
sessing

our remarks.

many

varieties,

treatment,

soil,

climate,

It usually attains

four to six

may be

this

some distinguishing charac-

ter of its own, arising fi-om

COTTON PLA>-T.

Of

each pos-

mode

a height of

feet, is bi-triennial,

but

equally cultivated as an annual, germinating and ripening

seed within a period of from four to eight months.

of

lirc.

The

its

leaves are
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five-lobed; the flowers are usually

found blossoming singly at the extremity of the branches; the petals being of a lively yellow colour, with a
small purple spot near the claw.
The seeds are five in number, and
are clothed with a firmly-adhering greyish down, beneath the short

white wool of the capsule.^

by which the value of cottons are determined may
length of staple, strength of fibre, and clean; viz.
ness of sample. Colour, which was at one time thought much of, is no
longer looked upon as a matter of moment.
Inferior as the cotton of
India is allowed to be, as regards its staple and purity, there is every

The

qualities

be confined to three

reason to believe that in durability

any part of America; and of

it

at least equals the produce of

this fact the

Hindoos are themselves per-

fectly aware.

The accompanying

illustration will

convey to the reader a tolerably

correct idea of the relative length of fibre of the leading qualities of

cotton entering the markets of the world.

Bourbon.

1.

Surats.

2.

Tinnevelly.

4.

5.

Uplands.

6.

Pernambuco.

8. Sea-Island.

COTTON FIBRE.

In

spite of its comparative inferiority, the Chinese

have become

large consumers of the cotton of India; and from taking a few

bales in the early part of the present century, they

much

as 50,000,000 lbs.
'

annually.

Some

quantity

Eoyle's Indian Cotton, p. 140.

hundred

now consume
is

also

as

exported
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into the neighbouring countries on the north-west of India;

add

to these outlets the

home-demand

of dresses, furniture-trappings,

the natives,

it

will

«fec.

and

if

we

the manufacture of a variety

foi.

in daily use

amongst

classes of

all

be seen that the yearly production of cotton within

the Indian territories must be on an enormous scale.
It has
all

been stated by one allowed to be a competent authority on

matters connected with the natives of India,^ that the average con-

sumption of cotton by the inhabitants of Hindostan amounts to not
than twenty pounds for each person.
This will give a local annual

less

consumption of 3,000,000,000 lbs.; and, with the quantities taken by
Great Britain and China, a total yearly crop of 3,110,000,000 lbs.

High
pear at

as the average of twenty

first sight, it is

pounds

for each indivadual

not in reality a large quantity,

ber that, except amongst the highest

may

ap-

when we remem-

classes, cotton dresses

form

their

only wardrobe; and that, in addition to this source of demand, they

employ

this staple in the

manufacture of curtains, cushions, hangings,

and

tents, ropes, carpets, lining for saddles, palanquins, ifec,

other purposes utterly

From

unknown

the figures above given,

growth of cotton

it is

many

evident that, so far as the mere

concerned, India does at this

is

for

to Europeans.

nually a quantity five times as great as

is

moment produce

an-

worked up by the united

machinery of Great Britain; in order, therefore, to obtain her supply

from India in place of America, England has but
of the former country to cultivate one-fifth

obtain what she so

much

to induce the natives

more

of the article, to

desires.

The anxiety manifested by the manufacturers, merchants, and
tical

poli-

economists of England, that a large portion of our supply of this

raw material should be derived from

a country under our

own govern-

ment, in preference to seeing ourselves at the mercy of another nation
It has been
for eight-tenths of our requirements, is no new feeling.

dominant during the greater part of the

last sixty years;

and although,

as regards actual results, in increased shipments to this country, there

would appear to be

we

little, if

any thing, achieved,

it

will

be as well that

take a rapid survey of the measures adopted at different periods by

the East India

As

Company

for the furtherance of this object.

early as the year 1788, the Court of Directors urged the Indian

authorities to give every possible encouragement to the

improvement of Indian

of 500,000 lbs. to be made.

ment of the

article

growth and

cotton, at the same time ordering a shipment

Shortly afterwards, screws for the embale-

were erected, and a variety of imported seed was
'

Dr. Wighte.

PROGRESS OF THE COTTON-TRADE.
throughout the peninsula.

clistributed

From

this
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time until the be-

ginning of the present century the shipments of Indian cotton to England fluctuated between 700,000

lbs.

kinds at Liverpool varying from

2^. od.

and 3,300

lbs.,

to ^d. per

the price of Surat

lb.

tl\e produce of Mauritius and Nankin seeds
England; and between that period and 1812 bounties
were offered for imjjroved samples, reports were received on the cotton
resources of the various districts from the collectors, and quantities of
West Indian and American seeds were sent out and distributed through
various cotton districts, with copies of instructions carefully compiled.

In 1801, samples of

were

i-eceived in

The shipments

England during this period varied from
694,000 lbs., with prices ranging between Zs. and 8c/.
In 1813 and 1814 the war with America broke out; and strange to

27,783,000

of cotton to

lbs. to

although our supplies from the United States entirely ceased

say, that

while hostilities lasted, the receipts of cotton from British India only

amounted
annum.

in those
It

was

two years to 5,200,000

at

this

time that the

lbs.,

first

or 2,600,000 lbs. per

Amei'ican planter was

dispatched to India, with the view of aiding in the improved culture

and preparation of

cotton, taking with

him a number

of

New

Orleans

sawgins.

A further encouragement

of the efforts of private parties in this im-

portant matter was the allowance of the drawback of the whole of the

and sea

on cotton exported to Grreat Britain. This took
of this and other measures was evidenced
in the increase of the shipments to England from ten million pounds
weight to foi'ty millions in 1817, and eighty-six millions in the follow-

internal

duties

place in 1816; and

tlie effect

ing year.

This increase was, however, not of a permanent character

;

for in

the four following years the exports to Liverpool gradually declined to

England having during that period declined
and 2s. to 5^d. and S^d.
From this period until the year 1840 the efforts of the government
and of public bodies in India, as well as in this country, were confined

6,742,000

lbs., prices

in

from the war-figure of

Is. 6(i.

to obtaining fresh supplies of seed from various parts of the world, en-

deavouring to improve the native

more questionable procedure

mode

of cleaning the cotton, and the

of offering large bounties for certain quan-

qualities of the article grown in India. The shipments of the
England had during all this time fluctuated to nearly as great
a degree as in any previous times, the extremes being 75,746,000 lbs.
and 12,324,000 lbs.; the highest price realised by Surats in the Liverpool market for this period having been \s. 4g?., and the lowest 2|t/.

tities

and

article to
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In 1840, Captain Bayles of the Madras army, ha\dng returned from
a secret mission to the southern states of America, brought witli liim
ten planters skilled in the growth and preparation of cotton, a great

quantity of the best cotton- seed, as well as a large assortment of agri-

and mechanical implements employed in the States. Experiliberal scale was now commenced in the districts of
Broach, within the Bombay presidency; in Coimbatore and Tinnevelly,
to the south of Madras ; and in the Doab and Bundelcund, within the
Bengal presidency. These were followed up by similar attempts at
various other points within the three presidencies ; the American planters
were shifted from one locality to another, with a view of testing the
comparative qualities of soil; in some instances model plantations were
cultural

mental culture on a

estabUshed and worked under the immediate supervision of these
planters ; in others, efforts were made to induce the native growers to
cultivate some of the American varieties, with the seed of which they
were supplied. In all these efforts little expense was spared yet in spite
of the lavish and continued outlay, nothing appears to have been arrived
at beyond the conviction that, with but one or two exceptions, much time,
labour, and money had been expended without any encouraging results.
;

Baffled in their attempts at the introduction of

new

varieties of the

plant, tlie experimenters bent their efforts in another direction,

and

improvements in the culture and preparation of
For several years, indeed up to
the indigenous species of the country.
a very recent period, this appears to have been the main object in view;
endeavoured to

effect

the latest demonstration

made by

the Indian authorities has been the

importation from England of two hundred cottage saw-gins, which were
distributed equally through the three presidencies,

through the Agricultural Society of India, of a

and the

premium

offer

made,

of 500^. for

an improved cotton-dressing machine adapted to native use.
How far these continued efforts, which have, on the whole, been
spread over a period of nearly seventy years, have been attended with
success, may be judged from the facts, that in 1848 the shipments of

Indian cotton to Great Britain amounted to 84,101,000 lbs., being
4,500,000 lbs. less than in 1844, 1.3,200,000 lbs. less than in 1841, and
lbs. below the exports of 1818.
Taking the average of a number of years, the export of Indian
cotton to England shews a sensible increase since the pacification of
Europe. Thus the average shipments to Liverpool from the Indian
ports during the five years immediately following the peace were
44,000,000 lbs. ; whilst in the five yeai-s ending 1848 they amounted to

2,400,000

69,000,000

lbs.

;

in other words, they have averaged

an increase of rather

—
ECONOMY IN COST OF COTTON.
more than

per cent in

fifty

tliirty-thi-ee
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This augmentation,

years.

however, sinks into utter insignificance when compared with the progi-ess of

the cotton shipments from the United States to England during

the same period, which was, in round numbers, from 45,000,000
to 600,000,000

lbs.,

lbs.

shewing an increase of more than thirteen hundred

per cent.

The argument
tory, seeing that

that this increase of Indian cotton
it

is

highly satisfac-

has taken place in the teeth of constantly falling

little, inasmuch as America has had the
same disadvantage to contend against; for the relative values of the two
articles remain much as they were thirty years since.
In the case of America the depression of the European markets has
been met by improved and more economical methods of culture and
preparation, the result of scientific skill and untiring energy. In India
these elements have never been brought to bear beyond the model

prices in Euroi)e, goes for very

Other causes have,

farms, for reasons Avhich wdll be presently shewn.

however, been at work, and enabled the export to be carried on in spite

These have been a

of the continually depressed markets.
rate of freights from 14^. to

from

'2^d. to Id.

and

4^. 5s.

^d. per lb.

the two countries of quite

8(/.

;

and

21.

1 5s.

fall

in the

per ton, in other words,

a decline in the exchange between

in the rupee, equal to nearly 2^d. per lb.

on the cost of the cotton ; the diminution of the cost of inland carriage
and insurance, owing to the complete pacification of India this item
gives a saving of 8d. per ton per mile on the land-carriage from Berar
to Mirzapore, and of 3^d. per ton per mile on the Avater-couveyance
thence to Calcutta, equal together to nearly 2^d. per lb. on the entire
journey; and lastly, the change of route of Berar cotton, to Bombay in
place of Calcutta, has eftected a saving of ^d. per lb. making a total
economy of about 7d. per lb. on the charges attaching to the bulk of
the Indian cottons shipped to England, and which has thus enabled the
:

;

article to

By

be so exported in the face of lower

prices.^

far the greater portion of the English supplies of

are shipped

from the

the following figures

pox-t

of

Bombay,

as

may be

:

From Bombay

55,201,2.31

Calcutta

1,293,982

Madras

3,973,074

[

1,110,084

J

,,

„
„

TinneveUy

Having thus seen

......

that, at the

years, after a large outlay of
^

Indian cotton

seen by reference to

1
I

representing an average

ofl3 years ending 1846.

end of labours spread over seventy

money and

labour, after the importation

Chapman's Cotton and Commerce of India, pp.

68-77.

;
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and superintendence, the quantity of Indian cotton ob-

tained for England amounts to but one-sixteenth in value of her total

requirements

;

that in but few respects does the bulk of this excel in

quality that which

was exported

fifty

years since

;

and that the culture

of the plant has been very partially extended or improved in the chief

cotton-growing
tivation

is less

districts, scarcely at all in

known,

—

it

provinces to which that cul-

behoves us to examine into the causes of

this wholesale failure.

must be borne

It

in

mind

that the question of

improvement of

Indian cotton should be considered under three distinct heads

:

the

introduction of better varieties, the amelioration of the quality and

condition of the indigenous produce already grown, and the increased
culture of the plant.

The opinions

of the

American planters who were engaged by the

East India Company appear to have been that the
trial

of

new

soils selected for

seed were adverse to the chances of success.

That

this

has been so in several instances, and with some shew of reasoning,

doubt ; the black cotton soil has been, in not a few
by the red soil, especially of southern India, where
some success has attended the trials thus made. There does not seem,
however, to have been much, if any, attention paid to the peculiarities
there can be

little

cases, supplanted

of climate, the degree of moisture, the temperature, nor of these points

taken in connexion with varieties of
It will require

soil.

no argument to shew that conditions affecting the

vegetable economy of sugar, coffee, or

rice,

must be not altogether

without their value in regard to the development of the cotton-plant,
whether in India or elsewhere. Yet it does not appear that this consideration has entered into the calculations of the

many

practical

men

engaged in the long labours of the cotton experiments of India.
It
is

cannot be that, as has been said, any portion of these failures

attributable to

the

supineness of the

agency employed.

If the

bulk of the experimentalists have been in the employ of government,

and therefore not so likely to have taken a lively interest in the matwhat is to be said of the want of success attending private enterprise ?
All appear to have shared in the common disappointment
and it is clear that we must look elsewhere for causes of failure.
ter,

Whilst climate and
in retardment of

new

soil,

separately or together, have been at

work

new varieties,

there

culture or the introduction of

are antagonisms to be found in other quarters, affecting not only these,
but the improvement of the indigenous cotton by culture, and by care
in picking, equally with the increase in the

amount

of crop produced.
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total absence

Foremost amongst these are undoubtedly the almost
of roads and canals through the heart of India

;

absence of interest in

the experiment on the part of the ryots, owing to causes I shall pre-

and lastly, want of all security for the investment of
;
European capital in the cotton-trade of the interior.
The first of these, although it might be supposed not to affect the
produce of some of the cotton districts which are situated along the
sea-board, has, nevertheless, a very material influence on the crops
of these countries but still more so in those more distant and extensive districts which furn'sh large quantities of exportable and locally

sently notice

;

consumed

cotton.

In the countries of Central India, not

than in

less

those to the north and north-west, owing to the absence of

roads

all

means of conveyance is by pack-bullocks,
who in vast droves track their slow and weary way across sandy, sterile
tracts, through wild jungle-paths, and over steep ghauts, for hundreds
of miles.
To bring the cotton of Berar alone to Bombay, it is comjjuted that the services of 180,000 head of cattle are required;^ and
when we remember that their journey is for a great distance performed
through districts in which both water and fodder are always scarce, it
for vehicles,

the ordinary

will not be surprising that the

utmost uncertainty prevails as to the

receipt of crops at the port of shipment.

veyance

is

This primitive

mode

of con-

not only the most tedious, but the most costly of any in

existence; yet by far the greater part of British India possesses no roads

which

will allow of the

employment

of carts.

It is in vain that British enterprise

and

capital are brought to

bear upon the great experiment of cotton, so long as the universal
cry for roads

with energy

ment

British

brave the

of agencies in the interior

efforts thwarted,
evil,

disregarded.

is

sufficient to

;

merchants have been found

difficulties

attending the establish-

but their ardour

is

the utter absence of roads available for carriages.

of transport

is

damped, their

and their capital jeopardised, by the one great crying

of necessity resorted to

—

The

old

that of pack-bullocks

j

mode

and so

slow and costly is this, that long before one crop of cotton be dispatched
from the place of growth, the following harvest will have commenced f
ships which have been provided in anticipation for the conveyance of
this cotton to Europe are meanwhile awaiting its arrival in the harbour of Bombay until the shipping season shall have passed ; and the
interest on the capital thus indefinitely locked up accumulates, until it
forms a heavy and grievous item amongst the charges of the operation.

-

<

The Cotton and Commerce

of India, p. 79.

'

India under a Bureaucracy,

p. 105.
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not, however, in the disregard to the
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want of proper means of

conveying produce from one province to the other that the authorities
evince their apathy, and from which the development of the cotton re-

LOADED COTTOX-HACKERT.

sources of India languishes.

There are

industry of the country suffers

;

many

other ways in which the

and, perhaps, in none other more

and severely than in the surrendering of some of the finest
and most promising districts, as regards cotton capabilities, into the
hands of young and inexperienced civilians.
and the folFacts speak more plainly than theories or arguments
lowing, which hears upon one of the most hopeful tracts of western
'•
The province of Candeish conIndia, is a case quite to the purpose.
tains 12,078 square miles, of which it is estimated that the arable porsurely

;

is 9772.
Of this arable area, 141.3 square miles are cultivated,
and 8359 are Ipng waste. The population of the whole pro\ance was

tion

785,991, according to a census taken in 1851.
in the whole pro%nnce

The

soil of

Candeish

is

is

The number of villages
now uninhabited.

3837, of which 1079 are

stated to be superior in quality to, and yields
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heavier crops tlian that of the Deccan and southern Mahi'atta country.

Although so much of the country now

lies

in Avaste, the traces of a

former country are to be seen in the mango and tamarind
the

many

ruined wells which are

hood of almost every

village.

still

Of the

the five millions of square acres

remarks, nearly the whole

is

met with

to be

now

five-sixths

trees,

of the arable land,

lying waste, Captain

comparatively

and

in the neighbour-

Wingate

and suitable to the
Here
oil-seeds, &c."

fertile,

growth of exportable products, such as cotton,
then is a vast tract of most promising country with but one-sixth of
its surface brought under cultivation, and having one-third of its once
'^

thriving villages entirely deserted

than

!

Can any thing speak more

this does, of the neglectful state in

which pi'omising

plainly

districts are

by the rulers of the country ? It would be useless to inquire from
what cause has arisen the desertion of those 1079 villages; although it
is probable that the same indifference which looks calmly on, and provides no amelioration, had something to do with bringing about that

left

melancholy state of things.

Of

the immediate prospects held out to this district, which

be remembered

is

may form some
in charge of

must

opinion from the quality of the functionaries placed

At

it.

it

equal in area to nearly half of Scotland, the reader

the end of July 1850, the

Bombay government

placed the province in the hands of a young gentleman, no doubt of

exceedingly good family, and possibly possessing a first-rate classical
education, but who, having only entered the Honourable Company's service in 1847, could not be expected to

know any

thing of the details of

administration, or of the people and the country.
assistant Avas

still

more juvenile

in years

This gentleman's

and Indian experience, having

had about fourteen months' acquaintance with the country.

It is

need-

upon the amount of public mischief Avhich the administrative experiments of these budding functionaries may bring about,
or upon the number of ruined villages, or neglected fields, they may
less to speculate

successively try their " 'prentice hands" upon.

With regard

to the reputed indifference of the ryots to

make any
new va-

attempts at improved modes of culture, or the introduction of

some gi'ave doubts may well arise. From all available data it
would appear, that it is the opposition of the native capitalists, and not

rieties,

These men are opposed to
change of every kind, dreading the possible loss of any portion of their
influence and gains ; they are particularly averse to the introduction
of any new varieties of the plant, as likely to interfere with the indigethe cultivators, that has to be encountered.

^

" Cotton

Circular" of Messrs. Ritchie, Stuart,

and

Co.,

Bombay,

1852.

—
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and whicli they pretend would bring down upon the
•'
evil eye."
So determined was the opposition of these
men,
that in many places they employed people to go out at
bigoted
night and root up the young American seedlings from the experimental fields.
nous

kinrl,

country the

The
of men,

by a

alone profit by any improvement in their means, and

who

careful scrutiny of the proceedings of the former, generally contrive

to leave
is

ryots indeed are entirely in the hands of this unscrupulous race

who

any

ments,

them

at the

end of crop-time as poor as they began.

real indifference
it is

on the part of the poor cultivator

If there

'

to

improve-

the result of the smallness of his wants, added to the utter

hopelessness of any attempt at bettering his condition.

There is, howand stronger cause at work than these ; and that is, the
want of a certain and sufficient price to compensate for any departure
from old-established practices. It has been shewn that the proportion
ever, another

of cotton taken annually for export to Europe does not exceed one

twenty-fourth part of the gross produce of the article ; and that, for
local purposes, the fibre is as well adapted, or realises as

dirty

and discoloured

vation

is

as

when

carefully prepared.

carried on under loans from mahajuns,

who purchase
" The

the crops at their

own

As

all

much, when

nearly

all culti-

and other monied men,

price, it follows that the ryot has

produced by the ryot. He is always in his banker's books as deep
his European master, and can do nothing without aid.
The brokers, or cotton- cleaners, or gin -house men, are the middlemen between the
chetty and the rj'ot. The chetties being monied men, make an advance to the broker.
The broker is particular in classifying the seed-cotton, and paj-s for it according to
cleanliness, and then he has much of the trash and rotten locks picked out, not to
make the cotton better, but because the nibbish chokes the churka, and prevents
it from working.
The good cotton is then separated from the seed, and the bad
stuff which had been taken away from the good is beaten with a stone to loosen
up the rotten fibre from the seed, and then it is passed through the churka. The
good cotton and this bad stuff are both taken into a little room, six feet by six,
which is entered by a low door, about eighteen inches bj' two feet, and a Uttle hole as
a ventilator is made throtigh the outer wall. Two men then go in with a bundle of
long smooth rods in each hand, and a cloth is tied over the mouth and nose one man
places his back so as to stop this little door completely to prevent waste, and they both
set to work to whip the cotton with their rods, to mix the good and bad together so
thoroughly that a very tolerable article is turned out even after all this bedevilling, if
the people get a living price for it, thej' let it go as it is. But, as is usually the case,
they are shaved so close, that they are driven to resort to another means of realising
profit.
They add a handful or two of seed to every bxmdle, and this is delivered to
the chetties, and the chetties deliver it' to their European agents, and the Em-opean
agents save their exchange, and their object is gained. The cotton is taken by the
manufacturer at a low price, because he knows not what he is bming." Letier from
an American Planter to the Madras Governvient on Culture of Cotton, in India, p. 37.
'

cotton

is

in proportion to his

means as

;

;
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prospect indeed of releasing himself from the thraldom of these

and coming

harpies,

To suppose

in contact with buyers for the English markets.

that the agriculturists of India are incapable of being

stimulated to any effort at improvement, to believe that they would

not strive to better their condition
is

to consider

world.
unless

It

is

them

were in their power to do

life

so,

in every part of the
cities

and

;

has the power of subverting the

natural feelings of mankind, this hollowest of
fall

men

not found to be so with the Hindoo worker in

can be shewn that a rural

it

if it

as differing from all other

all

hollow pretences must

to the ground.

The want of

roads,

which has so long operated against the introduc-

tion of European agency and capital into the interior,
serious

moment

English dealers.

is

scarcely of such

as the insecurity attaching to all advances

It has been the profession of the

made by

government

the

to desire

that British merchants should open up the country by the establish-

ment of agencies for the purchase of cotton in various districts yet
when the uncertainties and procrastination of the local courts of justice were pointed out, and a request made that private cajiitalists
should be allowed to avail themselves of the summary and only effectual
process for recovery of advances which was pursued by the government
;

collectors

under similar circumstances, the authorities consistently with

the red-tapism which pervades the whole system, declined to accede

Nevertheless we are told that the government is most anxious to aid in developing the resources of India
Looking at all the facts that have been thrown together in this
chapter, and summing them up, we find the great cotton question to
to so reasonable a request.*

!

stand thus.

British India, although admitted to be capable of supply-

ing England with the whole of her cotton, furnishes but one-eighth of
her imports of that

article, the

shipments of India cotton to this coun-

try in 1847 and 1848 being actually less than they had been at four

previous dates; whilst those of 1845 and 1846 were considerably below
the exports of the five previous years.

The

quality of the article, with

a few solitary exceptions, varies in no respect from that of
since.

English capital and

skill

fifty

years

have been in vain introduced into the

where government, whilst professing a desire to assist, has
all aid.
The Honourable Company have, during a
period of about seventy years, introduced a dozen American planters,
a score of ploughs, a few hundred bushels of seed, opened a modelinterior,

in reality refused

farm or two, offered some paltry premiums, and lately dispatched two
hundred cotton-gins for distribution amongst two millions of cultiva*

India under a Bureaucracy, p. 108.
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tors and when all these gigantic efforts, paraded through whole hecatombs of dispatches, that would supply ample fuel for a hundred sut;

tees,

— when

these have

all failed,

been done that can be done

!

the red-tapists protest that

all

has

appear to have occurred to

It does not

the rulers of India, that the same means which have so completely

changed the aspect and destiny of other countries might not have been
without influence in this tax-devoured land ; that what saw-gins, and
ploughs, and model -farms, failed to achieve, might perad venture have
been accomplished by purifying the courts of law and making a few
roads.

The

utter neglect of this branch of pvd)lic works, despite the re-

ports and complaints on the subject from

all

parts of the vast con-

tinent of India, needs a separate chapter, where

it

will

be seen that

information upon this vital necessity of the state has long since been
furnished to the hands of those whose duty

it

should have been to

have apportioned some honest fraction of the millions wrung from the
industry of the people to the satisfying their wants.

within their grasp

;

periments, the parade of

official

dispatches, the

cation of parliamentary blue-books.
for obedience,

which

The remedy was

but they preferred the quackery of theoretical ex-

said, "

One

bi'ief

mockery and

mystifi-

emphatic order, meant

Let there be roads," would have changed

the face of the country, amelioi-ated the condition of the people, and

made

the cotton-trade of India with Europe a splendid

as at present, a disgraceful failure.

-Ne^>^s£4^0'

fact,

instead

of,

EARLY WOKKS OP IRRIGATION.
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V.

ROADS, RIVERS, AND RAILWAYS.

dilate

TO

upon the advantages

arising

tion througli a country so extensive,

peopled, as India, in a book intended for

from facility of communicaand in many parts so densely
the millions of Great Britain,

Avould be a task so totally unneeded, that I

may

at once proceed to

most fully illustrate the present subject, and examine
to what extent and in what manner the former rulei's of India undertook such works of public utility as I'oads, canals, &c., before proceeding
that which will

to notice their present condition.

In regions so exposed to seasons of great drought, or, on the conit might naturally be expected that wherever
agriculture was followed, wherever the hand of man sowed the seed
that was to minister to his daily wants, there some provision, however
trary, to destructive floods,

rude, however ineffective, would be resorted to in order to guard the

husbandman against
The earliest records

the consequences of either of the above casualties-

of Hindoo history tell how works of embankment
were executed, and how careful were the inhabitants,
even in those remote ages, of the fructifying showers, which but for
some provision of industry would to a great extent have been lost to

and

irrigation

the country.
It requires no stretch of the imagination to paint the feelings of a
people chiefly occupied by agriculture, who, situated in the vast plains

of central and northern India, saw the genial showers of each
falling.upon the elevated table-lands, and rushing past
rivers, losfc.to all useful purposes,

and serving but

them

monsoon

to the great

to cause a

temporary

burst of vegetation in their immediate vicinity, flooding the lands along
the river-banks, and then rolling onwards in their

ocean

downward course

lost in the

mighty

early earthworks of the

Hindoo

over rocks and precipices, until at last they were
far in the south.

Many, though simple, were the
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husbandmen huge dams of stone, timber, and soil were flung across
the mouths of mountain-gorges ; and in the artificial tanks thus formed
vast bodies of water would be gathered, for use during the dry seasons by means of channels cut along the slopes of the rocky heights,
and led down to the required spots by earthen aqueductt^. In other
cases the waters of some of the principal rivers were carried by similar
;

channels to spots which were otherwise out of the reach of the fertilising

powers of those streams.

The

traffic in

that

more remote

period, carried on, as

it

was,

by

the rudest vehicles near the largest towns, and by coolies in remote

THE SUGGAR, OR VILLAGE-CART.
'

does not appear to have called for any extensive roads, nor
were bridges in much use ; but as time rolled on, as the human race
increased with tropical fruitfulness in that teeming land, the Avants of
man became multiplied and enlarged, and his industrial powers were
districts,

called forth to satisfy them.

Tlie i\Iahomedan conquerors of India

were ever

alive to the necessi-

who were
the country ; and we
but found
subjects,
their
of
unmindful
never
war
were
occupied
by
most

ties of

find that even those monarchs

PUBLIC WORKS OF THE TARTARS.
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Of Feroze
all their conquests, for works of public utility.
Shah we read, that amoug other undertakings for promoting the prosperity and happiness of his people, he constructed 50 dams across
rivers, 30 I'eservoirs for purposes of irrigation, 40 mosques, 30 colleges,
100 caravanserais for travellers, 100 public baths, and 150 bridges.
the
Besides which, he formed a canal of considerable magnitude
stretching from the Chetang
largest, indeed, at that time in existence
time, amidst

—

—

froxai which it derived its supJumna.
To the enterprise of the emperor Akbar, India is indebted for a
series of canal-works of greater extent and utility than any previously
in existence ; he appears to have placed these public works under re-

Nala, a tributary of the Sub-Himalayas,

ply, into the country west of the

gularly appointed superintendents called " Chiefs of the Waters," in

whose hands were the regulation of the supply, the levying of the rates
on the districts irrigated, the maintenance of the embankments, the
protection and repairs of sluices and bi'idges, and all police details in
Nor was the useful only attended to the
connection with them.
pleasure and comfort of the traveller who might wend his weary way
along these works were not forgotten, and the careful monarch ordered
by special edict, in reference to the great Jumna canal, that on both
:

sides, as far as the city of Hissar, " trees of

every description, both for

shade and blossom, be planted, so as to make

it

like the canal

under

and that the sweet flavour of the fruits may
reach the mouth of every one and that from these luxui'ies a voice
may go forth to travellers, calling them to rest in the cities, where their
the trees in paradise

;

;

every want will be supplied."

Not less extensive, and of far greater solidity and finish, was the
famous Delhi canal constructed by the emperor Shah Jehan, under the
This truly noble
superintendence of his architect, Ali Mm-dan Khan.
work took its course from the Feroze canal, southerly, until it reached
the base of the Aravilli Mountains, through a shoulder of which a channel sixty feet deep was cut ; and thence masonry-work carried the
great body of waters through the very heart of the capital, Delhi, at
that period in the height of

its

imperial splendour.

Here, after having

husbandmen during a course of
magnificent aqueduct was made subservient

ministered to the necessities of the

hundred miles, this
and taste. A thousand streams flowed from its solid bed on
either side, and spreading themselves through masonry channels into
every quarter of the royal city, disported, in varied shapes, through
several

to luxury

marble

jets,

or

cooled the fevered limbs

in

sculptured baths, or

trickled over the gorgeous flowers in harems, lawns, and terraces, or

AA
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anon flowed to tlie humble homes of labourers, and slaked the poor
man's thirst, and bathed the poor man's brow.
To this day there remains abundant evidence of the multiplicity,
the extent, and the fertilising powers of the water- courses fed by the
great Delhi canal; traditionary reports amongst the people in the

neighbourhood
its

banks

tell

that the revenues derived from the villages skirting

Some
maintenance of 12,000 horse-soldiers.
magnitude of these works, and of the efficiency of the

sufliced for the

idea of the

system by which they were reg-ulated

may be

formed,

when

it is

stated,

that on this one canal there were placed a working and protective force

armed peons, 500 horsemen, a proper stafi'of officers, and a
body of excavators and masons.^
The Eastern Jumna or Doab Canal was another work of the same
monarch, though not equal in extent or value to those previously described.
The lands of the Punjab were not neglected amidst all these
vast undertakings; for although we have no records relating to the
works of imgation in the country of the Five Rivers, there are abundof 1000

lai-ge

ant proofs of the public spirit of the

Mahomedan

rulers of the country.^

might not be altogether uninstructive to compare the noble and
enduring works of these Eastern despots with the progress made in a
like direction in our own country, or, indeed, in any western kingdom,
The two pictures, it is greatly to be feared, would not
at that period.
It

bear comparison.

epoch alluded to

In

we

this country,

we know,

any

at

possessed not a single canal

;

rate, that at the

that our roads were,

with few exceptions, mere cattle-tracks; that our largest

cities

could

not boast of the supply of water, or of the police protection accorded
to the humblest
traveller, in

towns within the empire of Delhi; nor had an English

journeying from London to Highgate in those early days,

so great a certainty of reaching his destination in safety as had any
of Shah Jehan's meanest subjects in travelling from the Punjab frontier

from the latter city to Allahabad.
Each of these barbarous sovereigns expended as much money in
works of public utility as would have supported any of the standing

to Delhi, or

armies of Europe in those days.

Throughout many other parts of Hindostan,

in the peninsula of

India, as well as in the western portions of the country, exist the re-

mains of extensive canals, of massive bunds or dams, and artificial
tanks.
At no time, until the last convulsions of the Tartar empire,
ushering in its approaching decadence, w^ere those works lost sight of
by the successive emperors of Delhi. Their public spirit would be well
'

Calcutta Review, vol.

xii. p. 83.

'

Ibid. vol. xii. p. 142.
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imitated by the present rulers of the Indian empire, who, with the

narrow views which prompt them to look no further than
frequently undertake canal work, Avhich furnishes

" to-day,"

them with a

large

surplus revenue from water-rates, but dare not venture to copy the
liberality of their Tartar teachers,

and give back to their subjects some
In no instance does the

portion of the fees in useful roads or wells.

petty shop-keeping genius of Leadenhall-street stand forth in such

sums have been disbursed for
is at once derived far more
than sufficient to cover tlie whole of the outlay, and yield a steadilyincreasing annual revenue, the votes for roads and bridges have beeu
on the most paltry scale.
It is by no means an easy task to ascertain the precise sums which
have been spent upon public works in India, seeing that in three different official statements, all emanating from the Court of Directors,
deformity as in

this; that whilst large

purposes of irrigation, whence an income

we

many

find as

different totals of their annual cost during the fourteen

years ending 1850-1, varying from 346,092^.^

sum

ducting from the largest

down

to 197,936^.

De-

which is the usual cost of
superintendence, we have 230,667Z. spent throughout India, about
equal to the upkeep of the streets of a large English town.
A reference to official documents shews that in the Bengal and
one-third,

north-west provinces, during the ten years ending 1848-9, the expenditure on roads

annum

and bridges was

at

an average rate of 94,485/. per

which, as compared with the taxation of these provinces,

;

amounted
revenue

to

something

less

than three-quarters per cent of the gross

the works of irrigation, by a like calculation, had cost on the

;

average 51,922/.; being below the rate of one-half per cent on the gross
revenue.

From
Indian

evidence given recently before the Commons' Committee on

affairs,

by

civil

servants of the government,

we were

told that

Bengal, a tract of country far larger than England, possesses but one

road worthy of the name

What

purposes.

from the
is

for

fact, that

many

Public

" There

;

and that road

value

is

to the

chiefly kept up for military
community may be gathered

during certain seasons of the year this military road

miles quite impassable for vehicles.'*

Works

3
*

its real

in India, p. 208.

Instances are not

'
.

only one metalled road in the Lower Provinces, the grand trunk road,
and it is the only road supported at the expense of government. The other roads are
made by the landholders on the requisition of the magistrate, or with local funds. It
is a striking proof of the Uttle regard paid to the public convenience so far as this
is

—
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wanting of gentlemen being compelled to leave their carriages deeply
imbedded in the slough of this great military trunk-road, and tramp it
on foot

for a distance of sixty miles towai-ds Benares.^

This

in a

is

province of Hindostan which has been in our possession for nearly a
century, and yields a yearly gToss revenue of 14,695,870?., equal to the

income of Great

Britain, not

What would have been

many years

since.

thought of the imperial executive, had they

London and York, whilst abCan it be matter for astonish-

limited this country to one road between

sorbing fourteen millions in taxation

ment

!

that India has been sinking, year

by

year, in real prospei-ity

;

that

her industrial classes have become gradually impoverished and fewer

numbers that the resources of the country have become stagnant,
and that whilst the revenues shew an annual decline, there appears no
in

;

way

for

remedying

this

alarming state of things, but by stopping the

greater part of the public works

As

!

It is stipulated that the

to cross-roads, there are literally none.

zemindars

shall

maintain the village-roads of their districts from the

proceeds of the farmed revenue of land; but

the fulfilment of this

is

it is

notorious in India that

never attempted; and no steps are taken by

the authorities to enforce the regulation.

Some

of the statistical re-

turns relative to Indian roads are very voluminous, and go into

imposing

many

with a view of bewildering the reader with the im-

details,

mensity of the great Indian highways.

Some

of the roads therein are

—

1200 to 1400 miles in length, very formidable distances
doubtless to English minds
but inquiry shews that but little more
than half of those roads have ever been constructed; whilst the occasional condition of the completed portions may be judged from what
has been previously stated.

stated to be

;

With regard

to the mail-lines, of

which a good deal

is

made

in

Blue Books and elsewhere, they are simply bullock-tracks, available
only for the camel-couriers employed by government, and the
great highway

Dak-

couceraed, that of two small bridges which were carried away by
is yet rebuilt, tbough the situation is in one of the most poi>ulous and highly cultivated districts, where the traffic is great, and wdthin thirty-five
miles from Calcutta but in the place of one, only a ferry was for some years estais

floods in 1847, neither

;

though both these bridges apjieared in the report published by the House of
Commons as laublic works which had been sanctioned and to the present day they
are replaced only with temijorary erections, insufficient for the traffic and on one of
them tolls are established where there were none before." Petition Jrom InhoMtants
of Bengal and Agra, 1853.
^ Delhi Gazette,
July 1852.
blished,

;

;

—
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who convey the mail-bags on their heads or
from town to town, or between one district and another.*
In no instance has the universal want of roads been felt so cruelly
as during the famines which unfortunately occur in many parts of India

runners (letter-carriers),
shoulders,

CAMEL-COURIER.

every ten or dozen years.

At such

times, although food

may be

plen-

more remote than
Middlesex and Lancashire, gaunt famine may be sweeping the land] by
thousands and tens of thousands of human beings; and no price that
can be given, not even the ransom of kingdoms, will suffice to bring
from all that abundance one single bushel of grain. The roads are im-

tiful to

wastefulness in one district, in another not

* "The Calcutta and Bombay mail-road was
1,170 miles in length, of which 168
miles had been pre\-iously constructed, and how much completed was not stated. -Iln
1845 the Court were said to have directed that the expenditure on this line should be
restricted to the formation of a road adapted to the transit of the mails. Their lord-

ships would perhaps associate the idea of mails with

macadamized

roads, a mail-

coach, a smart coachman, and a guard behind with a blunderbuss to fire at the Thugs
and robbers. But the fact was, that a conveyor of mails in India was a pedestrian

very lightly clad, carrying a jjair of baskets balanced on his shoulders by a bamboo,
and a mail-road was but another word for a footpath." Speech of the Earl of Alb emarie on Indian affairs in the House of Lords, May 2cZ, 1853.

—

a
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passable, the cattle are alike starving,

populated almost within sight of

and

and provinces are deIn 1823 rice sold in Can-

cities

plenty.'^

deish at the rate of 50 lbs. for a shilling

INDIA.

;

whilst at Poonah, not

200

miles distant, owing to the want of roads, the supply of gi-ain failed

them, a famine ensued, and rice sold at 4

lbs. for

nection with this very country of Candeish

may

In con-

a shilling.*

be mentioned another

fact illustrative of the effects of neglecting roads.

In the year 1847

the collector of the district was compelled to grant the cultivators re-

missions of the land-tax; not from any successive failure of crops, but the

very reverse. The yield of the province had become augmented so far
beyond the local requirements, and the state, or rather the total want of
roads, was such a barrier to the disposal of their produce elsewhere,
that their crops lay useless on their hands, and they found themselves
without the means of meeting the assessment.''
In the presidency of which this district forms a portion the cost
of superintendence of public works amounted to fifty per cent on the
work performed, and yet we learn from the report of Sir George Clerk
that a great portion of the outlay had been lost by the bad quality of
the work.

Examining the

state of roads in the

an outlay of about a half per cent
the people, although in

many

Madras presidency, we

of the revenue

parts the land

that

is all

is fertile to

find that

accorded

is

a degree, pro-

ducing the finest indigo and cotton, and an abundance of good sugar.

As

a consequence, the roads here are in a most disgraceful state, im-

passable during the rainy season

:"^

and what renders

this the

more

" Famines occur decennially, some of which, within our time, have swept their
In 183-3, 50,000 persons perished in the month of September in Lucknow at Khanpore 1,200 died of want, and half a million sterUng was subscribed by the
bountiful to reUeve the destitute in Guntoor 250,000 human beings, 74,000 bullocks,
159,000 milch cattle, and 300,000 sheep and goats died of starvation 50,000 people
perished in Marwa and in the north-west provinces half a million of human Uves are
supposed to have been lost. The living preyed upon the dead mothers devoured
their children and the human imagination could scarcely picture the scenes of horror
that pervaded the land. In twenty months' time a milhon and a half of people must
have died of hunger, or of its immediate consequences. The direct pecuniary loss
occasioned to government by this single visitation exceeded 5,000,000^. sterling,
sum which would have gone far to avert the calamity from which it arose, had it been
^

millions away.
;

;

;

;

;

;

—

expended in constructing thoroughfares to connect the interior with the sea-coast, or
districts where scarcity prevailed with those where human food was to be had in
abundance." Ea.^t ladian Petition presented to the House of Lords, 1853.
^ Cotton and Commerce of India, p. 114.
»
'"

Ibid.

" The road from

better state.
is

It

is,

(Cuddapah) to the presidency is in no
among Madras roads and there
hterally used by the Military Board as a trial-ground to test

this extensive district

in short, proverbially bad, even

one part of it which

is

;

—

MADRAS ROADS.
cruel

is,

that the Mysore country possesses
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some most

excellent roads,

but which are rendered useless as regards communication with the

maritime and trading
to

it

districts,

there are no roads to

available

beyond

its

own

seeing that in the country contiguous

meet

its

own, and therefore they are un-

territories.

AN INDIAN BOAD.

Having thus shewn how cruelly the executive have neglected to
most ordinary construction, or uj^keep of roads and
bridges, which however essential to the welfare of a people, do not
realise any immediate and direct return to the coffers of government,
it shall be my task to shew how much more has been done in works
producing an early and certain return.
carry out the

Upwards

of forty years have elapsed since the attention of the Bri-

government was first seriously directed towards the restoration
Surveys
of the canals and tanks of their Mahomedan predecessors.
were ordered, reports and estimates were sent in, a few experimental
tish

the powers of new gun-carriages, which are pronounced safe
ordeal

!"

Calcutta Review,

December

1851.

if

they pass this severe
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canal-pieces M-ere opened,

and

INDIA.

was soon made apparent, that howCompany,

it

ever slow a road might be in replenishing the treasury of the

there was no question as to the profit attaching to water-works for
purposes of irrigation, and that the executive might look to them for
results as

doubts

as those

brilliant

may have

of

any mining operations.

A^liatever

existed in the minds of the authorities, in the

first

instance, as to the propriety of undertaking these truly national works,

must have long

since vanished

;

and although much

false

economy was

then practised, to the detriment of these operations, they have, in
nearly eveiy case, yielded an annual income equal to the Avhole

sum

expended upon them.

At

the present time the generality of these canals are in admirable

and no doubt quite equal to their condition under the Tartar
emperors.
Some idea may be formed of the extent of these works,
and the general efficiency of the arrangements, when it is stated, that
on one line, that to the west of the Jumna, there are not less than 214
masonry and timber bridges, 672 stone outlets for imgatlon, 11 mills,
order,

and 23 mill-bridges, besides an

infinity of small cuts

and

outlets for

various purposes.

The extent

of land recei-\nng irrigation from this one source was,

1015 square miles; the population beneby it nearly 300,000 ; and the amoimt of revenue drawn by
government from the land so watered was 93,79U. annually, nearly all
of which was attributable to the use of the stream.
The chief source of direct revenue from these canals is, of coui'se,
the water-rent from the villages partaking of the irrigation; and this
rent is levied either on the extent in-igated, according to the nature of
the cultivation, or by the area of the aperture for feeding the cross
channels ; these rates vary from two to four shillings per annum per
square inch of the opening, and one to ten shillings per acre per
annum. Revenue is also derived from the watering of cattle, for the
supply of tanks, from mills erected on the canal worked by the stream,
In
fi'om fines and from transit-dues of goods conveyed on them.
according to

official returns,

fiting

1S2G-7 the total revenue from

amounted

all

these sources

on

this

one canal

In 1&46-7 the income was 30,288?., leaving a net

to 4:2151.

revenue of 12,027?."

To

this

income, however, must be added the

the land-tax, arising from the increased culture
in the districts

now

by

known

addition to

irrigation;

and

this

treated of amounted, a few years since, to not less

than 29,G9U., which, added to the water-rents, &c. 30,288?., bring
" Calcutta Review,

vol. xii. p. 99.

up
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the total to nearly 60,000/.; being at the rate of thirty- six per cent on
the capital originally sunk in the work, after deducting the yearly work-

ing expenses.

and its branches is 445 miles, exclumain water-courses, for feeding the village sluices. This
extensive line is under the control of a superintendent, five deputies,
and seven overseers, all Europeans; besides about 113 native clerks,
overseers, and artificers, who are divided into separate districts or zillahs and have their regular functions of police, revenue, or labour to
In addition to their canal duties, they have also charge of
perform.
extensive plantations of building-trees planted along the banks; and

The

entire length of this canal

sive of the

;

from the

sale of the

cent on the outlay

is

timber thus grown a yearly revenue of

fifty

per

derived.'-

This sketch of the Western

Jumna

canal will serve for a description

of the remainder in Central and Western India and the southern penin-

Looking at the successful results of these undertakings, and the
amounts of revenue derived from them, it does appear criniinal
indeed fhat a more liberal provision for the formation and up-keep
of roads is not made in those districts whose necessities cry so loudly

sula.

large

for relief.

The same remarks may be applied with equal justice to the revenues
derived from the tolls on navigable rivers, which are levied for the
ostensible pui-pose of keeping

open the navigation, and originally

Avith

the understanding that the tolls were to be devoted to such purjjoses

That

alone.

this appropriation of tolls is

no longer observed may be

seen by a statement'^ shewing that in the case of the

Nuddea

rivers,

small tributaries of the Ganges in the lower provinces of Bengal^ not
one-fourth

of the

income

is

applied legitimately, the large balance

being paid in to the general treasury, to swell the ways and means of
the government,

The

this head.

who

conveniently looses sight of

effect of this state of

things

all stipulations

may be

on

inferred from the

being under the superintendence of an Englishman
monthly salary of 100/.; whilst the whole labour establishment
under him is kept down to 28/. The consequence of this is, that for
four months in the year those rivers are quite impassable, although
80,000 boats depend on their waters for navigation, and actually pay
fact of these rivers

at a

tolls for

the purpose of keeping open the channels, to the yearly

of 23,873/.; government expends out of this
1200/.
'^

is

for

amount

5848/.; of which

European superintendence."
" Calcutta Englishman, Jan. 5, 185-3,
xii. p. 97.
superintendent ever appointed was a protege of the Marquis of Hast-

Calcutta Review, vol.

" " The

sum but

first

—
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That a system

so vicious, so opposed to

all

sound and enlightened

views, should prove ruinous to every branch of industry cannot be

matter for wonder;
their arts

we

many

accordingly find

and manufactures

left

cities

once famed for

without trade, half depopulated, and

bereft of every vestige of their once

happy condition.

It

i«i

related

by

a writer of the present century, that in one city alone he was acquainted

and sixty bankers and wholesale merwere occurring in other places.
Closely allied to the reconstruction and enlargement of canals of
irrigation, and not one whit of less value to an agricultural country,
is the embankment of rivers, by means of what are termed hu^ids (mawith the failure of between
chants,

and that similar

sonry work).

fifty

disasters

These bunds, by confining the waters of the river within
growing crops of large

their proper channel, not only preserve the
tracts of low-lying country

from destruction during the wet months,

but at the same time economise the contents of the rivers against the

dry season, when they are turned to account by means of sluices and
to, and under the like arrangements, as those of

aqueducts similar

*

canals.

Many

some of those in the
Madras presidency, have been thus embanked, and with the happiest
results.
The protection whicb has been thus afibrded the native landowners and ryots has induced them to undertake culture on a scale
and system which, under the insecurity of the old regime, could not
of the larger rivers of Bengal, and

In the Tanjore country the fruits of

have been attempted.

this policy

During a period of forty-five years the local
government has expended on embankments and the attendant works
not less than 390,000^ or at the rate of 8000^. per annum. The result
has been an increase in the revenues of the district from 314,000^. to

have been most abundant.

,

493,000^., or 179,000/. per

from 800,000

annum;

to 1,300,000.'^

A

whilst the population has swollen

portion of this increase of revenue and

and the present one was aid-de-camp of Lord Hardinge an able man, as his
testifies, and a gallant one, by his antecedents, and therefore, we must be permitted to say, out of his proper position. If European superintendence is required,
the office is fit for a respectable English workman and in England a pound or thirty
shillings a week would be his remuneration. In connexion with this view of the office,
ings,

;

report

;

may be mentioned, that the superintendent is subordinate to the supeiiutending
engineer of the lower proWnces, to whom the report above alluded to is made, and
who reports to the governor of Bengal, who reports to the government of India, which
reports to the Court of Directore, which sends the dispatch to the Board of Control,

it

which of com-se understands and cares nothing or little about the matter ; and so this
system of taxation on trade and commerce and of jobbery continues, and we fear will
Calcutta Englishcontinue, unless Parliament institutes searching local inqmries."
man, January 5, 1853.
'* Calcutta Review,

^

RAILWAY PEOGEESS.
population

may no doubt
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be attributable to other and ordinary causes;

but there can be no question that by far the greater share
politic outlay

upon the

is

due to the

river works.

In view of the present wretched

state of internal

communication in

India, the prospect of a system of railroads being carried out in that

neglected country appeared as something almost too good for realisa-

And

tion.

so thought the authorities in Leadenhall- street; for in every

instance in which a railway

company has been

started, they

have treated the matter as a very playful joke, not

seem to

at all likely to re-

sult in any thing serious.
All sorts of difficulties and delays were
heaped around these projects; and references out and home again were

made with a most determined spirit: but their surest game was contemptuous neglect; for a letter to be noticed at all at the end of many
months was rather an unusual thing; and more than one instance is on
record

when

the twenty-four directors took two whole years to concoct

a reply to a letter from a railway
Procrastination
operations;

is

company

these disturbers of

it assails

!

not confined to the initiatory stages in railway
official

lassitude in their every

It spreads a net-work of red-tape across their path,

stage.

the vmfortu nates rarely escape.

from which

It professes, in high-sounding dis-

patches meant for the public eye, the utmost desire to forward the
officials, and at the same moment pens " private

views of the railway

and confidential" instructions to local authorities, echoing one emphatic
and well-understood command to delay. The delay, of course, is provided and often, where least anticipated, difficulties start up which,
at first of small apparent moment, give rise eventually to whole reams
of official correspondence; whilst the public wonder that, with so many
professions of co-operation from the government, such small progress

—

;

is

made with Indian

railways.

Madras, which appears likely to be the

last to possess a railway,

was

and so long since as 1832 we find a railroad proposed
to be made from Madras westwards in the direction of Bangalore.
Four years later a survey was made, and a detailed report sent in to
the authorities ; and in 1845 a company for establishing railway communications in the presidency was formed in London by a number of
influential men.
In 1847 the company was dissolved, not for want of
first

in the field;

any doubts of the success of the plan, but because the
would not condescend a reply to any of their
letters
A portion of the direction, however, persevered, and the result has been that the government agreed to a guarantee of 4^ per
funds, or from

India House

officials

!

cent on 500,000?. for ninety-nine years.
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The works

of the JIadras Railway

INDIA.

Company have been much

re-

Several lines have been surveyed, but that from Madras to

tarded.

Arcot, and eventually to Bangalore, running almost due west, has been
selected as the precursor of the operations,

through a

district fertile in the extreme.

partly in progress, and there

The

inasmuch as

it

extends

section

is

already

first

no doubt but that the

is

line will

be

finally

extended so as to meet the Great Indian Peninsula Line.
This latter project, originally termed the Great Eastern Railway,

was imdertaken

chiefly in

tal of six millions sterling,

London, in 1842, with a proposed capiand an intended line of operations 1300

miles in extent.

In 1848 negotiations had
rities of

so far progressed with the various autho-

Leadenhall Street, Cannon Row, and Bombay, that a guarantee

of 5 per cent was granted the

company upon a preliminary

outlay of

500,000^. for the purpose of opening one section of the line as far as
Callian, about thirty-five miles in extent.

Operations were eventually

commenced, and

railway-ground was broken

At

in India.

Bombay

it

was here that the

the present

moment

to Tannah, are open for

with masonry-work for a double

fifteen miles of this line, viz.

from

consisting of a single

rail,

traflSc,

line,

to be so during the current year.

the railway in two directions

first

At

— one

and the remainder
Callian

it is

is

expected

proposed to extend

running in a north-easterly
direction to Allahabad on the Ganges, by way of Candeish and other
cotton-producing districts ; the second extending south-easterly, through
line

Tannah and Poonah, and across a portion of the Nizam's dominions,
until it reaches the Madras railway.
In addition to the portion now
in progress, contracts are in hand for a further extent of 200 miles.
The estimated cost of construction on this line is 15,000^. per mile
of double rail, the expense of working at 6001. per mile ; and from the
extreme costliness of the present wretched mode of conveyance, there
would appear to be no doubt of a handsome dividend being realised on
the

amount

from the

Bombay

invested.

Much

of the expense of these works will arise

difficulty of crossing the
is

surrounded

;

ghauts or elevated lands by which

the lowest points admitting of passage, being

between one and two thousand

feet

above the

sea-level.

The first indications of a railway movement in the Bengal presidency was early in 1843. Two years later, the formation of two distinct railway companies was announced.
One of these, the Great
Western of Bengal, with a proposed capital of 4,000,000?., was to
open a line from Calcutta to Rajmahal on the Ganges, a distance of
about 200 miles.
The East India Railway Company proposed, with

;

THE UPPER INDIA RAILWAY.
an equal

capital, to construct a line of railroad
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between Calcutta and

Mirzapore, avoiding the valley of the Ganges, and making for
nation by a more direct, and at the same time a more
this distance

was 450

its desti-

difficult line

miles.

Eventually these two companies became amalgamated, their capital

was reduced

to 1,000,000^.,

and

in 1848,

under the

title

of the East

Indian Railway Company, they obtained a government guarantee of

5 per cent on their

capital, for the pui-pose of a line,

42 miles in length,

to Paudooah, on the road to Eajmahal, and thence,

79 miles long, to the Eurdwan

menced

in

collieries.

by a branch-rail

These works wei-e com-

September 1850, and are expected to be opened by the end

of the present year.

A

further capital of a million, for carrying the line to

has been raised under a guarantee of 4^ per cent

In both instances the

surveys are in progress.

;

and

local

Rajmahal

for this section

governments un-

dertake to provide the land.

The Great North
since, has at length

of India Railway

Company, projected some years

given place to the Agra, or Upper India Railway

Company, which, with a

capital of four millions sterling, proposes to

connect the northern waters of the Indus with the navigable portion
of the Ganges.

Starting from Allahabad, where the deep water of the

latter river ceases, the railway will in the first section reach

a distance of 130 miles

;

Cawnpore,

thence to Furruckabad, another division

Avill

Ninety miles further, the ancient city of Agra
whence, by a fourth stage of 100 miles, Delhi, the

extend for 80 miles.
will

be reached

famed

;

capital of the Tartar empire, will

From

be gained.

Delhi to Lahore and the Indus, futm-e lines are looked to as

offering a tempting investment for capital.

of this line

which

it

may be completed

will

extend

offers

It is thought that most

through
no obstacles to engineering operations, and
for 7000?. a mile, as the country

indeed appears as though specially adapted for such works.

The Upper India Railway would certainly appear to offer j^eculiar
it will commence at the precise spot where

advantages, inasmuch as

deep water

ceases,

and where the river steamers are compelled

to halt

upward com-se. From Allahabad northwards the navigation of
the Ganges is so difficult and tedious, that insurance on goods so conveyed is as high as from Calcutta to England ; whilst the cost of landcarriage is at the rate of from 4:d. to 8d. per mile.
The government
sanction to this undertaking, and the consequent guarantee, have at
length been received ; and steps will therefore be taken towards commencing operations.
in their
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It

would be

difficult to

over-estimate the value of railroads to Bri-

tish India, situated, as that vast

veying

its

produce from one

with a delay which in too

INDIA,

country

is,

without the means of con-

district to another, unless at a cost

many

and

instances act as a complete barrier to

Considei'ing the immense advantages the inhabiEurope have derived from railway communication, although

industrial progress.

tants of

previously in possession of first-rate roads in

all directions, and of numerous rivers and canals, it is not too much to say, that to bestow the
same powers of locomotion upon people entirely cut off from inter-

traffic,

except in the immediate vicinity of a few great rivers,

dow them with

is

to en-

another existence, to give them a status and a future

of which they could before have had but

little idea.

ESCORT OF TREiVSDRE TO UPPER PROVINCES.
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IMPORTANCE OF COMMERCE.

CHAPTER VL
THE COMMERCIAL HISTORy OF THE THREE PRESIDENCIES ; WITH A
SKETCH OF THE MORALITY OF ANGLO-INDIAN COMMERCE AND BANKING IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

ALTHOUGH

in the records of nations, wars

and

politics

occupy the

greater share of the historian's attention ; although the exploits

more
humble works of the merchant, it must not be forgotten that it is to
commerce the world owes all that is worth fighting and diplomatising
for.
It was to snatch from the proud Venetian Republic some share of
their vast wealth, flowing from the monopoly of Eastern trade, that the
ships of Portugal braved the dangers of the Cape of Storms, and tracked
unknown and distant seas. It was trade which drew after those brave
adventurers the wary Hollander, the jealous Frenchman, the hardy
Dane ; and it was this commerce which captivated the timid and heavy
faculties of the English nation, and drew our ships slowly but surely to
of the warrior and the subtleties of the diplomatist eclipse the

—

engross a share of the marvellous riches of the fabled East.
It was commerce which first attracted our ancestors thither; it is
commerce which keeps us there; and it was the pretended exigencies
of this same commerce which, during the last half century, brought
about the absorption of native states, of independent territories, and
of friendly powers.
Commerce carried the British arms to the farthest
banks of the Indus, and planted our flag at the foot of the lofty Himalayas ; commerce gave us unlimited dominion through the Eastern
Archipelago, and commerce swept those treacherous seas of pirates.
The ruling power in Indian affairs is balanced after an awkward and
unfortunate fashion between Leadenhall Street and Cannon Row; but
there is another lever brought to bear, unseen but not unfelt, whose
fulcrum rests between the Liverpool Exchange and the Manchester
Chamber of Commerce.
A chapter devoted to the rise and progress of the commerce of India
would be incomplete without some notice of the trade opened by the
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As

nations of continental Europe with the East.

merce we

find the Portuguese,

by the great value

who were

INDIA,

first

pioneers in this com-

attracted to those remote

by the Venetians,
Red Sea and
we learn that their first efforts, after having reached India by the Cape
of Good Hope, were directed to the establishment of factories and opening trading communications with such of the ports on the Indian seaboard as they were then acquainted Avith. The Malabar Coast and the
Islands of Malacca and Sumatra wei-e early settled upon on account of
the spice-trade, always one of value, and said at that time to have
realised two hundred thousand ducats yearly to these enterprising
countries

by way

of the traific carried on

of Egypt, with various regions eastward of the

;

traders.

Along the coast of Guzerat, at Aden, and at the mouths of some
Cambodia and Cochin China, this adventurous people succeeded in establishing themselves, sometimes by diplomacy, anon by
foi'ce of arms, but always to the prejudice of the natives, who were no
match for the strategy and duplicity of the merchants of Portugal.
In the middle of the sixteenth century the Portuguese commerce
with India and the eastern islands was at its height, and extended from
rivers in

Japan to the coast of Africa. Scarcely a country or island but had a
waved the flag of their most Christian majesties.
The whole of this long string of possessions were placed under the
control and guidance of the viceroy of Goa, who alone corresponded
So lucrative was this high post, that it was
with the court of Lisbon.

factory over Avhich

an ordinary occuri'ence

for

an Indian viceroy to return to Portugal with

a fortune of moi'e than a quarter of a million steiling; whilst the
generals, governors, admirals,

and other

officials,

were proportionately

successful.

Without any exact records
of this trade,
profit of

it

may

to guide us in our estimate of the value

yet be fairly assumed to have yielded an annual

from 150,000?. to 200,000?.

;

and

recorded by an EngUsh

it is

traveller of that period that a fleet of Portuguese

merchantmen, to the

number of 240 sail, was observed on their way to Surat and Cambay.*
The annexation of the Portuguese crown to that of Spain, coupled
with the general corruption of the country and the Indian

officials,

the

advent of the English in the East, and the successful rivalry of the Dutch,

—

all

these paved the

way

to the decadence of the once flourishing trade

of Portugal with the Indies, until one by one the possessions of that

nation were Avrested from them,

by

treaty, or

much

by mere commercial
'

as they

rivalry,

—

Milbum's Oriental Commerce,

had been gained, by
until at the pi'esent

vol.

i.

p. 307.

force,

time
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there remain but one or two obscure spots in the East where their au-

shadow of existence

thority retains a

once proud and prosperous rule

is

;

and the

to be

sole

testimony to their

found in the presence of a few

thousands of their hybrid descendants scattered tlirough the suburbs of

some of the large cities on the coasts and islands
If the Dutch cannot lay claim to the honour

of the eastern seas.

to the direct trade of Europe with the East, they

may

of acting as pioneers

at any rate boast
commerce beyond the limits of any other nation
of continental Eiu-ope, and of having brought their traffic with the
p3ople of the many lands eastwards of the Cape to a prosperity it had'
never previously known. Shrewd, calculating, patient, and industrious,
the Dutch were peculiarly fitted to shine as traders whilst their rivals,,
the Portuguese, were more engrossed by politics, by ambition, and by

of having extended their

;

religious bigotry.

For some time after the opening of the Cape route and the establish*
of a trade between Portugal and the East Indies, the Dutch were
content to act as carriers for the rest of Europe, and plied annually between Lisbon and other European ports. Whilst thus engaged they

ment

could not

fail

to learn

much concerning the

marvellous wealth of India;

and prompted by the glowing accounts related of those distant but
wonderful places, a number of Dutch merchants united, and dispatched
several vessels in succeeding years to endeavour to discover a passage
to the China seas

by way of the north.

these attempts failed

;

It is needless to relate

how

but the indirect result was, that the Dutch suc-

and availed themselves of the

ceeded in navigating the southern

seas,

new highway by the Cape to open
many islands and countries of the

a trading communication with the

East, where they not only met with
no opposition from the natives, but found every where a marked friendliness and disposition to barter with them.
It was early in the year 1596 that the first Dutch fleet of four ships,
well freighted with coin and European commodities, sailed from the
Texel, under the command of Cornelius Houtman.2
This was followed
.

by other adventurers from Rotterdam and Zealand

;

and on the return

of the first ships in the following year, laden with the most costly and
profitable cargoes,

many

other fleets sought the same good fortune, and

the Dutch commerce with India, sealed as

two

distinct trading companies,

In

1

602 the

different bodies of

merchants interested in these under-

made common

cause, and under the title
Dutch East India Company," received a charter of iucorpora-

takings, uniting in one body,

of the "

it was by the formation of
became henceforth a great fact.

*

Milbum's Oriental Commerce,

vol.

ii..

p. 367.

;
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tion from the States-General, to continue in force for twenty-one years.

This gave them the complete monopoly of the eastern trade ; whilst the
government stipulated in return for a duty of three per cent on all their
exports, and a moderate share in their capital, which at that time

amounted

to 600,000^.

Acting in

common concert, and pursuing the most vigorous and
new corporation established themselves in many

pi'ompt measures, the

parts of the Indian seas.

Before the expiration of a dozen years, the

Dutch, in spite of the secret and open opposition of the Portuguese,

had succeeded

in forming settlements in Persia, Arabia,

Western and

Eastern India, Pegu, Burmah, Cambodia, Siam, Cochin-China, Japan,

and many other islands.
The acquisition of Java, and the expulsion of the Portuguese from
the establishment of the supreme government of
all the spice-islands
India at the newly-erected city of Batavia in Java ; and lastly, the subjugation of the European possessions in Ceylon, followed in rapid sucand though these successes were clouded yvith. the cruel and
cession
unjustifiable massacre of the English at Amboyna, their prosperity received no check; and for the time it appeared that Holland was to enjoy
the supreme monopoly of by far the most valuable portion of oriental
;

;

commerce.

So prosperous were the

affairs of

the

Dutch

in the East, that at this

time (1653) the declared value of the homeward cargoes had risen from
one million to four millions of florins. Their merchantmen numbered
thirty sail

;

whilst fleets of

many armed

vessels,

mounting from sixteen
same time to

to thirty guns, served to protect their trade, and at the

harass that of the English,

who were now

their only formidable rivals.

Their military establishment consisted of six thousand European troops,
well disciplined and ofiicered, besides a large

commanded by
The

body

of native militia

Hollanders.

jealous and cautious policy of the

Dutch made them view with
No pains were

the utmost alarm every step taken by the British.

spared to imbue the natives with feelings inimical to the English factors

and whenever the opportunity occurred, they seized upon it to expel
the latter from any participation in the commerce of those seas.
For
a time it seems this policy succeeded to the utmost
the affairs of
the Dutch East India Company wore a most prosperous appearance,
though hampered by very heavy payments to the government upon
:

each renewal of their charter, and the cost of large armaments dispatched

At the
home were

against the English in those seas.

Great Britain their shipments

conclusion of the war with

valued annually at about

EARLY FRENCH SETTLEMENTS.
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85,000?., consisting chiefly of tea, coffee, spices, sugar, saltpetre, cloths,

and silk. The sale of these generally realised 1,700,000?., or one
hundred per cent on the invoice or declared value, and probably two
hundred per cent on the prime cost.
The expense of their various establishments in the East at this time
amounted to about 030,000?,, to meet which local revenues gave them
nearly 500,000?., the balance having to be provided from the profits of
the company, and which it was believed, after paying all foreign and

home

charges, left a clear million sterling annually.

The war which broke out between England and the States-General
in 1795 heralded the downfall of that supremacy which the Dutch East
India Company had so long and so successfully maintained. The British
had since the previous hostilities greatly strengthened themselves in
India; and now that war was again declared, the most active steps were

many

taken to expel their old antagonists from their
Ceylon,

Amboyna, Banda, Malacca, and other

places

fell

strongholds.

into the hands

and although by the treaty of Amiens many of these
were given up to their former masters, it was but for a brief period.
On the re- commencement of hostilities in 1804 they were again taken
of the English

;

possession of; and finally, in 1811, the last and most important of
Batavia,

up by

fell

all,

into the hands of the British, to be, however, again given

treaty to Holland

;

and

this

now remains

the sole remnant of

the once proud and valuable Dutch East Indies.

The attention of the French was directed to the trade with India
by Francis I., and subsequently by Henry III. but no attempt to take
any part in that commerce appears to have been made until early in the
seventeenth century; and then so badly managed were the various companies which were formed for the purpose, so ill-equipped were their
ships, and so unfortunate the results of most of the voyages, that it
was not until 1665 any decided footing was obtained in the East. The
;

company then formed under

a royal charter from Louis

in establishing themselves in the Islands of Madagascar

XIV. succeeded
and the Mauri-

Thence expeditions were dispatched to Surat, Masulipatam, St.
Thome, and Pondicherry. At the latter place a permanent establishment was made, a fort erected, factories built, and eventually the seat
of the French government in India was firmly established there.
A trade was also opened with China, whence the French carried
home some valuable cargoes of teas and silks. The latter goods, how-

tius.

ever, appear to

have alarmed the French manufacturers, who protested

so loudly against this branch of the India trade, that the goods were
pi'ohibited,

and thus a very

prolific source of profit

was

lost to

them.
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Up
aspect

:

to

1730 the

affairs of

the French

INDIA.

company wore an uncertain

during several years they had failed to dispatch a single ship

to the East; their finances were in a desperate condition, and despite
it extremely difficult, and
meet aU their monetary engagements.
About this time, however, more energy appears to have been infused
into their proceedings
their fleets became more regular in their departure and return, and from three or four, they gradually extended
to a dozen, all of which returned home most profitably laden.
The growth of the French power in the Indian peninsula; the
close alliance of their commander with the Great Mogul and the

their privileges

and immunities, they found

at times quite impossible, to

;

Nabob

of Arcot,

and the subsequent hostilities with the British forces
which relate to history, and will be found de-

in India, are all matters

tailed in their proper place.

The

result of the various struggles in

which the forces of the English and French companies were engaged
between the years 1740 and 1779, was the all but total loss of the
French possessions in continental India.
In 1780 the French trade to the eastern seas was thrown open to
private enterprise, which seems to have given a stimulus to the mercantile interest of that country; for

vessels annually, as

many

patched to India, bringing
gal,

we

find that

from six or seven
1783 dis-

as thirty-eight were in the year

home

large cargoes from the Mauritius, Ben-

Pondicherry, Mozambique, Batavia, and China.

This freedom was,

however, cancelled in 1785, under the pretext that the goods brought

home were ill-selected and not adapted to the wants of the country.
The new company, though prosperous in its affairs, did not long enjoy
the new privileges; for in 1790 the National Assembly declared, that
two years from that date the Indian trade should again be thrown
open to the private merchants of the country, and thus it has remained to the present day.

in

Pondicherry, Carrical, and other possessions in the peninsula,
into the hands of the English during the

war which

followed.

the islands of Bourbon and Mauritius were captured

;

fell

In 1810

the former has

and this, and the inconsiderable
settlement of Mahe, are now the only French possessions to the eastward of the Cape of Good Hope.
Denmark as early as the year 1615 entered upon the trade to
India a few vessels were equipped by an association at Copenhagem
and dispatched to the Coromandel coast, where they succeeded in obtaining a valuable freight.
Four years after this the Danish settlement of Tranquebar was formed, and a regular trade opened with
since been restored to

;

them by

treaty,

DANISH TRADE TO INDIA.
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many places on that coast and with the Moluccas. The Danish Company had their charter renewed on several occasions with increased
powers and privileges ; among others, the right of making treaties, and
raising troops for the defence of their factories.

Between the years 1732 and 1753 they dispatched sixty ships to
India and China, of which not less than thirteen Avere wrecked or
burnt, the remainder returning with valuable cargoes.^

At this time the Danish trade to India and China appears to have
amounted to about 82,000^. a year, leaving the company a clear annual
gain of 21,000/.
Dm-ing the eleven years ending 180G, the value of
the entire trade between Denmai-k and the Indian ports was, of European goods shipped outwards 57,000/. per annum, and that of merchandise imported 104,000/. a year.
The hostilities which took place
in Europe in 1807, ending in the battle of Coj^enhagen, and the capture of the Danish fleet by Lord Nelson, were followed in the succeeding year by the fall of Tranquebar and Serampore, which from that
time have remained in the possession of the English, the trade of the

Danes with India having declined

to the freighting of one or

two ships

annually.

When

became known to the inhabitants of Britain does
some writers have
alleged that it was not unknown to western Europe even in the time
of the ancient Britons ; and if we ai"e to believe that the Phoenicians
traded with Spain, Cornwall, and the south of Ireland, the account
seems to be plausible enough. William of Malmesbury relates, that in
the year 883 of the Christian era, Sighelmus, Bishop of Sherborne, in
Dorsetshire, was sent by King Alfred to Rome with presents to the
Pope, and thence to the East Indies, to visit the tomb of St. Thomas
at Meliapour, and that by his means the English people obtained their
India

first

not clearly appear from any historical records

first

:

impression of the riches of Hindostan.

For many years all intercourse with the East Indies was carried on
by an overland route, identically the same as that which has recently
been so profitably opened through Egypt ; and during that time England
was chiefly supplied with oriental produce by a ship which went once
a year to Venice, and brought thence a cargo which her owners sold at
an enormous profit."*
Thus the trade continued uutil the discovery of the Cape passage,
when the English merchants drew their supplies from Lisbon, and
where doubtless
^

their impressions of the

magnitude of

c

Milburn's Oriental Commerce, vol.

*

Ditto, vol,

L.

introduction.

ii.

p. 372.

this

commerce
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became

gi-eatly

ties -which

met

INDIA.

wrought upon Ly the vast stores of precious commoditheir view.

It was nearly the end of the fifteenth century before the English,
under the auspices of Henry VII., attempted to take any part in this
yaluable trade ; but endeavom-s both in his time and that of his

son Henry VIII. proved abortive and Sir Francis Drake, who fitted
out an expedition at his own expense in 1577, was destined to be the
;

first

to open any direct communication with the East Indies.

Having

through the Straits of Magellan, he touched at Ternate, one of
the Moluccas, to whose king he rendered valuable assistance in his war
with the sovereign of Tidore. In return for this favour the monarch
sailed

of Ternate agreed to supply the English with

from

all

the cloves exported

Sir Francis accordingly took a considerable cargo

his country.

spice on board, and in February 1580 sailed for England,
where he arrived on the 3d of Xovember following, by the way of the
Cape of Good Hope ; having thus not only established his reputation
as being the first person who had sailed round the world, but also having gained the credit of opening a direct commercial communication

of that

between England and the East.

The enteiimse

of Captain Cavendish,

who made

a voyage round

the world in concert with Drake, though undertaken more for the
purpose of harassing the Spanish and Portuguese, with whom England

was then

at war,

than for any other purpose, afforded such an insight

into the trade of India, that a

mined

company

of British merchants deter-

by way of the Cape of
who claimed the exclusive

to attempt a voyage direct to India

Good Hope,

in defiance of the Portuguese,

rit^ht of trading

by that

but with unfortunate

and some private

They accordingly dispatched four ships,
The design, however, was not abandoned,
war having captured a large Portuguese

rovite.

results.

ships of

Madre di Bios of 1600 tons burden, they brought
Dartmouth. Her cargo, which consisted of spices, calicoes,

carrack called the

her into
silks,

gold, pearls.

China-ware, and other valuables, by a moderate

computation was said to be worth upwards of 150,000^. sterling; and
the possession of this prize encouraged the English to renew their
attempts to the East Indies.

In September 1599 the merchants of London resolved to form a
for the purpose of trading with India direct, and the sum of
The queen was petitioned for a
30,1 33Z. was raised for that purpose.

company

charter, Avhich at the end of the following year was gi-anted, and they
were accordingly incorporated under the title of "the Governor and Company of Merchants of London trading to the East Indies." Thej were

THE

FIRST ENGLISH COMPANY.

permitted to use a commoii

seal,
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and obtained the exclusive right of
They were

trading with India by sea for the term of fifteen years.

empowered to make bye-laws, and inflict punishment both corporal
and pecuniary. They were also allowed to export goods duty free,
and were beside endowed with many other important privileges.
In consequence of

this charter the

merchants began to raise a joint

stock for the execution of their design, which became so popular, that

much

as 72,000/. was paid into the treasurer's
was dispatched under the command of
Captain James Lancaster, who was furnished with letters and presents
from the queen to the kings of Acheen and Bantam. The fleet sailed
from England in February 1601, and arrived at Acheen in June of the
following year, where Lancaster was received with marked distinction.
They formed a treaty, and having left factors both there and at Bantam,
in a very short time as

A

hands.

fleet of five ships

sailed for England, and arrived in the Downs, after a prosperous voyage,
on the 11th of September 1G03, having taken possession of the island
of St. Helena on their way home.
In 1606 Captain Hawkins was dispatched with the Dragon and
Hector to Bantam and the Moluccas ; but having experienced much opposition from the Dutch, Spaniards, and Portuguese, all of whom held
settlements in those parts, the Hector proceeded to Surat and Hawkins,
having succeeded in reaching Agra, presented the letters which he
carried from King James I. to the Great Mogul, by whom he was
favourably received, and who granted him permission to establish a
;

factory at Surat.

Several other voyages were undertaken, which were eminently successful

;

and the

profits divided

were so considerable, that the Company

were able to increase their capital by 2o per cent. In 1609, having
been much interfered with by private traders, although the fifteen years
of their charter had not expired, they petitioned the king for
newal, which the monarch readily acceded to.

its

re-

Further to prevent any

apprehensions that might be entertained of private traders superseding
their

powers by licenses obtained from the crown, it was expressly
none should be given without the consent of the Company.

stated, that

It was, however, stated, that notwithstanding these privileges,

if

the

trade should not be found profitable to the realm, such exclusive privileges were to cease and determine after three years' warning.

At

this period, when their trade had become extensive, the East
Company began to feel the want of one great advantage which
other nations who traded to the East enjoyed
for the Spaniards

India
the

;

and Portuguese had harbours of which they were the absolute masters,
and which were defended by fortifications well garrisoned j and the

;
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Dutch had

begun

to fortify themselves in different places.

The

ships of the English had hitherto been necessarily exposed to

many

also

annoyances, and were often excluded from the eastern ports by the
hostility of the other po^^'ers,

who, in consequence of the possession of

them from the harbours at their pleasure.
The East India Company soon became convinced by experience, that
in the distant regions to which their vessels were sent, there was an
absolute necessity to support their rights by the exhibition of power,
and they determined, accordingly, to have a fleet of their own.
their forts, could exclude

In 1615, the king, upon an application from the Company, sent Sir
as his ambassador to the Great Mogul, by whom he was
very favourably received, and who ratified with him a commercial

Thomas Roe

treaty,

by which the English gained many important advantages.

Captain Keeling, who commanded one of the ships that sailed with
Sir Thomas Roe, arrived at Cranganore in 1616, and obtained permission to trade

and

erect a factory there.

The Dutch saw with dismay the rapid advance

of the English in

the trade to India, and took every opportunity to harass and distress

them, breaking out at

last into open hostilities, seizing the English
and destroying their factory. King James, with a
view to repress these outrages, granted a commission to sail to the
Indian seas with several armed vessels to Sir Thomas Dale, who, on his
arrival at Bantam, being joined by the Company's ships, had thirteen
sail under his command, and with these he defeated the Dutch fleet.
Another engagement ensued, in which the Dutch were again worsted
and though they were afterwards favoured with partial successes, they

factors at Jacatra,

never after this time appear to have been able to arrest the onward
progress of the British in those seas.

The period

Company's stock ha<l been limited exwas opened; and so eager
were persons of all ranks to participate in the large profits that had
resulted from the Company's operations, that no less a sum than
1,629,040^. was underwritten by dukes, earls, knights, judges, countesses,
doctoi-s of divinity and physic, merchants, and others, to the number of
pired in 1617,

to which the

when a

fresh subscription

several thousands.

Surat and Bantam were selected by the Directors as the principal
seats of their trade,

Company were
Thus was
afterwards to

and

laid the

the out-stations in the possession of the

foundation of that colossal trade which was

absorb eveiy other in the East, but which none at

that time could foresee,

hend.

all

placed under the control of their governors.

and which few even now can rightly compre-

FACTORIES ERECTED AT MADRAS.

On
Mogul
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the 2d of February, 1634, permission was obtained from the
for the

Company

to trade in the province of Bengal

;

a license

of which advantage was at once taken, and which eventually proved of

great national importance.

This permission was soon followed by the acquisition of the town
of Madras, where factories and fortifications were erected under the

name of Fort St. George on every side fresh connexions were formed,
new branches of commerce were opened. At this period the ships of
the Company ceased to make their accustomed circuitous voyages of
;

barter from port to port, which had entailed great delay and heavy
expense.

They now made

their course direct to Calcutta or Madras,

between which ports and the minor places of resort, the traffic, or
country trade, was henceforth carried on by small native craft.

MADRAS ROADS.

From

accounts whicli were

made

public in 1676,

it

the Company's affairs were in a most flourishing state.

appeared that

They employed

from 30 to 35 ships of between 300 and 600 tons burden, which carried out annually bullion to the value of 320,000^., and woollen and
other goods worth 100,000?.
silks,

The

Their returns consisted of pepper, indigo,

raw and manufactured,

calicoes, &c.,

cost of their factories, garrisons,

(fee.

which produced 860,000/,

in India

was

60,000/.

The

value of the various kinds of eastern produce consumed annually in

;
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England

at this period was, calicoes, 160,000^.

per, 6,000?.

indigo and drugs, 15,000?.

;

In 1686, a fresh
extended
denied

;

INDIA.

;

30,000?.; pep-

silks,

;

saltpetre, 30,000?.

charter, being the sixth,

was granted on a

far

more

being conceded to them which had before been

basis, rights

such as the privilege of making war, coining money,

ifec.

The

accounts of the association shew that their profits then amounted to a
clear 100,000?. a year.

The importations

had now so gi-eatly
grew alarmed lest their occupation
should be taken from them ; and so great was the clamour, and so
general the wear of such goods, that it was deemed necessary to proof Indian silks and calicoes

increased, that the English weavers

hibit for the future, all importations of these goods.

The

incoi-jioration of a

new trading company,

their disputes with

the old body, and their final amalgamation under one general constitu-

At

tion and charter, were the events of the next few years.

of these two corpoi'ations,

it

the union

appeared that the old company was pos-

and forts
on the west coast of India,

at twelve places along the eastern coast,

at twelve places in Bengal,

on the Malay peninsula

sessed of factories

also at

many

in Arabia, Persia, at twenty-four places

at eight places

spots in the islands of Sumatra, Java, Borneo, and other

eastern islands.

In 1753 the Company obtained a fresh charter for thirty-three years,
all the previous privileges, political and commercial. Their

comprising

trade at this time appears to have occupied thirteen to fifteen ships,

out merchandise and treasure to the value of
and bringing back goods worth 1,500,000?.

annually carrying
500,000?.,

From

this period

until the close of the eighteenth century, the

commercial opei-ations of the East India Company advanced with
rapid and gigantic strides.
By what means and in what manner is
related elsewhere.

The expense

of long and dangerous wars with native

powers, the confusion and neglect into which their

have been plunged duiing

many heavy

liabilities,

this period, entailed

which required

all

their

afiairs

appear to

upon the Company
commercial resources

them to meet. From mere factors and shipjjing clerks, their
servants had become collectors of revenue, councillors, and judges
and surrounded on all sides by temptations of every kind, the common

to enable

impulse appeared to be a v>'ide-spread scramble for wealth, regardless
of the Company's interests.
all

who

Fortunes were realised in a few years by

could brave the climate and the

mode

of

life

;

the lowest ap-

pointments in the service were regarded as a certain road to wealth;

and

thus, whilst its servants of all grades reaped

of rupees, the

Company found

itself

an abundant harvest
its enormous reve-

badly served;
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nues and valuable consignments suffering from the neglect and cupidity

was devoted to their own private ends, instead
The Company's dividend was reduced
from 12^ per cent to 6 per cent per annum; and owing to this state of
things, a commission of inquiry into abuses was sent out to India,
of those whose time

of the service of the directors.

though with very sorry

results.

Despite the annoyances and losses to which their trade was subjected from the French privateers,

and the misconduct

their officials, the mercantile operations of the

increased during this period.
lion,

now amounting

ments homewards

and

of so

Company

many

of

liad sensibly

Their exports to India, including bul-

to a million

and a

to five millions; giving

half sterling;

employment

and their shipbetween thirty

to

forty ships of large tonnage.

The Island of Ceylon was at this time taken possession of by the
Company's troops, and retained by them until made over to the crown
a few years afterwards; during the time of this occupancy, the trade in

cinnamon formed an important item in the Company's transactions,
leaving, as it did in those days, an ample margin for profit.
The progress of the Indian trade up to the date of the general
The unsettled state of popeace was not of a very marked character.
affairs throughout the world, the difficulties always existing
during a time of war in the way of commercial intercourse with remote

litical

countries,

added to the jealous restrictions placed upon private enter-

prise in all that related to British India, tended to retard the natural

growth of

this lucrative trade,

and

for a long period confined it within

a comparatively narrow compass.

From the year 1800 to 1810, the value of the goods imported into
and exported from Great Britain, from and to India, actually decreased
by two millions sterling; as may be seen by the following table
:

Yeaes.
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Taking a period of fifty years up to this date, we gather from offidocuments that the value of the Company's import trade from
India and China amounted in that time to 221,9G4,498Z., having cost
106,324,066^.; and that, after deducting all commercial charges becial

longing to the above, a clear profit was

left

of 37,980,337^.

principal articles on which this gain arose were teas,

raw

silk,

The
Bengal

and Corah piece-goods, or

cloths, sugar, pepper, saltpetre, and indigo.
The ships in the service of the Company prior to the general peace
numbered 104, their capacity amounting to 90,272 tons, and manned
by 7000 seamen; their size ranged from 1200 tons to 500.
The Company's factories at this time numbered twenty-four in the
Bengal presidency; twelve within the limits of the Madras government;
sixteen within that of Bombay; and about a dozen others in the Eastern
seas, in China,

From

and in

Persia.^

the date of the earliest establishment of the

some few private

individuals

had

Company

in India,

at various times settled within their

territories for purposes of local traffic.

Fortunes were realised by them

with but few exceptions; although the Company's privileges enabled

them

to forbid private merchants

from participating in the trade with

the mother-country.

The only exception to this rigid exclusiveness arose through the
commanders and officers of the Company's ships, who were, by an old
custom, permitted the free use of about sixty tons of room in each ship
homeward-bound, and ninety-six tons outward; and which privilege
they usually sold to the private merchants on very favourable teiTus.
The unprivileged traders, unable to remit their gains to England, with
the limited exception just noticed, by any other means than Company's
as the

found this channel of remittance far too limited for them,
dominion and intercourse of the British in India extended on

bills,

every side; and by degrees

fell

back upon such means of trade or

re-

mittance as existed with continental Europe.

The renewed charter of 1793 provided for this anomalous state of
by allowing private merchants to ship goods to England in
Company's vessels, to the extent of 3000 tons a year, at the fized rates

things,

of

51.

new

per ton outwards, and

1 51.

homewards, in time of peace.

This

regulation enabled the gi'owing commercial interest of the presi-

dencies to enlarge their transactions; and ultimately,

when members

of

and military services were induced to join in commercial undertakings, the stipulated amount of tonnage was greatly exceeded long

the

civil

*

Milburne's Oriental Commerce,

vol.

i.

part

1,

introduction.
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IN 1814.

previously to the relaxation which took place in the restrictions

upon

private commercial enterprise.

a

The relaxation of the East India Company's charter in 1814 formed
new and important era in the history of Indian commerce, ^p to
European

this date

settlers in the three presidencies

were looked upon

with the utmost jealousy, and only permitted to locate themselves by
A few merchants
special license, obtained with considerable difficulty.

had

and Bombay, chiefly, if not entirely, in connecmembers of the Company's service. At that period com-

settled at Calcutta

tion with

merce and banking were combined operations, concentrated under one
management; for there were then no banking establishments; and the
civil and military servants of the company made use of the merIn this way the old
cantile firms as depositaries for their savings.
houses had always an enormous amount of capital at their command,

and but seldom needed
tive capitalists),

to apply for financial aid to their banians (na-

whom they treated

with exceeding hauteur;, and these

men,

millionaires

though

they

were, regarded the European mer-

chants with feelings of the deepest
respect; never entering their offices

without

putting

shoes at the door.
clerks, all of

off"

their

Even the junior

whom

were English-

men, were looked up to with veneration, as they were known to be
expectant partners in the houses.

From

the fact of the intimate con-

nection between the

civil

servants

and the then merchants, the latter
were necessarily admitted as equals
into the

first society.

The ameliorations

in the old

commercial restrictions at this period were not long in producing

The enormous fortunes
by the few great houses
were not matters of secrecy; and

results.

realised

a banian.

the report of these princely results, achieved, in most cases, within a

few years, induced many to leave England and endeavour to obtain a
share of their good fortune.

By

the year 1820 a

number

of

new

firms
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were established, some with a considerable amount of capital, others
backed by large consignments of manufactured goods ; and these, although treated by the old houses as interlojiers, and jealously excluded
by themselves and the services from society, soon became connected with
the rich banians,

who

readily advanced whatever

carrying out their commercial plans.

sums were needed

were admitted as partners in these new firms; but in

lionaires

for

In some cases the native milall in-

stances treated on terms of equality and friendship.

From

this

period onwards

we

find the trade

between India and

Great Britain rapidly advancing under the influence of this partial

dom

of commerce.

The

free-

which the private
traders brought to Europe induced an increased demand in Hindostan
for goods of British manufacture; and though the shipments from England at that period did not keep pace with the greatly- augmented imports from India, they nevertheless reached a considerable amount."
The impetus which the Indian trade received on the opening of the
ports of the East to

larger quantities of produce

was not without

all classes

of rapid fortunes which opened out to the

way to

its evils

;

the prospect

many new-comers paved

the

a reckless system of trading, and an impro"\adent style of living,

hitherto

unknown.

Merchants invested in enormous purchases, not

only the funds of their native capitalists, but those of persons

who had

placed their savings in their hands, as in the safe custody of bankers.
of new men flocked out from Liverpool, Manchester, and
men whose amount of capital was on a like scale with their

Crowds

Glas-

gow

prin-

;

and who, having literally nothing to lose, indulged in the illusive
hope of finding something to gain.
In 1830 and the following year commercial affairs reached a crisis

ciple,

<

As

the annexed table will shew

;

IMrORTS.

Company's trade
Private ditto

Total imports

.

.

.

EXPORTS.

Company's trade

....

Private ditto

Total exports

...

COMMERCIAL

CRISIS IN CALCUTTA.

in Calcutta.

The hollowness of the

demonstrated

itself

fabric reared
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by rash

speculators,

with a convulsion that will not easily be forgotten

by those who witnessed its effects. Indigo, silk, cotton, sugar, all had
been dealt, or rather gambled in, to an extent that was only limited
by the impossibility of obtaining any further means for carrying on
It mattered little whose funds were jeopardised.
the game.
The
savings of the veteran
for his son

;

that were to have purchased promotion

officer,

the widow's store

soldier's pittance, scraped

from

;

the orphan's sole fortune

his

converted into sugars, shipped

pay and prize-money;

home

the private

;

all

these were

in the shape of dyes,

per-

or,

chance, sunk in the alluvial soil of an indigo factory.

The bubble

and desolation amidst the homes
were prepared for the catastrophe, and least of all the heartless men who had caused the mischief.
They were not moved ; few of them had lost much.
The
storm overtook them steeped in princely luxuries, deep in selfish physical enjoyment.
Bankruptcy stared them and their victims in the
face; but how different the result
A month or two without their
race-horses, their dinner-parties, and their ducal establishments, and
the Insolvent Court kindly enabled them to make a fresh start, as
bold, as unabashed as ever
whilst their constituents {i. e. their victims) became pauperised, and dependent upon charity for a subsistence.
Honour to whom honour is due. Unwilling to snatch a single laurel, however faded, however stained, from the brows of the wearers, I
will do what in me lies to render tribute to the fame of those commercial Philistines, the " great houses," as they were called, of Calcutta.
Foremost among these stood the respectable firm of Alexander and
Company, who, scorning to "pull-up" for any insignificant amount, earned
for themselves the title of Alexanders the Great, by failing for a round
sum of four millions sterling. The most fitting commentary upon the
career of this truly princely house is the fact of its dividend amountburst, scattering ruin

of thousands of helpless victims.

JSTone

!

;

ing to precisely six per cent of

its

liabilities

!

In other words, the

whole amount saved out of this gigantic wreck was 240,000^. the
sum irrevocably lost, and the greater part of which was the property
;

of other and innocent parties, was therefore 3,760,000Z.

Ferguson and Company's

Company

!

were 3,600,000^.

;

something under 3,000,000?. sterling

failed for

intosh and

liabilities

Company

;

Palmer and
and Mack-

Avere involved to the extent of 2,-500,000?.

;

but

these three firms rather astonished the mercantile world of those days,

by paying 36^ per

cent,

30 per

cent,

and 14 per

cent, respectively.

Altogether, the six " great houses" of Calcutta failed for an aggregate
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amount of nearly 15,000,000/. sterling paying among them an average of five shillings in the pound ; and consequently entailing on their
;

creditors losses to the extent of 11,250,000/. sterling

What,
things

]

it

may be

I have

!^

asked, was the immediate result of this state of

said that, personally, the

defaulters passed

great

comfortably through the wide and friendly portals of the Calcutta Insolvent Court.

Their social position remained as good as ever

;

the

world termed them unfcrdunate ; from the governor -general downwards, they were greeted with

shew

to mart}TS.

all

the sympathy which

Commercially, however, they had

lost

men

usually

The

ground.

native banians drew tight their purse-strings ; Hindoo baboos began
to shew caution ere they " took up" a new house ; and even the high
civilians

and military

blandly with,
celebrity,

officials

of the

government who fraternised so

who dined and champaigned,

were not again to be caught,

Ijy

the

men

of fifteen-million

using the merchants as their

bankers.

The immediate consequence of
was the establishment of the Agi-a Bank, chiefly by
military men and civil servants,

tKese disasters

with branches at other stations.

The success of this one establishment was followed by the formation of the Bank of Bengal, with
a capital of half a million

;

one-

of the shares and the direc-

fifth

tion being in the hands of the local

government. The Union Bank, the

Xorth-western Bank of India, and
others, quickly followed,

up a new phase

opening

in the history of

Indian commerce.

It

may be

well

to notice here, as tending to ex-

plain the final results of

these

A BENGAL SIECAB.

new undertakings,

most of

that these

institutions could scarcely deserve

the

name

of banks,

and might with

greater propriety have been denominated " loan societies," their
business having been almost exclusively confined to the granting of
far

loans on the personal security of the negotiators, with some collateral
^

Calcutta Re\iew, vol.

ix. p. 318.
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no very tangible nature, the loans being mostly repayable
These institutions,
a period of several years.
grew far betransactions
their
lack
of
customers
found
no
of course,
;
yond the expectations of their projectors. More capital was added by
security of

by instalments covering

issuing fresh shares, Avhich were divided at par amongst the original

proprietors ; many of whom, not possessing the means of paying the
" calls" on them, were kindly allowed to remain indebted to the bank

amount until they could dispose of the paper to a profit, which
was not then a difficult matter, seeing they had been worked up to a
considerable premium.
Whilst this was the course of the banking establishments, let us
see how fared the many new houses which rose from the ashes of the
Mercantile credit was
the fifteen-million-men of 1830-1.
old firms
for the

—

had been shaken too deeply to be again
of the most wealthy banians had
suffered very severely by the above failures ; and most of them withdrew their remaining capital from such hazardous risks. The game
was, however, taken up by an inferior class of natives ; men of far
less means, but possessed of ability, and some amount of credit among

no longer on the old

replaced as

it

basis

;

stood before.

it

Many

These new banians had the game i^retty much in
new houses were mostly in their power.
Although many of these had been mere sircars, or accountants, they
assumed airs which their more wealthy predecessors had never taken

their countrymen.
their

own

hands, for the

on themselves ; they treated their European connections not only with
contemptuous disregard, but often with much insolence. The Hindoo
star was in the ascendant, and these men made the most of it.
So little Calcutta credit was there at that time left to the English
merchants, with a few solid exceptions, that they would have found it
impossible to have

made

a purchase of produce without the interven-

had they desired to make the experiment. But
this is never attempted ; no one buys or sells save through their
banian, who is broker, banker, manager, and every thing else, to these
new firms. The profit of the agent comes, to a very limited extent,
There are means, far
out of his brokerage, interest, and commissions.
more ample than such for realising handsome returns. To wit the
firm are desirous of shipping 100 tons of sugar, and apply to their
banian, who at once takes the matter in hand, and produces a sample
from the bazaar which can- be had for nine rupees the maund.^
tion of their banians,

:

The partner

sees at once that the quality is equal to but eight ru-

pees and a fraction
^

;

but he

is

largely in the banian's books,

A Bengal weight equal to 82 lbs. English.
CC

and
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no remonstrance

offei'

;

so

tlie

sugar

INDIA.
is

bought and shipped.

If the banian contented himself with putting on board at nine rupees

the article worth but eight, the affair might be bad enough ; but not so.
ships a miserable article not

The grasping broker
or six rupees

;

v/hicli

goes

home

di-aAvn against,

worth more than

five

through the banks, at

the higher rate, and of course entails a heavy loss.

The news

of this

comes out to Calcutta ; the merchant storms ; but can do nothing, for
he is in the power of the banian, who calls all the Hindoo deities to
bear testimony to his purity and uprightness, and vows that the Lon-

don banian must be

at the

bottom of the mischief.

This, however, is but one trifling incident in an Indian commercial
career, as carried

fessional reader,

on in the present day.

who may perchance be

large concerns are

worked

It is right that the n on- pro-

ignorant of the

mode

in the East without capital, or, at

in

which

any

rate,

with an amount utterly disproportioned to the business done, should
be made acquainted with the modern course of operations in such mat-

knowledge may serve to explain how it so frequently
happens that firms suspend payment for enormous amounts, and yield
dividends of but a shilling or two in the pound.
Formerly all the London houses acting as agents for Calcutta and

ters, since the

were possessed of ample means, and to a limited extent
It was then the practice for these agents or corthis is still the case.
respondents to purchase or make advances against consignments of

Bombay

fii-ms

manufactured goods, either on their ovrn account, or jointly with their
Indian friends, who sold the invoice on arrival, and remitted home the
proceeds in

bills

of exchange or in

some

ai'ticle

of produce.

Under

no longer the case. The London firm have a little
the new regime
credit and less money ; but they can accept bills dj-awn against goods
to be shipped either on the manufacturers' or their Indian friends'
This done, the bills are discounted, and so the manufacturer
account.
this is

—

reimbursed. The goods grey cloths from Manchester perhaps— are
shipped ; and then the London merchant, who has not paid a farthing
for them, is enabled to draw against them on his India correspondent,

is

through a bank, who takes the bill of lading for security ; and in this
way the shipper obtains hard cash, with which he buys another parcel
ships these, draws against them, and with
metals, possibly
of goods
these fresh means repeats the operation, which, it is clear, may be

—

—

thus carried on to a large extent.

be sold
per

at

falls

due, and

a similar

Before the

first

parcel of goods can

upon the shipmet by a renewal ; that is, by another bill drawn in
manner, and understood to be for the puqiose of being dis-

Bombay

or Calcutta, the manufacturer's bill

is

;

HOW A FORTUNE

IS

MADE

counted, to enable the acceiiter of the

words, to pay

it

when

IX INDIA.
to take

first hill
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it

up, in other

presented.

Meanwhile the goods arrive at their destination.
The agent of
London bank who advanced money upon them holds the bills of
lading
and to get these, and consequently the goods, the " Calcutta

the

;

who at once does the needful,
redeems the grey-goods from their bondage, and sells them for his
correspondent" applies to his banian,

principal.

The proceeds are now remitted home

in sugar, or silk, or

London house,
meet the " renewals" of the
Manchester bills then falling due finally, the produce-broker in Mincing Lane makes an advance to the importer on the arrival of the sugar
or indigo, which enables him to redeem the bills of lading from the
strong-box of the bank, and the goods are sold.
So long as the selling prices at both ends leave a shadow of profit
over and above the amount of commissions and other charges, all goes
on well. The shipper, the banker, the correspondent, the banian, the
London broker, the Manchester manufacturer, all are content. The
which are forwarded

indigo, the bills of lading for

which

at once

draws against

it,

to the

in order to
;

operations are extended considerably, the

moving, money

commercial wheel

is

kept

made, the houses at both ends obtain the reputation
of doing a large stroke of business, the partners are looked upon as
sharp, shrewd men, and although there may be a few bad debts, a few
losses,

is

and now and then a

of commissions earned.
interest, per ceutage, &c.

their liabilities to him.

shew a large amount
by
more than the amount of

hea\7' year, the books

Still

the banian

is

he has cleared off

One

a large creditor, though

or two bad seasons follow rather rapidly

the house has invested largely in estates, an operation popularly termed
the banian becomes rather
;
more troublesome and overbearing than of wont the senior jjartner takes
alarm, withdraws with a hundred thousand pounds, and twelvemonths
afterwards the firm suspend payment for a million and a half sterling,
at which nobody is in the least degree surprised, except the banian,
who wonders how they managed to keep up so long. This, reader, is

developing the resources of the countiy

;

faint, and no doubt an imperfect sketch of the course of operations of
an Indian commercial house of the present time; and it desei-ves a place
in these pages, as illustrative of that Saxon energy of character, that fine
spirit of enterprise which so distinguishes the men of Liverpool and

a

Glasgow, and by means of which they rear gigantic fabrics out of liteHere we have seen how a fortune of a hundred thou-

rally nothing.

sand, and an insolvency of a million
in

nothing more than a few

and a

half,

had their

first

bales of Manchester " grey-goods."

origin
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In the above sketch no mention has been made of the Calcutta
banks, although their timely aid would more than probably have been

What part these huge and iniquitous " loan
game of hazard that ran riot through the
between 1840 and 1849, it will be now my task to de-

invoked, and with success.

societies" played in the deep

presidencies

from such data as the chicanery of presidents, vice-presidents,
and directors, have not been able effectually to suppress.
The years 1847 and 1848 will long be memorable in the annals of
Indian joint-stockery ; and even now as we are WTitiug, not only are the

scribe,

secretaries,

effects of those years still felt,

but the nefarious transactions of that jieriod

form the subject of grave deliberation and legal inquiry. The storm
that was approaching was ushered in by several minor failures, which
to prudent men served as beacons of danger.
The p^<&Z^c were first
made aware of the extent to which mutual accommodation was accorded amongst the directors and proprietors of a bank, by the failure,
in 1 842, of a firm of some Indian respectability, when it appeared that
the house had received not much less than half a million sterling from
the coffers of the Union Bank.
That this was no individual or exceptional case is clear from the fact, that on the failure of this very same
bank, it was ascertained that some half a dozen firms were at the time
liable to it for a trifle

within a million sterling.

The year 1847 dragged

its

slow length along, big with the fate of

banks and mei'chants. In the middle of this year, the directors of the
two most notorious banks in Calcutta foimd themselves in difficulties
from the huge accommodations accorded their customers, i. e. their own

The half-yearly meeting of the Union Bank was held in
week in Jidy but so pressed were the directors, that money
to be raised to enable them to jog on and meet their most

proprietors.

the second

had first
immediate

;

In spite of

liabiUties.

this,

however, the accounts laid

before the shareholders at the July meeting were of the most glowing
description

;

enormous

doubtful debts was set

j^rofits

down

were announced ; the amount of bad or
; and a dividend of

as quite insignificant

three and a half per cent on the half-year

was

declared.

Of

course,

good-natured, easy gentlemen had been found to audit the accounts,

and pass them

as all right; the

pecting shareholders

felt

immediate result was, that the unsusand the public at large were

quite satisfied,

assured, of the integrity of the bank.

Suspicion, however, Avas but lulled for a time,

A

fictitious divi-

dend, a fancy balance-sheet failed to give stability to this institution,

and towards the end of the year a mn on its treasury became evident.
The most desperate and unprincipled means were resorted to in the

;

FAILURE OF THE UNION BANK.
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crisis.
Bills sent them for sale
and remittance, on account of others, were disposed of, and the proceeds
ap2:)lied to stop a momentary gap, although the directors must have
known that they were insolvent, and that a month or two at most w'ould
witness the termination of their fictitious existence, and which actually
took i^lace in January 1848.
To attempt a mere outline of the winding-up disclosures of the
Union Bank would occupy many chapters ; and yet how little of the
truth was really disclosed
Whatever w'as gleaned was the result of
accident.
How planters and merchants had been befriended until the
entire capital of the bank was absorbed
how indigo-factories were
jobbed on private account with the bank funds ; how bank post-bills,
at a heavy discount, were received from directors as cash ; how paper

vain hope of averting the impending

!

;

of

all

descriptions w^as floated

;

how

liabilities

of presidents and se-

bank in the Company's books how
young, half-fledged civilians Avere accommodated with loans at a heavy
interest
how, in short, every thing was done that ought not to have
been done, and how all ordinary precaution, all proper management,
was flung overboard. Ail this may some day be chronicled in full
were transferred

cretaries

to the

;

;

I can

now

The

but advert to

last

it.

and crowninof

act of the executive of this notable bankingr

institution deserv^es a few lines, as illustrating the

By

men and

the time.

a deed of arrangement the creditors of this bank agreed to compro-

mise their claims for a certain dividend, to be levied by an assessment

on the proprietary body. The assessment was paid to the executive
After a considercommittee, and the work of appropi'iation went on.
able delay, however, some parties not feeling that confidence in the
committee which they could have washed, expressed a desire to have
their proceedings scrutinised, and the accounts of their trust audited.
This, after some grave opposition, was permitted; and the result was,
that although evei-y obstacle was thrown in the way of the appointed
committee of inquiry, such a report was drawn up and laid before a
meeting of shareholders, as in any other part of the world but Calcutta
would have caused legal proceedings to have been instituted against the
Although that meeting
executive.
Yet, what was the actual result ?
was attended by two hundred persons, not one w^as found to move that
On the contrary, a vote of " conthe damning report be received
fidence" in the executive Avas proposed, seconded, and carried ; precisely
eleven of the two hundred present voted, the remaining one hundred
and eighty-uine slunk away abashed at the cool effrontery of their
This, reader, occurred not years but months siuce
in the
friends.
!

—
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middle of 1852, and that chairman, and his executive assistants, thus
damned with faint praise," are, to this day, the favom-ed of

publicly "

Calcutta society, moving amongst the

Before closing this chapter,

elite

of the " City of Palaces."

be well to examine the position
how far this has kept
pace with the onward spirit of the age, and what influence, for good
or evil, the commercial gambling I have touched upon, has exercised
it

will

of the trade of the three presidencies, and see

on the mercantile

statistics of British India.

By comparing

the imports and exports of India in 1844-5 with

those of 1849-50, the latest date for which there
result appears

most encouraging.

ai'e official

returns, the

In the former year the value of im-

ported merchandise into the three presidencies was 4,261,100^., that of
the goods exported 7,993,420?.

;

whilst in the latter year they stood at

10,299,888?. and 17,812,299?. re.spectively.

This would appear to be a
an analysis of these returns^ presents us with
some rather startling anomalies, which require examination and elucidation.
It is evident from a glance at the tables alluded to, that not
satisfactory result; yet

only has the gxeat bulk of the increase been in the trade with other
countries than England, but during the past six or seven years the

Indian trade has made no onward move

a point beyond which

it

is

;

it

appeal's to

have reached

impossible, under existing circumstances,

to go.
It has

make

been a practice of

late,

with certain political writers, to

frequent reference to the vast aggrandisement of our trade to

commerce under an imWithout in any way quesI may, at least, express a

India, as illustrating the expansibility of our

proved system of commercial

legislation.

tioning the soundness of that legislation,

wish, that instead of turning back to a particular period for a con-

venient amount of figures, those writers would examine a

little

closely the last six years of the returns in the blue books.

It

more
would

in that case be seen, that the imports of British goods into the three

presidencies were actually less in 1849-50 than in 1844-5,
half a million sterling

by upwards of two
this

;

and that

in

Comparing the shipments

millions.

by about

1847-8 and 1848-9 they were

less

of produce to

country during a period of ten years, similar results are obtained,

the amounts having fluctuated between seven and five millions sterling.

That there have been seasons of commercial disaster during these peis true ; but it bespeaks a most vicious and deplorable state of

riods

things in our Eastern possessions,
^

when we

Appendix E.

see that during a series of

INDIAN CONSUMPTION OF BRITISH MANUFACTURES.
years in wliicli the

Company added

to their territories one
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hundred and

sixty-seven thousand square miles, with eight millions and a half of

new

population/" the imports of British goods shewed an actual annual

decrease.

made

Calcidations

consumption of British ma-

in reference to the

nufactures in different countries^^ shew, that whilst Chili and the States
of Kio de la Plata take of our goods to the yearly value of 13s. Id. for

each inhabitant

sume

;

and Cuba, Hayti,

for each inhabitant 7s.

every iuhabitaut.
the actual

by

Brazil,

and other

countries, con-

annually, British India takes but

Small as this sum appears,

amount taken by

far the widest

3f/.

it is

in reality

Is. for

much above

the population generally, which, throughout

range of the Company's

sented by no other symbol than a unit.

be repre-

territories, will

Millions

upon millions of Hin-

doos live and die unpossessed of the smallest fragment, the veriest shred
of any British manufactures.
What can the miserable ryot spare for

Glasgow

Birmingham ware, out

Manchester

prints,

tance of

a week, the proceeds of his hea\y toil

(jcl.

cloths, or

1

habitants of our Indian territories to take but half as
of our goods as the foreigners of Chili and

would export to the East merchandise
of thirty-three millions sterling.

La

of the pit-

Yet were the

much

Plata, British

merchants

to the yearly value of

And no

in-

per head

upwards

one acquainted with this

magnificent country can doubt that, vrith justice to India, this and

much more might be

accomplished.

Report ou Indian Ten-itories, Appendix, p. 330.
" Chapman's Cotton and Commerce of India.

'"

PART

IV.

MORA
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CHAPTER

I.

LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.

THERE

is

no valid reason for doubting the high antiquity of the
Hindoo had its origin ; indeed

Sanscrit language, from which the

we may

attribute to

it

a descent from the earliest dialects,

coeval with the confusion of tongues at Babel.

if

not even

It is difficult for west-

ern nations to appreciate the beauties of a language so opposed in
its

construction and tone to that of European tongues

;

much

hence

many

and
charm to the Sanscrit, are entirely lost in a translation, however perfect.
The figures, the associations, the colouring imparted by the Hindoo poets to their works, fail to create sympathy or admiration in the
mind of an English reader, even if perused in the original tongue,
wanting, as that reader necessarily must be, in the perception of ideas
taking their rise from oriental life and eastei-n thought.
The current languages of India are thirty-one in number, and may
be arranged under two distinct heads those derivable entirely from
and those, chiefly of the south, based upon a Tamil
the Sanscrit
of the peculiarities which, in the original, impart so

of grace

:

;

foundation, though in several instances

still

blended to a certain extent

with Sanscrit words.
When this language ceased to be the vernacular tongue of India, it
is in vain to attempt to divine; but it appears certain that at a remote
period
latter

it

gave

way

to the Prakrit, a corruption of itself;

have sprung directly the

many

tongues I

am

and from

this

about to mention.

The Prakrit is no longer spoken, though it is still preserved in nuThe languages of the Hindoos which are to this
merous writings.
day in common use are derivable from the Sanscrit, though its corrupted offspring appears to be comprised within the country Ipng to
the north of a line drawn from Chicacole, in the Bay of Bengal, to
Goa, on the western coast. ^
'

Lassen

;

Institutiones Linguse Pracriticae, p. 12.
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They are twenty-five in number, viz. Bengali, Assamese, Orissan,
and Tirhutiya, spoken in the eastern provinces ; Xepalese, Cashmiri,
and Doguri, prevailing in the north ; Panjabi, Multani, Sindi, Kutchi,
Guzerati, and Kunkuna, found on the western side ; Bikanera, Marwara, Jayapura, Udayapura, Haruli, Braja Bhaka, Mala\'i, Bundelakhandi, Maghada, and Mahratta,

all

spoken in the south.

Hindostani, equally derivable from the
fined to

any particular people or

by nearly

all

common
but

locality,

is

source,

is

not con-

found in general use

the natives of Hindostau, in addition to their

own

indivi-

dual dialect.

The languages not derivable from the

many

Sanscrit, although admitting

words into frequent use, are the Tamil, Telugu, Carnataca,
Tuluva, Malayalma, and the Codugu.
The Malayalma is known to
Europeans as the Malabar tongue, and is found throughout the coasts
of

its

of the Indian peninsula.
are the Greek and Latin languages of India.
which the Bhuddistical writings are ^Titten the
former is the Brahminical language, as well as that in which all learned
works and scientific books are penned. It has been pronounced by
one well fitted to form an opinion,^ the most finished of all the dead

Sanscrit

The

and

Pali

latter is that in

;

languages, " of a wonderful structure,

more

perfect than the Greek,

and more exquisitely refined than either."
In this language is to be found an infinity of works upon almost
every branch of learning known amongst the orientals ; beyond this,
There is very little doubt that,
however, it is no longer a dialect.
in the time of Alexander, this was the language of the upper classes, if
not of the great masses of the people ; for nearly all the Indian names

more copious than the

handed

do\\Ti to us

this ceased to

Latin,

by the writers of that period are Sanscrit. When
it was swept from the highway

be a living tongue, when

and the

to the temple

college, is a question Avhich has not yet

been

determined.

The Sindhi language

is

not, as has

been sometimes

stated, a cor-

but a distinct tongue, based, like many others,
upon Sanscrit, and evidently of great antiquity j^ although so little
appears to have been known regarding it, that not long since an ori-

i-uption of Hindostani,

ental scholar declared that

with

many

vai'ieties,

no such language

existed,

it is

found spoken

according to the different localities of the

many

tribes.

Besides the language of Sindh proper, the following dialects are

W.

Jones's Asiatic Researches, vol.

^

Sir

^

Burton's Scinde, chap.

iii.

p. 69.

i.

p. 422,

THE HINDOO DRAMA.
spoken

the Siraiki, or language of Siro, in

:

spoken in Cutch

;
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Upper Sindb

;

the Kachi,

the Thaleri, or Jasahneri, the dialect of Omercoti

and the Takkarana Jiboli, spoken
by the hill-tribes to the west of Sindh.
The Hindoo drama, which is the part of their literature with
which we are best acquainted, possesses great and varied excellences.
Their chief piece, Sacoutala, has long been known to the European public by the classical version of Sir William Jones; and we
have been made acquainted with the principal of the other dramatists
by the admirable translations of Professor Wilson.
The drama of India has a wide range in its existence, but there
are comparatively few instances of its genius ; for though we possess
Jesulmere, and of outcast tribes

;

plays that are as old in their composition as the Chi-istiau era, and one
that was written in Bengal as late as within these

fifty years,

of the collection which are worthy of notice does not

the whole

number more

than sixty.

That many have been
the

way

in

lost there is no doubt, and partly through
which they were performed, being only represented once

on some great

in the hall or inner court of a palace,

festival,

and

consequently losing that popularity and traditional existence which
plays in our time derive from repeated performances in difierent cities

and

in

Many must

public theatres.

also

have been

lost

from the

neglect of the learned, for the taste for this species of jioetry seems
to be corrupted, and almost entirely extinct

though some of the

among

among

the Brahmins; and

specimens are

least mei'itorious

still

the people. Professor Wilson assures us that he never

more than one Brahmin who could be

favourites

met

Avith

said to be at all conversant

with dramatic literature.

The most voluminous

as well as the

most ancient portion of Hindoo

poetry consists of the sacred, the epic, and the heroic pieces.

Upon

these Mr. Colebrooke, a very competent authority, has pronounced,

condemnation that " their general style
ornament than abundant in
is flat, diffuse, and no
repetitions;" and, judging from the specimens that have been translated,
there appears to be no reason to find fault with this judgment.

in his Asiatic Researches, the

less deficient in

Next

to the Vedas

comes the great heroic poem of the RanuiyaTia,

giving an account of the conquest of Ceylon by Eama.
scholars are energetic in their praises of the simplicity

of this

composition,

and pathos of many
and the inexhaustible imabut judging from the specimens which they

of the

sublimity,

grace,

passages, the natural dignity of the actors,

gination of the authors

:

Oriental

and originality
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have rendered into English, and which are mostly from the Raniayana,
it is difficult

to discover the

many

beauties alluded to

:

we must

there-

fore content ourselves with attributing our disappointment to the impossibility of rendering the peculiarities of the Sanscrit into

European language.
That these works possess a more than ordinary merit

is

modern

clear

from

day among the great mass of the
Hindoo population. Xot in the towns alone, but throughout the whole
extent of the many provinces of Hindostan, the wondrous deeds of Rama,
the conqueror of Ceylon, his miraculous passage to that island, accomthe fact of their popularity to this

panied by more than

human

aid,

desperate war, are committed to
less

and the marvellous incidents of that
memory by ryot and artificer, not

by the unlettered and the rude than by the educated. What our
TJie KnigJits of the Round Table were to a large por-

Rohin Hood and

tion of English rural

and to-mi population

thirty years since, these

mystic legends of an ail-but fabulous period are to the Hindoo races of
the present time.

Of the

descriptive powers

of the Indian writers an exceedingly

POETRY OF THE HINDOOS.
favourable specimen
Avhich

given in the Megliadula

is

a spirit banished from heaven,

is

message to

his celestial mate,

over which

it

will
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who

;

a poem, the hero of

charges a cloud with a

and describes the countries and

cities

have to pass, interspersing allusions to the tales

which are associated with the

Blended with the whole

different scenes.

and

are the lamentations of the exile himself,

the beauties and enjoyments from which he

is

his recollections of all

excluded.

The Gita Govinda, or Songs of Jaya Deeva,

are the best specimens

of purely pastoral poetry, and exhibit in perfection the luxuriant imagery, the voluptuous sof<"ness,
constitute the beauties

and

and the want of vigour which uniformly
Hindoo poetry. There are many

defects of

other poems, but none that impress us with a very high idea of their
value.

For

Hindoos have little either of disposition or cajiaand fables they are exceedingly rich, and in
both species of composition appear to have been the instructors of
mankind.
satire the

city; but in their tales

There

are, besides,

some very respectable writers
and not the
;

language amongst the Hindoo people

in the English
least creditable

portion of their labours are their poetical contributions to periodical
literature.

One

family, that of the Dutts,

writers of English poetry

amongst

its

numbers no fewer than

members,

all

of

whom

five

are na-

and were educated at the Hindoo college at Calcutta.
They may be looked upon as forming a fraction of " Young Bengal ;"
and in addition to the ephemeral mode of their appearance in public,
one or two of them have published small volumes of poetry, which,

tives of Bengal,

considering that their authors were composing in a foreign language,

must be regarded

as very creditable performances.

THE THREE PRESIDENCIES OF INDIA.
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CHAPTER

II.

RELIGION AND CASTE.

TaE

Brahminical religion,

wliicli

is

tlie

form of worsliip almost

universally prevalent throughout British India,

known

is

set forth in

They are three in number,
though some add a fourth to them. They are written in an ancient
form of the Sanscrit language, so antiquated in its character and
structure as to be intelligible to none but the most highly-educated

the sacred books

Some

Brahmins.

as the Vedas.

portions of these religious wi'itings have been ren-

dered into English by one of our most learned oriental scholars •} but
these translations form so small a part of the whole, that in speaking of
the contents of the whole

by

we must be

considered as being gaiided rather

the testimony of Brahmins themselves than by these fragmentary

documents.

Each

Vedas is divided into two parts the first is
and consists entirely of hymns and prayers ; the second
portion, named Brahmana, contains rules and precepts relative to a religious life, and an abundance of argumentative matter bearing upon
In some of the books the theological distheir theological doctrines.
quisitions are comprised within a sepai'ate and third part, called the
of the sacred

:

called ^loutra,

Upanishad.

by the Vedas is of a loftier and purer kind
The obscenities and supei-stition
practised in many parts of India must not be taken as representing
The leading doctrine
the Hindoo faith embodied in their scriptures.

The

than

is

religion inculcated

perhaps generally supposed.

of the Brahminical worship

is

the " unity of God."

Their books teach

Lord of the Uniwhose work is the Universe.
The following sketch of the attributes of the Divinity, as rendered
by a learned Brahmin, will shew how little polytheism had to do with

that there

is

but one deity, the Supreme

Spirit, the

verse,

the original faith of Hindostan.
'

Mr. Colebrooke.

ATTRIBUTES OF THE DEITY.
" Perfect truth

perfect luippiness

;

whom

;
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without equal

;

immortal

;

ab-

mind comprehend ; all-pervading all-transcending ; delighted with his own boundless intelligence ; not limited by space or time ; without feet, moving
solute unity

;

neither speech can describe nor

;

swiftly

ing

j

;

without hands, grasping

without ears,

standing

powerful

all
;

;

all

all

worlds

;

without eyes, all-survey-

-hearing; without an intelligent guide, under-

without cause, the

first

of

all

causes

the creator, preserver, transformer of

all

;

all-ruling

things

:

such

;

all-

is

the

Great One."2

Of
v.'orkl,

the process by which Brahm, the Supreme Being, created the
Hindoo mythologists are far from being agreed. The most ge-

nerally received creed, however,

is,

that Vishnu, the preserving spirit

of God, as he slept on the face of the waters after the annihilation of

a former world, produced a lotus from his body, from which sprang

Brahma, the

creator,

who produced

the elements, formed the present

world, and gave birth to the god Siva, the destroyer.
-

Sir

W.

Jones, vol.

vi,

p. 418.

After this he

;
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From his head he formed the Brahmins
tlie liuman race.
from his arms the Cshetries, or warriors ; from his thighs the Veysias,
or merchants ; and fi-om his feet, the SuJras, or husbandmen.^
Brahma, the creator, is now but a secondary deity amongst the
Hindoos, his worship being almost superseded by that of Vishnu and
There are but few temples to him, and still fewer figures. In
Siva.

produced

those which are yet to be seen, Ave find

him represented

He

golden-coloured figure, with four heads.

as a red or

has also four arms, in one

of which he holds a spoon, in another a string of beads, in the third a
water-jug, and in the fourth the sacred Vedas.

Unlike the other personages of the triad, Brahma appears to have
had very few avatars or manifestations. His descendants were, however, numeroiLS, and many of them were subsequently raised to the

rank of

deities.

Vishnu, the second person of the triad,
or blue colour.

He is generally

is

represented of a black

seen placed on a throne of his favourite

found reclining on a
; but sometimes he is to be
on the many-headed serpent Ananta, or eternity.

lotus flower
flower, or

This deity has had nine avatars, and at the tenth

'

is

said the

The ninth of these was his
the Hindoo faith, or rather the

destruction of the world will take place.

incarnation as Buddha, the reformer of

it

leaf of that

Coleman's Mytliology of the Hiodoos, p.

iv.

VISHNU AND

SIVA.
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The heaven of Vishnu is described
and beautiful beyond imagination. Eighty thousand miles
in circumfei'ence, it is composed entirely of gold, with huge edifices of
precious stones; and every luxurious adjunci: which the warm and fertile invention of oriental minds could picture.
Siva, the destroyer, the supreme lord of all, vanquished only by
founder of the Buddhist religion.
as being rich

Maha

usually represented of a white or silver

Kali, or Eternity, is

colour.

Sometimes he has

third eye in his forehead

;

five heads, at other

times but one, with a

the three eyes being supposed to denote

time past, present, and to come. He is often found seated on a throne,
and sometimes riding on the bull jSTandi. In his hands are represented
a small drum, a cup to receive the blood of the slain, two human heads,
and a club.*
His consort, Parvali, is also frequently represented with him. He
has various names, and has had numerous incarnations... Many are

KORMA.WATAIIA,

the temples erected to his worship, and at certain seasons of the year
great festivals are held, at which thousands congregate to celebrate

some one of his

exploits

by means

of games, offerings, and acts of de-

votion.

The

religion of

Brahma,

like
*

most other forms of worship, may be

Coleman,

p..

62,
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divided into two parts, the ritual and the moral, or practical.
berless are the ceremonials to be observed

Num-

by the followers of Brahma,

MATSYAVATARA.

Vishnu, and Siva.

Ablution and prayer are the chief duties of

Of the

all

Brahmins five sacraments are daily
demanded, viz. studying the Vedas ; making oblations to the manes,
and to fire in honour of the deity ; giving alms, and receiving guests
devout Hindoos.

Avith

class of

honour.

The Brahminical code
vicious

man,

life,

it is

forcibly dwells

upon the

evil results of a

The upright
down even though op-

both during a present state and hereafter.

expressly declared, need not be cast

pressed with penury, while the unjust

man

attains

"whose wealth proceeds from false evidence.^

It

is

no

felicity,

nor he

also emphatically

declared in the learned and sacred books of the Hindoos, that para-

mount

to all ceremonial observances

man.

Those

duties,

and

rites are

the moral duties of

however, appear on closer examination to be

rather of a passive than an active character; and although strongly

imbued with a generous and elevated spirit, the morality of the Brahmins is at the best little more than a guide to innocent tranquillity.
'

Menu, chap,

iv.

p. 76.

CHANGES IN BUAHMINIS3L
The
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changes which have taken place in the religion of
from the worship of one true God to the adora-

princiiDal

India, are the passing
tion of a

known

crowd of

deities

more numerous than those of any other

equally with the adoration of deified mortals

faith,

increase of sects of religion; the
plastic set of
all

Vedas

;

the great

employment of a new and more

the great ascendency of the monastic orders over

;

others ; and the inculcation of the doctrine that faith in a particular

god is far more efficacious than contemplation, ceremonial observance,
and even good works/
We find the fruits ot innovation and change in the multiplicity of
strange temples to new deities and saints ; in the constantly recurring
festivals ; in the innumerable processions and shows, accompanied as

pomp ; in the penances, the offerings, and
and the multiplicity of devotees and monks revelling in idle,
sanctity.
Indeed, the Hindoo religion as at present existing,

they are with glaring, tinsel
oblations,
useless

may

be said to be the

Roman

T!ie text-books of the

are eighteen, believed

inspired writer of the
their having

by

Catholicism of the East.

new

creed are the Puranas, of which thei'e

have been composed by the
is scai-cely any doubt of

their readers to

Vedas, though there

been the production of many

difxerent pens,

and of so

late

date as from the eighth to the sixteenth century of the Christian era.
Besides the host of g'ods whose existence

is

taught in the Puranas,

there are countless hosts of angels ministering to the spirits of the

There are also evil spirits, such as the
Eakshasas and Pisachas, whilst the Bhats correspond with the nur-

just in the allotted heavens.

sery goblins of the western world.

There

is

besides an almost innumerable crowd of local gods, wor-

shipped in villages and certain

districts,

and Avhich

in

many

respects

bear a striking resemblance to the Lares of the Romans.

Hindooism, in contradistinction to Buddhism, believes in a future
of good or

The transmigration of the

evil.

this doctrine

;

existence they

they
will,

still

soul

is

a leading feature of

believe that between the different stages cf

according to their merit or demerit, enjoy thousands

of years of happiness in heaven, or suffer as long the racks of the in-

which they have a vast number.
Hindoos is far from being of an elevated
Fbr the Brahmin, if he be a strict observer of
or interesting character.
the ritual, it Avill prove a task of some hours daily; but the great mass
fernal regions, of

The

religious service of the

of the people ordinarily content themselves with repeating the
their patron deity whilst taking their
^

morning

Elphinst.one, vol.

i.

bath.

p. 161.

name of

G
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Hindoos form no inconsiderable portion
chief of these may be instanced the
festival of Juggernath, a deity before whose shrine more victims have
been immolated than have fallen beside the standard of Alexander or
the eagle of Xapoleon.
There are many shrines to this god, but the
religious festivals of the

of their devotion.

principal one

Amongst the

at Orissa, whence, at the

is

sixty feet high,

is

brought forth on

its

due season, the colossal image,
huge, unwieldy car, di-awnj by

thousands of men, women, and children, Avho consider
holy privilege to be thus employed.

As

it

a high and

the ponderous wheels of the vast machine roll lazily onwards,

devotees and pilgrims from distant places rush forward and fling themselves beneath the

At

moving mass, and

scatter the road with their blood.

the princij^al feast, the Eath-jattra, as

sons will be assembled from almost

all

many

as sixty thousand per-

parts of India.

It is believed

that several thousands annually lost their lives in this shocking manner,

though of

late years the practice has considerably fallen

Scarcely of less importance than the preceding

a

festival

which takes place early

wife of Vishnu, under her second

Bellona

is

in

is

off.

the

Ddrga

Purja,

October in honour of Parvati, the

name

of Durga, which this Eastern

said to have received in consequence of her \'ictoiy over a

named Durg-u. Feasting to excess is carried on
during the ten days of this universal holiday ; all business is suspended,
redoubtable giant

and none can think of any thing but merrymaking.
wealthy Hindoo gentlemen expend as

much

Some

of the

as 10,000/. in entertaining

both Europeans and natives during the Purja, and vast numbers of
cattle are slaughtered for the poorer classes.

For few things

Hindoos so remarkable as for their rigorous
punishments and _austerities during religious festivals.
These are either done to propitiate favour for the future,
or to effiice some misdeed or ofience committed, or perhaps in fulfilment
of a vow made during sickness.
In the latter case, no consideration
can induce the person to forego the penance ; and though sometimes
years may elapse before it can be accomjilished, it will still be carperformance of

are the

self-inflicted

ried out.

Amongst

these severities,

we

find swinging in the air suspended

by cords on hooks forced through the muscles of the back ; thrusting
a spear through the foot, and walking with the weapon projecting deep
into the ground ; standing on one foot for many days with the hands
held clasped above the head, and the eyes intently fixed upon the

burning sun

;

and

lastly,

knives,

swords, or aiTows thrust through

the tongue in a great variety of ways.

FAKEERS AND SUTTEES.
Fakeers are

men who have
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aclueved a degi*ee of sanctity through

and by which they are generally maimed
They are looked upon as beings
of a sacred character, and are kept
penances of

this sort,

life.

alms wher-

liberally supplied with

ever they wander.

for

These

men

are

usually very repulsive objects, be-

ing filthy in the extreme, and crippled in

many

hideous ways.

The performance of suttee, or
self-sacrifice, by the widows of
Hindoos, has obtained from very
early dates.

was by a

The mode of death
which the

funeral-pile,

victim ascended, often with

much

firmness, sometimes with apparent
satisfaction, but not unfrequently

with terror and reluctance, though
aided by plentiful jJotions of drugs

and

stimulants.

The East India Company have
for

many

years past laboured to

put down both this and the equally
barbarous practice of infanticide

*•

faeeeb,

;

for a long period the task appeared a hopeless one, but success has at

length crowned their praiseworthy

efforts,

and within

tories, as well as those of their allies, these practices

their own terrimay now be said

to be almost extinct.

Although the Bhuddhist religion is at the present moment an unfaith in Hindostan proper, it must not be passed by without
notice, seeing that it had its original stronghold in India, and thence

known

spread over a large portion of the eastern world, including as
ries

not fewer than one-third of the
Sakya, or

Gotama Buddha, the

Pataliputra,'' or Patna, B.C. 623,

human

its

vota-

race.

last of the

Buddhas, was born at

attained his Buddhaship, through a

long course of meditation and penance, about

B.C.

588; and

after pro-

pagating his faith through the greater part of India and in the island
of Ceylon, died at the age of eighty.

The two religions were too antagonistic in their nature to grow and
by side, A long and bitter struggle between these faiths

thrive side

^

Palibothra of the Greeks.
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resulted in the ascendency of Brahminism,

INDIA.

and the

final

expulsion of

Bhuddhism from Hindostau, between the feventh and twelfth
of the Christian era.^

Driven from

this part of Asia,

centuries

the new, or

its way northwards to Thibet and Tartary ; eastwards to Bm-mah, Siam, China, and Japan, and southwai-ds to Ceylon

reformed faith made

and other eastern islands, until it became diffused over a wider range
of country, and was acknowledged by a greater number of votaries,
than has been the case with any other religion since the creation of
mankind.^

The creed of the Bhuddhists is essentially one of .atheism, although
some parts of northern Asia it assumes a theistical character yet
even amongst such the belief in a God is coupled with the rejection of
Him as the creator or ruler of the universe. ^^ The time Bhuddhist bein

;

nothing but mattei", which bears within
power of reproduction of beings without the aid of any exter-

lieves in the eternal existence of
itself the

nal agent.

Transmigration under a peculiar aspect forms a part of this belief,
and the existence of a superior order of beings, called Buddhas, Avho
have, by a long career of austerities and praiseworthy deeds in various
worlds, attained to that rank.
The Buddhas ai-e believed to be many
in number ; and it is the last of them, Gotama, who revealed, or
constructed the reformed religion.

This present Buddha, howcA'er, although the admitted head of the
church,

is

not worshipped as a deity, or as a being presiding and watch-

ing over the destinies of this lower world.

He

is

simply considered as

a beacon of intelligence, goodness, and beauty, worthy the imitation of

mankind.

Having attained the sublime excellency

of Xirwana, or
no longer capable of being woi'shipped. He
but a deification of human intellect, a state of approximation

cessation of existence, he
is,

in fact,

to which every

member

is

of the race

may

attain without reference to

position.

Nirwana

is

not the destructimi or annihilation of an existent being,

existence. It is not an absorption into a superior
Brahmins teach ; it is not a retreat into a place of eternal
repose, free from further transmigration
nor is it a violent destruction
of being; but a complete and final cessation of existence.
The morality of Buddhism is of a high and pure character; and
although the incentive to virtue, the final attainment of Nirwana, is so-

but the cessation ofhis
being, as the

;

s

Asiatic Journal, vol.

s

Cliristianity iu Ceylon,

>"

334.

iv. p.

by

Elphinstone's IncUa, vol.

Sir J.

i.

Emerson Tennent,

p. 303.

p. 200.
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widely different from that

be seen that
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influences the Christian,

it

may

easily

any other code. The
Buddhist is forbidden to take the life of even the meanest creature; he
is prohibited intemperance, incontinence, dishonesty, and falsehood,
its

standard

vices that are but too

all

is

scarcely second to

common

in the East; whilst the smaller

ings of anger, pride, covetousness, hypocrisy,

On

the other hand, he

is

encouraged to the practice of

forgiveness of injuries, charity, respect to age

ment, gratituje, moderation in
these he

is
'•'

desires.

all

fail-

are not forgotten.

tfec.

and

all virtues,

the

character, content-

things, patience, cheerfulness,

—

all

taught to follow as the sure guides to the ultimatum of his
Those," said Buddha, " who practise all these virtues, and

are not overcome
attain to

One

by evil, will enjoy the perfection of happiness, and
supreme renown."

striking peculiarity of the Buddhist religion

to be found in

is

the garb and lives of the priesthood.

yellow cloth, have their
live in monasteries,

They

They are dressed in robes of
heads shaven, go barefooted and bareheaded,

and perform

regTilar daily services in their temples.

and celibacy; and subsist, or are supupon alms. At one time nunneries for women appear
to have existed; but none are to be met with at the present time.
A third sect of religionists, though not of very great extent, is that
of the Jains, holding a place about midv/ay between the Brahmins and
Buddhists.
They are, to a certain extent, atheistical, believing in the
eternity of matter alone; and whilst they reverence the v.'hole of the
Hindoo deities, they add to their Pantheon a long list of saints, who
pretty nearly assume with them the rank and attributes of Buddha.
The division of castes in India forms a prominent feature of the
Brahminical religion. In early times these classes were four in number,
though in the present day several of them are lost, whilst many other
subdivisions have sprung up.
The first class is that of the Brahmins,
who, according to the code of Menu, v.'ere held as superior to all other
created beings, and jDossessed considerable immunities. They took rank
before kings ; their property was considered most sacred and although
their offences were treated with admirable clemency, no leniency awaited
are also sworn to poverty

posed to do

so,

;

the culprit

who

offended or injured one of their sacred body.

Endowed, however,
life

fourths of their

and

as they

were

vnth. so

many

could scai'cely be pronounced an enviable one.
life

austerities, or

immunities, their

Kearly three-

Avere spent in the practice of severe mortifications

immersed

in the deepest contemplation;

and even

during the later period of their earthly career, when their penances

had ceased, they were enjoined the practice of a devotional meditation
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upon the

delights of a future state, free

from

INDIA.
all

sources of evil and

suffering.

The Cshetryas, or military

class,

speaks for

itself.

Banking next to

the Brahmins, they were always treated with honour, and enjoyed

advantages over the lower

classes.

Their duties, as laid

down

in

many
Menu,

appear to have been to defend the people, to give alms, to sacrifice, to
read the Vedas, and to shun the allurements of sensual pleasures. i'

Next in rank to the preceding is the Veisyas, or mercantile class,
who are enjoined by Menu to practise the rites of religion; not forgetting, of course, donations to the Brahmins, trading, banking, culti-

vation, and cattle-rearing.

A SUDRA MENDICANT.

The Sudras were the lowest in the scale of society; and every enactment made in reference to them and their position possesses the same
" Chap.

i.

p. 89.

THE SUDRAS.
severity of tone.

It

is

other classes, but in no

declared to be their especial duty to serve the

way

to interfere in their callings.

must perform them

exercise of religious duties, they

imperfect manner.

The Veda

presence; nor must any one of

Should a Sudra be
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is

Even in the
maimed and

not allowed to be read even in their

them presume

killed, the religious

to that for killing a cat or a dog.

in a

A

to offer their advice.

penance for the act

Sudra

is

similar

by the leavings
of his master, and to be clad in his rejected garments; and as to worldly
possessions, he is not permitted to accumulate the most trifling amount.
Such Avas the status of the Sudras in the early days of Indian
is

to be fed

empire; but in modern times, not only have great radical changes and
innovations crept into the upper classes, but the two latter
said

no longer to

exist

;

whilst in their places

castes, less of a religious nature

There

is

no longer a

Not

may

be

find scores of other

than of a social character.

servile caste;

surely in the hundreds of classes

we

they have merged quietly but

now met with on

every side in India.

at all unfrequently these castes coincide with the various trades;

such, for instance, as the goldsmiths, the washermen, and the carpenters.

These,

if

more numerous than of

old, are certainly far

more

par-

ticular in regard to preserving the integrity of their respective castes

which

in olden times

was seldom done.

--c-CiS;g*=^f^^=d&!>^5-~-
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CHAPTER

IXDIA.

III.

MANNERS AND CUSTOMS.

IN

a region equal in extent to

tlie

whole of Europe,

tion of Russia, which has been the theatre of so

vrith the

many

excep-

revolutions,

numbering within its limits a population of a hundred and twenty millions, and coimting not less than a dozen distinct nations, and at least
four separate religions, we might reasonably look for a considerable
dissimilarity of customs, manners, and character ; and undoubtedly
such is to be found in verj^many instances, drawing a line through the
country, almost as broad and as m.arked as that of their dialects.
Not only do the inhabitants of the Deccan and the entire peninsula
of India differ from those of Hindostan Proper in most particulars, but
the latter, again, have
w^est;

and even

marked

little in

common

with the dwellers in the north-

Avithin the boundaries of

Hindostan we may perceive a

between the Bengalees and the inhabitants of

dissimilarity

Gangetic Hindostan,

In personal appearance the natives of the northern
more robust and energetic than
those to the south, who, with the exception of some of the Malabar
countries are fairer, better formed, and

and timid to
most of the towns are composed of
oflficials, bazaar-keepers, and domestics.
there are few beyond the agriculturists and the

tribes, are of small stature, darker, effeminate, cunning,

a degree.
bankei's,

The communities
traders, government

In the rural
village

districts

headmen and

officers

of

of the government.

The mode of life of the Indian ryot is one of extreme simplicity,
amounting but too often to miseiy, the result of an outward continual
The
pressure kept on him by the zemindar and others of that class.
members of a family dwell with each other from grandfather to grand-

—

one leafy roof, one bamboo-wall,
and young, the toiler and the tarry er ; happy if the simple
meal of roots and grain comes at the aj)poiuted time, happy now and
then to snatch a mouthful of forbidden rice from the fields their hands

child with patriarchal contenteduess

sheltering old

—

cultivate for the tax-farmer,

—happy

if

at harvest-time

not WTung from them in rent and usury.

aU

that crop be

:
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HINDOO, PEASANTRY.

Poor
stuff,

broken wall and

more cheering

mud

of the

Hindoo hut, with its patch of gardenbamboo hedge, its interior wears not a

as i| the exterior of the

its

aspect.

its

A

handful of rushes for a carpet covers a part

a few earthen vessels for water or purposes of

floor;

bamboo

stool,

a rush mat rolled up in one corner, which at

night performs the

office

of a bed,

cookery; a

—these make up the household

in-

ventory, so pool*, so mean, so small in value, that were the insatiate

tax-farmer to distrain for his rent, no coin would be found sufficiently
Glass and crockery are mystic articles to
minute to purchase them.
Hindoo \4ilager he may have heard of such things at the next

the

:

toAvn on festival-days, but his

own supply

of dinner-ware

is

—

pro\dded

by more bountiful hands than those of Spode and Copeland, the willowpattern is supplanted by the Banana leaf. An earthcrn chattie and ricedish are articles of luxury.

One

strip of cotton-cloth,

In dress they have as

little to

boast

of.

bleached white with constant washings, or

perhaps stained yellow or pink,

is

round the

v.'ound

loins.

sions of village or religious festivities a second strip will be

On

nuug

occa-

loosely

across the shoulders, to be afterwards cai*efully laid aside for the next

The women wear a longer piece

of white cloth wrapt round
and yet so gracefully as to set off" the
the utmost advantage.
Children are seldom clad until they

occasion.

them

in apparent negligence,

figure to

attain the age of eight or nine.^
class of

country,

The reader has here

a picture of that

Indian cultivators, who, spread over a vast and

may

truly be called the flesh

fertile tract

of

and bone of our Indian empire

from such as these springs the large export-trade of the presidencies,
amounting to seventeen millions sterling annually from such as these
is wrung the greater portion of the twenty-two millions sterling of
taxation it is these, whose only knowledge of their English rulers is
derived through the medium of the revenue-farmer, whose education is
;

:

cared for at the annual rate of three farthings per family.

There
the land

:

of course, classes superior to the above, scattered over
heads of villages, district functionaries, and dwellers in small

are,

who pretend

somewhat of Hindoo gentility, whose wives and
whose sleeping cotton-mat is a
more showy, whose waist-cloth is whiter and more copious, whose

towns,

to

daughtei's dwell in distinct apartments,
little

earthen drinkiug-vessels are transformed to utensils of brass,
ofi'real plates of clay,

and do not tremble

and "Burrah Sahib."Uncared for, low in the

scale of

at the

names

of

humanity, removed from

'

Milbrecht's Protestant Missions in Bengal.

*

Anglice, great (or English) master.

who

dine

"zemindar"
all

soften-
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ing or ennobling influences, the height of their enjoyment, ^11 that they
value,

is

a carouse at the festival of

day gossip and hookah

Avith the

some repulsive

deity, or their

mid-

heads of their village under the cool

shade of a banyan-tree.
Home duties and domestic happiness are
words without meaning in their ears ; their wives and daughters have
no social status, no education ; they are simply necessary pieces of
human furniture for the physical uses of man, and whose sole destiny
is

to raise families, to boil rice, and finally to die.

There

is

perhaps

less difference in

than in any other respect.

"With

all

the food of the various classes

castes vegetables

form the basis

of their cookery, though some of the lower orders iu large towns are

not careful to abstain from eating

flesh.

Amongst

the rural population

be met with beyond a coarse unleavened bread made
from various fine grains, with a few boiled vegetables, roots, a little oil
or ghee made from bufialoe*' uulk, and perhaps a dash of some sort of
there

is

little

to

A HXXDOO

spice

and a

little

salt.

WR4T.

.

In the southern states of the peninsula rice

forms a more prominent feature in their cookery ; whilst to the north
and north-west, flesh, whether of animals or birds, is more commonly

employed in various ways.
In the towns a far greater variety of food is eaten, and generally
with more regard to taste and indulgence. In the vicinity of the rivers
fish abounds, and forms a staple article of daily food.
The use of
intoxicating drinks

is

amongst the Rajpoot

chiefly confined to lai'ge communities,

tribes

opium

is

used to a large extent.

though

The most

INDIAN HOUSES.

common

indulgence of nearly

aromatic pungent

articles,

all classes is

combined with a

415

a mixture of betel and areca,
sort of lime,

and occasionally

tobacco and spices.

In none of their daily observances does the prejudice of caste so
It is reckoned extreme de-

strongly appear as in eating their meals.

filement to eat from a plate or seated on the

of an inferior caste

;

and

this leads to

many

same mat

as used

by one

strange customs, especially

amongst the Brahmins, the highest in the social scale. It is not at all
unusual for these people to eat from plates formed of the leaves of
trees just gathered, in order to prevent pollution.
In the same way,
and for the same reason, members of the military or mercantile classes,

when going a

journey, are frequently compelled to dress their own
wanting a cook of their own caste.
The dwellings of the Indian peasantry are generally miserable in
the extreme, consisting of seldom more than two small rooms formed
of stones and mud rudely thrown together, protected from the heat of

victuals,

the sun and the deluge of tropical showers by a simple roof of junglesticks and wild leaves; and usually without any garden-fence about
them, they pi-esent a striking contrast to the tastily finished mansions

of their wealthy countrymen.

The more substantial men of the villages can seldom boast of much
more ; the chief distinction being that the latter indulge in a fenced
garden, and often a second story to their hovels.

On

the other hand, the Hindoos of rank indulge in

outlay upon their mansions and pleasure-gardens,

many

much

lavish

of which vie

with the extent and costliness of the Mahometan edifices in the time
of the empire.

In the southern part of the peninsula a far greater degree of taste
and neatness is displayed in the village dwellings, where not only are
they frequently more prettily situated, but a marked regard is j)aid to
the cleanliness and appearance of the cottages.
Eveiy village, no less than each of the towns throughout India,
boasts of

its

bazaar for the sale of the simple necessaries of Oriental

life.

In the hamlets of the rural districts, the bazaar will consist of a single
small shop, whose whole stock consists of gi-ain, some coarse cloths, a
few sweetmeats, a collection of earthen vessels, and a bundle or two of
tobacco, with occasionally some brass ornaments for the women. In the
towns, a group of shops, of various kinds, containing far more miscellaneous stores, may be met with; and in the larger cities whole streets
and squares are comprised within the bazaar.
There are besides these bazaars, markets held at short intervals,
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and

fairs

generally once or twice in each year

IKDIA.

upon any

particular fes-

An

Indian town or city presents a busy, animated

scene on market-days.

Villagers pour iu with their burdens of grain

tival or holiday.

or fruit upon their heads, or with loaded bullock -carts

the narrow
;
and lanes become thronged to

streets

The

suffocation.
ch'ivers,

the

water-carriers,

cries of the carriage

shouts
the

of the

loaded

moaning, heavy

song of the palanquin-bearers, the
screaming of children, the lowing of
cattle; these, with the dust, and heat,
and glare of pent-up, badly paved
carriage-ways, make up a scene any
tiling but pleasing to a European
traveller.

The amusements,

and
Hindoos
are all alike distinguished by a great
degree of pomp, ostentation, and form.
There is much that is pleasing in the
festivals,

religious ceremonies of the

A WATER-CARRIER.

manners of the higher classes towards their inferiors, to whom they
Presents
shew, on all occasions, the utmost affability and courtesy.
have from the earliest times formed a leading feature of all holidays,
These vary according to
festivals, and family or public ceremonies.
the means of the donor; from some thousands of pounds sterling down
to a bouquet of flowers, or a little rice and fruit.
In many districts this custom has become a most oppressive one,
being distorted by the native headmen and oflttcials into a means of
wringing from those of the poorer and most helpless classes
their substance as

may be

or wedchng-day of any of

them by the zemindars.
the chiefs or middlemen of
left

all

such of

Each birthday
a district or vil-

made the pretext for mulcting
the name of ahwahs, generally in kind.

the ryot in donations knowTi by

supply of milk, the oil-maker supplies

oil for

lage

is

Thus the milkman furnishes a
the lamps, the cultivator

contributes his quota of grain; and so on through the whole population.

The

naihs, gomastas,

and paiks,

lectors of revenue, levy their

ryots,

who

are without the

all

own

subordinates attached to the col-

peculiar

power of

abwabs upon the prostrate
So long as the poor cul-

refusal.

made
by the human vultures that throng the re-

tivators possesses the veriest trifle of produce, so long are they
especial objects of extortion

venue and judicial establishments of British India.

ii:1.i;;m
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SOCIAL POSITION OF WOMEN.

The

fairs

417

held throughout India are for the joint purposes of plea-

They are widely different from such scenes in Engmore of theatrical pomp and show, with more noise,

sure and trade.

land, partaking far

and a greater admixtui-e of foreigners clad
There

is

many

in

varied dresses.

always a certain blending of religious ceremonial with these

periodical assemblages, though generally forming but a small feature

in the day's proceedings.

The upper

classes of the natives of India are

much given

to en-

tertainments of dancing and music, to which large numbers of their
friends are invited.

These take place upon any occasion which

offer a pretext for conviviality or sociability; they, indeed,

may

answer to

the European evening-parties.
Natives of high birth and rank are
proud to have their English acquaintances present on these occasions,
and often make gi'eat preparations for their reception, especially if, as
is sometimes the case, the European be an official of note.
It is at these parties that the " Nautch Girls" display the gracefulness, and something more, of their figures, with a studied afiectation of
ease and grace, which, to a European, carries little beyond repulsion.
In some parts of India, especially in the southern states of the peninsula, every temple has a troop of these " Dancing Girls," whose questionable earnings help out the sacred finances of the shrine.

them

Some

of

dress with great magnificence, hiring their jewelled robes for the

occasion,

ments, as

and which are said occasionally to be worth, with their orna-

much

as 20,000Z.

The position of Hindoo women is much changed since the time of
Menu; and even from the period when the British rule was established,

many important

modifications in the position of the females have taken

During the olden Hindoo time, the women were retired and secluded almost as strictly as amongst the Mahomedans and there is little
doubt but that during the Tartar dynasty this became still more the case.
The code of Menu lays down with considerable minuteness the
actual position and duties of the wife as regards her husband; and these
are such as can scarcely be termed unfair towards the weaker sex.

place.

;

The

strictest

the husband

obedience of the wife
is

is

enjoined

told to leave her at her

lawful recreations.^

He

is,

own

;

but at the same time

disposal in innocent

and

moreover, to keep her " constantly supplied

with ornaments, apparel, and food at

festivals

and

jubilees."

The code is equally precise in detailing the various duties of the
woman, who is to give her undivided care and study to the preparation
of daily food, and the superintendence of household utensils.
^

Menu, chap.

E E

ix. p. 2,
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As

a rule,

Hindoo women are

totally without education.

Parents

do not see the advantage that may ai-ise from placing their daughters
on an equal footing in this respect with their sons. The smallest exl^ense attending the education of a girl would be, by the father, considered as a foolish waste of money, productive of good to no one.

There ai'e, however, exceptions to even this very general rule
amongst the families of the superior classes of Bengalees, where it not
very unfrequently happens that the daughter has been taught, not only
to read, but to write.

The form

of marriage

is

simple in the extreme, the rite consisting

in the bride taking seven steps, repeating a particular verse at each

separate step.

When

the seventh

is

taken, the marriage

is

considered

A RIDING ELEPHANT.

Other forms were observed in earlier times ; but they
The bride and bridegroom are usually

indissoluble.''

have gradually become obsolete.

not more than ten years of age when marriage takes place, and seldom

more than

twelve.
*

At

Colebrook

these ceremonies a lavish outlay

:

Asiatic Eesearckes^ voT.

vii.

pp. 303-9.

is

often in-

;

^rSt-d'^k

.

.of „''\!i?iffe,:-^^^
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BURNING THE DEAD.
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beyond the means of the parties. In large cities it
from 10,000^. to 20,000?. sterling will be squandered uj^on

curred, sometimes
is

said that

the feastings, illuminations, dancing, processions of elephants, &c. inseparable from a Hindoo wedding in high

life..

The custom of burning the dead has obtained

in India

from time

immemorial.
Before burning the body, great care is taken to have it well washed,
perfumed, and arrayed with flowers and clean cloths.
In some parts

INDIAN KITE.

of India music accompanies the funeral procession to th€ pyre; but

elsewhere the only sounds which disturb the stillness of the scene are
the sorrowing exclamations of the soldiers and attendants, and the

screams of the m'any kites and other birds of prey, hovering about.
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Of the
it is

first

INDIA.

known

though
by Diodorus Siappears to have been

institution of Suttee nothing certain

is

;

undoubtedly of high antiquity, being alluded to

culus, Avho

wrote before the Christian

era,

and

it

in practice for a long period jjreviously.

The

belief that the

widow

is

any degradation should she
it is by no
the relatives and friends of the

subject to

survive her husband's death cannot be correct, seeing that

means an uncommon occurrence for
family to endeavour, by all the means

woman from

the contemplated act

:

it is

in their power, to dissuade the

notorious that this

is

not only

attempted, but often successfully; and amongst other expedients

em-

and attention of the widow, that the
body of her deceased husband may be removed and burned before she
ployed,

is

is

so to occupy the time

aware of the

fact.^

varies with the local customs of different
though not perhaps in any essential particulars. In
Bengal the widow prepares for the act with many ceremonies, and invariably bathes before mounting the pyre, if possible in the sacred
waters of the Ganges. Before firing the funeral altar, the dead and

The ceremony of Suttee

pai'ts of India;

the living are bound together to the
lity of the latter effecting

an escape.

pile,

so as to preclude the possibi-

In the south of India the

women

would appear to need no such precautious. A widow will there coolly
seat herself on the pyre, and placing the head of the departed husband
in her lap, awaits with
of the burning

mass

Koman

shall

firmness the

moment

Avhen the fiames

envelope her in their embraces.

In other

parts of India the Suttee leaps into the burning mass from an eminence,
or the funeral pyre may be below the surface of the ground.

Sometimes the courage of the woman
time, and she will

make

will fail her at the critical

a desperate attempt to escape from the cruel

death which awaits her; but in this case the attendants invariably
An instance of this kind is on record

thrust her back into the flames.

wherein an English gentleman being present, succeeded in rescuing

widow from the flames, much against the wishes of those present.
His conduct was, however, but ill requited by the woman whose life
he had thus saved; for on the following day he was not a little surprised at being upbraided by her for having thus shut her out from
the companionship of her husband in Pai'adise.''
This practice is far more frequent within the limits of Hindostan

the

Proper than in any other part of India.
tricts it is

but seldom that

it

Indeed, in the western dis-

occurs; whilst south of the Deccan

almost unknown.
=

Elpliinstone, vol.

i.

p. 359.

^

Ibid, vol,

i.

p. 361.
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Amongst other customs prevalent in India, is one, which if it be
not universal throughout that vast country, at any rate prevails to an
extent which seems scarcely credible, and which was for a long period
disbelieved, such

is its

revolting character.

There are certain Kajpoot tribes of the western and central provinces of British India, who have, almost from time immemorial, sacrificed the lives of a great portion of their female children as soon as
born.
In a part of the province of Benares, in Kach, and in the
neighbouring district of Kalliawar, is to be found this degrading
In Kach and Kalliawar alone it is com•custom in its full vigour.
puted,

on the lowest

calculation, that

2000 female

infants are thus

annually put to death j whilst in the province of Benares as

many

more are yearly sacrificed.
The existence of this shocking custom

is proved in other locathough perhaps not to such a great extent as amongst the RajThe Sikhs of Bhopal, the Minas of Gahazpoor and Toukra, the
poots.
inhabitants of Rewar and Jholawar, and the Chouans of Marsvar,

lities

are

;

all

known

to practise this

method of ridding themselves of

their

daughters.

Not

the least revolting feature of the

custom

is,

that most of

these infants die by the hands of their mothers shortly after their birth;

and

that none are preserved but such as the father requests

may be

saved.

This child-murder appears to have had its origin
which the heads of families meet with in disposing of
in marriage.

By them

it is

in the difficulty
their daughters

considered incestuous to intermany Avith

must seek husbands among
and moreover as the poverty of many of the Rajpoots prevents them from providing for the marriage expenses, which custom renders absolutely necessary, they dread the disgrace which inevitably follows the single life
of females in India; and with the view of averting this, resort to the

members

of the

same

tribe

,

their daughters

the tribes at a distance; and as this

is

often not practicable,

barbarous practice of sacrificing their offspring.

The servants of the East India Company were no sooner made
Aware of the great prevalence of this crime within their own districts
and those of friendly states, than they used every effort in their power
So long since as 1819 the attempt
to put an end to the enormity.
was made by attaching heavy penalties to the perpetrators of the crime
within the British territory; and in the case of friendly
chiefs

were bound by

practice.

More than

treaties to

states, their

do their utmost to put a stop to the

thirty years have

elapsed

since these praise-
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worthy attempts were first made; and although during that period no
effort has been spared, no energy relaxed, it is to be feared that the
revolting custom has become too deeply rooted in the habits and feelings of the people to be eradicated

revolting to a

iN^ot less

by

edicts or treaties.

humane and

civilised

mind than the bar-

and infanticide, is the long-prevalent and general
custom amongst the Hindoos of exposing their sick on the banks of
the Ganges to breathe their last within the influence of its holy waters.
This they call giving them to Ganga.
barities of Suttee

No

sooner

a patient believed to be beyond the reach of medicine,

is

than, if within a possible distance, he

Ganges, and either
its

left to die in

is

carried to the banks of the

one of the small

mud

huts with which

shores abound, or he will be placed in the stream itself in such a

manner

that, as its waters rise,

death must ensue from drowning.

Sometimes the

relatives lay the patient

mence pouring

a quantity of the thick

his throat, until suffocation ensues,

on the sandy banks, and com-

muddy water

when they

of the river

down

believe most firmly that

the water has winged the soul to Paradise.

The scenes upon

the river-banks are oftentimes most haiTowing;

man

the invalid beseeching his friends to save him; the half-drowning

strong enough in his delirious fever to struggle, but in vain, to escape
his cruel fate

in

;

the mother beseeching her children to save her

upon the beach stretching its tiny hands
any other country, would be the last to desert it in

tender infant
agony, but
stition,

infant

left

who

here,

stands coldly

;

the

one who,

to
its

helpless

under the baleful influence of a withering super-

by and watches the

little

straggler sob out

its

life.

There

is

perhaps no country in which thieves are such adepts in

their profession as in India.

been the

case, or

whence

For how long a period

this

may have

their proficiency originally came, does not

appear; but of the fact there

is little

doubt.

The ordinary

fastenings

of houses, nay, the very walls themselves, are small protection against

the depredations of these daring and practised marauders,

who with

the greatest facility possess themselves of the most valuable property,

So skilled are
remove the bed-clothes

without the least chance of prevention or detection.
they in their

from under a

One

art,

that they have been

sleeper,

known

to

without having been detected.

most formidable enemies of the public in India was the
associated band of robbers and murderers called Thugs, who for a series
of years committed the most daring enormities against life and property,
These
without any effectual attempts being made to put them down.
of the

OF THE GANGES.
HINDOO LEAVING HEU SICK CHILD ON THE BANKS
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Thugs were banded

together, and generally

worked

of three or more.

In order to

purpose with the greater

cility

and

eflect their

in concert

by bodies
fa-

security, they travelled the least frequented parts of the country

and when

in various disguises,

they found a traveller

who

ap-

peared to possess sufficient to
render him an object woi-th
their trouble, they waylaid

on

his

him

journey and dispatched

him by strangulation, burying
the body or sinking it in a well,
In

so as to escape detection.

some

known

to join

their victim,

been

company with

and whilst seated

resting

together,

have

they

cases

beneath the

shade of some wide-spreading
tree

and listening to a

tale of

number
rear, and

adventure, one of their

approached from the

a thug.

slipping the fatal noose over the

head of the unwary

traveller,

quickly dispatched

him without

the chance

of escape.

been calculated that many thousands of persons have

It has

victims to the Thugs, and

it is

might have immolated, had not

impossible to say

how many more

fallen

they

tempted them to sacrifice
one or two Englishmen. This aggravated wickedness at once aroused
the ire and activity of the authorities, who, regardless as they had so
their ill-luck

long been of the wholesale sacrifice of Hindoo
idea of one of their

own

life,

could not tolerate the

order being included in the

list

of victims.

The mandate went forth for their suppression; and although many of
them contrived to elude the vigilance of the parties placed on their
track, their final extinction as a body has at length become a fact, and
Thuggee

is

now

a matter of past history.

If India has produced
it

also furnishes society

its

gangs of desperate thieves and murderers,

with sects of an opposite character.

The

Charans and Bhats are peculiar races regarded by all ranks in a sacred
These people devote thonselves to the protection of property
light.

and often of
cal

life

through dangerous

demonstration would avail but
'

tracts of

country where mere physi-

little.''

Malcolm's Central India,

vol.

ii.

p. 130.
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sections into wliicli native Indian society

is split by the
by the European, who finds himself
obliged, however moderate his wants
may be, to maintain from a dozen to
twenty domestics. The " kidmutgar"
who waits at table, and has charge of
the plate, glass, &c., does not meddle
with the food or diinkables, which are

institution of "caste," are sensibly felt

in the custody of a higher domestic,

a sort of butler.

Gentlemen are attended
dressing-rooms by a
enacts

whilst lower

mestics

is

in

still

Hindoo

who

th'^

the " mater,"

valet

j

grade of do-

who sweeps

out the rooms, cleans the dinner-ser-

A KIDIIUTGAR.

vice,

The

of a

the part

in their

" bearer,"'

(fee.

large cities in India have no water laid on in their houses, the

supply of which

is

brought from neighbouring tanks or wells by a class
of

men known

as

'-'bheesties,'

who

carry the liquid in hogs' skins slung
across their backs.

Another

ver}-

necessary class of ser-

vants are the "dhobies" or washermen,

who

employed along the
and tanks, beating on
large stones the white garments of both
sexes with a violence and disregard of
stitches and buttons, which, to a neware constantly

banks of

rivers

comer, appears dangerous in the extreme.

By this

rude process, however,

they manage to preserve the cotton and
linen clothes of a delicately white colour, not attainable in

A

iitAKJ:.!;.

European coun-

.

tries.

The Sindhi

as a people bear a closer resemblance to their

ancestors than any other people of the East.

Arab

In some few respects

resemble the Beloochis but though muscular, full-proportioned
men, they are much fairer than theii- neighbours, especially the women,
some of whose countenances bear a close affinity with the Spanish
Their habits and moral bearing scarcely warrant
features and tint.
they''

;
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SINDHI CUSTOMS.
tlie

opinion •which one would form of these people from their well-

developed organism.

amusements appear
and debasing kind. Gambling, cockfighting, hunting,
and wrestling make up the excitements
Illiterate to a degree, especially the females, their

to be of a gross

of a Sindhi's

whilst the

life;

women

pass their time between the frivolities
of dress, cards, and the less innocent

occupation of intrigue, for which^they
are notorious.

A

The ceremonials

of marriage do not differ very materially from those

Equally abounding in forms and observances, they are

of Hindostan.

not one whit

less

costly;

nuptials to be delayed

to incur

The

all

and

it

is

by no means uncommon

many months through

for the

the inability of the parties

the needed expense.

birth of a child of either sex

festivities,

EHEESTIE.

is

welcomed by

limited only by the means of the parents.

rejoicings

At

and

four years

and four months the boy is sent to school, where he remains until the
age of twelve and sometimes fifteen, during which time he goes through
a regular course of the Koran, the Sindhi language, and Persian. The
female sex are all most miserably uneducated, the men appearing to
think they are mischievous and wicked enough without the aid of
books and pens.
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Betrothal visually takes place

boy verging on

fifteen,

when

INDIA.

the girl

is

though sometimes much

about twelve and the

Marriage

earlier.

lows at once,

if

the

fol-

means of the

parties will allow.

In their manners and general
habits the Peguans and Talains, of

the Tenasserim and neichbourino:
provinces,
to the

are decidedly superior

Hindoo, though perhaps

industriously disposed.

In

all

less

that

relates to education, in their free-

dom from

the ban of caste and the

slavery of baneful superstition, in

the superiority of their social sys-

tem, these people form a remarkable exception to the state of de-

basement in which most of the
Asiatic nations are plunged.

Perhaps their most remarkable
departure from Oriental customs

is

the social position in which they

have placed their

women.

Al-

though generally without even the
education afforded by the Kioungs
or village schools, the mothers and

wives of these countries oecuoy a

prominent position in

society,

and

take a share in the daily business
life rarely to be met ^\•ith eastward of the Cape.
A Burman or Peguan will never

of

journey by land so long as he can

go by water; and so addicted are
they from their earliest infancy to

A PEGUAN.

boat travelUng, that the canoe enters into almost all their arrangements.

Their cattle are fed out of

canoes, their children sleep in them, their vessels of domestic use are

canoe- shaped, they travel

may be

by land

almost said that their

in canoe-shaped carriages,

earlijest

and

their latest

and

moments

it

are

passed in canoes.

Having thus sketched the leading manners and customs of the na-
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CHARACTER OF INDIAN RACES.

tions comprised within the limits of British India, I will endeavour

to complete the picture

by adding a few

lines relative to their cha-

racter.

HI>'DOO WASHERilEX.

"Were an opinion upon this subject formed from the majority of
books published on Indian toi>ics, or from the oral evidence of travellers and others, we should indeed arrive at a most unfavourable conclusion, and feel inclined to place our Indian fellow-subjects the very
But, unwilling to do this, we consult
lowest in the scale of humanity.

some

who have passed a long life amongst those dwellers
who have been beyond the contaminating influence

of those few

in the provinces,

cities, free from the inoculation of Indo-Euroand we there learn other and far better things of the

of the larger towns and

pean morality

;

bulk of the people.
That falsehood, deception, perjury, timidity, if not actual cowardice,
form the leading characteristics of most Hindoos, in all their intercourse with Europeans, there can be but
it

that the

little

doubt.

same race of people can be attached,

Equally true

faithful, honest,

is

and,
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on emergencies, brave even to the deatli. If -we turn to the oldest
left us by Greek writers, we find such accounts
of them as might well induce us to believe that they were detailing the

records of this people

human family. The
drawn by Arrian and Strabo of the character of the Hindoo
nations bear no nearer resemblance to their portraiture in modern
works, than do the habits and customs of the English of the ninecharacteristics of a totally different portion of the

pictures

teenth century to those of the ancient Britons.

In the Indica of Arrian, as

Avell as in

other works of that date, the

inhabitants of India are described as sober, moderate, and upright in
all their dealings; so honest, as to

require no fastenings for their dwell-

ings, nor locks for their treasures.

Litigation was

unknown amongst

them, and truthfulness was ever a most marked characteristic of their

Allowing for the impediments which in those remote times
in the way of arriving at a complete knowledge of the
character of the Hindoos, we cannot but admit that this highly-drawn
nature.

must have been

picture must have had some ground of justification.

In seeking

for

an explanation of the wide discrepancies between the

ancient and the most favourable modern accounts of these people,

we

must not lose sight of the continued enei'vating influence of climate
upon character, added to the indolence engendered by a wonderfully
prolific soil, which, out of its

living beings stand in

These

are,

marvellous abundance, produces

most need

however, not

all

the causes which have been at

upon the character of the Hindoos.
generation upon generation ground
justice

;

that

Long

work

ages of cruel despotism;

by oppression and inlast.
The
with the Arab, the Mahomedan with the Afghan, and
to the dust

each foreign race of masters more exacting than the

Tartar v}"iug
lastly,

all

of.

the British conquerors of the East, the boasted pioneers of

upon Tartar barbarity and cufrom the prostrate, helpless nations the last sorry remnants of their once proud nationality ; and while they wring from the
Christianity and civilisation, refining

pidity, snatch

svretched people their uttermost farthing by a high-pressure taxation,
deny them the cheap and ready justice, the abundant uTigatiou, and
the admirable roads, which the bigoted followers of the Prophet, in
their darkest ages of despotism, had never withheld.
Before we pass a sweeping condemnation upon so large a body
of our fellow-creatures, we should ask, if the policy we have pursued
towards them during the last half-century has been such as to bring
forth any dormant good qualities.
Have we, by our laws, our precepts, and, above all, by our own example, sought to elevate the
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BRITISH EXAMPLE.

standard of their morality, to chide and check their vices and their
failings

Have our

1

officials

been to them bright patterns of integrity

and zeal 1 Have our merchant-princes been worthy examples of honour
and upright dealings ? Has the enlightened son of Britain held up the
mirror of truth to the benighted Indian ; or has the dark-skinned, darksouled gentile

shamed the

pale-faced Christian with virtues^ not of

Bible -growth, which, living on in that rank, baneful

outstripped the blighted offshoots of the gospel-land

These questions

it

will

be

my

soil,

have

still

?

duty to examine and answer in ano-

ther place.

PAE.VDISE FLYCATCEEr. {Muscipitu Paradise.

See Appendix F.),
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IV.

EDUCATION AND CHRISTIANITY.

THE

destiny of the

Hindoo and other

rule of Great Britain, depends for its

races of the East, under the

good or

evil, less

upon the

form of government, the quality of legislation, or the physical welfare
of the community, than upon a proper development of the intelligence,
upon the elevation of their national
and the morals of the people,
character.
As in the more progressive countries of the western world,
The safety and integrity
their future must be shaped by their schools.

—

upon education, as surely within the tropics as in
The national mind of India will advance,
whatever the efforts of government.
The Canutes of conservatism
of the state hinges

more temperate

zones.

will in vain bid the tide of intelligence to recede

come, but no farther.

swept back.

The

The onward current

of

—thus

printing-press, the steam-engine,

are all busy at their work

;

far shalt

thou

mind cannot be thus
and the

railroad,

the sound of their labours reaches already

from Cape Comorin to the foot of the Himalayas. The spii'it is abroad,
and none, not even the mighty men of Leadenhall Street, can quench
it.
They may, however, do much more they may direct it and as the
winged lightning is guided and made the minister of good, so may the
subtle thought of man, the intellect of millions upon millions of the
human race, be bent, controlled, and moulded unto good for us and

—

;

them.

Important though

this subject be, it yet

forms but an unsatisfactory

It shews that whilst the
most active and intelligent minds, the most carefully weighed schemes
have been bent towards the one great bureaucratic object of wringing
as much as possible from the great mass of the people, the most ordinary capacities, the smallest monetary grants have, with but a few
exceptions, been deemed sufficient for ministering to the mental and
social well-being of the community.

chapter in the history of British Indian rule.

;

!

EARLY EDUCATIONAL EFFORTS.
It shews, moreover, that if the official

compared with the

fiekl,
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work has been scanty as
The

the quality has been equally indifferent.

task appears to have been one of destruction rather than of reformation

down

to pull

rather than to build up.

Heathenism has been replaced

Brahma has been dethroned to make way for Tom
Paine the Vedas cast aside for the- Age of Reason. Dagon has indeed
been hewn asunder, but the Ark has found no resting-place there. And
by

infidelity.
;

this too

it

by a Christian government

Before I proceed to notice the present state of education in India,
will be well to take a survey, however rapid, of the work that has

already been performed by governmental and missionary means, thus
placing before

my

readers an epitome of the rise and progress of edu-

cational establishments within the three presidencies

so I dwell
it is

more

particularly

upon the

;

and

if in

doing

scholastic institutions of Bengal,

that data regarding the other presidencies

ai-e

most meagre and

incomplete.

The nature and extent of the work yet
gined from the substance of an
education, which

tells

official

to

be done

may

be ima-

report on the state of native

us that in the most highly cultured districts only

sixteen per cent of the teachable population receive any kind of instruction ; in the least-cultured district, the proportion receiving teach-

ing of any sort
of

all

is

about two and a quarter per cent; whilst the average

the districts visited gave but seven and three-fourths per cent of

In the same way

children receiving any tuition whatever.

it has been
and a half per
had received any sort of

shewn, that of the adult population not more than
cent of the aggregate of the visited districts,

five

instruction. •

The

first

were the

attempts

made by Europeans

natives, but to Christian children.

to impart education in India

and

enterprise, and that not to
Rather more than a century has

results of private benevolence

elapsed since a fund was formed by a few philanthropic persons of the

Indian metropolis to provide board and education for indigent Christian children, the origin of the existing free school of Calcutta.

some
same

years later

when

the local government took the

first

It

was

step in the

direction, and strangely though it may read, that first step was
made, not in behalf of the gi-eat mass of the people the Hindoo race,

—

but of their Mahomedan conquerors.
It was in the year 1781 that Mr. Hastings founded the Madrissa,
or
-

Mahomedan

College, of Calcutta,

and fourteen years

later a Sanscrit

College was established at Benares, for the encouragement of native
'

Calcutta Review, art. Government Education in Bengal, vol.

iii.

p, 212.
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By the act, the 53d Geo. III., a lac of rupees (10,000/.) was
ordered to be appropriated " for the revival and improvement of litera-

learning.

ture,

and the encouragement of the learned natives of India, and

for the

introduction and promotion of a knowledge of the sciences amongst
the inhabitants of the British territories in India."

In 1816 the Hindoo college was projected, and

five years

later

established in Calcutta, where as yet, the chief efibrts in the cause of

education appear to have been made.

This was, and

still is, by far
The celebrated
promoters, and threw into

the most important educational institution in Bengal.

Rammohun Roy was

most active
For the erection of the building
12,000/. were voted by the government, and an annual donation of
2,500/., subsequently increased to 3,000/., was granted for the mainteone of

its

the undertaking his entire energy.

nance of the professors, servants, &c. attached to

sums were voted towards the support
period, Avithout having enlisted

on

its

it.

Eventually larger

of this college, yet, for a long

behalf any proportionate sym-

pathy for the classes intended to be benefited by it, and Avho continued
to regard it and its progress with true Asiatic indifierence, so that the

good resulting from its establishment has been very far from bearing a
proportion to the amount of funds expended on it.
In 1830 Dr. Duff opened the General Assembly's School in Calcutta
on Christian principles and with so much ability and earnest zeal was
this establishment conducted, that it very shortly rivalled the Hindoo
College in the number and qualifications of its students.
It was not long after the above date, that, in order to direct and
systematise the labours of the professors, and superintend the disbursements of the college and other educational grants for the presidency of Bengal, a General Committee of Public Instruction was organised, from the principal departments of the local government.
In
1842 this committee was superseded by the present Council of Education, consisting of civil servants of Calcutta of high grade, two
natives of little influence, a Judge of the Supreme Court, all unpaid, and a salaried secretary, who is c/e facto the council itself.
This secretary is a striking illustration of the manner and the extent
to which offices are heaped upon favourites by an Indian government.
Besides being a member and the secretary of the Council of Education, and having in consequence to conduct the con'espondence of all
the colleges and schools under the government
Bengal, he is a professor in the Medical College, the secretary of that college, Government
Book Agent, Inspector of Schools, and First Physician to the new
Fever Hospital.
;

LORD W. BENTINCk's MINUTE.
In

way should any

this
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professor of one of the colleges feel ag-

grieved at the conduct of the school-inspector, or hampered by any of

must forward his complaints to the man who, being
both secretary and inspector, has to decide upon all complaints thus
brought against himself. In the same manner the sale of books by the
his regulations, he

secretary becomes a source of great

reaps a large j^ersonal
all

i^rofit

evil,

for this functionary not only

by the unrestricted price he places vipon

books supplied to the various educational establishments, but keeps

them furnished with such books as pay him best, and which are precisely those least desired by the professors.
Yet to complain is out of
the question, for any such matter must be submitted to the book- agent
in his capacity of secretary, who would not only decide in his own
favour, but in his third capacity of inspector of schools, manage to
shew any such rebellious professor the exceeding impolicy, not less
than the utter inutility, of raising any such complaints.
The administration of Lord William Bentinck ushered in a revolution in the tactics of government, which, although modified by Lord
Auckland, paved the way for important results.
Lord Bentinck's minute of March 1835 expressly declared, that inasmuch as it was the
great object of the government to promote European literature and
science amongst the natives of India, all the funds appropriated for
educational purposes would be best employed on English education
alone.
The minute was acted upon, and the final result has been, that
in place of the exclusive orientalism of government education, a combined instruction in the native tongue and in English has found favour
in the greater part of central

and eastern India

;

whilst in the north-

west provinces, in Assam and Arracan, English has made but few
friends,

and the popular feeling
English

nacular.-

colleges of Calcutta

is,

is

exclusively in favour of the ver-

however, but

little

valued within the Sanscrit

and Benares, and the Madrassa

colleges of Hugli

and Calcutta, where the teaching continues of a purely oriental character.

The Hindoo College

whom

one

is

principal,

of Calcutta is conducted by six professors, of
and another head- master of the school depart-

A very inferior education is given in its upper classes to about
hundred and fifty youths, comprising English literature, history,
mental and moral philosophy, mathematics, and natural philosophy,
In its school department nearly a thousand
surveying, and music.
ment.
a

pupils are taught

by a host of native and a few European

professors.

In the lower portion of the building are carried on the Sanscrit
*
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College (an iustitution iutended to promote, amongst the natives, the

study and use of their sacred language), and the upper and lower

Hindoo College itself. Connected with
no European officer who holds any appointment involving supervision and aiTangement.
On field-days,
when some notability is expected a hurra-sahih, or influential personage
an imposing appearance is presented by this strange institution.
The "Professors' of " Vyakarana," of " Sahitya," of "Alankar,"
of " Jyotish," and sundry other things equally euphonious and intelliand, what with robes, turbans, and
gible, muster in great numbers
ornaments, make a great display, looking solid, learned, and profound,
The students repeat amazingas Sanscrit professors ought to look.
quantities of unintelligible lines and sentences, answer unintelligible
questions with equally unintelligible answers ; and the hirra-sahib,
school departments

tlie

of the

Sanscrit College, there

is

—

—

;

profoundly ignorant of the language used,
bows to the " pi'ofessors," who

proficiency,

parts, delighted to be able to speak

and

is

quite satisfied with their

bow

listen

in return,

and then de-

once more to his familiar

English.

On any ordinaiy day the visitor will see, on a table in the midst of a
small room, one of the " professors" sitting in oriental fashion, after the
manner
hot,

of tailors

and the

;

his

roll of

head

is

bare, his shoulders are bai-e

;

the day

is

muslin which envelopes his body out of doors has

been removed ; the ample rotundity of the stomach heaves regularly
above the muslin folds which encircle the loins and thighs. The shaven
crown of the worthy " professor," and his broad quivering back, glow
with the heat ; whilst a disciple, standing behind him, plies the fan
vigorously to and

huge mass

fro,

and produces a cun-ent

partially cool.

of

wind that keeps the

the table are squatted numbers of

Around

dirty-looking youths, carefully enveloped in their muslin dresses, as
prescribed by the rules, and droning, one by one, over a manuscript
page, which

is

handed from one to another in succession.

are dozing, and well they may, for
nasally intoned

by one

is

sleepy

work

The majority

— the same

verses

unvarying monotony, and
The " professor"' seldom speaks, for he

after another with

doubtless with similar errors.

too

it is

dozing heavily on the

table,

anxiously awaiting the bell that

is

and dinner. The same scene is being repeated
professors" are similarly dozing
in other similar rooms, where other
and teaching, and other youths similarly shut up from the light of
God's sun, which shines without; and of his soul, which should shine

to release

him

to liberty

'•'

within them.

In the upper and lower school departments of the Hindoo Col-

\
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which stretch upon either

lege,

number of
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side of the central building,

an immense

varying in age from ten to twenty,

classes of native youths,

are better taught by European and

Hindoo instructors ; but in a very
which they should be taught
a total want
of order and system pervading the arrangements, and calling loudly
for a thorough reform.
It is amazing, that whilst education has progressed at home with such wonderful rapidity during the past few
different

way

—

fi-om that in

years, every thing in India should

still

bear the impress of systems

A

long since antiquated and exploded in Em-ope.

want of simultane-

ous teaching, and the improved methodic, by which large masses are
individualised in the modern systems, pervades the class-teachinf of
the Hindoo College, and renders

may

comparatively

it

be said of education generally in Bengal

;

fruitless.

nor

is

The same

the fact to be

wondered

at, Avhen we remember that there is no one to superintend
the various institutions practically acquainted Avith the subject.
What

the schools of England would be, Avere
all

all

inspection removed, and were

attention to the subject suddenly to cease

amongst the clergy and

superintending bodies of the community generally, those of India are.
Just enough is taught the youths in these school departments to make

them

perceive that Brahminism, the religion of their forefathers,

is

fluency,

enough to enable them to read English with tolerable
to write it more imperfectly, and to speak it most imperfectly

of

Unless they enter the college department, they learn

false

;

all.

well

;

just

nothin'^'

nothing save the conviction that the religion of their fathers

a gross superstition.

Very few of them do make

college department, not perhaps one in twelve

their

— the

way

is

into the

eleven leave the

alma mater convinced that they have received an excellent
education, that virtue and truth, and honour and piety, are all highsounding words without meaning ; that the tniest virtue is but the
walls of their

clever concealment of vice

genious falsehood

men

;

and

;

;

the sublimest trath a decent cloak for in-

honour, the boast of fools and the mockery of wise

piety, the failing of enthusiasts or bigots,

but the scorn and

dei'ision of the talented.

Ascending to the upper story of the building, we arrive at the

col-

lege depai-tment, properly so called.

A large hall

at the

bend of a wide

staircase contains the library

and

a few portraits; a library containing books enough, were they wellf.elected, but over-stocked, unfortunately, with inferior works, which
the government book-agent found
his hands.

A

it

advisable or profitable to get off

con'idor leads from this hall to the various class-rooms,

where men of eminence

in their various

walks of study give a sound
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and complete knowledge to the students, of history, mental philosophy,
Here, however, as in the school
English literature, and mathematics.
department, and indeed generally in
the country, Brahminism

is

all

the educational institutions of

uprooted, and selfishness enthroned in

They leave the Hindoo,

place in the hearts of the students.

its

as they

do the other colleges, with a profound contempt for religion generally,
and a high veneration and esteem for nipees. Brahma and Siva and
Vishnu no longer reign in their souls as the gods of their idolatry ; for
rupees, anas, and pice have taken their place ; and before them they
are disposed to bow down with infinitely more reverence and faith than
Enjoyment is, for the future,
their fathers ever did to the former.
much sensual,
present CDJoyment of every kind
the rule of their lives

—

—

and a

little intellectual.

The Medical College

of Calcutta

is

another most important institu-

which, from small beginnings, has gradually grown to the largest

tion,

museum,

lecture-rooms, and its motHindoos of Bengal, Mahomedans, and
Buddhists of Bui-mah and Ceylon, all render it one of the most interest-

dimensions.

Its

its hospital, its

ley array of students, comprising

ing of the educational establishments of the City of Palaces

unbounded
outstrip

liberality of the Council of

all

its

;

whilst the

Education has enabled

it

far to

older competitors, the other colleges, in every material

advantage.
Thirty miles from the capital, pleasantly situated on the banks of
the Ganges, stands the College of Hadji

Mohammed

Mohsin, founded

and endowed by him for the advancement of Mahomedan learning but
the government of which has, in consequence of litigation and accidents, come into the hands of the Council of Education, and its classes
been assimilated to those of the Hindoo College. It is now in its seventeenth year, and numbers, in its school and college department, 400
pupils, taught by six European officers, professors, and masters, and a
;

considerable

number

of native assistants.

Far away to the .east, in the centre of a low wooded district, long
noted for its manufacture of muslins, is situated the Dacca College, an
institution similar in organisation and government to Mohammed Mohand the Hindoo Colleges. It has now reached its seventeenth year,
by no means equal to the other two in the numbers of its students.
Other similar colleges have been established at Kishnagur, Agra,
sin 's

but

is

and Delhi, on the same uniform plan, and with considerable success.
Besides these, the most prominent of the educational institutions of
Bengal, schools have been established, some by government,. others by
native enterprise, assisted by the Council of Education, in the various

;
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zillahs, or districts, of the country, but to an extent miserably inadequate to the wants of the population, and with too exclusive an aim

at affording instruction in English, to render

them what the country

requires.

The total of the governmental educational establishments in the
Bengal presidency, including those of the north-west provinces, is, for
English and mixed instruction, forty-four, and for the native schools
one hundred and twelve, maintained at an annual charge of 51,000^.,
and giving instruction to 11,700 pupils.

The Madras presidency

boasts of but few institutions of this de-

scription; indeed the only tstablishmeut in

tongue takes place

which teaching

in the English

High School in Madras, where
thirteen teachers instruct one hundred and eighty pupils.
The vernacular schools are at Tanjore, Ramnad, and one or two other places
the total disbui'sements on account of all which amounts to the yearly

sum

is

at the University

of 4,350^.

The Bombay

division fares better than

Coromandel coast

;

for

we

do the benighted of the
233 village and district

find not less than

vernacular schools within this presidency, with upwards of 11,000
pupils; in addition to which there are the Elphinstone institutions,

consisting of a college containing 42 pupils, instructed

by professors of
European celebrity, with high and low schools attached, numbering between them upwards of 900 scholars; the Grant Medical College, and
the Poonah Sanscrit College besides schools at Broach, Darwar, Poonah,
Ahmednugger, and other places, for instruction in the English and oriental languages.
The whole cost of the educational establishments of
the Bombay government amounts to something under 15,000^. a year.
It may thus be seen that, as far as the government is concerned, the
natives of British India, numbering within the limits of the three Presidencies 100,000,000, and paying 22,000,000^. sterling in taxes-, receive
in return something under 70,000^. a year in education
which, at the
;

;

ordinary calculation

of five

membei-s to every family, gives rather

farthings per annum to each household.
Carrying
our examination and comparison of these melancholy educational sta-

more than three

tistics still further,

we

find that the

Bengal presidency for one year,

amoimt

of educational grants for the

viz. 51,000^.,

is

just 2000^. less than

Upper Provinces for a
the amount of the Bombay

the cost of a late Governor-general's visit to the

few months.

We may

observe also that

educational disbursements

is

a

trifle

above the yearly cost of the go-

vernor's ofiice and establishment, and his tour to the

the

sum

Deccan ; whilst

doled out for education in the Madras presidency, with

its
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17,000,000 of inhabitants, amounts precisely to the allowance for the
governor

house-rent

s

;

just equals the various

emoluments of the plu-

House ; and is neither more nor less than
dinners and refreshments at the large stone-house

ralist-secretaiy of the India

the yearly cost of the
in Leadenhall Street.^
Finally,

we

ment not

less

of justice,

i. e.

see in the annual financial sheets of the Indian govern-

than 2,000,000/. sterling set
for police to catch, for

down

for the administration

judges to sentence, and for jailers

to imprison offenders against the laws ; whilst for that which

best preventive

of crime

— education — not

more than

is

70,000?.

the
is

Well may the reader echo Prince Harry's exclamation to
Falstaff, and give vent to his feelings upon the disproportion between
the "halfpenny worth" of educational "bread," and the "intolerable
Indian political economists have yet to learn
deal" of judicial "sack."
granted

I

that, with crime, as in other matters,

— schoolmasters

prevention

is

better than cure,

and that with a more liberal,
Avholesome allowance of the moral "bread," there need be far less of
the costly, ermiucd "sack."
Turning from this notice of governmental education, I will pass
cheaper than judges;

under review the operations of the various missionary bodies in the
three presidencies of India. The societies whose servants labour within
the territories of the

Company number

22, both English and foreign.

These bodies number amongst them not
with 94,000 pupils,

who

less

than 1,100 day-schools,

are instructed in their native language

and

knowledge of the Scriptures, through the
They have also 67 boarding-schools and 91 Engvernacular medium.
The above are all for boys ;
lish establishments, with 14,800 pupils.

literature, as well as in a

all

parts of India,

more than an elementary education
The boarding-schools
Christian belief.

are chiefly in-

the vernacular institutions are scattered throughout

and seldom

afford

instruction in

in addition to

tended for the education of orphans, or the children of native Christians,

and

The English

are mostly at mission stations.

schools are confined,

almost exclusively to large towns, or other populous

a desire to acquire the language

is

districts,

where-

found more strongly implanted.

Madras takes the lead by far in the number of establishments, which
amounts to 920, with 66,300 pupils; Bengal can shew but 71 schools,
with 13,000 scholars; and Bombay numbers but 78 establishments and
5000 scholars.
Whilst

all

this has

been done for the male portion of the heathen

population, the females have not been forgotten by the missionaries;.
3

Pieport of Select

Committee on India, 1852, pp. 329-481.

EDUCATION OF WOMEN.
and

in looking at

if,

liave

immediate

results,

been accomplished amongst these,

amount

we
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find that less appears to

arises

it

from the

of prejudice to be overcome in permitting

partake of the blessings of education.
aries, as yet,

The

far gi'eater

Hindoo women

to

chief success of the mission-

has been in the education of the daughters of native con-

orphans saved from some desolating famine or from
In the establishment of female day-schools but little
real progress has been made.
Here again we find the Madras presidency far outstepping Bombay and the larger presidency of Bengal,
having upwards of 200 day-schools, and 41 boarding-schools for females,
verts, or of female

human

sacrifice.

against 62 day-schools and 45 boarding-schools in the whole remainder

of the Company's temtories.

One

of the most important elements that

must enter into our plans

for ameliorating the condition of the people of India will be the educa-

tion of the mothers, from

whom the

children imbibe their

first principles.

and with some shew of truth, that whilst it is the
custom of the middling and upper classes of the natives of India to exclude their women from public society, the efiect of education upon
them would be but to give them a desire to enjoy that which is forbidden them, to render them discontented with their lot, and to embitter
their lives and the domestic happiness of the father and husband.
Though this may be true to a certain extent, there can be no doubt but
that education, whatever its trials, whatever its early drawbacks, would
strongly enlist the influence of the women, and through them the sympathies of their husbands in the emancipation of the sex from the degraded seclusion in which they now pass their lives, and from which no
It has been argued,

practical advantage can possibly arise.

would require some degree of enlightenment, some amount
induce a Hindoo of good station in life to break
through their old-world prejudices, and overturn the barrier of custom,
in this matter, there can be no doubt; equally certain is it that were
That

of public

some

it

spirit, to

substantial countenance held out

by those high

in authority to

such amongst the natives as shewed themselves superior to time-worn

would soon be commenced, noble in its aim and
Let education amongst the women of India be
preached and taught by the women of England, let the English lady

habits, a resolution

mighty

in its results.

in India

mix

freely

with her dark

sisters,

—

—

let

the latter feel that there

beyond the walls of the zenana and little by
Avill crumble to the ground, and that
which would now be an innovation, will, ten years hence, become the

is

something to care

little

for

the dark fabric of prejudice

fashion.

;
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of the Tenasserim provinces have for ages past been

liighly favoured in

regard to education

;

scarcely a village but contains

a kioung, or school-house, in which one or raore poonjies, or native
priests, reside,

of the

young

metic.

In

and devote several hours of each day

to the instruction

in the useful acquirement of reading, writing,

this

way

and

arith-

there are few indeed of the rural population

who

are unable to read the native books, or communicate their ideas
writing.

In return for

this instruction the scholars are

by

expected to

BtKilAX POOXJIE AND KIOUXG.

may be
needed ; and in this way the dry details of caligraphy and chronology
are pleasantly relieved by an hour's moist amusement in the priestly
render such domestic and personal services to their poonjies as

rice-tield,

which

upon the pumpkin-beds and the palm-trees
domain of the kioung.

or an attendance

skirt the

EARLY PKOGRESS OP CHRISTIANITY.
In addition to

tlie
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elementary education thus imparted, the autho-

and missions have established a number of schools of a superior
description for instruction in English and the vernacular. Two government schools were opened in 1804 at Moulmein and Mergui and since
rities

;

that period the American Baptist Mission have ojiened eight native and

English boarding and day-schools at Moulmein, with an average attend-

ance of between four and

five

hundred scholars

;

in the other provinces

the mission have established eighteen normal, boarding, and day-schools,

number of district schools under native assistants.
The labours of these missionaries appear to have been already productive of no small amount of good amongst the Talains of Pegu and
Tenasserim, who shew an anxiety and aptitude for the acquirement of
European accomplishments scarcely to be expected. The study of the
Scriptures is also making rapid strides amongst this interesting people,
and the mission have already a number of native converts actively en-

besides a
.

.

gaged in propagating the truths of Christianity throughout the rural
districts, to by no means indifferent hearers.
The history of Christianity in India forms perhaps one of the most
extraordinary and sorrowful chapters in the records of European aggression upon the East.

our

own government

The supineuess and

atheistical indifference of

in all that relates to the introduction of Chris-

tianity within its dominions, whilst standing in strong contrast to the

active

and bloody propagandism of their Catholic predecessors, by a
the uprooting of all vesis working out a like result

—

strange fatality,

tiges of the indigenous faith of the land, but implanting nothing better
in its place.

The early Portuguese missionaries went amongst the heathen armed
with the sword and the firebrand, in place of the Bible and the cross,
and accomplished with those weapons what the East India Company of
the present day are doing with their " Godless colleges."
Still labouring in the same path of violence and destruction, but

fraud and hypocrisy, came the Jesuits of Spain and France.
way for their progress , these impostors pretended to be

adding to

it

To pave

the

Brahmins of the highest
dressed, ate, and preached

caste,

denied that they v/ere Europeans,

as the apostles of a Christian Bralmia ; and
forged a Veda, which they exhibited to
frauds,
unblushing
their
to aid
their numerous converts.'' Wherever fraud failed, violence was resorted

to

;

and with what impunity and Avhat barbarity, the records of the InGoa amply and sadly testify. To read the bloody tales of

quisition of

that horrible institution, to peruse the accounts of Mesquita's enormi*

Calcutta Review, vol. xvi. p. 23G.
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one might well imagine that another mii'acle had been permitted

ties,

in that unhappy, heathen land, and that the unclean spirits driven out

man had betaken themselves to a herd of swine in priestly garb.
The Moslem saluted his fellow-man with words of gentleness " In the
name of the Prophet, Peace!' The benediction of the holy men of
God was, practically, "In the name of Jesus, Murder !"
of

—

Following after these pious propagandists were the Dutch, who,
whilst they shunned

all acts

emThey bribed heathens to

of open violence, not less energetically

ployed coercion in attaining their object.

Christianity, or rather to its profession, by the offer of places, and forbad any but such as had been baptised to hold even the meanest appointment under them. In this Avay thousands enrolled themselves
nominally as converts, but Avho at the same time openly maintained
with heathenism, and were universally known
their connection

amongst their more sincere brethren, v.ho refused to join in the show,
Government Christians." The descendants of the Jesuits and
as
Presbyterian converts have long since disappeared from the land, and
are only remembex-ed in musty ecclesiastical records.
The Dutch, however, w^ere not the only Protestant missionaries in
Others w^ere at work before them, and on much
those early days.
'•'

better principles.

To
the

the king

first

[of

Denmark

belongs the honour of having dispatched

Protestant mission to India in the year 1705.

At Tranquebar,

then a Danish settlement, this pioneer in the good cause established

working against many

himself,

he had

fairly established himself

tives their respect,

if

difficulties

and

and discouragements, until
and won from the na-

his school,

not their imitation.

Forty-five years later,

we

find Kiernander, a zealous servant of the

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, established at Cuddalore,

Madras presidency, where he commenced a school and during
make known amongst the natives the truths of
In 1758 Kiernander moved up to Calcutta, leaving his
Christianity.
and in the following year had so
first charge in the hands of assistants
far succeeded in his first efibrts as to have had nearly two hundred HinIn 1770 a church was
doo and ]\Iahomedan children in his school.

in the

;

eight years strove to

;

erected, in w^hich this zealous missionary preached the go.spel to the

heathens around him.

If

little

the other few missionaries

who

at Christianising the Hindoo,

it

progress were achieved by him, or by
at this early period

made any

effort

can scarcely be matter of surprise, for

the government were at the same moment, not only founding and endowing with a lavish hand colleges for the " preser\^ation and cultiva-
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tion of the laws, literature, and religion of the Hindoos," but actually
throwing every possible discouragement in the way of preaching the
gospel, which was looked upon by them as perilling the rule of the

Company

in India!

In the year 1793, when the renewal of the East India charter came
before the Houses of Parliament, strenuous attempts were made at

home by a philanthropist whose name is imperishably connected with
more than one noble crusade against wrong. "Wilberforcc spared no
effort or argument to induce the government of the day to introduce into
the

new

charter clauses directing that Christian education be provided

for the natives of British India

by schoolmasters and missionaries ; and
series of resolutions to that effect on

he so far succeeded as to place a
the journals of the

House of Commons, with the sanction

interests
fell

of the then pre-

Subsequently, however, other and adverse

sident of the India board.

were brought to bear upon the executive, and the agitation

ground without

to the

In adopting

at that time

producing any good

this course the parliament of

1793

results.

wei'C evincing less en-

lightenment, less regard for religion, than did the legislature of 1698,

who, in the reign of William III., provided that a minister be aj)pointed
by the Company to every garrison, settlement, &c. within their territories,

who

should

arrival the

them

make

it

their

duty to learn

vrithin

one year of their

Portuguese and native languages, "the better to enable

to instruct the Gentoos,

kc, that

shall

be the servants or slaves

of the Company, or of their agents, in the Protestant religion."

The

charter having been thus renewed, unconditionally as regards

no pains were spared by the local authorities to act up to the
home legislation, and to hinder any agitation upon points
of Christian doctrine which might unsettle and alarm the native mind
With this feeling amongst them, some religious tracts printed and circulated in the native tongue, by the Protestant Danes of Serampore,
were called in and destroyed, and the missionaries at that settlement
given to understand that no such steps could be pei-mitted ; they were,
moreover, requested to state where, and to what extent, their Christian
publications had been circulated, in order that the Governor-general
and his council " mioht be enabled to counteract their dangerous
religion,

spirit of the

!

effects."

Xot content with

this step, the

Governor-general prohibited

the printing of books of any kind at Serampore

coming alarmed

at the labours of the

;

and subsequently be-

few Britith missionaries in Cal-

cutta, issued instructions that public preaching to natives should at

once cease, as well as

all

works having any tendency to promote con-

version to the Christian religion.

It is

but justice that the

name of
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who

the Governor-general

thus distinguished himself in antagonism

To the Earl

to the gospel should be placed on record with the deed.

of Minto belongs

all

the credit,

all

the honour, of crushing the mis-

sion-work of India in the commencement of the nineteenth century,

and the equal honour and glory of encouraging and j^romoting, by all
means in his power, the study of Hindoo literature, laws, and religion.
A better time was, however, at hand. Hope for the gospel dawned
once more in the further renewal of the Company's charter in 1815,
when the question was again mooted with the most perfect success.
The ban was removed from the missionaries ; the lock was struck off
church doors ; the Scriptures were permitted to be circulated
through the length and breadth of the land, with any comments or arguments that were deemed necessary, and for the first time our Christhe

tian government ceased to oppose the diffusion of Chastianity in the

East.

In strange yet pleasing contrast with the heathenish

spirit Avhich

ruled the councils of British India in those days, appears the
ecclesiastics of

list

of

I80O-I supported by the govei-ument, most of whom are

engaged in disseminating the light of the gospel amongst the
Hindoo and Mussulman population of the country, ably seconded by
large numbers of missionaries not less zealous or earnest in the work.
What may be the number of workers of the latter class does not appear
in any obtainable record ; the official documents shew, that at the pre-

actively

sent time there are three bishops and archdeacons, six senior chaplains,
thirty-three

Church

chaplains,

and eighty-four

assistants of the Established

Avithin the three presidencies, receiving stipends

to the yearly

amount of 101,114^.; besides

kirk, receiving with tlieir establishment 6,168?. per

Koman
One

Catholic priests,

who

and allowances

six chaplains of the Scotch

annum

;

and some

are paid 5,150?. a year.

of the earliest fruits of the

new

spirit,

Avhich

was now abroad

in Hindostan, Avas the establishment of Bishop's College in the metropolis of India.

The

first

Bishop of the See of Calcutta, Dr. Middleton,

laid the foundation-stone of this building in

not

live to see it

tion of

1820; and though he did

completed and tenanted, he had at

knowing that the work was begun.

It

least the satisfac-

was the

original in-

tention of Bishop Middleton that this institution should be a vast

missionaiy school for the training of preachers to work amongst the
heathen; and had he lived to

jnit

the mechanism in motion, beyond a

doubt he Avould have fully carried out his plan. Good men and true
have followed him in the woi^k; but, imbued with other ideas, they have
permitted the mission-school to be absorbed in the University; and

EXTENT OF 3IISSI0NARY LABOURS.
thus, altliougli large
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sums have been annually granted towards this
an abundant and able staff of profes-

institution, although it possesses
sors,

and

is

on the whole well attended,

amongst those

results of its teachings

it is diflBcult

for

to trace the

whose especial

benefit

good
was

it

originally planned.

That the missionaries of the many religious societies who have
their field have not been less active in preaching the
Gospel than in imparting education amongst the heathen, there is
abundant proof.

made India

At the present moment, fifty-three years from the
ment of missionary labour in the East, there are

first

commence-

distributed over

various parts of the Company's territories 360 missionaries actively
engaged in preaching the Gospel to the heathen, assisted by upwards

of 500 native preachers.

They are attached to twenty-two missionary
and have founded 270 churches, which are attended by upAvards of 15,000 members.
Of these members, by far the largest proportion is found in the Madras presidency; whilst within the limits of
societies,

Bombay government there are the fewest.
Although it is stated that these labours are being carried on in
varioas districts in almost every part of India, it must be borne in
mind that the missionary-stations are for the most part collected in
the vicinity of populous towns and cities ; whence it is hoped that the
spirit of truth, once having taken hold of the people, will be dissemi-

the

nated throughout the surrounding

districts.

In

this

manner Calcutta

possesses twenty-nine missionaries, established at twelve stations in
different parts of the city.

has thirteen missionaries

Comparing

;

Madras is as liberally supplied
Agra eight and Benares eleven.*

;

Bombay

;

machinery with the actual visible results
examiner might reasonably feel disappointed.
But looking below the upper sui'face of things, viewing all circumof

its

this extensive

labours, a casual

number of converts, small though they are, and
many must be, should rather be a matter of

stances together, the

doubtful in sincerity, as

congratulation and pleasant surj^rise than otherwise.

In no heathen country in the world has superstition become so
mind as in India, Aided by caste, by the
impress of antiquity, by the powerful arm of a numerous and influenfirmly rooted in the national

and, above all, by the sanction, the openly-avowed
countenance and encouragement of the British authorities, it may well

tial pi-iesthood,

be matter for astonishment that even the smallest success has been accomplished.
As regards all the educational establishments connected
5

Calcutta Eeview,

vol. xvi. p. 245,

G
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witli

t.lie

government of India,

it is

positively forbidden to introduce

the subject of Christianity in any Avay.
allusion to the Gospel

INDIA.

Not

a

volume that makes any

permitted within those "godless" walls; not

is

even the name of the >Saviour, not the merest idea of the Creator, is
allowed to pass the lips, or enter the thoughts, of any within those
Professors who dare to ininstitutions of a Christian government!
fringe these stringent laws are dismissed; native pupils,

permitted to remain as students

ment

college to

periodical,

It

is

is

not

who openly

to Christianity throvigh missionary efforts, are not

become converts

pen an

article

visited with the

;

and even

for

an

officer of

a govern-

advocating Christian views for a local

heavy displeasure of the higher powers.^

difficult to picture

the sad results of this state of things.

Thousands upon thousands of young
upon the world infidels in heart and practice.
Profligate and unprincipled in their lives, and becoming the heads of
families, they propagate the vice and atheism engendered by the
It has been stated on authority
British College, to future generations.
too good to be doubted, that of between fifty and sixty pupils of the
Government Hindoo College at Calcutta, who were privately questioned by their principal as to their belief in any creed, four only
expressed their belief in the religion of the Vedas ; a few were undecided ; and the remainder openly avowed their utter disbelief in Brahminism, and in all other creeds.' This fact is too well known in India
to need confirmation; though it may cause some astonishment in England to learn that the only results of the much-vaunted educational
grants of the East India Company is the raising up of a race of licen-

Year by year the

men

evil

grows.

are turned loose

tious infidels.

How

great the unchristian antagonism of the government

labours of the missionary
facts;

but

it is

may be

is

to the

partly estimated by the preceding

only those w^ho have lived in the East, and who, knowing

well the peculiarities of the native character, understand to the full the

deep hold which all governmental measures take on the Hindoo mind.
They are so accustomed to look up to the government as the parent of
all authority, the dispenser of all patronage, the only motive power in

which owns literally no other public than that of the
any thing emanating from it receives at once the impress
of popular currency; whilst all opposed to it is regarded with, to say

a vast

society,

services, that

the

least, suspicion.

It

is

thus that whilst the missionai'ies, full of de-

voted zeal and untiring energy, have with
G

Government Education

'

Ibid. p. 18.

in India,

difficulty

converted their

by W. Knighton, M.A. &c.

p. 19.
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hundreds, the government, by the aid of their " Godless colleges," have
converted their hundreds of thousands.

The missionaries, however, do not despair; they know that their
work progresses, that the good seed is deep in the soil ; and that if
some of their converts are not so sincere and steadfast as they could
hundreds who have listened to the Word, and drunk
deep of its truths, but who have not yet the courage to avow themselves
openly. During the ten years ending 1812, but IGl Hindoos had been
converted to Christianity.
Within the next ten years the number of
desire, there are

converts amounted to

40:^.

The following decade witnessed the conmany as 1055. The
estimated have seen not less than 2000

version of G47; and the period ending 1842, as

ten years just past

it

is

heathens embracing Christianity.

Not

less

encouraging than the above,

native rajah having

become converted

is

the fact of

more than one
The I'ajah

to the Christian faith.

of Coorj has recently brought his daughter to this country, to be educated in the English tongue, and brought up in the Protestant religion.

And

still

more

recently the

young Maharajah of the Punjab, iJulup

Sing, has been formally admitted into the Christian Church by public

baptism, in the presence of a large

number

of the officials of that

government which forbids the mention of the Christian name within
its

schools.

LOPHOPHOEUS IMPEYANUS.

S^e AppendixG.
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CHAPTEE

IJ«T)IA.

V-

THE ADMIXISTRATIOX OF

JUSTICE.

Hindoo history the administration of justice
was conducted in the most primitive mode, and with the happiest
results.
The law, like most other institutions, was derived from the
celebrated code of Menu, which, if in some particulars savouring of
superstition, and occasionally of puerilities, was nevertheless based on
a just appreciation of the social rights and duties of man.
The sovereign was declared to be the prime administrator of justice, aided by learned and upright Brahmins.
In criminal cases the
king was enjoined to see to the proper carrying out of the law; but
in civil cases, especially such as were instituted in remote districts,
his representatives in the various provinces were expected to act conjointly with such Brahmins as were deputed for the purpose.
Their
remuneration appears to have been derived from a levy of five per cent
on all debts admitted by the defendants, and of ten per cent upon all
such as, having been denied, were afterwards proved against them.
It was enjoined upon the administrators of justice that they should
carefully observe the countenances, the gestures, and mode of speech of

IN

the early periods of

the principal parties concerned in a

They were
a case was

also to bear in

mind

tried, the peculiar

suit, as

well as of their witnesses.

the local usages of the district in which

laws and rules of

classes, as well as

the

customs of traders and others; bearing in mind, under certain reservations, the principles established

representative,

was

by former judges.

strictly forbidden

The king,

or his

from deciding causes upon his own

opinion, without obtaining the advice and assistance of persons learned
in the laws of the country.
litigation;

and counselled

He was

cautioned against encouraging

to bear with patience

and equanimity the

imtability of suitors, or the infirmities of old and sick persons,

may have

to appear before him.

solemnity, that the sovereign
people, without afibrding

them

who

Finally,

it

was

laid do^^•n

with

who
much

received the taxes levied upon the

in return a strict

measure of justice, was

;
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HINDOO CODE OF LAWS.

not only guilty of a crime, but one of the worst of criminals; an injunction which

it

would be well

if

the present rulers of India would

take to themselves and ponder over.

Punishments were sometimes so indistinctly declared as to leave
the fate of an offender quite uncertain, and although not always in

themselves severe, were frequently very disproportioned to the offence.

Thus the slaying a
were

I)riest,

Still

more

priest,

drinking

spirits,

or stealing gold from a

crimes classed under one head, and punished alike.

all

inconsistent were the punishments for adultery.

There does not appear to be any express punishment for murder,
though, from the general text, it may be gathered that that crime, with
arson and robbery attended with violence, was visited capitally.
Theft

was punished,

if

small, with a fine

ting off of the hand

upon him, the
those

but

;

the fine of a

Brahmin

that of a Sudra

;

capital.

thieves,

the thieves themselves.

It

if

of greater amount, with cut-

Receivers of stolen goods, and

were punished with the same severity as

is

remarkable

offender

and the

;

the thief were taken with the stolen goods

was

offence

who harboured

if

was

that, in cases of small theft,

at least eight times as great as

scale varies in a similar

tion with regard to all the classes

:

a king

manner and propor-

committing an offence was

pay a thousand times as great a fine as would be exacted from an
Robbery incurred the amputation of the limb employed in perpetrating the offence ; and if the robbery was accom-

to

ordinary person.

panied by violence, the crime was made capital
robbers, or supplied

:

all

who

them with food or implements, were

sheltered

to be

pun-

ished with death.

The
cilable

civil

code of the Hindoos was far more perfect and recon-

with our

statutes.

own

ideas of strict justice than was their criminal

Indeed, there

is

a spirit of enlightened impartiality about

which not only speaks highly for the social condition of the Hindoos of those days, but throws the practice of the Anglo-Indian judicature far into the shade. For this reason, it is proposed to go somewhat more into detail than would otherwise have been the case ; and
it would be well if our own civil and sessional judges throughout India
perused the clauses of this code, and endeavoured to act somewhat in
it,

By doing so, they would consult their own
and the hapi)iness and welfare of those over whose rights
and libei'ties they sit in judgment.
That the native system under their former governments worked
'well, there does not appear to be any reasonable ground for doubting
indeed we have the testimony of men who have studied the subject
G G
accordance with them.
reputation,
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thorouglily, in evidence of tlie

of administering the laws.

tappy

Amongst

results of the old

others,

Hindoo mode

Mr. Elphinstone records

some instances the prosperity of native states, posgood government, can only be accounted for by
the admirable working of the judicial portion of their institutions.
Various as are the modifications Avhich have ci'ept into the body of

his opinion, that in

sessing any thing but

the laws, as well as into the rules of practice, the old code of
in natiA^e states

tration

still

looked up to as the source of

indeed very

;

many

all

Menu

is

judicial adminis-

of the changes effected are only such as

have been rendered necessary by the altered circumstances of the times,

and the change

From

in native society.

Hindoo law, it becomes a natural transition to pass to a notice of the changes introduced
by the English, commencing with their first territorial possessions iu
India under the imperial grant, by which they were entitled to collect
With this assumption of
the revenues of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa.
the responsibility of government began their connection with the adthe consideration of the state of ancient

ministration of justice, which naturally followed the receipt of re-

venue.

Between the years 1769 and 1793, various attempts were made to
supervise and regulate the administration of justice as
in the hands of the zemindars of the rural districts,

it

then existed

whose

sole ac-

was to the Nizam. With this view separate courts of
civil and criminal judicature were appointed in each district, under the
superior control of the higher courts of Moorshedabad, which was under
the immediate direction of the committee of finance.
At a subsequent
period these higher courts were removed to Calcutta, much to the inconvenience of suitors. The great evil which pervaded the system at
this time was the blending of the judicial and financial ofiices, the
same individual being both collector and judge.
In 1793 Lord Cornwallis introduced some extensive changes into
the system, many of them very excellent, and based upon a sound ap-

countability

preciation of the necessity for the reform.
slight exceptions,
it

will

A

As

these changes, with

form the groundwork of the present

judicial system,

be as well to describe them.
civil

court

was established

in each district, presided over

by a

judge attached to the Company's covenanted service, in no way connected Avith the collectorate, and aided by an European registrar,
whose duty it was to attend to suits of small amount. Besides these,
there were native judges, called moonsiffs, appointed to hear cases in-

volving property below

fifty

rupees in value.

Appeals from the deci-
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who was
by the advice of a native law-officer, whose duty
it was to expound the Hindoo or Mahomedan law.
Provincial Courts of Appeal were established in Calcutta, Dacca,
Patna, and Moorshedabad, presided over by three judges, with a registrar and assistants, all of the covenanted service.
To these lay appeals
sions of these subordiuate officials lay to the civil judge,
assisted in such cases

below 1000 rupees in value; whilst such
sums above that amount were referrible to the Supreme
Court of Appeal at Calcutta.
For the administration of criminal justice, the judges and officials
of the provincial Courts of Appeal were formed into Courts of Circuit,
for holding assize.
These assizes were held monthly in places where
provincial courts were established, four. times a year in the Calcutta
district, and twice a year in all other districts.
These courts took
in cases involving property

as extended to

matters above the jurisdiction of the magistrate of

cognisance of

all

the district.

Their decision was

punishment

final in all cases of acquittal, or of

than death or imprisonment for

less

the native law-officer appointed to act with them

life, if
;

agreeing with

otherwise the pro-

ceedings might be carried before a superior court apjjointed to hear

all

such appeals, and stationed at Calcutta.
Modification of these duties, of the rights of appeal, and in some
instances of the constitution of the courts, have since the time of

Cornwallis taken

jilace

;

but in

all

essentials the

constitution of the present judicial system of India.

however, the

spirit of these

Lord

above represents the

In one

particular,

reforms has been widely dejiarted from by

the continued blending of the duties of magistrate and collector in one
individual, an error pointed out at that time

and wisely guarded against;

but which has since been allowed to pervade the whole system, much to
the detriment of the bench and the injury of suitors.
Of the evils
arising
is

from

raised in

the same.

this course

its

We

favour,

every one seems to be aware

and yet from year

:

not a voice

to year the system continues

find the opinion of this impropriety expressed in every

Blue Book, and yet each succeeding publication notes its continuance.
In the very last volume may be found the opinion of the lieutenantgovernor of the north-western provinces,

who

does not hesitate to

record his idea of the gross incompatibility of the revenue and magisterial functions
is

blended in one individual; and yet this high functionary

averse to effecting any reform, because of

'Hlie

inexpedieiicy of dis-

turbing the present system in any material degree:" whether

more inexpedient to leave the large body of native
mercy of men whose chief attention must ever be devoted
still

it

be not

suitors at the
to the

revenue

—
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department of their duties in preference to the

judicial, his

honour the

lieutenant-governor does not state.
This, however,

would be comparatively a matter of

trifling

im-

make

portance, were the persons acting in this double capacity to

themselves tolerably acquainted with their duties, and to evince a respectable knowledge of judicial matters, but which unfortimately

is

rarely the case.

In all other parts of the world but India the judicial ofl[ice is looked
upon as the reward of a long service at the bar or in subordinate magisterial capacities;

but in that favoured country

it is

Not

far otherwise.

young men recently from
their mother's side, but they are a compound of impracticable collectors and thickheaded magistrates.^
The feeling there appears to be
that any body will do well enough for a judge and so strongly is this
impressed on the minds of English residents, that the bench in India
is playfully termed ''the refuge for the destitute."
That the case is not being overstated, I will venture to quote fi'om
the recently published work^ of one who must be competent to give
a good opinion on these matters, and not likely to paint the system
in too dark colours, being a member of the Civil Service upon which
he comments. This writer, speaking of promotion as a matter of course,
without reference to qualification, and not in any one presidency, but
only are judges too

often inexperienced

;

throughout

all

of them, says

" It seems to be considered that

:

this time of life a

man

and if he

nothing, better

is fit for

is fit

any thing

for

for once in that office, he has

at

all,

he

is fit

for a

if

at

judge;

make him a judge aiul get rid of him;
no claim to further promotion by mere

seniority alone."

Here then we

see

men

appointed to

who have not only had no
but who are unfit for any

fulfil

duties of the highest im-

portance,

real training in that

service,

other post.

judicial " refuge for the destitute

as magistrate have been passed,

!"

is it

And when

They

branch of the

are sent to the

a few years of training

to be supposed that a slight

man

ledge of criminal procedure can qualify a

know-

for sitting as judge in

the civil courts; and that, too, to receive cases in appeal from inferior
" I start with these two simple propositions first, that throughout the length
and breadth of the whole of this presidency those who occupy the judicial bench are
totally incompetent to the decent fulfilment of their duties
and secondlj', that so
long as the present system continues, there is not onh" no hope of any amehoration,
but, on the contrary, things must go on ever from bad to worse, until in the lowest
depth there is at last no lower bottom stLLL" The Ad miiitstration of Justice in Southern
India, by J. B. Norton, Esq. 1853.
^ Campbell's Modern India.
'

:

;

—

;
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INCAPACITY OF INDIAN JUDGES.

by uncovenanted servants and natives of con-

courts presided over

Ignorant of the law of evidence, the rules of
and of jurisprudence, these judges are expected to arrive at
sound conclusions by the aid of the government regulations and the
siderable experience

1

practice

exercise of a

little

common

sense

in the ordinary avocations of

tion of legal difficulties, any

—

life,

a quality doubtless exceedingly useful

but not promising to aid in the solu-

more than

would enable a man

it

to navi-

gate a ship through dangerous waters, or to conduct a chemical analysis.
It has

men

been argued by some

of the highest standing in the

service, that the magisterial experience

which every

revenue department must of necessity acquire,
degree, to qualify

him

is

civilian

in the

sufficient, in

a great

for the discharge of judicial functions.

the best testimony against this reasoning

ion of the Court of Directors, who, in an

is

Perhaps

to be found in the opin-

official

communication ad-

dressed to the Madras Board of Revenue, "lament the unfitness so
frequently displayed by revenue officers in dealing with evidence, or

conducting any inquiry in the nature of a judicial proceeding."
tunately this accidental testimony
of the incapacity of collectors
similar opinions,

and

is

not the only evidence

for the

exercise

we

of judicial

Forpossess

duties

found

far stronger in their expression, are to be

amongst the published reports of the local government."^
The necessary consequences of this absence of all training are

a

most

lamentable ignorance of the law of evidence or of the value of

testi-

mony, a wandering from the point

actually at issue to other

and imma-

law whenever attempted to be
applied, the admission of the most improper documents or evidence,
the oversight of what should be most important evidence, strange and

terial matter, a misapplication of the

iiTcgular

proceedings, incoherent or puerile lines

of argument,

and

decrees often utterly opposed to the testimony on record.'*

With the above

results,

can

it

be wondered at that the labours of

the higher appellate judges are greatly enhanced, or that the duties of

the really experienced uncovenanted functionaries are greatly multiplied

by the extraordinary appeal-decisions given by these incompetent men 1
The length to which matter, which is really not evidence, is admitted
by such judges, is extraordinary; whilst the most important facts, and
^ " Defective as the sj^stem unquestionably was, under which j'oung men, almost
immediately on their quitting college, were intrusted with the deci ion of civil suits,
though small in amount, the present system, under which the judg will take his seat
on the bench, utterly ignorant of the fonns of pleading, of the rules of appeal, and of
the constitution and powers of the courts below, which he is expected to control, is
a hundred times worse." Report of the Honourable Mr. Shakespeare.
4 The Administration of Justice in Southern India, by J. B. Norton, Esq. 1853.
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facts,
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bearing upon the case in

overlooked; and most frequently

some four or

be entirely

suit, will

happens that a case

it

ap-

is tried,

and at last disposed
of on a point which, in the hands of a competent man, would have

pealed, renaanded, retried

settled

five times,

at the very outset.

it

In the year 1843 an act was passed by the Governor-General in
Council, requiring judges to place their decisions on record, with the
reasons on which they were founded

however

rantee,

feeble, for the

thus affording some sort of gua-

;

judge evincing some interest

quaintance with, the decisions to which his

name

in,

and

ac-

The only

is affixed.

value of these documents, which have been published from time to
time,

is

in the

testimony they bear to the utter inefficiency of the func-

tionaries.5

The above was followed up in 1849 by the determination of the
High Court of Civil and Criminal Appeal at Madras, to publish monthly
reports of their decisions.

This has been acted upon

;

and the contents

of these monthly legal miscellanies are indeed of a startling nature.

They read
all

far

more

like fiction

than reality; so utterly at variance with

ordinary appreciation of right and wrong, that the reader naturally

if it be possible that these are the fruits of the labours of
gentlemen composing the boasted civil service of India, of the relatives
of directors, East India proprietors and parliamentary partisans.

asks himself

Deeply indeed

is

it

to be regTetted that these published proofs of

the incompetency of Indian judges were not in existence, as no doubt

there was ample occasion for them,

when "the

greatest

man

of the age"

passed a glowing eulogium upon the East India Company's servants,

by
government of India was one of the best
and most purely administered governments that ever existed, and one
which provided most effectually for the happiness of the people over
and

their

mode

of administering the affairs of those vast territories,

stating his belief that " the

which

it

Avas placed."^

Had

that great

commander been

in possession

of the facts detailed below, there can be no doubt he would have considerably modified his speech, however

much

to the disappointment of

the Court of Directors.

Amongst
alluded to,

is

other extraordinary judgments disclosed by the reports

one in a case Avhich involved the large amount of

and which had been

tried eight times

by almost

as

many

161.,

functionaries;

the last of these Solons declared that he found the evidence so nicely

balanced on both

sides,

and that

it

was so very

likely that

none of the

'

Calcutta Review.

*

Speech of the Duke of Wellington on the East India Charter Debate, 1833.

;

!
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knew any thing about the matter in dispute, that he decided
way would be to divide the property amongst tlie several

the fairest

claimants.
The only case on record which at all approaches this is
one related by Knickerbocker in his facetious History of New York,

wherein we are told
after carefully

how an

upright but whimsical Dutch governor,

weighing the ledgers of the

plaintiff

and defendant, and

them equal in weight, decided that they should exchange mutual
acquittances for the amount in dispute, and ordered the constable to
pay the costs.
At any rate, whatever difference there may be in the
reality of the two cases, they approach nearly enough in their whimfinding

sicality.

Perhaps one of the raciest of these very amusing and luminous
decisions, is that of a

gentleman holding the

Eajahmundry, who was

called

plaintiff"

sued for a

sum

of his claim, that

is

of civil judge of

which a
and odd rupees due upon
and not being content with

The judge nonsuited the plaintiff";
him for bringing the suit,

a bond.

office

to adjudicate in a case in

of fifty-five thousand

that, actually fined

amount
Whether
joke by ordei'ing the constable to pay the

to say, fifty-five

gentleman carried out the

this

upon

in precisely the

thousand and odd rupees

!

does not appear on record.
Another of these Anglo-Indian Solomons decided upon a

costs,

case, the

merits of which, as he expressly states in his decree, rested entirely upon

He assumed

the authenticity or otherwise of a certain deed.

produced to be genuine, refused to
tures, or to

call

the deed

witnesses to attest to the signa-

its being forged, which was alleged, and
when, on the case being heard in appeal, it

hear evidence as to

gave judgment accordingly

;

was stated

appeared that the document was not only not the original

it

to be, nor even the copy of the original, but the copy of a

copy

The
facts

cases in

which decisions were given in direct opposition

to the

admitted on both sides appear to be of almost daily occurrence

whilst

many

suits

have been

tried,

remanded, and retried

five or six

times before making the discovery that they were barred by the statute
of limitations.

Again,

it is

no uncommon event

for this singular race of

judges to decide upon bonds and instruments in writing,

vt^hen neither

one nor the other had been produced in evidence.
If the specimens of adjudication in civil suits already given are prolific

sources for grave reprehension, not less so are the records of the

criminal courts recently

ments are of a character
-

ful feelings, the

made

public.

Were

it

far too serious to cause

not that these docu-

any but the most pain-

absurd reasoning, the odd mixture of childish pue-

!
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with legal affectation, the groping in the dark, the contradictions,

rility

the ignorance displayed, might well raise a smile at the expense of the

who

judicial gentlemen

are placed in a position to exercise control over

the lives of their fellow-creatures.

From the published reports of the Suddar criminal
we gather the most extraordinary disclosures relative to
of the lower judges

;

how

is

it

the decisions

and, in perusing them, the feeling but too natu-

rally arises, that if these
a<^''ainst,

appeal-courts,

be a

fair

specimen of the few cases appealed

with those wherein no appeal

these criminal curiosities

may

is

made?

Amongst

be instanced a case of murdei-, which a

judge recently arrived at his station, found had been heard by his predecessor ; the principal witnesses having left previous to his arrival,

he proceeded to
lulio

finish off the trial

by re-examining a few witnesses

hapjyened to he preseid on a most trivial point, and took the de-

fence of one of the prisoners.

by another
and the man was hung
previously taken

Upon

this proceeding,

and the evidence

party, he convicted the prisoner of murder,

Further on occurs a case of murder in which the prisoner

is

con-

body of the alleged murdered man was not found;
whilst a third is condemned by a judge who forgot to put the prisoner
on his defence. Another functionary trying a prisoner for homicide,
declared that he ought to have been indicted for murder; and notwithstanding that the man was on the list for homicide only, convicted him
of the graver crime, and sentenced him to death accordingly. The propriety of this proceeding appears to have been doubted by the judge

victed, although the

subsequently; for he represents the case to a higher tribunal, with a
if a lighter punishment than death might not be

view of ascertaining
inflicted

;

because, as he gravely states, " the parties were near rela-

and had been previously on good terms !"
Perhaps one of the most extraordinary of these cases is one in
which two prisoners were indicted for the murder of a man at Tellicherry,
The wounded man, with
whilst sleeping quietly in his cot with his son.

tives,

had been taken to the sm-geon of the station,
who, seeing that he was only a native, passed him on without examination to the dresser of the hospital, who was not skilful enough to afford
his intestines protruding,

him any relief. The surgeon visited the man on the following morning,
saw that nothing could be done to save his life, but nevertheless forwarded him to the hospital at Cannonore, many miles distant ; where,
after

all this

for the

man

delay, the apothecary replaced his intestines, but too late,

died shortly afterwards.

Of

this

murder one

of the pri-
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soners was found guilty, but recommended to mercy by the judge, because of " the darkness of the night, which rendered his identity very

doubtful;" and because "the deceased might possibly have survived had
his

wound been

dressed in time."

^

In another instance two men were sentenced to death

for

murder,

when it appears no evidence had been taken to identify the corpse.
The superior judge, in confirming the sentence, notices this neglect,
but contents himself with remarking, that the omission "should not

men were hung
In some of the cases to be met with in these reports the judicial
freaks incline to the side of mercy, and are therefore less serious.
A

have been permitted to occur;" and so the

woman

is

!

sentenced to be hung for the admitted murder of her two

children in a

fit

The sessions judge changes this award to
on the ground that " the females of the lower

of passion.

transportation for

life,

orders have no control whatever over their temj^ters."

A

second sessions judge convicted a

man

of a

murder committed

nineteen years previously, and suggested transportation in place of hang-

had behaved well ever

since. The supreme judge agrees
on a different ground, viz. on account of
the great lapse of time since the murder was committed
Such are a few, a very few, of the judicial freaks played off in one
of the three presidencies of India.
They are but a portion of some

ing, because he

in the plea for mercy, but

!

four thousand and odd cases which

came up

in appeal to the

thousand cases had been decided and never appealed against.

amount

supreme

which more than one hundred and seven

court, during a period in

What

and absurdity, was perpetrated in those one hundred and seven thousand unheard-of cases, the
reader may perhaps form a tolerably shrewd guess.
of injustice, blundei'ing, procrastination,

Turning to the Bengal presidency,

it

will not

be found that the

judges of the north are composed of better stuff than those of the south.

In 1849 ninety-six special appeals were admitted to a hearing: in
seventy-seven the decision of the judge was reversed, or the case was

remanded
groundless

for
:

it

some

eiTor

;

in nineteen the appeal

was dismissed

as

thus appears that in four out of every five appealed,

the judge was wrong.

In the same year there were fifty-eight appeals from the principal
Sudder Ameens, or native judges in thirty-two the inferior court was
held to be wrong; in twenty-six the appeal was dismissed as groundless.
It appears, therefore, that a fair degree of competence exists in
:

7

Criminal Reports of Madras Presidency, quoted by J. B. Norton, in

tration of Justice in Southern India.

The Adminis-
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while the other result exhibits the

civil-

service judges in one dead level of incompetence.®

One

or two instances will suffice to prove that the Bengal branch of

is every way worthy to be ranked with their Madras breThe judge of Tirhoot reversed the decision of the native judge
below him; but had his own reversed on appeal with the following
" The decision of the judge is positively and abcaustic observation

the service
thren.

:

;" the case is remanded, and he is directed to
and " to write an intelligible judgment upon it." Another
case is sent back to the judge on several grounds of error, and besides
" The judge will
other remarks, with the following facetious direction

solutely unintelligible

try

it

again,

:

likewise be pleased to cite his authority for the opinion, that houses

and dwellings appertaining

to

Europeans

in this

country are con-

sidered personal property."

One

of these covenanted luminaries

is

found deciding a case under

a regulation Avhich had been repealed since 1824;
treated as documents of the plaintiff, documents filed

whilst

another

by the defendants,

and decided against the plaintiff accordingly, stating their case as resting upon those documents and this too was in reversal of the decision
;

of the native judge below him.^

Some few years back there was an attempt made in Calcutta to
introduce what were termed the " Black Acts," by rendering all Europeans amenable to the " Company's Courts," instead of, as at present,
Great was the outcry
first time India

to the jurisdiction of her Majesty's judges only.

raised against this attempted innovation.

For the

beheld something approaching to a public demonstration on the part
of Europeans.

Merchants

left their

ledgers and their bill-books, civi-

lians forgot their duties, lawyers deserted their

their customers, planters neglected their indigo,

—

clients,
all

shopkeepers

were absorbed in

the discussion of that enormous iniquity which contemplated the placing
of them on a level with their

fellow-subjects.

It appeared too

tolerated, that English

gentlemen should

Hindoo

monstrous to be for a moment

be subjected to the control of a bench notorious

for its imbecility

and

worthlessness; that they should have no better safeguards for their lives

and their property than were accorded to the natives of the country.
The few Europeans who favoured the innovation declared that they
hailed it as the most certain, and indeed the only means of ensuring
" Once," said they,
a thorough reform of the Company's courts.
" bring the English community within their jurisdiction, and the iniquities of the system will
8

be

felt

Calcutta Englishman, 1853.

too keenly to be tolerated for a week;
^

Ibid.
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from that

their fate will be sealed

away from

clay."

But

it

was

easier to

keep

those courts than to reform them; and the Black Acts

were accordingly thrown

It

out.

was decided that a system of ad-

ministering justice which would not be tolerated for Englishmen was
quite

good enough

for natives

;

that

what was very passable sauce

the black goose, could not by any possibility be considered

for

fitting-

sauce for the white gander.

In looking at the mechanism of the administration of Indian jusnot the bench alone that presents such humiliating pictures;
from the judge and the magistrate downwards we find but one system
prevailing.
The whole fabric, from high to low, seems a mass of incompetency and villany; the former pertaining to the European officials,
the latter to the native subordinates.
Ability may occasionally form a

tice, it is

amongst the former; but

solitary exce2:)tion

in

no instance can

it

be said

met with amidst

the low

grades of creatures attached to the judge's or the magistrate's

offices,

that any degree of integrity or honesty

whose name

is

is

to be

and whose sole occupation consists in distorting
and preying upon the native communities about

legion;

the view of justice,

them.

To such enormous magnitude,
such

has

universality

grown, that the only wonder
has not eaten
died from
is

no

out; that

itself

own

its

to

corruption

this

that

is

it

it

has not

There

offensiveness.

about the thing in India.

secret

The abomination is in every body's
mouth; but then Englishmen do not
suffer from it; and hence the reason
for all non-interference, hence its bare-

faced immunity.

Chapters have been written,
here, in India, holding

the doings of native

up

if

not

to execration

officials

attached to

the country courts; and nowhere

more

completely than in the pages of the Calcutta EevipAo}"

The various grades

of

subordinates, from sheristader, or interpreter,

down

to the peon. Or constable,

seem to have but one object in view,
and that the repletion of their pockets
'"

Vide

vol. vi. for

1845

;

also

,

a.

pkon.

at the expense of the suitors.

Mr. Norton's pamphlet.
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That it must be so is evident from the great anxiety shewn to obtain
even the most humble of these posts, in which perhaps the daily exactions are wrung from the people in single coins.
It may be, and
no doubt is, that the character of the people Avho can submit to be so

must be degraded to a degree; but how can it well be otherhas brought them to that debased level, but long years of

fleeced,

What

wise?

hopeless endurance; a century of subjection to rulers, with whom they
have nothing in common; who are aliens to them in feeling and in
language; with whom they can hold no communion save through the
vitiated channel of an interpreter, who sells every word he utters at its

market value in silver, or copper, as the case may be.
To what extent the helpless natives are placed at the mercy of
these many subordinates may be gathered from a brief statement of
the mode in which magisterial business is conducted.
A criminal case
is reported by the darogah or police superintendent, who sends in lists
of the witnesses, and of the parties supposed to be implicated, with a
statement of the

And

facts.

here bribery

first

commences; the dai'ogah

draws up the case to suit any party concerned who
exactions; and

if

will

submit to his

the guilty bribe sufficiently high, they are omitted

from the charge altogether, and other innocent parties placed upon the

—

—

Instances
though very rare ones
have occurred in
which the officer has inadvertently forwarded two reports on the same
case, one representing a certain part as guilty of the charge, the seroll instead.

cond making

it

appear that another was guilty.

intended for sale

;

one to either of the

These were, of course,

parties, according as they

would

have paid.

These reports are not often read
of further proceedings.

critically,

and are merely the basis

The magistrate being

also collector,

and as

such compelled to attend to revenue matters, which to him are of far
greater

moment than

sitions.

This duty

criminals, cannot find time to take

is

down depo-

accordingly handed over to the mohurrir, or

amounts perhaps to ten or twelve ruThe examinations are not even made in the presence of
the collector-magistrate, who may be miles away at his revenue-office,
or in the fields, looking to some collection of land-tax; they will be
Squatting
carried on in the most rapid and loose manner imaginable.
clerk of the court, whose salary

pees a month.

cross-legged in one corner of the court, the mohurrir busily occupies

himself in taking
their,

wonted

practice,

side.

It

is

down

the evidence of the prosecutor or the witneoses,

turn; and this

each in

but

is

performed

strictly in

accordance with the

guided entirely by the amount of bribery from either
fair to

say that these writers shew no favouritism in

A magistrate's court.
the matter; the highest bidder, whoever he
their powerful aid.

4G1

may happen

to he, obtains

If the prosecutor has secured him, he

draws up

the plaint in the most eloquent and masterly style, throwing- in a va-

from long experience, he knows will

riety of points, which,

the magistrate

;

and

the same telling way.

makes the

operation, he

with

and the defence in
Should the defendant have purchased his co-

plaint in a confused style, throwing in

of contradictions; and writes

and

tell

finally arranges the evidence

down

" no"

all

when the witnesses say

sorts

" yes,"

vice versd.

At

length

all is

ready for the magistrate to attest these depositions,

and forward them to the court above. The plaint is read over by the
sheristadar in a loud, hurried voice, and then the evidence, before each
witness, who, confused and terrified by the awful presence they find
themselves in, pay but small attention to the matter; and on being
asked

if

that

is all

they have to say, mechanically answer "yes," and are

Sometimes the scene is varied by a little rebelon the part of some witness who has brains enough to detect the

marched out of
lion

court.

But

forgery introduced into his written evidence.
is

successful.

The magistrate

is

it is

seldom that he

pressed for time, his revenue-books

await him, and he usually silences the witness by accusing him of
and threatening him with imprisonment. The depositions are

lying,

and sent up to the higher court; and if the witnesses there
deny any of the statements contained in them, they are at once set
down as perjurers, and run a chance of being punished as such; besides,
attested

more weight

is always given to evidence take^i hy the magistrate on the
and at the time, than to any offered subsequently.
How strongly and how unfavourably does this system contrast with

spot,

the

mode

of investigation enjoined

ally practised at a period

when

by the old Hindoo code, and actuname of England was unknown,

the

when

the Christian religion had no existence

some

respects a barbarous age,

been, in

That may have been in
and the old Hindoos may possibly have
modern estimation, mere barbarians yet we are told that it
!

;

was the then practice for all witnesses to be heard by the judge in person, and in presence of both plaintiff and defendant ; and that so little
was it the custom for magistrates to use unbecoming language to
suitors, that even the king was enjoined to bear patiently with the
irritability of litigants of all classes.

The

extortions, aided frequently

by violence or imprisonment, which

the petty police of India practise upon the native community, are matters of notoriety in the East

whose duty

it

;

though,

it

would appear, not so to those

should be to check such malpractices.

One

of their or-
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dinary modes of extorting

money

INDIA.

when meeting

is,

a pai'ty of respect-

able Hindoos travelling in any remote part of the country, to seize

them and lock them up

in

any cottage

failing that, in

the nearest chokey, or watch-house, or,
at hand.

It

is

the captives to

A^aiu for

Nothing but a bribe

expostulate or threaten.

releases

police scoundrels feel pretty safe, for the magistrate

is

them and the
away a hundred
;

miles looking after the land-tax, and the travellers have neither time

nor means of reaching him, even if a complaint would avail, which it
would not. Should, once in a hundred times, such an occurrence reach
the ears of the magistrate, the bribe is of course denied, and as to the
imprisonment, the police bad warrants for the apprehension of certain
parties, for whom they mistook the complainants ; it was therefore
clearly not their fault.
Thus the parties aggrieved get no redress, but
leave their oppressors triumphant

;

a result too well expected to be

often hazarded.

There are other ways, however, in which the darogah, or policeA crime having been committed in some part
reaps a harvest.

officer,

of his district, he

the guilty.

who

darogah,

dispatched to collect facts and evidence, and secure

is

The party

implicated,

if able,

of course bribes the willing

has therefore to search for some t^ictim wherewith to

propitiate justice

;

for he

would

Some innocent person from an

lose

credit if he failed in his task.

adjoining village

is

seized,

taken into

a solitary hut, and there, by the ready peons, beaten with cudgels,

smarting with the blows, he consents to confess to the crime of
which he is not guilty ; and at the same time implicates others as
being concerned, all of whom ai'e arrested and treated to a similar
until,

cudgelling.

the beating

Their depositions are taken
is

fresh in their

still

down

whilst the smart of

and should

;

they,

on

re-

mind, and deny their admissions when before the

flection, alter their

superior court, they are
ties are

memory

may

carried out

utterly

disbelieved.

be judged, when

it

How
is

far these atroci-

known

that seventy

per cent of the convictions in India are upon confessions by the prisoners

!

It is not in the criminal courts alone that all this shocking de-

pravity

is

Civil suitors are equally exposed to the rapacity

exhibited.

These men are notoriously the instruand mohurrirs.
ments of great oppression amongst the ryots, who in the event of their
becoming involved with their zemindars, have no chance in the courts,
of darogahs

where money carries

all

landlord has the native

might be written on

before

it,

officials

and where, as a consequence, the wealthy
completely at his command.

this subject, did space allow

;

but

it

Chapters

must be ap-
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parent from what has been stated in reference to the corrupt practices
in the criminal courts, that in the civil administration of justice as great
is enjoyed by those who are clothed in " a little brief authoand who, armed with a despot's power, fail not to use it as such.

impunity
rity,"

Not

the least obnoxious part of the legal system of India

the tax levied upon

all suits in

the shape of stamps.

is

that of

Political econo-

mists are agreed as to the inexpediency of legal taxation under any

shape and to any extent

mous, and

but the amount levied in India

;

and unjust

so unfairly on the just

falls

of apology can be imagined that shall justify

so enor-

is

litigant, that

no sort

The

exaction.

its

old

Hindoo code levied 5 per cent upon all undefended suits, and double
that amount on such as, being defended, were cast
amounts moderate
enough, and in no case falling on the plaintiff.
But under our system,
a suitor, however just his claim, cannot prefer it unless it be drawn up
on paper stamped according to the amount of the suit. The lowest of
;

these stamps, for claims under 16 rupees in value, cost one rupee, or

two

being the amount of an Indian ryot's earnings for one

shillings,

month

;

then diminishes in favour of the suitor, but

is

nevertheless heavy as

and few

will dispute that a tax of 351., levied as a

commencing

a suit to recover a debt of 1000^., savours

a mei'e stamp
privilege for

;

strongly of exaction.

each

The proportion

and so on up to the value of G4 rupees.

summons

In addition, however, to

this preliminary tax,

for a witness, each answer, reply, rejoinder, &c., in a

must be on stamped paper, varying from sixpence to eight shiland all petitions lor appeal in cases already taxed as above,
Indian law is
must in like manner be written on stamped paper.

suit,

lings

;

therefore labouring under the double disadvantage of being both costly

and poor in quality.
is an impartial outline of the administration of justice in
India, as existing at the present moment, gathered from most trustworthy sources, and garnished with no ornaments of the imagination.
in price,

The above

What may

be the opinions of the natives upon the matter,

they have sufficient heart
cult to guess.

It is to be

left to

think at

doubted

if

all, it

may

they do not

if,

indeed,

not be very

feel that, in

diffi-

shaking

off the Afghan and Tartar yoke for that of England, they have but
exchanged King Stork for King Log and that twenty-seven millions
a year taken from tlism in taxation might deserve some better, some
;

more

efficient protection for their lives

in the present legion of judicial

and

liberty,

and magisterial

than

is

locusts,

to be found

who, under

the names of judges, magistrates, amlahs, mohurrirs, darogahs, &c.,

absorb amongst them an annual

sum

of

two millions

sterlins:.
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What

the English reader will think of

He may

doubt.

sibility of

INDIA.

it,

possibly hesitate ere giving

there can be

still

less

credence to the pos-

full

such a state of things existing at the present time, and

under the sway of a nation whose proudest boast
flag is unfurled, there

He may

for a time

open-handed justice

is

it is, that where its
meted to high and low.

imagine that he has been reading of transactions

some back-wood settlements, or in some Siberian provinces, rather than in what is popularly termed the noblest portion of the
British empire.
He may wonder how it is possible to reconcile such
events with the glowing pictures drawn by political orators, or the pretty,
touching, farewell exhortations about justice, and honour, and glory,
and the natives of India, which fall from the turtle-fed mouths of decarried on in

puty-chairmen at Haileybury examinations.
if all

He may

also think, that

written in this chapter be true, to look for happiness for

its

and permanency for its
that he might as
government, would be indeed seeking a phantom,
soon " seek roses in December, snow in June."
people, prosperity for the

state,

or security

—
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II^DIAN SOCIETY.

CHAPTER
THE PUBLIC OF

IN

VI.

INDIA, ITS CONSTITUTION

the good old days

AND

MORALITY.

ITS

when George

the governor-general

III. was king at home, and when
was something more than- king throughout

a temtory a hundred times as vast as that of his royal master,

—when

Indian monarchs were dethroned by a stroke of the pen, or a nod of the
vice -regal head,

—when

ously as children at

rajahs were

home

made and unmade

subjects were publicly deported

beyond the Company's

British

territories for

—

men in high places, in those good old days
cannot be said that there existed an " Indian Public," in any sense of

the most trivial offence to
it

unceremoni-

as

—when

dress and undress their dolls,

the word.

Nineteen-twentieths of the British residents of the three presidencies

were

at that period in

government employ, whilst the small fraction
meddle with any thing

remaining did not find

it suit their interest to

immediately beyond the

circle

of their

own

a voice upon any political topic of the day.
universal practice for the few trading

calling,

much

Indeed

members

it

of society to purchase

the aid and influence of government servants by secretly

making them

and in this way we find that all
India were more or less connected with

partners in commercial undertakings

the earliest mercantile firms in

less to raise

was an almost

;

the services.

Another

fi-action

of society, that of the Indo-Brltains,

or, as

they

are usually termed, the "country born," or Eurasians, were equally re-

gardless of matters political

:

their entire energies

were then, as until

very recently, absorbed in the one great struggle of obtaining
employment. Beyond this they appear to have had no ambition.
aspirations

were of red-tape,

their

official

Their

dreams of Company's rupees ; and

provided they could be admitted but to the threshold of the govern-

ment sanctuary, they were content
the

official

and receive of
from the " covenanted"

to stand at the gate

crumbs which from time to time

table,

HH

fell
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In the same category

may

be placed a

INDIA.

still

smaller and far

obscure portion of the social body, the Portuguese descendants,

they are termed in some parts of the East, burghers.

As

more
or, as

for the great

mass of the community, the people of India, they, and their fathers
before them, had been too long accustomed to the iron despotism of
former foreign masters, to contemplate the act of criticising the govern-

ment

of their Christian successors.

Before noticing the morale of Indian society at the particular period

under review,
•

it

may

offer a few remarks upon the character
European community of India, the men

be well to

and composition of the

earlier

who

laid the foundation of our empire in the East.
The tone and
temper of British morality in those early days, that is during the first
aggrandisement of the Company's power in India, in the middle of
the seventeenth centuiy, may be gathered from a tolerably impartial
witness, one of the suite of Sir Thomas Roe, the English ambassador to
the Great Mogul.
From him we learn how low was the character of
the Company's first servants; how their grasping, over-reaching, ty-

and immoral conduct made them " a bye-word amongst the
heathen
how the characters of the natives stood out in bright and
glowing relief from this sad picture; and how all that was base and
degrading was significantly tenued " Christian" by the Hindoos. To
quote the Avords of the natives themselves, when speaking of the English and their doings, will perhaps be most to the point.
These simple
people, according to the writer just alluded to, were wont to exclaim
rannical,

;"

'•

Christian religion, devil religion

much do wrong
That

this

;

much

beat,

should have been

tonishment, when

it is

;

Christian

much abuse
so, will

much drink

;

Christian

others."

yet scarcely be matter for as-

remembered that by

far the gi'eater portion

of

the early adventurers to the East were chiefly the younger sons of the

higher and middle classes, j'oung

men

too troublesome and dangerous

from their vices to be retained at home, and whose relatives procured
them employment under the Company, in the hope that if spared by the
sea and the climate, they might return, though not reformed, at any rate
Removed from all wholesome restraint, from all healthy
in affluence.
influences, invested with vast powers, raised suddenly to great import-

ance,

it

Avould have been perhaps too

should have been other than

we

find

should have done aught but bring our

much
them

to expect that such
to have been,

name and our

—

men

that they

faith into utter

contempt, and so to justify the emphatic charge of the heathen native

— "Christian much do "wrong
Nor was

it

!"

only in the subordinate

ofiiclals

of those days that these

;

EARLY INDO-BRITISH MORALITY,
vices existed to such a degree.

sacrifice the interest of the

Company

the most unblushing effrontery.

superseded by another

;

it

unfrequently the disgraced

We

picture will stand good for the

Governors of presidencies did not hesitate to

highest in authority.

successor.

The
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Avas

to their

own

private ends, with

one governor was
but a change in the name, and not
It

was

man was

in vain that

outdone in his offences by his

read of one instance of this passing from bad to worse

in the case of Sir Nicholas Waite,. the

Governor of Bombay, whose

crimes, immoralities, and cruelties so far shocked and outraged the not

and military functionaries of the

over-sensitive feelings of the civil

presidency, that they took the law into their
their tyrant, hun'ied

him on board

ship,

own

hands, rose against

and packed him

off to

Eng-

an account of his misdeeds to the Directors.
Evils of such gravity and magnitude as these would of course work
a partial cure in the course of time; accordingly we find, from the
few records extant of the social condition of the English in India at
that period, that as the Company's power and authority became more
fixed and matured, and as the communication with those distant posland, to render

sessions became more rapid and certain, a better tone was assumed
amongst all grades of European officials, so that at least some few of
the outward decencies of morality were observed.
During the eighteenth century the worst features which had so long
utterly disgraced the British name in India began to be less prominent
in society.
Open fraud, mid-day violence, heartless tyranny gave way
in due course to bribery, peculation, gambling, horse-racing, drinking,
and duelling. Later in the day, the exciting period of Warren Hastings'
government, when victory and aggrandisement were the watchwords of
the time, did not accomplish much for the better tone of Anglo-Indian
morals. On the contrary, the characters of most of the leading officials,
from the governor-general and his council downwards, were such as
would have proved a hurtful example to a far more elevated society.
Whatever eclat attaches to the name of Hastings in his military capacity, there can be little doubt that it was purchased at the cost of his

individual character.

of those

who formed

day, there are but too

Of

the infamous morals of the greater

the leading

many

members

proofs on record.

travagant, neglectful of duty, \yas to deserve the
to practise

the

mark

any

sort of virtue, to

number

of Indian society at that

To be licentious, exname of fashionable

be moderately decent in daily

life,

was

of a low, grovelling mind.

There was not in those days any public print, whose warning voice
might be raised against the evil practices of the time. Not a single

;
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newspaper had then an existence throughout the length and breadth of
British India ; and although we find that in the year 1780 a publication,
called Mickey's Gazette, made its appearance in Calcutta, purporting to

community of that

lay before the

city the occurrences of the day, so far

from proving a censor of public morals,

and by
all

reckless scandal,

its

who

its

it

but poured

coarse ribaldrj^, and

on the flames

oil
its

vituperation of

possessed a share of respectability, fed the very passions

it

should have rooted out.

Luxurious living was
in

much

with

at this period the rule

their habits for their health's sake, the license of the

The pay of the junior members

be compared.

all

;

and although,

English in Iwdia were far too indulgent in

later times, the

two periods cannot

of the service did not

then amount to a tithe of their present salaries ; yet by the kindly aid
of the banian, or native money-lender, the youngest of them were
enabled to indulge in the most expensive habits, and enthral themselves in debt to an extent which only the most lucrative appointments
in after-life, aided

days, could

by the wholesale peculations of those

have enabled them to escape from.
Towards the close of the last century other

men came on the scene.
Warren Hastings and the unprincipled men of that time were replaced
by Lord Cornwallis and his staff, a very different race, in whose breasts
honom", and integrity, and gentlemanly feeling were not altogether

In the newspapers of these after-times, in the few
all that is handed down to us, we
perceive that the grossness, the sensuality, the diamken

strange emotions.

books then published on India, in
cannot

fail to

ruffianism of the previous

which,

was

if

not as moral as

at least an

At

fifty

we

years had given

improvement on the previous

this period too

we

way

to a tone of society,

are taught to look for at the present day,
state of things.

find a change of another kind

coming over

the European dwellers in the East; they were becoming civilised in
their daily life; they
for.

The

were altogether better housed and better cared

small, slightly built dwellings of

commodious

1750 were giving way to

which have since been considered
so necessary at all the presidencies for the comfort and health of the
European, and which have justly earned for Calcutta the title of the
those spacious,

edifices

" City of Palaces."

The native palanquin and bearers were no longer the ordinaiy
mode of conveyance. Hitherto European carriages had been considered
the exclusive privilege of a few of the highest functionaries

period of which I
his evening ride

am

treating, every

in the carriage

member

;

but at the

of the service enjoyed

which best pleased him.

On

the

CHANGES IN SOCIETY.

4G9

esplanade might be seen, at the accustomed hour, every conceivable
variety of vehicle, from the civilian's stately carriage and pair

down

to

the indigenous and rapid Ekka.

hi

'I//

::sx^

The uncovenanted branch of the Company's service is,
by Englishmen of undoubted energy and

sent time, filled

place of the country-born,
of

its

who formerly monopolised

at the preability,

in

the greater part

we thus gain another not unimportant element in
The planting community is mostly composed of Eunumbers these form a considerable body. They are,

posts; and

Indian society.
ropeans

;

and

in

generally speaking,

men

of intelligence and activity; but the very fact

of their isolated position tells against their figuring prominently in any

public questions.

Scattered thinly over a wide extent of country, they

have few opportunities of discussing any topics together, of ascertaining
each other's opinions, or of attempting to act in concert upon any given
question.

Indeed

it

is

most rare that they have an opportunity of
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if we except the late agitation
respecting what were termed the " Black Acts," we do not find them

taking any part in public matters; and

making any such attempt.

No
its

class of

European society has received so large an addition to

ranks, since the opening of the trade, and the establishment of the

overland communication, as that of the merchants.

say as

much

moral tone of

Would

that I could

Glad
indeed should I be if I could point to the traders of the East as bright
and worthy offshoots of the parent stock, as honoured types of that
for the

this body, as for its extent

!

—

commercial fraternity in the old country whose word is their bond,
whose good name is their noblest capital. It is not that there are no
worthy commercial names to be found in Calcutta, Madras, or Bombay.

On

the contrary, those places boast of merchants whose character stands,

none in our own country ; but these are the
few bright lights which shine amidst a midnight gloom. A perusal of
the chapter which glances at the history of commercial speculation in
in every resj^ect, second to

India during the

last

twenty years, and contains a passing notice of

Calcutta insolvencies from 1830 onwards,

will,

I think, bear out the

sorrowful truth, that in the British Indian possessions the calling of a

merchant has been, but too often, the hollow pretext
and heartless swindling.

for vast, unmiti-

gated,

The

practised professional

men

of fraud,

who

in the cities of

Eu-

rope beguile unwary tradesmen, and obtain supplies of goods under
false

pretences,

are

comparatively harmless and inoffensive,

placed in juxta-position

Avith the notoi-ious

when

"great houses" of Cal-

cutta.

In Europe these things are
stood.

A

crisis at

little

discussed,

one of the presidencies

is

and

still

less

under-

spoken of as a mere mat-

and that which unpityingly scatters to the winds the
widow and the oi-phan is calmly alluded to in the
self-same tone and spirit in Avhich farmers would speak of their smutty
wheat or their blighted gooseberries.
Such wide-spread ruin as I have attempted to describe, it might
ter of course

;

substance of the

The sufcommunity would be on their guard, and the same great scheme
of gambling could not at any rate be earned on at the expense of a public already such severe sufferers.
The contrary, however, has unfortunately been the case ; for we have beheld, in 1848, disasters even more
calamitous, defalcations more extensive, conduct more reckless and
unprincipled, than existed in the hitherto unparalleled years of 1830
and 1832. It is true that in the later period the banks, not the merbe thought, could not occur again through similar agency.

fei'ing

COMMERCIAL MORALITY.
can tile firms, were

tlie

ostensible culiirits

;
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but a

little

inquiry into

shew, that in the mismanagement and misdeeds of the banking

facts

establishments the merchants took a leading part ; that they were not

only accessories before the fact to the reckless accommodation accorded
to the customers of their banks, but that they themselves were the

made but too often without a shadow of justifiand seldom with any further security than bills on insolvent
or liens on estates, the cultivation of which was something worse

recipients of the loans
cation,
firms,

than unprofitable.

When it is remembered, that during the crisis of 1830, and the
following years, half a dozen of the " great houses" of Calcutta failed
for

an aggregate sum of fifteen millions

sterling,

and that

their assets

yielded but from six to thirty per cent of dividend, or on an average
about twenty -five per cent, shewing a loss to their creditors of up-

wards of eleven millions sterling ; and that these merchant-princes
were, up to the day of their bankruptcy, living in a style of ducal
splendour, I cannot surely be charged with too emphatically denouncing the system which permitted such results as these. Soft and gentle
language applied to these cases would be indeed to share in the infamy
of the

men and

And

the time.
did society reject these unprincipled leviathans of insolvency

Did they close their doors against them ? Did
they teach their wives and their children to hold in its proper estimation the conduct of men who had heartlessly carried ruin and havoc

from amongst them 1

amongst thousands of dependent

families

1

By no means. They were

considered at the worst as having been rather imprudent, and were
more generally termed unfortunate. There was still no public opinion

The
to the bar of which such men could be brought for judgment.
press of that time faintly recorded their deeds, but deemed it no portion of their duty to pass censure on these mighty sons of Mammon.
Although the

social morality of India cannot boast of

tone at the present

moment than

any healthier

prevailed thirty years since, I

am

admit that an element of good, hitherto unfelt in the East, is
a fraction of the Indian editors are awaking to a right sense
Sit work
of their duty ; and some few amongst them have already begun to
speak out boldly and truthfully.
If the press of India cannot be said to rank either in talent or
tone with that of the parent country, it must be confessed by imparfree to

—

tial witnesses,

that

it is

as

good as

it

can afford to be

;

and looking at

all

the circumstances of the case, as good and as moral as could be exIf it is not quite so intellectual, nor nearly so high-minded,
pected.

—
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nor yet so independent as journalism in England, let the Anglo-Indian
public ask who they have to thank but themselves.
The Indian press
is

as

worthy a reflex of the state of society in that part of the world,

as

is

the condition of English society miri-ored in the journals of this

country.^

The Times, or Daily News, published in the presidencies, would
be as much out of place as would the Quarterly among the Esquimaux.

Papers are not usually established for any higher motive than
and in such a question of pounds, shillings, and pence, no man
having any knowledge of India, would attempt to print such a paper
as the London Examiner or Spectator, even had he the ability at his
profit

;

command

to enable

him

to

do

so.

Editors in India

know

their readers

pretty well, they generally understand the sort of writing Avhich

is

acceptable to them, and ministei- accordingly.

One

of the

most successful journals throughout India

is

Mo-

the

was
some dozen years since, and by a judicious catei'ing to the
reading wants of the community, it has reached the highest position
amongst Indian papers, both as regards circulation and income. Few
topics escape its notice; yet these are all handled in such a light and
pleasant manner, that even the most uninteresting matters rivet the
attention of the Anglo-Indian, whilst in England its columns would

fassilite, a

bi-weekly journal published at Meerut in Bengal.

It

established

possibly be voted " frivolous."

There are other papers of high standing* equal in

ability to

most

journals in English provincial towns, and doing well for their proprietors

;

yet I doubt

if,

with one or two exceptions, any of these would

be read out of India.

The

revelations of Indian banking during

1848 and the two follow-

ing years were monstrous indeed, outstripping in iniquity any thing

which had gone before it. The madness of speculation, to call it by
its mildest terms, drew within its vortex the merchant, the soldier, and
The following testimony to the tone of the bulk of the Indian press comes from
"We must have a very
one of their own body, and is therefore not without value
different class of men conducting our newspapers before the belief in their regard for
the public good wUl, or ought, in the shghtest degree to protect them when they
meddle with individuals and their regard for the public very rarely exhibits itself in
I

:

—

;

It is their privilege
any other form than virulent attacks on persons
but breathe a syllable
for the public good to use what language they please of others
against one of them, and the lot is up in arms they snarl at and bite each other like
Indian Charter,
curs, but hiuit their common game like a pack of wild dogs."
;

;

Calcutta, 1852.
^

It is

Times,

with jslcasure that I place on this hst of honourable exceptions The Bombay
Spectator, Calcutta Englishman, Friend of India, and Indian Charter.

Madras

THE
the

official

tainted

all

;
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alike ran riot with the wildness of the

and though

;

CRISIS OF MDCCCXLVIII.

did not

all

suffer,

day

;

all

were

although a large portion of the

gamblers with other men's means escaped the general wreck, which
followed the bursting of the storm of 1847-8,

might have been

all felt

that the ruin

and that what was death to some, was simply

theirs,

a fortune to them.

The moral

taint

It spread like

was

not, however, confined to the above classes.

a gangrene on

all

around.

The bar

of Calcutta, the

attorneys of the courts, the very ofhcials of the Supreme Court were

and so strong has the feeling with regard to the legal pracbecome amongst the natives and independent Europeans, that
few i^lace any degree of confidence in them.
What must be the state of society in India, when we find the mainfected;

titioners

jority of the officers of the highest judicial tribunal in the country lend-

ing themselves to the most glaring improprieties, and in not a few cases
to the

these

most scandalous and

official defalcators is

heartless transactions

and Trustee of the Court, who,
of joint-stock gambling,

accounts

many months

extent of 70,000^.
the Court,
officer

:

who

1

First, in the list of

the late Eegisti-ar and Official Administrator
after

wound up by
and

in arrears,

Next comes

becoming involved
resigning his

in a variety

ofiice,

leaving his

his cash-balance deficient to the

the Official Assignee and Receiver of

closely followed in the financial steps of his brother

he too resigned, leaving a deficiency of 50,000?., and a corre-

sponding arrears of accounts

ployment by the court.

:

this

man

The Taxing

is

still

retained in active

em-

Officer of this tribunal took the

benefit of the Insolvent Court in 1847; whilst the Master in Equity,

and the Prothonotary of the Court, were both constantly occupied in
bank matters and speculations to a gi-eat extent, and with ruinous
results, in bank shares.
The string of disclosures made before the Chief Justice relative to
some of these transactions were so glaringly iniquitous, that, shocked
beyond the endurance of even a Calcutta judge, he indignantly expressed a wish that a retrospective law could be passed to insure the

punishment of these guilty men. This was, however, but a single
opinion ; " the voice of one crying in the wilderness" fell not more dead
and unheeded on the stones and sands of the desert places, than did this
solitary, indignant protest of an upright, conscientious judge, go forth

amongst the

cold, stony hearts of the

Eui'opean community of Cal-

cutta.

The misdoers stood unabashed before
was

" legion

;"

their brethren, for their

name

they went about, and were greeted with smiles and open

!
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honour to them

to give

elite
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good dinners, and

to receive invita-

of the Indian workl threw wide their portals

and we even

the table of the governor-general.

find these

men

Far and wide

seated high up at

this ciying evil has

spread; the poison -tree has taken deep root in the social soil, and
years must elapse before even the most vigorous and courageous government can hope to eradicate the noxious weed.
All this

is

not lost upon the native community

and perception of
judgment on such

right

and wrong,

;

they have sense

enable them to pass

It has been said recently in high places,

things.

that to give the Hindoos a
British rule in the East.

sufficient to

more

Alas

!

liberal education

would jeopardise the

can any acts of ours bring greater

peril,

work deeper mischief in the Hindoo mind, than fraud, embezzlement,
and bold mid-day dishonesty, sheltered and patronised by those whose
first great duty it should be to punish crime and vice of every grade, and
yet have not the heart, the moral streng-th, to ciy out " fie" upon it

common

upon the short-comings
and extortions.
Unfortunately, they cannot be defended.
But should we
wonder that they are so, when we find them suiTounded by men of
education and refinement.
gentlemen ^xtr excellence,
who, if they
differ in any way from them, do so only because they stoop not to
2)etty knaveries, but glory in great and daring misdeeds ?
With the
Indian army demoralised to a painful degree, overwhelmed with debt,
and shameless of insolvency ; civilians charged with the most flagrant
delinquencies, yet instead of being punished, removed to other jjrovinces, which, in nine cases out of ten, amounts to promotion ; with
a bar boasting of a greater amount of delinquency than can be found
in any previous time ; with attorneys steeped to the eyes in fraud,
yet permitted by the judge, who is aware of these facts, to practise in
his court;
with all this passing before them, what can we hope for
the social improvement of the natives of India %
Will they not judge
us by our deeds ; our faith by its fruits % What can our missionaries
say to them that will not bring down upon them the i:)ithy and emphatic retort, which was quoted in the early part of this chapter,
" Chi-istian religion, devil religion ; Christian much do icrongV
There are two other sections of the European community of India,
smaller, and not amenable to the same charges as lie against their
more potent brethren, grades which are altogether of recent origin.
The English shopkeeping class has sprung into existence in Calcutta,
Bombay, and other cities, within the last twenty-five years ; they keep
It is but a too

practice to dwell

of the natives of India, to enlarge

—

—

upon

their fraud, falsehood,

—
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magnificent establishments, and are generally well-educated men, and

not unfrequently superior in bearing and information to

They

customers.

or London houses

many

are mostly sent out on the strength of

of their

Birmingham

and generally contrive to amass fortunes in a very
section is composed of young men, clerks in

;

The other

short time.

government or mercantile employ, equally of modern origin. A quarter
of a century since there were very few of either Europeans or natives
employed
to India

was entirely in the hands of the
numbers of young men have flocked
seeking their fortunes, with not much more

as clerks; the occupation

Eurasians.

Of late

from

years, however,

this counti-y,

trading capital than had Richard Whittington of nursery celebrity.

Pos-

and energy than the Eurasians, and
willing to accept of similar salaries, they soon supplanted the latter, and
became a distinct and growing class. JSTeither of the two above-named
sections of society take any i)art in matters politic, for reasons Avhich

more

sessed of far

will

intelligence

be at once obvious.

the most important class, next to the Europeans, were
the Eurasians, or country-born, the offspring of mixed marriages be-

At one time

During the period when a voyage
and cost far towards 200?.,
and when none but Company's ships were in the trade, the influx of
English females was scanty in the extreme. Not one civilian or officer
in ten could provide himself with a wife other than from the ranks of

tween the Europeans and

natives.

to India occupied six or eight months,

not particular as to the performance of
In this way the supply of Eurasians became
large ; the sons, especially of those high in the service, were educated
for the uncovenanted branch of government employ, whilst their daughters, after receiving an English education, were introduced to society
through the position and influence of their fathers, and generally found
the natives

;

whilst

many were

the marriage-ceremony.

husbands amongst the covenanted civilians.
With a more rapid and economical communication between England and her eastern dominions, this state of things underwent a

marked change. Young English women, from being as i-are as black
The original
swans, became as plentiful as blackberries in summer.
diminution
a
already
and
source of the Eurasian supply was wanting,
of their ranks

Absorbed

may

be observed.

in the all-engrossing topics of daily routine

life,

eaten

up

importance, the Eurasian nncovenanted servant is too
much the creature of red-tapism to form any opinion adverse to those
" all that
of his immediate superior in office ; and accordingly with him,
not to
this
class
unfair
to
most
however,
be,
would
right."
It
is
is,

with

official
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tliey generally perform their duties with diligence and
and usually acquire a far more intimate knowledge of

business matters than their British-born superiors.

There

a small section of the Eurasians, of Portuguese descent,

is

possessing no social status, and scarcely

known

as a class, out of the

immediate sphere of their action.
They are mostly underlings in
offices, some few of them following trades, but seldom in any case
doing more than earning a bare livelihood. If there cannot be accorded to these, and their brethren of British descent, any shining
qualities,

it

confess that,

fair to

is

both in their domestic

life

and

general morality, they are free from the disgraceful failings of the bulk
of the European community.
Rare indeed is it that one of this class

makes
rare

appearance as defendant in a court of justice

his

is it

that

any of their race are accused of heavy

;

more

still

offences or ci'imes.

Lastly, I will briefly glance at the constitution of the native so-

met with at the various seats of government. In this list
can scarcely be included the Hindoos of high rank Avho are found in

ciety to be

all

the large cities of India, as they maintain a position aloof from

all

ordinary intercourse, mixing only with Europeans

The

occasions.

and most

largest

influential class

better ranks are the banians, or capitalists,

money

place out their

them

into close

earliest

were

at

good

interest.

whose business

it is

and frequent contact with Europeans

essential to the

conduct of

all

;

and from the

mercantile and banking

It is only of late yeai-s, however, that British

men

the aid accorded

for financial purposes.

them

in this

manner

tive capitalist is not only the friend

Englishman
changed.

;

;

men

is

merchants have had

Many

and

in

afiairs.

houses are upheld

some

cases, the na-

and equal, but the partner of the

the relative positions of the

The merchant

to

Their calling necessai-ily brings

days of English commercial enterprise in the East, these

recourse to these

by

on particular

of natives of the

two

classes are thus greatly

no longer the haughty man of business

—the

no longer the retiring obsequious broker he was wont to be.
Many of the wealthiest of these banians have risen from very inferior positions, by dint of practising those arts which they hfve seen
adopted by their English compeers; though, in their case, with more

banian

is

success, because

name amongst

more

warily,

more perseveringly worked

out.

One

the crowd of these millionaires will exemplify the pro-

cess of accumulation.

Mutty Lol

Seal,

now

notorious for his vast

wealth, was originally a sircar or inferior servant in the Calcutta Cus-

tom House, on

a salary of ten rupees a month.

How

foundation of his riches was laid need scarcely be inquired.

the earliest

NATIVE MILLIONAIRES.

The

favourite clients of these money-lenders are collectors of re-

venue, judges, and magistrates, who, once
figuring on the debtor side of their ledger,
easy, tools to
jects.
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work out any schemes

Should the

client

on their books, which

is

that

within their

become

may

once

serve their financial pro-

prove obstinate, or should the

seldom the

toils,

their certain, if not

case, these

official

wary and

not be

finished

masters of diplomacy will work out their ends through the great man's
wife.

Presents of rich shawls, of valuable jewelry, or costly furniture,

by which the advocacy of the " Sahib's lady" is but
it the final bending of the tardy official to
the wishes of the monied schemer.
A common method by which these unscrupulous men realise large
and certain incomes, is to obtain all the petty appointments in the gift

are the sure baits

too often secured, and with

of their debtors, be they judges, collectors, or magistrates, for their

own creatures, who,
make over to them
a

as a consideration for the appointments, gladly

a certain portion of their salaries, in addition to

considerable entrance-fee.

One

case will suffice to illustrate the

manoeuvres which are resorted to by

this class of persons.

in the confidence of the chief magistrate of Calcutta, that
to the latter of considerable

sums

of

is,

A

banian

the lender

money, having learnt the intended

establishment of a number of suburban police-stations, immediately

bought up houses, at a very low rate, in all the districts indicated; and
when orders were issued for inquiry as to the tenements favourable for
the purposes of the police, the obliging creditor hinted to his client
that he possessed property in the very localities named; and at the

same time expressed a hope that his " friend" would not seek elsewhere
Of course the banian's houses were bought,
for what was wanted.
and for sums four or five times their real value.
With such methods of realising " interest" for monies advanced to
officials by banians, it need not be matter for wonder that by far the
majority of the service find ready ministers to their Avants in this way;
and that the creditors are usually most indulgent in their terms.
The altered demeanour of the upper classes of natives to Englishmen has not been without its effect upon their countrymen in the
lower ranks of life. By them the European is no longer held in the
veneration he was of old; his word is no longer of value; and it is not
too much to say that, with a few honom-able exceptions, the British
merchant cannot now obtain the smallest credit for purchases, unless
through the guarantee of his banian.
The familiarity which has of late sprung up between the eastern
and western races, though it may too often be blended with contempt
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on the part of the Hindoos, has led to a gradual loosening of timewhich, combined with the spread of education,
;

honoured prejudices

must, before long, as

it

has already commenced, work a great social

revolution in the feelings, the tastes, the wants, and the very con" Young Bengal " is even now "a fact;"
stitution of native society.

and though, as is sometimes the case, the earliest aspirations of the
new-born are not of the loftiest or worthiest nature ; though the budding genius of these disciples of the modern school are somewhat beclouded by tobacco-smoke; though their predilections are too much in
the direction of brandy -paAvnee,

when

future, whispering us that

— hope

bids us have faith in their

these frivolities have lost their novelty,

they will be cast aside in sober earnestness of purpose

— that the

— exchanged

for

yoimg Hindoo generation will arise,
and, shaking from them the errors and apathy of ages, make for themselves a reputation and a name, as wide, as beautiful, as glorious as
better, nobler things

own magnificent and fruitful land.
But what of the rural population of British India? of fully threefourths of the hundred millions' within the limits of the Company's
ten-itories ?
The leaves of the forest-trees, the stones of the desert,

their

—

the sands of the sea-shore, have as

much

to do in

dian public, as have the ryots of that vast country.

forming an In-

Ground down

to

the lowest possible condition, physically and morally debased, the too

who have for two thousand years held iron
sway over them; they no longer represent the contented, happy race,

apt imitators of masters,

of

whom we

read in ancient Indian histories.

With no hope for the future, what does the ryot care for the present ?
Can the poor wretch, who lives on the breath of his mahajun or zeminhave a thought or a feeling

dar,

ever has the courage to think, he

for

pubhc matters

may remember

har\'est of eighty shillings in the year, forty or fifty

ment and the
to subsist

tax-renters

on thirty

;

and that whilst he

shillings a year, or

foreigner rules his district in
is

not too

of the soil

much

all

is

If perchance he

1

that, of his miserable

go to the govern-

left,

after all his toil,

one penny a day, an English

the luxury of Eastern splendour.

It

income of one of these tillers
will be smoked in cheroots by a junior civilian in a week.
spirit, abject in mind, the sole aspiration of the poor ryot is

Broken

in

that he

may

to say, that the yearly

not die of stai'vation before his next harvest be ripe
been the fashion with a certain set of writers to belaud the
present administration of Indian government ; to talk of the security,
the long peace accorded the population of the presidencies; and to com!

It has

pare

theii-

present hfe as infinitely

more tranquil and

free

from the

:

TUE INDIAN RYOT.
calamities of war, than during the rule of
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Mahomcdan

dynasties

!

As

well might they boast of the safety and security of the poor captive

pining away his existence in the dungeons of the Inquisition, because
the ordinary risks of life could not reach

may

be scourges

far worse.
latter

there

:

in their

Man may

him

Anarchy and despotism

!

way, but political and social annihilation are

struggle against the former, but sinks before the

oppression calls forth resistance, and in the
is

strife for

freedom

a nobility of feeling engendered, that elevates and sustains

even the poor Hindoo.

Take away that pov/er of

resistance, paralyse

sweep beyond his reach every thing that can make life
and though he be told
worthy of a man, prostrate him to the dust,
he need fear no external enemy, that the Afghan and the Tartar are no

his energies,

—

longer to be dreaded, and that he enjoys the immeasurable privilege of

being the subject of the most honoured and powerful sovereign in the
world, I fear he cannot be made to appreciate the wondrous change
he will feel, if he feels at all, that he is a degraded, abject being, an
Indian ryot! The snow-capped mountains of the East, the mighty
rivers, the noble forests, the green hills and valleys^ the fei'tile^ plains

—

—

all

them

these

we

— but with

still

behold, the tyranny of

his fellow-kind he has

A

done

ZE.'IIXDAK,

man

is

his worst.

powerless with

1

APPENDIX AND INDEX.
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APPENDIX

A.

THE FUTURE GOVERNMENT OF
On June

3cl,

Bill for the

since

INDIA.

1853, Sir C. "Wood introduced in the House of

government of India, which, with some

The

become law.

Commons

a

slight modifications, has

principal features of this measure

may

be thus

epitomised

The

relations of the

Board of Control and the Court of Directors are to

remain as hitherto.

The

thirty

members of the Court are to be reduced to eighteen twelve
and six nominated by the Crown from persons who
:

elected in the usual way,

have resided in India for ten years, either as servants of the Company, or as

merchants or

One-third of the whole number to go out every

barristers.

second year, but to be again
500?. a year,

No change

is

made

a

be appointed

;

government

;

but a Ueuteuaut-governor of Bengal

the lieutenant-governor of Agra will be continued

new presidency on the Indus wiU be

A commission

to receive salaries of

1000?. a year.

in the general control M'hich the governor-general

exercises over the Indian
will

The Directors

eligible.

and the chairman and deputy chairman

will be appointed in

;

and

created.

England to digest and put into shape

the draughts and reports of the Indian Law-Commission appointed in 1833.
It is also

proposed to enlarge the legislative councU

;

giving the governor-

general power to select two, the heads of the presidencies one each, and

making the

chief-justice of the Queen's Court

in all twelve

The
all

:

and one other judge members,

the governor-general to have a veto on their legislation.

privilege hitherto exercised

by the Court of Directors of nominating

students to Haileybury and Addiscombe

is

to cease, except in respect

to the appointments to the military service, which

still

remain in their

hands.

The admission
thrown open

to the colleges,

to public competition

and consequently
;

to the service, to

be

properly qualified examiners being ap-

pointed by the Board of Control.

The present
wise determine.

legislation to continue in force until Parliament shall other-
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APPENDIX

B.

Table of the Revenue-Cliarges and Debt of British India from 1804-5
to

Yeaes.

1849-50.
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APPENDIX B

{continued).

CoMPAPvATiVE Statement of the Revenues and Charges of each Presidency for 1835-6 and 1849-50. (Campbells Modern India.)
Per
centage
charges,

Presidencies.
Gross revenue

.

Net revenue.

£

£
Bengal

.

Agra

.

Madras
Bombay.
.

Charges.

183,5-36.

£
79

.3,82.3,400

5,173,000
674,000
2,948,400

1,92.3,.300

2,046,-300

77
1061

16,391,000

10,741,700

66

8,100,000
5,100,000
4,898,213
252,033

6,584,300
4,060,000

20,680,024

16^

Per
centage
charges,

Gross revenue.

Net revenue.

£

£
Bengal

Agra
Madras

Bombay

New

territory,

and Scinde

Punjab

...

1

10,907,802
5,452,700
5,005,900
3,851,176

8,724,726
4,535,400
3,779,229
2,337,942

2,540,275

2,.308,875

27,757,853

21,686,172

Charges

1849-50.

£
8,33.3,504

1,076,500
3,294,.323
2,63.5,012

951
19|
87
106^

1,118,242

J

APPENDIX

16,457,581

C.

Statement of the Land-Revenue of British India for 1849-50.

Divisions.
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APPENDIX.

APPENDIX
Table of
States

the

Imports of Cotton into

and India

Yeaks.

respectively/,

D.

Greed, Britain fy-om tlie United
with the Prices of the tioo kinds.
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APPENDIX

E.

Statement of the A nnual Vcdue of Mercliandise imported into, and exported from, the three Presidencies of India, from and to all countries,

Years.

for

the ten years

ending 1849-50, at

2s. the ncjyee.
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APPENDIX
The

P.

Paradise Flycatcher, or Sultana Bulbul of the Hindoos {Muscijnta
is met with in jungles, gardens, and shrubberies, from the warmer

Paridisi),

parts of the Himalayas to the most southern extremity of Ceylon.
It is a
peculiarly graceful bird, the body and long sweeping tail of the male being

white, with the primaries black, edged with white. The body and tail of
the female are of a reddish brown, with the breast-feathers clouded grey.

APPENDIX
The Monaul, Golden Fowl,

G.

Impeyan Pheasant {Lopliopliorus Impeyanus,
numbers throughout the Himalayan districts.
The male bird has a remarkably beautiful plumage, its crest, head, and
throat being of a rich bronzy green ; the middle of the neck is purple,
glossed with a coppery hue ; back and wing coverts rich purple, each
feather tipped with bronzy-green the legs and feet are of a greenish ash,
whilst across the lower part of the back is a band of pure white. The
female is buffy-brown mixed with black and white. A more beautiful
object can scarcely be imagined than this gorgeously plumaged bird taking
his lofty and sweeping flight thx'ough the air, full in the light of the noonday sun, the rays of which are reflected in surpassing brilliancy from his
Gould),

is

met with

or

in great

;

brightly-tipped feathers.

The above, extracted from Mr. Gould's great work on the Birds

of Asia, in course of

publication, -was too late to find a place in the introductorj- chapter on Indian Natural

The acknowledgments of the author are due to Mr. Gould for the permission
copy the birds which illustrate this volume from his splendid collection.

History.
to
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INDEX.
Abwabs,

villagers' presents, 283.

Adam's-bridge, sandstones of, 12,
Afghan race, end of the, 66.
Agriculture of the Hindoos, 317.
Ahmed Shah, his wars, 94.
Akbar, submission of Delhi, Agra, and
the Punjab to the rule of, 69.
death and character of, 72.
reform of taxation and policy by,
276.

Albuquerque, bold conduct of, 102.
Ali Moorad, deposition of, 2'17.
Aliwal, battle of, 231.
Ameers, annihihited powerof the, 221.
Amherst, Earl, governor-general, 189.
proclamation of war by, 192.
leaves India, 206.

Animals and

reptiles, 30.

Appah

Sahib, seizure and escape of, 183.
rule, declension of, 50.
Arabs, invasion of the, 47.
Architecture, antiquity of Indian, 291.
neglect of the study of eastern, 292.
Arcot, negotiations with nabob of, 156.
Army, Mahratta, how composed, 256.
Assam, invasion and conquest of, 81.
Assay e, defeat of Mahrattas at, 159.
Astionomy, Hindoo system of, 301.
Auckland, ajipointment of Lord, 209.

Arab

Aurungzebe, embarrassment of, 85.
death and character of, 86.

Baber,

reign and death of, 67.
Bajee Rao's treaty with the English, 178.

British

and

population

India,

rulers

of, 6.

climate

of, 15.

Brougham, Lord, on " Cornwallis's permanent settlement," 281.
Buddhistical temples, 295.

Burmese

defeated, 195.
harassing attacks of the, 194.
of, at Bassein, 241.
night-attack of the, 191.
rout of the, 201.
Burnes, massacre of Sir A., 214.

assembling

Calcutta, concession to English in, 90.
Candahar, invasion of, by the emperor of
Delhi, 75.

Casim, government and disgrace
Cave-temples of India, 293.
Centralisation,

of,

Chand-u-lal

raises

an army headed by

British oilicers, 166.

Christianity, early progress of, 441.
labours of Danes to promote, 442.
opposition of government to the
spread of, 443.
Church, present strength of the Established, 444.
Clive, re-appointment of Lord, 124.
wholesome reforms effected by, 125.
conquests of, in Bengal, 115.

complete establishment of British
supremacy by, 119.

seizure of landholders' estates, 175.
of, 202.
Banjaras, the tribe of, 257.

Coal-deposits of Bengal, 20.

Bandoola, death

Coffee, cultivation of, 330.
Collectors, the efficiency of, 267.

Bench, the criminal, 457.

Commerce, monopoly

Bentinck, administration of Lord William, 207.
Birds of Asia and their localities, 31.
Black Hole, death of English prisoners
in the, 114.

Acts, violent opposition to, 458.
of, 252.
British India, ancient extent of, 1.
natural divisions and mountain

Brahma, the priesthood

ranges

of, 2.

49.

perniciousness, 260.
Central India, position and geographical
features of, 4.
its

of,

by the Vene-

tians, 99.

Commercial community of India, 470.
its

morality, 470.

Company's dominions,

209.

Conquest, laws of, 255.
Coote, victories of Sir Eyre, 116.
Cotton, India, varieties of soil adapted
to,

and cultivation

of, 26.

manufacture, improvements
effects, 307.

in,

and

INDEX.
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Covenanted and uncovenanted servants
compared, 262.
Crisis, the commercial of 1848, 473.
Dahp;r, defeat of, 48.
Dalhousie, Earl of, appointed governorgeneral,

2.'33.

Dara and Shuja,

competition for the throne of the, 88.
interference of Europeans in the
wars in tlie, 1 2.
prolonged hostilities in the, 117.
1

fresh troubles in the, 12G.

Delhi, the rajali of, attacks the Mahomed an s, 57.
the shive kings of, 61.
revolution and war in, 120.
Diamond-cutting, 316.
Diseases of India, native and foreign, 19.
Domestics, classes of, in India, 424.
Dost Mohammed made i5risoner, 213.
war with, 210.
Durgoon, Sal, capture of, 205.
Dutch possessions in tlie East taken by
the English, 148.
annihilation of fleet of the, 118.

many

varieties of, 27.

East India Company, early career of,
first

87.

established, 108.

earl}' 2>rogress of,

1

1

0.

Education, missionar\' labours in, 438.
absence of, in Hindoo females, 429.
in the Tenesserim provinces, 440.
Lord W. Bentinck's minute on, 433.
governmental system of, 435.
collegiate establishments for, 436.
government disbursements on, 437.

great importance of, in India, 430.
early steps for the ditfusion of, 431.
Bengal Council of, 432.

Ellenborough, appointment of, 216.
regretted departure of, 223.
English, first appearance in India of, 107.
retreat and defeat of the, 215.
Eurasians, or country-born, the, 475.

Farokhsad and

his succ^^ssors, 58.

Farokhsir, reign and deposition

of,

89.

F'erozepore, battle of, 228.
British retire upon, 219.
encampment at, 227.
Fibrous materials, value of, exported in
1849-50, 312.
Firuz, state of the kingdom during the
reign of, 64.

fibre, relative strength of, 24.
Flora, the Indian, 29.

Fossil remains

and Kunker,

French

defeated on the

fleet

13.

Madras

coast, 137.

settlements attacked by the English, 111.

revolt of, 80.

Dead, ceremonies at burning of, 419.
Ueccan, extent and population of the, 3.
aborigines and dialects of the, 42.
kingdoms and states of the, 43.
conquests of Akbar in the, 71.

Dj'es,

Flax

Gama, extension

of Portuguese trade

by

Vasco de, 101.
second exjiedition to India of Vasco
de, 103.

Gandaboo, treaty signed
Ganges, delta of the,

Gems

at,

204.

.5.

navigated by steamers, 208.
of India, 20.

by

Geography, slight knowledge of,
Hindoos, 303.
Ghaznie, the Ghorian sultan of, 59.
Ghoorkas, defeat of, 173.
Ghuznee, capture of, 212.
Gold-working, 315.
Goojerat, battle

Government,

of,

236.

existing, 259.

Grains, pulse, and fruits, 28.
Granitic formation and alluvium, 14.
Grasses and fibrous plants, 23.
Gwalior, condition of, 222.

Haileybury, nature of education

at,

263.

H.irdinge, Sir H., governor-general, 224.
Harvest -time and its anxieties, 319.

Hastings, Warren, governor-general, 128.
charges of corruption against, 129^.
quarrel between Francis and, 130.
judicial changes effected by, 142.
large sums of money raised by, 143.
retirement from the government,
144.

Marquis

of,

governor-general, 169.

Hindoo Rajah defeated

at Canouj, 60.
Hindoos, the early dynasties of the, 37.
ancient account of the, 427.
various influences on the character

of the, 428.

example afforded by the

British to

the, 429.

Hindostan, early government of, 251.
Holkar and Lake, action between, 162.
peace concluded between, 163.
insanity of, and consequent division
of the regency, 165.
defeat of, 185.
deposition and restoration of,
Humayun,
"
68.
Hyder Ali, first war of English with, 127.
league of the French with, 132.
invasion of English territories by,
133.

massacre of English troops by, 134.
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INDEX,
Hyder

Ali, defeat of, at Vellore, 135.

death

of,

138.

Imports, average from India between
1771 and 1793, 308.
India, early kingdoms of, 41.
geological features of, 0, 10.

Greek accounts of, 45.
and fishes

rivers, bays,

of,

33.

manufactures

of, 305.
prohibition in the Austrian
dominions, 321.
planters, and their treatment, 323.
source of, and how produced, 322.
Infanticide, custom of female, 421.
Inquisition established at Goa, 106.
Insects, great abundance of, 32.
Insurrections in reign of Akbar, 70.
Invulnerables, the Burmese, \'J8.
Irrigation, Hindoo mode of, 318.

Indigo,

its

Jehan

Ghir, accession of, 72.
death of, in Cashmere, 74.
Jeipal and Sibektegin, war between,

51.
Jesuits, first establishment
India, 105.

of the, in

Judges, incapacity of, in India, 453.
published judgments of, 454.

model decisions of, 455.
Judicial establishments, modern, 451.
promotion in India, 452.
subordinates, native, 459.
Justice, Hindoo administration of, 448.
Jute, the growth of, and trade in, 311.

Kemmendine, hostilities at, 200.
Khoord Cabool pass, victory at, 217.
Lahore reduced by Mahomedans, 54.
•

treaty of, 232.

Lake, Gen., marches against Agra, 161.
Landholders' rights, 274.
Land-tax in the three presidencies, 261.
Laterite rocks, 11.
Lattial system, or club-law, 324.
Laws, Hindoo code of, 449.
modification of, 450.

Magada, kings

of, 40.

Magistrate's court, scenes in a, 461.

Maha

Bandoola, march

of,

199.

Barat, the, 39.
his conquests eastward, 53.
death and character of, 55.
Mahomedan rule, 258.
Mahratta war, end of the, 188.
Mahrattas, rise of the, 76.
wars with the, 83.
commencement of hostilities with.

!Mahmoud,

131.

war begun with,

157.

peace concluded with, 187.

Marriage, form and cost of, 418.
Martaban, attack of, 242.
Massaud, military operations of, 5G.
Medical treatment and peculiarities, 300.
IMedicinal jilants, gums, and starches, 27.
Medicine, the practice of, 299.

3Ienu, the code of, 254.
Metallurgy of India, 313.
Missionaries, extent of labours of, 445.
progress of conversion by, 447.
Mohammed Toghlak, despotism of, 63.
Momuutis, incursions of the, 246.
Monsoons, winds and rains of the, 16.
JMoodkee, the battle of, 229.

Morad and Aurungzebe,

rising of, 77.

Morality of the early Indo-British, 467.
last of the Khilji

Mubarik, murder of the

race, 62.
Sir T.,svstem of assessment, 284.

Munro,

Music, Hindoo,"298.

Mutiny among the British troops,
Nadir Shah, conquests of, 91.

123.

Napier, Sir Charles and the Ameers,
encounter between, 220.
Native ofiicials, 266.
states, annexation of, 270.
community afi'ected by English example, 474.
millionaires, proceedings of, 479.
Natives, justice to th.em, 268.
Navigation scarcely known, 304.

Nepaul, war

in, 171.
disastrous ojierations in, 172.

Nepaulese outrage upon

officers

and po-

hce, 170.

Opiujr, culture and monopoly, 331.
its sale legalised in China, 332.
Oude, honourable employment of British
oificers in, 271.
imsettlcd state of affairs in, 154.

Pagiiam, Mew, encounter at, 203.
Palaces of native princes, 296.
Patna. disturbances at, 122.
Pegu, second engagement at, 245.
Peguans, habits, manners, &c. of the, 426.
Peishwa, misunderstanding with the, 1 76.
plans

of,

against the English, 180.

engagement with the English, 181.
defeated near Poonah, 184.
deposition of the, 184.

Permanent settlement by Lord Cornwallis, 280.

embassy to court of, 168.
Persians, massacre at Delhi by the, 92.
Pindarries, attack upon the, 179.
predatory incursions of the, 167.
dispersion of, 186.
Persia, British

Police, roguery of the Indian, 462.

INDEX.
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Population, the Indian rural, 478.
Portuguese, hostilities with the, 84.

—^—

early progress of the, 100.

Emperor of Delhi wages war against
the, 104.

decline of the rule of, 109.
Press, the Indian, 472.
Professor, sketch of an Indian, 434.
Prome, march towards, 243.
and Pegu taken by the English, 244.

Punjab and Scinde, extent

of, 7.

the five rivers of the, 46.

Railways and

electric telegraphs, 239.

Rajpootana, early rajahs

Rama,

exploits

of,

Tamerlane, Hindostan devastated by, 65.
Tartar empire, decline of the, 95.
and English, rule of, compared, 277.
Tea, cultivation of, in Assam, 328.
crops, produce of the Company's,
329.
plant, report by Dr. Royle on, 327.
Temperature of Calcutta, Madras, and

of, 44.

Bombay, 17.
Temples of Cashmere, 297.

193.

Tenant-holdings, 275.
Tenasserim and Peguan provinces, na-

of, 38.

Rangoon, evacuation
Revenue, 278.

Sovereign, the duties of, 253.
Stamps, cost of Indian law, 463.
Sugar-cane, the, 325.
Suttee, prevalence of, 420.

tural history of, 34.

early mode of collecting the, 272.
Rice, cultivation of, 320.
Rock and cave temples, 294.
Ryots, their average incomes, 279.
their condition and prospects, 479.
Ryotivari system, its evils, 285.

Sale, General, arrival of, 218.
Salt-tax, 286; evils of, 287.
Sanitaria, elevations, &c. of, 18.
Saracenic conquests in the East, 98.
Scindia, renewal of intrigues by, 174.
Seringapatam, English march on, 150.
capture of, and death of Tippoo, 151.
Sevaji assumes the title of rajah, but is
compelled to resign, 82.
Shah .lehan, captivity, death, and character of, 78, 79.
Sibektegin, thj victory of, 52.
Sick, exposure of, by the Ganges, 422.
Sikh leaders, surrender of the, 237.
Sikhs, recrossing of the Sutlej by the, 230.
second war with the, 234.
Silk, manufacture of, in India, 309.
antiquity of, 333.
endeavours of the Company to im23rove its mode of production, 334.
worms, different species of, 336.
Sindhi, appearance, character, and customs of the, 425.
Slave-trade agitation favourable to EastIndia sugars, 326.
Smelting, difference between Indian and
Welsh, 314.
Society of India, the early English, 466.
changes in, 468, 469,

inhabitants of, 8.
cession of the province of, 197.
Textile products, 306.
Thugs, the great power and final extinction of the, 423.
Tippoo Sahib, defeats English army, 136.
renewal of hostilities by, 139.
negotiates with the English, 140.
treaty of peace concluded with, 141.
Corn wallis declares war against, 1 45.
defeat of, ne^-r Seringapatam, 146.
peace concluded with, 147.
Tobacco, locality and quality of, 28.
Townships, their municipality and independence, 273.
Trade, early routes of the Indian, 97.
Trichinopoly besieged by French, 113.

Trimbukjee,

flight of, 177.

Vansittart, short and

disa^strous

ad-

ministration of Mr., 121.

War,

the science of, amongst the Hindoos, 255.
improvements in the art of, 256.

Wellesley, Colonel, appointed governor
of Seringapatam, 152.
expedition against the jSIauritius,
prepared by, 153.

Women,

social position of, 417.

Woods, ornamental and
Woollen products, 3..0.

useful, 22.

" Writer," the, in India, 264.

Zemindari system, and

its fruit,

282.

Zodiacal and planetary systems, 302.

THE END.
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